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EDITORIAL 

This Newsletter is an experiment! 

We all know there is a lot of literature 
around ... sometimes there is even too 
much to make it possibZe to even hope 
to keep up. But certain technical 
areas seem to have the need for a more 
focused approach. 

' This News letter is intended to fill the 
gap produced by a need for more detailed 
information about program testing 
methods, experiences , techniques, hopes 
and dreams, and just plain half-baked 
ideas. 

Besides "newsy II articles and announce
ments of conferences, calls, seminars, 
and whatever, the intention is ultimate
ly to have this Newsletter carry short 
articles that relate to testing and 
to testing situations of all kinds. 

And, it is NOT the intention to have 
only SRA personnel contributing the 
material ... contributions from every
one are welcomed. 

Just where the Newsletter idea will 
lead is quite an open question. 
Certainly your comments will be 
appreciated -- and printed if that's 
your desire. We have included a 
"bingo sheet" for your use if you Zike. 

Ed 

FATT BY SWAK SOON TO BE ANNOUNCED 

A FORTRAN Analytical Testing Tool 
called FATT has been announced by SWAK, 
an Oakland, California firm special
izing in the application of modern 
program analysis techniques to software 
quality assurance. The FATT system, 
says SWAK in a copyrighted statement, 
" .•. reduces the time and money spent 
on development and maintenance by 
automating parts of the debugging and 
documenting tasks." 

The SWAK spokesman went on to discuss 
the relative advantages of using the 
system. "The motivation for utilizing 
FATT is as follows. Assuming overhead 
to be 100%, the cost of FORTRAN error 
detection through traditional means is 
on the order of a $250/error 
(although the overhead for large 
organizations is often over 200%). 
Furthermore, documentation, an often 
neglected aspect of programming, may 
consume 40-50% of total development 
costs. These are the areas in which 
FATT has an appreciable effect." 

SWAK can be contacted at: 

P.O. Box 1440 
Oakland, CA 94705 
(415) 848-0261 
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PROGRAM TESTING TECHNIQUES SEMINARS 

Public versions of the Program Testing 
Techniques seminar offered by Software 
Research Associates are offered in 
Washington, D.C. and San Francisco, 
California, as follows: 

13-14 July (San Francisco) 

17-18 July (Washington, D.C.) 

14-15 September (San Francisco) 

16-17 October (Washington, 

30 November, 
1 December (San Francisco) 

25-26 January 1979 

For further information please contact: 

Dr. Edward F. Miller 
Software Research Associates 
P.O. Box 2432 
San Francisco, CA 94126 
(415) 921-1155 

who is the instructor for all 
seminars. 

* * * * * * * * * * 
SEMINAR ON EDP AUDITING 

* 

Professional Development Seminars 
entitled "Audit and Control of 
Computer Software" will be held across 
the United States, according to the 
inst ructor , Mr. Robert P. Abbott, 
President, EDP Audit Controls , Inc. 
The Scheduled dates are: 

22-24 May in Houston, Texas 
31 May to 2 June in Atlanta, 

Georgia 
28-30 June in Washington, D.C. 

For further information, contact Mr. 
Abbott at the following address: 

EDP Audit Controls, Inc. 
7700 Edgewater 
Suite 745 
Oakland, California 
(415~ 6~9-4075 

MAY 1978 PlOGRAM TESTING CONFERENCE 

A kind of "first ever" Program Testing 
Conference (sponsored by InfoTech) 
brings testing experts from aZZ over 
the world together in Hanover, West 
Germany, on 24-26 May 1978. The 
speakers and a synopsis of their talks 
foUows ... 

WEDNESDAY 24 May 

"Program Testing Technology -
An Overview and Projection" 
Ed Miller, Software Research 
Associates (USA) 

A general introduction to the major 
phase of program testing and overview 
discussion of results known, experience 
gained, and activities currently under 
way to expand program testing tech
nology. This session provides, in 
addition, a short tutorial on 
terminology, concepts, and question
mark areas that will place the 
remainder of the conference in 
perspective. 

2 "Static and Dynamic Testing 
Methodologies" 
Richard Fairley, Colorado State 
University (USA) 

The two major routes to program testing 
are the static analysis and dynamic 
analysis methods. Static analysis 
concentrates on rigorous examinations 
of software to identify and isolate 
structural, procedural, and syntactic 
faults. Dynamic analysis focuses 
attention on running the program in 
its own environment (or a close appiox
imation of the natural environment). 
This session presents a general method
ology for program testing using these 
two important kinds of analysis . 

3 "Program Instrumentation Techniques" 
J.C. Huang, University of Houston 
(USA) 

Program instrumentation is m ,< ii t o . 
record facts about program exec ution 
during tests. Both control-flow and 
data-flow information can be collected. 
Thig ggg~ion concentr~ies on advanced 
methods for instrumentation and data 



collection for this kind of information 
and provides extensive examples of the 
various kinds of instrumentation 
techniques. 

4 "Language Aspects of Program 
Testing" 
Anthony Wasserman , University of 
California, San Francisco (USA) 

A program is .more reliable if it is 
constructed with a programming 
language that supports modern semantic 
constructions that facilitate program 
testing and other forms of automated 

. software quality as~urance . This 
session concentrates on the state of the 
art in programming language design and 
application, with particular emphasis 
on new languages like PLAIN and DOD-1 
and the facilities they provide for 
program testing. 

• 
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THURSDAY 25 May 

"Testing Large-Scale, Real-Time 
Software Systems" 
Carl Davis, BMD Advanced 
Technology, Centre (USA) 

The need for assuring quality in fast
response-time, extremely large-scale 
software systems has led to the develop
ment of a wide spectrum of advanced 
techniques for measuring and affirming 
software quality. This session 
concentrates on methods of systems 
quality assurance that can be used for 
super-critical _software systems. 

6 "Program Testing Techniques for 
High-reliability Control Systems" 
Heinz Trauboth, Kernforschung 
Kernforschungszentrum (W Germany) 

The software quality issues for large
scale control systems of all kinds pose 
severe constraints on the type of test
ing that must be performed to success
fully qualify such systems for operation. 
This session focuses on state-of-the-
art methods that are used to assure the 
overall system reliability of embedded 
control computer software. 

7 
' 4 • 

"New Automated Tools for Analysis 
of Program Input/Output Behavior" 
Harry Sneed, Software Research 
Associates (W Germany) • One of the most important concepts in 

program testing is the development of 
the correspondence between a program's 
input settings (the test data) and the 
set of affected symbolic program 
variables. New tools for automatically 
identifying this kind of information are 
presented in this session. Examples of 
the way the tools are used in large
scale software analysis activities are 
also given. 

8 "Automated Test Data Generation 
Techniques" 
Ed Miller, Software Research 
Associates (USA) 

The test data generation problem for 
computer software requires advanced 
heuristic and symbolic analysis methods. 
This session focuses on current 
techniques in use for test data 
generation. (Test data generation here 
refers to producing specific data to 
cause a program to execute in a 
particular way, not merely the process 
of setting up files for programs to 
consume during normal operations). 

.. 
• FRIDAY 26 May 

9 "Effectiveness of Software 
Validation Methods" 
Bill Howden, University of 
Victoria (Canada) 

i 
Two approaches have been developed for 
analysing the effectiveness of different 
software validation methodologies. The 
first is empirical and involves case 
history statistics and software 
reliability experiments. The second is 
theoretical and involves the character
ization of the conditions under which 
specific classes of tests can be used 
to P.rove the correctness of a program 
or of program properties. In this 
session, the results of recent 
empirical and theoretical studies are 
described and the effectiveness of both 
traditional and the new techniques is 
assessed. 



"Program Testing and Symbolic 
Execution" 
John Darringer, IBM Research, 
Yorktown Heights (USA) 

Symbolic evaluation of programs 
used to provide for simulations o 
program testing, for analyses similar 
to those used in program proofs, and 
for generalized analysis of programs' 
operating behaviour. This session 
concentrates on the state of the art 
in this exciting new area of program 
testing technology. 

11 "EDP Auditing Funcitons - New 
Concepts in Testing Technology" 
Robert Abbott, EDP Audit Controls 
(USA) 

The EDP audit function has responsibility 
for assuring the quality of the entire 
computer operation, much in the same 
fashion as an independent financial 
auditor has responsibility for control
ling the accuracy of an organization's 
financial operations and activities. 
~is session focuse~ on techniques used 

program auditing and system auditing, 
with emphasis on advanced methods. 

12 Forum 

An open discussion session in which 
speakers answer questions from the 
audience and elaborate on points raised 
during the Conference, while delegates 
contribute their own experience and 
expertise to the discussion. 

For additionai infoY'mation contact: 

Dave Bates 
nfoTech Internationai 

Nicholson House 
Maidenhead 
Berkshire 
SL6 lLD 
ENGLAND 

CALL FOR PAPERS 

[here will b~ special sessions 
software testing, software reliability, 
and experience in software quality 
assurance at the 1978 CompSAC 

Conference in Chicago. For further 
information contact Software Research 
Associates. For a copy of the call 
you can write to: 

Dr. Steve Yau 
Department of Computer Science 
Northwestern University 
Evanston, Illinois 60201 

* * * * * * * * 

INFOTECH STATE OF THE ART BOOK 

A new book on program testing 
techniques, to appear during the summer 
of 1978, will be devoted specifically 
to technology of testing at the state 
of the art. The book, being produced 
by InfoTech at Maidenhead in England, 
will include some 25 papers by experts 
at various phases in testing. For 
further information contact: 

Mr. Dave Bates 
InfoTech International 
Nicholson House 
Maidenhead 
Berkshire 
SL6 lLD 
ENGLAND 

CALL FOR ABSTRACTS 

There will be a workshop on Software 
Testing and Test documentation held in 
Ft. Lauderdale, Flordia, on 18-20 
December 1978. Abstracts (1000-3000 
words) are due by 1 August 1978, and 
should be sent to Software Research 
Associates for processing. The workshop 
is looking for papers in the following 
areas: 

.• 

Current testing practices 
Theory of reliable testing 
Legal issues of quality 

assurance 
Experience in use of standards 
Proposed testing Methodologies 
Measurement of test complete-

ness 
Automated Tools for testing 
Methods of software 

certification 

Special issues of the IEEE Transactions 
on Software Engineering and the IEEE 
Gomput~I Maoazine are under consideration 
as vehicles for publishing the results 
of this workshop. 
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AUTOMATED TOOLS FOR SOFTWARE 
ENGINEERING COURSE ANNOUNCED 

A new Technology Seminar entitled 
"Automated Tools for Software Engineer-
• II h b 1ng as een announced by Software 
Research. The course, to be offered 
publically for the first time in the 
US in San Francisco on 9-10 November 
1978, has the objective of describing 
sbate-of-the-art too l s and associated 
methodologies. Tbe seminar ·is intended 
for tools designers and their managers. 
The cost for the course is $450. 

For a copy of the out line and schedule 
wr ite or call So f tware Research . 

• 

FLASH !!! 

SCHEDULI NG PROBLEMS FORCE CHANGE IN 
LOCATI ON/TIME OF HANOVER TESTING 
CONFERENCE 

The Hanover Program Testing Conference, 
sponsoreg by InfoTech in cooperation wi
th Software Research, has been postponed 
from May to September, and been moved 
from Hanover to London. 

Originally scheduled for 24-26 May in 
Hanover, West Germany, the Conference 
was expected to draw over 150 interested 
attendees from all over Europe, according 
to an I nfoTech spokesman. A problem in 
scheduling of- the Conference Hotel forced 
the untimely change, the spokesman 
indicated. 

The Program Testing Conference has been 
rescheduled for: 

20-22 September 1978 
London, England 

the InfoTech people indicated. Almost 
all of the orignally scheduled speakers 
would be present at the alternative 
time, the InfoTech representative in
dicated. Because of the longer publi
city lead InfoTech expects to have an 
even larger audience than for the Han
over presentation. 

Informat i on about the Conference on 
Program Testing can be obta ined by 
contacting: 

Mr. Dave Bates 
InfoTech Interna tiona l 
Nicholson House , 
Maidenhead 
Berkshire 
SL6 lLD 
ENGLAND 

From the USA you can dia l I nfoTech from 
most l oca tions as fol l ows: 

(1) 011-44- 628- 350 31 

Co pies of the revised Conference 
Descript ion will be available f rom 
Software Research in iqt~ Jun~/ 
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EDITORIAL 

This is the second issue of Testing 
Techniques Newsletter. If you didn't 
receive the first issue then this 
Newsletter wiZZ need a little explan
ation. One of its purposes is to fiU 
the gap produced by a need for detailed 
and focused information about program 
testing methods, experiences, techniques, 
hopes and dreams, and •.. possibZy even 
half-baked ideas •.. and the people who 
are active in the software testing, EDP 
auditing, and software quality assurance 
communities. SRA's intention is to have 
this Newsletter fiZZ that need. 

Besides articles and announcements of 
conferences, seminars and what have you, 
from time to time it is our intention to 
print technical material which may help 
you in your job. Elsewhere in this 
issue you wiZZ even find a standard offer 
to pay a smaZZ honorarium for items that 
are used in the Newsletter. 

There is certainly not a Zack of 
activity in the industry. In fact, one 
of the problems of putting this issue 
together was what to put in and what to 
leave out. Though that process was 
difficult, we managed to assemble what 
should be a good cross section, and 
issue #2 goes out to the readership. 

2 

As mentioned in the Editorial for 
Volume 1, No. 1, just where this 
Newsletter wiZZ go remains an open 
question. Any comments you have .•. and 
contributions, as weZZ ..• wouZd be deepZ 
appreciated. 

On the logistics side this issue carries 
with it a "bingo sheet" that wiU aUow 
you to order additional subscriptions, 
or to delete your name if you think that 
is appropriate. 

If there are any questions, we certainly 
hope to hear from you. 

EFM 

UPDATE ON WORKSHOP FOR SOFTWARE TESTING 
AND TESTING DOCUMENTATION 

The Workshop on Testing and Test 
Documentation to be held in Florida, 
18-20 December, had a Call for Abstracts 
due 1 August. There were nearly 40 
responses, representing the work of over 
60 people. The Workshop is by 
invitation only and is intended to bring 
together people who have a deep concern 
for software testing methods and 
techniques in a forum of exchange and 
technological development. 

Although there will be no formal 
proceedings, special issues of the 
Transactions on Software Engineering 
and the IEEE Computer Magazine have 
been reserved for papers that result 
from the Workshop. Although plans are 
not finalized it is anticipated there 
will be a number of position summary and 
Workshop summary papers available. 

For further information please write to 
Software Research Associates mentioning 
the Workshop. 

STAFF POSITIONS AVAILABLE 

SRA/ San Francisco is looking for junior 
~ and senior software engineers interested 

in furthering contemporary software -
testing technology. If you feel you ma_ 
be interested please contact SRA as soon 
as possible for further information. 
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SOFTWARE TESTING CONFERENCE TO BE HELD 
IN LONDON, 20-22 SEPTEMBER 1978 

The last issue of the newsletter 
indicated that the Software Testing 
Conference had been rescheduled to 
London from 20 to 22 September at the 
Regent Centre Hotel. 

Here is the lineup of speakers and 
their paper titles for this 3-day 
in-depth Conference: 

• 
1 

2 

3 

4 

• 
5 

6 

WEDNESDAY 20 September 

"Program Testing Technology -
An Overview and Projection" 
Edward F. Miller, Jr. Software 
Research Associates (USA) 

"Static and Dynamic Testing 
Methodologies" 
Richard Fairley, Colorado State 
University (USA) 

"Program Instrumentation 
Techniques" 
J. C. Huang, University of Houston 
(USA) 

"Language Aspects of Program 
Testing" 
Anthony Wasserman, University of 
California, San Francisco (USA) 

THURSDAY 21 September 

"Testing Large-Scale, Real-Time 
Software Systems" 
Carl Davis, BMD Advanced 
Technology Center (USA) 

"Program Testing Techniques for 
High-reliability Control Systems" 
Heinz Trauboth, 
Kernforschungszentrum (West 
Germany) 

7 "New Automated Tools for Analysis 
of Pr-ogram Input/Output Behavior" 
Harry Sneed, Software Research 
Associates (West Germany) 

"Quantitative Measures of Software 
Reliability - A Review" 
Jean Claude Rault, Thomson-CSP 
(France) 

3 

• 
9 

FRIDAY 22 September 

"Program Testing and Symbolic 
Execution" 
John Darringer, IBM Research (USA) 

10 "Automated Test Data Selection 
Techniques" 

11 

Lori Clarke, University of 
Massachusetts (USA) 

"EDP Auditing Functions - New 
Concepts in Testing Technology" 
Robert Abbott, EDP Audit Controls 
(USA) 

You can get information about this 
Conference, either to arrange attendance 
or to inquire about the Proceedings, by 
contacting Dave Bates at InfoTech in 
London or by writing to Software Research 
in San Francisco. 

NEW SOFTWARE TESTING SUPPORT TOOL FAMILY 
BEING PLANNED 

Many of those who have attended the 
Program Testing Techniques seminars will 
remember how confusing the support 
picture is for the testing function. 
Software Research hopes to do something 
about this situation by developing 
generic tools that employ contemporary 
concepts of good user engineering. A 
preliminary brochure describing the tool 
family, its functions and facilities, 
and the general plan for availability 
has been prepared. For a copy just mark 
the appropriate box on the attached 
reply form. 



SOFTWARE TESTING SEMINAR SCHEDULE 

Here are the dates and places of public 
presentations of Software Testing 
Techniques seminars: 

• 18-19 September, London, ENGLAND 

• 16-17 October, Washington, D.C. 

• 30 November - 1 December, 
San Francisco, California 

• 

• 

5-6 March 1979, San Francisco, 
California 

24-25 May 1979, San Francisco, 
California 

• 9-10 August 1979, San Francisco, 
California 

• 1-2 November 1979, San Francisco, 
California 

For details about this seminar, please 
write or call Alta Swander at SRA, (415) 
957-1441. 

* * * * * 
AUTOMATED TOOLS SEMINAR SCHEDULE 

Here are the dates and places of public 
presentations of the Automated Tools 
seminars: 

• 
• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

4-6 October, London, ENGLAND 

9-10 November, San Francisco, 
California 

25-26 January 1979, San Francisco, 
California 

12-13 Apri1- 1979, San Francisco, 
California 

28-29 June 1979, San Francisco, 
California 

13-14 September 1979, San Francisco, 
California 

13-14 December 1979, San Francisco, 
California 

For details about this seminar, please 
write or call Alta Swander at SRA, (415) 
957-1441. 
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FOR AN IN-HOUSE P~ESENTATION OF AN SRA 
SEMINAR 

Many times it is cost-effective and/or 
more appropriate to schedule an in-house . 
presentation of an SRA seminar. Often 
your organization can save 50% or more 
over the costs of sending the same team 
to a public seminar ... and you get the 
benefits of tailoring and emphasis tuned 
to your specific needs. To learn about 
the current in-house schedule contact 
Alta Swander at (415) 957-1441. 

OTHER MEETINGS ... 

(1) Workshop on Software Quality 
Assurance, to be held in San Diego, 
California on 15-17 November. The 
Workshop is unlimited attendance and 
will concentrate on a range of software 
quality assurance disciplines. For 
information contact: Toni Shelter, 
Xerox Corporation A3-39, 701 South 
Aviation Blvd., El Segundo, California 
90245. 

(2) NASA/AIAA Workshop on Tools for 
Embedded Computing Systems Software, to 
be held at the NASA Langley Research 
Center on 7-8 -November 1978. This 
workshop, chaired by Dr. Terry Straeter, 
will focus on specific methods for 
obtaining reliable software for NASA 
applications. You can contact Terry at 
NASA/Langley, Hampton, Virginia 23665. 

(3) 1979 National Computer Conference. 
Special sessions on Software Quality 
and Security are being organized for the 
1979 National Computer Conference, to be 
held in New York, 4-7 June 1979. For 
further information contact Dr. Richard 
Merwin, Chairman, P.O. Box 3222, 
Washington, D.C. 20007. 

PAPERS SOLICITED FOR SPECIAL "COMPUTER" 
ISSUE 

A special issue of Computer Magazine has 
been reserved for July 1979 and papers 
for this special issue are solicited now. 
To fit the pattern called for in this 
special issue, your papers should be 
tutorial in nature and should address 
specific issues under the general topic 
of Software Quality Assurance. Proposals 
for papers, or questions about the 
general plans for the special issue 
should be Q~{ected tQ the attent~on of 
Edward Miller, Software Research 
Associates, San Francisco, California. 



FEATURE 

AUDITING 

COMPUTER 

S O F T W A R E 

by Robert Abbott 

ART I C LE 

This is the first feature article to 
appear in Testing Techniques ... and we 
hope you enjoy it. The article is based 
on material to be presented by Bob at 
the upcoming Software Testing Conference 
in England. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

EDP auditing has been described as the 
unloved creation of the audit profession 
and the ignored step-child of computer 
science. Its characteristics closely 
resemble traditional audit practices but 
contain almost no input from computer 
science. Yet its purpose is to examine 
a mechanism which is totally the product 
of computer science. 

can be said to consist of: 
1. computer programs operating on 
2. computer hardware to produce 
3. a useful application for 
4. the benefit of management. 

Computer programs are produced without 
benefit of enforceable or verifiable 
standards under conditions that are 
generally permissive in nature, if not 
in fact uncontrolled. Computer hardware 
is the end product of a logical science 
and an engineering discipline. The EDP 
auditor seeks to evaluate the accuracy 
of the useful application and to attest 
whether or not the application is 
operating to the benefit of management. 

2. AUDITING IN THE DP ENVIRONMENT 

A data processing operation (i.e. function, 
network, terminal, etc) is a function of 
the environment in which it operates. 
In conducting a general EDP audit, it is 
therefore necessary to take into 
consideration the various elements which 
constitute the environment of the data 
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processing operation. In an audit, the 
focus of the evaluation is on the 
controls that are associated with critical 
points. In particular, the audit seeks 
to ensure that controls exist, that the 
controls are in place, and that they are 
functioning. 

For audit purposes, eight elements can 
be taken as constituting the data 
processing environment: 

1 internal controls 
2 administrative and physical 

security 
3 qualifications and training 

of staff 
4 software integrity 
5 data integrity 
6 communications controls 
7 post-processing procedures 
8 interactive controls 

3. INTERNAL CONTROLS 

Internal controls relate to the policy, 
procedures, and practices employed in 
the data processing operation. The idea 
of internal controls can be extended to 
include the controls that are built into 
the software. The controls that are 
employed by the software to protect 
itself can exist at various levels. The 
first level of such a control would be 
the validation of the incoming .data with 
respect to its size, tolerable limits, 
etc. A second level could include a 
validation process such as checking that 
if the data value is greater than a 
certain limit, then the part number 
should have a special identifier. 

4. ADMINI$TRATIVE AND PHYSICAL CONTROLS 

Administrative and physical controls 
protect the data processing operation. 
Guards, locks, badges and the like are 
necessary but external to the software. 
The software should include further 
security or access control mechanisms. 
Passwords are one mechanism for control
ling external access to the software 
application as a whole and can also be 
used internally to control access to a 
critical program, module, or subroutine 
by other parts of the software. 



5. STAFF QUALIFICATIONS AND TRAINING 

The people who design, implement, operate, 
and maintain the computer system must 
keep abreast of a discipline that 
continues to evolve at an ever-
increasing rate. Corporate operations 
also undergo changes as the result of 
new policies, laws, markets, etc. Some 
formal or academic training and sub
sequent participation in a planned 
program of continuing education sre 
necessary for staff involved in the 
construction and operation of software 
which maintains a high level of integrity. 

6. SOFTWARE INTEGRITY 

Software integrity involves the question 
whether a computer program does what it 
is intended to do and nothing more. In 
order to demonstrate its integrity, 
software must possess three character
istics: 

1 evidence that the program is 
correct 

2 evidence that the program is 
robust 

3 evidence that the program is 
trustworthy 

For a program to be correct one must 
provide evidence that it satisfies its 
mission, requirements, and specification. 
This is equivalent to the 'financial 
statement' result in the audit of a 
corporation. 

A robust program must include mechanisms 
to maintain appropriate levels of 
performance even under such pressures as 
operator errors, procedural program 
flaws, and user-initiated errors. The 
equivalent corporate audit procedure is 
the 'internal financial control system'. 

A trustworthy program is one that is 
well-documented, functionally simple 
(i.e. with minimal complexity)J modular in 
design, relatively short, integrated into 
a rigorously structured architecture, 
and produced by good progrannning 
practices and sensible programming 
standards. The corporate audit equival
ent is adherence to 'generally accepted 
accounting principles'. 

" ' 
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7. DATA INTEGRITY 

Data integrity is the subject which 
receives the most attention from the 
traditional ~udit approach. Partial 
complete sampling of data going into 
the computer, coupled with partial or 
complete reconciliation of data coming 
out of the computer, is the common method 
employed. This procedure, though 
necessary, is not complete in that it 
does not examine the software. 

8. COMMUNICATIONS CONTROLS 

Communications controls relate to the 
terminals and network connections in a 
system. One objective of these controls 
is to ensure that the person, terminal 
and/or computer on the other end of a 
connnunications line is a person, 
terminal, and/or computer that is 
authorized to be on the other end of the 
line. Another objective of connnunications 
controls is to ensure that the data that 
is transmitted and ·the data that is 
received is not only complete but that 
it is the data and the only data that 
was transmitted or received. In this 
respect, the software integrity of the • 
application system is dependent upon the 
software integrity of the communication 
system. 

9. POST-PROCESSING CONTROLS 

Post-processing controls relate to the 
post facto analysis of input, processing, 
and output information for the purpose 
of validating compliance with pre
determined system requirements. The 
objective of these controls is to 

• determine that all transactions were 
completely processed and that they 
were processed once and only once; 

• 

• 

• 

determine that each transaction was 
complete, accurate, and authorized; 

determine that processing was 
complete, accurate, and authorized; 

determine that distribution of 
processing results was made only 
authorized recipients; 

' " 
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determine that data and the required 
use of system resources were 
recoverable; 

determine that there is an ability 
to detect and analyze violati-0ns. 

A violation of any of these items may 
imply a breakdown in software integrity. 

10. INTERACTIVE CONTROLS 

The concept of interactive controls is 
both relatively new and almost non
existent in practice. A principal issue 
is the recognition that after-the-fact 
auditing is not an adequate audit 
procedure in the computer environment; 
the speed of processing alone requires a 
different approach. This issue relates 
primarily to data integrity. 

A different set of issues apply to the 
interactions between hardware and soft
ware. Is the program now being 
executed the same program that is 
authorized for execution? Is the program 
now being executed the same authorized 
program that was initiated a few minutes 

•
o? Is the computer now being used the 
me computer that was being used a 

moment ago? For that matter, is the 
computer after maintenance the same 
computer as before maintenance? 

• • • 

EDP AUDIT SEMINAR SCHEDULE 

Here are presentation dates for Bob 
Abbott's EDP Auditing Seminar: 

• 6-8 September, New York City 

• 4-6 October, Washington, D. C. 

• 15-17 November, Anaheim, 
California 

• 13-15 December, Washington, D. C. 

r further information, please contact 
at (415) 638-4075. 
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SOME INTERESTING STATISTICS ••• 

Everyone seems interested in error 
statistics and costs. Here is some data 
from a Software Research project (in 
Germany) that may be of interest. 

A combination of code inspection and C1 
targeted testing for 7700 statements in 
a high-level language (like PL/1) 
required some 250 testcases to achieve 
better than 95% overall coverage. In 
the process, some 130 errors were found 
in the program (some were classified as 
"errors," and others were classified as 
"severe errors"). It is estimated that 
this work achieved a 10:1 reduction in 
the cost to find errors, compared with 
letting the programming team find them. 
There will be more statistics later ••• 
the project has two more months to run 
and many, many more statements to 
analyze. 

CONTRIBUTIONS WANTED 

Sofi:ware Research Associates will pay 
$25 for short technical items used in 
this Newsletter. To qualify, the item 
should relate to testing, sofi:ware 
quality assurance, or an allied topic. 
Forward all contributions to Alta 
Swander at Sofi:ware Research Associates, 
San Francisco, California. 

INFORMATION REQUESTED ON AUTOMATED TOOLS 

Do you have a software package 
specifically intended to assist in the 
testing process? Or, do you have a 
package that assists you or someone you 
know in your company at some other point 
in the software engineering process? If 
so, Software Research would like to know 
about it. The information that you 
provide would be added to that 
presented in the technology seminar 
"Automated Tools for Software Engineering," 
described elsewhere in this newsletter. 
For further information, or for a copy 
of the automated tools questionnaire, 
write to Software Research Associates 
in San Francisco. 



SEMANTIC UPDATE SYSTEM BEING DESIGNED 

In a short study concluded in 1977, 
Software Research began an investigation 
of the required capabilities for a 
"smart" source code control program. 
Called "A Semantic Update System for 
Software Updating," an initial report 
has already been issued and one or two 
formal presentations given. The basic 
idea of a semantic update system is to 
provide a program editor tool which 
.. understands" that it is dealing with 
computer software, not just any old file 
of textual material. This means that 
when a line is changed there may be 
certain sid~ effects, the nature of 
which is important to report to the 
program updater. By automatically 
identifying what the side effects for 
particular kinds of changes are, the 
semantic update system tells the program 
maintainer the extent of the impact of 
each trial modification. 

Software Research ~O@~ 
P.O. Box 2432 
Son Francisco. CA 94126 
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DO WE HAVE YOUR CORRECT ADDRESS? 

If we do and you're moving, or if you 
have moved (and so we don't), or if 
you're where you're supposed to be and 
our address for you is wrong, won't you 
please tell us by giving us the correct 
information on the enclosed reply form. 

There is also space on the form for you 
to indicate the names of other people 
whom you think should be receiving this 
complementary Newsletter. And if you 
feel it is appropriate to have your name 
deleted, we can do that too, although 
with some sorrow. 



Software Research Associates, P. 0. Box 2432, San Francisco, CA 94126 (415) 957-1441 

D 
0 
0 
D 
D 
D 
D 

INFORMATION REQUEST SHEET 

More data about Software Testing Workshop (pg. 2) 

Tools Brochure (pg. 3) 

London Conference Proceedings (pg. 3) 

More data about special issue of Computer Magazine (pg. 4) 

Testing Seminar information (pg. 4) 

Tools Seminar information (pg. 4) 

More information about Semantic Update (pg. 8) 

CHANGE OF ADDRESS INFORMATION ... 

D 
D 
D 

New Address 

Delete Name 

New name/address 

Use This Space for Additional Comments 
Or Questions ... 
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EDITORIAL COMMENT 

Response to our Newsletter has been very, 
very good! Many thanks to all of you who 
have written with news and/or comments, all 
of which were enjoyed. 

This issue's feature article tells its own 
story so well it's difficult to say much 
about it ... except to suggest you read it and 
judge for yourself. 

Yes, we are planning to open a similar ser
vice in the U.S.A. -- probably sometime near 
the end of the second quarter of 1979. We 
expect you'll be hearing more abo~t it later 
... possibly in the next Newsletter, which 
~s scheduled for the end of March 1979. 

In the meanwhile, our thanks for your sup
port during 1978 ... and our best wishes for 
the Holiday Season. -efm 

BOOK SERIES ON SOFTWARE TESTING BEING FORMED 

Software Research is presently putting 
together a set of authors for a series of 
technical books on Software Quality Assur
ance and Testing Technology ••• to be pub
lished by Wiley sometime during 1979 and 
1980. If you are interested in contri
buting a Chapter (there is a small fee, 
plus a royalty share involved) please cont-
act ~d Mi11er at SRA. 
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Testing Techniques Seminar Schedule 

Software Research continues to offer the Pro
fessional Development Seminar on Software Tes
ting techniques, throughout 1979. Here i . e 
current schedule (other public presentatio. ~ 
may be added later): 

• 26-27 April 1979 in San Francisco. 

• 15-16 November 1979 in San Francisco. 

For further information please check the app
ropriate box on the enclosed form. 

Infotech International's State-of-the-Art 
Series on Software Testing 

The InfoTech International people have done it 
again: an excellent collection of papers and 
an associated analysis on the current state of 
technology in Software Testing. Part of their 
continuing series in contemporary technology, 
this two-volume set is expected to be announ
ced in January 1979. For further information 
please contact Software Research or Ms. Anne 
E. Westley at: 

Infotech International Limited 
Nicholson House 
Maidenhead 
Berkshire SL6 lLD 
ENGLAND • CDC Institute Seminar on Testing Technology 

Mr. James E. Calder, Manager at the Institute 
for Advanced Technology of Control Data's Edu
cation Company writes with mention of a new 
Seminar entitled "Structured Testing," offered 
through his organization on a continuing basis. 
The instructor, Mr. Thomas J. McCabe, is known 
for his work in the structural analysis of pro
grams -- see his paper in the IEEE Trans. on 
Software Engineering some months back. For 
further information about this course you can 
contact Mr. Calder at 6003 Executive Boulevard, 
Rockville, Maryland 20852. 

Automated Tools Seminar Schedule 

Software Research will be offering its new Sem
inar on Automated Tools for Software Engineer
ing throughout 1979. Here are the dates: 

• 26-28 March 1979 in San Francisco 

• 24-25 May 1979 in San Francisco • • 13-14 December 1979 in San Francisco 

For a copy of the Seminar Package simply check 
the appropriate box on the enclosed form. 



NEW SERIES OF TECHNOLOGY SEMINARS ANNOUNCED! 

Pa~tly in response to a number of requests, 

•
ftware Research Associates is pleased to 
nounce a series of high-technology Seminars 

designed to provide technical personnel and 
managers with a very special kind of look 
into certain topics of Software Engineering. 

The technical advances in the last decade 
have constituted something of a "software 
engineering revolution," but a continuing 
problem is how to communicate such advances 
to the right people and in the right way. 
The common theme of all of these seminars is 
that they address technology in a unique way: 
they will answer the question of 'what is 
known,' but also answer the question of 
'what is not known.' 

In many situations knowing the limits of con
temporary technology may be the key to un
locking otherwise impossible or difficult 
decisions. 

That's what these seminars are designed to 
do: to provide a thorough explanation of 
all of the techniques pertinent to a par-

•

·cular topic, and make provision for iden
fying the limits of knowledge. 

Naturally enough, to do this requires that 
the instructor in such a seminar to an ex
pert himself. That's the case, in SRA's 
special series. 

Initially, these seminars will be presented 
only in San Francisco. There will be group/ 
team discounts as well as "series discounts," 
designed to make it possible to attend 
several of these special seminars at a con
siderably reduced cost. 

The topics are self-explanatory, and the 
scheduled speakers need no introduction. 
Here's the lineup: 

• 

• • • 

Software Engineering Management and 
Technology, prsented by Prof. Peter 
Freeman and ?rof. Tony Wasserman ($495) 
others are $425), set for 21-23 March 
1979. 

Software Tesing Techniques, presented by 
Dr. Edward Miller, 26-27 April 1979. 

Performance Enhancement Technology, pre
sented by Prof. D. Ferrari, 17-18 May 
1979. 
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• Automated Tools for Software Engineering, 
presented by Dr. Edward Miller, 24-25 May 
1979. 

• Software Metrics Technology, presented by 
Mr. Torn Gilb, 31 May -- 1 June 1979. 

• System Reliability Technology, presented 
by Dr. Herbert Hecht, 21-22 June 1979. 

• Software Costing Methods, presented by 
Dr. Victor Schneider, 28-29 June 1979. 

We've put together special packages describ
ing each of these seminars, as well as a 
package about the entire series. Check the 
appropriate box on the response form for 
your copies of any of these. 

However, if you are considering registering 
you should contact the Seminar Manager at 
Software Research as soon as possible be-
cause the attendance at these seminars is 
strictly limited to 25 each -- a limit 
designed to maximize the dgree of inter
action between the attendees and the speak
er. 

Testing Books Available ... 

Some readers have asked whether we can pro
vide copies of PROGRAM TESTING TECHNIQUES, 
or SOFTWARE TESTING AND VALIDATION TECHNIQUES. 
By ~ermissi~n of the IEEE we can now send you 
copies of either of these tutorial texts post-
paid, at these prices: ' 

PROGRAM TESTING TECHNIQUES: $13.50 

SOFTWARE TESTING AND VALIDATION 
TECHNIQUES: $16.00 

To order a copy just use the box on the enclo
sed 'bingo form' and enclose your check (plus 
6.5% California/San Francisco sales tax if 
applicable). ' 

CONTRIBUTIONS WANTED 

Sof-tware Research Associates will pay 
$25 for short technical items used in 
this Newsletter. To qualify, the item 
shou~d relate to tesingJ ooftware 
qual~ty assurance, or an allied topic. 
Forward all contributions to the News
letter Editor at Sof-tware Research 
Associates, San Francisco, California. 



EXPERIENCES IN A SOFTWARE 

TEST FACTORY 

by 

Timothy A. Budd, Edward F. Miller,, Jr., 
and Harry M. Sneed 

Editor's Note: This paper is closely rel
ated to one planned for presentation at 
CorrrpCON-?9-Spring, February/March 19?9 
in San Francisco. Mr. Budd was an emp
loyee of SRA during the summer cf 19?8 
and continues on staff part-time while 
studying for a Ph. D. at the University 
of California, Berkeley. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The concept of software testing has been 
around almost as long as the idea of stored 
computer programs. On the other hand, the 
view that software testing should be a 
systematic discipline is only of very recent 
origin (4,5). And it is only more recently 
that we have been able to consider testing 
as being a potential commercial service. 

In this paper we will talk about one such 
commercial venture, Software Research 
Associates' Munich Test Factory. The Test 
Factory operated on an experimental basis 
during the Summer of 1978, and results were 
so favorable that it has since been extended 
into a permanent operation. This paper 
gives a summary of some of the experience 
gathered by SRA during the first three 
months of the Test Factory operation. 

2. DEFINITION OF THE TEST FACTORY 

The software production process can be 
divided into two categories, management and 
production activities. In our definition 
the management aspect is concerned with 
things external to the actual production of 
code. Examples of such concerns are: how 
limited resources such as manpower or time 
are to be allocated, the construction of a 
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timetable or pert chart, and so on. The 
organizational part is concerned with how. 
the team of people devoted to the task of 
software production is going to be organized, 
the evolution of a flow of command and 
information flow, and other day to day 
management issues. 

On the other hand the production component 
of the software design and development 
process is concerned with the actual code: 
How the algorithm used to solve the problem 
at hand is to be broken into modules, and 
what is perhaps the least critical part of 
this entire diagram, the actual writing of 
the code. 

In recent years there have been many software 
engineering innovations, such as structured 
programming, top down rlevelopment (8), and, 
the chief programmer team concept (1), 
which have given us a much fuller under
standing of the problems of software 
engineering. 

The majority of attention has been paid to 
the software production process, however, 
and little attention has been devoted to . 
software quality assurance methods. 

What are the reasons for this neglect? 
There are many. In the first place, quality 
control almost always means code review, 
usually by fellow programmers or managers. 
There are many sociological factors working 
to undermine this process. Some of these 
factors include the desire not to criticize 
ones colleagues, the unconscious feeling 
that if Smith is a better programmer than 
Jones, then you don't need to look at Smith's 
code as much as you do Jones, plus many 
others. Some of these psychological 
problems are analyzed in (14). For these 
and other reasons peer review as a means of 
quality control has not been observed to 
work in practice. 

Secondly, testing is often viewed by 
programmers (usually wrongly) as a less 
important problem, and certainly a less 
interesting one, then code production. 
Certainly programmers do not often make 
intentional mistakes, and if a choice mus. 
be made between testing a just-completed 
component and meeting a deadline for the 



next three components which must be coded, 
the testing activity will almost always lose 
out. Hence in a world dominated by all-too-

•

ar deadlines and rewards for increased 
oductivity, testing will usually be 

neglected in favor of coding. 

The Test Factory concept attempts to circum
vent these difficulties by removing the 
quality control and testing activity from 
the software design development process. 
Indeed, in the case of the Test Factory this 
was both a physical and a logical separation, 
and this had a great deal to do with the 
success of the project, since by being 
physically separated from the team of pro
grammers developing the project we were 
not subjected to the same sort of socio
logical pressures which limit peer review. 

As defined in the experimental Munich Test 
Factory, we see the quality control portion 
of our services as encompassing two broad 
goals. The first is design review. In the 
design review we consider the initial pro
ject design from a top-down hierarchical 
viewpoint, considering such issues as data 
hiding (11), module specification (8), and 

lear statement of design goals. In this 
ner logical errors or design decisions 
ch will inhibit or unnecessarily comp-

licate the testing process can be caught and 
altered before they become entrenched in the 
actual coded product. 

Unfortunately, even though we felt that 
design review represented a sizable part of 
the quality control task, on the initial 
project undertaken by the Test Factory we 
were not able to do a complete design review 
of the project. There were two reasons for 
this: in the first place we joined the pro
ject at much too late a time to have a 
significant impact on the total design, and 
secondly the design of the project was never 
documented in one single place in a clear and 
concise fashion. Hence no design review of 
the entire project could be undertaken. 
This was a significant shortcoming on the 
part of this project, since we discovered 
many design flaws that might have been 
avoided, and this gave us some difficulties 
in turn as a result . 

• 
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The second part of quality control is code 
inspection. Code inspection is performed 
on individual modules and is intended to 
catch such things as failures to adhere to 
local coding conventions, interface errors, 
and other classes of errors which are not 
easily detectable by testing. In addition, 
code inspection includes a subjective anal
ysis of how "good" a solution, in terms of 
programming style and logical organization, 
the given program represents for the pro
blem at hand. 

The most time-consuming function provided by 
the Test Factory is the generation of test 
cases. The goal chosen for this task was 
that of statement coverage (or c

1 
coverage 

as it is sometimes known). In SJ..mple terms 
what this means is that we attempt to con
struct test data so that every statement in 
the system had to be executed at least once. 
Although it is well known that on theoretical 
grounds this type of coverage is very weak 
(3) it is still unfortunately more than what 
is usually encountered in major software 
production efforts. 

The most unusual and innovative feature of 
the Test Factory was how it is funded. The 
Test Factory was not paid a flat fee for its 
efforts but was instead funded by a formula 
based onthe number of testcases generated 
and the percentage of testpoints executed. 
This is, as far as the authors are aware, 
the first time that such a funding scheme 
has been tried. 

3. THE ENVIRONMENT IN WHICH THE TEST 
FACTORY WORKED 

The modules with which the initial test fac
tory worked were taken from a real-time 
event-driven control system which rests on 
top of a special purpose operating system. 

The implementation language was a system 
programming language similar to PL/1. The 
initial Test Factory was staffed by four 
individuals. 



The applications system was constructed in 
layers around the operating system. The 
unit of code with which the test factory 
dealt with was then one "layer", using as 
sample inputs commands corning from the next 
layer immediately above and simulating, by 
means of stub calls (10,13), the actions of 
layers immediately below. 

For our purposes a "test case" was a single 
flow through one laye1, starting with the 
initial invocation by the next layer above, 
going through in some specified path the 
code for the layer in question, including 
the simulations of calls made to routines 
subordinate to the layers below, and ending 
with the return to the superordinate proce
dure. 

4. MAJOR PROBLEMS AND DIFFICULTIES 

The first problem faced by an independent 
test factory is getting started. Certainly 
the test factory cannot function without the 
help of sophisticated software tools. At the 
minimum one needs a software testbed (10,13), 
or test harness, with which to execute por
tions of code taken out of context within 
the entire system. Almost as important are 
software instrurnenters (6), with which to 
measure and evaluate the thoroughness of the 
testing being done. 

Who is going to pay for the development of 
these tools? The client is only interested 
in the end product, that is, the list of 
errors in his code, and, being burdened al
ready with the cost of one software develop
ment project, is not likely to want to under-
take a second project the fruits of which 
will be only of limited use to the company 
anyway (unless of course you are so lucky as 
to be able to insure a long term relation
ship between the Test Factory and the soft
ware firm). On the other hand the Test Fac
tory may not itself be able to finance a 
long period of non-productivity while tools 
are being developed. 

Once tools have been developed they must 
either be transferred to the client's site 
or the client's programs moved to the test 
factory. Either move may be made difficult 
by the size of the programs involved or in
compatibilities in the languages or machines 
used. 
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In the Munich Test Factory these problems 
were avoided by the fact that most of the 
software tools required had been develope. 
over a period of time in previous relatior 
with the client company. In particular one 
element with which the Munich test factory 
could not have operated was the test harness, 
(or "proving stand") described in (13 ). 

A second problem involved with getting start
ed is the difficulty in finding people who 
are good at software testing. It has become 
obvious to us after our experiences with the 
initial Test Factory that those skills which 
make a good software tester do not necess
arily coincide with those which make a good 
programmer. Indeed it is precisely because 
most programmers are such bad testers that 
the need for an independent test organiza
tion has been recognized. On the other 
hand a certain amount of programming profi
ciency is needed if one is to make subjective 
appraisals of what "good" programs look like 
verses what "bad" programs do. 

If people with the requisite skills cannot be 
found then they must be trained. Again the 
client may not be interested in undertaki1& 
an extensive training program from which W 
may only realize limited results, and the 
Test Factory itself may not have the funds 
to undertake such a program on its own. 

It is doubtful that the Munich group could 
have undertaken an extensive training per
iod initially. Since we were engaged in an 
innovative project we were in as much doubt 
concerning what the entire Test Factory con
cept was about as anybody. This actually 
was a saving grace, since it meant that the 
training period was spread out in install
ments over the life of the initial pilot 
project, as we learned more and more about 
the art and science of program testing. As 
a result the client company did not have to 
bear the costs of a single large training 
period. 

Another problem we encountered was also in
volved with software tools. It seems to be 
true that no matter how fully you think your 
tools have been developed, in a high level 
language where there is a great freedom on 
expression on the part of programmers you 
will not have anticipated all the persona:9 
idiosyncrasies or programming habits used 
in those programs which you will be required 
to cest. Invariably your tools will be 
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called upon to perform in situations you had 
not expected nor designed them for. You 

•
uld be prepared, and have some way to 
ance, at least 1/4 and probably 1/2 of a 

full time position simply to tool develop
ment and arnintenance. Underestimating the 
amount of time which would be required in 
tool maintenance was a major problem in the 
initial project. 

A problem which may be more specific to the 
Munich project involved control of the tools. 
For reasons of expediency in tool development 
we tried to use existing software in our 
system. When this software failed to perform 
in line wiht specifications and we were not 
at liberty to make changes to it we had no 
recourse but to program around the bugs. 

We did discover many difficulties involved 
with the generation of testcases. The first 
was the management of information -- lots of 
information. Numerous interfaces must always 
be checked for consistency, variables checked 
for initialization, perhaps across interface 
boundaries, and the testcases must be or
ganized in a systematic manner. In total, 

'

ost an entire encyclopedia of information 
ut the system must be created and managed 
ing the process of test case generation. 

In the course of the initial Test Factory 
experience SRA developed a number of manage
ment aids and guidelines which have been 
proven useful in organizing this vast array 
of information. 

A significant problem which we had not anti
cipated was the effect on employee produc
tivity caused by the repetitious nature of 
large numbers of test case executions. These 
were particularly evident in those programs 
for which a great number of stub calls have 
to be simulated. These situations often lead 
to a lack of concentration, which in turn 
leads to mistakes in entering data and a 
subsequent loss of productivity. In order 
to solve this problem careful attention has 
to be paid to where in the test case execu
tion process improvements can be made in 
order that the machine will do more of the 
work and the employee less. Although sig
nificant progress has been made in the dev
elopment of the test harness Pruefstand (13), 

• 
feel that this problem has still not been 

. ~tely ~olv~d, 
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An interesting problem we encountered was 
simply a psychological one: We were being 
paid, as was mentioned already, by the number 
of test cases generated and the number of 
test points executed. Hence it was all to 
easy to slip into the rut of just producing 
test cases as fast as possible in order to 
make the balance sheet look good, and hence 
to emphasize quantity rather then quality. 
In essence what this would mean was that the 
emphasis would be placed on testing rather 
then quality control. 

This was basically a problem with the con
tract, which rewarded only the testing as
pect of the ~est Factory and not the quality 
control portion. One solution which we have 
proposed is to alter the formula used in 
funding the test factory to also include a 
bonus for each error found, since errors 
are found about equally in the testing 
and quality control phases. One must be 
careful with such a solution, however, since 
from Test Factory's veiwpoint one would not 
want to lose too much money if there are no 
errors found (a very unlikely possibility) 
but on the other hand one wants to make it 
profitable to look for them. 

Another very interesting problem we encoun
tered was concerned with the way the statis
tics which we gathered were disseminated. 
The management of the software project we 
were involved with was concerned (with good 
reason) that it did not appear that by giv
ing statistics on errors found we were actu
ally evaluating programmer productivity. 
Such an evaluation would be certain to meet 
strong resistance. What this problem meant 
to us was that although the statistics we 
gathered could be quite specific before we 
passed them on to management we had to take 
great pains to lump several programmers' work 
together. 

Some statistics will show how effective the 
Test Factory was. Overall, in three months 
the Test Factory handled some 28,318 state
ments, which required 937 testcases to ach
~eve 87:9% c1 coverage. In the process of 
inspecting, analyzing, and dynamically test
ing these modules (there were 75 of them) we 
found some 662 code discrepancies and a total . 



of 116 fatal programming errors. Although 
cost estimates are difficult to make, we 
estimate that the overall cost to discover 
these "exceptions" was on the order of $50 
each. That is probably a couple of orders 
of magnitude below that quoted by others, 
for example Boehm (2). 

On the other hand, while proving that such a 
Test Factory was feasible, the Munich project 
was very small-scale (four people) and it did 
press the limited resources available (that 
is, software tools and manpower) to an ex
treme. It seems obvious to us that if it 
was desired to increase production then 
more man-power would be needed; it remains 
to be seen if the economies of scale so 
gained would outweigh the increased manage
ment costs. However SRA is sufficiently 
happy with the results of the initial 
Test Factory that it is not only ex-
tending it into a permanent operation, 
but also hopes to set up similar opera-
tions in other locations, including the 
U.S.A., in the near future. 
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NEW INFOTECH STATE OF THE AR7 REPORT ON 
SOFTWAR~ TESTING ANNOUNGED 

1979 brings the appearance of another in the 
series of State of the Art Reports put to
gether by InfoTech . . • this one on Software 
Testi~g. Here is the set of invited authors' 
titles. In addition, there is a comprehen
sive -"Analysis" section that summarizes all 
of this material. 

R. P. Abbott, "EDP Auditing Functions 
New Concepts in Testing Technology". 

J. Bicevskis, J. Borzovs, V. Straujums, 
A. Zarins, "SMOTL - A System to Construct 
Samples for Data Processing Program De
bugging". 

T. S ~ Chow, "Software Quality Assurance For 
Large-Scale Systems". 

L.A. Clarke, "Automatic Test Data Selection 
Techniqt1es". 

J. A. Darringer, "The Use of Symbolic Exe
cution ;_n Program Testing". 

C. G. Davis, "Testing Large Real Time Soft
ware Systems". 

R. A. DeMillo, "Program Mutation: A New 
Approach to Program Testing". 
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W. Howden, "Effectiveness of Software 
Validation Methods". 

J. C. Huang, "Program Instrumentation: 
Tool For Software Testing". 

S. Kundu, "SETAR - A New Approach 
Case Generation". 

P. B. Moranda, "Asymotic Limits 
Testing". 

J.C. Rault, B. Bouissou, "Quantitative 
Measures For Software Reliability: A 
Review". 

S. H. Saib, "Application of the Software 
Quality Laboratory". 

H. M. Sneed, K. Kirchhof, "Prufstand -
Testbed For Systems Software Components". 

D. Thomas, "Program Testing - Helping 
Programmers to Help Themselves". 

H. Trauboth, W. Geiger, L. Gmeiner and 
U. Voges, "Program Testing Techniques For 
Nuclear Reactor Protection Systems". · 

L. J. White, "A Domain Strategy For Computer 
Program Testing". 

SRA is handling sales of this report both 
inside the USA and elsewhere. The USA price 
is $295; elsewhere it is £130. To order 
a copy or to get further information just 
check the appropriate boxes on the enclosed 
response form. 

CONTRIBUTIONS WANTED 

Software Research Associates will pay $25 
for short technical items used in this 
Newsletter. To qualify, _ the item should 
r e late to t esting, software quality 
assurance, or an allied topic. Forward 
all contributions to the Newsletter 
Editor at Software Research Associqtes, 
San Francisco, California. 



FLORIDA TESTING WORKSHOP - A REPORT 

• Richard Hamlet 
Department of Computer Science 
University of Maryland 
tollege Park, Maryland 20742 

Editor's Note: This piece by Professor 
Haml ~t is reprinted here with his permiss
ion. An expert in testing in his own right, 
this delightful and insightful piece tells 
much about the present state of testing 
technology ... -ED 

Police investigators are said to be able to 
collect ten wildly different reports of what 
happened in an accident from any ten bystan
ders. The Workshop on Software Testing 
and Test Documentation (Ft. Lauderdale, 
December 18-20, 1978) was not an accident, 
and I was not a bystander, but this report 
was requested after the workshop ended -
too late to listen more closely. Further-

re, my own bent is theoretical, so my 
· timony is suspect in any case. If you're 

111 interested, Officer, put this on the 
blotter: 

The Workshop was planned to provide maximum 
e~posure to several points of view about 
testing. (This meant minimum exposure to 
the Florida sun. I confess to sneaking 
to the beach at the expense of a couple 
of papers, but it is a testimonial to the 
quality of the presentations that I was 
sorry afterwards.) The Workshop was organ
ized as a "single stream" with papers group
ed under broad headings (Theoretical aspects, 
Empirical studies of effectiveness, Test 
Documentation, Test Tools, Test Data Gener
ation, Experience in Test i ng large systems, 
and New Approaches). I was not the only 
one who ducked out occasionally, but there 
was remarkabl~ little of the session-cutting 
so common at parallel-stream conferences. 
(I mean cutting all sessions in parallel be
cause the technical content is dilute to the 
point of zero concentration.) The single 
stream plan worked, and it deserves to be 

.• d more often. 
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The usual dichotomy in program testing is 
between theory and practice. It is no long- ~ 

er so true that this divides people into 
academic and industry/government camps, be
cause university researchers are beginning 
to be interested in problems of actual sys
tems, and industry is acquiring more test
ing-research people. (Government is as 
usual left with paying a lot of the bill 
without much control over the results.) 'The 
theory-practice split was evident at the 
workshop, but exposure to the other side 
seemed more constructive than atagonistic. 
I think the theoreticians benefitted more 

' because they are looking for problems, while 
practicioners seek solutions. Here are 
some things I learned: 

(1) Not all theory comes from the usual 
sources. For example, a method of test 
data generation was presented that solves 
some theoretical problems, and arises from 
a novel hardware-software analogy. The 
author was not only in industry, but pri
marily a manager. 

(2) Most of what is known about testing .:ft.!:' ~ 
isn't being used, and this is slow to ~~~~ 
change. · However deplorable the state of ~~~ 
the art may be, those with access to test-
ing tools find them far better than nothing. 
Yet nothing is what is available to most 
practicing programmers. For- example, many 
compilers still lack source documentation 
aids like identifier cross referencing, and 
syntactic checking of consistency in sub
routine linkage. Most runtime support sys
tems lack debugging features like trace, 
monitor, and breakpoint. Anyone who has 
used such features quickly agrees that they 
are valuable, but how valuable? Should a 
contractor or user be willing to pay sub
stantial sums for them? Perhaps, but no 
one wants to be first out on the limb. And 
a study that might establish the value would 
be expensive and of doubtful validity ••• If 
these arguments apply to the ten year old 
compiler technology, what chance do less 
established testing tools have of wide 
acceptance? 

(3) There is a hierarchy of problems in 
tesing, ordered by how close we are to sol
utions. First, we have a fair understanding 
of unit testing of modules with clear speci
fications. (The essence of what seems to 
work is to rub the programmer's nos~ . in th~ 



code until he or she discovers all the 
therein. There are a number of computer
aided nose-rubbing systems that seem to 
work.) Second, at the level of integration 
testing we hav~ little idea what to do, 
partly becaus~ speGffications at this level 
are often poor, but als·o because the problem 
becomes too large for the expertise of one 
person, and nose-rubbing fails. Finally, 
there is the "large system" which comprises . 
many integrated subsystems, and may be im
bedded in a yet-larger mechanical and human 
system. Here the level of our ~nderstanding 
is reduced to building ·something, turning it 

· on, and crossing our fingers. At this level, 
te t documE!ntation becomes very important, 
and if testing is in sad sb~pe, documentation 
is worse. 

(4) Standing outside the h i erarchy of (3) 
is the theory of testing, which isn't yet 
able to explain even successes at the unit 
level. And there is reason to believe that 
the p.roblem of h:!.erarchy is casually conn
ected in that if we solve problems at one 
level it will lead to success at the next. 
Without a sound theory we cannot say. The 
idea of "path testing'~ illustrates the sit
uation admirably. There is no practical 
justification for this notion -- a program 
can have every path t~sted ~nd still con
tain errors. Yet path ~~sting seems in 
~ractice to be a good nose-rubbing tool, 
sucoessful at the unit level. At integra
tion level the number of paths multiplies, 
and each loses sign;Lficance. At the lar&e
system level, 11paths" ·become J'threads" 
through functiona~ .modules to meet various 
requirements; the , actual cov~rage of pro
gram paths is almost nonexistent. And to 
display the confus£on in theoLetical ranks, 
a theory session at the Workshop almost un
a:"nimously agreed that "path .testing is 
worthwhile". 

A special issue of the (IEEE) Transactions 
on Software ·Engineering is planned to 
include papers from the workshop. It may 
be an injustice to say that~rew major new 
results were presented -- I did miss the 
final 15 minutes. But even if there were 
more problems on the·· floor than· solutions, 
I haven1 t enjoyed a conference for its 
technical content so much since back in 
the good old days of Theory oL· Computing, 
when all the papers were on conte:{t-free 
syntax, and it looked like we knew what 
we were doing! . \,.,' 

TECHNOLOGY SEMINAR "B" SERIES ANNOUNCED 

There has been quite a bi-:t of 

prior schedule, some new dates. 
Here is the current lineup: 

• Software Metrics Technology, presented 
by Tom Gilb, 31 May - 1 June, 1979. 

• Software Acquisition Management, ~resen
ted by John D. Cooper, 14-15· June, 1979. 

• Software Testing Technology, presented 
by Dr. Edward F. Miller, Jr., 18-19 
June, 1979. 

• Software Reliability Technology, presen
ted by Dr. Herbert Hecht, 21-22 June, 
1979. 

• Automated Tools for &oftware Engineer
ing, presented by Dr. Edward _F. Miller, 
Jr., 25-26 June, 1979, 

• Software Costing. Methods, presen.t~d by 
Dr. Victor Schneider, 28-29 June, 1979. 

MUTATION TESTING REPORT AVAILABLE 

For the past several years a group of re
searchers at Yale University, Georgia Insti
tute of Technology, and the University of 
California at Berkeley have been working on 
a new form of software testing, eall~d 
Mutation Analysis. This new form of testing 
has many interesting aspects both for the 
theorist and for the practitioner of compu
ter testing. Now a frae technical report 
from Yale University i~ availabie detailing 
the method and presenting an analysis of its 
effectiveness. 

The authors of the report are Tim Budd and 
Richard Lipton (University of California, 
Berkeley), Richard DeMillo (Institute of 
Technology, Atlanta, Georgia) and Fred 
Sayward (Yale University). Copies may be 
obtained either by writing dir~ctly to Prof
essor Sayward at the Department of Computer 
Science, Yale University, New' Haven, CT: 
06520, or by checking the box_on tbe 
sed response form. 

Professor Sayward's address is: Department 

of Computer Science, Yale University, 10 
Hil~house Avenue, New Haven, Connecticut 
06520. 



PRUEFSTAND: A UNIVERSAL TESTSYSTEM 

arry A. Sneed 
Software Research Associates, 
Munich, West Germany. 

The German office of SRA has developed a 
universal test system for the static and 
dynamic analysis of computer programs, 
written in Assembler, COBOL and PLl. The 
system acts not only as a testbed for clus
ters of modules, it also audits the code 
for violation of good programming practice, 
examines the interfaces between modules, 
depicts the control structure of the modules 
and traces the flow of control through the 
test object as well as the flow of data in 
each test case. 

PRUEFSTAND, as the system is called, inte
grates many of the testing functions which 
have previously been carried out by separ
ate test tools. It instruments the source 
code fo-r dynamic analysis. It analyzes each 
individual module in terms of data input/ 

•
tputs, external references, control com
nds and its use of data. It automatically 

audits the code against a set of predefined 
rules. It depicts the control structure 
of each module as a directed graph. It ex
amines the data structure of the program as 
a whole, creating a dynamic calling hier
archy tree and checking the interfaces be
tween modules - files, connnon data and para
meters. It automatically generates a test 
environment for the program to be tested 
based on an analysis of the source code and 
it allows the tester to control the test 
via a dialogue with the system, whereby 
the tester is· able to assign conditional 
values so as to direct the flow of control. 
In addition, it automatically generates 
test data for all computations and it re
cords each change in the data state. It 
creates testdata files for regression 
testing. It conducts an automatic vali
dation of data outputs and it prints out 
the exceptions. Finally, it traces the 
flow of control at the segment level and 
reports on the path taken by each test 

aiJf;se as well as the total Cl lest coverage 
-y:· the modules under test. 

Basically the system consists of the follow
ing components: 

- a static analyzer for each target language 
(Assembler, COBOL, SPL) 

- a code auditor for each target language, 

- a data structure analyzer, 

- a control structure analyzer, 

- an instrumentor for each target language 

- a · testbed, 

- a testdata generator, 

- an output validator, 

- a control flow analyzer and 

- a data flow analyzer 

The system has been implemented on a Siemens 
7000 Series Computer using the time sharing 
operating system BS ·2000. Sometime in the 
future the system will also be converted to 
an IBM 370 using . TSO. 

For additional information on PRUEFSTAND, 
please contact the SRA Office. 

TESTING BOOKS AVAILABLE ..• 

Some readers have asked whether we can 
provide copies of PROGRAM TESTING 
TECHNIQUES, or SOFTWARE TESTING AND 
VALIDATION TECHNIQUES. By permission 
of the IEEE we can now send you copies 
of either of these tutorial tests, post
paid, at these prices: 

PROGRAM TESTING TECHNIQUES: $13.50 

SOFTWARE TESTING AND VALIDATION 
TECHNIQUES: $16.00 

To order a copy just use the box on the 
enclosed 'response form' and enclose your 
check (plus 6.5% California/San Francisco 
sales tax, if applicable). 



MAINTENANCE 

by 

M. A. Hirschberg, W. G.~ Frickel, 
and E. F. Miller, Jr. 

Editor's Note: Th~ subject of Software Main
tenance actually is quite close to that 
Software Testing: tbey both involve the 
"analysis" of programs ta de.te7"mine certai.n 
features about them. In Testing it is the 
"<!:ppropriateness," while in Maintenance 
it is- the "extent of a modification." 
The _main goal of semantic update system, 
as this paper makes clear, is the automatic 
identification of side effects. -ED 

1. ABSTRACT 

Contemporary estimates show that 50% or more 
of the overall life-cycle costs accrua after 
the software system has been written. Some 
estimates suggest that this figure may be 
as ' high as 80%. Clearly it is important to 
be able to repair software easily, effici
ently, and ef£ectively. 

The concept of a Semantic Update System for 
r ,epairing software is described in detail, 
and its relationship with alternative meth
ods for software modification is discussed. 
Features and implications of semantic up
date of software systems are dis~ussed. 
Finally, estimates of the complexity 
of semantic 'modification of ~rograms are 
given. 

'-

2. INTRO DU CT IO~ ., 

a number of recent studies have shown that 
the relative costs for the software related 
component of a new hardware/software system 
is now approaching 90% of the total cost 
(Ref. 1). Similar studies have begun to 
uncover the fact that a much-bigher-than
expected amount of the money spent over 
the life-cyc1.e of a sof-tware_ system accrues 
to the so-called so"ftware maintenance activ
ity than had previously oeen thought 
(Ref. 2) 

WhaL can be done about the rising costs of 
software maintenance? 

·~ ' 
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How can the effectiveness of software main
tenanc~ be improved? 

What crre the facilities r~quired to support 
~soffware maintenance? • These are just a · few of th~ questions now 

being -addressed in a researchc.and develop
ment project, at least one outcome of which 
will be a prototype automated software 
maintenance tool for large-scale FORTRAN 
programs (Ref. 2). 

3. SEMANTIC UPDATE CONCEPTS 

The context for Semantic Update is on~ of 
a large-scale computer software system -
one involving tens of thousands or even 
hundreds of thousands , of l .ines of program 
text. 

.. 
Current practice for maintenance of such a 
system involves the use of a source code 
control program that is characterized as 
follows: 

(1) The source progr~m text is keEt as a 
sequence. of card images. 

(2) Modifications to individual card 
images can be made und~r strict config-
uration control. , 

(3) The systems can also be used to main
tain data images, often an important fea
ture when there i -s a large database asso
ciated with a software, system. 

In use, a conventional "update" system 
keeps control of the source programs by 
continually monitoring all of the incre
mental changes made by the maintenance 
engineer and expressed in a rudimentary 
command language specifying the deta1Ied 
form for each modification. When a set 
of modi£ications has been "pr.oved out" (i.e. 
has shown to be acceptable according te 
some criterion), then the modifications are 
incorporated permanently in the program 
library and the updctte process is s-aid -to 
have completed "one. update cycle." 

The basic difference b~twaen conventional 
update and Semantic Update is tha;t tli:e 
latter "knows" (or attempts ~ to appear. tba . 
it "knows") that _it is ~working wi.th a sof ~ 
ware system. T~ie means that the Semantic 
Update system is~ 



(1) Language dependertt, since the "know
ledge" is certainly a function of the fea
tures and facilities of the base language 
and the way that the software system makes 

t·,. use of those features. 

. ~ 2) Not capable of handling data files 
since those do not necessarily fall into 
the well-organized structure that working 
software exhibits 

.. 
~ At the next level of .explanation, the Sem-

~ 

antic Update system: 

(1) Allows users to think in terms of mod
ifying programs rather than "decks" or cards 
or lines. 

(2) Is oriented toward large-scale soft
ware systems by design rather than by acci
dent. 

(3) Has as its fundamental unit a single 
statement in the language. 

(4) Can employ certain kinds of static 
analyses of the program to determine the 
extent of side effects to proposed or dir
ected changes. 

J ·· ) Can be applied to a program part, an 
ntire module, a software subsystem, or an 

entire software system. 

(6) Can provide trial updates so that the 
extent of side effects can be examined 
before committing the changes permanently. 

Stated in slightly different terms, the 
Semantic Update system is a tool that 
assists in the incremental modification of 
software systems treated as systems, within 
the limits of meaning that can be derived 
from the fact that the system is express
ed in some specific programming language. 

4. SYSTEM COMMAND CLASSES 

Preliminary design work on the Semantic 
Update system has lead to identification 
of a set of ten classes of commands that 
the system ultimately will be able to 
accept. These command classes are: 

Commands that dictate control of the 
Semantic Update system itself, e.g. 
those that choose processing options, 
set limits on side- effect scanning, etc. 

-, 
I 

(2) 

(3) 

Commands that modify a single module 
but have no multiple-module side 
effects, e.g. a request to change the 
DIMENSIONality of a local FORTRAN 
variable for all instances of it within 
a module. 

Commands that modify a single module 
and have multiple-module 1:1ide effects, 
e.g. a request to rename a SUBROUTINE 
or a change in the type of a formal 
parameter. 

(4) Commands that control the content of 
global program declarations (i.e. 
COMMON statements), e.g. to add, 
modify, or delete a particular item 
from a particular COMMON block. 

(5) Commands that affect the software 
system's module definitions (i.e. 
module names and formal parameter 
lists), e.g. a request to add a para
meter to a module. 

(6) Commands the affect global macro 
definitions, e.g. modifications to 
source-level macro definitions. 

(7) Commands that affect the overall struc
ture of the software system, e.g. selec
tion of a particular version of a mod
ule when there are several nominally 
equivalent ones resident on the sys-
tem master library. 

(8) Commands that are used in conditional 
Semantic Update operations, both to 
control the logic employed and the 
values used. 

(9) Commands that contribute to the infor
mation that is stored on a system 
development archive, including the 
capability of a system maintenance 
person to annotate activities. 

(10) Commands that provide various reports 
on the system status, e.g. listing of 
the currently known modules, the 
present level of side-effect inter
action, etc. 

Several modes can be considered for pro
cessing of commands, based on two factors: 
(1) the extent to which command-to-command 
interaction is to be considered during a 
particular Se~antic Update session; and 
(2) the current limits placed on side 
effect analysis. 



The second £actor is important because 
early estimates of the operation of the. 
Semantic Update system suggest that the 
number of side effects that are founa as -~ 
a function of the depth of the cbange will 
vary from none (a p~rfect 2atch) to several 
times the number of statements in the soft
ware system. 

5. COST BENEFIT ANALYSI~ 

Certainly an important issue after signifi
cant user experience with Semantic Update 
has been obtained is some estimate of the 
overall cost-benifit ratio for use of the 
system compared with other means (i.e. 
manual methods). There is reason to be
lieve that the overall ratio ·may be as 
much as an oitler of magnitude for the same 
comple~ity oi changes to the candidate 
softwaTe system. Similarly, there is 
some possibility that the added capabili
ties of the Semantic Update system would 
make it possible to deal wi~h some kinds 
of appJ.ications that could not be treat-
ed by any other means. 

One example (to which the system will be 
applied initially) is a very large hydro
dynamics simulation system called "HULL" 
{Ref. 3), which consists of something 
on the order of 25,000 FORTRAN statements. 

Software Research ~~a@~ 
P.O. Dox2'432 
Son Francisco, CA 94-126 
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Ip_. this syqtem there have in the past been 
attempts to make modifications that would 
be -very simple (i.e. single commands) for 
the Semantic Update system, but which re
quired many man-days to accomplish with 
conventional update methods. Here the 
point is that it would be possible to con
·sider kinds of changes not previously 
possible simply because the "cost" was too 
great. 

6. CONCLUSION 

A current development leading toward the 
introduction of a highly automated _software 
maintenance tool called Semantic Up-date 
offers the possibility for signifi~ant 
increase in the effectiveness uf program 
maintenance activities, and suggests the 
opportunity for large savings in addit·on. 
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FROM THE EDITOR ••••• 

This issue of the Newsletter marks a number of 
events which in the short history of our Company 
deserve some comment. First, we have converted 
over to a new production process that should make 
the Newsletter easier to read and also permit 
including more actual text. We look forward to 
people's comments about the new format and 
t-ypeface. Second, we are announcing for the first 
time an SRA-sponsored course outside the USA: The 
two-day workshop in Germany that is scheduled 
immedtately after the International Conference on 
Software Engineering is, we feel, an opportunity 
for Europeans to have a look at some of the soft
ware we have been using to process relatively 
large amounts of software. Third, we have the 
pleasure to announce presentation of the Testing 
Technology Seminar and the Automated Tools 
Seminar in Tokyo. 

These events are, of course, only a part of 
what Software Research is all about. It is hoped 
that in the future we can use this space to say a 
few other things about our Company and the plans 
we have for it. In the meanwhile, it is hoped you 
will accept our thanks for helping us make it into 
the third year of operations. -EFM 

STAFF POSITIONS AVAILABLE ••• 

Software Research Associates is looking for a 
limited number of Staff Members who have an 
interest in, and relevant experience with, mod
em Software Engineering Technology. Career 
opportunities involving development of advanced 
software engineering support tools, application 
of quality assurance methodologies, and research 
in automated requirements specification are 
currently available. SRA, a company committed 
to excellence, offers outstanding opportunities 
for Professional development and creative exper
ience in a San Francisco setting. Interested 
persons should forward a resume and salary re
quir~rri~nt~ ta SRt\ a~ ~oon as possible. 
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TECHNOLOGY SEMINAR "FALL" SERIES 
ANNOUNCED 

Because of overwhelming response to our "A" 
and "B" Technology Seminar Series held this 
past Spring in San Francisco, Software Researc 
Associates is happy to announce the following 
"Fall" series to be held in the Washington, D. C. 
area: 

• 
• 

• 

Software Reliability Technology, presented 
by Dr. Herbert Hecht, 11-12 October 1979. 

Software Acquisition Management, presented 
by Commander John D. Cooper, 25-26 Octo
ber 1979. 

Software Testing Technology, presented 
by Dr. Edward F. Miller, Jr., 1-2 Novem
ber 1979. 

• Software Requirements Analysis Technology, 
presented by Dr. Anthony I. Wasserman, 
16 November 1979. 

• Software Cost Prediction, presented by 
Dr. Victor B. Schneider, 19-20 November 
1979. 

• Modem Software Engineering Tool 
Technology, presented by Dr. Edward F. 
Miller, Jr., 28-29 November 1979. 

OTHER SEMINARS AND CONFERENCES 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

Software Testing Technology, presented by 
Edward F. Miller, Jr., in Tokyo, Japan, 27-28 
August 1979. 

Modem Software Engineeering Tool Technol
ogy, presented by Edward F. Miller, Jr., in 
Tokyo, Japan, 30-31 August 1979. 

Software Testing Technology, presented by 
Edward F. Miller, Jr. in cooperation with 
InfoTech International in London, England, 
26-28 September, 1979. 

CDI Conference, on Software Testing Tech
nology, Frankfurt, Germany, 17-19 October, 
1979. 

Modem Programming Language Technology, 
presented by Anthony I. Wasserman, in 
Tokyo, Japan on 22 October through 26 
October 1979. 

Software Reliability Technology, pre
sented by Herbert Hecht, in Tokyo, Japan, 
on 12 November through 16 November 
1979. 

For further information, please contact the Se 
Manager, Software Research Associates, P. 0. 
2432, San Francisco, California, 94126, or call 
(415) 957-1441. 



THE TESTSCRIPT LANGUAGE 

By Peter E. Doleman 

ditor's Note. This short article describes a 
: tch-oriented command language being used in a 

tomated testbed development for an SRA client. 
Peter Dolemen joined the SRA staff several months 
ago and has principal responsibility for this 
system development.) 

It would be nice if we could have an automatic 
program tester which, working from nothing but 
the module itself, could tell us "That looks like 
it will work," or "it is wrong because ••. " Unfor
tunately, it seems necessary to communicate to 
the tester what a tested module is supposed to 
do, and what the environment is in which that 
should be done. TestScript is a language inten
ded for such communication. 

The simplest environmental description in Test
Script is simply a data-description which lists 
the initial values of any pertinent variables in 
common storage areas. The corresponding sim
plest TestScript description of what a module or 
modules being tested (the test object, or TO) is 
supposed to do is another data-description, list
ing the new values for any variables in the com
mon data area which the TO should change. A 
test can consist of invoking the TO with the 
specified initial condition, and, when it returns, 
testing to see that precisely the right changes 
have been made to the data area. The follow
ing example shows the form of such a Test-

. cript description. 

TEST entry-name 
data-description 

END TEST 
data-description 

If there are input or output parameters, they 
can also be described in the data-descriptions. 

If the TO is to make calls to other modules, 
the situation is more complex. Such calls 
are an important part of the behavior of 
the test object and should certainly be 
specified. Moreover, particularly if the 
TO is part of a system being written and 
tested top down, the supporting modules 
may not have been tested, or may not 
even exist. Thus it is desirable to have the 
testor monitor invocations by the TO of sup
porting modules, and simulate their effects. 
This requires another pair of data-descriptions 
for each call. The first of each pair is like 
the end of test description: it describes 
changes made by the TO since the last 
descrigtion and parameters supplied by 

· the T . The second description specifies the 
effects of the (simulated) support module, and 
consists of parameters returned to the TO 
and changes to the data area to be made by 

_ the testor in its simulation. An example 

• 
nows for a TO named "testob" which makes 

hPQQ C!RllS! two to "&modul@" find one to 
"bmodule." 
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TEST testob 
data-description 
CALL amodule 

data-description 
RESULT 

data-description 
CALL amodule 

data-description 
RESULT 

data-description 
CALL bmodule 

data-description 
RESULT 

data-description 
END TEST 

data-description 

Observe that, taken together, the data
descriptions specify all of the changes made 
in common storage areas by either the test 
object, or by support modules that it might call. 

The structure of the "data-descriptions" has not 
been discussed yet. All data-descriptions, re
gardless of context, are composed of the same 
syntactic elements. These include: 

A USE clause to specify parameters 

Any number of NEW name IS value clauses 
to establish (new) values for data items, 
groups, or records 

PUSH, POP and FROM STACK clauses to 
manipulate a stack which holds previous data 
areas 

A general macro facility is also provided which 
may be used to simplify the specification of 
data-descriptions or other parts of a script. 
Provision is made for using predefined macro 
libraries, as well as stack data "archived" after 
previous test runs. 

A TEST SCRIPT may consist of many of the 
TESTs described above. These can be grouped 
into GROUPS, SECTIONS, AND SUBSECTIONS 
by the use of appropriate commands. 

It is believed that the TestScript language de
scribed above provides a flexible and power-
ful tools for specifying tests. While the parti
cular version described has been given a COBOL 
flavor, different "syntactic seasoning" can make 
other versions more like FORTRAN or some 
other language. 

CONTRIBUTIONS WANTED 

Software Research Associates will pay $25 for 
short technical items used in this Newsletter. 
To qualify, the item should relate to testinq, 
software quality assurance, or an allied topzc • 
Forward all contributions to the Newsletter 
Editor at Sof twar@ R@s@arch J\ssociat€S; 
P. 0. Box 2432, San Francisco, California, 
94126. 



INFQTECH STATE-OF-THE-ART REPORT ON 
SOFTWARE TESTING 

As mentioned in the last Newsletter, the 
InfoTech State-of-Art report on Software 
Testing is now available. Here are some 
of the comments made in the Foreword 
by the book's editor, Ms. Anne E. Westley: 

"Software testing has long been regarded as the 
"Cinderella" of software production. Tradition
ally, testing was a brief, informal exercise per
formed by the programmer. Its purpose was to 
check that the code would execute and produce 
expected results from a few test inputs. It 
might detect errors but certainly could not 
prove their absence, and provided little con
fidence in the reliability of the software. Few 
resources were allotted to this activity, and 
relatively little importance was attached to it. 

"Recently this attitude has been completely re
versed. Software now controls so many func
tions which ensure the smooth running of normal 
daily life, as well as any number of literally life
and-death applications, that software unreliability 
is not tolerated. However, merely performing 
more tests of the traditional kind is a grossly 
inefficient means of improving quality assurance. 
Software testing of vital systems such as flight 
control or nuclear reactor protection absorbs typi
cally 40 to 50% of the total software development 
cost, which is clearly too high a price to pay 
for the kind of assurances provided by tradi-
tional testing methods. 

"Through the 1970s a great deal of research has 
been done towards improving the efficiency and 
effectiveness of software testing. Much of the 
work has concentrated on the following main areas: 

• Verification techniques - the deficiencies of con
ventional testing led to investigations of the 
possibility of logically proving the correctness of 
software. 

• Static testing - empirical studies have shown 
that most errors are made early in the soft
ware development cycle, for the majority 
of errors are simple design . and coding 
faults. It is also known that the longer an 
error remains undetected, the more it costs 
to correct. Static testin~ techniques concen
trate on finding errors without executing the 
code, which means that static testing can 
commence early in the software life-cycle. 
Although not all errors can be found without 
running the code, a large proportion of 
desi~n and programming faults can be detected 
by simple static techniques like design reviews 
and code inspections. 

• Test data selection - the choice of test data 
for dynamic testing affects the likelihood that 
the test data for dynamic testing will find 
errors. A large proportion of research 
into testing has centered on generating 
test sets which will ensure a given level 
of coverage of the program, and hence 
a given degree of confidence in its re
liability. New techniques for test data 
l!fmQPation involv~ d~tAil~d At\alysis of 
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the code structure and user reliability 
theory to determine which parts of the 
program should be executed and how 
rigorously. 

• Automation of testing techniques - automa- A 
tion is the obvious way of benefiting from dP 
repetitive nature of testing, which in human 
tests promotes boredom and hence mistakes. 
So far success in this field has been limited, 
and the most effective automated tools 
are interactive systems which rely on 
testers to make control decisions. A new 
wave of automated tools can be predicted 
for the early 1980s, when it is likely that · 
"families" of tools providing a range of 
facilities which can be tailored to individual 
needs will become available. 

"The new techniques form a complete system for 
software testing. Different methods apply to dif
ferent stages of software development, and it is 
intended that a variety of techniques should ' 
be applied, in turn, to any piece of software under 
test. A methodology of systematic testing in
tegrates this new approach into the phases of the 
software life-cycle, ensuring that adequate test
ing takes place but allowing some flexibility in 
the degree of testing possible. 

"Managers who adopt the systematic testing 
methodology must accept and support testing 
personnel who are not directly productive, and 
whose activities at times may app~ar counter
productive. The new approach requires the 
support of the programmers, who must agree • 
to the interspersion of testing activities into th~ 
coding cycle. It also requires that the coders 
should appreciate, and act upon, the comments 
and criticisms of independent test teams. It 
needs experienced programmers to become pro
fessional testers, accepting the very different 
reward structures and work patterns from those 
of coders." 

The series contains a set of some 18 invited 
technical papers by a variety of authors, plus 
a comprehensive bibliography and edited sum
mary. For more information please check the 
appropriate box on the enclosed bounceback 
form. 

Software Research Associates, a San Francisco 
based Software house with emphasis on the pro
gramming and testinf! of complex data-processing 
systems, is offering its first seminar in Germany. 
The seminar, with the title "Software Testing 
Technology," will take place in Munich from 
19-21 September. The lecturers are Dr. Edward 
Miller, the head of the firm, and Harry Sneed, 
chief of the German office. Dr. Miller will 
lecture on the state of testing technology in 
the U. S. A.; Mr. Sneed will then demonstrate 
the testing system "PRUFSTAND" -- a series of 
intew:ated testing tools for systematic software 
quality control. The seminar will last -two days 
and cost DM 800 (approximately $400) per 
participant. Interested persons are requested 
to call the SRA office in Munich, West Germany 
at (089) 6 70 72 58 or contact the San Fran-
GiBCOt California o((icg at ( 415) 957 -1441. 



Software Research Associates, ein aus San Fran
cisco stammendes Software-Haus mit Schwerpunkt 
in der Programmierung und dem Testen komplexer . 
DV-Systeme, bietet sein erstes Seminar in Deutsch-

_ nd an. Das Seminar mit dem Titel "Software 
esttechnologie" findet vom 19. -21. September 

Munchen statt . Ref erenten sind Dr. Edward 
Miller, der Firmenleiter und Harry Sneed, Chef 
des deutschen Buros. Dr. Miller ref eriert uber 
den Stand der Testtechnologie in den U. S. A., 
Herr Sneed stellt anschlieBend das Testsystem 
"PRUFSTAND" - eine Reihe integrierter Test
werkzeuge zur systematischen Kontrolle der 
Software-Qualitat - vor. Das Seminar dauert 
zwei Tage und Kostet DM 800, -pro Teil
nehmner. Interessenten werden gebeten, das SRA
Buro in Munchen unter der Nummer (089) 
6 70 72 58 anzurufen. 

HETERONYM CONTEST 

For those wordphreakes among the readership 
we're beginning a new contest ••• well, more like 
a crusade. We want to construct the complete 
list of English-language heteronyms. 

A heteronym is a word that has two distinct 
pronunciations and two distinct meanings. Like 
row: you row the boat, but a big fight is 
a row. 

Another one ••• if you sew you are a sewer, 
but we all know what a sewer (pipe) is. 

~ other one ... a dove is a bird, but you dove into . ,e swimming hole. 

The current list includes: bow, contract, does, 
invalid, live, minute1 moderate, present, produce, 
progress, record, reruse, abuse, singer, sow, 
tear, wind, wound ••• in addition to the three just 
mentioned. 

Can anyone find any more? The newsletter 
will publish the discoverer's name and word. 
Earliest postmark or telecon time claims credit 
for each word. From time to time we'll put in 
the "current" complete list. P. S. cross-language 
heteronyms are or interest but don't necessarily 
count! 

TESTING BOOKS AVAILABLE ••• 

Some readers have asked whether we can provide 
copies of PROGRAM TESTING TECHNIQUES, or 
SOFTWARE TESTING AND VALIDATION TECHNI
QUES. By permission of the IEEE we can now 
send you copies of either of these tutorial tests, 
postpaid, (USA only; Overseas, add $5 each) at 
these prices: 

• 
PROGRAM TESTING TECHNIQUES: $13.50 
(limited number available) 

SOFTWARE TESTING AND VALIDATION 
TECHNIQUES: $16.00 

To order a copy just use the box on the enclosed 
response form and enclose your check (plus 6.5% 
California/San Francisco sales tax, if applicable). 
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TESTING PAPERS AT INTERNATIONAL 
SOFTWARE ENGINEERING CONFERENCE 

1979's International Software Engineering, the 
fourth in the series, is being held in Munich, 
West Germany from the 17th to the 19th of 
September. That's the week just before the 
world-{ a med October{ est, something of an ins
titution in Germany at which many people con
sume a rather large amount of beer. 

The technical content of the conference appears 
to be very, very good! Unofficial word from 
the program committee suggests that the 
number of submissions was very high, and so the 
papers that were selected represent only a very 
few of those which might have been heard. Nat
urally you'll be seeing the full set of papers in 
all of the computer-community magazines and 
journals in the near future. 

Of particular interest, however, are these papers 
that have specific relationship to testing: 

E. Ploedereder, "Pragmatic Techniques for Pro
gram Analysis and Verification." 

F. Cristian, "A Recovery Mechanism for Modular 
Software." 

R. S. Scowen, "A New Technique for Improving 
the Quality of Computer Programs." 

J. Cohen, "Computer-Aided Micro-Analysis of 
Programs." 

J. Gomez, "An Interactive FORTRAN Structur
ing Aid." 

P. Asirelli, P. Degano, G. Levi, A. Martelli, 
U. Montanari, G. Pacini, F. Sirovich, and 
F. Turini (Italy), "A Flexible Environment for 
Program Development Based on a Symbolic 
Interpreter." 

W. E. Riddle, G. Bristow, C. Prey, and B. 
Edwards, "Pragmatic Techniques m Soft
ware Engineering." 

H. Wertz, "A System to Understand Incorrect 
Programs." 

ff. Remus and S. Zill es, "Prediction and 
Management of Program Quality." 

A. R. Feuer and E. B. Fowlkes, "Some Results 
from an Empirical Study of Computer Software." 

J. A. Bauer and A. B. Finger, "Test Plan Genera
tion Using Formal Grammars." 

J. Horejs, "Finite Semantics for Program Testing." 

For further information about the conference 
you can contact Professor Manny M. Lehman 
at the Imperial College of Science and Tech
nolo91, Department of Computing and Control, 
180 ""ueen's Gate1 London, SW7 2BZ 
Enqland. 



ADDITIONAL COVERAGE MEASURES DEFINED 

As many of the readers already know, the use of 
coverage measurement to control resources dur
ing a systematic testing activity has been shown 
in many situations to be the dividing line between 
coherent quality assurance and "de facto" test
ing. The so-called Cl measure is defined as the 
percentage of segments that have, in aggregrate, 
been exercised by one or more tests in a series 
of tests. The C2 measure extends the Cl measure 
by requiring interior (iteration) tests as well as 
exterior (iteration-escape) tests. 

Two new measures that are closely related to these 
two well-known ones are: (1) The Cl- measure 
(read Cl minus), and (2) the C3 measure. 

Cl- MEASURE ... 

The idea of the Cl- measure is to take into 
account the situations in which there are very 
many "null" segments in a module. A null segment 
occurs when an IF-statement has no "ELSE" 
clause, to take a COBOL example. The directed 
graph of the program then has the two seg-
ments indicated by the IF statement, but one 
of these has no actual statement texts on it. 
The Cl- measure counts only those segments 
that are non-null. It should be clear that Cl
might be achieved well before the full Cl meas
ure is achieved through systematic testing. 

In practical terms, Cl- allows a higher level of 
coverage to be obtained earlier in the testing 
of a module without sacrificin~ too much in 
the overall quality of the testmg activity. 
While there are few direct results that can be 
stated to justify the use of Cl- instead of 
Cl, experience suggests that in the majority of 
cases the major parts of the program have been 
"well-enough" exercised when Cl- is achieved. 

C3 MEASURE ... 

The idea of the C3 measure is to provide a 
measure of testing coverage that comes close 
to approximating that actually achieved in for
mal proof-of-correctness methods of quality 
assurance. You may recall that the C2 meas
ure deals with the need to have both inte-
rior and exterior test of modules' loops. The 
C2 measure does not, however, address the 
question of the totality of program flow in parts 
of the program which do not have loops. The 
idea of C3 is to combine C2 with a requirement 
that each distinct non-iterative path in the 
program also be executed at least once. In 
approximate terms, these paths correspond to 
the "verification conditions" that are needed in 
a formal proof. So, more formally: C3 is the 
percentage of paths through a module measured 
in the following way, (1) each non-iterative path 
must be included once, and (2) one exterior and 
one interior test for each single-entry/single-exit 
cycle must included once. 
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It may be important to point out that the total 
size of the set of paths for the C3 measure may 
be quite large if ttie program is either large and/ 
or has a higll degree of combinatorial complexity. 
One of the nice features of the C3 measure is, 
however, the fact that if it can be accomplishe\. 
is really quite thorough. To see how this is tru , 
consider the case when C3 is achieved to the 100% 
level. Now each separate and distinct non-iterative 
flow through the program has been exercised 
at least once (here, we are not considering the 
case where the non-iterative flow is the "exterior" 
test of a loop). For a fully non-iterative program 
this is truly "all possible paths." The iterations 
have been done only once each (i.e. there is 
only a requirement for one or more traversals of 
each cycle, however. Hence, for all programs 
with iteration this is not "all possible paths." 

The advantage of C3 is the fact that it simulates 
the "proof of correctness" level of coverage when 
the pro~ram has iterations; the disadvantage is that 
it is quite difficult to compute and/or measure, as a 
few computations on the back of an envelope will 
demonstrate. At any rate, it seems to be valuable 
to establish the C3 level of coverage as an ef
fective goal for quality testing. 

Special Issue of COMPUTER on Software 
Quality Assurance 

The August 1979 issue of the IEEE's Computer 
Magazine is a special issue devoted to Software 
Quality Assurance. Particularly in response to t. 
recent events at Three Mile Island, the concern 
for software quality now becomes even more 
important. 

The papers that make up this special issue are 
the following: 

Udo Voges, "Program Testing Techni~ues for 
Nuclear Reactor Protection Systems.' 

Alfred R. Sorkowitz, "Certification Testing: 
A Procedure to Improve the Quality of Program 
Testing." 

Mark A. Holthouse, Mark J. Hatch, "Experience 
with Automated Testing Analysis." 

Carolyn Gannon, "Error Detection Using Path 
Testing and Static Analysis." 

John B. Bowen, "Software Reliability Testing-
Has the Best Approach Been Found?" 

Fletcher Buckley, "A Standard for Software 
Quality Assurance Plans." 

As you can see, this is an impressive lineup 
of papers about software quality assurance. It 
is hoped the readers of this newsletter will 
make a point to look over the Computer Mag
azine issue for August 197 9. -



IFAC WORKSHOP: SAFECOMP '79 -- Safety of 
Computer Control Systems 

Stuttgart, West Germany, 16-18 May 1979 

A.e workshop provided a forum for discussion 
~ : the basic safety problems inherent in the 

application of computer control to automatic 
processes where hazards to human Zif e, the 
environment, and property must be prevented. 
The topics discussed include the specification, 
design, testing, verification, documentation 
and management of safety related computer 
systems. The workshop presented the progress in 
computer system safety that has been accom
plished in the past five years and also reviews 
current research work. 

The workshop was sponsored by the IF AC Tech
nical Committees on Computers and Applica
tions. Copies of papers were distributed at 
the workshop, and also are expected to 
appear in a book, to be edited by R. Lauber 
(Stuttgart), and published by Pergamon Press. 

Below are the titles of the papers that 
were presented. 

H. Frey, "Safety and Reliability - Their Terms 
and Models of Complex Systems." 

B. K. Daniels, "Experience With Computer Sys
tems on UK Power Plants." 

A. A. Levene, "Guidelines for the Documenta-.n of Safety-Related Computer Systems. 

H. Trauboth, H. Frey, "Safety Considerations 
in Project Manawement of Computerized Auto
mation Systems. 

A. A. Levene, "Standards for the Production 
of High Quality Systems." 

M. H. Gilbert, W. J. Quirk, "Functional Redun
dancy to Achieve High Reliability." 

T. Grams, M. Schafer, "Communication Proto
cols for the PDV Bus in Network Representa
tion." 

A. C. Chaturvedi, "Safety Problems in Modern 
Water Resources Systems." 

L. Gmeiner, U. Voges, "Software Diversity in 
Reactor Protection Systems: An Experiment." 

R. Konakovsky, "Safe Information Processing 
System." 

G. Dahll, J. Lathi, "Investigation of Meth-
ods for Production and Ver ification of Compu
ter Programs With High Requirements for 
Reliability." 

J. F. Taylor, U. Voges, " A Coordinated Approach 

• 
Safety-Related Software - A Survey or Meth-

~s Used in Purdue EW'ope TC 7 Member Pro
jects." 
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E. de Agostino, s. Bologna, "An Experience 
in Design and Validation of Software for 
a Reactor Protection System." 

P. Puhr-Westerheide, "Graphs of Data Flow 
Dependencies." 

W. Ehrenberger, S. Bologna, "Safety Program 
Validation by Means of Control Checking." 

H. Holt, "Process Computer for Experimental 
Use." 

B. Dubisson, P. Lavison, "Control of a Nuclear 
Reactor by Pattern Recognition Methods." 

W. J. Quirk, M. J. Cooper, "Specification, 
Design and Implementation of Computer-Based 

Reactor Safety Systems." 

Albert, Downs, Long, Ramamoorthy, Reeves, 
So and Straker, "Experience With a Speci
fication Language in the Dual Development 
of Safety System Software." 

W. Schwier, "Overview of Hardware-Related 
Safety Problems of Computer Control Systems." 

H. Schuller, C. Santucci, "The Combined Role 
of Redundancy and Test Programs in Improving 
Fault Tolerance and Failure Detection." 

G. H. Schildt, "Fail-Safe Comparitor for Anal
ogous Signals within Computer Control Sys
tems." 

B. Courtois, "Failure Detection in Microcom
puter Systems." 

L. F. Pau, "Test Policy vs. Maintenance 
Policy and System Reliability." 

T. Adjarov, "Optimization of a Capstan Servo
System in a Data Entry Device." 

G. Gloe, "Inspection of Process Computers for 
Nuclear Power Plants." 

Letters to the Editor 

Dear Editor 

I found your "Experiences in a Software Factory'' 
most interesting. I have already made a one 
page overview teaching aid so I can share some 
of the data with my course participants. 

I would like more detailed data if possible. 

1. Why was the C 1 coverage only given as 87 .9%; 
was 100% achieved; why not, if so how many case~ 
were required? 

2. The $50 cost: was this f or 116 Fatal or 116 + 
66 2 code discrepancies? 

3. Do fou have any infr,rmntion on the failure 
rate o the product in the field or after your 
procedures were applied, including maintenance 



changes later of things which some class of 
testing would have caught? 

4. I think your article underestimates the effect 
of peer reading. It is practiced widely by IBM 
and some quantitative evaluations have been 
made, notably by Felix and Watson in IBM 
Systems Journal (productivity data) and Capers 
Jones of San Jose. Nobody is claiming 
it has failed. 

5. More important, however, are the extensive 
claims made for the IBM "Inspection" and cor
respondinf!. Design Reviews, which are group peer 
reviews, if you like. These seem particularly ef
fective, according to measures I have from IBM and 
other sources, see for examr,le: IBM TR 03.050 
by H. Remus, of San Jose, 'Directions for the Ap
plications of Structured Methodologies'' which reports 
very interesting error and productivity results on T MS 
software. See also TNL GN20-3814 Aug 78 (in IBM 
GC20-2000) which reeorts substantial error reduction 
( 4: 1 over previous efrorts) by using Inspection in 
a PL/1 project. 

6. As your article recognizes, the issue of design 
inspections may be important too. I am inter
ested in finding the balance between testing and 
inspecting. 

Sincerely, 

Tom Gilb 
Consultant 
Kolbotn, Norway 

EDITOR'S RESPONSE ... 

Dear Tom, 

Some of the answers to your questions are given 
below .•• 

1. Our contract with the client was for at 
least 85% C 1 as a minimum level of testing 

Software Research £~0©~ 
P.O. Box 2432 
Son Francisco. CA 94126 
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coverage. In some cases the coverage exceed
ed that value, but in no case did it go below 
that number. The reason for 85% is that it 
is an engineering comP.romise between difficulty 
of testing and the "effectiveness'' in terms 
of the number of errors discovered. 

2. The $50 figure approximates the "cost" to 
the client for any discrepancy report ... some of 
them serious errors and some of them not so 
serious but still quite important to the client. 
Incidently, this cost figure seems to be remain
ing approximately constant as we continue this 
kind of work. 

3. We have no data as yet on the "return" 
rate on the modules subjected to the testing 
service. The "informal" re-putation of the soft
ware system we worked on is that it is a very 
reliable one, however. 

4. We aren't either. In fact, much of the 
benefit comes from carefully enforced peer 
evaluation (or experts' evaluation) of the 
source programs. Without automated enforce
ment or the discipline, however, it appears this 
benefit is not as easy to achieve, in all cases. 

5. See No. 4 above. 

6. Without question, testing and inspection 
have to be kept in balance. We don't claim 
that this balance would work for every situation, 
but it appears to us to have a high chance of 
economically finding faults in critical software 
systems. • 

-EFM 

• 
• 
l 

J 
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THE FALL SERIES IN SOFTWARE ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 

This special series of Professional Seminars in Software Technology is offered 
by sortware Research Associates in the Fall of 1979. All two day seminars are 
$425 per person and the one-day seminar (Software Requirements Analysis Tech
nology_) is $225 per person. Special multiple registration and group discounts 
are offered. Seminars are presented in the Washington, D. C. area, in Rosslyn, 
Virginia. Price includes full seminar documentation, luncheons, and refresh
ments. Class sizes are strictly limited. 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

SOFTWARE RELIABILITY TECHNOLOGY 
(11-12 October 1979) 

Dr. Herbert HECHT discusses modern methods for assessing the effective 
reliabilitv of software systems. Comprehensive course, notes, bibliography, 
reprinted technical material. 

SOFTWARE ACQUISITION MANAGEMENT 
(25-26 October 1979) 

Mr. Jack COOPER discusses all aspects of managing the acquisition of software, 
including in-depth discussions of the developer/customer relationship, problem 
prevention, and Military Software procurement issues. Detailed notes 
notes and reprints • . 

SOFTWARE TESTING TECHNOLOGY 
( 1-2 November 1979) 

Dr. Edward MILLER, originator of many of the techniques of modern software 
quality assurance, presents a comprehensive exposition of the latest and most 
effective methods of systematic software testing. Complete notes and book. 

SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS TECHNOLOGY 
( 16 November 1979) 

Dr. Anthony I. WASSERMAN discusses contemporary methods of software 
requirements definition and specification, including hierarchical and design
based techniques. Complete notes and technical references. 

SOFTWARE COST PREDICTION 
(19-20 November 1979) 

Dr. Victor SCHNEIDER presents an in-depth study of the latest methods of 
software cost estimating applied to design, development, and maintenance. 
Complete course notes and reading list. 

MODERN SOFTWARE ENGINEERING TOOL TECHNOLOGY 
(28-29 November 1979) 

Dr. Edward MILLER discusses the full spectrum of commercial offerings 
for requirements analysis, software design, implementation, testing and 
quality assurance, and maintenance tools. Complete supplier list and 
bibliography. 

For further information, please contact the Seminar Manager at Software 
Research Associate~, r,hon~ (415) 957•1441. 

P.O. Box 2~2 • Son Francisco• California 94126 • Telephone(415) 957-1441 



SOFTWARE RESEARCH ASSOCIATES, P. 0. Box 2432, San Francisco, CA 94126 (415) 957-1441 

PLEASE USE THIS PAGE TO REQUEST INFORMATION ... 

D 

D 
D 
D 

D 

Please send information about a 11 11 Fa l l 1
1 Series Technology Seminars (page 2) 

D Special interest in "Software Reliability Technology" 

D Special interest in "Software Acquisition Management" 

D Special interest in "Software Testing Technology" 

D Special interest in "Software Requirements Analysis Technology" 

D Special interest in "Software Cost Prediction" 

D r , 

Special interest in "Modern Software Engineering Tool Technology" 

Please send information abouJ The TestScript Language (page 3) 

Information about the Infotech State of the Art Report on Software 
Tes ting ( page 4) 

Please send a copy of the Infotech State of the Art Report on Software 
Testing (my check or money order as indicated below is attached) 
(page 4) 

D 
D 

Enclosed is $295 (USA price) 

Enclosed is i l30 (outside USA price) 
( 

Please send a copy of the item checked (my check~or money order is 
enclosed (page 5): 

D 
D 

Program Testing Techniques, $13.50 (California residents add applicable 
sales tax, outside USA add $5 handling charge) 

Software Testing and Validation Techniques, $16.00 (California residents 
add applicable sales tax, outside USA add $5 handling 
charge) 

COMMENTS AND QUESTIONS: 

D New Address 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

0 New Subscriber D Please Delete Name 
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... ABOUT SOFTWARE RESEARCH ... 

Software Research Associates is an engineering firm emphasizing application 
of modern technology to problems of software specification, design, produc
tion, quality assurance, and maintenance. 1he main activities of the firm 
are educational, research and development, consulting, and software tool 
production. The firm operates facilities in San Francisco, California 
and Munich, West Germany. In addition SRA maintains strong technical ties 
with organizations in England and Japan. 

TECHNOLOGY SEMINARS 

The Company offers a series of high-technology professional development seminars on a periodic basis both 
publically and privately. The seminars are characterized by their dedication to presentation of state-of
the-art-techniques. 

Seminar offerings currently include: Software Testing Technology, Automated Tool Technology, Software 
Quality Assurance, Structured Progranming and Design (German Office}, Software Engineering Management, Per
formance Enhancement, Software Reliability Technology, and Software Costing Methodologies. 

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPNENT 

On behalf of various clients staff researchers keep track of the latest developments in a range of area, in
cluding software production, software testing, and software maintenance, as well as other areas of software 
science. 

Current research projects encompass techniques for validation of requirements engineering, systematic auto
mation of the maintenance function, and methodology for comprehensive software testing. 

The Company supports a vigorous publication activity in the technical conmunity on the part of full time staff. 

CONSULTING 

Consulting activities for Company staff members have ranged from evaluation of advanced computer architectures 
to the design of state-of-the-art software quality assurance organizations. 

A primary feature of the Company's approach to consulting is the rule of complete technical disclosure so that 
the client can made enlightened choices of alternative technologies. 

TECHNICAL. SERVICES 

The Company has extensive experience in software testing technology and has been operating a service-based qual
ity assurance function (in the German Office} for some time. It is anticipated that the Company will be intro
ducing a similar service in the USA sometime during 1979. 

A principle feature of this software testing service (tentatively named SofTest} is that the pricing structure 
is based on the software itself -- on the number of tests and the nu~ber of statements. This pricing struc
ture establishes an upper bound on the cost of quality assurance for comp·leted programs. 

SOFTWARE TOOLS 

As an adjunct to its research and development programs and to support company services, Software Research is 
active in developing software tools. To make it· possible for others to share in the advances made, selected 
tools are offered conmercially. 

The SRTRAN series of structured progranming preprocessors provides unique capabilities in production of soft
ware. The SUS series of semantic update ·tools provides advanced-concept functions for software maintenance. 
aoth famili~s Of tool~ ar~ available for ij ygrietr of hardware environments and are fully supported. 

P .0. Box 2432 • San Francisco • California 94126 • Telephone ( 415) 9 5 7 -1441 A-564/1 
May 1979 
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THE SERIES IN SOFTWARE ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 

The special series of Professional Seminars in Software Technology is offered by 
Software Research Associates during 1979. Special multiple seminar and group 
discounts are offered. All two-day seminars are $425 per person. Seminars are 
presented in San Francisco exclusively. Price includes full course documentation, 
luncheons, and refreshments. 

Software Metrics Technology 31 May--1 June 1979 $425 

Mr. Tom GILB, the famed speaker and expert consultant from Norway, discusses 
modern methods of quantifying software, of ways to "get a handle" on 
understanding software systems. Comprehensive course notes, bibliography, 
reprinted technical material. 

Software Acquisition Management 14-15 June 1979 $425 

Mr. Jack COOPER discusses all aspects of managing the acquisition of 
software, including in-depth discussions of the developer/customer relation
ship, problem prevention, and Military Software procurement issues. 
Detailed notes anq reprints. 

Software Testing Technology 18-19 June 1979 $425 

Dr. Edward MILLER, originator of many of the techniques of modern software 
quality assurance, presents a comprehensive exposition of the latest and 
most effective methods of systematic software testing. Complete notes and 
book. 

Software Reliability Technology 21-22 June 1979 $425 

Dr. Herbert HECHT discusses modern methods for assessing the effective 
reliability of software systems. Comprehensive course notes, bibliography, 
reprinted technical material. 

Modern Software Engineering Tool Technology 25-26 June 1979 $425 

Dr. Edward MILLER discusses the full spectrum of commercial offering for 
requirements analysis, software design, implementation, testing and quality 
assurance, and maintenance. Complete supplier list and bibliography. 

Software Costing Methods 28-29 June 1979 $425 

Dr. Victor SCHNEIDER presents an in-depth study of the latest methods of 
software cost estimating applied to design, development, and maintenance. 
Complete course notes and reading list. 

For further ,nformation, pl~~s~ contact the Seminar Manager at Softw~re Research 
Associates, Telephone: (415) 957-1441. 

P.O. Box 2~2 • Son Francisco• California 94126 • Telephone(415) 957-1441 

(
11 B11 Series. 1979) 



SOFTWARE RESEARCH ASSOCIATES, P. 0. Box 2432, San Francisco, CA 94126 (415) 975-1441 

PLEASE USE THIS PAGE TO REQUEST INFORMATION ... 

D 
D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

Information about the new Infotech State of the Art Report 
on Software Testing (page 2) 

Please send a copy of the new Infotech State of the Art Report 
on Software Testing (my check or money order as indicated 
below is attached) {page 2) 

D 
D 
Please 

Enclosed is $295 

Enclosed is £ 130 

send information 

Special interest 

Special interest 

Special interest 

Special interest 

(USA price) 

(outside USA price) 

about all Series 11 811 Tech~ology Seminars 

in "Software Metrics Technology" 

in "Software Acquisition Management" 

in "Software Testing Technology" 

in "Software Reliability Technology 11 

{page 4) 

D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 

Special interest in "Modern Software Engineering Tool Technology 11 

Special interest in "Software Costing Methods" 

Please send information about the ~rogram Mutation System {page 4) 

Please send a copy of the item checked (my check or money order is / 
enclosed {page 5): 

D 
D 

Program Testing Techniques, $13.50 plus 6~% California Tax 
(Total $14.38) 

Software Testing and Validation Techniques, $16.00 ($17.04) 

Send me more data on Semantic Update System for Software Maintenance 

New Address 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

PHONE 

0 New Subscriber 0 Please Delete Name 

( 
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FROM THE EDITOR ••• 

THIS issue of Testing Techniques Newsletter 
is being sent to many new subscribers who 
responded to a press-release in August about 
the Newsletter and its goals and content. To 
those readers we offer a special welcome! 

In addition to USA readers, we are pl.eased to 
welcome some two hundred attendees at the 
STRUCTO '79 Conference. Sponsored by 
CDI/Frankfurt, the meeting set a few records 
on attendance and interest (see the article on the 
meeting elsewhere). Hr. Henssler was gracious 
in providing a copy of the attendee list for our 
use in the Newsletter distribution, and he de
serves our thanks. 

The prior issue outlined some of the papers 
that were to be given at the Munich Software 
Engineering Conference, held 17-19 September. 
As a followup, this issue includes some short 
comments about those papers - at least some 
of them. . We invite readers' comments on ICSE 
papers and promise to publish them if possible 
in future issues. 

The other main article in this issue concerns 
symbolic analysis. As effective as direct analy
sis strategies might be, all of us involved with 
Quality Assurance know that a spectrum of meth
ods is best. In the long run, the methods of 
symbolic analysis will probably be the main 
method used to assure the capability of software 
systems to meet their requirements. In fact, as 
some researchers have already noted, symbolic 
evaluation methods form a kind of bridge between 
requirements/specification and quality assur-
ance that appears quite difficult to construct by 
other means. In any case, writer Favaro gives a 
strong argument settin!J the direction he feet~ 
RAlD will take ln the future. - EFM 
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SRA's 1980 SPRING SERIES NOW PLANNED 

Software Research Associates is happy to 
announce the following Spring Series Seminars 
to be held in San Francisco in April and ... 
May of 1980: • 

• Software Testing Technology, presented by Dr. 
Edward F. Miller, Jr. 

• Modern Software Engineering Tool Technology, 
presented by Dr. Edward F. Miller, Jr. 

• 

• 

Software Requirements Analysis Technology, 
presented by Dr. Anthony I. Wasserman. 

Programming Language Technology and Ada, 
presented by Dr. Anthony I. Wasserman. 

• Other seminars and speakers to be announced. 

The finalized schedule of these courses will be 
announced in our February Newsletter. If you 
are interested in receiving information on these 
courses now, pl.ease so indicate on the enclosed 
response form. 

OTHER SEMINARS AND CONFERENCES 

* Modern Programming Language Technology, 
presented by Anthony I. Wasserman in Tokyo, 
Japan, on 22 October through 26 October 
1979. 

* Software Reliability Technology, presented 
by Herbert Hecht in Tokyo, Japan, on 12 
November through 16 November 1979. 

* Software Testing Technology, presented bv 
Edward F. Miller, Jr. in Tokyo, Japan, 28-29 
Feauary 1980. 

* Software Testing Technology, presented by 
Edward F. Miller, Jr. and Harry Sneed in 
Munich, West Germany, on 7 May through 
9 May 1980. 

TESTING AND TOOLS BOOKS AVAILABLE ••• 

By permission of the IEEE, we are now offer
ing for sale copies of SOFTWARE TESTING 

• 

AND VALIDATION TECHNIQUES and AUTO
MATED TOOLS FOR SOFTWARE ENGINEERING. 
We can send you copies of either of these 
tutorial texts, postpaid, (USA only; Overseas, 
add $5 each) at these prices: 

SOFTWARE TESTING AND VALIDATION 
TECHNIQUES: $16 

AUTOMATED TOOLS FOR SOFTWARE •• .. 
ENGINEERING: $16 

To order a copy, just use the box on the en
closed response farm and enclose your check 
plus 6.5% Calif ornil1/!;m1 Pr(mcisco sates 
tax, if applicable). 



PERSPECTIVES ON A DECADE OF SYMBOLIC 
EXECUTION 

By John Favaro 

Armbolic execution as a tool for program eval
.iration has been a subject of great interest to 

the software community ever since its intro
~uction a decade ago. At first it was employed 
m systems constructed for the formal verifica
tion (usually based on Floyd's method) of pro
grams (1,2). Presently it became apparent, how
ever, that symbolic execution need not be 
associated with a formal verification technique. 
On the contrary, it could be utilized in isolation 
as a technique for the automated testing of 
programs, and was soon being promoted as a 
promising alternative to automated verification, 
which had already begun to exhibit serious 
limitations in practice. 

An enthusiastic, optimistic phase followed in 
the earlY. to middle seventies, in which systems 
were built and analyses of simple prototype 
programs were presented as examples of the 
use of this new technique (3). The fact that 
the sample programs were neither large nor 
complicated caused little concern, nor did the 
fact that systems seemed to be unduly large 
in relation to the amount of manipulative 
power they possessed. With a cheerful remind
er that "further research" was desirable in some 
trouble spots, investi~ators embraced symbolic 
execution as a practical, effective leader 
among automated testing tools. 

A he middle seventies witnessed increasing 
~ ustration and disappointments, as attempts to 

utilize symbolic execution in truly practical 
situations did not fulfill the early promise. The 
often enormous symbolic formulas generated by 
programs of surprisingly modest size indicated 
that the sophistication required of a system for 
adequate processing of symbolic data in a gen
eral programming environment had been under
estimated. Researchers who attempted to meet 
this need b¥ incorporating existing symbolic 
and algebraic manipulation systems such as 
ALTRAN (4) and REDUCE (5) were taken aback 
by the unexpected size and expense of opera
tion. Our perception of the true cost of sym
boltc. execution was beginning to undergo major 
revision. 

In addition to large, unwieldy systems, the 
nature of the test programs themselves emerg
ed as a major problem. By now, the software 
engineering community was anxious to move 
beyond "toy programs" into the "real world" 
of programs. Because of the path-oriented 
approach of the technigue symbolic executors 
encountered severe difficulties when faced with 
programs of structural complexity, which in
deed most nontrivial programs exhibited. 

At the same time, considerable interest was 

•

ing generated in the theoretical community 
issues raised by s~mbolic execution. The 

eld ol symboUc and algebf~i~ mn.nipulo.tion, 
heretofore viewed as a specialized, limited-
scope area of computer science, took on a new 
relevance. It yielded sobering testimony on 
the inherent limits of what we could hope to 
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attain with program manipulation, such as 
Richardson's theorem demonstrating the recur
sive undecidability of sufficiently rich classes 
of symbolic formulas (6). Symbolic execution 
introduced data structures into the picture, 
and the theorists analyzing operations in
volving conditional expressions generated by 
symbolic array references found the prob-
lem to be NP-complete (7). The difficulties 
experienced by the practitioners become more 
understandable in light of these results. 

The evidence coming in from both the prac
tical and theoretical camps demands a re
assessment of the direction symbolic execu
tion should take in the future, as well as the 
way we think about this technique. New class
es of applications involving symbolic execution 
tools should be explored such as the micro
analysis of algoritfims (8J and program trans
formation systems (5). 

Acknowledging that symbolic execution cannot 
be a blanket technique for all programs, efforts 
should be made to identify classes of programs 
for which it is an effective approach. We can 
take a cue from the discipline of structured 
programming in this regard: structured pro
gramming advocates the thoughtful construc
tion of programs with certain goals of under
standability, verifiability, etc. in mind. We 
should likewise be developing a discipline of 
program construction with the goal of 
testability by symbolic execution in mind. 

Finally, the nature of symbolic execution sys
tems themselves should change in the future. 
An excellent role model for designing sym
bolic executors can be found in present-day 
systems for symbolic mathematics. They are 
hi~hly interactive and provide a number of 
utilities for the input, storage and display of 
symbolic data that should be present m a 
viable symbolic executor as well. 

Symbolic execution has followed in its evolution 
a path similar to that of compiler construc
tion: Early systems built with informal tech
niques demonstrated the viability of the concept, 
but could not fulfill their promise until a 
theory borrowed from other areas (e.g. Chom
shky's formal languages) dramatically changed 
their structure. Symbolic execution, by bor
rowing from the symbolic and algebraic mani
pulation field and extending its work, can hope 
to develop the foundation needed to fulfill its 
own promise in the time ahead as an impor
tant tool for software evaluation. 
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(Mr. Favaro joined SRA's staff in October 
and is currently involved in applying ideas of 
symbolic evaluation on several Company pro
jects. Before joining SRA, Mr. Favaro worked on 
the EPRI/UC Berkeley project and was respons
ible for the development and application of a 
special-purpose symbolic evaluation tool.) 

Software Research Associates, a San Francisco 
based software house with emphasis on the prer 
gramming and testing of complex data-processing 
systems, is offering a special seminar in Germany. 
The seminar, with the title "Software Testing 
Technology/ will take place in Munich from 
7-9 May 1!180. The lecturers are Dr. Edward 
Miller, the head of the firm, and Harry Sneed, 
chief of the German office. Dr. Miller will 
lecture on the state o testing technology in 
the U. S. A; Mr. Sneed will then descri'be 
the testing system "PRUFSTAND" - a series of 
intew.ated testing tools for systematic software 
quality control. The seminar will last two days 
and cost DM 800 (approximately $440) per 
participant. Interested persons are requested 
to call the SRA office m Munich, West Germany, 
at (089) 6 70 72 58 or contact the San Fran
cisco, California, office at (415) 957-1441. 

CONSIDERING AN IN-HOUSE SEMINAR? 

In many situations, companies find that it is 
much less expensive to schedule an in-house 
presentation of a seminar than to send a group 
of people to a public seminar. Although there 
are many factors, usually if a firm intends to 
have approximately 12 or more persons attend, 
there will be a substantial savings by having 
the same course material presented especially 
for that audience. Most of the SRA-sponsored 
seminars are available for in-house presentation 
based on schedule, availability, etc. For fur
ther information, please contact t'1~ S~minar 
Mattager at Uls) 957-1441. 
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RESULTS FROM THE HETERONYM CONTEST! 

Response to our mini-contest in which you 
were asked to find words that 11 

••• sound dif
ferent, have different meanings, but are spel
led the same" has some partial results in al
ready; some pl.ayers are still at it and the 
claims to heteronymic territory are still not 
all processed. Here are some comments on the 
more interesting heteronyms we've received. 

One writer tried for "A Trophy' and "Atrophy," 
which is an interesting near miss. It's so 
close we've left it in the list anyway. 

One of the other contestants came up with 
"coax'', meaning the verb to read and the 
noun that describes a type o electrical cable. 
This one's in the list (ruling of the judges is 
final), even though it is somewhat technical. 

Cro~language heteronyms are something of a 
problem. Consider, for example, "rose" (the 
flower and the name of the wine). Same thing 
happens with "expose" and with "pate". We've 
created a category for these - heteronyms that 
use special characters other than the 26 stan
dard letters - and indicated them in the list 
below in parentheses. 

Since we had to choose a deadline for in
clusion in this issue, we have some dozen 
or two more that will be described in the 
next issue. Naturally, of course, we'll 
continue to entertain claims for new ones. 

Now, here's the list ••• • Atrophy, abstract, arose, addict, address, alternate, 
annex, august (?), bases, bass, buffet, coax, 
close, combine, compact, console, converse, con
tract, decenter, deposed, (denier), desert, does, 
dove, (expose), frequent, intimate, invalid, 
(lame), lead, lied1 liveJ minute, moderate, more, 
mobile, (moire), (mole , object, (page), polish, 
r,ayer, precedent, present, primer, process, prod
uce, r,oject, profF._ess, raven, read, (real), re
create, record, refuse, repose, research, 
(resume), (rose), router, row, (sake), separate, 
shower, singer, sewer, slaver, slough, sow, 
stingy1 subject, tarry, tear, towet, use, wind, 
wouna. 

Can you think of any others? 

Contributors will all receive a complete list of 
the heteronyms, including who discovered each 
and when, by mail. This list is available to 
others for the price of a self-addressed stamped 
return envelope. 

Remember, watch next issue for the "final, 
final" list! 

• 



TESTING PAPERS AT MUNICH CONFERENCE 
(PART I) 

By Edward Miller 

•
- e 1979 International Conference on Software 

gineering was held in the Bavarian city of 
Munich 17-19 September 1979. The three-day 
program had upwards of 60 papers, panel dis
cussions, invited talks, and other encounters. 

The "lead off" speakers included Prof. Brian 
Randell, who recalled what things were really 
like in 1969 - the year "Software Engineering" 
as a formal discipline began, followed by Dr. 
Barry Boehm, who told the 1000 assembled 
delegates about the way it "is," at least in 
the context of Boehm's TRW, Inc. 

As the prior issue of this Newsletter suggested, 
there were some number of papers which were 
either directly related to software testing, or 
which would have some bearing on the issues 
of Quality Assurance. 

Here's a short account of some papers and what 
t his writer found important about them ... 

*** P. C. Belford, R. A. Berg, and T. L. Hannan, 
"Central Flow Control Software Development: A 
Case Study of the Effectiveness of Software 
Engineering Techniques" (Pages 85-93 in the 
proceedings). The paper presents costs and 
error data collected during the development 
cycle of a large-scale software system - in 

-

is case, for the "Central Flow Control (CFC)" 
stem that is used by the FAA to balance air 
affic flows so that in-flight delays are 

minimized. 

The authors themselves characterize the pro
gram studied as an " ... on-line (inquiry), real
time (flight data), transaction-oriented (in
dependent asynchronous activities) information 
system." Software error data was collected 
during the design and testing phases. Design 
errors were "counted" as discovered during 
structured walkthroughs of the design; errors 
were also "counted" during t he unit-testing 
phase (reported by the individual programmer), 
and at various system levels (reported by the 
Independent Test Team in all cases) whenever a 
test was unsuccessful. The Team employed the 
JAYS (Jovial Automated Verification System) 
during the unit and system-testing work. 

Here is a summary of the results: 

BUILD SIZE/SEGS DESIGN MODULE SYSTEM 

2 
3 

5337/1640 
10389/2915 

44 
63 

290 
223 

18 
20 

where, BUILD is the build number, SIZE/SEGS 
is the number of lines/number of segments, 
and the last three numbers are t he error 

•

unts for the design, module-test, and 
stem-test activitites. The per-phase error 
tes for th@ CFC software system were, 

3.57 % NCSS at the unit-test level. 
0.26 % NCSS at the sub-system-test level. 
0.08 % NCSS at the final-test level. 
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Note that these values are for a total of some 
23,742 NCSSs, and the overall error rate in 
this entire system is about 3.92 % NCSS. 

This figure appears to be correlated with SRA's 
experience; both seem to be based on very 
similar approaches. Perhaps more important, 
however, is the fact that the paper discusses 
actual "numbers," something that Software 
Engineering has been criticized for failing to do 
in too many cases. Congratulations to authors 
Belford, Berg, and Hannan! 

*** H. Remus & S. Zilles, "Prediction and 
Management of Program Quality" (Pages 341-350). 

This paper discusses the way in which " ... design 
reviews, code inspections, and system testing are 
commonly used to remove defects from programs 
as early as possible in the development process," 
to quote from the Abstract. Both Remus and 
Zilles are with IBM, at the Santa Teresa Lab
oratory in San Jose, and the Research Lab in 
Palo Alto, respectively. The paper develops a 
model of the so-called "defect removal pro
cess," the term given to the full spectrum 
of methods used to find "mistakes". Then, 
say the authors, statistics of current projects 
can be used to predict what can be expected 
in the future. 

In fact, the model was developed by Jones and 
Turk in a paper that appeared in 1978 in the 
IBM Systems Journal (T. C. Jones, "Measuring 
Programming Quality and Productivity/ IBM 
Systems Journal, Vol. 17, No. 1 (19781, pp 
43-50). The model assumes that a series of 
defect-removing steps is applied to the soft
ware systems and attempts to answer the 
critical question: At any step along the way, 
how many errors are likely to remain undis
covered? 

Naturally, this is a function of (a) the program
ming environment (all facets thereof) and (b) 
the "quality" of the Quality Inspection pro
cesses themselves. Although the paper does 
not come right out and say it, there are passing 
mentions of error rates on the order of 30 per 
KLOC (1000 lines of code) for the life-
time of the software system. 

*** T. H. Bruggere, "Software Engineering: 
Management, Personnel and Methodology" (Pages 
361-368). This paper is an explanation of the 
main f ea tu res of Software Engineering as seen 
by Tektronics, Inc., the author's employer. 
Most of the information is conventional, but 
there are some statistics on the error-rates 
encountered during the software engineering 
process that are of some interest. According 
to Figure 3 in the paper, these are the relative 
percentages of errors found at each stage of 
their software development process: 

High Level Language Inspection: 
Assembly Code Inspection: 15% 
Unit Testing: 10% 
IntegrntiQn; 5% 
Evaluation: 10% 
Subsequent Errors: 10% 

50% 



The implication would appear to be that the 
dynamic testing activities (unit testing and 
integration) account for only 25% of the 
errors, and the overall process still allows 
some 10% of the errors to "slip through." To 
keep the numbers in perspective, however, note 
the percentages of time spent at various stages 
of tfie methodology: 

Specification: 30% 
Design: 30% 
Implementation: 25% 
Integration: 15% 
Evaluation: 10% 

The paper goes on to point out that " ... a high 
percentage (65%) of the errors were found on 
paper without having to do any: actual testing." 
Ana, another quote: " ••• (80%) of the errors were 
found prior to the (post-completion) evaluation." 

Prevention certainly is more cost effective than 
the cure, but if 50% of the final error count 
arises simply from HLL inspection, then one 
could wonder about the overall programming pro
cess prior to that first inspection. In any case, 
the Tektronics results are impressive! 

(To be continued in the February issue of our 
Newsletter.) 

UNNAC TESTBED SYSTEM DEVELOPED 

(Readers of our last issue will recall an article 
by Peter Doleman about the TestScript lan
guage, which was intended to be used in a spe
cial test harness system. We have had a num
ber of requests for information about this sys
tem and its characteristics, and so we've pre
pared this short description.) 

The TB-1 system is an integrated batch anc:Vor 
interactive testbed system ror COBOL software 
that is intended to run on UNN AC 1100 series 
computers. The TB-1 (so named because it is a 
basic Test Bed system) software automatically 
handles the functions necessary for detailed 
analysis of single modules anc:Vor collection of 
modules of COBOL programs. (Here, a module 
is meant to include both a single Procedure 
Division and, possibly, a group of several of 
them which invoke one another): 

• Automatically scans the source provram to 
develop internally used lists of variable names. 
This is used in commands which preset parti
cular values of variables. 

• Automatically handles the initial invocation 
gf the test object and all of the "stub'' 
mvocatwns. 

• Inter( aces automatically with the instrumenta
tion subsystem that is used to produce cover
age reports about each test and subtest. 

• Automatically reports results computed by 
the test object in symbolic form. 

• Handles a number of other secondary func
~lQIW tna-t ~impUf y and organize the tgst
mg process. 
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This system is written in SRA's own semi
portable implementation language, called 
SRTRAN, and can execute either in batch or 
"demand' (interactive) mode on UNN AC's 
EXEC VIII system. 

We have prepared a small technical description 
of this system which we will be happy to 
forward. Please check the appropriate box on 
the enclosed reader response form. 

INSTRUMENTATION SUBSYSTEM AVAILABLE 

A free-standing "standard' COBOL Instrumen
tation Subsystem for UNN AC and IBM environ
ments is now available from SRA. This system, 
desiwied to meet the minimum requirements for 
testmg coverage measurement, processes ANSI 
and manuf acturer-ertension versions of COBOL 
terts and automatically modifies them so that 
each segm_ent is instrumented. The user is ad
vised or the assigned segment numbers in an 
Archival listing that is produced at instrumen
tation time. 

• 

In operation, the instrumented programs call en
tries in a special run-time package that generates/ 
processes the internal trace file. Subsequently, 
a post-processing coverage analyzer produces 
reports about the effect of single tests as well 
as series of tests. The C 1 measure is used ex
clusively as the standard of effectiveness. 

The Instrumentation Subsystem is described in a 
short technical writeup that is available simply • .., 
by checking the appropriate box on the enclosed 
reader resonse form. For further details, you 
can also contact us directly. 

INDEX OF AUTOMATED TOOLS AVAILABLE 

As part of its continuing research effort, SRA 
maintains files on the majority of software 
tools available either publicly or commercially. 
From time to time, we update our master list 
of. tools and suppliers; if y_qu are interested in 
this area of our work, or i.f you would simply 
like a copy of the current list of tools (which 
are categorized according to their place in the 
software engineering life-cycle)f simply check 
the appropriate box on the enc osed response 
form. 

PAPERS FOR QUALITY ASSURANCE SESSION 
SOUGHT 

There is to be a special session at the 1980 
National Computer Conference, held in Anaheim 
this time, devoted to the area of Software 
Quality Assurance Technology. If you are 
interested in submitting a paper, please indi- • 
cate the proposed title and estimated length 
and completion date on the enclosed form. SRA "' 
will be pleased to assist in processing your 
paper on behalf of the NCC program committee. 
For furthor inf ormntion, r,lMM Mll Edward 
F. Miller at (415) 957-1441. 



QUELLE SOFTWARE TEST SYSTEM 

By Harry Sneed 
Software Research Associates (German Office) 

•
- August of this year, SRA Germany launched a 

oject together with the German mail-order 
house, QUELLE, in Nuremberg, to develop a module 
testing system for IBM Assembler. QUELLE has 
enhanced the Assembler Language with its own 
structured macros so as to facilitate program
ming and testing. They also aid in instrument
ing the code for dynamic analysis. 

Besides carrying out dynamic analysis at the 
Cl level the system also performs a static 
analysis of the control command structure, 
listing out the operands in the conditions to 
ease m defining test cases. In addition, an 
analysis is made of all input/output operations 
and external references as well as all input/ 
output variables. 

The test data generation is done off line prior 
to testing using the PANVALET text editing 
system from PANSOPHIC. Test data assign
ments are made using the symbolic names and 
the literal values. Array elements are 
assigned an index. The test data assignments 
are sorted in three groups: 

(1) test case initialization 
(2) stub data 
(3) file inputs 

,,Jf//////&ach test case is stored as a PANVALET member. 

'-... t test time, the symbolic data table is read in 
together with the link list and the data linked. 
Dynamic storage is assigned from a page pool. 
Tester assertions and interrupt points are 
read in as parameters. Besides checking the 
assertions, the system can print out a sym
bolic PDUMP at any location indicated by the 
tester at any interrupt point. 

After the initialization, the test cases are 
executed using the test data assignments from 
PANVALET. For this purpose, all calls and 
input/output operations are intercepted. In 
the event of a program error, the test case 
is suspended and the next test case started. 

Following each test case, the data area of the 
module is checked to determine what fields 
have been changed by the test case. These are 
then listed out with their before and after 
image for verification by the tester. In 
addition, all file outputs are validated. 
Thus, both the control flow and the dat a flow 
are documented. 

With the help of this system, QUELLE hopes 
to increase programmer productivity while re
ducing the system testing effort. The module 
testing system is expected to be operational 

March of next year. Besides two people 
om QUELLE, there are three programmers 
om th@ SR.A T@st Laboratory in Budapest 

working on the project. 
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(Mr. Sneed, Vice President and Technical Di
rector of the Company's German Office has 
extensive experience in all phases of software 
quality assurance. Readers in Germany will 
know Mr. Sneed from his many lectures and 
short courses in various phases of Software 
Engineering. The German office special-
izes in delivery of unit-testing and system
testing technology and services. In some 
cases, the Company applies the efforts of con
tractor personnel from various locations in 
Europe, including Budapest.) 

NEW "STATE OF THE ART" PAPER PREPARED 

As part of SRA's participation in the STRUCTO-
79 Conference held in Frankfurt, West Germany, 
17-19 October 1979, a paper summarizing the 
current "state of the art" in software testing 
technology has been prepared. The paper des
cribes in summary form the basic results that 
presently underlie the field of Software Quality 
Assurance, and also makes predictions about the 
future development of the area. Part of the 
paper presents information about the history 
and future of automated software testing support 
tools. 

Copies of the paper (while supplies last) are 
available free of charge from SRA. Simply 
check the approP-'iate square on the enclosed 
reader response form. 

REPORT ON THE CONTROL DATA 
CONGRESS 

This year's STRUCTO '79 Congress was dedi
cated to Software Quality Assurance. The 
speakers represented both American and Ger
man institutions. The Congress Plan was as 
follows: 

* Dr. Miller: "Software Testing - The 
State of the Art" 

Dr. Miller's lecture concerned the state of soft
ware testing methodolo~ in the USA. The 
emphasis was on tools or both the static and 
the dynamic analysis o programs. 

* Werner Pf adler (Siemens Corporation): 
"Software Quality Assurance at Siemens'' 

Mr. Pfadler's lecture emphasized the growing 
role of planning for software quality assurance. 
He spoke on all aspects of software quality 
control, in particular on the disciplined produc
tion of technical documentation. 

* Erwin Schmidtlein (QU ELLE): 
" Software Technical Realization of 
QualitY, Control - Experiments of 
Quelle' 

Mr. Schmidtlein reported on the experiences 
r,f tM lnrg_tJ mnil-ordtJr firm QwJllg in ~oft• 
ware quality assurance. He described the 
firm's internal programming standards and the 
development of internal conventions and tools 
for program testing. 



* Dr. Sabina Saib (General Research Cor
poration): "A SQLAB - A System For 
Controlling Software Quality' 

Dr. Saib discussed the Software Quality Labora
tory, a protot)!pe of a comprehensive system for 
software quality assurance, which is currently 
being used to simulate a complex BMD system. 
The sy_stem performs a number of static and 
dynamic analyses as well as configuration 
control. 

* Prof. Dr. Heinz Trau.both (Kernfor
schwtgszentrum): "Methods and Tools 
for the Development of High Reliability 
Software" 

Prof. Trau.both discussed methods and tools for 
the production of software with extremely high 
reliabilicy requirements. In his presentation, he 
reported on the development of a methodology 
lrr the production of critical safety software 
Tor nuclear reactors. 

* Dr. Reinhold Thurner (SODECON AG): 
"Quality Assurance in the Constructoin 
of Complex Software Systems'' 

Dr. Thurner spoke on measures for improving 
quality control in software- construction. He 
touched on the disciplining of the translation 
process from functional requirements to implemen
tation; on modularization of description, design, 
and programming; and on the use of quality
enfrrcing methoas and tools. 

* Werner Schmit (AEG Telefunken): 
"Introducing a Qualit? Assurance 
System for Software' 

Mr. Schmidt spoke on the development of rules 
and guidelines for software quality assurance. 
The approach he emphasized was that large soft
ware projects of widely divergent realizations can 
employ methodological techniques of general 
validity. 

Software Research ~i!@~ 
P.O. Box 2432 
Son Francisco. CA 94126 
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* Harry M. Sneed (Software Research 
Associates): "Software Test Labora
tory' 

Mr. Sneed discussed the Software Testing Lal:r • . 
oratory, a special-purpose tool with the goal 
of assuring the quality of complex software 
systems. The methodology encompasses the 
phases of design evaluation, code checking, 
testing and revision. A series of integrated 
testing tools supporting the methodology was 
discussed. 

By all measures, STRUCTO '79 was a com
plete success. Over 225 persons attended, 
and the presentations were accompanied by 
lively and incisive discussion periods. 

There is a chance that copies of the seminar 
material will be available; if you are inter
ested in further information about this con-
f erence - or in future con{ erences, please 
mark the appropriate box on the enclosed 
response form. 

COMPUTER SCIENTISTS 

Career positions available for creative program
mer~researchers in growin!J company with 
international ties. Topics mclude automated 
maintenance, quality assurance technology, 
and software production environments. Send 
resume to Software Research Associates, P. O. 
Box 2432, San Francisco, CA 94126 (415) 
957-1441. 

CONTRIBUTIONS WANTED 

Software Research Associates will pay $25 for 
short technical items used in this Newsletter. 
To qualify, the item should relate to testing, 
software quality assurance, or a closely allied 
topic. Forward all contributions to the News
letter Editor at Software Research Associates, 
P. 0. Box 2432, San Francisco, California, 
94126, USA. 

• • 
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. . , 
EDITORIAL 

Each issue seems to · welcome a block of new sub
scribers; and., in this case, it is some 200 peopie 
in Japan whose names and mailing addresses have 
been translated into English (courtesy of Mr. 
K,ouichi Kishida) for our mailing list. (See also 
the Japanese-language announcement on page 5!) 

• Welcome aboard! 

' < .. 

~·1 

This issue includes the second part of the Mun-
ich paper summaries a piece contributed lzy at 
reader in Holland, a description of the recent 
1EEE/NRC confereno dealing with fssues 'arising 
from Three Mile Island (T MI), and er short des
cription of some results from our work in develop
inq an automated maintenance too • And; what 
we hope is the near-final round in the SRA hetero
nym contest (we invite .nominations for the best 
one, out we all feel ",unionized' will probably get 
the most votes.) Here's to goo_d ·reading! -EFM 

SPRING 1980 TECHNOLOGY SEMINARS 
ANNOUNCED: 

Software Research Associates is pleased to 
announce the f ollow.ing Spring 19[JO seminar 
series to be held in San Francisco: 

* Software Requirem'ents Analysis Technology, . 
presented by Dr. Anthony I. Wasserman, 27-28 
March 1980. 

* 

* 

* 

* 

Modern Software Engineering Tool Technology, 
presented .by Dr. Edward F. Miller, Jr ... , 10-11 
April 1980. . 

Software Testing Technology, presented by 
Dr. Edward F. Miller, Jr·., 17-18 April 1980. 

Programming Language Technology and Ada 
presented by Dr. Anthony I. Wasserman, 1-2 
Ma)' 1980. 

Modern Cryptographic rechnolog)l, presented by 
Dr. Carl H. Meyer, 5-6 May 1980. 

For more , information, just fill out t:he enclosed 
boimceback form, or call the SeminlJr Mnttttg~r 1-.l1 
at (415) 957-1441. 
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OTHER SEMINARS AND CONFERENCES 

* Modem Software Engineering Tool Technology, 
presented by Dr. Edward F. Miller, Jr., in Tokyo, 

* 

* 

* 

Japan, 21-·22 February 1980. 

Software Testing Technofogy, presented by 
Dr. 1ldward F. Miller, ' Jr., m Tokyo, Japan, 
26-27 February 1980. 

Modem Cryptographic Technology, presented 
by ·Dr. Carl H. Meyer, in Tokyo, Japan, 
12-16 May 1980. ' 

Software Testing Technology, presented by 
Dr. Edward F. Miller, Jr., at ACM, Paris, 
France, 28 April 1980. 

T_ESTING AND TOOLS BOOKS AVAILABLE ••• . 

By permission of the IEEE, we are now offer
ing for sale copies of SOFTWARE TESTING 
AND VALIDATION TECHNIQUES and AUTO
MATED TOOLS FOR SOFTWARE ENGINEERING. 
We can send you copies of either of .-these 
tutorial texts, postpaid, (USA only; Overseas, 
add $5 each) at these prices: 

SOFTWARE TESTING AND VALIDATION 
TECHNIQUES: $16 

AUTOMATED ·TOOLS$OR SOFTWARE 
ENGINEERING: $16 

To order a copy, please check the bo:r on the 
enclosed response f'orm and enclose your check 
(plus 6.5% CaTifornia/San Francisco sales ta:r_, 
if applicable). 

ABECE,DARIAN's DELIGHT - A NEW CONTEST 
AT SRA 

The heteronym contest created such interest 
and was so much fun, we've decided to do a new 
one. This contest also focuses on finding special 
kinds of words, and so we've name~ it "The Abe
cedarian's Delight." Here are the rules: 

You are asked to find English-language words 
in which sequences of letters within the word 
occur in alphabetic order. Some examples: 
ABeCeDarian., DEFend, MNemOnic, OPerand, 
STUng. You get the idea? The judge is any 
English-language dictionary-p-ef erably your larg
est! ·we'll keep tabs, as before, on who suggests 
which words earliest. Send your suggestions 
in now! ' 

INDEX OF AUTOMATED TOOLS AVAILABLE 

As part of its continuing research effort, SRA 
maintains files on the majority of software 
tools available either publicly or commercially. 
From time to time, we update our master list 
of to,ols and suppliers; if you are interested in 
this area of our work, or if you woul~ like a 
copy of the current list of tool~, ~imply 
check the appropriate bo:r on the enclosed 
form. 

• 



TESTING PAPERS AT MUNICH CONFERENCE 
(PART 2) 

By Edward Miller 

•
Part 1 of this article surveyed papers presented 
at the Munich Conference on Software Engineer-

~ ing. The papers discussed were: 

*** P. C. Belford, R. A. Berg, and T. L. Hannan, 
"Central Flow Control Software Development: A 
Case Study of the Effectiveness of Software 
Engineering Techniques." 

*** H. Remus & S. Zilles, "Prediction and 
Management of Program Quality." 

*** T. H. Bruggere, "Software Engineering: 
Management, Personnel and Methodology." 

Here are descriptions of the remaining papers 
that relate to testing techniques ..• 

*** R. S. Scow en, "A New Technique for Im
proving the Quality of Computer Programs," 
(Pages 73-78). This paper proposes a new static
quality-control rule for programs: "Every item 
of data stored by a computer program should sub
sequently be read; if not, a program must state 
explicitly whenever it wishes to overwrite or 
destroy an unused value." 

So states the Abstract to this paper, written 
by a British researcher (National Physical Lab
oratory, Teddington), and the paper goes on to 
explain just what is meant by this new rule 

• 
and how it was experimented with. The require
ment is a data-flow requirement on the sense of 
use of variables: the rule makes it an error to 

· compute something and then never use it! The 
concept is called "ARAR" for "Assign, Read, 
Assign, Read, ••• " 

The ARAR idea was tested by modifying the 
Babel compiler (Babel is a dialect of ALGOL) to 
check the ARAR rule, which was supplemented by 
the use of the "free" and "free array" statements, 
so programmers would be able to "instruct" 
programs to work when it was necessary to 
(apparently) violate the ARAR constraint. 

In practical use by 20+ programmers in over 
6000 compilations, the concept was (1) circum
vented by some programmers who avoided use 
of the modified compiler in favor of an un
modified one; (2) found not pleasing, but could 
be "lived with" by other programmers; and (3) 
finally won some converts after some serious 
errors were found by use of the modified 
compiler. This is a not unexpected pattern, 
it is important to add. 

Some other results from the study: (1) total num
ber of compilations increased by 10-25%; (2) only 
about one third of the "warnings" produced by the 
ARAR static analysis rule were "real" errors. 

•
*** J. Cohen, "Computer-Aided Micro-Analysis of 
Programs" (Pages 79-84). This paper describes a 
method of time bounding softwar~ by ~onstructing 
"time-formulas" that express the time required to 
perform elementary operations such as addition, 
assignment, subscripting, loop-overhead, etc. 
According to the author, by " ••• binding the var
iables to numeric values corresponding to a spe-

... 

cific machine, one can estimate program execu
tion times without having to resort to empirical 
tests." 

The paper concludes with recommendations for 
future study areas that are thought to be of 
interest. 

*** J. A. Bauer & A. B. Finger, "Test Plan Gen
eration using Formal Grammars," (Pages 425-432). 
This paper describes a method for generating the 
test data needed for certain kinds of software 
systems, in particular for process control and data
base management systems. The input specifica
tions are converted into the form of a finite push
down store automaton from which a grammar 
describing legal inputs is derived. This gram mar 
is then used to generate the actual test input 
values. 

This is not a completely new idea, since it was 
known during the 1950's when sequential 
machine theory was being applied to such 
problems as logic design, etc. Then the ap
plication of the notion was to describe the be
havior of a circuit compactly and comprehen
sively; in tum, the "generated set" of input data 
would then "check" the completeness of the 
circuit's operation. 

The paper points out the way the "finite state 
automaton" can be generated automatically 
and also describes a few examples of how the 
method is applied to a telephone switching appli
cation . 

*** J. E. Gomez, "An Interactive Program Struc
turing Aid," (Pages 241-244). This paper descri
bes a tool built at the Jet Propulsion Labora
tory which "aids a programmer in converting 
FORTRAN to a structured syntax (Abstract)." 
The idea is to be able to display the structure 
of a module on the screen of an interactive dis
play and then make it possible to have the pro
grammer more easily see what's going on in the 
program. The actual annotations are lines that 
point in and out of the program text display 
to indicate (a) invocations of other programs, 
(b) RETURNS and STOPs, and (c) the struc-
ture of DO statments. 

*** H. Wertz, "A System to Improve Incorrect 
Programs," (Pages 286-293). This paper des
cribes a system, called "PHENARETE" which 
'understands' and 'improves' programs written 
by beginning students who are learning to 
program in LISP. The underlY.ing basis for the 
approach is the notion of a llbrary of pragmatic 
rules that describe the construction and correc
tion of general programming constructs (in LISP, 
it is important to add), plus a se t of so-called 
"specialists," which serve to describe the syntax 
and semantics of the LISP language. 

The importance of this paper stems not from the 
standpoint of a practical tool to help "debug" 
programs but instead as an R&D basis from which 
high-quality experiments can be done to determine 
how best to employ the notion of "abstract 
program understanding." In the currently built 
demonstration system, the authors point out, the 
goal is to show that the concepts work rather 
than produce correct programs on a produc-

3 tion basis. 
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*** A. R. Feuer & E. B. Fowlkes, "Some Results 
from an Empirical Study of Computer Software," 
(Pages 351-355). This paper - which has a 
title somewhat like that used by a now-famous 
Knuth report - investigates properties of PL/1 
programs that may be of importance to pro
gram maintenance. The main results are 
expressed in terms of the "clause count," in 
this case meaning (approximately) the number 
of semicolons; this is essentially the "statement 
count" if one assumes there is but one state
ment per line. 

Like the results of Halstead and others, the 
work shows high correlations between clR.use 
count and overall length of the program. What 
is interesting and unusual is that, when this is 
compared to a set of "degree of difficulty". 
measures of program maintainability, there is 
increasing clause count. To quote the paper, 
"the difficult-to-repair errors occur with low 
probability and have a repair time that exhibits 
an accerlerating increase with clause count." 

On the other hand, the authors suggest that for 
the simplest kinds of program errors, the total 
repair time is relatively independent of the size 
of the program (in total clauses). Hence, the 
best situation is when the size of individual 
modules is smallest - that produces the 
lowest overall repair time. 

*** G. Bristow, C. Drey, B. Edwards & W. 
Riddle, "Anomaly .Detection in Concurrent Pro
grams," (Pages 265-273). This paper describes 
an approach for analysis of "concurrent" soft
ware that seeks to detect anomalies of synchr.on
ization and/or, data usage in concurrently ex
ecuting processes. The research project, done 
at the University of Colorado, has focused on 
processing of programs written in the HAL/S 
language, which has facilities for concurrent 
programming. Some examples of the anomalies 
sought are: (l) a local variable is referenced 
before being defined on some path leading 
to the reference; (2) an infinite wait would 
be encountered in a "deadly embrace" con
struct; (3) a COMMON variable is referenced 
before being defined; etc. 

Note that these anomalies fall into the general 
category of allegations about the data flow 
pattern for variables and/or about the struc
ture of invocations of synchronization CALLS. 
This is a natural outgrowth of the prior work 
(by Fosdick and Osterweil) in data flow anomaly 
detection that led to the creation of the DAVE 
system. One of the interesting features of this 
paper is that it presents mathematical state
ments of the allegations regarding concurrency 
(page 272 in the conference proceedings). 

*** J. Horejs, "Finite Semantics for Program 
Testing," (pages 433-440). The goal of this 
paper by a famed Czechoslovakian researcher 
is to " ... develop a general means for ... simplifi
cation of the set of states and transitions that 
characterize" the properties of a program. As 
the author points out, conventional mathematical 
methods for representing program behavior in
volve too many and too complex state descriptors; 
by approximating these one can arrive at a com
plete (?) description of program behavior with-
out having to deal with unnecessary complexity. 
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The paper is based on the idea of representing 
pro~ams as finite automata - deterministic 
variety, please - which are in turn decomposed 
into so-,called "t-semantics," or a kind of sub
tree of execution behavior that is relatively 
tractable to deal with mathematically. There 
is a close relationship between this notion and 
the idea of a partial execution tree in a sym
bolic evaluation system. The paper concludes by 
enumerating a number of interesting avenues for 
further research. 

NEW REPORTS ON "AFFIRM" NOW AVAILABLE 

One of the most technically sophisticated efforts 
in the entire Quality Assurance area, the work 
by S. L. Gerhart and R. L. Thompson at the 
Universitv of Southern California's Information 
Sciences Institute, has just produced a new sum
marv of the AFFIRM system. The document 
which has the title "Ari Overview of AFFIRM, 
a Specification and Verification System" is avail
able on request from Dr. S. L. Gerhart at the 
address below; the report, which is intended as a 
high level management summary, is 25 pages in 
length. 

Two other documents have also been completed: 

D. H. Thompson, S. L. Gerhart, et al., "AFFIRM: 
A System for Specification and Verifica_tion of 
Abstract Data Types and Programs," ISI Techni
cal Reoort RR-79-81, Februar.y 1980. 

S. L. Gerhart and R. L. Thompson, et al., "The • 
AFFIRM Reference Librarx, Reference Manual 
and User's Guide, Type Li,brary, Annotated Tran~ 
cripts, and Collected Papers (5 Volumes)," ISI, 
November 1979. 

Researcher Gerhart says these latter two docu
ments can be made available to interested part-
ties, and they have about 75 and .500 pages each, 
respectively. For further information contact: 

Dr. Susan L. Gerhart (213) 822-1.511 ._ 
USC/ISI 
4676 Admiralty Way 
Marina Del Rey, CA 90291 

CONSIDERING AN IN-HOUSE SEMINAR? 

In many situations, companies find that it is 
much less expensive to schedule an in-house 
p,:esentation of a seminar than to send a group 
of people to a public seminar. Although there 
are many factors to consider, usually if a 
firm intends to have approximately 12 or more 
persons attend, there will be a substantial 
savings by having the same course material 
presented especially for that audience. Most 
of the SRA-sponsored seminars are available 
for in-house presentation based on schedule, 
availability, etc. For further information, 
please contact the Seminar Manager at (415) 
957-1441. 
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THE SPRING SERIES IN SOFTWARE ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 

This special series of Professional Seminars in Software Technology is offered by 
Software Research Associates in the Spring of 1980. All two-day seminars are $450 a 
person. Special multiple registration and group discounts are offered. Seminars will 
be presented in San Francisco, and price will include full seminar documentation, 
luncheons, and refreshments. Class sizes are strictly limited. 

* SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS AND SPECIFICATION TECHNOLOGY 
27-28 MARCH 1980 

Dr. Anthony I . WASSERMAN discusses contemporary methods of software 
requirements definition and specification, including hierarchical and design
based techniques. Complete notes and technical references. 

• 'l 

* MODERN SOFTWARE ENGINEERING TOOL TECHNOLOGY 
10-11 APRIL 1980 

* 

* 

* 

Dr. Edward MILLER discusses the full spectrum of commercial offering 
for requirements analysis, software design, implementation, testing and 
quality assurance, and maintenance tools. Complete supplier list, bib
liography, and book • 

SOFTWARE TESTING TECHNOLOGY 
17-18 APRIL 1980 

Dr. Edward MILLER, originator of many of the techniques of modern software 
quality assurance, presents a comprehensive exposition of the latest and most 

_ effective methods of systematic software testing. Complete notes and book. 

Pff.OGRAMMING LANGUAGE TECHNOLOGY AND ADA 
1-2 MAY 1980 

< 

Dr. Anthony I. WASSERMAN discusses modern concepts of programming 
languages, including those which support Ada language definition and 
development activity that is stirring up so much interest in the software 
engineering community. Complete set of notes and technical references. 

MODERN CRYPTOGRAPHIC TECHNOLOGY 
5-6 MAY 1980 

Dr. Carl H. MEYER, who has been deeply involved in the development of the 
FIPS standard for encryption, discusses contemporary concepts of cryptology 
and indicates how the methods can be applied in real-world situations. Complete 
course notes, including previously unpublished material and full bibliography. 

For further information, please contact the Seminar Manager at Software Research 
Associates, phone ( 415) 957-1441 • 

TD NJgist~r ••• or to r0oeive more information, just fm tn the enczo~ed bo1.Utceback form. 

P.O. Box 24.32 • Son Francisco• California 94126 • Telephone(415) 957-1441 
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A SYSTEM FOR MAINTAINING FORTRAN 
SOFTWARE SYSTEMS 

By Eben Sprinsock 

Sprinsock joined Software Research in August 
9 to work on the Semantic Update System 

velopment project. He has a B.S. in computer 
science from the University of California, Davis. 
Before joining SRA he was with Bell Northern 
Research in Palo Alto. 

Recent studies have indicated that a signifi-
cant part of the total cost of a software system 
over its lifetime is taken up by the maintenance 
of the software - the modifications made to 
the system's programs after the initial devel
opment. Much of the maintenance effort is in
volved with finding and fixing bugs introduced 
by relatively small program changes. It has 
become increasingly important to be able to make 
minor modifications to programs easily and 
to be able to analyze the secondary effects 
of such modifications throughout the system. 
The first version of a tool to meet these 
needs for FORTRAN systems has been devel-
oped at SRA. It is called the Semantic 
Update System (SUS). 

There are major differences between SUS and 
and classical update or editing svstems. The 
atomic elements of classical update systems 
are characters and lines or card images. For 
SUS, they are . tokens (syntactic elements) and 
statements. SUS "knows" the structure of the 
programming language it is dealing with and is 

signed to process systems of inter-related pro
s, rather than individual files of arbitrary 

aracter strings. 

SUS handles systems written in X3.9 FORTRAN 
and SRA's SRTRAN structured FORTRAN addi
tions. A system is or~anized into a simple 
master file format which SUS processes. SUS 
inputs an Old Master, makes modifications as 
commanded, and produces a New Master along 
with copies of changed programs ready for 
compilation. 

SUS is an interactive system which modifies 
programs in response to commands describing the 
changes to be made. It responds to user com
mands by making changes, showing the changes 
made, and then reporting on possible side-effects 
produced by the change. The dialo~e is intend
ed to make users aware of the ·impact of their 
modifications. The commands allow a user to 
add, delete, and change variables, constants, and 
statement labels; modify the dimensionality and 
subcript lists of subscripted variables (arrays); 
manipulate DO loops; and make other control
led types of changes. The commands also fac
ilitate the classical update functions of adding, 
deleting, and replacing whole statements. Hav
ing SUS make the actual changes helps decrease 
the incidence of typographical and syntactical 
errors. It also enables the user to think in 

•
ms of changes to whole program instead 
changes to a single line. 

Below are two short examples of SUS side-effect 
analysis in response to commands to delete state
ments from a program. The first command deletes 
a DIMENSION statement in which two arrays, M 

.5 

and H, were declared. The second command dele
tes an assignment statement. 

COMMAND: UPDATE DEL 600 
STATEMENT 600 DELETED. 
*** DELETED STATEMENT WAS A 
*** DECLARATION. 
*** THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES MAY NO 
*** LONGER BE CORRECTLY DEFINED. 
*** M 
*** H 

COMMAND: UPDATE DEL 1100 
STATEMENT 1100 DELETED. 
*** DELETED STATEMENT CONTAINED AN 
*** ASSIGNMENT TO A VARIABLE. THE 
*** FOLLOWING ARE THE STATEMENTS WHICH 
*** LOGICALLY FOLLOW THE DELETED 
*** STATEMENT AND REFERENCE 
*** THE VARIABLE. 
*** 1600 
*** 1800 
*** 1900 
*** 3100 

As well . as !lnalysi~ specific to the changes made, 
SUS marntarns a d1re·cted graph of the control 
flow of the program being modified. Any flaws 
in the logical structure of a program caused by 
modifications are detected as SUS updates the 
directed graph. 

The current version of SUS handles manipulation 
of the program master file and approximately 
75% of the modification commands presently 
envisioned. The current version does side-effect 
R.nalysis only within the program being modified. 
Work has been scheduled to implement the re
mainder of the planned commands and to extend 
the side-effect analysis to the entire system of 
programs by analyzin~ subroutine and function 
calls. It is also planned to use SUS to main
tain itself (SUS is written in SRTRAN) in order 
to evaluate its effectiveness and research further 
the types of changes SUS needs to be able to 
make in order for it to be a truly useful main
tenance tool. 

SUS is necessarily language specific. The present 
development is for FORTRAN; however, thought 
is being given to creating systems for other lan- " 
guages, in particular COBOL and CMS-2Y. 
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CONFERENCE ABOUT THREE-MILE-ISLAND 
ACCIDENT HELD 

The IEEE and the Nuclear Regulatory Commis
~on (NRC) held a conference in Washington, 
D. C., in mid-January to address ways modern 
computer technol.ogy could contribute to pre
venting repetitions of the Three-Mile-Island 
(T MI) .accident. In that accident, a series of 
equipment and operator malfunctions and errors 
compounded in a very unlikely series of events 
to ,:roci.Lce one of the most serious nuclear power 
plant accidents in the history of the nuclear 
inci.L.rtry. 

*** SCHEDULED SPEAKERS 

One of the goals of the IEEE/NRC con( erence 
was to assemble various people from various 
technol.o!Jies to see how modem computer 
engineering and allied fields could lead to 
prevention of fur-ther accidents. Below are some 
highlights from the conference schedule: 

Welcoming Remarks: Dr. Richard J. Gowen, 
Dr. Brw,o Weinschel, Dr. Lester Hogan, Dr. 
Leo Young. 

General Session 1: Panel Session: "T MI Lessons 
Leamed," with comments from Dr. Roger Mat
tson, Leonard Jaffe (who served on the TMI 
Commission), Dr. Robert Budnitz, Dr. Ed Zebroski, 
and Dr. John Selby, all of whom are experts in 
nuclear reactor power plant systems. 

General Session 2: Dr. Ruth M. Davis, Dr. Ed
ward Miller: "Survey of Verification and Vali
dation Technology." 

All of these speakers presented information 
about nuclear reactors, about the situation in 
·a1l of the Government's regulatory units, and 
about the nuclear industry's view on the TMI 
accident. ' 

In addition, at various breakfast, lunch and 
dinner sessions, the working conference heard 
from the following: 

** Senator Harrison Schmitt (New Mexico): 
"Space Lessons for Nuclear Power'' 

** Representative Mike McCormack (Washington): 
"Congressional Perspective" 

** Dr. John M. Deutch (Department of Energy): 
"Administration Perspective - Remarks on 
Nuclear Energy" 

** Dr. Jerome J. SW-an, "Electrotechnology 
Transfer - Engineerings' Responsibility'! 

*** PANEL ON SOFTWARE RELIABILITY, VERIFI
CATION AND VALIDATION 

The wornng group had as its qoal the identifi
cation of cm initial plan for exploitation of ex
isting and near-term technology in increasing the 
safety of nuclear power plants. The panel con
sisted of the following people, paired so that 
there was always one industry representative op
posite one government/regulatory r~pr~,g~nt
ative. 
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Co-Chairmen: Dr. Randy Jensen (Hughes Aircraft) 
and Mr. Leo Beltracci (NRC) 

Software Management: Dr. Barrv Boehn (TRW) 
and Mr. Edward Brown (Combustlon Engineering) 

Software Design: Mr. Leonard Tripp (BCS) and. 
Dr. Alexander Long (Electric Power Research Ins
titute) 

Software Qualification: Dr. Edward Miller (SRA) and 
Dr. J. B. Bullock (Oak Ridge National Laboratory) 

The panel's objectives are summarized nicely with 
this quote: 

"An area of special concern to the N RC is the 
verification and validation of software. Of par
ticular concern is the i ntegration of computers 
and software in the operational control, in pro
cess control, and in safety systems of nuclear 
plant operations. The focus of this panel is the 
identification of the techniques to verify and vali
date the integrated development and execution 
of software. . 

"A second area of concern is the development of 
highly reliable software. A need exists to iden
tify techniques to minimize the effects of ob
scure errors in software for application in the 
-control of nuclear power plants. The reliability 
of software used in both operator and safety 
systems must obviously be· high. The N RC seeks 
examples of techniques used in advanced electro
technology systems so that the cost-to-benefit 
considerations of applying such techniques to 
nuclear power plants can be determined. There. 
a need to determine the state of the art in 
software reliability and to identify what further 
developments are ·appropriate." 

SPECIAL ISSUE OF TRANSACTIONS ON SOFT
WARE ENGINEERING 

As you may have noted in earlier issues of this 
newsletter, some of the papers that were pre
sented at the December 1978 workshop on 
Software Testing and Test Documentation at Ft. 
Lauderdale, Florida, appeared in COMPUTER 
(August 1979). Some of the .other papers are 
now scheduled to appear in the May 1980 
issue of the IEEE Trcmsactions on Software 
Engineering: 

1. E. Weyuker and T. Ostrand, "Theories of 
Program Testing and the Application of 
Revealing Subdomains." 

2. L. White and E. Cohen, "A Domain Strategy 
for Computer Program Testing." 

3. E. Foster, "EM"or Sensitive Test Cases 
Analysis." 

6. U. \loges, H. Trauboth, et al., "Experience 
with SADAT - An Automated Testing Tool." 



SOFTWARE QUALITY ASSURANCE PAPERS 
FROM TEXAS CONFERENCE . 

By Edward F. Miller 

•
e Proceedings of the Eighth Annual Texas 
nf erence on Computing Systems is now out; 

the conference was held at Southern Methodist 
University in Dallas, 12-13 November 1979. En
titled "System Software and Pro~ramming Langu
ages," the conference was orgamzed by Prof. 
T. R. N. Rao. Two papers in the session 
"Validation and Testing" are of interest 
to software quality assurance people, and 
are outlined below. 

** J. F. Clemons, "Verification of the Onboard 
Flight Software Developed for the NASA Space 
Shuttle Program," describes the methods used 
by IBM's Federal Systems Division in analyzing 
the onboard flight software developed for the 
NASA shuttle system. This software is written 
in the HAL/S language - HAL/S is a high level 
language developed by IBM for NASA. The 
overall validation and verification approach is 
based on a series of tests at the detail, func
tional, and implicit level. The software anal
yzed consists of over 130,000 words of code 
(the number of statements was not given), and 
a total of 550 discrepancies was discovered 
through the use of some 850 tests. (If we 
assume 5 words per statement this is about 
a 2% NCSS discrepancy rate. -EFM). 

** J. W. Duran and J. J. Wiorkowski, "Random 

•

sting May be Better Than You Think," shows 
w it is possible to calculate confidence bounds 

program "reliability" from the results of random 
testing. The short paper compares random test-
ing with path test ing - in this paper path test
ing is taken to mean running tests on a set of 
paths selected in some fashion. The main point 
of the paper is that non-random path testing 
only executes one or a few points on each pro
gram path, while random testing has increasing 
statistical confidence that tests which are run 
(based on random input) accurately resemble 
tests which will occur in the real application. 
While this idea has been around for some time, 
the paper offers some interesting statistics that 
suggest a measure of how MUCH better random 
testing is than ad hoc techniques. 

CONTINUING RESULT<; FROM THE SRA 
HETERONY M CONTEST 

The responses keep blowing our minds! 

The total number of words in our master list of 
heteronyms is now on the order of 150+ and keeps 
growing as readers send in their contributions. 
Some of the most interesting ones are as fallows: 

UNIONIZED, which probably is the cleverest one 
we've seen (read un-ionized and union-ized) and 

• . a 10,.0% genuine heteronym. (SALE) is a cross
.. , guage heteronym - a new cate,ior~ -- and our 
"' expectatlon ls that if you counted cross-language 

examples there would be hundreds more that could 
qualify. AGED and LEARNED are good ones that 
rely on the special pronunciation rules of these 
old-English-rooted words. APPROPRIATE is a con-
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tender for the longest one ••• can anyone think 
of one longer? 

Here, for those interested, is the current complete 
list; as before, if you would like a copy of the full 
liS!, ~ndic'!,ting the submitters and the date of sub
mission, 1ust send a self-addressed stamped-envelope 
and we will be pleased to pass it on. 

ATROPHY, (?), ABSTRACT, ABUSE, ADDICT, 
ADDRESS, AGED, AGORA, ALTERNATE, ANI
MATE, ANNEX, APPROPRIATE, ARTICULATE, 
ASSOCIATE, ATTRIBUTE, AUGUST, BASES, 
BASS, BOW, BUFFET, CANTON, COAX, CLOSE, 
COMBAT, COMBINE, CONCERT, CONDUCT, 
CONFLICT, CONGLOMERATE, COMPACT, COM
PLEX, COMPOUND, CONSOLE, CONSTRUCT, 
CONSORT, CONTENT, CONTRACT, CONVERSE, 
CONVERT, CONVICT, COORDINATE, DECENTER, 
DEFECT, DEPOSED, DELEGATE, DENIER, DE
SERT, DOES, DOVE, ENTRANCE, ENVELOP, 
EVENING, EXCUSE, EXECUTOR, (EXPOSE), 
EXTRACT, FREQUENT, (GIFT), GLOWER, . 
GRADUATE, HOUSE, IMPACT, IMPLACT, IM
PLANT, INCLINE, INCORPORATE, INTIMATE, IN
VALID, LAME, LEAD, LEARNED, LIED, LIVE, 
LIVES, MINUTE, MODERATE, MOBILE, (MOIRE), 
(MOLE), MOPED, (MORE), MOW, OBJECT, 
PASTY, (PATE.>, PEAKED, PERFECT, PLACER, 
POLISH, POSTULATE, PRAYER, PRECEDENT, 
PREDICATE, PRESENT, PRIMER, PROCESS, 
PRODUCE, PROJECT, PROGRESS, PUTTING, 
RAGGED, RAVEN, READ, REAL, READING, 
REBEL,. RECALL, RECAP, RECESS RECESSION, 
RECREATE, RECREATION, RECORD, RECOVE, 
REFUSE, REJECT, RELAYED, REPOSE, RE
SEARCH, RESIGN, (RESUME), RETURN, (ROSE), 
ROUTER, ROW, (SALE), SEPARATE, SHE'D/ 
SHED, SHE'LL/SHELL, SHOWER, SINGER, SEW
ER, SKIED, SLAVER, SLOUGH, SOW, STINGY, 
SUBJECT, SUSPECT, SWINGER, SYNDICATE, " 
TARRY, TAXIS, TIER, TEAR, TEMPORAL, TOWER, 
UNIONIZED, USE, USED, WE'RE/WERE, WIND, 
WOUND. 

INSTRUMENTATION SUBSYSTEM AVAILABLE 

A free-standing "standard' COBOL Instrumen
tat ion Subsystem for UNIV AC and IBM environ
ments is now available from SRA. This system, 
desiqned to meet the minimum requirements for 
testing coverage measurement, processes ANSI 
and manufacturer-extension versions of COBOL 
texts and automatically modifies them so that 
each seqment is instrumented. The user is ad
vised of the assigned segment numbers in an 
Archival listing that is produced at instrumen
tation time. 

In operation, the instrumented programs call en
tries in a special run-time package that generates/ 
processes the internal trace file. Subsequentlv, 
a post-processing coverage analyzer produces · 
reports about the effect of single tests as well 
as series of tests. The C 1 measure is used ex-
elusively as the standard of effectiveness. 

The Instrumentation Subsystem is described in a 
short technical writeup that is available simply 
by checking the appropriate box on the enclosed 
reader resonse form. For further details, you 
can also contact us directly. · 



FORTRAN GOTO-ANALYZER DESCRIBED 

By A. Kranendonk 
Rijkwaterstraat, Nijverheidsstaat l 
Holland 

Since the GOTO-statement has been · branded 
"harmful" and structured . programming (which 
makes GOTO's unnecessary) has come into its 
own FORTRAN-programmers live in constant 
frustration. Their programming-language is, 
for historical reason, not easily discarded. For
tunately, FORTRAN is undergoing a face-lift. 
The new standard, called FOR TRAN 77 (not 
yet an ISO-standard) proudly features the IF
THEN-ELSE construct, doing away with a lot 
of GOTO's and labels. It is now up to the 
programmer· to use the unconditioned jump 
judiciously. A GOTO used as an error-exit to 
the end of a module is a case in point. 

For the purpose of providing a metric for the 
quality of a FORTRAN-program with regard 
to the use of GOTO's, we have built a GOTO 
analyzer. This is a static analyzer which 
count all occuITences of the GOTO-statement 
in a complete FOR TRAN-program and divides 
them over the following categories: 

* jumps forward, backward, or to the 
end of a module 

* jumps depending on a LOGICAL IF 

* "knots," i.e.1 two jumps crossing 
each other's path. 

Each category has a certain weight. For 
instance, "knots" are penalized more heavily 
than jumps to the end of a module. 

The number of executable statements is also 
established. In this way, it is possible to arrive 
at a qualificatioR of the FORTRAN-program 
under consideration. The output of the GOTO
analyzer consists of the number of GOTO's in 
each category, the number of executable 
statements, and a rating, ranging from "good" 
to "very bad." 

Software Research .&,~a@~~ 
P.O. Box 2432 
San Francisco, CA 94126 
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Obviously there are some flaws in this reason
ing. Owing to the nature of FORTRAN, a 
program written in this language may be reason. 
ably well structured and still contain a lot of 
GOTO's. Nevertheless, we have found examples 
of 2000 statements containing 900 knots, 
which should certainly give the programmer 
food for thought (a bowl of spaghetti?). On 
the other hand, the GOTO-analyzer itself, 
written in FORTRAN 77, contains no GOTO's 
of any kind! 

According to an article by Donald Knuth: "An 
empirical study of FORTRAN programs" (1971), 
the average program contains 13% GOTO's. 
This statistic has been the basis, of our rating 
system. It is., plausible, however, that future 
experience will force us to modify our present 
ratings, certainly in the light of the ongoing 
evolution of FORT.RAN. 

CONTRIBUTIONS WANTED 

Software Research Associates will pay $25 for 
short technical items used in this New.,sletter. 
To qualify, the item should relate to testing, 
software quality assurance, or a closely allied 
topic. Forward all contributions to the, New~ 
letter Editor at Software Research Associates, 
P. O. Box 2432, San Francisco, California, 
94126, USA. 

COMPUTE.R SCIENTISTS 

Career l)Ositions available for creative program
mers/researchers in growing company with 
intemational ties. Topics include automated 
maintenance, quality assurance technology, 
and software production environments. -Send 
resume to Software Research Assoc'iates, P. 0. 
Box 2432, San Francisco, CA , 94126 USA. 

,' ' j 
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CONTRIBUTIONS WANTED 

Software Research Associates will pay $25 for short 
technical items used in this Newsletter. To qualify, 
the item should relate to Testing, Software Quality 
Assurance, or a closely allied topic. Forward all 
contributions to the Newsletter Editor at Software 
Res~arc~ Associates, P. 0. Box 2432, San Francisco, 
Caltf a-ma, 94126, USA. If you would like further 
information about how to get an item into the 
Newsletter, you can also call us at (415) 957-1441. 

TESTING AND TOOLS BOOKS AVAILABLE ••• 

By permission 1 the IEEE, we are now offering for 
sale copies o . SOFTWARE TESTING AND 
VALIDATION TECHNIQUES and AUTOMATED TOOLS 
FOR SOFTWARE ENGINEERING. We can send you 
copies of either of these tutorial texts, postpaid, 
(USA only; Overseas, add $5 each) at these prices: 

SOFTWARE TESTING AND VALIDATION 
TECHNIQUES: $16 

AUTOMATED TOOLS FOR SOFTWARE 
ENGINEERING: $16 

To order a copy, please check the box on the 
enclosed response form and enclose your check (plus 
6.5% California/San Francisco sales tax, if 
applicable). 

CONSIDERING AN IN-HOUSE SEMINAR? 

In many situations, companies find that it is much 
less expensive to schedule an in-house presentation of 
a se_minar than to send a group of people to a public 
seminar. Although there are manv factors to 
consider, usuallv if a firm intends ·to have approx
imately 12 or m'ore persons attend, there will be a 
substantial savings by having the same course 
material presented especially for that audience. Most 
of the SRA-sponsored seminars are available for 
in-house presentation based on schedule, availability, 
etc. For further information, please contact the 
Seminar Manager at (415) 957-1441. 

If you, · prefer we can send you a list of the speakers 
and sub1ects we are currently handlinq. Simplv check 
the appropriate box on the enclosed reader response 
form. · 
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EDITORIAL 

Many miscellaneous items this issue. Note the 
scheduled presentation at CompSAC, a kind ' 
mini-tutorial on the state of the art in Qua 
Assurance. Note the piece from Japan about t · 
use of coverage analysis in QA testing. 

(There's an anecdote about that worth passing on. 
w~ found out that the Japanese programmers were 
using the value of C 1 as the basis of gambling; they 
were belting among themselves whether they would 
be above or below a specified C 1 level. Kinda like 
giving point spreads on the LA Rams, eh!) 

RESULTS FROM A SURVEY ABOUT QA 

Here are some results of a very informal survey 
taken at the CDI sponsored conference on Software 
Quality Control held in Frankfurt, West Germany, in 
October 1979. 153 of the 240 attendees answered a 
questionnaire 'based on queries supplied by the 
speakers. That's not a statistically significant 
sample, but some of the answers are interestlng. 

5596 said that they had no software QA effort at all, 
and of those which did, 7696 said they spent less than 
10% on QA. On the other hand, 28% felt that the 
cost of a single software failure was worth more 
than $1000 (5596 said that software production costs 
were between $5 and $20 per NCSS). 4596 felt their 
software products were "thoroughly tested' before 
being released to clients, but 3896 felt that fewer 
than half of the software functions (software 
struc;11:e) were ex~rcised by the programm • 
Surprisingly, 5596 said that they used special ru.1 
control software complexity; 4596 said that 
applications were larger than 10,000 statements! 

On the other side of the production line, some 62% 
said that they used no requirements analysis 
technique or tool at all, and 4696 said that they used 
no form of design automation (manual methods 
include_d). Onl~ 1596 said they used any tool during 
dynamic testing, and more than 6096 said they used 
no dynamic analysis at all! . 
~hile it's not clear just what all of this might' mean, 
it d<?es seem t<? • ~ugg_est that the need for QA 
ser~ces and facilities is present, that people will use 
services and methods that work, and that the interest 
in our field remains very, very high. 

HETERONY M CONTEST ••• A FINAL NOTE 

Those of you following the heteronym contest will be 
interested to hear about the so-far· best collection of 
them all. Mr. J.-C. Rault, who is with INRIA in 
France, has forwarded a copy of a section from a 
Dictionary of "homonyms," another name for 
heteronym, which was published in New York in 
1968. It ~eems that we all missed that one. He 
knew ?-bout it, he relate~, because his English teacher 
told him about that particular book since these words 
are pa_rticularly troublesome for foreigners. We've 
checked and found that OUR list is still a . : 
bif!ger -. Rau.It's doesn't include "unionized'' - b , i 
fmmess it seems we have to award him the Prize of 
the Month for the lengthiest contribution. 

•EFM 
; ,.. 



A-W SOFTWARE TOOLS IMPLEMENTED ON DATA 
GENERAL AOS ENVIRONMENT 

by Robert A. Schulman 

• 

achieve greater programmer productivity, 
nighan and Plauger have espoused the use of a 
iety of tools and software philosophies. These 

ideas are contained in their best~elling book, 
"Software Tools." Because of · the success of the book, 
its publisher, Addison-Wesley (A-W), has released a 
tape which includes all the source code contained in 
the book. 

This tape was well-received by the programming 
community. Some people at Lawrence Berkeley 
Laboratory (LBL) took these basic tools and created a 
comprehensive set of programs. 

These tools consist of an editor (based on the UNIX 
ed), a shell (based on the UNIX sh), a sort, a macro 
processor, a dictionary (for a spell processor), and a 
Ratfor preprocessor. 

To bring up LBL's version of the tools involved this 
sequence of steps: 

(1) creating an internal/external representation 
translator for FORTRAN characters. 

(2) brin~ing up Ratfor in FORTRAN. 
(3) writmg a routine to get arguments from the 

command line. 
(4) writing 1/0 and file manipulation routines (the 

bulk of the work in bringing up the package) 
(5) brin~ing up Ratfor in Ratfor. 
(6) writmg process manipulation primitives. 
(7) fixing some minor portability problems. 

e important tools brought up at SRA include 
hfor, Roff (the text processor), a t ext searching 
ility, a sort/merge package, a kwic sort utility, 

and a macro processor. The text processor has also 
been altered to provide for proportional spacing on a 
DTC 382 (used for this Newsletter). 

Editor's Note: The basic reference for this work is 
the fine book by Brian W. Kernighan and P. J. 
Plauger, "Software Tools", published in 1976 by 
Addison-Wesley Publishing Company. For futher 
information about SRA's implementation of the 
Software Tools, please check the appropriate box on 
the enclosed reader response 
form. · 

• • • 
(Mr. Schulman is a part-time member of the 
technical staff in San Francisco and has been 
responsible for the A-W Tools Set installation on the 
Data General environment. In addition, he is a UNIX 
expert, who will be travelling to Japan during the 
summer to assist in a UNIX installation.) 

WORKSHOP ON VALIDATION OF FAULT TOLER
ANT COMPUTERS AND SYSTEMS PLANNED 

~ workshop is sponsored 1:Jy the TC for Fault 
erant Computing o( the IEEE Computer Society. 
will be held at Skyland Lodge, Virqinla ln 

Shenandoah National Park, which can be reached from 
either Richmond, Virginia, or Washington, D. C., on 
3-5 September, 1980 (this is a change from the 18-20 
June dates mentioned in preliminary publicity). 
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As computers are ~ applied to services that affect · 
lXl-blic safety, ealth, or convenience, increasing 
demands arise fa- validation of the fault tolerance 
provisions in these svstems. The w<rkshop will 
address this general are·a with sessions devoted to 
hardware, software, and systems subjects. 

Contributors are requested to contact the Program 
Chairpersm: 

Dr. P. M. Mellier-Smith 
SRI Intemational 
333 Ravenwood Ave. 

Menlo Park, CA 94025 

The General Chairperson fa- the workshop is: 

Dr. Herbert Hecht 
SoH aR Incorporated 

1040 South La Jolla Ave. 
Los Angeles, CA 90035 

COBOL INSTRUMENTER SYSTEM UPGRADED 

Many changes have been made to SRA's coverage 
analysis system f <r COBOL (see the last issue of the 
Newsletter, page 7). This sytem measures the value 
of the C 1 coverage measure for single tests and for 
multiple tests made of the Procedure Division of a 
COBOL program. Among the modifications made from 
the prior versions are the fallowing: 

*** A completely revised reference list ing that 
shows the logical sense of each segment identified. 

*** Improved instrumentation for multiple entry and 
named modules. 

*** An improved scheme f <r the run time file that 
saves a great deal of space 1:Jy buffering run time 
records (the formats for the run time records have 
also been changed substantially). 

*** A new capability for the system to accumulate 
coverage data across a series of runs, expected to be 
an important aid in keeping track of long series of 
tests done on complex programs • 

*** Availability of the system for both the UNN AC 
and the IBM environments. (Honeywell is planned.) 

*** New instrumentation statistics (line count, 
number of segments, number of sentences, number of 
verb clauses, and number of COBOL keyw<rds) to 
help estimate the complexity of the COBOL 
procedure division. 

*** New documentation that shows better how to 
use the system and what it does. 

*** Coverage reporting in terms of module names 
(multiple name entries are treated independently), 
plus improved output formats. 

For a copy of a newly prepared technical description 
of this system and for data on how to obtain a copy 
of th~ CovtJrage Analysis System docwnentafion, 
simply check the appropriate box on the enclosed 
reader response form. Or, you can contact Mr. Tom 
Mapp of our staff for further data on this system 
and its capabilities. 



IMSTft.UMEKTATIOM TECHNIQUES FOR STRUC-
nJRED PROGRAMMIMG PREPROCESSORS 

by James B. Henderson 

It has been said that quite a lot is done to reduce 
the incidence of programming errors (structured 
programming and modern design methodolo~ies, for 
example), while much less effort goes into discovering 
those errors which remain. When using a structured 
programming preprocessor to aid program 
development, there is an excellent opportunity to 
even out this imbalance. With only slight 
modification, most preprocessors can plant "software 
probes" which instrument the control structure of 
input programs. This instrumentation provides a base 
for Cl level testing. 

The Ck coverage family presents an hierarchy of 
testing measures for program control structure. The 
Cl level of this hierarchy refers to the exercising of 
program predicate outcomes. This is based on 
considering programs as directed graphs with outways 
from each vertex corresponding to each possible 
program predicate outcome. A 10096 Cl measure 
implies that each such outcome has been tested and 
that the results have met all of the tester's criteria 
of correctness or acceptability. 

Generally, a structured programming preprocessor 
performs two functions. One, it extends the control 
constructs of the programming language for which it 
is written so that concepts of structured programming 
are "written into" the language. Secondly, the 
processor may check a program to see that it is 
consistent with some set of programming standards. 

SRA uses the SRTRAN preprocessor to support a 
structured FORTRAN language. SRTRAN input is 
similar to FORTRAN with the exception that the 
control constructs of FORTRAN are replaced by the 
IF ... ELSEIF, WHILE and CASE constructs of 
SRTRAN. SRTRAN output is a pure FORTRAN 
program logically equivalent to the input text. The 
"gotoless" structures are translated into their 
FORTRAN counterparts using the FORTRAN IF and 
GOTO statements. 

It is this translation of the control structure of the 
program which permits the SRTRAN preprocessor to 
double as a program instrumentor. The lexical scan 
and output form are already part of the 
preprocessor. By including a software probe in the 
translation scheme of each of the control constructs1 program instrumentation is accomplished directly ana 
automaticallv. These probes take the form of 
subroutine calls placed at the start of each branch, 
or segment, of the program. The calls have a single 
parameter. This parameter is the number assigned to 
the program segment where the probe is placed. 

For instance, the SRTRAN IF statement allows a 
block of code to be executed when the predicate 
associated with the IF is true. The block follows the 
IF statement and is ended by the END IF statement. 
To instrument such a structure, one probe must be 
placed so th~t it will be "tripped" only when the 
block of code 1s executed. Another probe must be 
p~aced so that it will be tripped only wh~n this block 
{and with it the first probe) is not executed. 
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To instrument an SRTRAN program the INST 
parameter of the SRTRAN system's OPTIONS 
statement is used. The subroutine name for the 
probes is O0PRN. The following example, with the 
SRTRAN input on the left and the instrumented 
FORTRAN on the right, demonstrates the IF 
construct instrumentation. · • 

OPTIONS( INST=Y) 
I = 0 
IF (I.LT.I) ' 

I = I+l 
END IF 
K = I-1 

I = 0 
IF (.NOT.(I.LT.1)) GO TO 29999 
CALL OOPRN ( 1) 
I= 1+1 
GO TO 29998 

29999 CONTINUE 
CALL OOPRN ( 2) 

29998 CONTINUE 
K = I-1 

Along with the pure FORTRAN output, the SRTRAN 
preprocessor provides a second output file. This file 
contains the input program in pretty print form and 
some statistics on its text. When the instrumentation 
option is used, this output contains references to the 
probe placement. The segment number associated with 
the statement is found to the right of each 
instrumented statement. 

The SRTRAN WHILE construct provides for iteration 
of a block of code. Successive execution of the block 
continues as long as the predicate associated with the 
WHILE remains true. Similarly to the IF constl'uct, 
the WHILE and END WHILE statements delineate • 
block body. 

This next example shows a usage of the SRTRAN 
WHILE in pretty print output form. To its right is 
the instrumented FORTRAN of such an . input. Notice 
that two probes are necessary to instrument the 
WHILE. The first probe is tripped at the entrance to 
(and subsequent executions of) the WHILE loop. Flow 
of control reaches the second probe can at the loop 
exit. 

OPTIONS(INST=Y,LINWOT=5O) 
I = 0 
WHILE ( I . LT .99) (1) 
. I = I+l 
• J = I*2 
END WHILE (2) 
K = J * I 

I = 0 
29999 IF (.NOT.(I.LT.99)) GO TO 29998 

CALL OOPRN ( 1) 
I= I+l 
J = I*2 
GO TO 29999 

29998 CONTINUE 
29997 CONTINUE 

CALL OOPRN ( 2) 
K = J * I 

For further infomation about this instrumentation 
technique, please contact Mr. Henderson at SRA, or 
check . the appropriate box on the enclosed reader 
response form. 

• • • -(Mr. Henderson is on the SRA staff in San 
Francisco. He is principally responsible f OJ' th~ 
SRTRAN program production system and for SRA's 
system for hierarchical decomposition test planning.) 
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. EASE USE THIS PAGE TO REQUESI' INFORMATION.~ 
order ts enclosed) (page 2) 

O . Please send a copy of the ttem checked (m)' check ar mmey .. . . 
D softwar~- Te-~ing an~ Validation Techniques, $16 (CaUfomta restdenhts add) 

appl!cable sales tax, outside USA add $5 handling c arge 

D Automated Toots for Software Engineering, $16 (California residents add 
applicable sales tax, outside USA add $5 handling charge) 

D Please send information about instrumentation techniques for structured ,rogrammtng 
· prerrocessors (page 4) 

D Please send information about SRA's .implementation of the A-W Software Tools 
"toollfst" (page 5) 

D Please send information on the Coverage Analysis System (page 3) 

Please send information about all Fall 1980 Series Technology Seminars (page 5) 

D Special interest in "Software Requirements Analysis Technology'' 
6-7 November 1980 

D Special interest in "Software Testing Technology" 
10-11 November 1980 

D Special interest in "Modern Software Engineering Tools Technology" 
4-5 December 1980 

D Special interest in "The Ada Programming Language" 
8 December 1980 

D Please contact me regarding in-house seminar p-esentations (page 2) 

D . Please send information about the results of SUS effectiveness evaluation! (page 6) 

D Please send a copy of the SRA Software Tools Catalog (page 7) 

D Elease send me a copy of the current Automated Tools Index (page 8) 

COMMENTS AND QUESTIONS: ----------------, 

D .th1I ami currently a subscriber, I am not now a subscriber 
,- s s a CHANGE of address D pl dd ' (include old label i' possible) N eas1e tta my name to the 

1 ews e er mailing list. 

I am currently a sub3criber 
D please delete my name frod. 

the Newsletter mailing list. 

NAME 
ADDR:Es=s=----------------

-
TELEPHONE 



PRACTICAL USE OF STANDARD COVERAGE 
ANALYZER SYSTEM 

by Mr. Teiichi Aruga, Nomura Securities Company, 
Tokyo, Japan 

. mura Securities Company (NSC), the lar~est 
securities company in Japan, has adopted the view 
that segment coverage in program testing large scale 
software systems contributes to improved software 
quality. 

NSC installed a software system for coverage analysis 
called TCAT (Testing Coverage Analysis Tool), 
developed by Software Research Associates in San 
Francisco in late 1979 and has applied it to the 
testing phase of a newly developed very-large COBOL 
data base application package. 

CUMULATIVE COVERAGE MEASURE 

When the size of the program being tested becomes 
too large, the volume of test dat a often becomes too 
large to use easily in a single "run" of the 
application. Ordinarily, test dat a must be organized 
into groups so that series of system tests can be run 
effectively and efficiently. 

Normally, such tests are rather difficult to run for a 
large and complex software system, particularly when 
there is an emphasis to test using pure structural 
module and unit test procedures. In those cases, the 
quality assurance engineer wants to validate not only 
the functional but also the structural aspects of the 
target system. When this is done, and where there is 

structural change in the program, the use of the. 
ulative Cl coverage measure as a way of 

racterizing each test can be very effective. 

EFFECT OF Cl, SO AND CUMULATIVE Cl 

In this current experiment, the TCAT system was 
applied to a COBOL program which consisted of 
approximately 10,000 lines of code. Each individual 
test of the system required a~proximately 1000 
different input data items. The values of Cl, CO, 
and SO were measured in detail when processing a 
total of some 15 different sets of such test data. 
The results are shown below: 
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As is clear from this diagram, the cumulative value 
for Cl appears to saturate at about the 10th test, 
and to scarcely increase after that time. Note that 
the individual values for each test stayed in the 
range of 45%-65% for each of the 15 tests. Even 
though the individual test effectiveness was 
maintained, the cumulative Cl va1u·e appears to "roll 
off" after approximately 85%, as had been predicted. 
Hence, it appears that 85% is the "engineering 
minimum" which can be applied in practice as a 
rough indicator of testing completeness. 

ADDITIONAL ANALYSES 

Analysis was also made of the reasons why some of 
the segments were "not hit" by one or more of the 
tests. They were: (1) Insufficient test data; (2) Too 
difficult to find test data for the segment; (3) Use of 
a dummy module; (4) Unreachable segment (logically 
blocked); (5) Dead segment (physically blocked). 

During the testing very few structural faults were 
discovered and so NSC was very satisfied with the 
91 +% overall Cl coverage attained by the testing. 

At first, the only reason for introducing the use of 
the TCAT tool to measure testing thoroughness was 
to assure minimum 85% Cl segment covera~e. After 
some use, however, we are inclined to belleve that 
the use of the "not hit" capability makes it possible 
for programmers to learn more about their programs' 
quality because it encourages them to analyze the 
reasons why segments are "not hit." 

In the future, NSC is planning to use the TCAT 
system as an integration or system testing support 
tool. During module or unit testing, it is also 
anticipated that increased use can be made of a 
specialized software test harness developed 
specifically to support the TCAT application. 

1980 FALL SERIES SEMINARS IN SOFTWARE 
ENGINEERING 

Our 1980 Spring Series of Professional Seminars in 
San Francisco was a fine success. Because of the 
interest expressed, we've set up similar seminars in 
the Boston area for Fall 1980. This will make it 
possible for East Coast residents to attend. The 
tentative dates and courses are the fallowing (other 
courses may be added later - watch the August 1980 
Newsletter): 

*** Software Requirements and Specification 
Technology, by Dr. Anthony I. Wasserman, 6-7 
November 1980, Boston, MA. $450 

*** Software Testing Technology, by Dr. Edward F. 
Miller, Jr., 10-11 November 1980, Boston, MA. $450 

*** Modern Software Engineering Tool Technology, by 
Dr. Edward F. Miller, Jr., 4-5 December 1980, 
Boston, MA. $450 

*** The Ada Programming Language, by Dr. Anthony 
I. Wasserman, 8 December 1980, Boston, MA. $225 

For further information, contact the Seminar Manager 
at Software Research Associates, P. 0. Box 2432, San 
Francisco, CA 94126, Telephone: (415) 957-1441 or 
check the appropriate box on the enclosed reader 
response form and return it to us postage paid. 



PROGRESS REPORT ON THE SEMANTIC UPDATE 
SYSTEM 

By Eben Sprinsoek 

In the last Newsletter, we described an automated 
maintenance system being developed at SRA called 
the Semantic Update System (SUS). This article gives 
a short progress report on the development and 
describes some results of the initial system 
effectiveness evaluation. 

Briefiy, SUS is an interactive maintenance system 
designed to facilitate making modifications to 
FORTRAN systems. It handles programs written in 
X3.9 FORTRAN organized in a simple master file 
format. SUS "knows" the syntactic structure of 
FORTRAN and, in addition to actually making 
changes, performs a limited static analysis of the 
changes made in order to identify possible side
effects which are reported to the programmer. This 
is intended to help make programmers more aware of 
the impact of their modifications than is possible 
with convf;ntional editing or update systems. 

The thrust of the current phase of development has 
been, first, to implement a system with a complete 
set of commands for making changes to individual 
modules within a FORTRAN program, and, second, to 
implement side-effect analysis within the module 
bemg changed. (A module is a subroutine, function, or 
main program.) This phase is nearing completion, and 
we are starting a series of effectiveness evaluations 
of the system. 

The evaluation currently being run on SUS consists of 
making certain types of changes in as many locations 
as possible in different modules of certain "typical" 
FORTRAN programs. The effect is to stress SUS by 
using it to make many more changes in individual 
modules than it will be called upon to make in actual 
real-world usage. The object is to evaluate how 
useful SUS is in making the changes. 

In the process of running this kind of stress testing 
with a particular type of change - deleting 
statements - we observed an interesting pattern in 
the side-effect analysis. Although our sample at 
present is much too small to make any 
generalizations, we thought we would like to share 
these very preliminary results with the readers of the 
Newsletter. The observation hag to do with the 
side-effect analysis done when an assignment 
statement is deleted. In this case SUS examines all 
the statements which could logically follow the 
deleted assignment, and reports on those which 
contain a reference to the variable that was assigned 
to in the deleted statement. 

One test we ran deleted and then restored in turn 
each statement in a module. The pattern we noticed_ 
(in the small sample of modules this test has been 
run on) was that regardless of the function of the 
module (initialization, computation, output, etc.), the 
number of statements reported as affected by the 
deletion of assignment statements averaged over all 
the assignment statements in the module and 
expressed as a percentage of the total number of 
statements in the module was pretty constant, 
averaging out to 2.5% with a standard deviation of 
0.5%. Ttiat is, for the modules tested so far, the 
average number of statements affected by the 
deletion of an assignment statement taken as a 
percentage of all the statements in the module is 
al:>Qut the :mme rego.rdle-5.5 of what "type" of modul~ 
it is. 
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Again, our sample so far is too small to try to make 
any generalizations about the FORTRAN language or 
the way it is used. What this experience does show 
us is that not only is SUS proving itself good at what 
it was designed to do - modify programs - but it 
may also be useful, when used with systematized I 
of commands, for researching the structure and 
of high level computer language. ; 

The next phase of SUS devlopment will focus on 
extending the ran~e of some commands and the 
side-effect analysis to the entire program. This will 
be done by modelling the calling tree of the program 
and then walking the tree from the module being 
modified-both "down" to any other modules called 
and "up" to where the module being changed was 
called from. 

If you would like more information about the results 
of our SUS effectiveness evaluations, please mark the 
appropriate box on the reader response form. 

• • • 
(Mr. Sprinsock is the principal designer of the SUS 
implementation and is currently involved in advanced 
design for multi-module versions of the system for 
Data General, DEC, and other environments.) 

CALENDAR OF EVENTS 

(Editor's Note: This calendar represents a sele,A 1 
of events that may be of interest to our readers.~ 
you know of an event that should be included, please 
drop us a note, and we'll make sure to put it in the 
August 1980 Newsletter.) 

Summer School on Software Engineering, 2-13 June, 
Santa Margherita Ligu.re (Genoa), Italy. Contact the 
school director: Dr. Herbert Freeman, Electrical and 
Systems Engineering Dept., Rensseiaer Polytechnic 
Institute, Troy, NY 12181; (518) 270-6330. 

Fifth Conference on Automated Deduction, 8-11 July, 
Les Arcs, Savoie, France. Contact INRIA, Service 
des Relations Erterieures, Domaine de Voluceau, 
78150 Le Chesnay, France; 954.90.20, Ext. 600. 

First Annual National Conference on Artificial 
Intelligence and Artificial Intelligence Trade Fair, 
18-21 August, Palo Alto, CA. Contact Stanford 
University, P. 0. Box 3036, Stanford, CA 94305; (415) 
495-8825. 

1980 International Conference on Parallel Processing, 
26-29 August, Harbor Springs, Michigan. Contact 
Prof. David Kuck, Dept. of Computer Sciences, 
University of Illinois, Urbana, IL 61801; (217) 
333-61.50. 

Workshop on Validation of Fault Tolerant Computers 
and Systems, 3-5 September, Luray, Virginia. 
Contact P. M. Melliar-Smith, Program Chairman, SRI 
International, 333 Ravenswood Ave., Menlo Park, 
94025; (415) 326-6200, Ext. 2336. (See page 3) 

COMPCON '80 Fall, 23-25 September, Washington, D. 
C. The conference theme is "Distributed 
CDmputing.11 Contact CDMP~DN 1bo Fall, P. o. Box 
639, Silver Spring, MD 20901 



FTCS-W, 10th International Symposium on 
Fault-Tolerant Computing, 1-3 October, Kyoto, 
Japan. Contact Prof. John Meyer, Dept. of Elec. & 

•

puter Engineering, Universitv of Michigan, Ann 
r, Ml 48109; (313) 763-0037. 

CompSAC '80, Fourth International Computer Software 
& Applications Conference, 27-31 October, Chicago, 
Illinois. Contact CompSAC '80, P. 0. Box 639, Silver 
Spring, MD 20901; (301) 439-7007. 

Tutorial Week '80, 14-19 December, San Diego, CA. 
Contact Tutorial Week, P. 0. Box 639, Silver Spring, 
MD 20901; (301) 439-7007. 

SOFTWARE TOOLS STUDY PLANNED 

The NBS Institute for Computer Sciences and 
Technology (ICST) is significantly increasing its effort 
in support of the Brooks Act, which aims to improve 
the cost effectiveness in the selection, acquisition, 
and utilization of ADP resources by government 
agencies. As part of this activity, the Center for 
Programming Science and Technology of NBS/ICST 
has awarded a contract to SoHaR Incorporated to 
study software tool usage in both government 
agencies and the private sector. Factors that 
promote or inhibit tool usage, the degree of user 
satisfaction with individual tools, and the economic 
benefits obtained from employment of tools are to be 
studied. 

Individuals or organizations who are willing to 
participate in these studies or who would like to 

• 

their experience with software tools available 
her ways should contact: 

Mr. Raymond C. Houghton 
Technoloqy B-265 

U.S. Department' of Commerce 
National Bureau of Standards 

Washington, D. C. 20234 

or 

Dr. Herbert Hecht 
SoHaR lncorporaated 

1040 S. La Jolla Avenue 
Los Angeles, CA 90035 

MINI-TUTORIAL AT COMPSAC SCHEDULED 

A new feature of CompSAC will be a series of mmz 
tutorials scheduled to run through the CompSAC 
program. Each mini tutorial is planned to address a 
separate area of software enginering: requirements 
analysis, software design, implementation, quality 
assurance, and maintenance. 

The quality assurance session is tentatively planned to 
have talks from these speakers: 

*** Dr. Herb Hecht (SoHaR, Inc.), "Reliability 
Technology Update" 

• 

Dr. Richard DeMillo (Georgia Tech), "New 
epts in Software Quality Assurance" 

*** Drs. E. Weyuker and T. Ostrand, (NYU and 
Sperry-Univac) "Current and Future Theory of 
Software Testing'' 
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Other speakers will be added later. Expected to take 
one afternoon, the mini tutorial has as its goal a 
professional level update on the state of the art in 
software quality assurance. Final speaker 
announcements will be given in the August 1980 
Newsletter. 

SRA SOFTWARE TOOLS CATALOG OFFERED 

SRA will be pleased to send interested users a copy 
of its software catalog. This catalog lists a number 
of tools that SRA can provide to clients on a custom 
design and/or custom installation basis. Simply 
indicate your interest on the enclosed reader response 
form. 

SPECIAL COLLECTION FROM WORKSHOP ON 
SOFTWARE TESTING AND TEST DOCUMENTATION, 
1978 - Part 1 

(Part 2 to appear in August 1980 Newsletter) 

by Edward Miller 

As mentioned in prior issues of this Newsletter, a 
special issue devoted to selected papers from the 
IEEE Computer Society Workshop on Software Testing 
and Test Documentation, which was held in Ft. 
Lauderdale, Florida, 18-20 December 1978 was 
prepared by Prof. B. Chandrasekaran. The papers can 
be found in the May 1980 issue of the IEEE 
Transactions on Software Engineering. Here are some 
comments on each of the papers which appear 
therein. 

***** E. J. Weyuker and T. J. Ostrand, "Theories of 
Program Testing and the Application of Revealing 
Subdomains," (pages 236-246). 

This paper extends the work of Goodenough and 
Gerhart ("Towards a Theory of Testing: Data 
Selection Criteria" found in Current Trends in 
Programming Methodology, Vol. 2, R. T. Yeh, Editor, 
Prentice-Hall, 1977), which is generally taken to be a 
"classic" in the software testing field. The goal of 
their research was to sharpen some of the 
Goodenough and Gerhart results, mainly by attempting 
to state conditions under which certain specified 
types of errors would be found thr~mgh the test}ng 
methodology. This goal led to the idea of "revealing 
subdomains," which are subsets of the testobject input 
space such that success on the subdomain implies 
success on the entire domain. Finding such a 
subdomain is quite a task in most cases. In their 
paper, the authors show how to do this for certain 
specified error types. They show how to construct 
"effective" subdomains that reveal errors for two 
widely known programs - one that computes 
triangles' classes and another that computes x •• y, 
where x and y are non-negative integers. 

The final result of the paper is to state some 
criteria that localize error detection to the specific 
type of error and thereby actually revise the goal 
" ..• from showing program correctness to showing the 
absence of specified errors." 

***** L. .J. 
Strategy for 
247-257). 

White and E. I • 
Computer Program 

Cohen, "A Domain 
Testing (pages 

This paper examines the effectiveness of a testing 
strategy that is intended to find errors in the control 

'• 
~ 



now of a program. The White & Cohen approach 
begins with the earlier Howden work by defining two 
kinds of errors: a domain error, due to a wrong path, 
and a computation error, due to an incorrect assigned 
value (or values). Each path in a program - up to an 
iteration count - is analyzed in detail for the impact 
individual tests have when they run "near" one or 
more boundary conditions in tne program. The pa_per 
shows that when test points are chosen within a 
distance x of a path boundary (as signalled by 
closeness , to a path constraint), then there are easily 
stated conditions under which the test will be 
"reliable" (in the Goodenough and Gerhart sense) for 
domain errors outside of the small region x. 

One of the limitations, however, is that the 
boundaries must be "linear". While the ideas can be 
extended to the more common non-linear boundary 
situations found in real-world programs, the problem 
of solving sets of inequalities arising from non-linear 

, predicates remains as a formidable barrier. 

The authors point out that " ••• the class of missing 
path errors... has proven to be another theoretical 
limitation to the reliability of any path testing 
strategy." 

••••• K. A. Foster, "Error Sensitive Test Cases 
Analysis (ESTCA)," (pages 258-264). 

This paper addresses a method for trying to assure 
correspondence between a program and its 
specifications by use of test cases generated with a 
hardware-like path sensitization scheme, and also 
based on "engineering like" judgement. 

The approach taken is like that used for hardware 
fault detection methods: design tests that "cover" 
faults such as errors in program logical relations, 
operators, and names (symbols). In the paper, Foster 
works an example that illustrate the set of rules that 
make ui_:> the test planning scheme. The rules can be 
summarized as follows: 

(1) Choose data within every module so that every 
simple conditional (relational expression) is exercised 
to each of all possible outcomes. 

(2) Choose values that assure the closest possible 
approach to a critical value such as an explicit 
constant. 

Software Research ~ox;o@&w 
P.O. Box 2432 
Son Francisco, CA 94126 

Return Postage Guaranteed 
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(3) Assign values to the input in such a way that no 
two tests have the same values and/or sign. 

(These are the equivalent of (1) the Clp criteria, (2) 
the use of critical value testing, and (3) an attempt 
to provide test data diversity.) 

The paper goes on to illustrate how these rules • 
be applied in practice, by working out a set of tests 
for the famous Naur example of an input bu(f er 
controller (originally discussed in the Goodenough and 
Gerhart pape published in 1975). Foster shows that 
all of the errors that were posited in the prior work 
can be found through simple, yet enlightened, 
selection of test data according to the three rules 
above. Here, "enlightened" menas that the test 
planner has access to the source code, as would be 
the case in White Box (Open Box) testing. 

(to be continued) 

INDEX OF AUTOMATED TOOLS AVAILABLE 

As part of its continuing research effort, SRA 
maintains files on the majority of software 
engineering tools available either publicly or 
commercially. From time to time, we update our 
master list of tools and suppliers; if you are 
interested in this area of our work, or if you would 
like a copy of the current list of tools, simply check 
the appropriate box on the enclosed form. 

COMPUTER SCIENTISTS 

Career positions are available for creative program
mers/researchers in a growing company with 
international ties. Assignments can include research 
and development or research programming in such 
areas as: automated maintenance, quality assurance 
technology, and software production environments. 
Send your resume in complete confidence to Software 
Research Associates, P. 0. Box 2432, San Francisco, 
CA 94126 USA. 

BLK RT 
U. S. POSTAGE 

PAID 
Sm Frmci3co, Calif. 

Permit No. 2655 
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TESTING TECHNIQUES NEWSLETTER Devoted to 
th~ Technology of Software Quality Assurance 

Tflis c.Newsletter is produced quarterly by Software 
R~earch Associates as a vehicle for dissemination of 
tnf ormation pertinent to · the technology of Software 
Testing, Quality Assurance, and closely allied fields. 

Editor 
Issue Manager 
Technical Support 
Copy Editor 

Edward F. Miller, Jr. 
Eben Sprinsock 
James B. Henderson 
Cynthia Depp 

@ 1980 by Software Research Associates. All rights 
reserved. No part of this document may be · 
repr?duced in any form, by photostat, microfilm, 
retrieval system, or any other means now known or 
hereafter invented· without written permission of 
Software Research Associates. 

CONTRIBUTIONS WANTED 

Software Research Associates pays $25 for short 
technical items used in Jhis Newsletter. To qualify, 
the item should relate to Testing, Software Quality 
Assurance, or a clooely allied topic. Forward all 
contributions to the Newsletter Editor at Software 
Research Associates, P. 0. Box 2432, San Francisco, 
California, 94126, USA. To get further information 
about how to get any item into the Newsletter, you 
can also call us at (415) 957-1441. 

TESTING, TOOLS, PLUS OTHER BOOKS NOW 
AVAILABLE ... 

By permission of the IEEE, we are now offering a 
number of special tutorial and other reprints to our 
readers. We can send you copies of the titles noted 
below at the indicated price (for Overseas add $5 
each; California residents, please add 6.5% sales tax): 

SOFTWARE TESTING AND VALIDATION 
TECHNIQUES, by Edward Miller and William Howden 
($16) · · ~ 

AUTOMA'l'lm TOOLS FOR SOFTWARE ENGINEERING, 
by Edward Miller ($16) 

SOFTWARE DESIGN TECHNIQUES (3rd Edition), by 
Anthony I. Wasserman and Peter Freeman ($20) 

DISTRIBUTED SYSTEM DESIGN, by David Palmer .and 
Michael Mariani ($20) 

QUANTITATIVE MANAGEMENT: SOFTWARE 
ESTIMATING, by Lawrence Putnam and 
Wolverton ($16) 

COST 
Ray 

MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEM DESIGN AND 
TECHNIQUES, by Carol Anne Ogdin ($16) 

WORKSHOP ON QUANTITATIVE SOFTWARE MODELS 
(Proceedings of the 9-11 October 1 979 Workshop) 
($20) 

SOFTWARE LIFE CYCLE MANAGEMENT (Proceedings 
of Second Software Life Cycle Management Workshop) 
($16) 

'Fo obtain copies of these books simply indicate on 
the enclooed response lorm the titles that you want 
and mail it along with a check for the correct 
amount. 
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'"E~AMI?LE OF COBOL COVERAGE ANALYSIS SYSTEM 
USE 

by~ Thomas Mapp ~ ~ . . . 
As an illustration of how tfte COBOL 'Cover.,, 
Analysis System (CAS) (see prior issue, page 3) can 

1
~ 

used in a systematic quality assurance program, we 
have applied the system to a COBOL application 
program that is about 2300 statements long and quite 
heavy in internal logic. 

The actual statistics on this example were: 2391 
lines, 767 sentences in the procedure division, and a 
total of 371 segments. (All of this data is derived by 
the COBOL CAS Reference Listing.) The code was 
relatively rich in logic, a fact demonstrated by the 
6.45 average number of lines per segment (or an 
average of 2.06 sentences per segment). · 

Initially, the test data for this COBOL program • 
achieved a C 1 valu.e of only 63% . After the "not 
hit" segments were identified and additional tests 
were developed for this COBOL program, the final 
value of C 1 was 87 .06%. The additional test data was 
organized into 16 separate test units. As a 
consequence of this analysis, some 6 segments were 
found to be unreachable, and a total of about 30 
non-trivial defects were discovered. This is a defect 
rate f about 1.3% of the total number of lines, but 
a defect rate of about 3.9196_ of the number of 
COBOL sentences. 

At the end of the quality assurance/testing process, 
the total number of segments that were not exerc,· 
at all was 48 (this includes the 6 which could n 
be exercised). Of the 42 remaining cases in whi 
segments were not exercised, most were due to one 
of the r ollowing causes: 

SoJne GOTO-DEPENDING ON constructions did not 
have the "crop through" case exercised. 

Some f eatwes of the program were intended for 
another environment and could not be exercised. 

There were redundant or linked logic checks for 
conditions, probably due to the fact that different 
programmers were trying to protect the program 
[rom the same kind of bad data. (In '°this case, the 
first test was judged sufficient.) 

Checks were included in the program for invalid 
inputs which could not be generated directly using 
a conventional testing environment. 

Overall, the work involved in this quality assurance 
eff or,t amounted to just over one man week. Assuming 
normal USA prices, the cost of finding the 30 defec'ts 
was in the range of $40-$60 per defeet. Not includeJi 
in this figure is the cost of repairing the software 
system, which in this situation required just under a 
manweek total. It should noted, however, that this .
effort was performed by personnel wno were skilled 
in the use of the COBOL Coverage Analysis System 
and that the costs of machine time and whate. 
tool learning time was needed are not included. 

For more information_ about the GOBOL Coverage 
Analysis System simply check the box on the enclosed 
bounceback for_m. 
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EXPERIENCE WITH ISUS, OR, THE HACKER'S 
PROGRESS 

by: Eric Bach 

• the last few Newsletters, we have reported on the 
development of an automated program maintenance 
system called ISUS, for "Interactive Semantic Update 
System." Briefly, ISUS maintains and updates source 
code files using a token editor and reports on how 
alterations to one part of the program affect related 
pieces of the code. We have taken a typical software 
system change, derived the ISUS commands to 
implement it, and drawn some conclusions both about 
how programs are modified and about how ISUS can 
assist in making changes. ' 

In the best self-referential tradition of computer 
science, we used ISUS to track one of its own 
changes; specifically, the guinea pig for the 
experiment was the token recognizer of ISUS itself. 
Originally, we intended only to add the ability to 
pick out additional lexemes; however, as the work 
proceeded other changes were also ma.de. These 
included fixing one bug we found lurking in the 
program, modifying the code to make it easier to 
read, and rewriting the documentation to reflect the 
current state of the program. 

We did the job using everyday tools (editor, 
compiler), and then reconstructed the ISUS commands 
which transformed our old, grubby program into its 
shining new form. By recording and organizing the 
work in this manner, we were able to conclude 
several things about the nature of typical software 
system changes. 

1st, we can identify different levels of severity in 
e way programs are modified, and conclude that 

different features in a maintenance tool are needed 
to handle them. At the lowest level are changes that 
modify the way a program looks, but are otherwise 
invisible to a compiler. These include changing 
documentation, inserting blank lines, etc. Thus we 
need a way to handle a program as text, say by 
filtering comments through aft editor. At the next 
level we can make changes that alter the code, but 
do not substantially affect the way it operates. For 
instance, we might change variable names, add useful 
constants, put a new command in a table, or tune 
some numerical parameter. A system . like ISUS 
addresses these kinds of changes easily, and can 
verify that the structure of the code (segment 
digraph) is not affected by them. Finally there are 
changes that actually modify this structure by 
replacing large segments of code by other segments. 
A program development or program evolution system 
must make these kinds · of changes easy, both by 
providing notation for them and by insuring that 
expensive processing is delayed until the change is 
complete. 

!'his brings up a second point: program changes come 
in batches. In a typical modification, several 
physically distinct but logically related lines of code 
are altered to obtain a desired effect. This means 
that the basic cycle is one of making several 
changes, then analyzing them by looking at the code, 

•

ning tests, and so on. The result is similar to that 
a database transaction: one modifies the data (in 

case the program), and then the data manager 
(for us, ISUS) makes sure that certain properties such 
as syntactic correctness hold both before and after 
the update. A nice way to support this in ISUS seems 
to be to make the consequence analysis a requested 

3 

computation, or expand the commana language so 
that a sequence of updates would count as one 
operation. 

Third, even innocuous changes like changing the nam e 
of a function can cross module boundaries. Thus a 
program modification tool should be able to handle 
clusters of related functions; this would have several 
benefits. First, the overhead of maintaining large 
files would be reduced. Second, this would provide a 
way of struc'turing programs above the module level, 
so that a programmer working with a system would 
only see the modules necessary for a particular 
change. 

Finally, a word about immediate the practical 
benefits of our experiment: we identified some parts 
of ISrJS as targets for improvement! After looking at 
typical program changes, and seeing what they are in 
the ISUS command l.anguage, we have added several 
commands to the token editor to make it easier to 
use in an interactive situation. We also have added 
the ability via ISUS to record system alterations in a 
language-oriented manner, simply by keeping a trace 
of the command file; we are exploitinfl this ability by 
deveLoping a system around ISUS which can produce 
different versions of a program, and document the 
transformations which produce these versions. 

For a fact sheet and additional information on ISUS 
please mark the appropriate box on the enclosed 
response form. 

COMPSAC SPECIAL "MINI-TUTORIAL" SESSION 
SCHEDULED 

The 1980 CompSAC meeting, to be held in Chicago 
27-31 October 1980, will feature a series of 
"Mini-Tutorials", the goal of which is to provide for 
updates on prior years' tutorials, and make it possible 
to present good summaries of the state of the art in • 
selected software engineering areas. The final lineup 
of speakers at the special two-session CompSAC state 
of the art update on Software Quality Assurance 
includes: 

*"'* Drs. E. Weyuker and T. Ostrand, "Theoretical 
Issues". This presentation will · focus on the state of 
the art in such theory areas as reliable test theory 
and domain strategies for testing. 

*** Dr. Herb Hecht, "Reliability Issues". This 
presentation will deal with current activities that 
provide for validation of reliable software/hardware 
systems. 

*** Mr. Tom Clark and Mr. Pete Belford, "Practice
and Applications". This pre sen ta tion will addr ss 
contemporary methods of software quality 
and quality testing. 

' 
*** Mr. R. deMillo, "New Concepts". This 
presentation will deal with such new concepts for 
software testing as mutation analysis, modern 
approaches to reliability prediction, and related 
matters. 

After the four invited presentations there will be an 
open discussion between the panelists and the 
audience. The special "Mini-Tutorial" session is 
scheduled for 1:30 PM to 5:00 PM Thursday, 30 
October 1980. Attendance at this "Mini-Tutorial" on 
Software Quality Assurance is included in the 
CompSAC registration price. 
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TECHNIQUES OF C 1 COVERAGE ANALYSIS 

by: Mr. Kruichi Kishida 
Executive Vice President 
Software Research Associates_, Inc. 

(SRA/ Japan is a Japanese Corporation with principal 
offices and headquarters in Tokyo, Japan) 

1 Introduction 

This paper is a short summary of some results 
obtained from C 1 coverage analysis of COBOL 
application programs. Japan/SRA has been using the 
TCAT COBOL coverage analysis system for some 
months now and the. data that has been collected -
from several customers1 sites gives further 
credence to the notion that C 1 measures of the 
comprehensiveness of sets of tests are very useful in 
supporting QA activities for application program 
development. · 

2 Some Typical Results 

From some of the measurements made using the 
TCAT COBOL coverage analysis system we have 
found that the average segment size for:_ a COBOL 

rogram in Japan is about 5 procedural statements. 
For example, in Case A (this is a set of some 10 
programs used in an accounting system), the program 
size varies between 181 and 1321 Procedure Division 
Statements, and the average number of statements on 
a segment was measured at 5.44. 

C 1 was measured twice for the software in Case A 
-- once at the final unit testing stage and once at 
the integration testing stage. The result showed that 
the average value for CJ was 72.4% (a minimum of 
32 .9% and a maximum of 100%). This rather high set 
of average coverage figures seems to be d.Le tQ , the 
relatively small program size. 

r 

· For larger programs, the failially attained C 1 va1ue 
becomes lower. In Case B, which is a set of 3 
programs picked up from a large application system, 
the average program size was 798 statements and the 
actual value of Cl as measured over 5 months' real 
test data was an average value of only 47 .391'.>, 

In Case C, which is a large program that consists of 
about 150 modules and in which the overall size is 
some 9000 segments, the average C 1 values after a 
total of some 39 system-level tests was 53.2%. 

3 Analysis and Findings 

It seems that much effort was put into testing 
activities described above, using large volumes of test 
. ata. Why then were the coverage values so low? In 
order to investigate the effectiveness of the testing 
procedures we analyzed the variance of coverage 
values between test runs and between ind"vid.J.al 
programs. 

In Case A the value of C 1 did not differ significantly 
between the two phases of testing, but the Cl values 
for individ.J.al programs did differ quite a bit. This 
indicates that the final unit test and the integration 
test tested essentially the same things, and used 
simi! ar ·test data which did not exercise the different 
programs equally. In Case B the C 1 value did not 
difrer significantly between the 5 monthly tests, bu 
again_, the- values for individJ.al programs were quite 
different. It seems that the Last four months' tests 
were basically repetitions of the first month's test, 

. -

and new tests to e~and the C 1 coverage were not 
done. This kind of d.J.plication of testing effort takes 
place commonly~ C 1 coverage analysis can detect its 
existence and point to ways to eliminate redundant 
activities. . A 
We also investigated the effectiveness of the t'F 
data chosen for indivicital test runs by studying the 
correlation between volume of test data and the Cl 
value achieved. The results show there was no strong 

:-.correlation between the two. 'J'his suggests that many 
of the data sets chosen exercise the same sections of 
the system while other sections go untested. Also 
much more testing is done than is necessary to 
achieve the C 1 levels reached in the tests. 

As an experiment, two tests were run using a medium 
sized program (about 700 segments), one test with 
real-world data and the other with carefully prepared 
test data. The results were impressive. The value of 
C 1 coverage did not exceed 50% with 30,000 sets of 
real-world data. But the test using only 500 sets of 
prepared data exceeded 85% C 1 coverage. More 
detailed analysis showed that actually only half of 
the prepared data was necessary to achieve the 85% 
level of coverage. In practice programmers tend to 
re~y on the real-world type of data in their testing 
activities, rut this analySts suggests that real-world 
data is ineffective in completely exercising programs 
despite the volume of data used. 

During testing with C 1 coverage analysis inspection 
of the segments which are not hit during testing is 
useful in determining what kind of data is necessary 
to increase the amount of the system :which is 
exercised. This inspection is also useful in uncovering 
defects in programs which involve segments whic- ·s 
unreachable due to' unconditional branching aro 
sections of code or' code which follows conflic 
conditional branches. 

4 Future Analyses 

The analyses discussed above are just the beginning 
of our C 1 coverage analysis activity. We are now 
establishing a systematic data collection and analysis 
procedure. We are also starting to focus on the 
relation between C 1 coverage levels and numbers of 
defects f rund. In addition, we are studying the 
concept of entropy as a quantitative measure of the 
information obtained through the testing process. 

A SYSTEM FOR INTERACTIVELY TESTING FORTRAN 
PROGRAMS 

by: Thomas Mapp 

One of the measures of adequacy of a series of test 
executions of a program is the C 1 coverage measure . 
C 1 coverage is the percentage of logical segments of 
the program which have been e:rerczsed in the testing r, 
regimen. Every statement of a program is in a 
segment; segments can be loosely defined as groups 
of statements which are characterized by the 
property that if control passes through one of the • 
statements, then it passes through all of them. , 

~ One-hundred percent C 1 coverage does not guarantee 
that every function of the program has been tested, 
rut it does mean that every statement of • 
program has been executed at least once, a big . 
toward full testing of a program. C 1 coverage i 
structural measure of testing effectiveness and it is 
not a substitute for traditional testing techniques. 
Thus, of course, outpit files must still be examined 
for correctness as part of the testing process. 
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THE FALL SERIES IN SOFTWARE ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 

This special series of Professional Seminars in Software Technology is offered by 
Software Research Associates in the Fall of 1980. All two-day semfriars are $450 per 
person; one-day seminars are $225 per person. Special multiple registration and group 
discounts are offered. Seminars will be presented in Booton and the price will include 
full seminar documentation luncheons, and refreshments. Class sizes are strictly limited. 

SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS AND SPECIFICATION TECHNOLOGY 
6-7 NOVEMBER 1980 

Dr. Anthony WASSERMAN discusses contemporary methods of software 
requirements definition and specification, includinQ_ hierarchical and 
design-based techniques. Complete notes and technical references. 

SOFTWARE QUALITY ASSURANCE 
10-11 NOVEMBER 1980 

Dr. Edward MILLER discusses modem methods of software quality assurance, 
including management procedures, code inspection and static analysis 
methods, test planning, test data selection, coverage analysis, documentation 
and retesting. Complete notes and textbook. 

ADVANCED VALIDATION TECHNOLOGY 
13-14 NOVEMBER 1980 

Dr. Richard DeMILLO discusses advanced methods of software validation, 
including management and cost aspects, program proving methods, reliability 
modeling, reliable testing theory, mutation analysis, symbolic evaluation, and 
the domain strategy. Extensive notes, plus reprints • 

DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS DESIGN TECHNOLOGY 
20-21 NOVEMBER 1980 

Dr. David F. PALMER discusses modem methods of distril:x.Lted S)lstems 
design intended to help reduce system complexity. Topics discussed include 
problem partitioning, clustering methods, network synthesis, fault tolerance, 
data flow architectures, and system assurance functions. Extensive notes plus 
textbook. 

SOFTWARE ENGINEERING TOOL TECHNOLOGY 
4-5 DECEMBER 1980 

Dr. Edward MILLER discusses the full spectrum of commercial offering for 
requirements analysis, software design, implementation, testing and quality 
assurance, and maintenance tools. Complete supplier list, bibliography, and 
textbook. t 

THE ADA PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE 
8 DECEMBER 1980 

Dr. Anthony I. WASSERMAN discusses concepts of modem programming 
languages as relected in the "Ada" language (formally announced 'by DoD in 
September 1980). Extensive examples and illustrations of language use, plus 
key articles and technical material. . 

For further information, please contact the Seminar Manager at Software Research 
Associates, phone (415) 957-1441. 

To register ••• or to receive copies of the seminar descriptions ••• just fill in the enclosed 
bounceback form. 

• I 
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SOFTWARE RESEARCH ASSOCIATES, P. O. Box 2432, San Francisco, California 94126 (415) 957-1441 

PLEASE USE THIS PAGE TO REQUEST -INFORMATION ••• · 

D Please send a copy of the item checked. My check or money order is enclosed (California residents 
. • · please add applicable sales tax, outside USA please add $5 per book handling charge~ 

D Software Testing and Validation Techniques, $16 

D Automated Tools for Software Engineering, $16 

D Software Design Techniques, $20 

D Workshop On Quantitaitve Software Models, $20 

D Software Life Cycle Management, $16 

D Distributed System Design, $20 

D Quantitative Management: Software Cost Estimating, $16 

D Microcomp.Lter System Design and Techniques, $16 

D Please ' send information o,:i the Coverage Analysis System (page 2) 
-

D Please send information on the Interactive Semantic Update System (page 3) 

D Please send information on the Interactive Test Bed system (page 4) 

D Please send information about all Fal~ J980 Seri~s Technology Seminars (page 5) 

.... ,... ... ~ 

D Interested in "Software Requirements and SpecificatiOTJ Technology" , 6-7 November 1980 

. . D Interested in "Software Quality Assurance Technology" 10-11 November 1980 

q lntere"'sted in "Advanced Validation Technology" 13-14 November 1980 

D Interested in "Distriruted Systems Technology" 20-21 November 1980 

D Interested in "Software Engineering- Tool Technology" 4-5 December 1980 

"' D· Interested in "The Ada Programming Language" 8 December 1980 

D Please contact me regarding in-house seminar presentations (page 5) 

D Please send information on the GMG Information Security Report (page 8) 

D ·Please send a copy of· the SRA Software Tools Catalog ~- .., . ..,.,. _ 

\ 

COMMENTS AND QUESTIONS:-------=-----''------------~-----

• 1 

-
D

I am currently a subscriber, DI am not now a subscriber, 
this is a CHANGE of address ])lease add my name to the 

I am currently a subscriber, 
D please delete my name from 

the Newsletter mailing list. (include old label if possible) Newsletter mailing list. 

NAME __________________ _ 

ADDRESS ________________ _ 

• 
,.. 

TELEPHONE---------------
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SRA has several software tools which can be useful 
in checking the level of C 1 coverage in tests of a 
program. One system Wldergoing development now is 
the Interactive Test Bed (ITB) for FORTRAN. This 

~ ;m is written in SRA's SRT RAN and is currently 
wxemented on a DATA GENERAL minicomputer. 

To use ITB, the user simply executes a macro which 
analyzes the test program, creates several FORTRAN 
routines based on the variables found there, compiles 
the routines and the test program, and links together 
all the resulting object files, including necessary ITB 
support programs. Then IT B is entered by executing 
the top level IT B module, and the user can run tests 
with interactive control. 

IT B allows the user interactive access to any of the 
variables in the commons in the test source which 
was analyzed by the IT B set up program. The user 
may alter or examine any of these variables. The 
user is empowered to execute a series of tests of the 
program, to manipulate and examine the values of 
variables as well as consult the coverage coverage 
report between executions. The NOT HIT command 
pinpoints the segments which have not yet been 
executed. 

Once a testing regimen has been determined, it m~ 
be repeated with ease, since the whole set of 
commands which the user enters in a session is 
automatically written to a "ghost" file. The whole 
test bed processing session may be rerun later using 
this ghost file as command inµit. The ghost file can 
be edited in order to vary the processing or to 
interject comments into the command stream before 

. rerunning the session. 

Details of program execution can ...be viewed by using 
the TRACE ON command, which causes subsequent 

•
cutions of the user program to display ,the modul_e 
e and segment number as each segment is 

executed. 

If the routine being tested has formal parameters, 
the the user must link the formals to some variables 
known to the test bed before the routine is executed. 
To aid the user, the CREATE command allows the 
user to create a variable local to the test bed, 
possibly to be used as an actual argument. 

The space of all the variables known to the test bed 
may be saved and later using a push-down stack. This 
facility is especially useful when there are many 
variables which are changed during an execution 
which the user wishes to re-initialize easily for a 
subsequent test. ' 

The present IT B system is being expanded to include 
a breakpoint system so that the user may stop the 
program when it enters a designated segment and 
examine and manipulate variables at that point. An 
automatic stubbing system is planned so that called 
routines which are not supplied by the user will be 
filled in with stubs. When an automatically-generated 
stub is executed, then the user will be given control, 
just as in a breakpoint. Additionally, the present 
system will be expanded to handle the whole gamut 
of legal FORTRAN data types. 

The current IT B preprocessing routine is written to 
handle automatically the entire test bed creation for 
single module testing. Future development will 
automate test bed creation for multi-module systems. 

•

is not difficult to incorporate multi-module tests 
expanding the bind list (which was created 

omatically), per{ arming the extra compiles (if 
necessary), and re-running the bind. Then running 
tests will result in coverage analysis for the called 
modules, if the user chose to compile the modules 
with the proper options. 

5. 

Beyond increasing the f Wlctions of the IT B system, 
another direction for future IT B expansion is in 
extending to new environments. There are plans to 
bring up a similar (FORTRAN) ITB on IBM (OS). 
Other possible extensions to new environments 
includes~ an ITB for Assembly Language on Data 
General (AOS), 

For more information about ITB please check the 
appropriate box on the enclosed bounceback form. 

CONSIDERING AN IN-HOUSE SEMINAR? 

In many cases, companies find that it is much less 
expensive to schedule an in-house presentation of a 
seminar than to send a large group of staff members 
to a public seminar. Although there are many factors 
to consider, usually if a firm intends to have 
approximately 12 or more persons attend, there will 
be a , substantial savings when the same course 
material is presented especially for that audience. 
Normally, in-house seminars are customized so that 
the information is presented in a context that relates 
well to your particular technical orientation. Most 
SRA-sponsored seminars are available for in-house 
presentation based on your schedule, speaker , 
availability and other factors. 

For complete information about in-house seminars 
please contact the SRA Seminar Manager at (415) 
957-1441. If you prefer we can send you a list of the 
speakers and subjects we are currently handling. 
Simply check the appropriate box on the enclosed 
reader response form. 

SRA'S FALL 1980 SERIES OF SEMINARS IN 
SOFTWARE ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 

The SRA 1980 Spring Series of Professional Seminars 
held in San Francisco was a fine success. Because of 
the interest expressed, we've set up similar seminars 
in Boston for Fall 1980. 

Our selection of seminars is intended to reflect SRA's 
strong commitment to technical excellence. This 
means that we provide only a limited number of 
carefully selected Software Engineering Technology 
seminars, as follows: 

*** Software Requirements and Specification 
Technology, by Dr. Anthony I. Wasserman, 6-7 
November 1980, Boston, MA. ($450) 

*** Software Quality Assurance, by Dr. Edward F. 
Miller, Jr., 10-11 November 1980, Boston, MA. ($450) 

*** Advanced Validation Technol~, by Dr. Richard 
deMillo, 13-14 November 1980, Boston, MA. ($450) 

*** Distributed Systems Technology, by Dr. David F. 
Palmer, 20-21 November 1980, Boston, MA. ($450) 

*** Software Engineering Tool Technology, by Dr. 
Edward F. Miller, Jr., 4-5 December 1980, Boston, 
MA. ($450) 

*** The Ada Programming Language, by Dr. Anthony 
I. Wasserman, 8 December 1980, Boston, MA. ($225) 

For further information, contact the Seminar Manager 
at Software Research Associates, P. 0. Box 2432, San 
Francisco, CA 94126, telephone (415) 957-1441 or 
check the appropriate box on the enclooed reader 
response form and return it to us postage paid. 
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HIERARCHICAL DECOMPOSITION 

by: Jim Henderson 

.... 

AN EXAMPLE 

Hierarchical decomposition trees seem to be a 
co!1venient way to represent the directed graphs 
(digraphs) . of computf:r prof/rams. This is the first of 
three articles on this sub1ect. This article describes 
what hierarchical decomposition is, and then shows 
how it is applied to two example graphs. 

It ~s well known that for any given program an 
equivalent_ progra1:1 _c~n be written using only three 
programming primitives. These are succession 
alternation, a".d iteration of the_ basic progra~ 
statements. This result can be applied to the digraph 
o( a program, as well as to the program itself. A 
digraph of a prof/ram is a set of directed edges 
co,:inected by vertices. Each program digraph has a 
unique entry edge and a unique exit edge. All other 
edges of the digraph are assumed to have at least 
one predecessor and one successor edge. Each edge of 
the digraph corresponds to a segment of the program 
which it models. 

A program segment is a block of statements with the 
• property that if and only if one statement in the 

block 1s. executed then all other statements in the 
block will be executed: The program digraph can be 
repre~ented by succession, alternation, and iteration 
of its segments. The vertices of the digraph 
correspond either to decision points in the program or 
to segment juncture points. 

Hierarchi~al decompositio'!l is a orocess of 
rf:presentmg a program digraph in the form of a 
binary tree. The non-leaf nodes of the tree hold 
sy~~o~s representing the three decomposition 
przm1tzves. The tre_e's leaves are numbers referring to 

_ segments of the digraph. Each non-leaf node indicates 
the relation between the subtree rooted on its left 
and the subtree rooted on its right. 

The hierarchical decomposition tree (HD tree) 
associated . with structured programs is both unique 
and has a one-to-one correspondence between its 
leaves and the segments of the program digraph. 
Programs which are not structured often do not have 

:-,,,. a unique representation in HD tree form. These 
programs require that certain of the segments in the 
znput digraph be duplicated in the tree. 

SRA has automated the process of producing HD 
trees from program source code. A language 
dependent digraph f!enerator is used to produce an 
in~ernal r_epresenta~zon of a program's structural flow. 
Given this, the hierarchical decomposition program 
will produce a binary tree output that models the 

, program's graph. This procedure is language 
independent. 

Th_e tree I?rinte~ by the decomposition program is 
suited to lme printer output. This has required that 
the u~uall~ encountered form for bin.ary trees (root in 
the mr wzth the branches and leaves hanging below) 
?e rotated 45 degrees. The root of the tree is found 
zn the upper left-hand corner of the printer page. 
Left subtrees of nodes extend vertiGally down the 
page and right subtrees extend horizontally across the 
page. 

The fallowing figures show two small program 
digraphs and the HD trees which the hierarchical 
decomposition program produces to represent their 
structure. 
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The first HIJ tree is read as: segment 1 (followed by 
segment 2 followed by ( an iteration of (segment 3 
'fallowed by segment 2) escaping on segment 4) ) all 
fallowed by segment 5. 

The second HD tree is read as follows (with the 
nu_mbers assumed to be segments): 1 followed by 
(either (3 followed by 6) or (either (3 followed by 4) 
or (2)) followed by 5) all followed by 7. 

The second tree duplicates the digraph edge numbered 
3. However, another, and equally valid, HD tree 
representation of digraph 2 might have duplicated 
segment 5. 

These exq.ll}ples should give a flavor for hierarchical 
decomposzt1on. Two more articles on this subject w :ll 
follow. The next article will discuss how this proce ·s 
may_ be of use to . some~me interested in software 
testing. The last article wzll expand on this theme to 
present _a use for the hierarchical decomposition 
process m the context of an interactive program 
testing environment. 

SPECIAL COLLECTION FROM 
SOFTWARE TESTING AND TEST 
1978 - PART 2 

by: Edward Mille,: 
' 

WORKSHOP ON 
DOCU MEN~ ATI. 

(This article, continued from the May 1980 
~ewsletter, reviews articles printed in the May 1980 
zssue of the IEEE Trans. on Software Engineering, 
which was a special issue devoted to papers from the 
IEEE Computer Society Workshop on Software Testing 
and Test Documentation, held in Ft. Lauderdale 
Florida, 18-20 December 1978.) 

***** R. N. Taylor and L. J. Osterweil, "Anomaly 
Detection in Concurrent Software by Static Data 
Flow Analysis" (pages 265-277 ). 

This paper i'!lves_tigates procedures for detecting data 
flow anomalz_es zn programs which use synchroniza,tion 
methods to implement concurrent operation. In such 
f!r?f!ra_ms, data flow errors (such as failure to 
1mtzallze before use) can be difficult to discover 
becaus~ of the add~d complexity of inter-program 
operation. In fact, 1t may be that inter-procedure 
data flow errors in the presence of concurrency 
represent a n.ew class of errors. In any case the · 
researc~ . in this paper is addressed to the jbb of 
determzmng how to analyze programs to find such 
errors. 
The p_aper begins with a description of a language 
that zs used for the detailed investigation. The 
language chosen is based on HAL/ S with some 
provision for features for concurrency such as those 
found in Concurrent PASCAL, Module, or JOVI~ 
(Ada is included in this list, of course.) • 

The errors for which static data flow analysis 
algorithms are sought are the fallowing: 

(1) Reference to an uninitialized variable (the same 
as the static data flow analysis case); (2) A dead 
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definition (also the same); (3) Waiting for an, 
unscheduled process; ( 4) Scheduling a process in 
parallel with itself; (5) Waiting for a process 
guaranteed to have terminated already; (6) Reference 

• 

variable being defined by a parallel process; (7) 
rence to a. variable whose value is indeterminate. 
paper identifies the concurrent-control situations 

for errors (3) through (7) and shows the detailed 
algorithms that can be us,ed to detect such errors. 

The paper closes with a discussion of open questions 
and unsolved problems. 

***** M. R. Woodward, D. Hedley, and M. A. 
H ennell, "Experience with Path Analysis and Testing 
,of Programs," (pages 278-285). 

This paper addresses the issue of the effectiveness of 
path-based testing of computer programs and sugg~sts 
a hierarchical structure of test methods that mzght 
be used as a test planning tool. The basic element of 
a program is taken to be a "Linear Code Sequence 
and rump (LCSAJY', which is approximately the same 
as a "segment." Three metrics are defined: (a) the 
percentage of statements executed; (b) the percentage 
of "branches" exercised; and ( c) the percentage of 
LCSAJ's exercised. (These correspond approximately 
to co, Cl- and Cl according to previous SRA. 
definitions.) After estabtishing these measure~, the 
paper concentrates on practical experience gained 
when path based testing methods were applied to a 
set of programs taken [rom the Numerical Algorithms 
Group (NAG) library of mathematical subroutines. The 
paper presents data for tile three coverage measures 
and for sets of tests of each of several modules from 
this collection. • 

' 
•

e conclusions the writers draw are the following. 
t, they argue that the shortest paths are the 

"best'', since they mostly tend to execute seloom-used 
parts of the proarams. Second, they advocate early 
identification of r,inf easible" paths -- by use -0f the 
coverage measures -- as a way to better understand 
the processes going on in the prof/ram. Third, the}' 
suggest the use of dynamic assertzons as a way of 
"proving" that infeasible paths are actually logically 
unexecutable. The allegations t]lat are 1.fsed to sh!Jw 
these properties, they assert, are useful m preventzng 
the analysis of other paths that are infeasible by 
implLcation. 

The . paper concludes with some remarks about w~ys 
to reduce the total number of infeasible paths, whzch 
is the main difficulty, they say, in path-based testing. 
Among the solutions considered are changes in the 
programming language, . changes in the _stando/ds 
applied to the programmmg process, and varzous kinds 
of transformations of the program. 

***** U. Voges, L. Gmeiner, and A. Amschler von 
Mayrhauser, "SADAT An Automated Testing rogJ," 
(pages 286-290). 

This paper describes the . automate'! testing . tool 
SADAT, which supports testzng analyszs of a szngle 
FORTRAN module. This tool was ruilt and is in use 
by the software reliability analysis team at the 
Kernforschungszentn.uri in Karlsruhe, West Germany. 
The tool is written in PL/1 and operates on art lBM 

~ 168 computer. The tool is organized to have 
~ e major ftD1ctional phases: 

Static analysis, which consists ·• of 'lexical and 
structural analysis, and which computes the 
directed graph of the candidate modu1.e(s). 

' . ' 

. -

7 

-~~--- 'J',es case generation:_, which computes an "optimal" Ji 

... set of tests (test paths) for a program such tha L 
each segment (DD-path) is executed at least once. 

"1 
"'"'-- -.Path predicate calculation, which can be used to 

compute the composite predicate. fo: a elec~ed 
path, using the methods of symbolic interpretation 
and execution. 

Dynamic analysis, which instruments indivic:ltal 
FORTRAN modules so that the effectiveness of 
individ.Lal tests can be measured. 

This tool has been in experimental use since 197 8, 
primarily to analyze programs intended for use in 
nuclear reactor control systems of various kinds and 
configurations. The system consists of ab~t 8000 
non-commentary source statements and reqwres a 1 
M-Byte partition for execution. 

CALENDAR OF .EVENTS 

The events 
sources, may 
Newsletter. 

listed below,, s·elected from 
be of interest to readers 

various 
of th · 

*** 19-22 August 1980:-- Third Annual Mlnnowbrook 
Workshop on Software Performance Ev~luat~on, 
Minnowbrook Conference Center, Syracuse Um vers1 ty, 
S.yracuse. Contact: Mr. Amrit L. Goel, 315-423-4350 

*** 3-5 September 1980. Workshop on Validation of 
Fault Tolerant Computers and Systems, Luray, 
Virginia. Contact: Dr. Herbert Hecht, SoHaR, Inc., 
1040 S. La Jolla Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90035 

*** 4-5 September 1980: Debut of the . Ada 
Programming Language, U. S. Department of 
Commerce Auditorium, Washington, D.C. (Presented 
by Mr . .Jean Ichbiah, principal language designer; by 
invitation only.) 

*** 1-3 October 1980: FTCS-10, 10th International 
Symposium on Fau t Tolerant Computing, Kyoto! 
Japan. Contact: Prof. John Meyer, University o 
Michig,i.n, Ann Arbor, MI 48109 

*** 6-9 and 14-17 October 1980: IFIP-80, Eighth 
World Computer Congress, Melbouroe, Australia and 
Tokyo, Japan (respectively). Contact: AFIPS, 1815 N. 
Lynn Street, Suite 800, Arlington, VA 22209 

*** 27-31 October 1980: CompSAC '80, . Fol;lrth ~ 
International Computer Software and Appllcations 
Conference, Chicago, Illinois. Contact: CompS_AC '80, 
P. O. Box 639, Silver Spring, MD 20901 (see article 
elsewhere in the Newsletter) -, :-. 

*** 1 November 1980: Deadline for submission to 
FTCS-11, to be held 24-26 June 1981, Portland, 
Maine. Contact: Dr. William C. Carter, IBM, E. 0. 
Box 218, Yorktown Heights, NY 10598 

*** 9-11 December 1980: SIGPLAN ~ymposium on the 
ADA Programming Language, Park Pla.,za Hotel, 
Boston. Contact: Dr. E. I. Organick, Dept. of 
Computer Science, University of Utah, Salt Lake 
City, UT 84112 

*** 8-12 March 1981: Fifth International Conference 
on Software Engineering, San Diego, CA. Contact: Dr. 
L. G. Stucki, P.O. Box 24346, Seattle, WA 98124 

. 
C 
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PAPERS FROM WORKSHOP ON QUANTITATNE 
SOFTWARE cosr MODELS 

by: Edward Miller 

A work!hop was held 9-11 October 1979 at the 
Concord Hotel, Kiamesha Lake, New York, to discuss 
quantitative models for software reliability, 
complexity and cost. Interested readers can obtain a 
copy of the proceedings from the · IEEE, or from us 
(see the BOOKS AVAILABLE article elsewhere in the 
Newsletter). The papers from this workshop focused 
on software cost (9 papers), complexity (8 papers), 
and reliability (11 papers). Of most interest to our 
readers are those that deal somehow with testing and 
quality assurance, the most important of which are 
reviewed below. 

***** W. E. Thompson, and P. Shelson, "Software 
Reliability Testing for Imbedded Comµi.ter Systems'' 
(pages 201-208). 

This paper deals with both the statistical theory that 
would apply to reliability questions, rut also to ways 
for testing hardware AND software in complex 
systems. The software reliability model used is one in 
which errors are assumed to occur at an unknown 
constant rate, distriruted exponentially. The overall 
goal of the model is to predict when an ongoing test 
plan is "complete"~ The paper presents two case 
studies .of how to apply the statistical model to 
practical cases. In the model, which includes 
in-process repair, the paper establishes relationships 
that tell when to accept or reject software in terms 
of the total test time a~ the total ~mber of 
failures. For example, acceptance is indicated if 
10,000 hours of testing or more yields fewer than 
two failures; similarly, if less than 10,000 hours of 
testing produces 1 or more failures, then the model 
says to reject! 

***** S. Mohanty, "A Hypergraph Oriented Iest and 
Evaluation Model, for Real Time Systems" (pages 
209-213). 

This paper presents a very complicated mathematical 
model that points in the direction of a test metric 
for real time systems. The process involves first 
characterizing the real-time system as a hypergraph, 
and then estimating the relative execution times· for 
each related task. The · "testedness" of the whole 
system can then be inf erred from the frequency of 

Software Research ~o@~~ 
P.O. Box.2432 
San Francisco. CA 94126 . ' 
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execution of the various tasks of the hypergraph 
structure. 

***** D. Baggi, "Models of Automatic Drivers~ 
Pseudo - Exhaustive Software Testing'' ( 
214-223). 

This paper describes a driver for software testing 
systems that focuses on forcing each logical segment 
in a program to be executed. The test driver can do 
this because it has access to the source program, and 
can get control when the test object is running 
through a series of special subroutine calls by which 
logical values in the program can be controlfed. One 
of the advantages claimed for this system is that it 
makes possible tests of some parts of programs that 

~ could not otherwise be tested by use of normal 
program inµi.ts._ 

GMG "INFORMATION SECURITY" REPORT OFFERED 

The consulting firm of Moresi and Polis, which 
operates out of Geneva, Switzerland, has produced a 
special report entitled ''Information Security: European 
Attitudes, Controversies, Needs and Solutions." The 
report is addressed to executives and analy s 
concerned with matters of information security, bti 
presumes no prior technical knowledge. The report 
details the results of a survey of leading financial 
and commercial firms in Western Europe on their 
attitudes toward information security. 

T.he goal was to find if organizations had information 
they considered highly valuable (which organization 
does not?), and to find out how vulnerable the 
information was. After ascertaining this data~ 
report goes on to consider various technologi 
including the DES (Data Encryption Standard) 
allied methodologies - that might be applied to the 
problems faced by the firms surveyed. The report 
concludes with a section that outlines a number of 
solutions and recommendations on how best to 
implement information security programs in a 
balanced and cost effective fashion. 

The copyrighted report is marketed in Europe by 
GMG out of Geneva, but is also available from SRA 
on a pre-paid basis for $425 plus applicable sales tax 
(California residents only). We have a limited number 
of copies of the detailed Abstract of the report 
which we will be happy to send to interested readers. 
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SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY BOOKSHELF 

By permission of the IEEE Computer Society Press, 
we are now offering; a number of special tutorial and· 
other technical reprmts. We can send you copies of 
the titles noted below at the indicated price (for 
Overseas add $10 each; California residents, please 
add 6.5% sales tax): 

SOFTWARE 
TECHNIQUES 
Howden ($20) 

TESTING 
by Edward 

AND 
Miller 

VALIDATION 
and William 

AUTOMATED TOOLS FOR SOFTWARE 
ENGINEERING by Edward Miller ($16) 

SOFTWARE DESIGN TECHNIQUES (3rd Edition) 
by Anthony I. Wasserman and Peter Freeman 
($20) 

DJSTRIBUTED SYSTEM DESIGN by David Palmer 
and Michael Mariani ($20) 

SOFTWARE COST ESTIMATING AND 
LIFE-CYCLE CONTROL: GETl'.ING THE 
SOFTWARE NUMBERS by Lawrence Putnam ($20) 

SOFTWARE CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT by 
Siegel, Bryan, Chadbourne and Klitzkie ($20) 

PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE DESIGN by Anthony 
I. Wasserman ($20) 

MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEM DESIGN AND 
TECHNIQUES by Carol Anne Ogdin ($16) 

WORKSHOP ON QUANTITATIVE SOFTWARE 
MODELS (Proceedings of the October 1979 
Workshop) ($20) 

MODELS AND METRICS FOR SOFTWARE MAN
AGEMENT AND ENGINEERING, by Victor Basili 
($20) 

To obtain copies of these books simply indicate on 
the enclosed response form the titles that you want 
and mail it to Software Research Associates with a 
check for the correct amount. 
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A TESTING SYSTEM USING 
HIERARCmCAL DECOMPOSITION 

by: James B. Henderson 

This is the last of three articles on hierarchi. 
decomposition trees (HD trees) as a means of depicb 
program control flow. Here we will describe in overview 
an interactive system for testing programs and the role 
HD trees can play in such a system. First we will review 
the notion of program segments and how they are 
involved in HD trees. 

SEGMENT GRAPHS AND HD TREES 

Hierarchical decomposition as used here means the 
transformation of a program's segment graph into a 
binary tree structure. The se~ment graph is obtained 
either from direct static analysis of the code or through 
reduction of the flow graph of the program. 

The flow graph - in which nodes model program 
statements and edges model potential control flow - is 
changed into a segment graph by repeating one reduction 
technique. Any node with only a single entry and exit 
edge is deleted and the successor and predecessor of such 
a node are replaced with one edge. Once this reduction 
technique is performed on all applicable nodes in the 
original flow graph the process is repeated on the 
resulting graph. Continuing the process until no further 
reductions are possible yields the program's segment 
graph. In this kind of structure blocks of successive 
actions - sequences of statements and unconditional 
jumps - are depicted as edges. 

The HD tree of a program represents this segment gi:aph 
as a binary tree in wfiich segments (the digraph edges) or 
groups of segments are related to one another in only 
three ways. These are succession, alternation or iteration 
of segment groups. Doing this is similar to rewriting the 
original prolf:am using only assignment statements, IF' 
and WHILE s. To accomplish this it is someti 
necessary that blocks of code be duplicated. T 
decomposition process necessitates this sort of thing also. 

Following are examples of segment gra_phs and their 
corresponding HD trees (tilted 45 degrees for printing). 

o--o--s o- ---o--7 
I I 
1 o - - • --4 

I I 
2 0--2 

1 

I L-o--5 , I t--, 
o-- 6 o --4 
I I 
3 3 

The leaves of the tree are the program segments 
identified by number. The other nodes show the relations 
between groups of segments. 

To understand the tree apply these rules in depth-first 
manner: 

SUCCESSION - (shown with a "dot") means that the 
left subtree precedes the right subtree in the 
program flow. 

ALTERNATION - (shown with a "plus") means that 
either the left or right subtree will occur if the. 
program reaches this "plus" node. Which one is taken , 
will depend on data va1ues. 

ITERATION - (shown with a "star") means that the 
left subtree is repeated O or more timesi the ri5ht 



part of the "star" corresponds to the action taken on 
loop escape. Note that the "star" accounts for the 
possibility of no loop iterations. 

AN INTERACTIVE TF.ST SYSTEM • interactive test system using the techniques of 
hierarchical decomposition is composed of these three 
parts: 

STATIC ANALYZER - For generating digraphs and HD 
trees. 

HD and PROGRAM DISPLAY TOOL - To display parts 
of the HD tree and the program text during testmg. 

TESTBED - A tool for controlling execution of a 
progra.m and applying certain techniques of dynamic 
analysis. 

The static analyzer produces a file which contains the 
internal representations of both the segment digraph and 
the HD tree of a program. The program source is made 
available for piecemeal inspection by preparing an ISAM 
file or some equivalent. 

In the interactive test system we are describing here, the 
testbed plays the role of the test system controller. It is 
through this tool that commands are entered, stubs can 
be created, and program executions are done. 

The part of the system on which we wish to focus 
attention is the display tool. How can this feature aid in 
program test planning and test effectiveness 
measurement? 

If we are interested in executing each segment of the 

•
ogram at least once (when expressed in terms of the 
tal number of segments in the program, the percentage 

of executed segments is called the Cl measure of test 
effectiveness), then we can use an instrumented version 
of the program to keep track of this. The testbed can be 
used to display - after any execution of the test 
program - the percentage of Cl just achieved 
{cumulative Cl coverage is also valuable to maintain). 

Another, and perhaps more visually significant, way of 
showing this test cover is with the HD tree of the 
program. Every segment of the program has been assigned 
a number. · This number is used by both the program 
instrumentor (part of the static analyzer package) and the 
HD tree. When a segment is covered by at least one test 
run of the program this can be shown to the user of the 
system by placing a '+' next to the segment number in 
the HD tree. 

The HD tree of most programs (and even many single 
modules) can be large enough to quickly fill a user's 
screen. The user may instead elect to see only a subtree 
of the entire HD tree. In this way the user can 
concentrate on covering the segments in one section of 
the program. 

Of course many other metrics besides the Cl cover can 
be applied to a program. We will discuss some more of 
these below; but the use of the display tool in aiding test 
planning works equally well for all these methods. 

The HD tree or subtree of a program presents a concise 
picture of possible execution paths. Coupled with the 
information provided at each tree leaf - we have only 
given the example of a '+' to indicate segment execution, 
6ut almost any amount of information can be included 

A ith the segment number; for instance, the tree can 
'915ily be drnwn ~Q thftt each leaf indicates how many 

times the segment associated with It has been execut~~ 
- the tree allows the user to see where further testing 
is needed. 
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The tree, however, has only given the user an abstract 
path which looks as if it should be tested. At this point 
the user has no idea what kind of data is necessary to 
execute this path. He does not even know if the path is 
logically feasible. This is when it is convenient to display 
portions of the program text. Using the display tool, the 
user can request tllat a segment 'n' ('n' being a legal 
segment number) be printed. This command causes the 
text corresponding to the segment to be printed on the 
user's console. Displaying the segments in the path which 
he has chosen by inspecting the HD tree, the user 
produces a listing of the entire path; and only the path, 
no other code intervenes. 

Another feature of the program text display command will 
list only the first statement of the segment. A display of 
this kind for an entire path depicts the logical conditions 
necessary for the path's execution. This gives a snapshot 
of the path which is particularly useful for discovering 
whether or not the path is logically feasible. 

Through the use of the display features described here a 
user of the system can rapidly discover paths which need 
testing and, often, data which will execute such a path. 

OTHER TF.ST METRICS 

As mentioned above, this kind of interactive testing 
system need not be limited to Cl coverage testing. Its 
application in the area of purely structural testing is 
certainly apparent; however when the HD tree is used as 
an automatic scratchpad and bookkeeper it can also aid 
functional and data related testing. 

A segment is the largest unit of code which will always 
be executed if any part (generally, a statement) of it is. 
We can take advantage of this in our static analysis of 
the program. 

Consider that each segment represents what amounts to a 
single action on some set of inputs to it. This action can 
be represented as a symbolic equation using only its input 
elements. The static analyzer can produce this 
representation before any execution takes place. Instead 
of displaying program text, a user could decide to view 
sequences of these equations. Such equations might 
represent something more or less like a functional 
description of the segment (this might be user supplied or 
automatically generated). Or they might present the data 
relations produced by the segment. 

The HD tree can be used to present measurements of, for 
instance, data dependent results, not available solely with 
structural analysis. 

SUMMARY 

HD trees force the control flow of a program to appear 
as if it were structured. These three articles on 
hierarchical decomposition have tried to give a feeling for 
how this might be useful to someone involved in the 
testing of programs. 

The structural perspective afforded by HD trees can 
sometimes give us insight into how a program functions. 
More often though, the tree simply makes the now of 
control easier to understand. This is why HD trees seem 
most useful. They present a l?rogram's structure in a form 
more easily grasped than its usual representation. We 
have also taken advantage of the fact that this form, a 
binary tree, is easier to print; and because of this, 
suggested a context in which this might be useful in the 
testing process. 

The HD technique described here is used in some SRA 
tools that are employed during detailed test planning 
analysis anct quality assur,mce, for more infQrmC1tion on 
these tools simply check the appropriate box on the 
enclosed Response Form. 



ISUS MULTI-MODULE CAPABILITIBS 

by: Edward Miller and Eben Sprinsock 

In past Newsletters (February and May 1980) we have 
described an automated maintenance system being 
developed at SRA. The system is called the Interactive 
Semantic Upd_ate System (ISUS). This article describes the 
results of the most recent phase of the system's 
development. 

ISUS SUMMARY 

Briefly, ISUS is an interactive maintenance system 
designed to facilitate making modifications to FORTRAN 
systems. It handles FOR'l'RAN programs which are 
organized in a simple master file format. ISUS "knows" 
the syntactic structure of FORTRAN, and its command 
set allows a user to express changes to. be made to a 
program in a way more related to the purpose of the 
change than is possible with a text editor. In addition 
ISUS performs a limited static analysis of the changes 
made in order to identify possible consequences and 
side-effects, which are reported to the user. This is 
intended to help make programmers more aware of the 
impact of the modifications they make to programs during 
the maintenance process. 

MULTI-MODULE CHANGF.S 

The most recent development of ISUS has involved 
expanding the SCOI?(! of the system's side-effect or 
consequence analysis. Previously the system had no 
knowledge of the calling hierarchy of the program being 
changed, and all analysis was limited to the module 
(subroutine, function, or main program) within which a 
particular modification was being made. . Certain 
modifications, however, do have effects outside the 
changed module. For example, suppose a three-dimensional 
array is defined in subroutine A and is passed as a 
parameter to function B, which uses it and in turn passes 
it to subroutine C. Now suppose that a programmer 
modifies function B so that the array is changed to be 
two-dimensional. Clearly, for this change to be considered 
"correct" or "complete" corresponding changes should be 
made in subroutines A and C. The result of the work just 
completed is that ISUS can now perform multi-module 
changes such as this. 

THE DEVELOPMENT 

The first step in building this capability into ISUS was to 
be able to analyze and model the calling hierarchy of a 
program's modules; in other words, to discern which 
modules call which other modules and to store this 
information in a useable and dynamic manner. This ability 
was built into the prograin which organizes sources level 
programs in the ISUS Program Master file format. Now 
when a Program Master is first built it contains a call 
tree for the program as well as the text of the program's 
modules. ISUS maintains the call tree in all cases, as 
described below. 

Next ISUS needed to be extended so as to be able to 
detect changes made to the calling structure and to make 
corresponding changes to the Program Master's call tree. 
(Changes to a program's call tree are caused by adding 
an_ d deleting subroutine and function calls within modules, 
and by adding and deleting modules in the Program 
Master.) Once this extension was accomplished we had a 
system which "knew" the calling hierarchy of the program 
it was changing. 

The final phase of the development was to modify ISUS 
to use the call tree information to make multi-module 
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changes. The system was expanded so that when a change 
was made which may have effects beyond the current 
module two analyses are triggered. The first is to trace 
the change "up" the call tree to modules which call the 
module in which the change was made. This is done by 
first finding if the variable involved in the change • . 
passed as a parameter to the changed module. If it is 
parameter position is determined. Then ISUS scans all t • 
modules which call the changed module and makes the 
corresponding change to all variables passed to the 
changed module in the affected parameter position. 

The second analysis traces the change "down" the call 
tree to all modules which the changed module calls. The 
changed module is scanned for all calls to other modules 
in which the affected variable is passed. The 
corresponding change is then carried out for the matching 
actual parameter in all such called modules. 

Whenever a corresponding change is made in another 
module these two analyses are performed for that change 
as well. In this manner a change made with ISUS can 
propagate throughout a program as much as is needed to 
ensure that the change is complete. 

STATIC ANALYSF.S 

An additional benefit of having the capability to do these 
kinds of analyses in ISUS is that they are available to the 
user as an "mformation service" as well as being used to 
propagate changes. Thus a user can query the ISUS 
system about a module's ancestors or children in the 
program's call tree, or trace a variable's use from module 
to module independently of making changes. This 
information can be extremely useful in planning system 
maintenance or in tracking problems, particularly since it 
is the kind of information which is so often not 
sufficiently documented. 

We believe that the capability of ISUS to ma-
multi-module . changes in programs is an imporia 1 
development in the area of software maintenance too __ 
ISUS is available at present for Data General (AOS Only) 
and Prime 750 minicomputers, and CDC maxicomputers. 
(We have special software that can be used to convert 
from CDC's UPDATE system formats easily.) More 
versions of the system will be announced soon. For more 
information on the ISUS system, simply check the 
appropriate box on the enclosed Reader Response Form. 

SPECIAL SEMINAR SCHEDULED: 
WANG INSTITUTE PROGRAM 

A special seminar has been scheduled for the week 
6-10 July 1981 in cooperation with the Wang_ Institute 
of Graduate Studies, located in Tyngsboro, 
Massachusetts. The seminar, entitled "Software 
Maintenance and Testingi" will include material from 
the popular SRA semmars on Software Testing, 
Software Quality Assurance, and Software 
Maintenance Technology. 

In addition to the normal complement of 
presentations, the week long event will include 
special workshop sessions that will be employed to 
provide ''hands on" experience with the problems- of 
software quality management and software 
maintenance. 

For a copy of the outline of this special event, or 
for information on how to register, please write to 
the Seminar Manager at Software Research. For more 
information please check the appropriate box on the 
enclosed Reader Response Form. 
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PLEASE USE THIS PAGE TO REQUEST INFORMATION 

h k money Order is enclosed (California residents 
Please send a copy of the item checked. My c ec or 
please add 6.5% sales tax, outside USA please add $10 per book handling charge): 

o Software Testing and Validation Techniques, $20 

o Automated Tools for Software Engineering, $16 

D Software Design Techniques, $20 

o Distributed System Design, $20 

o Software Cost Estimating and Life-Cycle Control: Getting the Software Numbers, $20 

D Software Configuration Management, $20 

D Programming Language Design, $20 

D Microcomputer System Design and Techniques, $16 

D Workshop On Quantitative Software Models, $20 

D Models and Metrics for Software Management and Engineering, $20 

D Please send information on the IHD tools (page 3) 

o Please send information on ISUS (page 4) 

o Please send information on Wang Institute (page 4) 
t 

o Please send information on V&V book (page 5) 

D Please send information about the Spring 1981 Series •Technology Seminars (page 7) 

D Interested in "Software Configuration Management" 26-27 March 1981 

D Interested in "Software Quality Assurance" 2-3 April 1981 

D Interested in "Requirements Specification with SREM" 9-10 April 1981 

D Interested in "Automated Tools for Software Engineering" 16-17 April 1981 

D Interested in "Metrics for Software Engineering" 20-21 April 1981 

D Interested in "Software Maintenance Technology" 23-24 April 1981 (page 8) 

D Interested in "The ADA Programming System" 27-28 April 1981 

D Interested in "Distributed Data Processing Technology" 30 April - 1 May 1981 

D Interested in "Advanced Validation Theory" 14-15 May 1981 

o Please contact me regarding in-house seminar presentations 

D Please send information on the Testing Coverage Analysis Tool (TCAT) (page 8) 

COMMENTS AND QUESTIONS: -----------------------------

0 I am currently a subscriber, 0 I am not now a subscriber 
t!tis is a CHANGE. of address please add my name to th~ 
(mclude old label 1f possible) Newsletter mailing list. 

NAME 

O I am currently a subscriber, 
please delete my name from 
the Newsletter mailing list. 

-----------------
ADDRESS ----------------

TELEPHONE ------



OVERVIEW OF VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION 

by: Robert 0. Lewis 
(Science Applications, Inc.) 

•
hose of us who have watched and participated in 
oftware Verification and Validation (V&V) programs over 

the last 8-10 years are aware that not-so-subtle changes 
have occurred in what was once a very loosely defined 
collection of analysis techniques and tools used to 
examine someone else's software. The V&V process is 
rapidly growing into a mature discipline which can offer 
to an extremely wide customer base the following kinds 
of benefits: 

o Life-cycle cost savings 
o Improved performance 
o Easier maintenance throughout the operational 

life of the system 
o Better training 
o Reduced reaction time in dynamic programs 
o Greatly improved software reliability 
o Reduced risk 
o Early detection of errors 
o Improved documentation 
o Improved communication and project visibility 

To the uninitiated, V&V is essentially a series of 
externally applied augmentations which, through the use 
of complementary tools, analysis techniques and 
methodologies, bolster the inherent weaknesses of the 
software development process (cycle). Thus, it is quite 
different from traditional quality assurance (QA) in that 
V&V assumes a much larger role in the engineering level 
activities. Where QA can usually be characterized as the 
critical reviewer of the system and software products, 
V&V can be thought of as a co-producer. While the 
developer must distribute his time and resources across 

•

he entire program, the V&V organization can concentrate 
n the high risk "critical" areas. This difference in 

orientation accounts for the relatively large contribution 
made by V&V even though it is normally funded at a 
small fraction of the total software effort. 

Vtc.V DEFINED 

The definition of the V&V can be further refined as a 
series of technical and management support activities 
which parallel and match their respective phase of the 
software development cycle. Because this cycle is widely 
recognized as having requirements, design, code, and test 
phases, there is a V&V phase to match. However, it is 
not quite this simple. Because many developers have 
recognized the advantages of having outside help from the 
beginning of a development effort, most comprehensive 
V&V methodologies add a fifth phase called System 
Verification to cover the concept or advanced 
develol?ment (AD) periods when the comprehensive 4-step 
V&V 1s not totally appropriate. Thus, the following 
relationships generally apply: 

o System Verification - supports concept and 
early AD prototypes. 

o Requirements Verification - supports formal 
requirements phase. 

o Design Verification - supports design phase. 

o Code Verification - supports coding and unit 
testing phase. 

• 

o Validation - supports testing, integration, and 
acceptance. 

System verification is usually an independent assessment 
of the total system, automation decisions, tradeoffs 
among hardware, desired performance and cost, and the 
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preliminary specifications for software. Requirements 
verification performs in-depth analyses of both system and 
software requirements and should include a formal tracing 
and authentication of all statements contained in the 
documentation. The m1rumum effort consists of 
decomposing and proving each statement to be accurate, 
unambiguous, supportable, and testable. Automated tools 
and special languages are beginning to emerge in the 
marketplace to support this type of analysis. 

Design verification, being less abstract, examines such 
things as data base file structures, timing, requirements 
traceability, control structures, tasl< allocations, 
architecture, and especially the algorithms. Modeling, 
simulation, formal design proofs in a number of forms, 
and even special design languages are commonly used. 
Code verification consists of manual inspection as well as 
automated aids such as static and dynamic analyzers, 
standards enforcers, data base verifiers, etc. Critical 
algorithms are usually coded and run off-line to support 
verification. 

RESOURCE ALLOCATION 

Validation divides its resources (1) to monitor the 
developer's testing and investigate anomalies and (2) to 
perform independent tests to balance the test coverage 
and determine where the weaknesses are. Validation must 
say with confidence that all observable and measurable 
software requirements meet (or exceed) their design goalsi 
thus, it spreads back across the entire spectrum or 
development to ensure quality of the delivered software. 
It is in this area that the more powerful software testing 
tools currently make the greatest contribution. 

One of the key things that must be remembered is that 
there must be systematic planned use of the methods and 
tools to estabbsh a continuous, integrated effort which 
builds upon each phase rather than treating them as 
autonomous. Fortunately, the trend in integrated V&V test 
facilities is to develop sets of generic tools which cross 
the phase boundaries with a minimum of effort and 
throwaway data. Thus, we can look forward to the day 
when a large part of the V&V process is automated by a 
single family of interlocking tools. 

In conclusion, V&V is a sort of chameleon that takes on 
many of the attributes of the system to which it is 
applied. Thus, there is no single predefined approach that 
works every time; V&V must be tailored to each job and 
must remam flexible enough to stay in synchronism with 
the software development process. 

Editor's Note 

Mr. Lewis has just completed writing a textbook on V&V 
("Principles of Verification and Validatiof! of ~oftware," 
Prentice-Hall, 1981), expected to be available m a few 
months. Anyone interested in obtaining a copy of a fact 
sheet about this new book should cfieck the appropriate 
box on the enclosed Reader Response Form. 

DACS NEWSLETI'ER AVAILABLE 

The Data and Analysis Center for Software, operated 
by IIT Research Institute for the Rome Air 
Development Center, publishes a free quarterly 
newsletter which may be of interest to our readers. 
For further information you can write to: 

Mr. Gary Caron 
DACS Program Manager 

RADC/ISISI 
Griffiss AFB, NY 13441 

or call the DACS people at (315) 336-0937. 



STATUS REPORT: STANDARD FOR 
SOFTWARE THSr DOCUMENTATION TASK GROUP 

by: David Gelperin 
(Super-Valu Stores, Inc.) 

The IEEE Computer Society has sanctioned the 
development of IEEE Standards for Software Test 
Documentation. The Task Group which is drafting the 
Standard is composed of volunteers, and membership is 
ope!l to all interested parties. The group is especially 
anxious to establish a liaison with any organization which 
develops professional standards and which might have an 
interest in the area of Sof_tware . Testing Documentation. 
Meetings of the Task Group are held around the country 
every two or three months with a January 1982 target of 
having a Draft Standard ready for balloting. 

The group's objectives are to develop a Draft Standard 
Definition for a substantial set of generally effective 
software test documents and to get that standard 
approved by the IEEE. The group is atfempting to identify 
as comprehensive a set of documents as consensus will 
permit. 

The stated purpose of the Standard is: 

* To identify a complete range of software test 
documents 

* To define the purpose, author, and audience of each 
document, and 

* To outline 
document. 

and describe the contents of each 

The Standard will be applicable when testing commercial, 
scientific or military software which runs on any size and 
type of computer. Applicability will not be restricted by 
the software system's size, complexity or criticality. 

The Standard's development process is expected to 
proceed through the following four phases: 

(1) Definition - Determination of purpose and scope. 
Definition of terms. 

(2) Design - Determination of content and organization 
at a detailed level (i.e., a .complete outline). 

(3) Construction - Writing the standard. 

(4) Approval - Gathering reactions and making the 
necessary modifications. 

Currently, the group is in the design phase, with a few 
loose ends remaining from the definition phase in the 
area of terminology. 

In attempting to define the scope of the project, there 
has been a great deal of discussion about the definition 
of "software" and "testing". We have found that both 
these terms are used in a narrow sense and a broad 
sense. Small "s" software denotes computer programs, 
whi~e large "S" software denotes requirements, plans, 
designs, publications, training and data in addition to 
programs. Small "t" testing focuses on executing code 
while large "T" testin~ encompasses the entire life-cycle 
and subsumes all verification and validation activities. Our 
current plan is to produce a first version of the standard 
which focuses on the testing of programs, control data 
and publications. However, we use ooth terms in their 
broader sense, in an attempt to provide a natural 
framework for future work. 
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Using software quality in a broad sense i.e., to denote 
the "ilities", we presently define 11testing1f as any process 
with a potential to expose deficiencies in the quality of a 
software item. Notice that this definition is not stated in 
terms of process objectives, ~ut only in term!! of process 
potential. "Pre-release testmg", i.e., testmg befo. 
turnover to the user community, is distin,riished fro . 
"post-release testing", i.e., the "test of time . In defining 
pre-release testing, we use an analogy with activities in 
mathematical logic. When a logiman is trying to 
determine the truthvalue of a statement, he will often 
alternate between proof and disproof. He will mix 
attempts to develop a sound proof, with attempts to find 
counterexamples. Both approaches lead to a deeper 
understanding of the object under study. Using this m~el, 
pre-release testing is defined as the process of analyzmg 
the structure and effectiveness of a software item, both 
in order to identify differences between existing and 
expected conditions and to show that needs (requirements) 
have been satisfied. 

So far, we have identified four types of test documents: 

(1) Test plans 
(2) Test design specifications 
(3) Test procedure specifications 
(4) Test reports 

We plan to provide general specifications for each type of 
document, along with specifications which are specific to 
each stage of the development cycle (e.g., module test 
plans and system test design specifications). 

Anyone who is interested in Task Group membership or in 
just getting additional information should contact: 

Dr. David Gelperin, (Task Group Chairman) 
2425 Zealand Avenue North 
Golden Valley, MN 55427 

(612) 828-4475 Business phone 

We welcome critiques of any aspect of our work. 

Editor's Note 

• 
We are pleased to have the chance to act in the 
Software Quality Assurance community's benefit in 
publishing this status report from Dr. Gelperin. Comments 
can be addressed to him or to us (we'll pass them on). 

CALENDAR OF EVENTS 

The events listed below are selected from various sources. 
Contacts for each event are given when known. 

-- IDGBLIGHT --
••• ~12 March 1981: Fifth International Conference on 
Software Engineering, Sen Diego, CA. Contact: Dr. L. G. 
Stucki, P.O. Box 24346, Seattle, WA 98124 (Note: In 
addition to the technical conference there is a Tool Fair 
at which various vendors' tools will be demonstrated.) 

*** 24-26 March 1981: Second International Conference 
and Exhibition on Engineering Software, London, England. 
Contact: ENGSOFT, 125 Hign Street, Southampton, SOl 
OAA England · 

*** 26-27 March 1981: SRA Professional Development 
Seminar, Software Conf"iguration Management by Dr. Stan 
Siegel, and/or Dr. William Bryan, San Francisco, 
California • 

*** 26-27 March 1981: Workshop/Symposium G 
Measurement and Evaluation of Software Quality, College 
Park, MD. Contact: J. E. Gaffney, IBM/FSD, 9500 Godw·m 
Dr., Manassas, VA 22110 



*** 2-3 April 1981: SRA Professional 
Seminar Software Quality Assurance by 
Miller, San Francisco, California 

Development 
Dr. Edward 

* 1-3 April 1981: 2nd International Symposium on 
stributed Computing Systems, Paris, France. Contact: T. 

richeteu, IRIA, B.P. 105, 78150 Le Chesnay, France 

*** 9-10 April 1981: SRA Professional Development 
Seminar Requirements Specification with SREM by Mr. 
Mack Afford, San Francisco, California 

*** 16-17 April 1981: SRA Professional Development 
Seminar, Automated Tools for Software Engineering, by 
Dr. Edward Miller, San Francisco, California 

*** 20-21 April 1981: SRA Professional Development 
Seminar_, Metrics for Software Engineering, by Dr. Victor 
Basili, ;:;an Francisco, California 

*** 23-24 April 1981: SRA Professional Development 
Seminar, Software Maintenance Technol~, taught by 
members of the Technical Staff of Software Research 
Associates. San Francisco, California 

*** 27-28 April 1981: SRA Professional Development 
Seminar, 1be ADA Programming System, by Dr. Richard 
Fairley, San Francisco, ~alifornia 

*** 30 April 1 May 1981: SRA Professional 
Development Seminar, DIStributed Data Processing 
Technology, by Dr. Charles R. Vick, San Francisco, 
California 

*** 4-7 May 1981: National Computer Conference (NCC 
'81), McCormick Place, Chicago, IL. Contact: NCC '81, 

. 1 East 58th Street, Chicago, IL 60637 

*** 14-15 May 1981: SRA Professional Development 
Seminar, Advanced Validation 111eory, by Dr. Richard 
DeMillo, San Francisco, California 

*** 9-11 June 1981: First ACM SigSOFT Software 
Engineering Symposium: Tool and Methodology Evaluation, 
Pingree Park, CO. Contact: Dr. W. E. Riddle, 5311 
Western Avenue Boulder, CO 80301 

*** 24-26 June 1981: FTCS-11, 1981 International 
Symposium on Fault Tolerant Computing, Portland, Maine. 
Contact: W. C. Carter, IBM. P. O. Box 218, Yorktown 
Heights, NY 10598 

-- WGHLIGIIT --

*** 30 June - 5 July 1981: Summer School on Computer 
Program Testing1 Urbino, Italy. Contact: 
Chandrasekaran, {t;14) 422-0923 

Dr. B. 

*** 21-23 July 1981: Symposium on Reliability in 
Distributed Software and Database Systems, Pittsburgh1 PA. Contact: B. Bhargava, Computer Science, Univ. or 
Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA. 15260 

-- WGHLIGIIT --
••• 18-20 August 1981: Software Engineering Standards 
Applications Workshop, San Francisco, CA. Contact: 
Robert M. Poston, ~ 185 Monmouth Parkway, West 
Long Branch, NJ 07764 

A. 23-25 September 1981: 2nd International Conference 
• Retlablllty and RxploHalion 6f C6fflDUt~p Sygt~mg, 

Walbrzych, Poland. Contact: Relcomex 81i Wroclaw 
Technical University, Janiszewskiego st. 11/ 7, 50-372 
Wroclaw Poland 
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SOFTWARE ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
SPRING 1981 SEMINAR SERIES ANNOUNCED 

The final schedule for the Spring 1981 Series of 
Software Engineering Technology seminars in San 
Francisco, CA, has now been finalized, as follows: 

SOFTWARE CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT -
26-27 March 1981 by Dr. Stan SIEGEL and Dr. 
William BRYAN, discusses modern methods of 
software configuration management and control. 

SOFTWARE QUALITY ASSURANCE - 2-3 April 
1981 by Dr. Edward MILLER, discusses modern 
techniques for quality assurance of software 
including code inspection, static analysis, test 
planning, coverage analysis, and documentation 
techniques. 

REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION WITH SREM -
9-10 April 1981 by Mr. Mack ALFORD, discusses 
the use of the REVS system in stating, 
mod~fying1 upgrading, validating, and applying 
spec1fical:1ons -for software systems. 

AUTOMATED TOOLS FOR SOFTWARE 
ENGINEERING - 16-17 April 1981 by Dr. Edward 
MILLER, discusses a spectrum of automated tools 
for requirements analysis, software design, 
software implementation, quality assurance 
testing, and maintenance. 

METRICS FOR SOFTWARE ENGINEERING - 20-21 
April 1981 by Dr. Victor BASILI, discusses a new 
quantitative approach to software management 
and software engineering that is product and 
process oriented. 

SOFTWARE MAINTENANCE TECHNOLOGY - 23-24 
April 1981 taught by members of the Technical 
Staff of Software Research Associates. Discusses 
modern technol0Jn7 for software maintenance, 
including economics, procedure descriptions, and 
automation features. 

THE ADA PROGRAMMING SYSTEM - 27-28 April 
1981 by Dr. Richard FAIRLEY, describes the Ada 
programming language (recently adopted by the 
U. S. Government) as well as features of 
"environments" that support the Ada system. 

DISTRIBUTED DATA PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY 
- 30 April - 1 May 1981 by Dr. Charles R. 
VICK, discusses modern methods of data 
processin~ analysis for systems using 
decentralized control, distributed data bases, 
reliability and fault tolerance, and automated 
design techniques. 

ADVANCED VALIDATION THEORY - 14-15 May 
1981 by Dr. Richard DeMILLO, discusses 
advanced methods of software validation, 
including management and cost aspects of 
proving, reliability modeling, reliable test theory, 
mutation analysis, and symbolic execution. 

Please use the enclosed Reader Response Form to 
obtain copies of each seminar's detailed description. 
Just check the appropriate box and we will send you 
a complete outline. 

f9r immediate reffistration rou can call SRA at: (415) 

957-1441. Please ask for Ms. Gloria Kulbe. 



NEW MAINTKNANCH SEMINAR ANNOUNCED 

Software maintenance can often require 50% to 80% of 
the overall costs associated with a software system's life 
cycle. Most of the activities of software maintenance 
involve detailed recordkeeping, incremental change to the 
software system, and analysis of the impact of changes. 

Current technology for software maintenance is in its 
infancy. Technical methods for analysis of complex and 
sophisticated computer programs can migrate from the 
research and development arena into practice only if care 
is taken in choosing the "right" algorithms and the 
"appropriate" methods of controlling change. This seminar 
focuses on methods for handling maintenance problems 
that are highly analytical in nature, but which can have 
immediate practical benefit. Besides investigation of the 
various aspects of the maintenance problem, the seminar 
presents methods of measuring and managing a variety of 
software maintenance scenarios. 

Attendees at this seminar receive a comprehensive 
annotated bibliography of current literature pertaining to 
software maintenance technology, an extensive set of 
notes (including case studies of typical maintenance 
situations), and reprints from the current literature. 

OUTLINE: 

INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW: Importance of 
Maintenance, Purposes of Maintenance. 

PROBLEMS OF MAINTENANCE: User Knowledge, 
Programmer Effectiveness, Availability, System 
Qualitf, Machine Requirements, Environment 
Reliab1li ty. 

PROGRAMMING ISSUES: Types of Changes and 
Related Problems, Maintenance Scenarios, Review 
Procedures, Documentation Methods, Development 
Practices to Ease Maintenance Problems. 

Software-Research ~II@~ 
P.O. Box 2432 
Son Francisco, CA 94126 

Return Postage Guaranteed 
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METRICS AND TESTING DURING MAINTENANCE: 
Maintenance Metrics, Functional Testing, Coverage 
Testing. 

SOFTWARE SYSTEM MANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGY:. 
Configuration Control, Test Libraries, 
Error/Change Tracking. "' 

MAINTENANCE AIDS AND TOOLS: Software Tools, 
Methodologies. 

MANAGEMENT ISSUES: Scheduling for Maintenance, 
Programmer Motivation, Manpower Management. 

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS: Sample 
Overall Maintenance Plan, Researchers' Agenda, 
Bibliography. 

The seminar will be taught by members of the Technical 
Staff of Software Reseach Associates. For further 
information please request a copy of the seminar by 
checking the appropriate box on the enclosed Reader 
Response Form. 

TCAT RHPORT FORMAT ADDED 

An improved report for SRA's Test Coverage Analysis 
Tool (TCAT) has been added and will soon be included 
on all Univac and IBM versions of the system. This 
report shows a histogram of the relatively frequency 
with which segments are executed throughout a series 
of tests. The report becomes the third one in the 
"standard" set of outputs from the system. 

For more information about TCAT please check the 
appropriate box on the enclosed response form. 

BLK RT 
U.S. POSTAGE 

PAID 
San Francisco, Calif. 

Permit No. 20448 
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This Newsletter is published . quarterly by Software 
Research Associates as a vehicle for dissemination of 
information pertinent to the technology of Software 
Testing, Quality Assurance, Software Maintenance, and 
closely allied fields. 

Editor - Edward F. Miller, Jr. 
Issue Manager - Eben Sprinsock 

Productiqn - Gloria Kulbe 

© 1980 by Software Research Associates. All rights 
reserved. No part of this document may be 
reproduced in any form, by photostat, microfilm, 
retrieval system, or any other means now known or 
hereafter invented without wcitten permission of 
Software Research Associates. 

SRA OFFICE LOCATION CHANGE 

SRA has moved to a new physical location within 
San Francisco: 580 Market Street, Suite 350. Our 
telephone and mailing address remain the same. 
Please feel free to stop bY. for a visit if you 
happen to be in The City. (Note: 580 Market is 

·- at 2nd Street.) 

SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY BOOKSHELF 

By permission of the IEEE, we are now offering a 
number of special tutorial and other reprints. We can 
send y:ou copies of the titles noted below at the 
indicated price (for Overseas add $5 each; California 
residents, please add 6.5% sales tax): 

SOFTWARE TESTING AND VALIDATION TECH
NIQUES, by Edward Miller and William Howden ($16) 

AUTOMATED TOOLS FOR SOFTWARE ENGINEERING, 
by Edward Miller ($16) 

SOFTWARE DESIGN TECHNIQUES (3rd Edition), by 
Anthony I. Wasserman and Peter Freeman ($20) 

DISTRIBUTED SYSTEM DESIGN, by David Palmer and 
Michael Mariani ($20) 

QUANTITATIVE MANAGEMENT: SOFTWARE COST 
ESTIMATING, by Lawrence Putnam . and Ray 
Wolverton ($16) 

SOFTWARE CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT, by 
Siegel, Bryan, Chadbourne and Klitzkie ($20) 

PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE DESIGN, by Anthony I. 
Wasserman ($20) 

MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEM DESIGN AND TECH
NIQUES, by Carol Anne Ogdin ($16) 

WORKSHOP ON QUANTITATIVE SOFTWARE MODELS 
(Proceedings of the October 1979 Workshop) ($20) 

MODELS AND METRICS FOR SOFTWARE MAN
AGEMENT AND ENGINEERING, by Victor Basili ($20) 

SOFTWARE LIFE CYCLE MANAGEMENT (Second 
Software Life Cycle Management Workshop) ($16) 

To obtain copies of these books simply indicate on 
the enclosed response form the titles that you want 
and mail it alon5 with l\ ~h~~~ for thti correct 
amount. 
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STACKING ENVIRONMENTS IN THE ITB SYSTEM 

by: Thomas Mapp 

The Interactive Test Bed (1TB) is a system • 
interactively testing FORTRAN programs. 
explained in the last Newsletter, ITB takes a USl:l -
program, constructs interfacing routines, inserts 
instrumenting code in the user's program which allows 
execution coverage to be measured, and enables the 
user to run his program repeatedly while manipulating 
the values of the variables in the program. Using ITB 
can help achieve a high percentage of execution of 
the various parts of the program. 

When altering the values of a program's variables for 
successive tests, it is often convenient to save the 
values of the variables so that later executions can 
be done after recalling these values. There are two 
simple cases in which this recall ability is especially 
handy. In the first case, the program itself changes 
the values which have sent the execution down a 
particular path and the user wishes to recover those 
values to use for the next test. Presumably the user 
would then alter the recalled values somewhat for 
the next test. The other case is related to structural 
testing of the user program. In order to drive an 
execution down a sequence of particular paths in 
successive executions, the user may wish to set 
variables and later recover them after they were 
altered for intervening tests. B-0th of these cases are 
illustrated in simple examples, as follow: 

Example 1: Program Alters Variables 

First Test 
X = 35978 STR = 'INPUT' 

After Execution 
X = 0 STR = 'MANGLE' 

After Recall 
X = 35978 STR = 'INPUT' 

Example 2: Intervening Tests Alter Variables 

Test 1 
X = 0 Y = 38 NAM= 'SMITH' OLD = 'SMITH' 

Test 2 
X = 11 y = 38 NAM= 'JONES' OLD= 'SMI'(H' 

Test 3 
X= 11 y = 0 NAM= 'JONES' OLD= 'JONES' 

Test 4 
X = 1 y = 38 NAM= 'SMITH' OLD = 'JONES' 

The values listed in the second example are the 
values which the user wants in order to effect 
particular execution paths. In the second example the 
idea is that the user is spared the effort of altering 
any variable other than the X in going from Test 3 
to Test 4 if the Test 1 environment were saved for 
later recall. The user could recover the Test 1 
environment and then alter variables slightly (i.e., set 
X to 1) before running Test 4. tn the more general 
case, for a more complex program, the user may 
wish to save a whole series of environments for later 
recall. 

This brings us to the "environment stacking" facility 
of 1TB. The values of a program's variables make . 
an environment. Environments can be saved in I 
and the order in which they are saved defines 
stack. A stack is a last-in-first-out device. In 1TB, if 
we wish to dispose of an environment, then any more 
recently ~av@d @nvironmimtg mu~t AIM be discarJed. 
(This is the essence of the stack data structure.) 
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PLEASE USE THIS PAGE TO REQUEST INFORMATION ••• 

~- Please send a copy of the item checked. My check or money order is enclosed (California residents 
please add applicable sales tax, outside USA please add $5 per book handling charge) 

D Software Testing and Validation Techniques, $16 

D Automated Tools for Software Engineering, $16 

D Software Design Techniques, $20 

D Workshop On Quantitaitve Software Models, $20 

D Software Life Cycle Management, $16 

D Distributed System Design, $20 

~" D Quantitative Management: Software Cost Estimating, $16 

D Microcomµ..,.ter System Design and Techniques, $16 

D . Please send information on the Interactive Test Bed system (page 2) 

o Please send information about all Spring 1981 Series Technology Seminars (page 3) .. 
D Interested in "Software Configuration Management" 26-27 March 1981 

D Interested in "Software Quality Assurance" 2-3 April 1981 

D Interested in "Requirements Specification with REVS" 9-10 April 1981 

D Interested in "Automated Tools for Software Engineering'' 16-17 April 1981 

D Interested in "Software Maintenance Methodology'' 23-24 April 1981 

o Interested in "Distributed Data Processing Technology" 30 April - 1 May 1981 

o Interested in "Advanced Validation Technology'' 14-15 May 1981 

D Please contact me regarding in-house seminar presentations 

D Please send me the Software Maintenance Technology Literature Survey, TN-758 (page 4) 

D Please send information on the Testing Coverage Analysis Tool (page 4) 

COMMENTS AND QUEST IONS: 

• 

------------------------------

D I am currently a subscriber, 
this is a CHANGE of address 
(include old label if possible) 

D I am not now a subscriber, 
please add my name to the 
Newsletter mailing list. 

o I am currently a subscriber, 
please delete my name from 
the Newsletter mailing list. 

NAME ___________________ _ 

ADDRESS -------------------

TELEPHONE ------------------



HIERARCHICAL DECOMPOSITION: 
ITS USE IN COVERAGE TESTING 

by: James B. Henderson 

.• the last issue of the Newsletter we introduced 
archical decomposition as a means of representing 

program digraphs. The form for this representation is 
a binary tree which models the control flow of a 
program using the three regular expression operators: 
succession, alternation, and iteration. These operators 
coincide with the primitives of structured program
ming; respectively, successive statements, IF's and 
WHILE's. 

HD TREE STRUCTURE 

Leaf nodes of the hierarchical decomposition (HD) 
tree are the segments, or sequentially executed 
statements, of the program. Each non-leaf node 
represents one of the three control primitives. 

To understand the tree we use the following rules: 

SUCCESSION - (shown with a "dot") means that 
the left subtree precedes the right subtree in the 
program flow. 

ALTERNATION - (shown with a "plus") means 
that either the left or right subtree will occur if 
the program reaches this "plus" node. Which one 
is taken will depend on data values. 

ITERATION - (shown with a "star") means that 
the left subtree is repeated O or more times; the 
right part of the "star" corresponds to the action 

•
tken on loop escape. Note that the "star" 
ccounts for the possibility of NO loop iterations. 

The hierarchical decomposition of a program takes 
the program's segment graph (where each edge is a 
segment) and produces an HD tree. The segments are 
related to each other through the three structured 
programming primitives. (Remember that statements 
which are always executed sequentially have been 
grouped in blocks. This means that when a tree node 
holds a "dot" it refers not to succession of 
statements, but groups of statements called 
segments.) 

TESTING MEASURES 

What is the advantage of studying the HD tree? 

The answer to this question is twofold. One answer 
addresses the ease with which tree structures, in 
general, can be handled. The other reason for 
creating HD trees centers on their potential use in 
the software testing process. It is this second use for 
the HD tree which will be discussed here. 

Cl level program testin~ is often mentioned in this 
Newsletter. It is a basic metric by which to judge 
how well a program's structure has been exercised 
during testing. Cl is the first level of a hierarchy of 
structural testing measures; because we use these 

•

ics to see how well tests have covered the 
am structure, this group of measures is often 
d tht! covgr1ur@ Hi@rarcny, By thifi we meWl th'4t 

the measures checK the level of testing by looking at 
descriptions of program flow rather than other 
aspects of a test. (See the article elsewhere in this 
Newsletter about the coverage measure definitions.) 
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This kind of testing is usually done with the aid of a 
program graph. Depending on which coverage measure 
1S being used, different paths through the program 
are cha.en for testing. Tests are judged by which 
paths they execute. 

Cl gives the percentage of exercised branches in a 
program flow graph. 100% Cl implies that all 
branches of the program have been tested at least 
once. in practice, a high Cl measure is considered a 
minimum goal to accomplish. 

Another coverage metric is related directly to the 
HD tree. This is called the Ctl measure. The Ctl 
count is a tally of the number of leaves in the tree 
which have been tested. When there are the same 
number of leaves as there are program segments -
this will always be the case for well structured 
programs - then the Cl and Ctl measures are the 
same. Some programs require that certain segments 
in the digraph be duplicated in the tree. In these 
cases, the tree is said to show different "uses" of the 
duplicated segment in the program structure. The Ctl 
measure demands that we test segments in all their 
"uses". 100% Ctl is a sometimes unachievable but 
highly desirable goal of testing. 

The leaves of the HD tree are program segments. 
Exercising each of these segments ensures that every 
branch is tested at least once. Conversely, exercising 
all branches ensures that every one of the program 
segments is tested. Moreover, if there is an untested 
segment then there will be an untested tree branch 
which is included on any path to this segment. 

HD TREES AND TESTING 

The HD tree is a basic tool for choosing test paths 
through a program. Given an untested segment or 
group of segments it is not too difficult to find a 
path - either manually or automatically - which will 
cover as many as possible. By looking at the tree 
from its leaves up, paths can be generated which will 
quickly satisfy the Cl requirement for testing every 
branch. 

An important feature of the tree is its picturing of 
the hierarchical structure of a pro~ram. Each node of 
the tree defines a subtree for which it is the root. 
These subtrees represent single entry/single exit parts 
of the program. This means that a part of the 
program which corresponds to such a subtree can be 
considered as a testable unit in and of itself - just 
as a program module can be tested without testing 
the entire program of which it is a part. 

The tree helps to identify non-interfering subschemas 
of the program through its hierarchical representa
tion. One thing this does is make very clear where 
iteration structures are located. 

The goal of thorough Cl coverage is to exercise 
every branch at least once. We can find a high 
concentration of branch structures by analyzing the 
subtrees of different levels (a subtree's level is the 
distance that its root is from the root of the entire 
tree). By counting the "plus" and "star" nodes in a 
subtree, we can assign it a branch complexity -
simply, the more branches in the subtree the higher 
its complexity. This can help in determinin~ where 
the initial effort should be put in testing the 
program. 

There are many other metrlcs whlch can be applied 
to the subtree structure of the program. Each node 
can be assigned a weight of some sort. This weight 
can be printed with the segment number in the tree 



if it can be determined in parallel with the static 
analysis of the program which yields the tree. Such a 
weight can be used by a system which will 
automatically traverse the tree searching for paths 
which are good candidates for testing. 

SUMMARY 

Most of this article has described ways in which HD 
trees can make planning for structural tests of a 
program easier. In the last article on hierarchical 
decomposition of programs we will examine the 
features of a system which can accomplish 
automatically much of what has been suggested here. 
The description of such a system will concentrate on 
how HD trees can make interactive program testing 
easier by accumulating and displaying test 
information. 

CALENDAR OF EVENTS 

The events listed below are selected from various 
sources. Contacts for each event are given when 
known. 

*** 23-26 February 1981: CompCON Spring 1981, 
Jack Tar Hotel, San Francisco, California. Theme: 
''VLSI - In the Laboratory, the Office, the Home." 
Contact: IEEE, P. O. Box 639, Silver Spring, MD 
20901. 

-- HIGHLIGHT --
*** 8-12 March 1981: Fifth International Conference 
on Software Engineering, San Diego, CA. Contact: Dr. 
L. G. Stucki, P.O. Box 24346, Seattle, WA 98124 
(Note: In addition to the technical conference there 
is a Tool Fair at which various vendors' tools will be 
demonstrated.) 

*** 24-26 March 1981: Second International 
Conference and Exhibition on Engineering Software, 
London, England. Contact: ENGSOFT, 125 High 
Street, Southampton, SOl OAA England 

*** 26-27 March 1981: Workshop/Symposium on 
Measurement and Evaluation of Software Quality, 
College Park, MD. Contact: J. E. Gaffney, IBM/FSD, 
9500 Godwin Dr., Manassas, VA 22110 

*** 4-7 May 1981: National Computer Conference 
(NCC '81), McCormick Place, Chicago, IL. Contact: 
NCC '81, 1101 East 58th Street, Chicago, IL 60637 

*** 9-11 June 1981: First ACM SigSOFT Software 
Engineering Symposium: Tool and Methodology 
Evaluation, Pingree Park, CO. Contact: Dr. W. E. 
Riddle, 5311 Western Avenue Boulder, CO 80301 

*** 24-26 June 1981: FTCS-11, 1981 International 
Sy~posium on Fault Tolerant Computing, Portland, 
Mame. Contact: W. C. Carter, IBM. P. O. Box 218, 
Yorktown Heights, NY 10598 

-- HIGHLIGHT --
*** 30 June - 5 July 1981: Summer School on 
Computer Program Testingl Urbino, Italy. Contact: 
Dr. B. Chandrasekaran, (614J 422-0923 

*** 18-20 August 1981: Software Engineering 
Standards Applications Workshop, San Francisco, CA. 
Contact: Robert M. Poston, EAi, 185 Monmouth 
Parkway, West Long Branch, NJ 07764 

*** 23-25 September 1981: 2nd International 
Conference on Reliability and Exploitation of 
Computer Systems, Walbrzych, Poland. Contact: 
Rel~omex . 81, Wroclaw Technical Urfv~r~iW, 
JfillIY!WWg~Mi!6 st 11/1', M-372 Wroclaw Poland 
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COVERAGE MEASURE DEFINITIONS REVIEWED 

by: Edward Miller 

Coverage measures are a way to quantify • 
effectiveness of a set of tests in fully characteri2.1 .. 
the behavior of a candidate module. At the simplest 
level the coverage measures force a minimum of 
"test diversity," a measure of the total number of 
different ways that a test or set of tests tries all of 
the module's functions. The more complex measures 
move in the direction of requiring sets of tests that, 
in addition, exercise certain essential features of the 
module in its context as a piece of software. We 
have tried to be consistent in maintaining this set of 
definitions; we will be happy to add other definitions 
as submitted. 

CO - The percentage of statements exercised. This 
differs from Cl (see below) when, for example, a 
module has an IF ••• END IF and the implied "ELSE" 
logic is not executed. 

Cl - The percentage of logical segments exercised. 
This is the basic coverage test measurement. (See the 
article elsewhere in this Newsletter explaining what 
segments are.) 

Cl- - This is the same as Cl except that there is 
no requirement to exercise an empty segment. 

Clp - This measure extends Cl by requiring that 
each relational term in each logical predicate be 
exercised to each possible outcome. (If every boolean 
expression is the same as a relational expression then 
Clp is the same as Cl.) 

Cl+ - This measure extends Cl to include one ·· :: 
of each entry/exit pair for any cycle in the module. 

C2 - This measure requires that, in addition to Cl, 
there be a test of both the "loop" and "fall-through" 
cases of each (logical) iteration. 

C3 - This measure extends C2 to require, in 
addition, one execution of each different non-iterative 
path. 

Cik - This measure extends Cl to require that each 
iteration in a program have a test that runs the 
iteration "i" times, where i = 0, 1, .•. , k. (The 
normal upper limit for this measure is k=2.) 

Ct - This measure requires one execution test for 
each subtree in the hierarchical decomposition tree of 
the program. (This is intended to correspond to a 
requirement that there be one execution for each 
equivalence class in a module's input space.) 

Ctl This requires that each leaf in the 
hierarchical decomposition tree for a program be 
exercised at least once for each appearance of the 
leaf in the tree. 

Cd - This requires that each set of tests include one 
(or more) tests for each dependent pair of segments. 

Cp - This measure requires that in addition to Cl, 
there be one (or more) tests for each physically 
adjacent pair of segments. -

It should be emphasized that all of these measures 
will have differing values on some program structures 
llllO in SOffi@ C!iPC!UffiQtfillm:rn, 'Whil~ ii\ marty cases !hey 
are all identical. 



PARTICIPATION CALL: 
STANDARDS APPLICATIONS WORKSHOP 

The IEEE Computer Society and its Software 

i
·neering Technical Committee are sponsoring a 

S tware Engineering Standards Applications Workshop, 
uled for 18-20 August 1980 at the Jack Tar 

1 in San Francisco, California. 

The limited attendance workshop will discuss the 
impact as well as the practical applications of 
various software engineering standards in an industrial 
environment. Topics for which papers are solicited 
include: Process/Product Standardization, Standards 
Enforcemen!t Cost Effectiveness, Human Factors in 
Standards, The Case Against Standards, and related 
topics. 

The deadline for proposals for presentations is 26 
January 1981. Five copies of each presentation 
proposal (about 750 words) should be sent to Dr. 
Robert M. Poston, EAI Associates, 185 Monmouth 
Parkway, West Long Branch, NJ 07764. 

PROFF SYSTEM AVAILABLE 

A special version of the popular ROFF text 
formatting system that has been specially 
modified for use with proportional spacing "daisy 
wheel" printers is now available from SRA. 
Called PROFF, this package can do right 
justification of input text as well as the normal 
actions one would expect from a text formatter. 
(The Newsletter is produced with PRO FF.) 

system is written in pure FORTRAN and can 
ported to other environments; currently it is 

up on the DG/AOS environment. Versions are 
anticipated for the DEC and other minicomputer 
environments. In addition, SRA expects to be 
making its special version that controls a DTC-
382 available also. 

For further information call Mr. Eben Sprinsock 
at SRA. 

CODE INSPECTION REPORTS OFFERED 

In a recent conversation with Mr. Bob Kohli at 
IBM/Kingston on the general subject of code 
inspection we learned that important inspection 
information was contained in a set of IBM technical 
reports. Futhermore, Mr. Kohli indicated he would be 
pleased to provide copies to anyone who wrote to 
him requesting them. The reports are: 

(1) "Code Inspection Specification," Technical Report 
TR 21.630, 1976 

(2) "Low Level Design Inspection Specification," 
Technical Report TR 21.629, 1976 

(3) "High Level Design Inspection Specification," 
Technical Report TR 21. 601, 1976 

You can request your copies of these documents from 

•

Kohli by writing to: 

Mr. Bob Kohli 
Advisory Programmer 
IBM Corporation 
Neighborhood Road 
Kingston, NY 12401 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 

24 October, 1980 

Editor: 

In your August Testing Techniques Newsletter you 
were good enough to refer to a paper of ours 
published in Trans. Soft. Eng. In your summary you 
claimed that our TERn measures corresponded 
approximately with your Cn measures. However we 
believe that the relationship is not quite as stated 
and in fact Cl corresponds to TER2. Our problem in 
trying to relate these measures is made difficult by 
our inability to find a consistent set of definitions 
for the elements of your measures. 

Our present belief is as follows: 

(1) A segment is a DD path. But if it is, why did you 
change the name, or is there a subtle difference? 
(We nave reinterpreted LCSAJ as JJ-paths for PR 
reasons.) 

(2) CO is statement execution cover. 

(3) Cl is branch execution cover, because a segment 
is a DD path and there is one DD path per 
branch. 

(4) "The C2 measure extends the Cl measure by 
requiring interior (iteration) tests as well as 
exterior (iteration-escape) tests." 

For any loop there are two DD paths, one from the 
loop condition to the next construct, and the second 
goes back to repeat the loop. Cl requires the 
execution of both these DD paths but this can be 
achieved by executing them both in sequence in the 
one pass. Does C2 enforce the execution of the 
second DD path separately, or the successive 
execution of the first DD path? 

These questions have arisen from a paper we are 
writing on the path implications of TER3 and we 
intend to include a comparison with other existing 
techniques. The resolution of the above points would 
be very helpful and we will of course send you a 
copy of the paper when it is complete. 

Dr. M. A. Hennen 
The University Of Liverpool 
Dept. of Computational and Statistical Science 
Victoria Building, Brownlow Hill 
P.O. Box 147, Liverpool, L69 3BX 

Editor's reply: 

Yes, a segment and a DD path are almost the same 
idea: there is one segment for each decision outcome, 
plus other necessary segments to account for junction 
nodes and program entry and exit legs. The term 
"s~ment" seems easier to say than "decision-to
dec1sion path," which everyone agrees is a mouthful. 
(Please see the article elsewhere in the Newsletter 
more rigorously defining a segment.) 

We agree with the other three points in the letter. 
C2 does indeed force the execution of (at least) one 
non-iteration path and one iteration path, whereas Cl 
can be achieved by the second of these two. C2 is 
"stronger" tllm Cl ~ince it requires more tests. 
Finally, your TER2 does, accorcUng !o your 
definitions, correspond to our Cl. 

-EFM 



QA METHODOLOGY REQUIREMENTS 

by: Rene Caynan, Systems Assurance Analyst 
Fireman's Fund Insurance Company 

1600 Los Gamos Drive 
San Rafael, CA 94911 

In order for a development team to achieve its 
desired results, the user must play an active role in 
the development of the task from project inception 
until completion. There are four underlying 
methodologies that need to be considered in order for 
a project to be called "successful". These are: 

(1) Clearly Defined User Objectives 
(2) Quality Assurance Enforcement of Standards 
(3) User and Ooerational Acceotance Testing 
(4) Output Verification and Acceptance 

This concept views the end user as the arbiter of the 
standards and quality of the project. When the 
development of a project is begun, the user 
establishes ~lity factors. The user defines 
specifically with the application team the extent of 
his needs and priorities. At this stage, the user would 
have gathered the necessary information on the 
probabilities of all possible combinations of quality 
attributes and would choose the one which would 
satisfy his objectives. Mr. Paul G. Shapin, Information 
Systems Director for the Fairfax Hospital Association 
in Washington, D.C., wrote an article in INFO 
SYSTEMS magazine regarding user involvement for 
success ("MIS: System Selection Needs User 
Involvement for Success," INFO SYSTEMS, September 
1980). In the article he stated, "Getting this user 
involvement at the very beginning had definite 
advantages. First, it improved our chances for 
success. The users felt they had chosen the system -
which in fact they had." 

It is the responsibility of the Quality Assurance 
Department to ensure that the standards are strictly 
adhered to, and if deviation from standards is 
required top management should be in agreement as 
to the extent of the deviation. The role of Quality 
Assurance was elucidated by Mr. William E. Perry in 
his article in the book "Effective Methods of EDP 
Quality Assurance" by Lawrence K. Grodman and 
Edwin Kerr, pages 19 - 44. In the article Mr. Perry 
states: 

"The design of systems must satisfy both the 
user's needs and the proper utilization of 
technology. The role of Quality Assurance is 

Software Research ~ii@~ 
P.O. Box 2432 
Son Francisco, CA 94126 

Return Postage Guaranteed 
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fourfold. First is to assist the organization in 
developing the standards and guidelines necessary 
to build competent systems. Second, it should 
review the adequacy of and adherence to general 
controls, such as the operating procedures, 
program change procedures, etc. Third, it sho. 
provide technical advice to the project tea 
Fourth, it must review the development of 
applications to assure compliance with 
or~anization goals, methods, and performance 
criteria." 

User and Operational Acceptance Testing is conducted 
to demonstrate to the user that the actual software 
performance, as promised during the design phase, is 
acceptable. Testing would consist of tests by the user 
and the development team. These tests should show 
that the user specifications are clearly satisfied. The 
next testing phase is the final acceptance test that 
involves the user, the development team, Quality 
Assurance and Operations. The purpose of this test is 
to make sure that everyone is in agreement about 
the results - that it is a good system. 

Output verification and acceptance is a joint effort 
of the user and Operations. The user should certify 
the results of the acceptance test if the required 
output products are acceptable. Operations should 
certify that when the system is turned over to them, 
the system will not fail its operational mission during 
processing. Operations must ensure that the necessary 
operational documentation and user procedures are in 
place before the system is put in production. 

It is therefore imperative that the user participates 
in all aspects of the development. Every phase of the 
above methodologies should be tailored to see that 
user participation is present. 

----------', .• 
CALL FOR PAPERS - COMPUTER MAGAZINE 

Many readers know of COMPUTER Magazine, the 
monthly magazine produced by the IEEE. COMPUTER 
is looking for new papers. Articles for COMPUTER 
are generally tutorial m nature and cover the entire 
ran~e of topics in computer hardware and software 
engineering. Papers submitted for publication should 
be sent to: Dr. Portia Isaacson, Future Computing, 
634 S. Central Expressway, Richardson, TX 75080. 
Mention this Newsletter, please. 

BLK RT 
U.S. POSTAGE 

PAID 
San Francisco, Calif. 

Permit No. 2780 
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1111 SUIDIEJl IIDil-8BBIIB TBCIIMOLOGY SEIIIRARS 

Special presentations of SRA Professional · Development 
Seminars are scheduled tor .July 1911 at the Holiday Inn 
(Financial District) fn San Francisco. 

Dl8T.IUB1n"BD DATA PROCIBSDIG TBCBROLOGT -
H .JULY 

Dr. Charles R. VICK discusses modern methods of data 
processing analysis for the design and implementation of 
distributed systems inc1Qdin2 decentralized control, 
distributed data bases, reliabru,y and fault tolerance, 
and techniques for automated design and ·testing. 
Extensive notes, reprints and a comprehensive 
bibliography. 

SOPTWAB.E QUALITY ASSURAlfCB - 11-17 .JULY 

Dr. Edward MU,I,BB discusses modern methods of 
software quality assurance, including management 
procedures, code inspection, static analysis, test 
planning, test data selection, coverage analysis, and 
technology limits. Reprint textbook and extensive notes. 

REQUDlEIIEN'IS SPECIPIC&ftOM 1ffl'B SRBII -
20-21 .JULY 

Mr. Mack ALFORD, who originated many of the 
concepts of automated software system specifications, 
discusses the use of the SREM system in stating, 
modifying upgrading, validating, and applying 
specifications for advanced software systems.. Extensive 
examples of SREM me plus full system documentation. 

AUTOIIATBD TOOLS FOR SOPTWARE EMGIHEEBING -
23-H .JULY 

Dr. Edward MU,I,BB discusses the (ull spectrum of 
commercial offerings of tools for requirements analysis, 
software design, software imple'mentation, quality 
assurance testing, and maintenance. Complete supplier 
list, bibliography and textbook. 

SOPTWARE IIAINTEHAMCB TECBROLOGY -
SD-31 .JULY 

Dr. Edward MU,I,BB discuss modern technology for 
software maintenance, including economic ISSues, 
procedut:al descriptions, and capabilities for automation. 
Case studies with sample outputs from automated 
maintenance systems, full notes and comprehensive 
bibliography. 

For farther Information, simply d-* the ~te bas 
cin the eneloaed Reader llesponae Farin - -and detailed 
informaticin ~ .. ,IAllnlr wm be amt to Jin 
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SOPTWAB.E 'TES'mfG BOOK R1MSJID 

The · reprint book "Software T~ and Valida: · 
Tee,._,_,• by Edward Miller and William Howden 
being revised m cooperation with . the IEEE Comput_,, 
Society Press. The Seeond Bdlticin will contain a slightly 
revised set of papers, new paper summaries as 
&l>l>l'ODl'iate, and corrections of other minor problems with 
tfie present edition. The new papers selected for the 
Seeond Edition refiect the growing interest and 
importance of software testing, quality assurance, and 
validation technology. The papers include: 

L. J. White and E. I. Cohe.!!f •A Domain Strateu for 
Comoater ~ Testuwi9 usEE Trans. Software ~ngr. 
VoL "SE-6, No. 3, May 198"0. 

E. J. Weyuker and T. J. Ostrand, -n.eortes~ 
Testinlr and the Applieaticin of ~ • 
IEEE bans. Software Engineering, Vol. SE-6, No. ,. 
May 1980. 

W. E. Howden, "Colllpleteneas Criteria for Testinat 
Bleaatary ~ F~• Proc. 1981 International 
Software Engiireering Conference, San Diego, California, 
March 1981. . 

R. N. Taylor &: L. J. Osterweil, •Anonlaly ~ In 
Ccamumt Software '1J Statie Data Plow Amipis,• 
IEEE Trans. Software Engineering, Vol. SE-6, May 1980. 

D. J. Richardson and L. A. Clarke, •A Partition AmI,-is 
Method to lnere•e Proarrua Reliability" Proc. 1~81 
International Software 'Engineering Conference, San 
Diego, California, March 1981. 

W. E. Howden "Functional Testinlr and I>esign 
Abatra~• J. System~ and Software, V'ol. 1, 19,o. • 

R. A. DeMillo, a.. J. Lipton, F. G. Sayward, "llints cm r 

Test Data Selection: Help for the PraetieiJ.r 
Programmer,• IEEE Computer Magazine, April 1978. 

G. J. Myers, •A Ccintrolled E:lperiment in Proarrua 
Testin« and Code W~om,• C. ACM, 
Vol. 2I, No. 9, September 1918 · • 

D. M. Andrews and J. P. Benson, •An Automated 
~ Testillll llethodol90 and Its lmplementatiCJQ,• 
Proceedings 198'1 International Conference on Software 
Engineering, San Diego, California, March 1981. 

w. E. Howden, •App]ieabiJity of Software Valldaticin 
Teellniqaes to Seientlfic Pram!'ama", ACM Trans. Prog. 
Languages and Systems, Vol. 2, No. · 3, July 1980. 

M. R. Woodward, D. Hedley, and M. A. Hennell1 "&perienee with ath Analysis and Testing or 
Programs,• IEEE Trans. Software Engineering, Vol. SE-6, 
May 1980. 

To get a copy of · the Second Editicin t::;e check the 
lq)()tO(Jt'iate box on the enelaled Reader -ome Fonn. 

LOCAL HETWORKS NBWSLE'ITER AHlfOUMCBD 

A newsletter devoted to " ••• important developments in the 
field of local computer networks" has been announced by 
Architecture Technology Corporation. Priced at $250/year 
($300/year Foreign), the "LOCALlfetter" newsletter · 
aimed at the growing marketplace for small comput _. 
networks of all kinds. For subscription information write 
to: Dr. Kameth ~. n..t>er, P·resident, Architecture 
Technology Corporation, P. 0. Box 243441 MinneaPQli~, 
MinnMbtA SS424 
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- PLEASE USE THIS PAGE TO REQUEST INFORMATION 

Please send information about the 1981 Summer Mini-Series Technology Seminars (page 2): 

D Interested in "Distributed Data Processing Technology" 6-7 July 1981 

D Interested in "Software Quality Assurance" 16-17 July 1981 

D Interested in "Requirements Specification with SREM" 20-21 July 1981 

D Interested in "Automated Tools for Software Engineering" 23-24 July 1981 

D Interested in ''Software Maintenance Technology" 30-31 July 1981 

l'~ PJea.se -send tinformatiori on the Testing Coverage Analysis Tool (TCAT) (page 3) 

!o Please send informa~ion on Test Coverage Measures (page 3) 
~ 

"Please send a copy of the item(s) checked. My check or money order is enclosed (California 
; residents please add 6.5% sales tax, outside USA please add $10 per book handling charge) (page 4): 
1' 

1~~·. 

. . . 

0 Automated Tools for Software Engineering, $20 

D Software Cost Estimating and Life-Cycle Control: Getting the Software Numbers, ·$20 

0 Models and Metrics for Software Management and Engineering, $20 

D Programming Language Design, $20 

D Software Design Techniques, $20 

D Software Testing and Validation Techniques, $20 (2nd Edition, Available 1 July 198.1) 

D Software Configuration Management, $20 

D Please contact me regarding in-house seminar presentations of SRA's Software Technology Seminars. 

0 Please send information on ISUS for PRIME 750 (page 7) 

COMMENTS AND QUESTIONS: __________________________ _ 

D I am currently a subscriber; 
this is a CHANGE of address 
(include old label if possible) 

D I am not now a subscriber; 
please add my name to the 
Newsletter mailing list. 

D I am currently a subscriber; 
please delete my name from 
the Newsletter mailing list. 

NAME ________________ _ 

ADDRESS -------------------

• 
TELEPHONE _______________ _ 



TCAT/COBOL - APPLICA'nON IM .JAPAN 

By: Mr. Y. Sugita, Mr. K. Kishida 
(Software Research Associates, Tokyo, Japan) 

& e and one-half years have elapsed since the start of 
Japanese marketing operations for the TCAT Test 
Coverage Analysis Tool for COBOL programs. A small 
number of installations has already been completed, and a 
recent software trade show (October 1980) identified at 
least 30 other companies that are interested in this new 
quality assurance system. 

Some results from the initial user community illustrate 
the utility of the TCAT system. The first user, Nomura 
Securities, Ltd., used the TCAT system as a means of 
confirming the completeness of integration tests as well 
as system tests for a com_prehensive file management 
system with on-line capabilities. Values of Cl approaching 
90% were achieved during the testing; and as a direct 
result of the measurement. the file system's tests were 
reorganized. to be more efficient without being any less 
comprehensive. 

Another user, Kao Soap Company med the values of Cl 
found by application of die -+cAT tool to COBOL 
~rograms to formulate a new approach to elimination of 
dead" code as well as improvement of performance. They 

found, in tests of over 100 COBOL programs, that the Cl 
value at the completion of the "debugging" stage was only 
in the 50-60% range. In a separate application, tens of 
thousands of tests (each test was a transaction to a large 
database manager) actually exercised about 50% of the 
segments. It was found that if the test data was 
reorganized the number of cases needed to achieve a Cl 
value of 90% was only on the order of a hundred. 

In some of the experimental work already done it has 
been found that it IS possible to achieve the equivalent 
value of Cl coverage with only 10-20% of the original 

.. '8t data. (This means, in other words, that the test data 
- very often 80-90% redundant.) When quantitative 

measures such as the Cl measure do exist, managers tend 
to place more imp<>rtance on the size of actual tests 
when the amount of test data is large. Some interesting 
statistics have been obtained relative to the reliability of 
test data with respect to program structure. That is, 
most test data designed "by hand" tends to be redundant 
or even superfluous in the sense of testing the program 
structure. Generally speaking, it is possible to achieve the 
same level of test coverage with a fraction of the 
original data - once measurement data is available. 
Measurements with COBOL programs also suggests that 
with a minimum Cl value of 85% required " •.• substantialli 
all program errors should be detected with such tests 
(to quote one user). 

For more information about the TCAT system for 
measuring the test coverage achieved in COBOL programs 
please cheek the ll(J(Jl'O()riate box on the enclosed Reader 
Response Form. TCAT is aYllilable for most medium and 
large scale computers (IBM, Univac, etc.). 

VALIDA"ffOlf, VEBIFICA11Olf AND TES'nlfG REPORT 

The National Bureau of Standards, Institute for Computer 
Seienee and Teclmology, issues reports from time to time 
that may be of special interest to the Software Quality 

_ Community. Their Special Publication 500-36 "Validati~ 
mfieation, and T~ for 'lbe Individual Programmer 

MW'lhfl A. ~rwi,~, John c. Cherniavs~, and w. 
chards Adrion, was issued in February, 1980. For a 

copy, write to: Dr • .James Burrows, Director, Institute for 
Computer Science and Technology, National Bureau of 
Standards, Washington, D.C. 20234 
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SY8TB• L1MIL COYEBAGB IIBA8tJlll8 B.DIIIIIID 

As some of the readers may recall, a list of definitions 
of a series of structure based coverage meas1res tor 
single software modules appear in the November 1980 
Issue of T~ "'•• '!:H Mewaletter. This article is a 
follow-up that provides efinltions and some ezplanations 
for coverage at the "system" level. 

The system level measures are given "S"-names to reflect 
their applicabilitv at the system level. (Single module 
measures are "C"-names.) 

SO is the percentage of modules exercised. This 
measure counts whether a module has ever been 
exercised by being invoked at all. It is the rough 
approximation of tile CO measure; practically, however/ 
we think that SO is not a sufficient characterizer o 
test diversity. 

SI is the percentage of caller-callee pairs that are 
exercised. This means that if a software system has a 
total of 100 "calls" (connections between a module and 
a sub-module), and if 40 of them are actually exercised 
in a test suite. then the value of Sl is 40%. The Sl 
measure corresponds to the Cl measure in the sense 
that it requires a minimum level of full exercise of the 
modules that make up a software system. 

S2 is a measure that requires every alternative response 
that each invocation to a module can have be exercised 
at least once. 'l'his may be 181W1age dependent; in fact, 
some languages do not permit alternative returns in 
"calls". 

S2p is a test diversity measure that requires each 
logical expression that appears as an actual parameter 
in a call to be exercised to each possible outcome. 
This, too, may be language dependent because lo~cal 
expressions as actual parameters may not be permitted 
in all environments. 

Sd is a measure that tries to provide for comparison of 
the complexity of tests by recording the maximum 
chain length throughout an execution of a candidate 
software system. For example, if Sd = 5 for some test, 
then we would know that the deepest module invoked 
was 5 layers "down" from the top of the system 
invocation tree. 

Readers' ideas for new S measures are welcome and will 
be presented in the future. SRA ms prepared a st.wt 
report on the C and S test coverage measures which is 
available on request by cheeking the ap(Jl"O(lriate box on 
the Reader Response I.form enclosed. 

SOFTWARE TEST DOCUIIBMTA'l1Olf TASK GROUP 

Under the leadership of Dr. DaYid Ge1perin the IEEE Task 
Group for Software Test Documentation, part of the 
Software Engineering Standards Subcommittee, sponsored 
by the IEEE" Computer Society, is actively developing 
detailed test guidelines and standards. Dr. Gelperin holds 
working meetings at various locations in the USA as 1,>art 
of his effort to get a trial Standard. The next meetings 
are scheduled for: 

2-.4 .June 1981 in Washington, D.C. 
9-11 September 1981 in Sunnynle, California 

For further information about this Task Group you can 
contact Dr. Ge!perin at 2425 Zealand Avenue North, 
Ool<len Valley, MN ~~426, His phone is (612) 828-4475. 



CALENDAR OP EVEN"l'S 
The events listed below are selected from various sources. 
Contacts for ·each event are · given when known. (To have 
your event included please send your announcement to toe 
Newslettett Editor at: Software Research.) 

- IDGHLIGBT --
... 3 .Tune - 5 .July 1981: Summer Sehool on Computer 
Progradi TestiiW, Urbino, Italy. Contaet: Dr. B. 
Chanchsekatan, Ohio State University (614) 422-G923 

••• 9-10 July 1!181: Workshop on Self-Diagnosis and Fault 
Tolerance," Tubingen, West Germany. Contact: Dr. B. 
~, Institute for Information . Sciences, University of 
Tubmgen, Kostlinstrasse 6, D-7400 West Germany 

*** 21-23 July 1981: Symposium on Reliability in 
Distributed Software and Database Systems, Pittsburgh, 
P& Contact: Dr. B. Bhllrgava, Contact: Dr. ·B. Bhargava, 
Computer Science, Univ. of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA. 
15260 (412) 624-64'{8. . 

-- fflGBLIGIIT --
... 18-20 August 1981: Software ~ Standards 
~lications Worbhop, San Pnneiseo, CA. Contaet: 
Robert M. Poston,. EAi, 185 Monmouth Parkway, West 
Long Brtmeh,, N.J 07164 

*** 23-25 September 1981: 2nd International Conference 
on Reliability and Exploitation o! Computer Systems, 
Walbl!zych, Poland. Contact: Relcomex 81 Wroclaw 
T_echnical University, Janiszewskiego St. 11/17, 50-372 
Wroclaw Poland 

*** 14-16 October 1981: Intersoft 81, Joint Conference on 
Software ·Quality Control, Control Data Institute .and 
~zamok, Budapest,. · Hungary. Contact: Pr. B. Wix, CDI 
Frankfurt, West Germany. 

*** 19-21 October 1981: Autotestcon '81, IEEE 
International Automatic Testing Conference, Orlando Hyatt 
House, Orlando, Florida. Contact: Dr. Fred Simmons, of 
Electrical Engineering, University of Central Florida, P. 
o. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816 

GUIDE'S SYSTEM QUALrrY ASSURAHCE PRO.JECf 

The work of the GUIDE Systems Quality Assurance 
Project has been recently reported in a document •A 
Guide to lmplementiq[ Systems Quality ABtlunJw!:e, • a 
fairly lengthy report tfiat investigates many aspects of 
Software Quality Assurance. You can obtain a copy of 
this report by asking for Report GP118 and sending $30 
to GUIDE International Corporation,, 111 B. Weeter Drive, 
Rm. 600, Chicago, Illinois 40001. For further information 
you can also contact Mr. William LandrY, Fireman's Fund 
Insurance Companies, 1600 Los Gamos Drive, San Rafael# 
CA 94911 or 11s. . Nanci L. Still. First National Bank o 
Atlanta, 2400 Piedmont Road, Mail Code 2326, Atlanta, 
GA 30324. 
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SOn'WARE TECBIIOLOGY BOOKSIIKLP 

By permissior:t of the IEEE Computer Society Press we are 
now offering a number of special tutorial and other 
technical reprints. We can sencJ you .copies of the titles 
noted below at the price -indicated (for Overseas add' $10 
each; California residents, please add ~.5% sales tax): 

AUTOMATED TOOLS FOR' SOFTWARE ENGDIEERING 
by Edward Miller ($20) 

SOFTWARE COST BS'ffllATING AND LIFE-CYCLE 
CONTROL: GE'fflNG THE SOFTWARE NUMBERS by 
Lawrence Putnam ($20) · 

MODELS AND METRICS FOR SOFTWARE MAN
AGEMENT AND ENGDIEERING, by Victor Basili ($20) 

PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE DESIGN by Anthony I. 
Wasserman ($20) 

SOFTWARE DESIGN TECBJIIQUES (3rd BcltiOQ) by 
Anthony I. Wasserman and Peter Freeman ($20) 

SOFTWARE TBS'fflfG AND VALIDATION TECBJIIQUES 
(2nd Edition) by Edward Miller and William Howden 
($20) · 

SOFTWARE CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT by 
Siegel, Bryan, Chadbourne · and Klitzkie ($20) 

To obtain these boolcB sime!:J indicate on- the encloaed 
Reader B.esponse Form the titles that you- want and · mail 
it fo Sof~ Reseercb Associates with a cheek for the 
correct aJDCUlt. 

PRIME 750 VERSION OP JSUS AVAILABLE 

Software Research Associates has completed installati 
of the Interactive Semantic Update System (ISUS) on U 
Prime 750 "Primos" operating system. T~ TecllniCJUeB 
Newsletter readers will recall that the ISUS system IS a 
FORTRAN program analyzer that combines the features 
of an editor, a static analyzer, and a configuration 
control system, into an automated software maintenance 
system. Intended for use on minicomputers and 
maxicomputers, an important feature of ISUS 1s its ability 
to track changes made in any source pr~am throughout 
the structure of the software system that it is part of. 

Por complete information about the JSUS system please 
cheek the appropriate box Oil the enclosed Reader 
Response Form. 

9~~?'~ "Q 'a>spUOJ~ u~ 
tett xoe ·o·d 

~ 'PJDM&'d &JO~ 
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FEBRUARY 1982 SEMINAR SERIES SCHEDULED 

The next Software Engineering Technology Seminars have 
been scheduled for Los Angeles, California in February 
1982. 

Tentative seminar subjects and schedule are as follows: 

o Automated Software Engineering Tools: 1-2 February 

o Software Maintenance Technology: 4-5 February 

o Advanced Software Validation Methods: 8-9 February 

o Applied Verification Technology: 11-12 February 

o User Interface Design Psychology: 11-1'2 Feb_ruacy 

o Moder:n Network l'echnology: 15-16 February 

o System Specification Techniques: 18-19 February 

.For a copy of the February 1982 Seminar Serie:>' 
description and detailed outlines, please call Ms. Gloria 
Ktilbe at Software Research. Or, you can get a copy by 
checking the appropriate box on the Reader Response 
Form enclosed. 

EDP QUALITY ASSURANCE INSTITUTE FORMED 

Mr. William E. Perry, has founded the EDP Quality· 
Assurance Institute (QAI), dedicated to " ... improving the 
practice of EDP quality assurance ... and improving E~P 
productivity through effective use of EDP quality 
assurance". For more information about . this new 
organization write: Mr. Willli8:m E. rerry, QAl Foum~a
tion Director, 9222 Bay Pomt ,Drive, Or)ando, Flor.1da 
32811 

PROJECT P730 SETS TENTATIVE QA PLAN STANDARD 

The IEEE's Project 730, "Standard for Software Quality 
Assurance PJ.am;" is nearing the end of the process of 
establjshing a basic standard. A "trial use'' standard was 
published in 1980; ballots are now being received on this 
interim standard. To have your comments heard please 
contact either: Mr. Fletcher J. Buckley1 RCA, Government 
Systems Division, Missile and Surtace Radar, Bldg 
101-229, Moorestown, NJ 08057 or Mr. R. M. Postolb 
Software ,Eni,;ineering Standards Subcommittee, IEE.c 
Computer Society, 58 Lambert Job,nson Drive, Ocean, NJ 
07712. 

For a copy of the Standard, send a check (or $4 and ask 
for a copy of Standard ,P730 from: Ms. Susan Havranek, 
nn:;r; ~tt1ndt1rd6 Boardi 345 Bast 47th 5treet, New York:, 
NY 10017. Phone: (212) 644-7907 
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SOFTWARE TOOLS TAXONOMY AV.AIL4BLE 

The National Bureau of Standards has prepared a revision 
of their "Reference Guide to 11 Taxonomy of Tool 
Features" that outlines three levels of classifications fo 
software tools. Copies are free on request from: Mr. 
Houghton ICST/Software Tools Project, National Bure 
of Stand;rds, Washington, D.O. 20234. 

SPACE SHUTTLE SOFTWARE ERROR DESCRIPTION 

Remember that fateful Friday in April, 1981, the NASA ·. 
Space Shuttle launch had to be scrubbed due to a partial 
failure of the backup and primary . comput_er systems to 
accomplish (we were told at the time) "time synchron
ization?" As it turns out, the problem was one of 
"latching", according to a recent document relea~ed by 
NASA; that is, once the problem occurred m the 
interaction between several computers on board the 
spacecraft, it would always occur. 

NASA's review estimated that there was a 1.5% chance of 
the problem occurring (according. to the NASA writeup -
see below), but that the probability of detection would be 
less because the erroneous situation could not be 
duplicated in the "lab" versions of the hardware. The 
defect was traced to an (apparently) unrelated software 
correction that, through a complex string of processes, 
caused a new adjustment in the system timing cycles by 
30 ms. Mr. Jack Garman at NASA was credited with the 
"save". A complete writeup on the software problem_ can 
be obtained from Mr. C. WI"andle Barth, NASA, Science 
and App1ications Computing Center, Goddard Space Flight 
Center, Greenbelt, MD 20771. 

SOFTWARE ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY BOOKSHELF 

AUTOMATED TOOLS FOR SOFTWARE ENGINEERING 
by Edward Miller ($20) 

SOFTWARE COST ESTIMATING AND LIFE-CYCLE 
CONTROL: GETTING THE SOFTWARE NUMBERS by 
Lawrence Putnam ($,20) 

SOFTWARE SYSTE~ DESIGN: DESCRIPTION AND 
ANALYSIS by William Riddle ($22) 

~ SOFTWARE DESIGN TECHNIQlfflS (3rd Edition) by 
Anthony I. Wasserman and Peter Freeman ($20) 

·soFTWARE TESTING AND VALIDATION TECHNIQUES 
(2nd Edition) by Edward Miller and William Howden 
($20) 

SOFTWARE CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT by 
Siegel · Bryan, Chadbourne and Elitzkie ($20) 

To obtain these books indicate the titles you want on the 
enclosed Reader Response Form and enclose a check for 
the correct amount. 

STANDARDS PAPER AVAILABLE 

SRA authors recently presented a paper, "Application of 
Structural Quality Standards to Software," at the IBEE 
Workshop on Software Engineering Standards Application in 
San Francisco. The paper addresses the applicability of 
the Cl, Ct, Crel and Cpa.th standards of test thorou 
ness and fresents some typical results tbat arise thro 
the use o such standards. 

A copy of this paper is yours for the asking, while our 
extPll llOPillg 1Mt PlMse as~ Por 9RA1s Tec~cal .Note 
TN-836. 
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SOFTWARE ENGINEERING AUTOMATED TOOL INDEX 

As part of its continuing research in the Automated Software Engineering Tools area, 
Software Research Associates has assembled a comprehensive index of detailed data 
about a wide variety of software engineering support tools. 

Available after 15 November 1981, this Software Engineering Automated Tools Index 
will provide detailed information on over 500 different software engineering tools. 

Tools in the index fall into these major categories: 

o Requirements/Specification Tools (Approximately 10 tools) 

o Software Design Tools (Approximately 20 tools) 

o Software Implementation {Programming) Tools (Approximately 190 tools) 

o Software Quality Assurance Tools (Approximately 90 tools) 

o Software Maintenance Tools (Approximately 110 tools) 

o Software Project Management Tools (Approximately 50 tools) 

o Microcomputer Cross-Environment Tools (Approximately 20 tools) 

o Miscellaneous Utility Systems (Approximately 50 tools) 

In addition, the Index includes a comprehensive By-Name Index, a By-Category Index, 
and a complete By-Supplier Index. Complete contact information about obtaining 
each software system is also included. 

The information in the Software Engineering Automated Tools Index has been gathered 
from a wide range of sources (Government, Industry, and Academia) over the past 
three years. Each tool is described in a single "tool frame" that outlines such critical 
information as a tool's type and category, number of installations and price, ~pecial · 
features and exceptional characteristics, plus details about the needed execution 
environment. The tool categories number approximately . 40, and are divided 
approximately equally among the major classes of systems mentioned above. 

The Software Engineering Automated Tools Index is provided in a convenient 3-ring 
binder format, making it easy to survey the entire field of software engineering 
support tools, or to focus on just one area. This format makes it easy to incorporate 
the updates that will be provided automatically to current users of the Software 
Engineering Automated Tools Index. 

For more information, or to reserve your copy of the Index, please contact: 

Ms. Terryl Ostmo 
Software Research Associates 

P .0. Box 2432 
San Francisco, CA 94126 

Phone: UiS) 9~'1-1441 - Tel~!! 340-235 
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PROSPECTUS: QUALITY MANAGEMENT MONTHLY 

In many software engineering activities, Quality can make the difference between 
success and failure! 

Quality must be present throughout the life cycle of a software system, from 
Requirements/Specifications, through Software Design, during System Implementation, 
while Quality Assurance analysis is being performed, and during Maintenance. Quality 
Management Monthly assures meeting objectives, provides long-term minimum-cost 
systems, and ensures an easy to maintain system. 

To provide current technological guidance and factual ·information on ways to assure 
the Quality of any software system, Software Research Associates has announced 
publication of Quality Management Monthly, a by-subscription journal of tools, 
techniques, recommendations, and technological advances especially important to 
Software Quality Management issues. 

The initial issue is scheduled for publication on 15 February 1981. 

Priced at $225 per year ($275 per year foreign), the monthly · letter will provide 
software managers with up-to-the-minute information about developments in all parts 
of the critical software engineering field. 

Quality Management Monthly will be produced and distributed from SRA's 
headquarters in San Francisco, and will have regular contributions from a carefully 
selected panel of internationally known experts in Software Engineering Technology. 
They will provide technical inputs as needed, and will act as editors of special issues 
from time to time. 

Typical material published in Quality Management Monthly will include the full 
gamut of subjects of concern to Software Engineering: Technical Advances, New 
Software Methodologies, Products, Systems, Literature, Personalities/People, Executive 
Moves, Major Technical Events, etc. 

Typical Technical Items Will Include: .. 

Ada Validator Updates - What to Expect, Assuring Quality in Software Contracts, 
Efforts at Standards - Who and What?, Unix at Berkeley - An Interview with Unix 
Jockeys, The Best Way To Do Software QA, ONYX Software, Editors and Editors~ 
TeX ~ and Metafont Developments, What's happening with the LBL Toolset, What's 
happening with UCSD PASCAL, and much more. 

In addition, there will be timely sections devoted to such topics as: The Monthly 
Calendar, Conference Reviews, Current Literature, Who's Who in Quality Management, 
etc. 

Special multi-subscriber, Corporate and Educational Institution discounts, as well as 
single-copy information is available on request. 

For more information about SRA's ·new Quality Management Monthly please ask for a 
sample copy on your Company letterhead. Or, you can contact us by phone. 

Editor, Quality Management Monthly 
Software Research Associates 

P .0. Box 2432 
San Francisco, CA 94126 

(415) 957-1441 Telex: 340-235 
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- PLEASE USE THIS PAGE TO REQUEST INFORMATION 

Please send information about the February 1982 Seminar Series (page 2): 

D Interested in "Automated Software Engineering Tools" 1-2 February 1982 

D Interested 

D Interested 

D Interested 

D Interested 

D Interested 

D Interested 

in 

in 

in 

in 

in 

in 

"Software Maintenance Technology" 4-5 February 1982 

"Advanced Software Validation Methods" 8-9 February 1982 

"Applied Verification Technology" 11-12 February 1982 

"User Interface Design Psychology" 11-12 February, 1982 

"Modern Network Technology" 15-16 February 1982 

"System Specification Techniques" 18-19 February 1982 

D Please contact me regarding in-house seminar presentations of SRA's Software Technology Seminars. 

Please send a copy of the item(s) checked. My check or money order is enclosed (California 
residents please add 6.5% sales tax, outside USA please add $10 per book handling charge) (page 2): 

D Automated Tools for Software Engineering, $20 
. 

D Software Cost Estimating and ,Life-Cycle Control: Getting the Software Numbers, $20 

D Software System Design: Description and Analysis, $22 

D Software Design Tec~niques (3rd Edition), $20 

D Software Testing and Validation Techniques, $20 (2nd Editio~, Available 1 November 1981) 

D Software Configuration Management, $20 

D Please send copy of "Application of Structural Quality Standards to Software", SRA's Technical Note 
TN-836 (page 2) 

0 Please send information on the COBOL Test Coverage Analysis Tools (TCAT) for Onyx (page 3) 

D Please send copy of detailed Prospectus for "Quality Management Monthly" (page 3) 

D Please send information on Software Engineering Automated Tools Index (page 3) 

COMMENTS AND QUESTIONS: _________________________ _ 

DI am currently a subscriber; 
this is a CHANGE of address 
(include old label if possible). 

NAME 

D I am not now a subscriber; 
please ADD my name to the 
Newsletter mailing list. 

0 -I am currently a subscriber; 
please DELETE my name from 
the Newsletter mailing list. 

--------------------
ADDRESS ------·-----------'-----~-
TELEPHONE -----------------



NEW RELIABLE COVERAGE MEASURE DEFINED 

Recent developments in the theory of reliable testing 
have led to development of a new test coverage measure 
t)1at can be used to access the extent to which a set of 

sts "reliably'! tests a given program. The technical basis 
r this measure is the work presented by Dr. William E. 

Howden, in his paper: "A Completeness Criteria for 
Testini? Elementary P~m Functions," (Proceedings, 
1981 International Conference on Software Engineering, 
San Diego, March 1981). Howden identifies criteria for 
analyzing the test data needed for the simplest forms of 
elementary program functions: data access, data storage, 
arithmetic expression evaluation, relational term 
evaluation, and Boolean expression evaluation. Howden 
also shows how to choose reliable test data for three 
main classes of program statements: assignments, 
conditionals, and loop-control statements. Each of the 
progra.m statements may involve one or more of the 
elementary functions. All of the computational activities 
of any one module (or of a collection of modules) can 
thus be understood in this single uniform context. 

A set of tests of a program will be complete (in the 
theoretical sense of Goodenough and Gerhart) when 
correctness of the program for the given set of tests 
implies that the program will be correct for all valid 
input data. While 1t is impossible in practice to construct 
such tests, careful choice of test values can enhance the 
likelihood that program errors would be discovered. With 
a well-chosen set of test data one can be certain to · have 
uncovered any instances of a restricted class of errors. 

The Crel test coverage measure is designed to promote 
tests that are stronger than Cl style branch testing. Crel 
is defined as the percenta$'e of segments that are tested 
reliably (according to criteria described below). Hence 
Crel is a superset of Cl. 

The key to choosing test data to satisfy the Crel measure 

• 

based on understanding the elementary functions within 
e statements that make up each logical segment in a 

andidate program. The rules for choosing data shown in 
the table below have to be satisfied for each instance of 
each function or term in the program. 

(Function: Reliable Test Data For That Function) 

Data Access: Unique value(s) for variable(s) (Note -1) 

Data Storage: New value(s) for variable(s) (Note 2) 

Arithmetic Expression: Evaluates to a non-zero or 
non--<lefault quantity (Note 3) 

Relational Expression: El and E2 as close as possible 
to predicate "switch" values (Note 4) 

Boolean Expression: Each Ei in all possible 
combinations of True and False (Note 5) 

Note 1: Each value must be "unique" from other values 
used in the same test. Doing this · permits the input/output 
values to be "distinguished" within each test. Note 2: 
Each value produced by each computation must be 
distinct, so that it would be possible to check that the 
machine's memory was actually altered in the way 
intended. Note 3: Usin~ a non-zero quantity distinguishes 
each output value (as Just described). Note 4: Each · test 
must choose values as close as possible to those which 
make the relational term "go the other way". This means 
that a relation El = E2 has to. have values for the 

. riables in El and E2 such that E2 - El = O and also E2 
El non-zero but as ~ma.11 RS possible on the machine in 
estion. Note 5: Here, the rule of Note 4 has to be 

applied to each of the relational sub-expressions that 
make , up the Boolean expression in a way that assures 
that all combinations of the "True" and "False" outcomes 
of the relational term are generated at least once. 

3 

-
Most of these criteria are relatively easy to follow when 
selecting test data values. The difficult part seems to be 
for relational expressions since it appears to require that 
"all combinations" of relational term values have to be 
tried. This could become a practical limiting factor in the 
application of the Crel measure. 

TCAT FOR ONYX SYSTEM NOW AVAILABLE 

The COBOL Test Coverage Analysis Tools (TCAT) is now 
available for the ONYX C8002 system. This system 
provides basic Cl test measurement capability for the 
Ryan-McFarland COBOL Compiler implemented under 
Unix(*) Version 7. (* Unix is a trademark of Bell Labor
!ltories). 

The standard pre-l?rocessor, post-processor system operates 
as a pair of pipelme processes on the ONYX. This version 
of TCAT produces the regular Reference Listing, 
Coverage Report, Not-Hit Report and Histogram Re~t 
in an interactive format as well as the full-width 
(standard) format. 

For more information about this COBOL testing support 
sytstem contact SRA or simply check the indicated box 
on the Reader Response Form enclosed. 

QUALITY MANAGEMENT MONTHLY ANNOUNCED 

Software Research Associates has announced 
publication of Quality Management Monthly, devoted 
to Software Quality Management issues. The initial 
issue is scheduled to appear 15 February 1982. Priced 
tentatively at $225 per year (speciaf multi-reader, 
overseas airmail, and single-copy price schedules 
available on request), the monthly letter will provide 
top managers with up-to-the-minute information about 

<111 developments in all aspects of Software Quality 
Management. 

Quality Management Monthly will be produced and 
distributed from SRA's office in San Francisco, and 
will have regular contributions from a panel of 
international experts in Software Engineering 
Technology. For a copy of the detailed Prospectus for 
Quality Management Monthly simply check the 
appropriate. box on the enclosed Reader Response 
Form. 

NEW AUTOMATED TOOLS INDEX 

Software Research Associates is completing a major 
overhaul of its Software Engineering Automated Tools 
Index. The Index contains detailed informati'on on 
approximately 500 software engineering tools. The tools 
are organized into categories such as: Requirements 
Specification Systems, Software Design Tools, Software 
Implementation (Programming) Tools, Software Quality 
Assurance Tools, Software Maintenance Tools, Software 
Project Management Tools, Microcomputer 
Cross-environmen_! Tools, and Miscellaneous Tools. 

Available after 15 November 1981, the Software 
Engineering Automated Tools Index draws on a variety of 
sources - Government, Industry, and Academia - · for its 
information. The Index is supplied in a convenient 3-ring 
binder format, and subscription and update services will 
be available. For more information about the Index, 
simply check the appropriate box on the enclosed Reader 
Response Form. 

NBS SEEKS REVIEWING HELP 

The National Bureau of Standards, Institute for Computer 
Science and Technology, is requesting volunteers to 
critique two prospective publications. 

The first is a general guideline £or Softwa.re Verification, 
Validation and Testing that covers the topics of planning 
and integrating these functions into the life cycle. The 
second is a business-oriented guideline that supplements 



the general guideline by emphasizing the technology from 
the information processing point of view. 

To obtain additional information or volunteer to read 
either the general guideline or the general and companion 
business guidelines, contact the National Bureau of 
Standards, Software Engineering Group at (301) 921-4850. 

1981 NCC PAPERS OF INTEREST 

Some papers presented at the 1981 National Computer 
Conference (NCC), held 4-7 May 1981 in Chicago, Illinois, 
of interest to the software Quality Assurance community 
are as follows: 

H. K. Berg, "Firmware Testing and Test Data Selection"; 
B. Bhar~ava, "Software Reliability in Real-Time Systems"; 
J. W. center, "Quantitative Measures of MIS Quality 
Assurance During Hardware Conversion"; M. A. Holthouse 
& C. W. Lybrook, "Improving Software Testing in Large 
Data Processing O~zations"; M. J. Lyons, "Salvaging 
Your Software Asset {Tools Based Maintenance}"; J. G. 
Shanthikumar, "A State- and Time-Dependent Error 
Occurrence-Rate Software Reliability Model with 
Imperfect Debugging"; M. K. Smith, L. L. Tripp, L. J. 
Osterweil, R. N. Taylor & W. E. Howden, "An Approach 
to Transfer Verification and Validation Technology"; 

CALENDAR OF EVENTS 

The events listed below are selected from various sources. 
Contacts for each event are given when known. (To have 
your event included please send your announcement to the 
Newsletter Editor at Software Research Associates.) 

15-17 September 1981: COMPCON Fall 81, Washington, 
DC. Contact: COMPCON Fall '81, P.O. Box 639, Silver 
Spring, MD 20901; (301) 589-3386. 

23-25 September 1981: 2nd International Conference on 
Reliability and Exploitation of Computer Systems, 
Walbrzycfi, Poland. Contact: .Relcomex 81, Wroclaw 
Technical University, Janiszewskiego St. 11/17, 50-372 
Wroclaw, Poland. 
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5-8 October 1981: Electronics Test and Measurement 
Conference, Chicago, Illinois. Contact: Elaine Bull, 
Program Coordinator, Electronics Test and Measurement 
Conference., 1050 Commonwealth Ave., Boston, MA 02215; 
(617) 232-5470. • 

19-21 October 1981: Autotestcon '81, (IEEE International 
Automatic Testing Conference), Orlando Hyatt House, 
Orlanao, Florida. Contact: Dr. Fred Simmons, Electrical 
Engineering, University of Central Florida, P. 0. Box 
25000, Orlando, Florida 32816. 

4-6 November 1981: Workshop on Effectiveness of 
Testing and Pro~ Methods Catalina, California 
(tentative location). For in?ormation about this 
limited-attendance workshop contact: Dr. Susan Gerhart, 
Information Sciences Institute, Marina del Rey, California 
90291 (213) 822-1511 or Dr. William Howden, University 
of California/San Diego La Jolla, Califomia (714) 
452-2723. 

-
16-20 November 1981: CompSac '81, IEEE Computer 
Society, Fifth Annual International Computer Software and 
Applications Conference, Chicago. Contact: IEEE, P. 0. 
Box 639, Silver Spring, ('{D 20901. 

7-11 December 1981: IEEE Computer Society, Tutorial 
Week West, San Diego, California. Contact: IEEE, P. 0. 
Box 639, Silver Spring, MD 20901. 

26-28 January 1982: Automated Tools for lriformation 
System Design and Development, New Orleans. Contact: 
Prof. Sham B. Navathe, University of Florida, 
Gainesville, FL 32611. 

Technology in the Information 
California. 
Hamilton, 525 Middlefield Rd., Menlo 
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HJSTORICAL NOTE ON AFFmM 

Testing Techniques Newsletter (Volume 3, Number 1), 
Rebruary 1980, reported the availability of documentation OJl 
the AFFIRM software specification and verification syst. 
developed at USC's Information Sciences Institute (4 
Admiralty Way, Marina del Rey, California 90291). AFFI 
uses the algebraic axiomatic specification methods developed 
by researchers over the past few years to specify and prove 
properties about abstract data types and state transition 
systems. In addition, the standard inductive assertion method 
is used to prove properties of PASCAL-like programs. The 
core of the technolo{n' is an interactive mechanical theorem 
prover especially designed for the axiomatic approach. 

Since the release of AFFIRM in 1979, applications witl;lin the 
verification community have included communication 
protocols, security kernels, and distributed file systems. 
Demonstrations of AFFIRM were given at the 1981 NCC and 
ICSE NBS Tools Fairs. 

\ 

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. No part of this document may be 
reproduced in any form, by photostat, microfilm, retrieval 
system, or any other means now known or hereafter invented 
without prior written permission of Software Research 
Associates. The DOD Security Initiative surveyed several verification 

systems (others include INA JO at System Development 
Corporation, HDM at SRI International, and GYPSY at tbe 
University of Texas). Of particular interest are papers by 
MITRE researchers in the September 1981 issue of ACM 
C&mputing Surv.eys and_ the December 1981 (ex ected ·ss_®--......, .. 
o oiimiiT of Sys ems an of ware. -

California State University (Dominguez Hills) will host the 
next IEEE Committee on Standardization of System Test 
Documentation meeting on 25-2'7 January 1982. Future 
meetings are scheduleo for 14-16 April 1982 in Atlanta, and 
24-26 May 1982 in New York. 

The structure of the proposed Test Documentation Standard 
has been stabilized, and includes these basic elements: Test 
Plans, Test Design Specifications, Test Case Specifications, 
Test Procedures, Test Execution Tactics, Test Scripts, Test 
Item Transmittal Forms, Test Logs, Test Incident Reports, 
and Test Summary Reports. 

The Committee needs help .in reviewing and expanding these 
areas. For further information, contact: D_r. David Geloerin, 
2425 Zealand Avenue North, Minneapolis, Minnesota ~5427; 
Phone: (612) 828-4475. 

·t SOFrWARE ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY BOOKSHELF 

SRA can send you copies of the IEEE Computer Society 
Press titles noted below (for overseas addresses add $10 
each; California residents, please add 6.5% sales tax): 

AUTOMATBD TOOLS FOR SOFTWARE ENGINKHRING by 

As of October 1981, two former ISi AFFIRM researchers 
joined Software Research Associates. Dr. Susan L. Gerhart, 
now Technical Director of the Los Angeles office of SRA, is 
primarily involved with applications of modern specification 
and verification technology including AFFIRM. Mr. Roddy W. 
Erickson, who helped develop the AFFIRM system and worked 
on several of its applications, has become a member of the 
Technical Staff. 

AFFIRM reference documents, technical reports, and memos 
are available through the ISi Publication Departme
Information on AFFIRM use on the PDP-10, es ecially o· 
ArpaNet, may be obtained from the ISI Computafion_ Cen e 

Contact Dr. Gerhart at SRA in Los Angeles (213-642-0191) or 
San Francisco (415-957-1441) for more information on quality 
assurance methods based on verification technology. Or, you 
can check the indicated box on the enclosed Reader 
Resp<>R,e Form for more information about the AFFJRM level 
of technology. 

MARCH-APRIL 1982 SEMINAR SERIES SCHEDULED 

·~~~,,,_.,..i.-cc-'-'T'h-..e--.= -r-so-ftwu ngineering -Technology Seminars have 
SOFrWARE COST ESTIMATING AND LIFE-CYCLE been scheduled for San Francisco, California in March-April 

Edward Miller ($22) 

CONTROL: GETTING THE SOFfWARE NUMBERS by 1982. Note that this is a change in location and date from 
Lawrence Putnam ($22) the schedule announced in the August 1981 issue of Testing 

Techniques Newsletter. Seminar subjects, speakers, and 
SOFrWARE SYSTEM DESIGN: DESCRIPTION AND schedule are as follows: 
ANALYSIS by William Riddle ($22) J 

o Applied Verification Technology (S. Gerhart: 4-5 · March) 
SOFrWARE DESIGN TECHNIQUES (3rd Edition) by 
Anthony I. Wasserman and Peter Freeman ($22) o Software Maintenance Technology (E. Miller: 11-12 March) 

SOFrWARE TESTING AND VALIDATION TECHNIQUES o Advanced Software Validation Techniques (T. Budd: 18-19 
(2nd Edition) by Edward Miller and William Howden ($25) March) 

SOFI'WARE CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT by Siegel, o Requirements Engineering with SREM (M. Alford: 25-26 
Bryan, Chadbourne and Klitzkie ($22) March) 

To order these books use the enclosed Reader Resp<>R,e Form o User Interface Design Psychology (J. Grimes: 1-2 April) 
and enclose a check for the correct amount. 

CORRECTION: The NBS phone number in our last issue, to 
offer help reviewing NBS's Qlili®liOO Oil &)ftWII'e 
Verification, Validation and Testing, should have been: (301) 
921-3485. 
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o Autom.ated Software Engineering Tools (E. 

o Software Quality Assurance Technology (E. Miller: 15-
April) 

For a copy of the March-April 1982 SemDlfU' ~eriW 
deSC!ril)tiOn And detailed Seminar outlines, please call Ms. 
Gloria Kulbe at .Software Research Associates, or check the · 
box on the Reader Resp<>R,e Form. 



November 1981 

• SOFTWARE ENGINEERING AUTOMATED TOOLS INDEX 

As part of its continuing research activity in the Automated Software Engineering Tools area, 
Software Research Associates has assembled a comprehensive index of detailed data about a 
wide variety of software engineering support tools. 

Available January 1982, this Software Engineering Automated Tools Index will provide detailed 
information on over 600 different software engineering tools. 

Tools described in the Software Engineering Automated Tools Index fall into these major 
categories: 

o Software Requirements/Specification Tools 

o Software Design Tools 

o Software Implementation (Programming) Tools 

o Software Quality Assurance Tools 

o Software Maintenance Tools 

o Software Project Management Tools 

o Cross-Environment Tools • o Miscellaneous Utility Systems 

The Index also includes a comprehensive By-Name Index, a By-Category Index, and a complete 
By-Supplier Index. Available information about obtaining each software system is also included. 

The information in the Software Engineering Automated Tools Index has been gathered from a 
wide range of sources (Government, Industry, and Academia) over the past three years. Each 
automated tool is described in a single "tool frame" that outlines such critical information as a 
tool's type and classification category, number of installations and price, special features and 
exceptional characteristics, plus details about the needed execution environment. There are 
approximately 40 tool categories divided equally among the major system classes mentioned 
above. 

The Software Engineering Automated Tools Index is provided in convenient 3-ring binder format, 
making it easy to survey the entire field of software engineering support tools, or to focus on 
just one area. This format makes it easy to incorporate quarterly updates that will be available 
to current users of the Software Engineering Automated Tools Index. The Two-Volume Tools 
Index costs are: U.S.A./Canada - $185.00; Foreign - $225.00. Costs for the quarterly updates 
(available on a subscription basis) are: U.S.A./Canada - $85.00; Foreign - $115.00. 

• 
For more information, or to reserve your copy of the Index, please check the appropriate boxes 
on the enclosed Reader Response Form. 

Note: Machine processible versions of the Software Engineering Automated Tools Index are also 
available. Please write for details . 

Software Research Associates 
P.O. Box 2432 

San Francisco, CA 94126 

Phone (415) 957-1441 - Telex: 340-235 



APPLIED VERIFICATION TECHNOLOGY SEMINAR INTRODUCED 

Quality in a software system is a function of logical integrity of every part of the system an~ 
of the system as a whole. Verification (or "proof") techniques are used to help establish th~ 
needed levels of integrity. 

This new SRA Software Technology Seminar describes applications of the "proof of correctness" 
methods to software system quality control. In the correctness proving approach conjectures are 
formulated. which express correctness with respect to specifications. The conjectures are 
generated by combining assertions about the program behavior with information from the 
program source text. These conjectures are then proved using information about the "meaning" 
of the programming and specification languages, mathematical logic, algebraic manipulation, and 
mechanical theorem proving. The methodology that surrounds the AFFffiM system will be 
described in detail. 

This seminar is intended both for individuals in R&D positions and software engineering personnel 
working on highly reliable computing· systems. A brief outline of the main topics in the seminar 
is: 

PHILOSOPHY AND MOTIVATION: What is Verification?; Programs as Mathematical Objects; 
Unification of Verification and Design. 

THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS: Inductive Methods for Programs and Data; Proof Rules for 
Simple Control Structures; Axiomatic Specifications for Data Structures; State Transition 
Systems; Foundations of the AFFffiM Approach; Styles of Mathematical P!:oofs. 

VERIFICATION METHODS: Inductive Assertions; Recursive Functions And Their Proofs; 
Proofs of Data Structure Properties; State Transition Proofs. 

TECHNOLOGICAL SUPPORT: Verification Conjecture Generators; Formula Simplifiers,. 
Rewrite Rules; Interactive Mechanical Theorem Provers; The AFFffiM Approach. 

SURVEY OF APPLICATIONS OF VERIFICATION: Security Kernels; Distributed File Systems; 
Communication Protocols. 

The instructor for this seminar will be DR. SUSAN L. GERHART, Technical Director of Software 
Research Associates, Los Angeles, California, a post she has held since October 1981. In this 
capacity she is concerned primarily with the application of verification technology to practical 
problems of software and system quality engineering. 

Dr. Gerhart earned a B.A. from Ohio Wesleyan University, a ..M.S. from the University of 
Michigan, and a Ph.D. from Carnegie-Mellon University. After serving on the computer science 
faculties of the University of Toronto in 1972-73 and Duke University from 1973 to 1977, she 
joined the Program Verification Project at lJSC Information Sciences Institute. There she 
participated in the development of the AFFffiM Specification and Verification System, and served 
as the AFFIRM Project Leader in 1960-81. 

For further information about this and other Software Technology Seminars please check the 
appropriate box on the enclosed Reader Response Form or call the Seminar Manager at Software 
Research Associates. 

Note: This and other SRA seminars can be presented "in-house" at substantial overall savings 
and, in some cases, tailored to your specific needs. Please write for a copy of the SRA Seminar 
Brochure. 

Software Research Associates 
P.O. Box 2432 

San Francisco, CA 94126 
Phone: (415) 957-1441 - Telex: 340-235 



TESTING TECHNIQUES N_EWSLETTER, November 1981 

SOFTWARE RESEARCH ASSOCIATES, P. 0. Box 2432, San Francisco, California 94126 (415) 957-1441 

PLEASE USE THIS FORM TO REQUEST ADDITIONAL INFORMATION OR TO PLACE AN ORDER 

. ease send information about the March-April 1982 Seminar Series (page 2): 

D Interested in "Applied Verification Technology" 4-5 March 1982 (Special Insert) 

D Interested in "Software Maintenance Technology" 11-12 March 1982 

D Interested in "Advanced Software Validation Methods" 18-19 March 1982 

D Interested in "Requirements Engineering with SREM" 25-26 March 1982 

D Interested in "User Interface Design Psychology" 1-2 April 1982 

D Interested in "Automated Software Engineering Tools" 8-9 April 1982 

D Interested in "Software Quality Assurance Technology" 15-16 April 1982 

OPlease contact me regarding in-house seminar presentations of SRA's Software Technology Seminars. 

OPlease send information on Software ~ngineering Automated Tools Index. (Special Insert) 

Please send a copy of the item(s) checked. My check or money order is enclosed (California 
, residents please add 6.5% sales tax, outside USA please add $10 per book handling charge -

Foreign checks must be in U.S. dollars, drawn on a U.S. bank) (page 2): 

D Automated Tools for Software Engineering, $22 

~ D Software Cost Estimating and Life-Cycle Control: Getting the Software Numbers, $22 

~ • . D Software System Design: Description and Analysis, $22 
2 " 
; D Software Design Techniques (3rd Edition), $22 ... 
::, 
.) D Software Testing and Validation Techniques (2nd Edition), $25 

D Software Configuration Management, $22 

0 Please send information on AFFIRM technology (page 2) 

D Please send SRA Technical Note on "SofTest (sm) Methodology (page 3) 

D Please send copy of detailed Prospectus for "Quality Management Monthly" (page 3) 

D Please send informatron , on the COBOL Test Coverage Analysis Tools (TCAT) for Data General (page 3) 

D Please send SRA Technical Note on Coverage Measures (including Cl and Ct) (page 3) 

COMMENTS AND QUESTIONS: ___________________ _ 

D I am currently a subscriber; 
this is a CHANGE of address 
(include old label if possible). 

NAME 

DI am not now a subscriber; 
please ADD my name to the 
Newsletter mailing list. 

DI am currently a subscriber; 
please DELETE my name from 
the Newsletter mailing list. 

-------------------., ADDRESS 

--·------
TELEPHONE ----
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CLASSES OP "Sofrest (sm)" QUALITY ASSURANCE SERVICES 

Readers of Tesµng Techniques Newsletter over past years 
have learned of oifferent kinds of quality analysis for 

•

mputer software. To help organizations make informed 
eisions about how to apply these technologies we've 

produced here our description of technical levels for our 
Sofrest (sm) Services. 

Class I-Functional Specification TestinE: Analysis of the 
"specification" of the software and cons1ruction of sets of 
tests intended to show that the candidate software meets the 
m1mmum functional requirements, successfully executes 
end-case tests, and succeeds with capacity-oriented tests. 
Outcomes are both detailed analyses of the specifications and 
dynamic demonstrations of functional behavior. As a side 
benefit sets of tests suitable for regression analysis of the 
software are produced. 

Class 2-Code Inspection and Analysis: Analysis of completed 
source codes or pseudocode designs according to a 
pre-established set of inspection rules or guidelines. The goal 
is to identify software discrepancies as soon as possible so 
they can be eliminated early. Outcomes include code or 
design discrepancy reports readable by designers or coders or 
both. 

Class 3-Dynamic Structural Testing: This work involves two 
major activities: (a) panning appropriate tests and test data, 
and (b) running the tests and analyzing outputs. The first 
part may be done according to the Cl coverage criterion 
(assuring an intermediate level of test coverage), or 
according to the Ct coverage criterion (which requires at 
least one test for each equivalence class of program flow, 
with some technical restrictions to keep the combinatorics 
under control). Outcomes are validations {but not guarantees) 
that the software works as intended (compared with 
specifications), or identification of possible defect areas in 
either the software or the specification. 

Class 4-Proof of Correctness: The strongest form of analysis 
of software, which may involve use of advanced tools such 

• 

symbolic evaluators, theorem provers, and verification 
dition generators. Outcomes include demonstration of 

nsistency between code and specification, plus 
identificat10n of sometimes very subtle software defects. 

All of these classes of quality assurance are described in 
more detail in a new Techmcal Note that outlines SRA's 
Sofrest (sm) Methodology. For your copy of this Technical 
Note simply check the appropriate box on the enclosed 
Reader Response Form. 

SAFE-COMP '82 NEEDS PAPERS 

The second workshop sponsored by the International 
Federation of Automatic Control in cooperation with the 
IEEE and the Instrument Society of America is accepting 
proposals for participation from individuals or organizations 
C!)ncerned. yvith hardware and software desi~ns relating to 
highly cr1t1cal systems or safety characterizations in the 
process control industry. The workshop is scheduled for 
October 1982. 

In attempting to deal with computer systems that are safe 
and highly reliable1 the Safe-Comp '82 Committee is seeking 
pap_ers on specification languages, operating systems, 
mamtenance, redundancy, and verification ancf validation 
issues. A position statement (short abstract) is needed before 
15 February 1982 to assure your seat at this invitation only 
workshop. (See the Calendar for the proper mailing address). · 

QUALITY MANAGEMENT MONTHLY PROSPECTUS OFFERED 

ftware Research Associates' new monthly publication, 
'ly Manag~m@nt Monthly (QMM) i5 offered on a 

subscription basis beginning Spring 1982. For a copy of the 
detailed QMM Prospectus please check the appropriate box 
on the Reader Response Form. 
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SECURITY INSTITUTE BEING FORMED 

A DoD Com1;>uter Security Center has been established within 
NSA, effective July 1981. The Center's goals1 background, 
planned activities, and policies were described m an address 
by LTG Lincoln D. Faurer, Director of NSA, at IEEE's 
CompCon '81 Fall, held in Washington, D.C., 15 September 
1981. 

The announcement follows several years of effort in a DoD 
Computer Security Initiative leadin~ to several important 
background results: (a) sophisticated 'tiger teams" cap~ble of 
penetrating "any" operating system (as of a few years ago); 
(b) research on a new "security kernel" technology; (cJ 
successful development of a security-enhanced Multics 
system; (d) better understanding of the meaning of security 
as a property of computer systems within an organization; (e) 
requirements for systematic certification of secure systems. 

The Center's activities include: R&D on verification 
technology, hardware and software architectures, and network 
protocols; technical standards to aid DoD in judging whether 
or not a particular system fits its environment; information 
on computer securit,Y. products, training, events, etc.; and 
evaluation of specific products independent of specific 
applications producing a "figure of merit" for each product. 

A strong effort will be made to establish security as a major 
design goal for new commercial operating systems. To this 
end, the Center is committed to open dissemination of 
research results and cooperation with vendors on evaluated 
products. You can get further information by contacting LTG 
Faurer directly. 

IBM's BILLION DOLLAR BABY: The Personal Computer 

A new report on the IBM Personal Computer (PC) by Dr . 
Portia Isaacson &: Dr. Egil Juliussen details not only the 
technical aspects of IBM's PC, but also predicts how the IBM 
PC will affect the rest of the computer industry. The report 
sells for $450, and can be obtained from: Future Computing, 
Inc., 634 S. Central Expressway, Richardson, Texas 75080. 

TCAT FOR DATA GENERAL MV/8000 NOW AVAILABLE 

The COBOL Test Coverage Analysis Tool (TCAT) is now 
OJ;>erational on the Data General MV /8000 computer under the 
AOS operating system. Intended for the AOS-based version of 
the Data General COBOL compiler, this Quality Assurance 
tool measures the Cl coverage value and the Pl coverage 
value of test sets for the subJect COBOL program. Cl is tfie 
"segment" coverage, and Pl is the "paragraph" coverage, 
expressed in terms of the percentage of segments or 
paragraphs that were exercised in each test. 

The TCAT system is a pre-processor/post-processor system 
that operates in the AOS environment. The TCAT system 
produces standard Reference Listing, Coverage Report, 
Not-Hit Report, and Histogram Reports. 

For more information about this COBOL testing support 
system contact SRA directly (ask for Mr. Christopher 
Walker), or check the appropriate box on the enclosed 
Reader Response Form. 

STANDARD TEST COVERAGE MEASURES DEFINED 

"Coverage" of a set of tests means the extent to which the 
tests individually and collectively exercise som: "feature" ,of 
the software system being evaluated. Explanations of maJor 
classes of test coverage measures, including the Cl and Ct 
measures, are available in a short SRA Technical Note. For 
your copyt. check the appropriate box on the enclosed Reader 
Response l'orm. 



PAPERS PROM HSIA SOFTWARE TECH_NOLOGY AND 
MANA6EMENT CONFERENCE 

The National -8ecurity Industrial Association (NSIA) Software 
Group sponsored the ational Conference on Software 
Technology and Management, Washington, D.C. 14-16 October 
1981. . 

Among the software technology papers presented were: Mr. 
Hal Hart (TRW), "Ada for Design"; Mr. R. Knablein (TRW), 
"Data Base Design and Control"; Mr. Stephan E. Moren 
(Boeing Aerospace Company), "Simulation Techniques for RF 
Missile Seeker Evaluation"; Dr. J. C. Huang (Department of 
Computer Sciences, University of Houston), "Experience Wit)l 
The Use Of Program Instrumentation in Software Testing"; 
Dr. Leon J. Osterweil (De~artment of Computer Science, 
University of Colorado), 'The Toolpack Environment-An 
Integrated Collection of Tools for Mathematical Software"; 
Mr. P. Edward Presson (Boeing Aerospace Company), "A Study 
of Software Ep:ors on Large Aerospace Projects"; Mr. William 
G. Bail (Intermetrics c.}, "The Use of Automated Support 
Tools for Configuration Management in the Development_. of 
Large Systems Software Packages"; Mr. J. B. Dollcas, Mr. M. 
W. Evans and Mr. P. Sonnenblick (Ford Aerospace & 
Communications Corpor_ation), "Tools, Techniques and -,-raining 
in the Software Development Environment"; Ms. Marilyn Fujii 
(Logicon Inc.), "Software Quality Assurance"; Mr. Monte 
Miller (Aero.space Co.i:poration), LTC · Edward- Myers and Mr. 
Giovanni Bargero (Ai!""-P"orce Space Div~sion), "Space Divisio 
Management Guide for Inaependent Verification & Validation 
(IV &: V)". 

For information on how to obtain a copy of the Conference 
Proceedings, write to: Mr. Mitc'h Mesecher, Sperry Systems 
Management, Computer Software Engineering, Great Neck, 
NY 11020. 

NEW TESTING RELATED REPORT ISSUED 

An important new report, "Verifying the Absence of Common 
Runtime Errors in Computer :Programs", by Dr. Steven M. 
German, has been issued by Stanford University, Palo ,Mto, 
CA. For a copy ask the Computer Science Department for 
(Report STAN-CS-81-866). 

VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION BOOK DELAYED 

The book, "Principles of Verification and Validation of 
Software," by Mr. Robert 0. Lewis, originally scheduled for 
November 1981, has been delayed. According to Mr. Lewis, 
changes in the draft and some other technical pro.blems have 
pushed the publication date to Spring 1982, or possibly later. 
Testing Techniques Newsletter will advise you when this book 
becomes available. 
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CALENDAR OP EVENTS 

The events listed below are selected from various sources. 
Contacts for each event are given when known. (To have 
your event jncluded please sena your anQoµncement to • 
Newsletter Editor at Software Research Associates.) 

. ,... -

6-8 January 1982: 15th Hawaii International ·Conference on 
System Sciences, Honolulu, Hawaii. Contact: William E. 
Riddle, Cray Laboratories, 5311 Western Ave., Boulder, CO 
80301. 

26-28 January 1982: Automated Tools for Information System 
Design and Development, New Orleans, Louisiana. Contact: 
Sham B. Navathe, Computer and Information Sciences, 
University of Florida, Gainesville, FL 32611. 

22-25 February 1982: COMPCON Spring '82 (Theme: High 
Technology in _ the, Information Industry), San Francisco, 
California. Contact: James Rudi>lph, Booz, Allen &: Hamilton, 
525 Middlefield Rd., Menlo Park, CA 94025. 

1~21 April 1982: AGM SlSOFT Second Software Engineei:ing 
Symposium Columbia, Maryland. Contact: Marvin Zelkowitz, 
Dept. of Computer Science, University of Maryland, College 
Park, MD 20742. 

21-28 April 1982: Hanover Fair, Hanover, West Germany. 
Contact: Hanover Pairs Information Center, P .0. Box 338, 
Whitehouse, NJ 08888, (201) 534-9044. 

April or May 1981 (tentative three-day date to be chosen): 
Workshop on Effectiveness of Testing and Proving Methods, 
Southern California (speciffo .location to be determined). For 
information about this limited-attendance workshop contact: 
William E. Howden, University of California, San Diego, (714) 
452-2723 or Susan Gerhart, Software ;Research Associates 
(213) 642-0191. 

22-24 June 1982: FTCS-12, 1982 International Symposium on \.._ 
Fault-Tolerant Computing, Santa Monica, California. Conta. " 
David A. Rennels, UCLA 37 43 Boelter Hall, Los Angeles, · 
90024, (213) 825-2660. 

13-16 September 1982: · Sixth International Conference on 
Software Engineering, Tokyo.J Japan. Contact: Sixth 
International Conference on So1tware ""Engineering, P.O, Box 
639, Silver Spring, MD 20901, (301) 589-3386. 

ll-14 October 1982: Safe-Comp '82, Purdue University, West 
Lafayette, Indiana (by invitation only). Abstracts needed by 
15 February 1982. Contact for aJ:>stracts and information: Mr. 
Roy W. YIUlker, Chai.rman, Safe-Comp '82, PPG Industrjes, 
lnc., One Gateway Center, Pitt~burgh, PA 15222. 
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San Francisco, California 

Devoted to the Technology of Software Quality Assurance 

Special Mesr.age co Hay Area K(::cipient:s of Testing '.~_ectr.~-~-1!_.l_e_s_ J:~e,;.;c,letter . 

If you are involved in develor~ent aud/or procurement of a BASlC inter
preter or compiler you may be ·:.:-.tcre2ted in a recent SRA Quality As
surance development. 

We h.;ve modified the NBS Mi,-,.:imal 3ASIC _1_:~igu~ze validation test s uite 
(based on the ANSI stan.:iard for !~'-nimaJ. :SASr.c, A.NSl ~,ubli::.at.ion XJ.60-
1978) for c! d :i alect o f R,.".SIC th.at inc lud<?.s m,,r,y ;_if th,~ c.::,mmo;:1 e1'tensions 
oanufactu:rer:=; inclade, See 1 f c, r example, DEC'~: ElAS:!:C-PI.lJS Langui,ge 1•hau··· 
al , rfo. AA-26?.3C-TC or DG's AOS/VS BASIC ·r.,angut,g~ l-[3~1l:ai 1 No. 9::i-252. 
1:-,e Min,_mal .BASIC t?3'.: .iuice c.on-::ai.ns a?;:..:oxim2.tely 200 separdf:e r.~~-t 
progr2ms. ~1r ExtenJed BASIC ~esta contain approxiraately 150 raore pr~
g1·amr., dependi ng on l,1 . .iguage f::::at11:-es that. are _; nc'Jud;.: d. 

In sddicion ~e have de~~loped D Wdf of running ~he set of ext~nded tests 
so l1:ic!X r:ht";y pro1ridP fully ma::.h·~:ie proc:essib!_e output,;. TI,is makes i.t 
s:i.gni f;;_c-!int ly easi~r r.o complete regression ana !y ses after. ident i. fied de
fects in the BASIC system are repaired. 

In a recent application of this technique to a BASIC interpreter that wan 
proposed for a client, 40% of the Minimal BASIC L;st 1nograms exposed 
discrepancies from the ANSI standard. In addition, approximately 20% of 
the Extended BASIC test programs prod11ced errQrs. This "early warninz 11 

to the client resulted in a rignificant case s~vinssi and we believe will 
have contributed to a timely BASlC interpreter delivery. 

For further information about urse of this ~amily of. EASI'"! Ie.t'Lg1.1a.ge vali
dation suites please contact M:r. •. Hark R. Opper.man or Dr. Edward Miller at 
Software Research: (415) 957-1441. 

© Software Research Associates 
P.O. Box Z4JZ • Siln Frnnci5co • Ca.lifornia "94126 • Tei~ph1mc (4W) ~:i7·1441 
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INSTRUMENTATION OF ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE SOFTWARE 

by David Casey and James B. Henderson 

SRA has extended its testing tools family with a Cl 
instrumentor for IBM AP-1 Assembly Language programs. 

he IBM- ~ ene mpu er es1grie or 
hiih perlormance real-time tasks. It is a 32 bit minicomputer 
with a register and base-displacement addressing scheme. The 
Assembly Language is similar to IBM ALC. The Cl 
instrumentor system plants software probes in the AP-1 
source code. These probes produce information about the 
segments which are exercised in the exe<:ution of the 
instrumented program. The user gets several londs of reports 
that detail the structural features of the program which have 
and have not been exercised during each test. 

The instrumentation is done on a support system with 
FORTRAN programs; the instrumented AP-1 source code is 
downloaded to the AP-1 and assembled and executed there. 
After execution the runtime information is sent to the host 
system, where the test coverage reports are generated. 
Except for the transfers between the support computer and 
the AP-1 s;ystem, the Cl instrumentation and measurement 
process is like that normally used in TCAT operations. 

The special instrumentation technique for this Assembly 
Language is of interest. In most high-level language 
instrumentation syste·ms, each time a probe is executed a 
record is written onto a trace file. The file contains 
information about which program segments were executed, 
how many times they were executed, and in what order this 
occurred. 

For Cl coverage measurement i,t is only necessary to record 
whether or not a probe, and hence its corresponding segment, 
has ever been exercised. The AP-1 "talks" to the host 
computer on a limited-bandwidth communications line. Thus, 
instead of writing a record onto a file on the support system 
each time a probe is executed, an intermediate data storage 
schem . ru a b" . . w. . ~ - . es 
to a probe in a particular AP-1 module. 

When executed, a se~ment's probe finds the halfword in the 
matrix in which its bit is located. It masks this halfword so 
that its bit is set to one and the other bits in the halfword 
are unchanged. When the bit matrix has been filled with the 
coverage data, it is sent to the host system. The bit matrix 
is sent to the support computer after each instrument~d 
module is executed. The I/0 traffic between tl:le systems is 
reduced . significantly as a result of the information 
compression. 

For more information about this and other SRA methods for 
instrumenting Assembly Language programs, please check the 
appropriate box on the enclosed Reader Response Card. 

TESTING AND VERIFICATION WORKSHOP TO BE HELD 

A special Workshop on Effectiveness of Testing and Proving 
Methods will be held 11-13 May 1982 at the Mt. Ada 
Conference Center, Catalina, California. The workshop seeks 
to bring approximately 50 qualified attendees together in an 
in-depth forum to discuss the effectiveness of various 
software analysis methods in uncovecing software "defects." 
The Workshoi;> Committee will select the attendees 'based on 
brief submissions: Presenters are asked for a 5-10 page paper 
describing how a particular method detects a specific error; 
Attendees need only submit a one-page summary of their 
interest and background in the testin~ and proving 11.reth 
For further information, contact Dr. William Howden at 
(714) 452-2723 (See the Calendar section, page 3). 
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EXTENDED BASIC INTERPRETER TESTED 

by Mark R. Opperman 
A recent SRA project has led to the development of a 
modified version of. the NBS Minimal BASIC Language 
Validation Test Suite (based on the ANSI stan<l:ard for 
Minimal BASIC, ANSI publication X3.60-1978) for a_ dialect of 
BASIC that includes many of the extens10ns th.at 
microcomputer and minicomputer manufacturers common 
im;lude. (See, for example, DEC's BASIC-PLUS Langua 
Manual, No. AA-2623C-TC or DG's AOS/VS BASIC L~gu~ge 
Manual No. 93-252.) The Minimd'l BASIC Language Validation 
Test Suite contains approximately 200 separ~te test 
programs. The Extended BASIC Language Validation T~t 
Suite cotltains approximately 150 more programs, depending 
on language features that are included. 

One common problem in applying a validation test suite is 
reducing the running time for the tests. We have developed a 
method of running- the set ?f extended tes_ts so that the_y 
provide fully machine process1ble outputs. This al::-o makes 1t 
significantly easier to complete needed regress10~ analyses 
after all identified defects in the BASIC system being tested 
are repaired. 

In a recent application of the SRA Extended BASIC Language 
Validation, Test Suite to a BASIC interpreter, 40% of tne 
Minimal BASIC test programs eXPOSed discrepancies from the 
ANSI standard. In addition, approximately Z-0% of the 
Extended BASIC test programs 1dentified BASIC interpreter 
errors. -The "early defect warning" results produced 
"gnilicaru ost.,..savfog o th client, -we__bel!ell · als,~ =.,;....., 

contributed to delivery of a more effective BASIC 
interpreter. 

For further information about how to arrange for use of this 
family of Extended BASIC Language Validation Suites please 
contact Software Research Associates at (415) 957-1441, or 
use the enclosed Reader Response Form. 

ITALIAN PROGRAM TESTING CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS 

Computer Program Testing ,B. Chandrasekaran, S. Radicchi 
(Editors), North-Holland Publishing Company, 1981. 

The articles in this book, taken from the Proceedings of the 
Summer School on Computer Program Testing held at 
SOGESTA (in Urbino, Italy) during July 1981, provid;a 
comprehensive tutorial discussion of the state-of-the-ar.t 
research directions of software testing. They cover h., 
spectrum from basic theoretical notions, through practical 
issues in testing individual programs and large softw'!-re 
systems, to integrated environ,rnents and tools for l?erforming 
a variety of tests. The a~t_hors o_f these_ articles are all 
active researchers and practitioners in the field. 

CONTENTS: Preface. Sessiom Introductory Concepts: 
"Computer Program Testing - An Introduction" (S.H. Sweben); 
"Basic Mathematical Definitions and Results in Testing" (L.J. 
White). Aspects of Program Tes~ "Levels of Static 
Program Validation" (C. Ghezzi); 'Error and Anomaly 
Diagnosis through Data Flow Analysis" (L.J. Osterweil, L.D. 
Fosdick, R.N. Taylor); "Symbolic Evaluation Methods -
Implementations and Applications" (L.A. Clarke, D.J. 
Richardson); "A Domain -Strategy for <;om~uter Progr!im 
'I'estin " I..J~- White .I. Cohen, S.J. Zeil); ' rr.ors, Design 
Properties, and Functional Program Tests" (W.E. Howden); 
"Mutation Analysis: Ideas, E.xamples, Problems, and Prospects" 
(T.A. Budd). Tools and Environments: ·11software Testing Too.ls" 
(R.E. Fairley); "A Strategy for Jntegrating Program Testmg 
and Analysis" (L.J. Osterweil); "A Software Test Bed: 
Philosophy, Implementation, and Application'' (E.F. Miller, Jr., 
J.B. Henderson, T.E. Mapp). Aspects of System Testing: "The 
Quality of a Computer Program: The User View and the 
Software En~neer View" (A. Cicu); "Software Development 
and Testing m an Integrated Programming _Environment" (P. 
Degano, G. Levi); "Experience with fndustrial Software 
Quality Testing" (E.F. Miller, Jr.); "A Systematic Approach to 
System and Acceptance Testing" (A. Haley, S. Zweben); "A 
Methodology for Accurate, Software Test Specification and 
Auditing" (M. Ceriani, A. Cicu, M. Maiocchi). 

Software Research Associates is offering copies of this new 
software testing technology book in cooperation with the 
publisher, North Holland. Includi,ng handling and domestic 
postage, the total price is $58.50. For your copy of this book 
use the appropriate box on the enclosed Reader Response 
Form, and mclude your check or money order for the correct 
amount. 

QUOTE OF THE MONTH 

This memorable quote is from a !?aper entitled "Testing and 
Debuggin~ Custom Jntegrateo Cmmits, 11 ACM Computing 
Surveys, l?ecember 1981: "The problem, therefore, is how to 
make testing and debugging of custom integrated circuits as 
~ as testing and debugging programs." As easy as that! 
Right. Amen. 
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SOFTWARE ENGINEERING AUTOMATED TOOLS INDEX 

As part of its continuing research activity in the Automated Software Engineering Tools 
area, Software Research Associates has assembled a comprehensive index of detailed data 
about a wide variety of software engineering support tools. 

Available March 1982, this Software Engineering Automated Tools Index will provide 
detailed information on approximately 500 different software engineering tools. 

Tools described in the Software Engineering Automated Tools Index fall into these major 
categories: 

o Software Requirements/Specification Tools 

o Software Design Tools 

o Software Implementation (Programming) Tools 

o Software Quality ~ance Tools 

o Software Maintenance Tools 

o Software Project Management Tools 

o Cross-Environment Tools 

o Miscellaneous Utility Systems 

The Index also includes a comprehensive By-Name Index, a By-Category Index, and a 
complete By~upplier Index. Available information about obtaining each software system is 
also included. 

The information in the Software Engineering Automated Tools Index has been gathered from 
a wide range of sources (Government, Industry, and Academia) over the past three years. 
Each automated tool is described in a single "tool frame" that outlines such critical 
information as a tool's type and classification category, number of installations and price, 
special features and exceetional characteristics, plus details about the needed execution 
environment. There are over 50 tool categories divided equally among the major system 
classes mentioned above. 

The Software Engineering Automated Tools Index is provided in convenient 3-ring binder 
format, making it easy to survey the entire field of software engineering support tools, or 
to focus on just one area. This format makes__ it easy e ineorpePate quarterly updates ha 
will be available to current users of the Software Engineering Automated Tools Index. The 
Two-Volume Tools Index costs are: U.S.A./Canada - $185.00; Foreign - $225.00. Costs for 
the quarterly updates (available on a subscription basis) are: U.S.A./Canada - $85.00; 
Foreign - $115.00. 

For more information, or to reserve your copy of the Index, please check the appropriate 
boxes on the enclosed Reader Response Form. 

Note: Machine processible versions of the Software Engineering Automated Tools Index are 
also available on special license arrangement. Please write SRA for details. 

Software Research Associates 
P.O. Box 2432 

San Francisco, CA 94126 

Phone: (415) 957-1441 - Telex: 340-235 



APPLIED VERIFICATION TECHNOLOGY SEMINAR 

Quality in a software system is a function of .logical integrity of every part of the system • 
and of the system as a whole. Verification (or "proof") techniques are used to help 
establish the needed levels of integrity. 

This new SRA Software Technology Seminar describes applications of the "proof of 
correctness" methods to software system quality control. In the correctness proving 
approach conjectures are formulated which express correctness with respect to 
specifications. The conjectures are generated by combining assertions about the pr9gram 
behavior with information from the program source text. These conjectures are then proved 
using information about the "meaning" of the programming and specification languages, 
mathematical logic, algebraic manipulation, and mechanical theorem proving. The 
methodology that surrounds the AFFIRM system will be described in detail. 

This seminar is intended both..,Jor individuals in R&D positions and software engineering 
personnel working on highly reliable computing systems. A brief outline of the main topics 
m the seminar is: -----~---~-¥!'- .~----.,.-.,,..= =~2 -.4!!! -45,, 

PHILOSOPHY AND MOTIVATION: What is Verification?; Programs as Mathematical 
Objects; Unification of Verificati9n and Design. 

THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS: Inductive Methods for Programs and Data; Proof 
Rules for Simple Control Structures; Axiomatic Specifications for Data 
Structures; State Transition Systems; Foundations of the AFFIRM Approach; 
Style:s of Mathematical Proofs. 

VERIFICATION METHODS: Inductive Assertions; Recursive Functions And Their 
Proofs; Proofs of Data Structure Properties; State Transition Proofs. 

TECHNOLOGICAL SUPPORT: 
Simplifiers, Rewrite Rules; 
AFFmM Approach. 

Verification Conjecture Generators; Formula 
Interactive Mechanical Theorem Provers; The 

SURVEY OF APPLICATIONS OF VERIFICATION: Security Kernels; Distributed File 
Systems; Communication Protocols. 

The instructor for this seminar will be DR. SUSAN L. GERHART, Technical Director of 
Software Research Associates, Los Angeles, California, a post she has held since October 
1981. In this capacity she is concerned primarily with the application of verification 
technology to practical problems of software and system quality engineering. 

Dr. Gerhart earned a B.A. from Ohio Wesleyan University, a M.S. from the University of 
-====-- Miehig-a - ane -- lf't. 6' - · - negi~Mellen ;;'{Jn-wer-si--t -Af-ter erving on the 'compu-ter 

science faculties of the University of Toronto in 1972-73 and Duke University from 1973 to 
1977, she joined the Program Verification Project at USC Information Sciences Institute. 
There she participated in the development of the AFFffiM Specification and Verification 
System, and served as the AFFIRM Project Leader in 1980-81. 

For further information about this and ·other Software Technology Seminars please check 
the appropriate box on the enclosed Reader Response Form or call the Seminar Manager at 
Software Research Associates. 

Note: This and other SRA seminars can be presented "in-house" to larger groups of 
attendees at substantial overall savings and, in most cases, partially tailored to a client's 
specific needs. Please write for a copy of the SRA Software Technology Seminar Brochure. 

Software Research Associates 
P. 0. Box 2432 

San Francisco, CA 94126 

Phone: (415) 957-1441 -Telex: 340-235 

•, -

• 
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TESTING TECHNIQUES NEWSLETTER, February 1982 

SOFTWARE RF.SEARCH ASSOCIATF.S, P. 0. Box 2432, San Francisco, California 94126 (415) 95'1-1441 

PLEASE USE THIS FORM TO REQUEST ADDITIONAL INFORMATION OR TO PLACE AN ORDER 

• Please send information about the March-May 1982 Seminar Series (page 4): 

0 Interested in "Advanced Software Validation Techniques" 18-19 March 1982 

D Interested in "Requirements Engineering with SREM" 25-26 March 1982 

D Interested in "User Interface Design Psychology" 1-2 April 1982 

D Interested in "Automated Software Engineering Tools" 8-9 April 1982 

0 Interested in "Software Quality Assurance Technology" 15-16 April 1982 

D Interested in "Applied Verification Technology" 3-4 May 1982 (Special Ins~rt) 

D Interested in "Software Maintenance Technology" 6-7 May 1982 

OPlease contact me regarding in-house seminar presentations of SRA's Software Technology Seminars. 

D Please send information on Software Engineering Automated Tools Index. (Special Insert) 

Please send a copy of the book(s) checked. My check or money order is enclosed 
(California residents add 6.5% sales tax, outside USA add $10 oer book handling charge 
Foreign checks must be in U.S. dollars, drawn on a U.S. bank) (pages 2,3): 

D Computer Program Testing, (page 2) $58.50 

OAutomated Tools for Software Engineering, $25 

D Software Cost Estimating and Life-Cycle Control: Getting the Software Numbers, $25 

D Software System Design: Description and Analysis, $25 

D Software Design Techniques (3rd Edition), $25 

OSoftware Testing and Validation Techniques (2nd Edition), $25 

D Software Configuration Management, $25 

D Please send information on SRA methods of instrumenting Assembly Language programs (page 2). 

D Please send information on SRA's Extended BASIC Language Validation Suites (page 2). 

OPlease send information on SRA's Corporate Quality Management Program (page 3). 

OPlease send a copy of the SRA Technical Notes on the AFFIRM system checked below: 

OTN-898 OTN-899 OTN-904 _ OTN-905 

D Please send information on SRA's IBM version of the TCAT system (page 3). 

OPlease send information on SRA's WP testing methods (page 3). 

D Please send information and sample issue of SRA's Quality Management Monthly (page 3). 

COMMENTS AND QUESTIONS: _________________________ _ 

• 
D I ~m currently_ a subscriber; DI am not now a subscriber·h 

this is a CHA'NGE of address please ADD mY. name to t e 
(include old label if possible). Newsletter mailing list. 

NAME 

D I am currently a subscriber; 
please DELETE my name from 
the Newsletter mailing list. 

--------------------
ADDRESS ------------------

TELEPHONE -----------------
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SRA CORPORATE QUALITY MANAGEMENT PROGRAM 

Responding to the needs expressed throughout the software 
industrx, Software Researc~ Associates has ~egun a progr~m 
intended to provide techmcal support to m-house Quality 
Management organizations. Focused on the SofTest(sm) 
methodology as the overall technical basis, the SRA 

•

Corporate · Program includes a range of services and products 
available on an exclusive basis and at moderate cost - to 

upport the operation and management of Quality 
Management groups. 

Facilities within the SofTest(sm) umbrella include: Seminars, 
such as SRA's Quality Assurance Technology, Verification 
Technology, or selections from our extensive list of 
Professional Development Seminars on Software Engineering; 
Consulting, on a "hot-line" or continuing basis to deal with 
the special problems of software quality mana~ement; On-site 
Support, to provide technical exr.erts and quality management 
practitioners within a clients organization; Tools and 
Technology, that can be tailored specifically to the client's 
needs and environments, often from SRA's inventory of 
existing automated tools and allied techniques. 

For more information about this new SRA Corporate QM 
program please write on your Company Letterhead to Dr. 
Edward Miller, Technical Director, Software Research 
Associates. Or, you can receive descriptive material by 
checking the enclosed Reader Response Form. 

SOFTWARE ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY BOOKSHELF 

SRA can send you copies of the IEEE Computer Society 
Press titles below. Each book is $25 postpaid in the USA; for 
overseas addresses acld $10 each; (California residents please 
add 6.5% sales tax): 

AUTOMATED TOOLS FOR SOFTWARE ENGINEERING by 
Edward Miller 

SOFTWARE COST .ESTIMATING AND LIFE-CYCLE 
CONTROL: GE'ITING THE SOFTWARE NUMBERS by 
Lawrence Putnam 

SOFTWARE SYSTEM OF.SIGN: DF.sCRIPTION AND 
ANALYSIS by William Riddle 

• 
SOFTWARE TF.sTING AND VALIDATION TECHNIQUF.s 
(2nd Edition) by Edward Miller and William Howden 

SOFTWARE CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT by Siegel, 
Bryan, Chadbourne and Klitzkie 

To order these books use the enclosed Reader Response Form 
and include your check or money order for the correct 
amount. 

AFFIRM TECHNICAL NOTES AVAILABLE 

The November 1981 Testing Techniques Newsletter described 
the change of base of the AFFIRM specificatio" and 
verification technology. Recent SRA technical notes on 
AFFIRM available by checking the Reader Response Form 
are: ::rN-898 " pplications of AFFIRM in Security and 
Distributed Processint; TN-899 "Conversion of AFFIRM to 
the VAX"; TN-904 'Temporal Operators in AFFIRM"; and, 
TN-905 "The AFFIRM Methodology". 

IBM VERSION OF TCAT AVAILABLE 

A revised IBM version of the TCAT system for analyzing 
COBOL programs, intended for the VS-based version of the 
IBM COBOL compiler, is now available. This Quality 
Assurance tool measures the Cl and Pl coverage values of 
test sets for COBOL programs. Cl measures the level of 
testing coverage as the percentage of logical segments 
exercised in each test while the Pl coverage measure 
expresses the percentage of paragraphs exercised. 

The TCAT syst_em is a pre-processor post-proc~ss~r syst~m. 
The pre-processmg stage produces a Reference Listing which 
identifies and labels segments and paragraphs within the 
candidate program. The post-execution stage prod1.1_ces the 

•

verage Report which expresses the level of testing 
ffectiveness for single and cumulative test runs, and the 
ot-Hit Repgrl whi~Jl ide.ntifies se~ments and paragr~phs not 

exercised at all. The system also generates a Rista«PA.ffl 
Report to express the relative intensity of execution of 
segments and paragraphs within the program. 

For more information about the COBOL testing support 
system please contact SRA directly (ask for Mr. Christopher 
Walker) or check the appropriate box on the enclosed Reader 
Response Form. 
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WORD PROCF.sSOR TEST SYSTEM DF.sCRmED 

by Mark R. Opperman 
SRA has recently completed dynamic functional testing ~f a 
client's word processor (WP) software system. The functional 
tests were developed on SRA's ONYX Computer System 
running under the UNIX operating system_. A test driver 
running on the ONYX controlled the testmg process and 
handled the communications with the software system's host 
computer. The testin~ environment permitted both interactive 
testmg of the initial version of the WP and automated 
regression testing of future implementations of the software. 
The results of the initial testing exposed numerous 
deficiencies in the software, including several which resulted 
in failures of the word processor. 

The word processor software system was developed for an 
8086 based microcomputer system. SRA develol?ed the special 
control program, written in PASCAL, which mterfaced with 
the test driver on the ONYX. This was then linked with the 
WP software. 

The control program received data from the ONYX via an 
RS-232C serial 1/0 port on the host computer. The data 
represented either commands to the control program or a 
stream of keystrokes to be passed to the WP. This collection 
of keystrokes and commands, each of which comprised a 
functional test, was first created in an "off-line" process on 
the ONYX. 

The initial testing process may be summarized as follows: (1) 
Using the M4 macro language, test scripts are written which 
produce files of commands and keystrokes to be transmitted 
to the WP; (2) In an off-line mode, these files are generated; 
(3) The on-line test process for a series of test scripts is 
invoked; (4) After each series of keystrokes is sent, the 
representation of all or part of the WP's video display is 
transmitted to the ONYX and saved; (5) The WP's behavior 
is evaluated and recorded by responding to a prompt from 
the ONYX; and (6) The screen representation 1s catalogued 
appropriately on the ONYX. 

In the regression testing mode, the user is not prompted to 
evaluate the behavior of the WP after each functional test. 
Instead, the newly generated screen representation is 
compared with the one which was created from the initial 
test run. Any discrepancy between the two is recorded for 
later analysis . 

In the third mode of operation, re-verification, comparisons 
were again made between the initial screen representation 
and the newly generated one. When a discrepancy was found 
with an initial screen which had been judired incorrect, the 
user was prompted to evaluate the new display. If the new 
display was found to be correct, it would replace the initial 
screen representation. With this method, the baseline for 
regression tests could be updated as corrections were made 
to the WP software. 

For this particular WP, SRA developed over 1000 functional 
test scripts using the M4 macro language. After defining a 
few macros for each WP function, the M4 language made it 
possible to develop a wide range of tests with minimal 
effort. Several utility macros were also developed, some to 
interface with UNIX, which formed the basis of the testing 
environment. lml?lementation of other functional tests will be 
facilitated by this basis. 

The functional testing of this WP software system resulted in 
a failure rate of over 25% of the operational tests. Because 
of fatal errors occurring during many of the functional tests, 
only one third of the tests which were written could be 
executed. The failure rate became 75% when all of the 
functional tests were considered. The 1000+ tests which were 
written covered approximately 20-25% of the WP's functional 
specifications. The testing has been suspended until a new 
version of the software is released. 

For further information about this form of testing, please 
contact Mr. Mark Opperman at SRA. 

MARCH 1982 QUALITY MANAGEMENT MONTHLY CONTENTS 

Readers of the March issue of Quality Management Monthly 
will find these articles: "What's Going On with Expert 
Systems" by S. L. Gerhart; "Paper Review: G. C. Gustafson 
and Roberta J. Kerr, 'Some Practical Experience with a 
Soft1!(are Quality Assurance Program,' C. ACM, January 
1982"; "A Candid Assessment of the 'Higher Order Software' 
(HOS) Methodology" by Roddy W. Erickson; "People in Quall~ 
M~ement"; "Quality · Control Circles - Kano's View, 
"Ouiline for QuAlity M8Il8llement - 6ervice Level 
Descriptions," "Testing a WON! Processor System - An 
Example of Functional Testing," by Mark R. Opperman; and 
much more. 

For more information and a sample issue of the Quality 
Management Monthly, please check the appropriate box on 
the Reader Response Form. 
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STATISTICS FROM AUTOMATED 
TOOLS INDEX DESCRIBED 

SRA's Software E~eering Automated Tools Index is a 
comi;>hrehensive listmg of automated tools, designed to 
provide a wide selection of automated tools for all stages of 
the software life cycle. Approximately 500 tools are listed in 
today's Tools Index, and the number is rapidly rising. There 
are nine major categories, with over 50 -subcategories, 
ranging from Requirement/Specification Tools, to Design. 
Implementation, Testing, Maintenance, and Project 
Management Tools. A Research and Development category is 
also included, which contains an up-to-the-moment 
compilation of new tools and future p~ototypes. While each 
category of the Index provides a varied offering, the largest 
percentages of Tools are concentrated in the following areas: 
Software Implementation Tools (34%), Software Testing Tools 
(21 %), Software Maintenance Tools (16%), Software Design 
Tools (7%), and Software Requirement/Specification Tools 
(5%). 

For more information on how to acquire a copy of the 
Automated Tools Index, please contact Software Research 
Associates at (415) 957-1441, or use the enclosed Reader 
Response Form. 

MARCH-MAY 1982 SEMINAR SCHEDULE 

Software Engineering Technology Seminars scheduled for San 
Francisco, California in March-May 1982 are as follows. 

o Advanced Software Validation Techniques (T. Budd: 18-19 
March) 

o Requirements Engineering with SREM (M. Alford: 25-26 
March) 

o User Interface Design Psychology (J. Grimes: 1-2 April) 

o Automated Software Engineering Tools (E. Miller: 8-9 April) 

o Software Quality Assurance Technology (E. Miller: 15-16 
April) 

o Applied Verification Technology (S. Gerhart: 3-4 May) 

o Software Maintenance Technology (E. Miller: 6-7 May) 

For a copy of the March-May 1982 Seminar Series 
description and detailed seminar outlines, please call Mr. 
Richard Gipson at Software Research Associates, or check 
the box on the Reader Response Form. 

Software Research ~~ 
P.O. Dox 2432 
Son Frandsco, CA 94126 

Return Postage Guaranteed 
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS 

The events listed below are selected from various sources. 
Contacts for each event are given when known. (To have an 
event included please send the detailed announcement to the 
Newsletter Editor at Software Research Associates.) 

22-24 March 1982: State-of-the-Art Tutorial: Advances in . 
Software Testing, Contact: Pergamon InfoTech, Nicholson 
House, Maidenhead, Berkshire, England. 

8 April 1982: Special ACM-sponsored Washington, DC area 
One-Day Seminar, Applied Verification Techniques, by Dr. 
Susan L. Gerhart. Contact: Prof. John Gannon, Dept. of 
Computer Science, University of Maryland, College Park, 
Maryland 207 42. r 
19-21 April 1982: ACM SIGSOFT Second Software Engineering 
Symposium, Columbia, Maryland. Contact: Prof. Marvin 
Zelkowitz, Dept. of Computer Science, University of 
Maryland, College Park, MD 20742. 

21-28 April 1982: Hanover Fair, Hanover, West Germany. 
Software Testing and Validation (27 April 1982), and 
Automated Software Tools (28 April 1982) presented by Dr. 
Edward Miller. Contact: Hanover Fair Information Center, 
P.O. Box 338, Whitehouse, NJ 08888, (201) 534-9044. 

11-13 May 1981: Workshop on Effectiveness of Testing and 
Proving Methods, Avalon, California. Contact: Prof. William 
E. Howden, University of California, San Diego, (714) 

- 452-2'1'23 or- Dr. usan • oi~ & "ar""--=,._-
Associates (213) 642-0191. 

7-10 June 1982: National Computer Conference1 Houston, 
Texas. Contact: AFIPS, 1815 N. Lynn, Arlington, VA 22209. 

22-24 June 1982: FTCS-12, 1982 International Symposium on 
Fault-Tolerant Computing, Santa Monica, California. Contact: 
Prof. David A. RenneJs, UCLA, 3743 Boelter Hall, Los 
Angeles, CA 90024, (213) 825-2660. 

13-16 September 1982: Sixth International Conference on 
Software Engineering, Tokyo, Japan. Contact: Sixth 
International Conference on Software Engineering, P .0. Box 
639, Silver Spring, MD 20901, (301) 589-3386. 

11-14 October 1982: Safe-Comp '82, Purdue University, West 
Lafayette, Indiana (by invitation only). Abstracts needed by. 
15 February 1982. Contact for abstracts and information: Mr. 
Roy W. Yunker, Chairman, Safe-Comp '82, PPG Industries, 
Inc., One Gateway Center, Pittsburgh, PA 15222. 

18-21 October 1982: Fourth Israeli Quality ,- Assurance 
Conference, Hetzliyah, Israel. Contact: Mr. Ben Livson, Dept. 
4540, Israel Aircraft Industries, Israv, Israel. Papers due: 31 
March 1982. 
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TESTING TECHNIQlrn> NEWSLETTER 

Devoted to the Technology of 
Software Quality Management 

Testing Techniques Newsletter is published quarterly by 
Software Research Associates to disseminate information about 
Software Quality Management (Software Testing, Verification, 
Validation, and Maintenance) and closely related technologies 
of Software Engineering. 

Editor - Edward F. Miller, Jr. 
Issue Manager - Christopher Johnson 

Production Support - Alwyn Bwa 

~ 1982 by SOFTWARE RESEARCH ASSOCIATES. 

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. No part of this document may be 
reproduced in any form, by photostat, microfilm, retrieval 
system, or any other means now known or hereafter invented 
without prior written permiss~on of Software Research 
Associates. 

LEGAL NOTICE: To Whom It May Concern 

Dr. Edward F. Miller, Jr., President and CEO of Software 
Research, Inc. (SRA/USA) announces that the TCAT 
A~ency Agreement between SRA/USA and Mr. Kouichi 
K1shida, SRA/Japan, for exclusive rights to promote the 
TCAT S)'Stem in the Japanese market has .been terminated 
by SRA/USA effective 2 April 1982. 

SRA/USA now claims and reserves to itself all TCAT 
system marketing rights in the Japan market. Henceforth 
the San Francisco office of SRA/USA will provide all 
direct support for current TCAT installations in Japan. 
Information about the TCAT system may be obtained from 
Dr. Edward F. Miller, Jr., Software Research, Inc., 580 
Market Street, San Francisco, California 94104 USA. 
Phone: (415) 957-1441, Telex: 340-235. 

FALL 1982 SEMINAR SERIES SCHEDULE .ANNOUNCED 

A series of Professional Development seminars addressing the 
general area of Software Quality Management will be 
presented in San Francisco, California, in September/October, 
1982. · 

Seminar topics tentatively planned foi: the Fall 1982 series 
will include two-day presentations on: Applied Verification 
Technology, Quality Assurance Technology_, Automated Software 
Engineering Tool Technology, Software Maintenance 
Technology, and Advanced Validation Methods. In addition 
there will be one-day presentations entitled: Introduction to 
Quality Management, and Introduction to Systematic Testing. 
(Both of these are NEW seminars). 

In-house presentations of these seminars can be given on-site 
for your organization on these and a variety of topics, at a 
substantial cost and convenience savings. For additional 
information on this new seminar series, or for details about 
the cost benefits of in-house presentation, please contact S~A 
directly or check the appropriate box on the Reader;,Response 
Form. 

NEW LOGARITHMIC IIlSTOGRAM 'REPORT OPTION "FOR TCAT 

A. new feature of the COBOL Test Coverage Analysis Tool 
(TCAT) allows the user to obtain the information supplied by 
the Histogram Report in logarithmic scale format. The 
Histogram Report, one of three reports produced by TCAT 
shows the • relative intensity of execution of each logic;J 
program segment or paragraph in the pro~ram undergoing test 
coverage analysis. The intensity of execution is represented as 
the percentage of each segment/paragraph's execution count 
relative to the most exercised segment/paragraph. 

The new TCAT offers the user the opportunity to study the 
intensitY. of execution of segments or paragraphs expressed on 
a logarithmic scale. Logical program segments and paragraphs 
which have a relatively low execution density produce a 
higher resolution graph on the logarithmic scale than they do 
on a linear one. This has the advantage of making the report 
considerably more readable {especially in the case of larger 
programs) and allows the user to easily isolate segments or 
paragraphs which have not yet been hit from those that have 
a low execution density . . 

For more information on this new TCAT report ieature, or on 
the entire TCAT system, please contact SRA directly {ask for 
Mr. christgph~r W!lllrnr), or use th@ ent!losecl RMtw Res()()Me 
Form. 
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SRA ONYX COMPUTER FACILITY DESCRIBED 

by Christopher Walker 

SRA has been developing its own computer facility since the 
installation of an ONYX C8002 computer eleven months • 
Continuing hardware and software acquisitions have produc 
powerful and versatile system. 

The ONYX C8002 is a powerful microcomputer system 
incorporating a Z8002 CPU. The C8002 has 512K bytes of 
main memory and 18M bytes of hard disk capacity. Another 
18M bytes hard disk was added in September. Other features 
include eight serial asynchronous ports as well as a parallel 
printer port and a modem port. The ONYX has a high 
capacity {12MBl tape drive which uses four track data 
cartridges. 

--The peripherals attached to the system consist of a DTC-382 
letter guality printer and a Mannesmann TiillY MT 1605 high 
speed line printer (200 cps). Our computer facility recently 
acquired a VENTEL MD-212 PLUS modem with originate or 
answer capability and automatic dialing. Communications 
to/from our office in Los Angeles, California, are carried out 
through RACAL VADIC VA3451 modems. This hardware is 
complemented by a fleet of ADM/3A interactive terminals. 

The ONYX computer runs a version of Bell Labs' UNIX (tm) 
Version 7 operating system called ONIX. ONIX is an elegant 
interactive operating system which supports eight users. Some 
of omx•s features include: (1) A hierarchically organized file 
system; (2) A command language interpreter called the "shell" 
which allows the user to greatly extend tbe number of 
commands available on the system by capturing frequently 
used command sequences in a file and invoking that file; (3) 
The ability 1.,f a number of tasks to run concurrently in the 
"background" on behalf of a single user; (4) The capacity to 
redirect and "pipe" program outputs; (5) The system offers C, 
COBOL, and PASCAL compilers, a FORTRAN-terC translator 
and a BASIC inteqireter; (6) Sort/Merge utilities; (7) UNIX to 
UNIX transfer utilities {uucp, uux) which allow transfer of 
files and mail and distributed processing among UNIX systems; 
(8) Three text editors including "vi", a full screen, display 
oriented, interactive text editor; and (9) Text processors 
(nroff, PROFF) that format text for typewriter-like terminals. 
{Note: This newsletter was formatted using proportional sp~ce 
output produced by SRA's portable PROFF text proce. 
system). 

Additionally, SRA is developing a MailSystem for use on UNIX 
and other systems. The package will offer a high level of 
security {through audit trails and passwords), a built-in line 
editor, structured mail {through multi-level mailboxes for 
individuals and groups), and options for message 
authentication, withdrawal, notification of receipt, and 
distributed processing. 

The range of capabilities offered by our hardware and 
software allows us to do almost all of our work in-house 
including software development and testing and document 
preparation and formatting. The entire hardware/software 
package is reasonably priced and flexible enough to expand to 
accomodate SRA's future needs. 

SPECIAL NOTE: Delay in Processing Requests 

Due to unexpected numbers of requests and various other 
factors we have been delayed a number of weeks in 
processing your orders tor books and other technical materials. 
If you !Jave a book or subscription order. that has been 
outstanding more than 8 weeks please let us know by phone 
or by mail. Many thanks for your help. 

AUTOMATED TOOLS INDEX ENTRIES WANTED 

SRA maintains a comprehensive collection of technical data 
about all kinds of software engineering tools. SRA is asking 
anyone who has or knows of a candidate automated tool, 
toolset, or tool-oriented software system to report it on an 
SRA tool description form. 

This technical information will ultimately appear in our 
Software Engineering Automated Tools Index a compendium 
that is available to potential users and buyers of software 
throughout the world. Suppliers of tool descriptions mai · 
some cases receive a complimentary copy of the lndl 
you would like to have us write up your software engine 
tool, please send a technical description to the attention o 
Mr. Mark Opperman at Software Research Associates. You can 
reguest a copy of the tool description form for your own use 
b¥ checkin5 t i; u.ppropri!lt6 box on the lm!!losM RM.MP 
Respome Form. 
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QUALITY MANAGEMENT MONTHLY 

In Software Engineering projects - both large and small - achieving the most elusive and 
critical feature, Quality, can often make the long-term difference between success and 
failure! 

Quality must somehow be present throughout the life cycle of each software system, from 
the Requirements/Specifications, through Software Design efforts, during System 
Implementation, while Quality Assurance analysis is being performed, and during the 
Maintenance period. The absence of Quality anywhere in a software system's evolution and 
use is a situation to be avoided: Easy to say, but difficult to accomplish? The technical 
methods for instilling and assuring Quality are known to exist, and results showing how the 
methods can be applied and measured are available, if only the right technical information 
can be used at the right time, in the right way, and at the right management level. 

Quality Management Monthly aims to provide this kind of information, in an 
easy-to-use and timely format. Having the latest data and ideas in the Quality 
Management area can assure meeting project objectives, can provide long-term 
minimum-cost software systems, can help meet difficult project schedules and 
deadlines, and can help build software systems that are easier to maintain once they 
are completed. 

To provide current technological guidance and factual information on ways to assure 
Quality in a software system, Software Research Associates began .publication of Quality 
Management Monthly, in April 1982. Quality Management Monthly is edited, produced and 
distributed from SRA's headquarters in San Francisco. Quality Management Monthly has 
regular contributions from a carefully selected group of internationally known experts in 
Software Engineering and Quality Management Technology. They provide technical inputs as 
needed, and a.ct as editors of special issues • 

Typical material published in Quality Management Monthly includes the full gamut of 
subjects of concern to Software Engineering: Technical Advances, New Software 
Methodologies, Products, Systems, Literature, Personalities/People, Executive Moves, 
Major Technical Events, etc. 

Typical subjects addressed in Quality Management Monthly include such areas as: Ada 
Status Reports, Ada Validator Updates - What to Expect, Assuring Quality in Software 
Contracts, Efforts at Standards - Who and What?, Unix at Berkeley - An Interview 
with Unix(tm) Jockeys, The Best Way To Do Software QA, ONYX Software, Editors 
and Editors, TeX and Metafont Developments1 ••• and much more! 

In addition, there are timely regular sections devoted to such topics as: The Monthly 
Calendar, Conference Reviews, Current Literature, Who's Who in Quality Management, 
New Products, etc. 

Priced at $225 per year (foreign addresses are $275 per year), the monthly letter provides 
software technologists and managers with up-to-the-minute information about developments 
in all parts of the critical software engineering field. Special multi-subscriber, Corporate 
and Educational Institution discounts, as well as single-copy information is available on 
request. 

Please ask for a sample issue of Quality Management Monthly on your Company letterhead. 
For more information about subscriptions to SRA's new Quality Management Monthly you 
can contact us by phone or telex: 

Editor Quality Management Monthly 
Software Research Associates 

P .0. Box 2432 
San Francisco, CA 94126 

Phone: (415) 957-1441 - Telex: 340-235 



SOFTWARE ENGINEERING AUTOMATED TOOLS INDEX 

As part of its continuing research and develoJ?ment W?rk . in the Automat~d Software 
Engineering Tools area, Software Research Associates mamtams a comprehensive index of 
detailed . data about a wide variety of software engineering support tools. 

Available since March 1982, this Software Engineering Automated Tools Index provides 
detailed information on approximately 600 different software engineering tools. 

In addition, quarterly updates to the Software Engineering Automated Tools Index 
beginning July 1982 will assure the currency of this valuable information resource. 

Tools described in the Software Engineering Automated Tools Index fall into these major 
categories: 

o Software Requirements/Specification Tools 

o Software Design Tools 

o Software Implementation (Programming) Tools 

o Software Quality Assurance Tools 

o Software Maintenance Tools 

o Software Project Management Tools 

o ~Environment Tools 

o Miscellaneous Utility and Support Systems 

The Index also includes a comprehensive By-Name Index, a By-Category Index, and a 
complete By-Supplier Index. Available information about obtaining each software system is 
also included. 

The information in the Software Engineering Automated Tools Index has been gathered from 
a wide rang~ of sources (Government, Industry, and Academic) over the past three years. 
Each automated tool is described in a single "tool frame" that outlines such critical 
information as a tool's type and classification category, number of installations and price, 
special features and exceptional characteristics, plus details about the required execution 
environment. There are over 50 tool categories .divided equally among the major system 
classes mentioned above. 

The Software Engineering Automated Tools index is provided in convenient .3-ring 
binder format, making it easy to survey the entire field of software engineering 
support tools, or focus on just one area. This format also makes it easy to incorporate 
the quarterly updates available to current users of the Software Engineering Automated 
Tools Index. The Two-Volume Tools Index costs are: U.S.A./Canada - $185.00; Foreign -
$225.00. Costs for the quarterly updates (available on a subscription basis) are: 
U.S.A./Canada - $85.00; Foreign - $115.00. 

For more information, or to reserve your copy of the Index, please check the appropriate 
boxes on the enclosed Reader Response Form. 

Note: Machine processible versions of the Software Engineering Automated Tools Index 
and associated automatic retrieval software are also available on special license 
arrangement. Please write to SRA for details. 

Software Research Associates 
P .0. Box 2432 

San Francisco, CA 94126 

Phone: (415) 957-1441 - Telex: 340-235 

•• 
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• PLEASE USE THIS FORM TO REQUEST ADDITIONAL INFORMATION OR TO PLACE AN ORDER 

D 

Please send me information on the following SRA Professional Development Seminars (page 2). 

D 
D 
D 
D 
D 

D 
D 

Please 
2). 

Applied Verification Technology 
Quality Assurance Technology 
Automated Software Engineering Tools Technology 
Software Maintenance Technology 
Advanced Validation Technology 

Introduction to Quality Management (1-day, NEW) 
Introduction to Systematic Testing (1-day, NEW) 

contact me regarding in-house presentation of SRA Professional Development Seminars (page 

D Please send information on SRA's TCAT - COBOL Test Coverage Analysis Tool (page 2). 

D Please send me a copy of SRA's Automated Tool Index Tool Description Form (page 2). 

D Please send information on SRA's Extended BASIC Language Validation Suite (page 3). 

D Please send a copy of the book(s) checked. My check or money order is enclosed. (Prepayment is 
required on all orders). California residents add 6.5% sales tax, outside USA add $10 per book 
handling charge - Foreign checks must be in U.S. dollars, drawn on a U.S. bank (page 3): 

D Automated Tools for Software Engineering, $25 

D Software Cost Estimating and Life-Cycle Control: Getting the Software Numbers, $25 

D Software System Design: Description and Analysis, $25 

D Software Testing and Validation Techniques (2nd Edition), $25 

D Software Configuration Management, $25 

D Please send information on the Software Engineering Automated Tools Index. (Special Insert, page 3) 

D Please send me information and a complimentary examination issue of SRA's Quality Management 
Monthly (Special Insert). 

COMMENTS AND QUESTIONS: -----------------------------

D I am currently a subscriber; 
this is a CHANGE of address 
(include old label if possible). 

NAME 

D I am not now a subscriber; 
please ADD my name to the 
Newsletter mailing list. 

D I am currently a subscriber; 
please DELETE my name from 
the Newsletter mailing list. 

--------------------
ADDRESS ------------------

• TELEPHONE _______________ _ 
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BOOK REVIEW: Quality Assurance for Computer Software 

(Citation: R. Dunn & R. Ullman, "Quality Assurance for 
Computer Software," McGraw Hill Book Company, ISBN 

A 07-018312-0, 351 Pages, 1982.) 

• !is new book is a competently written compendium of 
independent verification and validation" techniques developed 

primarily from the "aerospace industry" point of view (both 
authors are with IIT's Avionics Division). The opening chapter 
is titled "How Did a Nice Discipline Like Quality Get Mixed 
Up with Computer Software?" which traces the history of 
Quality Control - of many things, not just computer software 
- and establishes the need for quality assurance. The next 
three chapters deal with the fundamental nature of computer 
software, and provide a basic introduction to the notions of 
life-cycle management and how Quality intertwines these 
methodologies. 

"The Quality Solution," is the name given to the ~roup of 
Chapters entitled: Defect Prevention, Configuration 
Management, Testing, Tools, and The Quality Proiram. In this 
sequence defect prevention procedures come first and are 
given heavy, and effective, emphasis. There is management 
level discussion of the main ideas of setting requirements 
accurately, inspections and reviews, and the need for structure 
both for simplicity and testability in the implemented code. 

Testing, addressed in the next chapter, is lightly covered. 
There seems to be too much platitude and too little 
technique. Approximately one page is devoted to the important 
technique of proving correctness. The tools to do the work, 
described in the following chapter, are the conventional ones, 
with no surprises. The integration of the methods into a 
"Quality Pro~ram" is described - but the discussion seems 
longer on philosophy and shorter on specifics than the extant 
technology would justify. 

The concluding Chapters are "Selling and Staffing," "Standards, 
Policies, and Plans," and "Reliability and the Measurement of 
Goodness." Except for the last one most of this material is 
more verbal than quantitative argumentation. There is a 
concise explanation of the various models for defect discovery 
in Chapter 12, the only place where the book gets strongly 
technical . 

.• [i of the chapters are fairly well supported by citations to 
echnieal literature and the cross-referencing in the Index is 

thorough and accurate. 

Overall Assessment: The technical level is somewhere in the 
middle - you have to know what a computer is but you're 
pretty well protected from any "heavy" thinking. Overall, a 
low-key but worthy addition to your library. 

(Editor's Note: This review is a shortened version of a full 
technical assessment made in the current issue of Quality 
Management Monthly.) 

EXTENDED BASIC TF..sT SUITE AND SERVICES AVAILABLE 

by Mark R. Opperman 

SRA is offering BASIC interpreter/compiler validation services 
for organizations developing or purchasing BASIC or Extended 
BASIC interpreters or compilers that are based on the ANSI 
Standard X3.60-1978 for Minimal BASIC. 

SRA has developed over 160 special test programs which 
exercise many of the extensions commonly made to BASIC 
language systems. These validation programs were developed 
to test extensions to the ANSI Standard Minimal BASIC like 
those used in the DEC BASIC-PLUS language. This includes 
language features such as long variable names, logical 
operators, string operators and functions, matrix operators and 
functions, structured control flow statements, and device 
oriented 1/0. The test programs produce output files which 
can also be used in regression analysis when the language 
validation test suite is rerun. 

The Extended BASIC Test Suite includes the 208 test programs 
from NBS which test compatibility with the ANSI Standard 
X3.60-1978 for Minimal BASIC. Although the Extended BASIC 
Test Suite was originally developed for DEC's BASIC-PLUS 

•

nguage, the test programs can be easily modified for 
mpatibility with other ~yntactic constructs or to include 
her extensions Mt found m DEG Bi\BIC-PLVS, 

For more information about SRA's Extended BASIC validation 
service please contact Software Research Associates directly, 
or use the enclosed Reader Response Form. 
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AUTOMATED TOOLS INDEX 'STATISTICS 

Software Research Associates has recently published the 
Software Engineering Automated Tools Index, a comprehensive 
index of detailed data about a wide variety of software 
engineering support tools • 

The index, which is in three-ring binder format to facilitate 
the addition of new tool descriptions, currently contains over 
600 tool entries. These tools have been assigned to one (or 
more) of nine categories representing various phases of the 
software life-cycle. The categories are: Software Requirements 
and Specification Tools, Software Design Tools, Software 
Implementation (Programming) Tools, Software Quality 
Assurance Tools, Software Maintenance Tools, Software Project 
Management Tools, Cross-Environment Tools, Miscellaneous 
Utility Systems, and Research and Development Systems. 
These categories have been further sub-divided into 58 
sub-categories. 

The breakdown of the tools, by category, included in the 
initial publication of the Software Engineering Automated 
Tools Index is as follows: 

Category 
NI.ITber Percentage 
of Tools of Total 

Requir~nts/Specification Tools 20 3 
Design Tools 47 7 
Irrplementation Tools 210 32 
Q.tality Assurance Tools 132 20 
Miintenance Tools 119 18 
Project Management Tools 57 9 
Cross-Envirorrnent Tools 16 2 
Miscellaneous Utility System, 40 6 
Research and Develo(Illent Systems 7 1 

SRA is continually receiving information about new tools 
which will be incorporated into the Software Engineering 
Automated Tools Index on a quarterly basis. Subscriptions to 
this service is available. SRA currently has information on 
over 150 new tools which is being processed for inclusion into 
the first quarterly update, due to be released 1 July 1982. 
Many of these new tools are from international vendors, 
particularly in Japan and . France. 

For more information on the Software Engineering Automated 
Tools Index please check the appropriate box on the Reader 
Response Form or contact SRA directly at (415) 957-1441. 

CALL FOR PARTICIPATION 

ACM SIGSOFT/SIGPLAN 
High-Level Debugging, 
California. 

Software Engineering Symposium on 
20-23 March 1983, Pacific Grove, 

Attendance at this workshop is limited, based on submitting a 
working paper or short (four-page limit) position statement. 
Material should be sent to: Dr. Mark S. Johnson, HP 
Laboratories, 1501 Page Mill Road, Building 28B, Palo Alto, 
CA 94304. 

SOFTWARE ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY BOOKSHELF 

SRA can send you copies of the IBEE Computer Society Press 
titles below. Each book is $25 postP,aid in the USA; for 
overseas addresses add $10 each; (California residents please 
add 6.5% sales tax): 

AUTOMATED TOOLS FOR SOFTWARE ENGINEERING by 
Edward Miller 

SOFTWARE COST ESTIMATING AND LIFE-CYCLE 
CONTROL: GETTING THE SOFTWARE NUMBERS by 
Lawrence Putnam 

SOFTWARE SYSTEM DESIGN: DESCRIPTION AND 
ANALYSIS by William Riddle 

SOFTWARE TESTING AND VALIDATION TECHNIQUES 
(2nd Edition) by Edward Miller and William Howden 

SOFTWARE CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT by Siegel, 
Bryan, Chadbourne and Klitzkie 

To order these books use the enclosed Reader Response Form 
and include your check or money order for the correct 
a.lMUnt. 



CATALINA TF.STING/PROVING WORKSHOP A'ITENDEES 

The recent Workshop on Program Testing and Verification 
Methods, held at the Mt. Ada conference center on Catalina 
Island off the Los Angeles, California shore, drew some 25 
researchers who are most active in the software testing~ 
quality ~ssurance, and program verification area. 

The authors of the papers and the paper titles are as follows: 
J>-cof. Paul Eggert (UCSB), "An Example o'f Detecting Software 
Errors Before Execution;" Prof. Larry Morell and Prof. 
Richard Hamlet (University of Maryland), "An Error 
Elimination Testing StrateEP7;" Dr. Henry Lieberman (MIT), 
QTesting Your Program While You Write It;" Dr. Herb Hecht 
and Mr. Myron Hecht, (SoHaR, Inc.), "Limitations of Program 
Verification;" Prof. Robert Probert and Prof. ' Hasan Ural 
(Univ. Ottawa), "Incremental Improvements in Specifications by 
Testing;" Prof. Tim Budd, (University of Arizona), "Multilevel 
Approacll to Mutation Testing(' Prof. Paul McMullin and Prof. 
John Gannon (University of Maryland), "Combining Testing 
With Formal Specificat10ns - A Case Study;" Prof. John 
Gourlay (Ohio State University), "Specification Testing;" Prof. 
Richar<i' Hamlett (University of Maryland), "Determining 
Tests;" Prof. Richard KelT\merer (Univ.ersity of California, 
Santa Barbara), "Finding Errors Using Formal Si:>ecification and 
Verification;" Prof. Elaine Weyuker and Prof. Sandra Rapgs 
(Courant Institute), "Generation of Test Data Using Data Flow 
Information;" Dr. Tom Ostr'and (Sperry-Univac) and Prof. 
Elaine Weyuker (Courant Institute), · "The Use of Revealing 
Subdomains;" Prof. M. Hennel, Prof. M. Woodward, Prof. D. 
Hedley, and Prof. _I. Riddell (Liverpool University), "A Brick 
Wall for a Software Tester;" Dr. Susan L. Gerhart (Software 
Research), "A High Level Distributed System Error Detected 
by the AFFIRM Method;" Pro(. Tim Budd, (University of 
Arizona), "A Mutation Analysis Gase Study;" Prof. Allen Halley 
and Prof. Stuart Zweben (Ohio State University), "Development 
and Application of a White Box Approach to Integratipn 
Testing;" Prof. Michael Melkanoff and Prof. Qiming Chen 
(Universit¥ of California, Los Angeles), "Functional 
Specificat10n and Software Validation;" Prof. Steven ., Zeil 
(University of Massachusetts), "Blindness Ex[>ressions as ,a 
Measure of Testing Effectiveness;" Prof. Lee White (Ohio 
State University), "Some Research Approaches Motivated by 
the Domain Testing Strategy;" Prof. Debra Richardson and 
Prof. Lori Clarke (University of Massachusetts), "On. the 
Effectiveness of the Partition Analysis Method." 

These papers were published in a Workshop Proceedings. 
Details on distribution of this Proceedings are not clear as of 
this writing, but we will advise our readers how to obtain this 
Proceedings in a coming issue, 

Software Research ~ii@~ 
P.O. Dox 2432 
San Francisco. CA 94126 

Return Postage Guaranteed 
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS 

The events listed below are selected from various sources. 
Contacts for each event are given when known. (To have an 
event included please send the detailed announcement to the 
Newsletter Editor at Software Research Associates.) • 

7-10 June 1982: National Computer Conference, Houston, 
Texas. Contact: AFIPS, 1815 N. Lynn, Arlington, VA 22209. 

22-24 June 1982: FTCS-l2, 1982 International Symposium on 
Fault-Tolerant Computing, Santa Monica, California. Contact: 
Prof. David A. Rennels, UCL;\, 3743 Boelter Hall, Los 
Angeles, CA 90021, (213) 825-2660. 

20-21 July 1982: Symposium on Reliability in Distributed 
Software and Data Base Systems, _Fittsburgh, Pennsylvania. 
Contact: Prof. B. Bhargava, Dept. of Compute.r Science, 
A-319, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA 15260. 

8-10 September 1982: Practical Apgroaches to High 
Availability Computer Systems, JEEE Computer Society, Annual 
Lake Arrowhead Workshop. Attendance by invitation. Contact: 
Mr. Jim Gray, Tandem Computers, 19333 Vallco Parkway, 
Cupertino, CA, 95014, (408) 725-6212. 

13-16 September 1982: Sixth International Conference on 
Software Engineering, Tokyot Ja12an. Contact: Sixth 
International Conference on Sottware Engineering, P.O. Box 

. 639, Silver Spring, MD 20901, (301) 589-3386. 

11-14 October 1982: Safe-Comp '82, Purdue University, West 
Lafayette, Indiana (by invitation only). Contactt Mr. Roy W. 
Yunker, Chairman, Safe-Comp '82, PPG Industries, Inc., One 
Gateway Center, Pittsburgh, PA 15222. 

18-21 October 1982: Fourth Israeli Quality Assurance 
Conference, Hetzliyah, Israel. Contact: Mr. Ben Livson, Dept. 
4540, Israel Aircraft Industries, Israv, Israel. 

5-7 January 1983: 16th Annual Hawaii International Conference 
on System Sciences, Honolulu, Hawaii. Contact: Dr. Bruce 
Shriver, Computer Science Dei:>t., University of Soutflwestern 
Louisiana, P. 0. Box 44330, Lat.ayette, LA 70504. 

High-Level Debugging, Pacmc Grove, California. Contact: D 
20-23 M.arch 1983, Software Engineering_ Symposium o. 

Mark S. Johnson HP Laboratories 1501 Page Mill RoaQ.. 
Building 28B Palo Alto, CA 94304 

28-30 June 1983: FTCS-13, 1983 International Conference on 
Fault-Tolerant Computing, Milano, Italy. Contact: Dr. Daniel 
P. Siewiorek, Carnegie-Mellon Univ., Dept. of Computer 
Science and EE, Schenley Park, PA, 15213. 

BULK RATE 
U.S. l'OSTAGE 

PAID 
San Francisco, CA 

Permit No, 2 
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QUALITY MANAGEMENT MONTHLY - CONTENTS REVIEWED 

Quality Management Monthly is SRA's new publication devoted 
to life-cycle software. Quality Management. Since the first 
issue in April 1982 some 20 articles have been published: 

In the April 1982 issue: "Quality Control Circles - Kano's 
View"; A Candid Assessment of the "Higher Order Software" 
(HOS) Methodology; "Testing a Word Processor - An Example 
of Functional Testing"; Paper Review: "Some Practical 
Experience with a Software Quality Assurance Program"; 
"Expert System Technology Described." 

In the May 1982 issue: "Selling 'Quality,"' (the beginning of a 
series of technical editorials); "Software Errors in Hardware"; 
"Annotated List of Compiler Test Suites"; "Paper Review: 
Evaluating the Effects of an Independent Verification and 
Validation Team"; "Book Review: Quality Assurance for 
Computer Software"; "Some Statistics on the Software 
Engineering Automated Tools Index Contents"; "Catalina 
Workshoo on the Effectiveness of Testing and Proving 
Methodst•. 

In the Jwie 1982 issue: "Selling 'Quality"' (Part II)· Software 
Quality Assurance Institute; "Why is Software Verification So 
Difficult?" by Edward Miller; "Case History of a 
User-Discovered Software Defect," by IYiark R. Opperman; 
American Association for Artificial Intelligence Meeting; 
Review and Assessment: "Quality Assurance Systems 
Development Review"; "ImJ:!ressions from the Hanover Fair -
April 1982," by Edward Miller; First FORTRAN Coding Guide 
Released; Review and Assessment: "Quality Assurance Systems 
Development Review." 

Past issues of Quality Management Monthly are available for 
$25 each. To place your oraer(s) please check the appropriate 
box(es) on the Reader Response Form, and enclose your check 
for the correct amount. 

QUALITY MANAGEMENT MONTHLY SUBSCRIPTIONS 

SRA's Quality Management Monthly is a unique source of 
information on the latest techniques and data in the field of 
Quality Assurance. The combined efforts of our technical staff 
and a selected group of internationally-known experts produces 
up-to-the-minute and complete coverage of ow- field. 

Quality Management Monthly is geared toward high-level 
managers and technical directors who need the latest ideas 
and data in the field of Software En~ineering and Quality 
Management, and who can't afford to wait for information. 

Quality Management Monthly costs $225 per year ($275 
fore~gn). Discounts are available for multi-name institutional 
subscriptions. For further subscription information and a free 
sample issue of Quality Management Monthly, please check 
the appropriate box on the enclosed Reader Response Form. 
To order Quality Management Monthly check the order box on 
the Reader Response Form, and enc;lose your check for the 
correct amount. 

COVERAGE MEASURF.S REPORT AVAILABLE 

A revision of an earlier report, Summary of Software Testing 
Measures (SRA TN-843) is now available for distribution, $10. 
The report contains complete definitions of the C-, S-, and T
series of testing completeness and test effectiveness measures. 
Use the Reader Response Form to order your copy. 
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VAX/UNIX(tm) VERSION OF AFFmM SYSTEM AVAILABLE 

By: Roddy W. Erickson 

The AFFffiM Specification and Verification System has been 
converted to run on the DEC VAX computer under UC 
Berkeley UNIX(tm). (A version for VAX VMS is soon 1jA 
come.) -

AFFmM can be used to analyze specifications and algorithms 
to verify their consistency and correctness. This evaluation is 
done by the machine-checked proof of mathematical 
statements, and it can yield much higher levels of confidence 
than other methods. Specifications are stated for AFFIRM 
processing in terms of abstract data. types. New problem 
domains may readily be specified, because AFFffiM does not 
depend on a "wired-in" set of data types. The system has 
been applied to communications protocols, distributed file 
systems, toy security kernels, file editing modules, 
floating-point arithmetic, and textbook problems, among many 
other examples. A library of abstract data types (ADTs) has 
been developed, along with notation and theorems. Additional 
types can be formulated by users, or by SRA upon request. 

AFFmM is written in Interlisp, and has been available on the 
PDP-10/20 series for several years. The SRA conversion runs 
efficiently under VAX UNIX (up to 50% performance 
improvement). Besides a number of operational i,mprovements, 
there are extra consistency checks for abstract data types in 
the SRA conversion. 

Suggested technical references on the AFFffiM system and 
methodology include the following: 

S. L. Gerhart, "Fundamental Concepts of Program 
Verification", ASME, International Computer Technology 
Conference, August 1980. 

M. H. Cheheyl, M. Gasser, G. A. Huff, and J. K. Millen. 
"Verifying Security", ACM Computing Surveys, September 
1981. 

J. Millen and D. L. Drake. "An Experiment with Affirm 
and HDM", Joumal of Systems Science, December 1981. 

S. L. Lee, R. w. Erickson, and S. L. Gerhart, "Finding a 
Design Error in a Distributed System: A Case Study", _ 
Proc. IEEE Symp. on Reliability in Distributed Software -
and Database Systems, 1981. 

For information on how the AFFffiM system could be of 
assistance in your specification or verification project please 
call SRA and ask for Mr. Roddy Erickson or check the 
appropriate box on the enclosed Reader Response Form. 

TF.STING TECHNIQUF.S NEWSLETTER SUBSCRIPTIONS 

Testing Techniques Newsletter is published quarterly by 
Software Research Associates to provide timely and useful 
information to the technical community concerned with 
Software Quality Management. We seek to act as a forum for 
ideas and information that can significantly increase software 
quality through better software testing and analysis. 

Testing Techniques Newsletter is mailed without charge to 
qualified individuals throughout the world. When requesting 
your free subscription please write on your company 
letterhead, and be sure to indicate your general involvement 
in the Quality Management area. 

SPRING 1983 SEMINAR SERIFS ANNOUNCED 

SRA will offer a series of Technol~ Seminars in San 
Francisco at the San Franciscan Hotel m Spring 1983. SRA 
seminars present state-of-the-art information by speakers Who 
are experts in their fields. The tuition for each two-day 
seminar is $475 (company and academic discounts are 
available). Attendance at the seminars is strictly limited to 
assure attendees good interaction with the speakers. Topics 
and dates for the 1983 Spring Series are: 

Applied Verification Technology - 17-18 February 
Software Quality Assurance Technology - 24-25 February 
Advanced Software Validation Techniques - 10-11 March 

Automated Software Engineering Tools - 14-15 March 
Introduction to Quality Management - 24 March ~ 
Protection of Proprietary Software - 25 March • ., 

To be placed on our mailing list for a Brochure with further 
details about the Spring 1983 Technology Seminar Series, 
please check the appropriate box on tlie enclosed Reader 
R~ form, 
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- TCAT - TEST COVERAGE ANALYZER FOR COBOL 

One of the major problems encowitered in programming environments is the need to 
repeatedly fix programs when wiforeseen "bugs" cause them to faiL This costly and 
potentially embarrassing inconvenience could be avoided if programs could be thoroughly 
tested before going into production. 

The COBOL Test Coverage Analysis Tool (TCAT) provides basic support of software quality assurance 
by generating a quantitative measure of the level of quality of test sets for COBOL programs. TCAT 
does this by measuring \he effectiveness of a test or series of tests in terms of two coverage 
measures, Cl and Pl. 

The Cl Coverage Measure, which is based on the internal control structure of the program being 
analyzed, reports the level of testing coverage as the percentage of logical segments exercised 
in each test, or in a series of tests. Each test, or set of tests, is judged more thorough if it 
achieves a higher overall Cl value. 100% Cl, while not a guarantee of program correctness, is a 
strong indicator that the testing has been comprehensive. 

The Pl Coverage Measure expresses the percentage of paragraphs exercised in each test. Pl 
works in much the same way as Cl, but provides a more macroscopic view of tests quality 
assessment. When paragraphs are not exercised, a fact reported by the Pl analysis, you know 
that testing may be inadequate. 

TCAT is a free-standing pre-processor post-processor system and consists of: (1) a comprehensive 
COBOL automatic program instrumentor, (2) a set of associated run-time routines, and, (3) a 
standardized testing coverage analysis package that computes values for Cl and Pl. 

- he pre-processing stage consists of instrumenting the candidate program and also produces a fully 
annotated Reference Listing that identifies and labels logical segments and paragraphs. This output is 
used as a key in identifying unexercised segments or paragraphs; it can also be used as a worksheet 
to keep track of program testing progress. In addition to the Reference Listing the instrumentation 
process generates a variety of statistics about the COBOL program being analyzed. 

The post-execution stage produces a series of reports providing information on the level of coverage 
achieved by the test set(s). These are: the Coverage Report, the Not Hit Report and the Histogram 
Report. The first two reports show the percentage of coverage achieved by tests and those segments 
and paragraphs which have yet to be exercised -- the Histogram Report shows the proportion of 
times each segment and paragraph is executed. The TCAT system handles cumulative multi-run tests 
by storing standard coverage history records as an archive record. This makes it possible to run as 
many tests as necessary to achieve a high Cl coverage level for a particular program without losing 
coverage values accumulated during previous test runs. 

Versions of TCAT are available on IBM 08-based systems, UNIVAC, Data General MV/8000 and 
ONYX C8001 (RM-COBOL/Unix) computer environments. TCAT can also be custom installed on a 
system not included above if necessary as long as there are both FORTRAN and COBOL compliers. 

For more information about TCAT please contact:-

Mr. Christopher Walker 
Software Research Associates 

P .o. Box 2432 
San Francisco, CA 94126 

• Phone; (415) 957-1441 - Telex: 340-235 

Software Research Associates San Francisco, California 
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SOFTWARE ENGINEERING AUTOMATED TOOLS INDEX 

As pEµ"t of its continuing research and development work in the Automated Software 
Engineering Tools area, Software Research Associates maintains a comprehensive index of 
detailed data about a wide variety of software engineering support tools. ( ) 

Available since March 1982, this Software Engineering A~tomated Tools Index provides 
detailed information on approximately 600 different software engineering tools. 

In addition, quarterly..,. updates to the Software Engineering Automated Tools Index 
beginning September 1982 assure the accuracy and currency of this valuable 
information resource. 

Tools described in the Software Engineering Automated Tools Index fall into these major 
categories: 

Software Requirements/Specification Tools 
Software lmelementation (Programming) Tools0 

Software Quality Assurance Tools 
Miscellaneous Utility and Support Systems 

Software Design TooJs
Cros&-Environment Tools 

Software Maintenance Tools 
Software Project Management Tools 

" 

The Index also includes a comprehensive By-Name Index, a By-Category Index, and a 
complete By-Supplier Index. Available information about obtaining each software system is 
also included. 

The information in the Software Engineedng Automated Tools Index has been gathered from 
a wide range of sources (Government, Industry, and Academic) over _ the past three years. 
Each automated tool is described in a single "tool frame" that outlines such critical 
information as a tool's type and classification category, number of instaJlations and price, 
special features and exceptional characteristics, plus details about the required execution 
environment. There are over 50 tool categories divided equally among the major system 
classes mentioned above. / 

The Software Engineering Automated Tools Index is provided in -convenient 3-ring 
binder format, making it easy to survey the entire field of software engineering 
support tools, or focus on just one area. This format also makes it easy to incorporate 
the quarterly updates available to current users of the Software Engineering Automated 
Tools Index. The Two-Volume Tools Index costs are: U.S.A./Canada - $185.00; Foreign - ' 
$225.00. Costs for the quarterly updates (available on a subscription basis) are: 
U.S.A./Canada - $85.00; Foreign - $115.00. 

For more information, or to reserve your copy of the Index, please check the appropriate 
boxes on the enclosed Reader Response Form. 

Important Note: Machine processible versions of the Software Engineering Automated ~ 
Tools Index and associated automatic retrieval software are also available on special ~~ 
source license arrangement. Please write to SRA for details. "' 

Software Research Associates 
P .0. Box 2432 

San Francisco, CA 94126 

Phone: (415) 957-14-U. - Telex: 340-235 

Software Research Associates San Francisco, Ca'i.ifornia 

-
} ' . 
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READER RESPONSE FORM TF.STING TECHNIQUES NHWSLHTI'HR August 1982 

. FTWARK RESEARCH ASSOCIATES, P. 0. Box 2432, San Pnmciseo, C&lifornia 94126; (415) 957-1441. 

Please send me information on: 

o Subscribing to Quality Management Monthly, with a complimentary issue. 
o The VAX/UNIX(tm) Affirm System. 
o The SRA Spring lS,83 Software Teclmology Seminar Series. 
o SRA's TCAT and TCAT-2 - COBOL Test Coverage Analysis Tools. 
o Software Engineering Automated Tool Index. 
o Assembly Language Instrumentors. 
o SRA's Language Validation Test Suites. 

Please contact me regarding: 

o An in-house presentation of SRA's Professional Development Seminars 

I would like to order: 
o copies of "Summary of Software Testing Measures," SRA TN-843 
-- (at $10 each, please include a self-addressed mailing label). 

o __ copies of "Special IBM Test Tools Survey." 
(at $25 each, please include a self-addressed mailing label.) 

o __ copies of SRA's Software Engineering Teclmology Bookshelf, 
with full bibliographic citations, $5. 

o __ copies of SRA's Software Engineering Automated Tool Index, loose-leaf edition 
($270 US with a one year subscription to the updates; $340 Foreign, with updates.) 

o __ Software Engineering Automated Tools Index, Source License 
($1,850 US; $2,250 Foreign; updates $850 US; $1,150 Foreign). 

0 subscription(s) to Quality Management Monthly (at $225/year US; $275/year Foreign). 

The indicated back issues of Quality Management Monthly (at $25 each). 
o May 1982 o June 1982 o July 1982 

Please find enclosed my check/money order for $ ------
COMMENTS AND QUESTIONS: -------------------------

D I am currently a subscriber; D I am not now a subscriber; D I am currently a subscriber; 
please DELETE my name from 
the Newsletter mailing list. 

this is a CHANGE of address please ADD my name to the 
(include old label if possible). Newsletter mailing list. 

D My address label 
is CORRECT. 

• 

NAME -------------------
ORGANIZATION ---------------
ADDRESS ------------------
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UPGRADED IBM IMS VERSION OF TCAT, NEW TCAT-2 
FEATURES ANNOUNCED 

By: Christopher Walker 

~ nee many users of the IBM version of the COBOL Test 
~ v~e Analysis Tool {TCAT) have COBOL applications 

which interface with the IMS data base system, the TCAT 
instrumentor has been expanded to work in this environment. 
This new TCAT for IBM/IMS is now available. 

The newly announced TCAT-2 system has all of the Cl 
measurement features of TCAT plus some important 
extensions. The first of these is the ASSERT Statement, which 
allows a user to "assert" the value of various fields and 
counters during execution of the instrumented COBOL 
program. During execution, when an assertion is found to be 
"false" the user is notified of this fact by TCAT-2. 

Another new feature of TCAT-2 is a more powerful measure 
of test coverge effectiveness and reliability called the Tl 
Measure. Tl combines the notions of test coverage with the 
actual measured complexity and assigned relative criticality of 
segments (or COBOL paragraphs). The user assigns specific 
levels of criticality to particular segments (or paragraphs) 
within the COBOL program with a special "directive" 
statement. The value is an integer (with a default of 1). The 
complexity value for a segment, calculated automatically, 
consists of the number of keywords in that segment. 

Tl is computed after running a set of tests with the following 
formula: 

Tl = Criticality • Complexity • Coverage. 

This effectively relates test coverage to ir.ternal complexity 
of the object being tested. 

For more information about this new IBM version of TCAT, 
and the enhanced TCAT-2, please call SRA and ask for Mr. 
Christopher Walker or check the appropriate box on the 
enclosed Reader Response Form. 

SOFTWARE ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY BOOKSHELF 

. A 3RA is compiling a bibliogra1;>hY of important works in the 
Wiield of Software Engineerm~ and Quality Management 

Technology. We feel the titles listed below should be included 
in the library of all Quality Management specialists. 

THE ART OF SOFTWARE TESTING, by Glenford J. Myers; 
CHARACTERlSTICS OF SOFTWARE QUALITY, by Barry W. 
Boehm, et al.; COMPUTER PROGRAM TESTING, B. 
Chandrasekaran and S. Radicchi (Editors); CURRENT TRENDS 
IN PROGRAMMING METHODOLOGY, Volume 2 - Program 
Validation, by R. E. Yeh; FORMAL METHOD OF PROGRAM 
VERIFICATION AND SPECIFICATION, by Franta, Berg, 
Boebert, and Moher, (April 1982). 

MANAGING SOFTWARE RELIABILITY, by Michael G. Walker; 
OPERATIONAL TEST AND EVALUATION, by Rober T. Stevens; 
QUALITY ASSURANCE FOR COMPUTER · SOFTWARE, by 
Robert Dunn & Richard Ullman; SOFTWARE CONFIGURATION 
MANAGEMENT: An Investment in Product Integrity, by E. H. 
Bersoff, V. D. Henderson, and S. G. Siegel; SOFTWARE 
DEVELOPMENT: A Rigorous Approach, by Cliff B. Jones; 
SOFTWARE RELIABILITY GUIDEBOOK, by Robert L. Glass; 
SOFTWARE RELIABILITY, by T. A. Thayer, M. Lipow, and E. 
C. Nelson; SOFTWARE RELIABILITY, by H. Kopetz; 
SOFTWARE VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION: Realistic 
Project Approaches, by Michael S. Deutsch; TECHNIQUES OF 
PROGRAM AND SYSTEM MAINTENANCE, by Garish Parikh. 

Please check the appropriate box on the Reader Response 
Form if you'd like a copy of the the full bibliographic 
citations for each of these essential books. 

APl VERSION OF INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM COMPLETED 

The processes involved in instrumentation of restricted 
assembly language programs were discussed in prior Testing 
Techniques Newsletter issues. We have recently completed 
rehosting our assembly language processing system, called the 
RLP system, onto a Data General environment and would be 

•

leased to discuss it with you, or to send appropriate 
9cumentation. 

The language processed is the Basic Assembler Language (BAL) 
for the APl computer; the RLP system can be extended to fit 
virtually any assembly language, however. For data on 
Assembly Language Instru.mentors and the RLP system please 
mark the box on the Reader Response Form. 
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SOFTWARE ENGINEERING AUTOMATED TOOLS INDEX 
PUBLISHED IN ELECTRONIC FORM 

SRA has announced publication of an Electronic Edition of its 
comprehensive Software Engineering Automated Tools Index. 
Now, source licenses are available to the full source text of 
the Software Engineering Automated Tools Index, a 
compendium of information on more than 650 automated 
software engineering support tools. Havin~ the source text lets 
companies make internal production copies of the full Index, 
or of specially selected subsets of the Index, at a much lower 
per-unit cost. 

The most important feature of the Electronic Edition is the 
capability to search the database automatically, using special 
search software. Descriptive data about each software tool is 
stored as a single text file in a hierarchically ordered 
directory structure. Automatic search procedures are used to 
locate the set of tools that match on a user-specified 
keyword or a group of keywords. 

Automated searches of the Software Engineering Automated 
Tools Index can also be run on the SRA computer,. after a set 
of matching keywords and phrases has been specified. 
Normally, the outcome of this search is a "matrix" of tools 
features and matching tools that can be used to assist in 
making management, marketing, or technical planning decision. 
For organizations without the appropriate system software, 
SRA can conduct the searches on a consulting basis. For 
further information on sponsored searches of the Software 
Engineering Automated Tools Index, please check the 
appropriate box on the Reader Response Form. 

The Electronic Edition of the Software Engineering Automated 
Tools Index is priced at $1850 for a single-user (single 
computer, single site) system. Quarterly update service is 
available for $850 per year. (Foreign prices begin at $2250 for 
the license, with updates at $1150 per year.) The cost of the 
Paper Edition of the Software Engineering Automated Tools 
Index in its handy three-ring binder is $185 (USA & Canada); 
$225 (Foreign). Note: After 1 October 1982 the price for the 
Paper Edition copy is $225 (USA & Canada); $275 (Foreign). 
A subscription to the first four quarterly updates is $85 (USA 
& Canada); $115 (Foreign). Note: After 1 October 1982 
subscriptions to a year's quarterly updates cost $115 (USA & 
Canada); $140 (Foreign) • 

The most recent Software Engineering Automated Tools Index 
update, to both the paper and electronic editions, will be 
distributed aP.proximately 15 September 1982. It includes some 
20 tools available from suppliers located in France and other 
sites in Europe, and update information on 35 other software 
tools from around the world. 

For further information on acqumng SRA's Software 
Engineering Automated Tools Index in electronic or hard copy 
format, please check the appropriate box on the Reader 
Re:sponst: Form. To order your copy of the Software 
Engineering Automated Tools Index directly, please check the 
appropriate box on the Reader Response Form, and include 
your check for the appropriate amount. 

SRA COMPILER VALIDATION SUITES AVAILABLE 

SRA has developed Language Validation Test Sets (sometimes 
called test suites) for BASIC, FORTRAN and COBOL, for 
various compilers and computer environments. While these test 
sets are based on the widely distributed NBS-supplied test 
suites, in many cases extensions and modifications make our 
versions somewhat more flexible and effective in practical use 
when checking out a candidate compiler prior to release. 

For further information about SRA Language Validation Test 
Suites please contact SRA or check the appropriate box on 
the enclosed Reader Response Form. 

IBM ~ TOOLS SURVEY REPORT OFFERED 

In a recent exercise of the computerized Software Engineering 
Automated Tools Index we searched to identify all software 
testing tools that were hosted on the IBM mainframe OS 
environment. The initial search yielded some 100+ tools that 
met the basic IBM OS environment criteria. We then narrowed 
the search to those which had one or more of some selected 
properties: assertions, complexity measurement, coverage 
analysis, cross referencing, data flow analysis, symbolic 
analysis, regression features, etc. (Over 20 such features were 
scanned.) The result was a list of some 35 tools 1!9.<!h with at 
least one features. 

We've edited a version of this report for distribution, $25. To 
order your copy check the appropriate box on the enclosed 
Reader Response Form. 



REVIEW: PREDICTION OF SOFTWARE DEFECT RATF.S 

Citation: M. Lipow, "Number of Faults Per Line of Code," 
IEEE Trans. Software Engineering, Vol. SE-8, No. 4, .Tuly 1982. 

This paper provides some interesting and, in some cases, new 
insights into the "average" defect rates in software. 
Previously, it was surmized that the defect rate for soitware 
was independent or the module size. Lipow's new results 
appear to suggest otherwise. 

Background: The Halstead "software physics" work sought to 
define a general theorY, of software properties that could 
interrelate a range of different parameters. As the theoretical 
summary in Lipow's paper indicates, the number of faults in a 
program is given by the formula J3 = V /3000, where V is the 
"Program volume," and where B is the absolute number of 
critical program faults. Here, V is the Halstead version of 
"volume", computed as N log2 n, where N is the total number 
of usages of both operators and operands (called the "length"), 
and where n = nl + n2, i.e. the number of unique operators 
and the number of unique operands, respectively. (See M. 
Halstead, Elements of Software Science, New York: North 
American Elsevier, 1977.) 

Practical Predictions and Empirics: The number 3000 in the 
formula above is predicted wholly from analyses made with 
the Halstead theory. It is the approximate number of 
successful "mental discriminations" made by a programmer 
between "errors." This figure is derived from many careful 
empirical observations and calibrated indirectly into the 
formula, rather than measured by any direct means. 

Computing B, the software defect count, requires factoring 
the program's so-called "language level" into the formula. In 
the Halstead theory the language level, K, for FORTRAN 
programs is about 7 .5; for Assembly Language programs it is 
around 3.0. With this value it is possible to calculate the 
theoretically predicted number of defects in programs as a 
function of their length. 

Effect of Size of Software: According to Lipow's 
computations, the defect rate also varies according to the 
number of sub-programs into which the softwe,re is divided. 
For example, here are the predicted defect rates as a 
function of program size and number of subroutines: 

Effect of Modularization on Error Rates 
Number of 

Number of Lines 
of Executable Code 1 

100 1.75% 
1000 2.43% 

10000 3.17% 

Software P.eseorch ~~ 
P.O. Box 2432 
Son Francisco. CA 94126 

Return Postage Guaranteed 

Modules in System 

2 5 

1.60% 1.30% 
2.22% 1.95% 
2.94% 2.65% 
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To back up these predictions, Lipow and others analyzed 
software defect rates in some 25 programs ranging in size 
from 440 executable statements to slightly over 12500 
executable statements. The overall defect count, according to 
projection, should have been 2155; the actual count was 2006. 

will reduce the defect rate; (ii) avoidance of assemb ~ 
Implicati011S: It should be clear that: (i) more modularizati~ 

language ~ will cut the defect rate down on 
per-program basis (since assembly language programs are about" 
four times longer for the same algorithmic content); and, (iii) 
it is possible to predict, within narrow percentages, what 
defect rates are likely to be. 

CALENDAR OF .EVENTS - AUGUST__.1982 

The events listed below are selected from various sources. 
Contacts for each event are given when known. (To have an 
event included please send the detailed announcement to the 
Newsletter Editor, at Software Research Associates.) 

8-10 September 1982: Practical Approaches to High 
Availability Computer Systems, IEEE Computer Society, Annual 
Lake Arrowhead Workshop. Attendance by invitation. Contact: 
Mr. Jim Gray, Tandem Computers, 19333 Vallco Parkway, 
Cupertino, CA, 95014, (408) 725-6212. 

13-16 September 1982: Sixth International Conference . on 
Software Engineering, Tokyo, Japan. Contact: Sixth 
Intemational Conference on Software Enltineering, P .o. Box 
639, Silver Spring, MD 20901, (301) 589-338'6. 

11-14 October 1982: Safe-Comp 182, Purdue University, West 
Lafayette, Indiana (by invitation only). Contact: Mr. Roy W. 
Yunker, Chairman, Safe-Comp '82, PPG Industries, Inc., One 
Gateway Center, Pittsburgh, PA 15222. 

18-21 October 1982: Fourth Israeli Quality Assurance 
Conference, Hetzliyah, Israel. Contact: Mr. Ben Livson, Dept. 
4540, Israel Aircraft Industries, Israv, Israel. 

5-7 January 1983: 16th Annual Hawaii International Conference 
on System Sciences, Honolulu, Hawaii. Contact: Dr. Bruce 
Shriver, Computer Science Dept., University of Southwestern 
Louisiana, P. O. Box 44330, Lafayette, LA 70504. 

20-23 March 1983, Software Engineering Symposium 
High-Level Debugging, Pacific Grove, California. Contact: 
Mafk S. Johnson, HP Laboratories, 1501 Page Mill Roao, 
Building 28B, Palo Alto, CA 94304. 

28-30 Jlllle 1983: FTCS-13, 1983 International Conference on 
Fault-Tolerant Computing, Milano, Italy. Contact: Dr. Daniel 
P. Siewiorek, Carnegie-Mellon Univ., Dept. of Computer 
Science and EE, Schenley Park, PA, 15213. 
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EDITORIAL: Software Guarantees 

Japanese software manufacturers are going after the quality 
marketplace in a big way. We recently learned that one of 
the biggest Japanese computer manufacturers is now offering 
telecommunications system software with a 25 Year 
Guarantee! The actual service statement made by the supplier 
was, we heard, quite simple: included in the purchase price as 
a standard option on the software is on-site maintenance of 
their software system for one year, followed with free 
upgrade service for 24 years thereafter. The software was 
protected on these terms against any form of defect. 

Technologists who have worked with software quality problems 
know that one can achieve a quality system only through a 
combination of good design, good implementation, and very 
detailed analysis. Providing a "guarantee" may bring customers 
to the door demanding service initially, but that alone will 
not assure continued sales. The product, whatever it is, has to 
be worth the price or in the long run the customers won't 
deal with you. Quality has to be inherent from the outset, as 
an intrillSic property of the software system and also as an 
attitude surrounding it. 

This unusual new announcement may sound the alarm for 
firms producing, or attempti~ to produce, high quality 
software! The guarantee described above seems to be a 
breakthrough, and on second glance, it appears to be a clever 
marketing ploy. On further reflection, we feel it shows a 
positive and welcome attitude on the part of the supplier, an 
attitude that is going to be hard to beat! -EFM 

---------------------
STEP MEE11NG SET FOR WASHINGTON, D. C. 

,,._s_ E_>ll.!'t of a new effort in the Software Test and Evaluation 
(STEP) area, the National Security Industry Association (NSIA), 
in cooperation with a Department of Defense task group, has 
scheduled a series of presentations for 1-3 February 1983, in 
Washington, D.C. at the Mayflower Hotel (for further details, 
see the calendar section). 

The purpose of this conference Is to bring together 
representatives from government, industry, and the academic 
community to review and discuss experiences, advances, and 
recent initiatives in software testing and evaluation. The 
Software Test and Evaluation Project (STEP) will also be 
discussed, including STEP products and conclusions. The DoD 
expects to use the results of this conference, in part, to 
develop revised policies, procedures and guidelines for the test 
and evaluation of defense system software, and to identify 
tools and techniques for investigation which have the potential 
of a high payoff. A total of nineteen experts from 
government, industry, and the academic sectors will provide 
their views on a wide range of topics. 

ALL OF US AT 
SOFTWARE RESEARCH 

WOULD UKB TO WISH YOU AND YOURS 
THE VERY HAPPIEST OF HOLIDAY SEASONS 

AND A QUAUl'Y ASSURED NEW YEAR! 
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SPRING 1983 SEMINAR SERIES SCHEDULE 

The SRA Spring Series of Professional Development Seminars, 
addressing the general area of Software Quality 
Management/Teehoology, will be presented in San Francisco, 
California, in February and March, f983. Seminar topics will 

~ncl:uty Assurance Technology, (NEWLY REVISED AN . 
UPDATED), with Dr. Edward F. Miller, Jr., 24-25 February -
1983. o Introduction to Systematic Testing, (One Day Seminar, 
NEW), illStructors Dr. Edward F. Mil1er, Jr., and Mr. David 
Casey1 4 March 1983. o Advaneed Software Validation 
Techniques, Prof. Timothy Budd, 10-11 March 1983. o 
Automated Tools for Software Engineering,_ with Dr. Edward F. 
Miller, Jr., 14-15 March 1983. o Introoiction to Quality 
Management, (One Day Seminar, NEW), speaker Dr. Edward I'. 
Miller, Jr., 24 March 1983. o Protection of Proprietary 
Software, (NEW One Day Seminar), Prof. Richard A. fieMillo, 
25 March 1983. o Applied Verification Technology, instructor 
Roddy W. Erickson, 28-29 March 1983. 

Two-day seminars are $475; one-day seminars are $275. 
Extensive course material, notes, reading lists, exercises, and 
other technical material is included. All seminars will be 
presented at the San Franciscan Hotel, 1231 Market Street, 
San Francisco, CA 94103. 

For additional information on this new seminar series, please 
check the appropriate box on the Reader Response Form. 

TCAT Cl QUALITY ANALYSIS RESULTS 

by: Christopher Walker 

We have recently completed more detailed testing of the 
illStrumentation component of our TCAT system. This is a 
medium-sized COBOL prog_ram (about 3400 lines of source 
code excluding comments) that processes other COBOL 
programs. The test set, as a result, is a collection of 25 
COBOL sample programs that in aggregrate attempt to 
exercise all of the many features of this rather complex part 
of the TCAT system. 

Some of the test programs are "legal" COBOL; i.e. they -result 
in executable output from the instrumentor. Some, however, 
are "illegal" in the sense that they intentionally cause the 
illStrumentor program to "fail" (i.e., they exercise an erro. 
condition of the system). Overall, the test programs consist o 
more than 850 lines of COBOL text; the average validatiorl 
test program is 35+ lines long. The efficiency of each test 
ranged from a Cl value of 0.176% to as much as 46.21 %. 

When organized in approximately natural order - with the 
highest coverage tests run first - the growth of the Cl 
coverage value follows a nearly classical structure: 

TCAT INSTRUMBNTOR QUALITY ANALYSIS 

u 

TEST HUMBER 

We've used this test set just as others would - for other 
applications: as a way of assuring the quall~y of n!lw releases 
of the TCAT system, as a way for 1mprov1ng system 
performance, and as a technique for identifying any defects 
that arise as a part of the program maintenance process. 

For additional information on TCAT Cl, please check the 
appropriate box on the Reader Response Form. 

QUAUl'Y MANAGEMENT MONTHLY - CONTENTS REVIEWED 

Quality Management Monthly is SRA's publication devoted to 
life-cycle software Quality Management. Below is a summary 
of the important articles from the issues of the last thre.A 
months: -
In the Aupst 1982 iaue: 

"Selling 'Quality'" (Part IV); "Some Interesting Theoretical 
Predictions on Software Defect Rates;" "Software 
Documentation Managem~n\ Gllille;" "fBt\TURBD SOFTWARE 
TOOL: Mlcro-Focust' COBOL Animator System;" "IEEE's 
Computer Standards Activity Sources;" "SOFTWARE 
TOOL', USAGE: An NBS Sponsored Study·" "CATALINA 
WORKSHOP PAPER REVIBW: Multilevel Mutations;" 



SPRING 1983 SOFTWARE QUALITY MANAGEMENT/TECHNOLOGY SEMINARS 

. oftware Research ~ociates has scheduled a series of one and two-day seminars on topics in 
Software Quality Management/Technology to be presented during the SPRING of 1983 in San 
Francisco, California. 

The seminar series addresses critical areas of software engineering quality technology, and quality 
management concepts of importance to both managers and technical people concerned about the 
rising costs of computer applications and recurring problems with software quality. 

The seminars will be presented by widely known technical experts - technologists who have in-depth 
knowledge of each of the areas they address. Attendance is strictly limited to assure maximum 
instructor/student interaction. 

Attendees at these seminars will receive extensive notes, textbooks and comprehensive reference 
material. Luncheons and refreshments are also included in the $475 per person price for a two-day 
seminar and the $275 per person price for a one-day seminar (group and multiple-seat discounts are 
available). 

The seminars, speakers and dates include: 

• • SOFTWARE QUALITY .ASSURANCE - 24-25 FEBRUARY 1983 with Dr. Edward F. Miller, 
Jr., discusses modern methods of software quality assurance, including management 
procedures, code inspection, static analysis, test planning, test data selection, coverage 
analysis. 

• • INTRODUCTION TO SYSTEMATIC TBSTING - 4 MARCH 1983 with Dr. Edward F. Miller, 
• Jr., and Mr. David Casey, discusses modern methods for systematic unit testing of computer 

- software, and how high-efficiency unit testing technology fits into the software life cycle. 

• • ADVANCED SOFTWARE VALIDATION TECHNIQUES - 10-11 MARCH 1983 with Dr. Timothy 
Budd, describes the newest methods for assuring quality of critical software systems. 

• • AUTOMATED TOOLS FOR SOFTWARE ENGINEERING - 14-15 MARCH 1983 with Dr. 
Edward F. Miller, Jr., discusses the full spectrum of commercial offerings of tools for 
requirements analysis, software design, software implementation, quality assurance testing, 
and maintenance. 

• • INTRODUCTION TO QUALITY MANAGEMENT - 24 MARCH 1983 with Dr. Edward F. 
Miller, Jr., will introduce concepts, tools, techniques, contemporary results and prognosis for 
effective quality management. 

• • PROTECTION OF PROPRIETARY SOFTWARE - 25 MARCH 1983 with Richard A. DeMillo, 
discusses ways to assure clear rights to computer software with a minimum of logisitical 
difficulty. 

• • APPLIED VERIFICATION TECHNOLOGY - 28-29 MARCH 1983 with instructor Roddy W. 

• 
Erickson, discusses modern technology for software verification using abstract data types and 
automated proof of correctness methods. 

For further information, please contact: 
SOFTWARE RESEARCH .ASSOCIATES, 

P. O. Box 2432, 
San frnnciBco, CA ~41267 

Phone: (415) 957-1441. 



TCAT - TFSr COVERAGE ANALYZER FOR COBOL 

One of the major problems encountered in programming environments is the need to 
repeatedly fix programs when IDlforeseen "bugs" cause them to fail. This costly and 
potentially embarrassing inconvenience could be avoided if programs could be thoroughly 
tested before going into production. 

The COBOL Test Coverage Analysis Tool (TCAT) provides basic support of software quality assurance 
by generating a quantitative measure of the level of quality of test sets for COBOL programs. TCAT 
does this by measuring the effectiveness of a test or series of tests in terms of two coverage 
measures, Cl and Pl. 

The Cl Coverage Measure, which is based on the internal control structure of the program being 
analyzed, reports the level of testing coverage as the percentage of logical segments exercised 
in each test, or in a series of tests. Each test, or set of tests, is judged more thorough if it 
achieves a higher overall Cl value. 100% Cl, while not a guarantee of program correctness, is a 
strong indicator that the testing has been comprehensive. 

The Pl Coverage Measure expresses the percentage of paragraphs exercised in each test. Pl 
works in much the same way as Cl, but provides a more macroscopic view of tests quality 
assessment. When paragraphs are not exercised, a fact reported by the Pl analysis, you know 
that testing may be inadequate. 

TCAT is a free-standing . pre-processor post-processor system and consists of: (1) a comprehensive 
COBOL automatic program instrumentor, (2) a set of associated run-time routines, and, (3) a 
standardized testing coverage analysis package that computes values for Cl and Pl. 

The pre-processiD,g stage consists of instrumenting the candidate program and also produces a ful, 
:annotated Reference Listing that identifies and labels logical segments and paragraphs. This output is 
used as a key in identifying unexercised segments or paragraphs; it can also be used as a worksheet 
to keep track of program testing progress. In addition to the Reference Listing the instrumentation 
process generates a variety of statistics about the COBOL program being analyzed. 

The post-execution stage produces a series of reports providing information on the level of coverage 
achieved by the test set(s). These are: the Coverage Report, the Not Hit Report and the Histogram 
Report. The first two reports show the percentage of coverage achieved by tests and those segments 
and paragraphs which have yet to be exercised - the Histogram Report shows the proportion of 
times each segment and paragraph is executed. The TCAT system handles cumulative multi-run tests 
by storing standard coverage history records as an archive. This makes it possible to run as many 
tests as necessary to achieve a high Cl coverage level for a particular program without losing 
coverage values accumulated during previous test runs. 

Versions of TCAT are available on IBM 08--based systems, UNIV AC, Data General MV /8000 and 
ONYX C8001 (RM-COBOL/Unix) computer environments. TCAT can also be custom-installed on a 
system not included above as long as there are both FORTRAN and COBOL compliers. 

For more information about TCAT please contact: 
SOFTWARE RESEARCH ASSOCIATES 

P.O. Box 2432 
San Francisco, CA 94126 

Phone: (415) 957-1441 - Telex: 340-235 
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READER RESPONSE FORM TESTING TECHNIQUES NEWSLETTE.R November 1982 

SOFTWARE RESEARCH ASSOCIATES, P. 0. Box 2432, San Francisco, California 94126; (415) 957-1441. 

L e send me information on: 

o Subscribing to Quality Management Monthly, with a complimentary issue. 
o The VAX/UNIX(tm) and VAX/VMS Affirm System. 
o The SRA Spring 1983 Software Quality Management/Technology Seminar Series. 
o SRA's TCAT - COBOL Test Coverage Analysis Tool. 
o Software Quality Management Automated Tool Index. 
o SRA's Language Validation Test Suites. 

Please contact me regarding: 

o An in-house presentation of SRA's Professional Development Seminars 

I would like to order: 
o copies of "Summary of Software Testing Measures," SRA TN-843 
-- (at $10 each). 

o copies of "Special IBM Test Tools Survey." 
-- (at $25 each). 

o copies of SRA's Software Engineering Technology Bookshelf, 
-- with full bibliographic citations ($5.00 each). 

o copies of SRA's Software Engineering Automated Tool Index, loose-leaf edition 
-- ($270 US with a one year subscription to the updates; $340 Foreign, with updates). 

o Software Engineering Automated Tools Index, Source License 
--- ($1,850 US; $2,250 Foreign; updates $850 US; $1,150 Foreign). 

o __ subscription(s) to Quality Management Monthly (at $225/year US; $275/year Foreign). 

The indicated back issues of Quality Management Monthly (at $25 each) • 

o May 1982 o July 1982 

o September 1982 

o August 1982 

o October 198 2 

Please find enclosed my check/money order for $ ------

o I am currently a subscriber; o 
this is a CHAN GE of address 
(include old label if possible). 

o My address label 
is CORRECT. NAME 

I am not now a subscriber; 
please ADD my name to the 
Newsletter mailing list. 

ORGANIZATION - --------
ADDRESS 

o I am currently a subscriber; 
please DELETE my name from 
the Newsletter mailing list. 

------------------

• 
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"BRITISH STANDARDS INSTITUTION: Testing Computer 
Based Systems." 

In the September 1982 issue: 
"Editorial: The International Software Conference;" "More on 
Ethics;" "MAZE - A Testing System," by Michel P. \1orice; 
"CATALINA WORKSHOP PAPER REVIEW: Mutation 

• 

Experiments;" "PAPER REVIEW: E. Wuyuker, 'On Testing 
Non-Testable Programs'." 

In the October 1982 issue: 
"Editorial: The International Conference on Software 
Engineering (Concluded);" "Software Validation, Verification 
and Testing Technique and Tool Reference Guide;" "ODDTE 
Software Test and Evaluation Project (STEP);" "New United 
Kingdom Software Technology Initiative" by Y. S. Wu; "A 
Formal State of the Art Reliable Software '1ethodology." 

Past issues of Quality Management Monthly are available for 
$25 each. To place your order(s) please check the appropriate 
box(es) on the Reader Response Form, and enclose your check 
for the correct amount. 

SINGLE-MODULE COVERAGE MEASURES REVIEWED 

by: Edward Miller 

Coverage measures quantify the effectiveness of a set of 
tests in fully characterizing the behavior of a candidate 
software module. At the simplest level the coverage measures 
force a minimum of "test diversity," a measure of the total 
number of different ways that a test or set of tests tries all 
of the module's functions. The more complex measures move 
in the direction of requiring sets of tests that, in addition, 
exercise certain essential features of the module in its 
context as a piece of software. We have tried to be 
consistent in maintaining this set of definitions; we will be 
happy to add other definitions as submitted. 

CO - TIie percentage of statements exercised. This differs 
from Cl (below) when, for example, a module has an IF ... 
END IF and the implied "ELSE" logic is not executed. 

Cl - TIie percentage of logical segments exercised. A 
segment is a set of statements in the program text, not 
necessarily in physical order, that when executed are executed 
as a unit; there is one segment for each outcome of any 

•

complete program predicate. This is the basic coverage test 
measurement. 

Cl- - This is the same as Cl except that the requirement 
to exercise any empty segments. 

Clp - This measure extends Cl by requiring that each 
relational term in each logical predicate be exercised to 
each possible outcome. (If every Boolean expression is the 
same as a relational expression then Clp is the same as Cl.) 

C2 - This measure requires that, in addition to Cl, there be 
a test of both the "loop" and "fall-through" cases of each 
(logical) iteration. 

Cik - This measure extends Cl to require that each 
iteration in a program have a test that repeats the iteration 
"i" times, where i = O, 1, ... , k (The normal upper limit for 
this measure is k = 2). 

Ct - This measure requires one test for each equivalence 
class of program flow within the program. Two different 
paths are in the same equivalence class of paths when they 
involve exactly the same subset of segments, but with possibly 
different per-segment exercise counts. This measure groups 
any test path involving an iteration with all others that 
involve the same segment subset but a different iteration 
count. 

Cd This requires that each set of tests include one (or 
more) tests for each dependent pair of segments. 

Next l!Bue: System Level and Complexity Measures Reviewed, 

COMPREHENSIVE TEST COVERAGE MEASURES DEFINED 

"Coverage" of a set of tests means the extent to which the 
tests individually and collectively exercise certain features of 
the software system being evaluated. Explanations of major 
classes of test coverage measures, including the Cl and Ct 

•

measures, are available in a newly revised SRA Technical 
Note. To order a copy, cheek the appropriate box on the 
enclosed Reader Response P6Pffl. 
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NEW TOOL D~CRIPTIONS IN AUTOMATED TOOLS INDEX 

by: Christopher Johnson 

Software Research Associates has recently updated its 
Software Engineering Automated Tools Index (SHAT} to include 
53 new entries. The SEAT is a detailed survey of software 
engineering automated tools available from ~overnment, 
industry, and academ ic sources. Nearly 600 tools have been 
included in the latest version, organized into ten major 
cateaories by tool role (The categories in the Index are 
Re9Jirement/Specifieation, Design, Implementation, Testing, 
\1amtenance, Project '.llanagement, Languages and Language 
Processing, Utilities, Miscellaneous, and Research and 
Development). 

In-depth information about each tool's functions, pr1cmg, 
configuration, current installations, and availability is provided, 
along with descriptions of the tool's uses and prospective 
value. 

The SEAT is an excellent reference point for any tool user 
searchin" for new products, tool vendors gauging the current 
software

0 

tool market, and tool developers investigating 
state-of-the art developments in the research and development 
arena. 

The recently updated SEAT contains 53 new tools, some not 
available or advertised before, and several updated tools, 
which have been significantly expanded in function and scope. 
New entries can be found in eight of the ten categories, with 
a particular emphasis on Software Implementation Tools. 26 of 
these tools, ranging from Debugging Packages and 
Performance Tuners to Macro Generators and Meta Language 
Processors, have been added to the new SEAT. 

For more informatio1', or to reserve your copy of the Index, 
please check the appropriate boxes on the enclosed Reader 
Response Form. 

Note: Machine processible versions of the Software 
Engineering Automated Tools Index and associated automatic 
retrieval software are also available on special source license 
arrangement. Please contact SRA directly for details. 

SELECTED ~NG PAPERS PROM THE INTERNATIONAL 
CONFERENCE ON SOFTWARE ENGINEERING 

At the International Conference on Software Engineering, held 
in Tokyo, Japan, in September 1982, a number of interesting 
sessions dealt directly or indirectly with software testing and 
quality management issues. 

An example was the Testing &: Tools Session which began with 
a superb paper by S. Rapps and E. Weyuker, "Data Flow 
Analysis Techniques for Test Data Selection," which described 
a very intrigui~ range of criteria for judging a tested 
program to see 1f it has had thorough exercise of its data 
structure. Here, "data structure" was meant to include the 
way variables are set, used, and "un-defined" (i.e. discarded) 
during program execution. Weyuker showed that there was a 
family of test criteria that formed a lattice ranging from the 
simplest measure (all digraph nodes have been visited) to the 
most complex (all paths have been tried). 

The second paper, "No. 1A ESS Laboratory Support System -
Erasable Flag Facility," by J. W. Schatz and D. V. Buyansky, 
described how the method of measuring test coverage 
achieved in a program by mapping selected memory bits when 
an instruction is executed can be applied to assuring the 
quality of a telephone switching system. The technique, called 
an "erasable flag system," reserved a bit in an array for each 
possible instruction address; the bit pattern after execution 
sho wed which instructions were (and which were not) 
executed. 

The third paper, "Software Quality Test Aceuraey • Test 
Coverage," by M. Ohba, described an approach to assessing 
software quality based on a combination of test coverage 
assessment and test "accuracy" evaluation. Test coverage has 
the conventional meaning, based on degree of exercise of the 
candidate program. "Test accuracy," according to Ohba, was 
based on computing the ratio of the number of detectable 
seeded control defects to the total number of seeded control 
defects. In other words, "test accuracy" related to the 
probability that any defect would be found during the test 
process that is used. The paper presented some data 
suggesting numeric predicatability of the "software quality" 
metric to within 10%, and concluded suggesting that " ... the 
method is a possible solution for the software quality 
assurance" problem. Apart from the limitations1 the technique 
was of interest because ot lhe uni(!U~ Mmbin9.tIOn Of SOftW!I'@ 
metrics put to a practical use. 



In many of the papers at the Conference there seemed to be 
a t.e<?hni~al emphasis in the software requirements and 
spec1f1cat1on area as a rn_eans for enhancing overall software 
system quality. The idea is to assure quality by understanding 
fully what is needed in a system long before one starts to 
~e it or . test. i~ •. It can theq be designed, coded, and 
integrated with significantly reduced error content. While this 
is laudable, tlie -approach doesn't seem to be able to deal with 
"process" defects - those present in the final product because 
of errors in application of the methodology, or because of 
errors in the desir1 and imi;>Iem4mtation processes used to 
translate a "perfect specification i11to code. 

Another technical direction that ·one could pick up as a 
"trend" was, sorry to say, an increasing awareness of the 
inherent value in software engineering processes and a 
corresponding increase in the preservation and protection of 
"proprietary" information. Perhaps this is just a natural step 
in the maturation of the software engineering field, but there 
seemed to 6e a growing compulsion to close off presentation 
of hard data where the data might provide a competitive 
advantage. This may mean tflat getting: papers with good 
"raw" productivity data or quality data will be even harder in 
the future than 1t has been in .the past. Worse yet, this may 
mean fewer future talks about successful software projects, 
successful new software tools, or new productivity data tliat 
could potentially affect decision making in an important way. 

To Order Ullt Coa!ermce Proceedipgs 

You can order a copy of the ICSE Conference Proceedings 
from the IEEE Computer Society, by asking for "Order No. 
422," IEEE- Service Center, 445 Hoes Lane, Piscataway, NJ 
08854. The is cost is $36 for non-members; $27 for IEEE or 
ACM members. ISSN: 0270-5257. 

----------------- ---
AFFIRM FOR VAX/VMS SCHEDULED 

SRA is building a version of its AFFIRM formal verificaUon 
system for the VAX VMS environment. Present plans call for 
completion by March 1, 1983. This is a companion to the 
system already built for the VAX/Unix (tm) environment; that 
version is currently being distributed by SRA. 

AFFIRM is used for analyzing specifications and algorithms. 
Because it uses mechaniz~ symbolic analysis, this type of 
verification can give a higher level of confidence than can 

Software Research ~J~ 
P.O. Box 2432 
Son Francisco. CA 94126 

Address Correc.tion Requested 
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any form of testing. Also, we have treen able to detect gaps 
and inconsistencies in speci(ications well betore they reached 
the coding stage; this can prevent much wasted 
implementation effort. AFFIRM specifications are stated in 
terms of abstract data types, so the system· can be easily 
adapted to new application areas. 

AFFIRM is written in Interlisp, and was originally develo
for the PDP-10/.20 series of computers. The SRA versio 
build on this experience, and have the extensions necess · 
for efficient operation in the different machine environments. 
As part of its well-developed user interface, SRA.AFFIRM 
interacts heavily with the o~ating system.Jor_e.xamp1e, it is ~ 

-able to automat1callyTool<- ougfl standard and local libraries • 
for the definitions of data types as needed. 

Because it is written in Interlisp, users of SRA.AFFIRM must 
first obtain a valid Interlisp license. For additional information 
about SRA.AFFIRM and how it might be used for your 
application, please call Mr. Roddy W. Erickson at SRA or 
check the box on the enclosed Reader Response Form. 

CALENDAR OF EVENTS - NOVEMBER 1982 

The events listed below are selected from various sources. 
Contacts for each event are given when known. 

5-7 January 1983: 16th Annual Hawaii International Conference 
on System Sciences, Honolulu, Hawaii. Contact: Dr. Bruce 
Striver, Computer Science Dept., University of Southwestern 
Louisiana, P. 0. Box 44330, Lafayette, LA !!'504. -

1-3 February 1983: Software Test" and Evaluation Symposium, 
Mayflower Hotel, Washington, D. C. Contact: Dr. Richard 
deMillo, School of Information and Computer Science, Georgia 
Institute of Technology, Atlanta, GA 30332. (404) 894-3180. 

28 February - 3 March 1983: Compean Spring 82: Intellectual 
Leverage for the Information Society, San Francisco, 
California. Contact: Frederick W. Clegg, Hewlett Packard, 
11000 Wolfe Rd., Cupertino, CA 95014. 

2&-23 March 1983: Software Engineering Symposium on 
High-Level Debugging, Pacific Grove, California. Contact: Dr. 
Mark S. Jollnsoa, HP Laboratories, 1501 Page Mill Road, 
Building 28B, Palo Alto, CA 94304. 

BULK RATE 
U.S. POST AGE 

PAID 
San Francisco. CA 

Permit No. :! 
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Devoted to the Technology of Software Quality Assurance 

Volume 6 Number I 

IBM PC SOFTWARE TEST CERTIFICATION OFFERED 

Software Research Associates announces a new service 
which will provide a standardized test analysis for a 
software system or package for the IBM Personal Computer. 
This testing service will provide a standardized set of 
quality analyses based on information about your IBM 
Personal Computer software package that you provide to us. 
The testing and analysis work that we wil I do in this 

~ . ervice is the following: 
iii!!!' "' · . - From your IBM Personal Computer source programs 

we analyze the structure and content of your 
program and report any static defects that can be 
found. In addition, we provide a comprehensive and 
detailed multi-function cross-reference listing for you 
to use. 

From the sets of tests of your IBM Persona I 
Computer software package that you supply, we 
determine the level of Cl coverage that those tests 
attain in your program. CI coverage tells whether 
every logical segment in your program has been 
exercised. This measurement accurately characterizes 
the thoroughness of the tests that you supply and 
effectively checkpoints your testing quality. 

With our dynamic coverage analyzer system we will 
identify all of those parts of your software that are 
NOT tested by your tests. 

We will assemble all of this information in a specially 
formatted document, which includes a short 
assessment of the implications our analyses have 
about the quality of your software system and our 
Quality Management recommendations. 

The price for this service and its associated report is $ I K. 

Your software package must be for use on the IBM PC and 
be written in either IBM BASIC or IBM Advanced BASIC for 
the IBM Personal Computer. (Some additional technical 
restrictions and contractual limitations also apply.) To 
deliver this detailed analysis we need your program text, 
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copies of your user-level documentation, and your set of 
tests. 

Note: We wil I be able to handle IBM Personal Computer 
Assembly Language programs, plus software for the APPLE 
(1 systems on the CP/M-80 and CP/M-86 operating systems, 
in the near future. 

For complete information about this new SofTest (sm) 
Service, please call Software Research Associates at (415) 
957-1441. Or, check the appropriate box(es) on the attached 
Reoder Response Form. 

EDITORIAL: Software Guarantees 

Recently there has been talk about "software guarantees," 
prompted by a story QOin9 around about software sold for 
use in a telephone switching system with a 25-year 
manufacturers' guarantee. We hear the software guarantee 
reods: "If it breaks in the first year, we'll fix it on site, 
anywhere in the world; for 24 more years, we'll provide a 
free update!" Amazing! 

For a critical application like a telephone switch - and one 
for which the software would likely be very "regular" in 
structure (making analysis easier) - this not only sounds 
i:i.lausible, but actually may represent a marketing coup. 
From a practical standpoint, giving this kind of guarantee 
may not be as difficult as it may sound: one needs to have 
a verr high confidence in one's code (to minimize the 
initia installation costs), possibly combined with good 
financial depth (to survive the initial costs due to bursts of 
error discoveries). Here, confidence trades for capital. Up 
fronf, where it makes a difference. 

Once the notion of a "software guarantee" is out of the bag 
-- and now it surely is - it is going to be hard to get it 
back inside. The marketing edge is clear. If your customers 
perceive your product as higher quality, they'll buy it. And, 
if your guarantee is good they'll continue to buy it. It is 
interesting that the buyer has little concern for how quality 
is achieved - our concern for a long time! It is clear that 
the domain of Quality Management Technology is about to 
expand. -EFM • 

© Software Research Associates 
P.O. Box 2432 • San Francisco • California • 94126 • Telephone (415) 957-1441 
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fosting Techni9ues Newsletter is published quarterly by 
Suftwure Research Associates to disseminate information 
a out Software Quality Management (Software Testing, 
Verification, Validation, and Maintenance) and closely 
Mlated technologies of Software Engineering. 
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ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. No part of this document may be 
reproduced in any form, by photostat, microfilm, retrieval 
system, or any other means now known or hereafter 
invented without prior written permission of Software 
Resecrch Associates. 

WE HOPE YOU ARE PLEASED with the new format of the 
Testing Techniques Newsletter. We will co~tinue to provide 
timely information of interest to the Quality Management 
community. As always, we welcome comments and 
suggestions from our readers. 

MUL TIPLE-MOOULE COVERAGE MEASURES REVIEWED 

by: Edward Miller 

Coverage measures quantify the thoroughness of a set of 
software tests in fully characterizing the behavior of 
software under study. Coverage measures force a minimum 
of "test diversity," an indicator of the number of different 
ways that a set of tests tries the module's functions. In the 
November 1982 issue of Testing Techniques Newsle~r we 
described a number of coverage measures for assessing the 
quality of tests of single modules. The col CI, CI p, C2, 
Cik, Ct and Cd single-modules were described. (For your 
reference, our TCAT-1 system measures Cl, the percentage 
of logical segments exercised per test or per test series 
cumulatively.) 

SO - This is the percentage of modules exercised. SO is 
a rough approximation of the CO measure for single 
modules. 

SI - This measure counts exercise of each caller/callee 
pair; i.e. each "connection" between one module and 
another. Note that SI is stronger than SO; in fact, SI 
implies SO. SI is intended to be the system level 
equivalent of the Cl measure. 

Sd - This measure differentiates tests of a system by 
measuring how "deep" in the sli>routine calling 
hierarchy a particular test takes a candidate software 
system. For example, if the calling sequence reaches a 
maximum of 5 levels of calling depth, then we say that 
Sd = 5 for that test. 

S2 - This measure requires that each alternative 
invocation to a module be exercised once to each 
possible outcome. This accounts for CALLs that have 
predicates as actual parameters, and extends the idea 
of CI to that case. 

St - This measure requires that all distinct colling 
chains from the "topmost" module, not count ing 
repetitions, be exercised. This is the system level 
equivalent of the Ct measure which is based on 
equivalence classes. 

Next Issue: 1'1terface and System Integration Measures. 

QUALITY MANAGEMENT MONTI-LY 

Quality Mmagement Monthly is SRA's publication devoted to 
life-cycle software Quality Management. Below is a 
summary of the important articles from the issues of the 
last three months: 

In the November 1982 issue: 
Editorial: Selling "Quality" (Part V1 Letters to the Editor, 
Bell Labs' Software Acceptability uefined, Computer 
Crime: Wave of the Future - Reviewed, REPRINT: 
"Software Quality Emerging as a Mana~ment Issue," A 
Quantifiable Methodology for Software Testing Using Path 

Analysis, REVIEW: Software Verification and Validation, 
Standard Quality Management Vocabulary (The first part 
of a multi-part series). 

In the December 1982 issue: 
Editorial: Selling "Quality" (Part IV), STEP Meeting Set 
for Washington, D. C., A COBOL-Language "Criticality • 
Metric" defined, MISCELLANEOUS NEWS FROM JAPAN: • 
Technical Advances from the Orient, Israel Quality 
Assurance Proceedi119s, Standard Quality Management 
Vocabulary -- CONTINUED, REPRINT: User/Developer 
Rapport Essential to Software QA, ~easons Greetings. 

In the Jaooory 1983 issue: 
EDITORIAL: Selling "Quality" (Part VII), New National 
Bureau of Standards Report, IEEE Test Documentation -
AJ)J)rov~ BOOK REVIEW: Logic, Testing and Verification, 
NEW IEt:t: STANDARD1 . Standard Quality Management 
Vocabulary - CONTINUED. 

Back issues of the first year's Quality Mcnogement Monthly 
are available for S25 each. Annual subscriptions to QMM are 
$225 per year ($275 forei9n). To place your subscription 
order(s), or to order individual copies, please check the 
appropriate box(es) on the Reader Response Form, and 
enclose your check for the correct amount. 

ONYX SYSTEMS RUN UNIX Ill 

Software Research Associates produces this newsletter, along 
with all of its other publications, using Bell Labs' Unix (tm) 
operating system and the word and text processing software 
that is supplied with it. We consider Unix (tm) indispensible 
in our research, development and services work. The Unix 
(tm) system has a wide range of features for text 
processing, software development, telecommunications, and 
applications. Recently we upgraded to the Unix(tm) System 
Ill. This system is Bell Labs' successor to and extension of 
its older "Version 7". Our computer, an ONYX C8002, is 
one of the few full capability micro mainframes currently 
available. 

We think that System Ill on the ONYX offers a significant 
value in a very modern operating system, and that the 
hardware we have confi9ured for our use is also a unique 
value-for-money. Accordingly, we have arranged with Onyx 
systems to· offer these systems ourselves. 

For more information about Onyx Computers that run 
System Ill, please coll or write Old let us describe the 
unique features that can be had at very reasonable cost. 

(Note: Unix (tm) is a Trademark of Bell Laboratories.) 

WASHINGTON "STEP" CONFERENCE PAPER IDENTIFIES 
TESTING RESEARCH N-0 DEVELOPMENT NEEDS 

One of the l)apers at the recently held STEP conference 
Washington, D.C., projected software test and evaluation 
technology needs for the late 1980s. 

The technology needs were classified into these areas: 

"Theoretical Foundations: The technical developments 
that support oil of the other areas, based on 
mathematical understanding of the underl)".ing technical 
models that describe computer software. The theory 
must precede development of applicable methodologies. 

"Methodology: These are the organized procedures that 
bind theoretically sound methods and techniques into a 
workable strate9y for accomplishing some useful work. 
The methodol091es actually used must be based on 
successful empirical evidence of success. 

"Empirical ~rience: This area deals with past 
experience, with experiments that can yield new 
information about particularly interesting ..quantitie~ and 
with applying available data to problems at hand. vnly 
with a knowledge of theoretical foundations con good 
experiments be designed. 

"Automated Software Si.wort Tools: Automated tools 
provide a means of carrying out the evaluations that 
are prescribed by the methodologies developed earlier. 
Good tools can contribute significantly to the overall 
quality of a software system by lowering the cost while 
maintaining a given 9uality level onQ{Qr inGreming th@ 



capability of the system at the some cost. 

"New T echnicol Approaches: Among the range of current 
ideas, a few appear to deserve significant new 
treatment because of the possible high payoff they 
promise." 

. ome 30 technical needs were identified and discussed in 
terms of their relative payoffs. 

To order a copy of this pq>er entitled, "An Integrated 
Software Test Techno~ Research Pion," please follow the 
instructions on the R r Response Form. 

Yoo ca1 obtain a copy of the proceedings of the STEP 
Conference by contacting NSIA at 1015 15th Street, NW, 
Suite 90 I, Washington, DC 20005 (Attn: Director of 
Publications). Request "Proceedings of the National 
Conference on Software Test and Evaluation" and enclose 
$30 (NSIA members) or $40 (non-members). 

TCAT SYSTEM STRUCTURE DESCRIBED 

Our COBOL-based Test Coverage Analysis Tool, TCAT, aims 
to help in testing complicated COBOL programs by telling 
you easily and directly the extent to which a given set of 
tests exercises the structure, and therefore the 
functionality, of the program. 

TCAT provides on essential Quality Management capability 
that is not available with other systems. 

Our development of TCAT is continu ing, with the intention 
of providing features our users hove asked for and which we 
think will be of value. Here is on outline of the four levels 
of TCAT car.abil ity (note that later levels of the system ore 
not yet available): 

TCAT-1: This is the basic level of TCAT coverage 
analysis cq:,ability. It provides for botch-oriented 
processing given that testsets exist and assuming 
standard operating systems. Other than required JCL 
the user odds little to_processing to obtain coverage 

•

effectiveness reports. TCAT-1 is used by programmers 
or analysts as a basic software test acceptance filter. 

TCAT-2: This level of TCAT assumes a more rigorous 
level of Quality Analysis, and provides for user-specified 
ASSERTions and "criticality directives" to assure that 
the most-important functions and regions of a COBOL 
program ore well tested. TCAT-2 is used by developers, 
programmers, or analysts as a system to help enhance 
software quality and analyze the quality of testing. 

TCAT-3: This level of TCAT capability supports detailed 
path <s1alysis, provides for static analysis of COBOL 
texts, and provides for some forms of interactive 
processing. TCAT-3 extends test analysis capability from 
the "branch testing" level to the "path testing" level, 
and odds some powerful performance analysis features. 

TCAT-4: This level of TCAT capability supports a new 
form of fully interactive software testing that con 
operate at either the "branch testing" or "path testing" 
level. Depending on system options selected, TCAT-4 
con provide full interactive test bed facilities1 symbolic 
debugging1 and a range of other features. TCAT-4 is 
intended tor development testing, subsystem and 
integration testing, and system testing. 

We think that this is both a strong logical progression, and 
also a sequence that our users wil I find helpful in their 
Quality Management work. . 
For more information on TCAT please check the appropriate 
box on the attached Reader Response Form. 

SRA's TOOLS It-DEX UPDATED 

During 1982 SRA developed a computerized index of data it 
hos accumulated on many hundreds of software engineering 
support tools of many kinds. This was oggregrated into our 

lor Software Engineering Automated Tools Index, which 
voilable in three-ring binder format ($225 domestic, $275 
ign) and also in source-license electronic edition format 

(write to SRA for details and current prices for the 
electronic edition). 

The tool frames in the SEAT ore updated quarterly. The 
most-recent update includes information on the following 
tools (listed with their tool categories) never listed before: 

FORT77-ANAL (Static Analyzer, Execution Verifier); 
IVTS (Compiler Validation System); 
LMA (Future System); 
PTA (Poth Based Execution Verifier); 
RLP (Execution Verifier); 
and SVDS (Software Design Tool). 

The following tool fmmes hove been revised in the new 
update: 

AFFIRM (Program Proving System); 
ATA (Execution Verifier); 
ATTEST (Test File Generator, Symbolic Evaluation 

System); 
CAVS (Performance Tuner1 Structured Pro_gramming 

Preprocessor, Static Analyzer, Cross-Reference 
Generator, and Interface Analyzer); 

DAVE (Static analyzer); 
DYNA (Execution Verifier); 
FASP (Software Implementation Tool and Software Project 

Management Tool -- Manual/Automated Assistance); 
FAVS (Performance Tuner, Structured Pro~ramming 

Preprocessor, Execution Verifier, Static Analyzer, 
Cross-Reference Generator, Automated Restructuring, 
and Interface Analyzer)· 

FORAN (Software Testing Tool); 
GIRAFF (Cross-Reference Generator); 
HIDOC (Software Maintenance Too I); 
JAVS-J73 (Execution Verifier); 
NIVM (Requirement/Specification Tool 

Manual/ Automated Assistance); 
RES-Q (File Comparator! EDP Auditing Package, and 

Source Code Contro ); 
RXVP-80 (Software Testing Tool); 
SAP-H (Software Testing Tool); 
SNOOPY (Program Generator); 
SOFTOOL (Software Implementation Tool, Testing Tool, 

Maintenance Tool, and Project Management Tool); 
TCAT (Execution Verifier); 
TESTMANAGER (Test Bed System - Test Harness); 
TOOLPACK (Software Implementation Tool); 
and XPEDITER (Software Testing Tool). 

To purchase your copy of the Software Engineering 
Automated Tools Index and on update subscription, or to 
request further information about this unique index, please 
check the appropriate box on the · enclosed Reader Response 
Form. 

TOOLS It-DEX DIALUP CAPABILITY ANNOUNCED 

As past issues of our newsletter have su\:19ested, our 
database of information on software engineering tools is 
kept "on line". We use this database to p__roduce our 
Software Engineering Automated Tools (SEAT) Index. 

One of the advantages of the on-line SEAT is that it is 
possible to search the index in a variety of ways The most 
common search method is by keywords and/or combinations 
of keywords. To make this capability ava ilable to a wider 
audience, SRA will set up an account on its UNIX (tm) Ill 
system and SU£POrt keyword and logical searches through 
the Software t:.ngineering Automated Tools (SEAT) Index. 

For more information about th is new service, and for o 
copy of the account application form, please check the 
appropriate box on the attached Reader Response Cord. 

EXTEl'OED BASIC TEST SUITE 

If you're trying to test o BASIC or o COBOL compiler, you 
already know that one of the key tools to do this with is o 
"lon~uoge validation suite." A typical validation suite 
consists of several hundred programs that individually test 
the extent to which the particular compiler fully 
implements the language it is supposed to. 

SRA hos developed o test suite for "Extended BASIC," 
modeled ofter the DEC BASIC-PLUS language. There ore 
200 test programs for checking the "kernel" of the BASIC 
longuo~e, and 160 more added by SRA to handle common 
extensions to the BASIC language, 

SRA also con customize this Extended BASIC Validation 
Suite to your variation of the BASIC language. 



For more information, please contact SRA or check the 
appropriate box on the enclosed Reader Response Form. 

FREE TESTING TEC~IQUES NEWSLETTER SUBSCRIPTIONS 

Testing Techniques Newsletter is published quarterly by 
Software Research Associates to provide timely and useful 
information to the technical community concerned with 
Software Quality Management. We seek to act as a forum 
for ideas and information that con signi'ficantly increase 
software quality through better software testing and 
analysis. 

Testing Techniques Newsletter is moiled without charge to 
qualified individuals throughout the world. When requesting 
your free subscription please write on your company 
letterhead, and be sure to indicate your general involvement 
in the Quality Mon.ogement area. 

If you ore already receiving Testing Techniques Newsletter 
}"OU con be sure you'll continue to receive your copies. 
Please fill in the Swscription Valida:tiQll Form when it is 
sent to you and return it to us. 

CAL8'0AR OF EVENTS 

The events listed below ore selected from various sources. 
Contacts for each event are given when known. 

20-23 Morch 1983: Software Engineer'ing Symposium or, 
High-Level Debugging, Pacific Grove, California. Contact: 

Software Research ~O@~ 
P.O. Box 2432 
Sao Fraodsco. CA 94126 

Address Correction Requested 

Dr. Mork S. Johnson, HP Laboratories, 1501 Page Mill 
Building 28B, Polo Alto, CA 94304. 

25-27 April 1983: Workshop on Software Engineering 
Tecnhonolgy Transfer:, Miami Beach, Florido. Contact 
Richard Morton,_ EEi:, Co., 401 North Washington St., 
Rockville, MD L0850; (301) 340-5278. 

16-19 May 1983: Nat ional Computer Conference, Anaheim, 
California. Contact AFIPS, 1815, N. Lynn St., Arlington, VA 
22209; (703) 558-3612. fS 

17-19 May 1983: Second Software Engineering Standards 
Applications Workshop, San Francisco, California. 
Participation limited to presenters of occeP-ted papers and 
invited speakers. Contact T. HarVlOn DOT/FAA/ARD-131, 
400 Independence Ave., Washington, be 20591; (202) 
426-9325. 

28-30 June 1983: FTCS-13, 1983 International Conference on 
Fault-Tolerant Computing, Milano, Italy. Contact: Dr. De.lie! 
P. Siewiorek, Carnegie-Mellon Univ., Dept. of Computer 
Science and EE, Schenley Pork, PA, 15213. 

25-28 July 1983: SoftF air: Software Development, Tools, 
Techniques, and Alternatives, Ar ling ton, Virginia. Contact: 
SoftFair1 P. 0. Box 639, Silver Spring, MD 20901; (301) 
589-3386. 

17-19 October 1983: Symposium on Reliability in Distributed 
Software and Database Systems, Polo Alto, California. 
Contact: Dr. M. Liu Department of Computer Science, Ohio 
State University, 2016 Neil Ave., Columbus, OH 43210; (614) 
860-7766. 

-
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READER RESPONSE FORM 

NAME -------------------
0 R GAN I ZA TIO N ---------------
ADDRESS ------------------

Please send me information on: 

Please indicate: 

o My address label is CORRECT. 

o I am not now a subscriber; please 
ADD my name to the mailing list. 

o I am currently a subscriber 
th is is a CHANGE of address 
(include old label if possible). 

o I am currently a subscriber; 
please DELETE my name from 
the mailing list. 

o Your new IBM PC Software Test Certification Service. 
o Subscribing to Quality Management Monthly. 
o System Ill and the ONYX Computer System. 
o SRA's TCAT - COBOL Test Coverage Analysis Tool. 
o Software Engineering Automated Tools Index. 
o SRA's Language Validation Test Suites. 

Please contact me regarding: 

o System Ill and the ONYX Computer System. 
o An in-house presentation of SRA's Professional Development Seminars. 

My phone number is ( ) ______ _ 

I would like to order: 

__ copies of "Summary of Software Testing Measures," SRA TN-843 (at $IO each). 
__ copies of "An Integrated Software Test Technology Research Plan," delivered at the STEP 

Conference, (at $5 each). 
__ copies of "Special IBM Test Tools Survey." (at $25 each). 
__ copies of SRA's Software Engineering Technology Bookshelf, with full bibliographic 

citations ($5.00 each). 
__ copies of SRA's Software Engineeri~ Automated Tools Index, ring binder edition 

($225 + $15 shipping on US orders; ~275 + $50 shipping on Foreign orders). 
__ copies of SRA's Software Engineeri~ Automated Tools Index, Update subscription 

($120 + $15 shipping on US orders; ~160 + $25 shipping on Foreign orders). 
__ Software Engineering Automated Tools Index, Source License ($1,850 US; $2,250 Foreign; 

updates $850 US; $1, 150 Foreign). 
__ subscription(s) to Quality Management Monthly ($225/year US; $275 Foreign). 

The indicated back issues of Quality Management Monthly (at $25 each): 
1982 isues: _May _July _August _September _October _November _December 
1983 issues: _January _February 

Please find enclosed my check/money order for $ ------
SOFTWARE RESEARCH ASSOC IA TES 

P. 0. Box 2432, San Froncisco7 California 94126 
(415) 957-1441. 
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IBM PC SOFTWARE TEST CERTIFICATION OFFERED 

Software Research Associates have announced a new 
technical service which will provide a standard test analysis 
and certification for a software application system or 
package for the IBM Personal Computer. This testing 
service will provide a carefully chosen fixed set of quality 
analyses based on your software package. The testing and 
analysis work that we will do in this service is the 
following: 

- From your IBM Personal Computer source programs we 
analyze the structure and content of your program and 
report (detect) static defects which are not found by the 
compiler. The analysis methods used are a combination of 
static data- and static control-flow checking. In addition, 
we provide a comprehensive and detailed multi-function 
cross-reference listing for you to use as a documentation 
and debugging aid. 

- From the tests of your IBM Personal Computer software 
package that you supply, we determine the level of Cl 
coverage they achieve in your program. CI coverage 
analysis tells the test-by-test percentage and the total 
percentage of logical segments in your program that have 
been exercised. This measurement accurately characterizes 
the thoroughness of the tests you have applied to your 
program. 

With our dynamic coverage analyzer we identify all of 
those parts of your software that are NOT checked by 
the tests, and which may, therefore, contain hidden 
defects. 

With our 0-Scope (tm) system we identify the relative 
dynamic intensity of testing, a technique useful to help in 
erixslcing the relative "end to end" quality of the tests. 

- With histographic analysis we find any "hot spots" in your 
program that are candidates for re-coding as a way to 
enhance overall software performance. 

We assemble all of this information in a specially formatted 
Standard Test Certification Report, which also includes our 
assessment of the implications our analyses hove about the 
quality of your software system and our Quality 
MaXJgement recommendations. The price for this service 
and its associated report is $ I K. 

Your software package must be written in either IBM BASIC 
or IBM Advu1ced BASIC (BASICA) for the IBM Personal 
Computer. (Some additional technical and contractual 
limitations also apply.) To deliver this detailed analysis we 
need your program source, copies of your user-level 
documentation, and your tests. 

Note: We will be able to handle IBM PC Assembly _Language 
and PASCAL programs plus software for the APPLE II 
systems under the CP/M-00 and CP/M.-86 operating systems, 
in the near future. 

For comp,lete information about this new SofTest (sm) 
Guolity M~t ~rvice1 f lease call Software f;esearch 
Associates at (415) 957-1441. Ori-. check the appropna+e 
box(es) on the attached Reader Kespanse Form to receive 
descriptive literature. 

© Software Research Associates 

Summer 1983 TN-1039 

QUALITY MANAGEMENT CONCEPTS 

In response to queries from our readers we include the 
following summary outlining Quality Management and 
Software Testing concepts and terminology: 

Quality maXJgement is a set of disciplines and techniques 
applied during the life cycle of a software system. These 
include manual inspection and review processes, static 
analysis methods, dynamic testing methods, ona formal 
verification (sometimes called "program proving") techniques. 

Code inspections and reviews ore on early form of software 
quality control. They are based on careful study and 
analysis of the software system desi9n documents or the 
actual source text of the program. Specified "rules" and 
"coding standards" are applied to softwar~ to assure that it 
meets criteria established to minimize defects and/or to 
maximize testability. 

Automated static analysis tools con identify data flow 
defects and some control flow defects, as well as limited 
kinds of computation defects .• Many of the quality check 
computations used in static analysis are based on the 
corresponding manual inspection or review rules. Others are 
independent of standards and only depend on the 
programming language used. 

A dynamic test of a program means execution of a program 
using test data to produce test results. Each separate 
execution produces o test data/test result pair. The results 
ore OK if the program is OK (a known technical fact), but 
not necessarily the other way around in full generality (i.e. 
not EVERY defect con be found by any known finite test 
set). 

A goal of testing is to achieve the most diversity in a set 
of tests. Two tests migh.t not be diverse if they exercise 
the some or almost the same logical segments in the 
program. (A logical segment is a part that is always 
executed as a "unit" and contains no internal predicates.) 
Coverage analysis is the process of determining which ports 
(or segments, or other feature) of a program are exercised 
(or used or tried) for a given test. Cumulatively, coverage 
opp lies to sets of tests. 

The best set of tests is one which does the best job· of 
exercising a program in all its diverse ways with data that 
hos a high likelihood of uncoverin~ latent defects. There is 
no known fixed criteria for selecting such a set of tests 
(and such test data), but certain rules con assist by making 
sure reliable. test data is used. 

CI, a coverage criteria that requires that each logical 
segment be executed at least once, is one way_ to measure 
the diversity in a set of tests. A system like SRA's TCAT 
(Test Coverage Analysis Tool) measures CI usin\j 
instrumentation methods. The advoltage of Cl 1s that it is 
(i) easy to measure, and (ii) has a predictable payoff. 
Generally, if you increase CI from the natural 40-50% 
achieved by programmers to a minimum Cl of 85% you are 
"forced" to uncover all but (experience suggests) about 0.1 % 
of the errors. (Note: The Cl measure is the one monitored 
by SRA's TCAT lYllem for ornily~i~ of software test 
coverage.) contiooed on next page ••• 
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CONTINUED: QUALITY MANAGEMENT CONCEPTS 

The Ct measure is a much stronger test coverage measure 
because it requires a very diverse set of tests for any 
module. (The set of tests is diverse because it tries each 
essentially different se. t of program flows possible in the 
pure structured version of the program.) Ct is complicated 
to measure. The SI measure is analogous to Cl in that it 
requires that every "connection" between modules (single 
programs in a_ system) be tried at least once. Normally, SI 
is only 25-50% unless special testing emphasizing interfaces 
is done. 

A program proof, a mathematical process that examines 
path-by-path behavior of a program is costly, difficult to 
perform, and limited in practice to about l000 lines of 
program. To accomplish it with a system like SRA-AFFIRM 
requires formulating firm input/output requirements, 
establishing precise mathematical definitions, and then, with 
mechanical assistance, finding a proof that connects them 
all. Program proofs are necessary in critical applications 
where failure cannot be tolerated and which are small 
enough to be handled with available tools. 

SOFTWARE RESEARCH's QUALITY MANAGEMENT 
PROFESSIONAL SEMINAR CURRICULUM 

Software Research Associates continues to be active in the 
creation and delivery of high-technology seminars. Our focus 
has, for many years been on the "software quality 
management area." Here's the current lineup of Professional 
Development Seminars we have available for presentation to 
your own audiences. Seminars are two days in length unless 
noted otherwise. 

- SOFTWARE QUALITY ASSURANCE TECl-l'K>LOGY: 
Assuring that software can operate without encountering 
errors or "bugs" is an important goal of software 
engineering. This seminar focuse·s on the concepts, tools 
and techniques, current results, and prognosis of software 
qvality assurance methods. Attendees receive extensive 
notes and a copy of the book Software Testing and 
Validation Techniques, by Dr. Edward Miller and Prof. 
William Howden. 

INTRODUCTION TO SYSTEMATIC TESTING: A general 
introduction to quality management, presenting underlying 
concepts needed to understand the validation process, and 
developing software test methods for two levels of 
thoroughness. The approach assumes completed software 
modules; the discussion includes material on both 
functional and structural test planning. Attendees receive 
extensive notes, plus worked software testing examples. 
(One day.) 

- ADVANCED SOFTWARE VALIDATION TECH'-IIQUES: A 
software system needs validation when it is complex or 
when it is intended for a critical application. Advanced 
methods described in this seminar apply to a wide range 
of situations. Attendees receive complete notes and 
reprints, plus illustrative examp!es. 

- AUTOMATED SOFTWARE ENGINEERING TOOLS: A 
central focus of software engineering is the "tool kit" 
that, can amplify a programmer'~ ~(J!lQbilitieB, Thifi 
seminar focuses on the full range. of automated tools, 

with examples from an extensive catalog of current tools. 
Attendees receive a copy of the book Automated Tools 
for Software Engineering, by Dr. Edward Miller and Prof. 
Leon Osterweil, plus extensive notes and a complete 
listing of software tools suppliers. 

- INTRODUCTION TO SOFTWARE QUALITY MANAGEMENT: . , 
Highly critical computer systems must employ Quality . 
Management techniques throughout the software life 
cycle. This seminar presents an integrated methodology 
for assuring high system quality through advanced 
technology and effective management methods. (One day.) 

- INTRODUCTION TO VERIFICATION: This seminar provides 
o one-day introduction to the salient features of 
contemporary verification technology, with emphasis on 
the use of Abstract Data Types. Attendees receive worked 
examples, technical assessments, a Bibliography of 
technical material, and selected reprints. (One day.) 

- APPLIED VERIFICATION TECt-NOLOGY: Symbolic 
verification systems are used: to analyze specifications, to 
confirm that designs at different levels of detail 
correspond properly, and to verify that an implementation 
matches its specification. Such systems are well-suited to 
complex applications (e.g., communications protocols) 
where ad hoc methods often fail to detect errors. The 
seminar shows how and when to use these methods, with 
an emphasis on the AFFIRM theorem proving_ system 
(originally developed for the Department of Defense). 
Attendees receive complete notes and worked proof 
examples. 

INTRODUCTION TO SYSTEMATIC MAINTENANCE: This 
seminar gives a one day overview of software 
maintenance methods, defines several alternative 
approaches to software maintenance, and delineates key 
factors affecting the quality of maintenance. The main 
emphasis is on the use of outomotoble techniques. 
Attendees receive extensive notes, reprints, and worked 
examples. (One day.) 

- SOFTWARE MAINTENANCE TECt-NOLOGY: This seminar 
deals with the general problems of software maintenance, 
viewed by some as requiring nearly 75% of the effort in 
o software system's life cycle. The main approach is to 
view maintenance as "incremental modification," wherein 
each small change in complex system modifications is 
treated thoroughly with o rigorous methodology. Testing 
concepts ore employed to assure, or to re-assure, the 
quality of installed modifications. Attendees receive 
reprints, examples, and other documentation. 

To receive o complete description of these seminars simply 
coll SRA or check the appropriate box on the enclosed 
Reader Response Form. 

SOFTWARE RESEARCH'S CORPORATE 
SOFTWARE QUALITY MANAGEMENT PROGRAM 

Responding to the needs expressed throughout the software 
community, Software Research Associates hos begun to 
assemble o program intended to provide technical support to 
in-house Quality Management organizations. The SRA 
Corporate Program will include o range of services and 
products to support, at o moderate cost, the operation and 
management of Quality Management groups. Focused on the 
SofTest(sm) methodology as the overall technical basis( the 
SRA Corporate Program will become available during 984. 
Some of the capability areas and products your organization 
can rely on include: 

- Seminars, such as SRA's Quality Assurance Technology, 
Verification Technology, or selections from our extensive 
list of Professional Develop.ment Seminars on Software 
Engineering; 

- Consulting, on a "hot-line" or continuing basis to deal 
with the special problems of software quality 
management; 

- On-site SlW<)rt, to provide technical experts and quality 
management practit ioners within a client's organization; 

• 

- Tools and Technology, that can be tailored specifically to 
the client's needs and environments, often from SRA's · --
inventory of existing automated tools and allied _ 
techniques. 

·For more information about the new SRA Corporate 
Program.P.lease write on your corn_p(,jnr lvHerhead to Dr. 
Edward Mlller, Technical Director, Software Research 
Associates. , 



EXTEN:>ED BASIC TEST SUITE Al'O 
VALIDATION SERVICES AVAILABLE 

SRA is offering BASIC interpreter or compiler validation 
services for organizations developing or purchasing BASIC or 

•

ended BASIC interpreters or compilers that are based on 
ANSI Standard X3.60- I 978 for Minimal BASIC. 

SRA hos developed over 160 special test programs which 
exercise many of the extensions commonly mode to BASIC 
language systems. These validation programs were developed 
to test e.xtensions to the ANSI Standard Minimal BASIC of 
the DEC BASIC-PLUS language. This set of tests includes 
examination of such language features as long variable 
names, logical operators, string operators and functions, 
matrix operators and functions, structured control flow 
statements, and device oriented 1/0. The test programs 
produce output files which con also be used in regression 
analysis when the language validation test suite is rerun. 

The Extended BASIC Test Suite also includes the 208 test 
programs from NBS which test cornP9tibility with the ANSI 
Standard X3.60-1978 for Minimal BASIC. Although the 
Extended BASIC Test Suite was originally developed for 
DEC's BASIC-PLUS longu~e, the test pr~rams con be 
modified (on a custom basis) for compatibility with other 
syntactic constructs or to include other extensions not found 
in DEC BASIC-PLUS. 

The Extended BASIC Test Suite is sold on a source-license 
basis for $3.2K. The suite (both minimal and extended 
BASIC tests) runs to more than 900 KByt1;~, and contains 
slightly over 27,000 lines of BASIC code. we con provide a 
complete examination copy printout of the programs of the 
suite for $320. (This amount will be credited against the 
purchase cost of the source license if you eventually buy 
the machine readable version.) 

When SRA runs the test on your candidate BASIC 
interpreter or compiler the cost is normally in the range of 
4-8 times the cost of the suite itself. This would represent 
a cost savings of at least 20% over your in-house costs for 
the same work, primarily because of our familiarity with 
the 360+ tests. Also, our costs ore typically 25%-50% less ,Ain the U.S. Government charges for the some work. 

• r more information about SRA's Extended BASIC 
Validation Suite or BASIC interpreter/compiler validation 
services please contact Software Research Associates 
directly, or use the enclosed Reader Response Form. 

Validation suites and related support services for COBOL, 
FORTRAN, PASCAL and Ada are also available. Information 
on them can also be obtained by checking the appropriate 
box on the enclosed Reader Response Form. 

AUTOMATED TOOLS INDEX UPDATED 

SRA's Softwoce Engineering Automated Tools Index contains 
detailed descriptions of nearly 750 software engineering 
tools. This index, published by SRA from its electronic 
software tools database, is under continual update. 

Subscribers to our SEAT Update Service ~re now receiving 
data on the following new software tools: 

- Ada Syntax Checker: A system for checking the syntax of 
Ado(tm) programs; 

- Aide-de-Camp: A system for building and controlling 
software; 

- AIM's Portable Benchmark for Unix(tm) systems; 
- COBXREF, a COBOL cross referencing program; 

COPi...9 compiler O()timizer package; 
E-Z-n:.RT II, a PERT/CPM scheduler; 
EXCHECK, a cross reference and mapping tool; 

- FIXIT i... a testing aid for IBM COBOL and ALC; 
4TUNt., a performance measurement tool; 

- H-Chart a hierarchy chart generator; 
UNI-FLOW, a universal flowchorter; 
t-P-T oolkit, HP's 9845 software toolkit; 

- IDD on integrated data dictionary; 
LEX-I I a multi-user word processor package; 
YSDOC, a system and tools for system specification; 
OOIP<P..k, a system for validation numerical software; 

- UDDT, a structured programming and software 
development tool; 

- Visi-Answer1 a database retrieval package; and, 
- X-REF, a COBOL cross reference system 

Besides the printed form, the SEAT Index is available in 

Electronic Form. For further information about ·the _ Software 
Engineering Automated Tools Index, or to order a copy, 
E>_leose check the appropriate box on the Reader Response 
Form. 

TOOLS It-DEX ELECTRONIC SEARCHES OFFERED: SRA is 
offering custom searches of the electronic version of the 
SEAT Index. For $225 SRA will work out the keyword 
formula with you, run the search, and print out descriptions 
of all of the matching tools. Please check the Reader 
Response Form for more information on custom searches. 

SRA-AFFIRM VERIFICATION SYSTEM AVAILABLE 

The SRA version of the AFFIRM specification and 
verification system - SRA-AFFIRM -- is now available for 
VAX/Unix support environments. Based on the ISi-deveioped 
AFFIRM system, SRA's implementation includes chonges and 
modifications to enhance user effectiveness and to eliminate 
several troublesome bottlenecks in earlier issues of the 
system. 

The SRA-AFFIRM system provides for the use of abstract 
data types (ADTs) in the construction of proofs of 
correctness for specifications and programs. The system's 
extensibility is one of its most important features. Using 
ADTs makes it possible to configure special data-type 
descriptions for the problem being solved, probably at a 
significant reduction in overall complexity of the resulting 
analysis and reduction logic. These ADTs might then be 
reused for similar applications. 

Details of the SRA-AFFIRM system are available in a short 
technical note; you con order your copy on the enclosed 
Reader Response Form. This note describes how SRA
AFFIRM improves on the publicly available version, and 
illustrates how the system works. 

A single-site binary license for SRA-AFFIRM costs $3.5K 
assuming that the installation environment already has a 
license for the current Interlisp system; if the Interlisp 
license hos to be included the overall fee is $14.5K. Note: 
The actual distribution of the system is subject to some 
restrictions on the machine class and location of the site; 
write to SRA for distribution details if your installation is 
not in the United States or its possessions • 

QM PRESENTATION AT DARMSTADT 

A presentation entitled "Quality Mono_gement Technology: 
Practical Applications" was given by Dr. Edward Miller at 
the Darmstadt West Germany, Symposium on Software 
Validation held 25-30 September 1983. SRA is offering 
copies of this paper, which surveys contemporary Quality 
Management disciplines and describes typical methods for 
assuring software qu9lity, for $5. Please check the 
instructions on the Reader Response Form to place your 
order. 

VOLUME ONE OF QMM ISSUES OFFERED 

A spiral-bound complete set of issues of Volume I of SRA's 
Quality Management Monthly, an essential survey and 
awareness newsletter for the modern Quality Manager, is 
now available for $112.50. This special re-publication of 
QMM issues covers the period April 1982 through February 
1983. 

New subscribers to Quality Management Monthly, con 
receive this same bound volume for only $50. Regular 
subscriptions to QMM cost $225/year ($275/yeor foreign). 
For complete subscription simply check the box on the 
enclosed Reader Response Cord. 

PC FAIRE PRESENTATION 

SRA outhors mode a presentation at the IBM PC Faire, held 
in San Francisco in August 1983, and disclosed details of 
the Company's IBM PC Test Certification capability. Extra 
copies of the set of presentation viewgraphs ore available 
for $5 each. See the Reader Response Card for details on 
how to order. 



CALENJAR OF EVENTS 

The events listed below are selected from various 
sources. Contacts for each event are given when 
known. To have your event listed please provide the 
necessary information at least 6 months in advance. 

17-19 October 1983: Symposium on Reliability in Distributed 
Software and Database Systems, Palo Alto, California. 
Contact: Dr. M. Liu Department of Computer Science, Ohio 
State University, 20§6 Neil Ave., Columbus, OH 43210; (614) 
860-7766. 

17-21 October 1983: Tutorial Week West 83, San Francisco, 
California. Contact: Robert Long, (L-72), Tutorial Week 
West 83, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, P.O. Box 
808, Livermore, CA 94550; (415) 422-4339 or 4260. 

1-3 November 1983, Symposium on Application and 
Assessment of Automated Tools for Software Development, 
San Francisco

4 
California. Contact: Carlos U. Munoz, IBM, 

Dept. Bl2/C2, P. Q. Box 50020, San Jose, CA 95150. 

7-11 November 1983: CompSAC 83, The IEEE Computer 
Society's Seventh International Computer Software and 
Applications Conference, Chicago, Illinois. (Tutorials, 7 & 8 
November· Conference, 9-11 November.) Contact: CompSAC 
83, P.O. Box 639, Silver Spring, MD 20901; (301) 589-8142. 

6-8 December 1983: Software Maintenance Workshop, 

Software P.eseorch ~~ 
P.O. Box 2432 
Son Francisco. CA 94'126 

Address Correction Requested 

Montere)' California. Contact: N. Schneidewind, Computer. 
Science Department) Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey 
CA 93940; (408) 620-2719. 

23-25 October' 1984: Th.e Fifth Israeli Conference on 
Software Quality Assurance, Tel Aviv, Israel. Preliminary 
call for 5000 word or shorter papers. Proceedings of this 
Conference will be published as a special issue of ISQA. 
(Israel Society of Quality Assurance). Submit five copies by 
I January 1984 to: Dr. Ben Livson, Dept. 4540, lsrae I 
Aircraft Industries Ltd., Ben Gurion International Airport, 
Lod 70100, Israel. 

TESTING TECl-l'IIQUES NEWSLETTER SUBSCRIPTIONS 

Testing Techniques Newsletter is published by Software 
Research Associates to provide timely and useful 
information to the technical community concerned with 
Software Quality Management. We seek to act as a forum 
for ideas and information that can significantly increase 
software quality through better software testing and 
analysis. 

Testing Techniques Newsletter is mailed without charge to 
qualified individuals throughout the world. When requesting 
your free subscription please write on your company 
letterhead, and be sure to indicate your general involvement 
in the Quality Management area. 

BULK RATE 
U.S. POSTAGE 

PAID 
San Francisco, CA 
Permit No. 14929 
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Testing Techniques Newsletter READER RESPONSE FORM Summer 1983 

Please indicate: 
NAME ------------------- o My address label is CORRECT. 
ORGANIZATION ---------------
ADDRESS ------------------

Please send me further information on: 

SRA's IBM PC Software Test Certification Service. 
SRA's Extended BASIC Validation Test Suites. === The Software Engineering Automated Tools Index. 

o I am not now a subscriber; please 
ADD my name to the mailing list. 

o I am currently a subscriber 
th is ,is a CHANGE of address 
(include old label if possible). 

o I am currently a subscriber; 
pleas~ DELETE my name from 
the mailing list. 

__ Electronic search(es) of the Software Engineering Automated Tools Index. 
__ The SRA-Affirm System. 
__ Subscribing to Quality Management Monthly. 
__ SRA's Quality Management Curriculum of Professional Devel9pment Seminars. 

Please telephone me at this number, / regarding: ---· --- _____ _, I 

__ An in-house presentation of SRA's Professional Development Seminars. 
__ An electronic search of the Software Automated Engineering Tools Index. 
__ Scheduling for IBM PC Software Test Certification Service. 

1 

I would like to order: 

copies of The Affirm Methodology SRA TN-905 (at $5 each). === copies of "Quality Management Technology: Practical Applications," delivered at the 
Symposium on Software Validation in Darmstadt, SRA TN- I 032 (at $5 each). 

__ copies of SRA's Software Engineering Automated Tools Index, ring binder edition ($225 + 
$15 shipping on US orders; $275 + $SO shipping on Foreign orders). 

__ copies of SRA's Software Engineering Automated Tools Index,, Update subscription ($120 + 
$15 shipping on US orders; $160 + $25 shipping on Foreign orders). 

__ Software Engineering Automated Tools Index, Source License ($1,850 US; $2,250 Foreign; 
updates $850 US; $1,150 Foreign). 
subscription(s) to Quality Management Monthly ($225/year US; $275 Foreign) I would/ 

-- would not like to take advantage of the special offer for new subscribers and purchase 
one bound copy of Volume One per new subscription (at $50 each). 

__ bound copies of Volume I of the Quality Management Month(y (at $112.50 each). 
copies of the PC Faire Presentation (at $5 each). 

Please find enclosed my check/money order for $ ..... ·1 

(**Note: California residents must add 6.5% sa-1-e_s_t_a_x-..}---

SOFTWARE RESEARCH ASSOCIATES 
P. 0. Box 2432, San Francisco, California ~4126 

(415) 957-1441. I 
I 
! 
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CAP-BAK FACI..ITY NOW AVAllJ\81.£ 

The C.ap-8ok (tm) facility, an important part of the system used 
for the IBM PC Test Certification Service, is now available 
separate_ly from SRA. This software system sells for $2500 for a 
single-CPU binary license. 

Here are the important facts on this new software testing and 
productivity tool: 

ak(im) - Keystroke Capture and Playback System for 
IBM PC, PC/XT 

PLRPOSE. •. 

Cq>Bak (tm) captures keystroke sequences and user-selected 
screen contents during programmer and user testing of IBM 
PC and IBM PC/XT applications software. 

SYNOPSIS ••• 

CapBak (tm) enables testing automation through dynamic 
keystroke collection and auto-playback of test sessions. 

Each test session consists of a sequence of keystrokes, and a 
series of "screen save" operations to capture test output. 
With CopBak (tm) activated the keystrokes that are used in 
testing the pr~rom are saved in a special format on a 
user-declared file. This is called the "capture" mode. Also as 
a user selected option, the keystrokes that are saved from a 
prior CopBak (tm) run con be used as the "input." This is 
called the "playback" mode. 

DOCUMENTATION ••• 

Cq)Bak (tm) is supplied with a Technical Note and sample 
sessions thot describe its operation in detail. During 
operation Cq>Bak (tm) prompts the user for necessary 
parameter selections, filenames and other user selectable 
data. DOS 2.0 is the required operating system. 

For more information on CopBok (tm) please ask for Mr. David 
Cosey or check the box on the enclosed Reader Response Form. 

• 

Winier 1984 TN-1069 

RmGE OF IBM PC SOFTWARE TEST 
AN> EVALUATION SERVICES DESCRIBED 

Here is a rundown of the current complement of available SRA 
PC Test and Evaluation services. · 

o PC Product Evaluation/Review Services: Basic evaluation of 
IBM PC or PC/XT product, user level quality assessment, 
serviceability evaluation. Price: $1K. Availability: 2-week 
turnaround. 

o PC Test Dam Capture System: User test data and results 
captui:e for- later analysis and certificatioo (see the 
description of PC-Cop (tm) below). Supported by PC-Cop 
(tm). Price: $250. Ava ilability: Off the shelf. 

o PC Test Planning Services: Thorough functional and/or 
structural test plaming services based on supplied 
specifications1 monuols1 or source code. Price and ' 
Availability: ASk SRA tor a quote. 

o PC Test Certification Service: Permanent documentation of 
test analysis, plus fixed set of quality analyses, packaged 
into "Standard Test Certification Report". Supported by 
CapBak (tm). Price: $ I K. Availability: 2-week turnaround 
with advance scheduling. 

o PC Re-Test Certification Services: Regression analysis of 
s,ftwore product ofter changes Clg(!inst prior sets of tests run 
under Test Certification Services. Price: $750 (subject to 
certain limits on the size of the changes in the product). 
Availability: 2-week turnaround. 

o PC Performance Tuning Services: Hot-spot idehtification and 
performance tuning P,artial re-write to enhance product 
performance. Price: $2K. Availability: 2-week turnaround. 

o PC Test Completion Services: Based on regular SRA analysis 
services, a level of effort test completion activity and 
associated quality analysis. Price and Availability: Ask SRA 
for a quote. 

o PC Debugging/Rewrite Services: Reorganization and rewrite 
of a selected ports of a s,ftwore product based on _prior 
diagnoses and analyses. Price and Availability: Ask SRA for a 
quote. 

Please check the appropriate box on the Reader Response Form 
for more information, or call for scheduling information • 

© Software Research Associates 
P.O. Box 2432 ~ San Francisco • California • 94126 • Telephone (415) 957-1441 

I 
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TCAT FOR C, PASCAL AVAILABLE SOON 

The SRA Test Coverage Analysis Tool (TCAT) will be available 
for the "PASCAL" language on the IBM PC sometime during the 
2nd Quarter of 1984. The implementation for PASCAL can 
handle the two rnost common PASCAL dialects in use for the 
IBM PC. The 

I 
instrumentor operates under Unix (tm), and is fully 

comi:>_atible with the cover<x,1e analysis components of the regular 
TCAT system. (Implementations of TCAT on operating systems 
other thm Unix (tm) are also possible; please write with your 
specifications.) 

A special version of TCAT that processes programs written in 
"C" will also be available during the 3rd Quarter of 1984. Like 
the version of TCAT for PASCAL, the "C" version wil I be for 
the Unix (tm) environment. 

Fot 111u1e i1,fo1111afio , 
current _price and leasing terms please contact Mr. Curtis Wong 
or Mr. Roddy Erickson. A fact sheet giving details is available 
on request by checking the appropriate box on the enclosed 
Reader . Response Form. 

CORPORATE SOFTWARE QUALITY MANAGEMENT 
PROGRAM BEING DEVELOPED 

Software Research Associates has begun to assemble a package 
of products and services intended to provide technical capabil
ities in software Quality Management at the Corporate level. 
The Corpora1e Quality Management Program wil I include a range 
of services and products to support, at a moderate cost, the 
operation and management of =mponies' Quality Mona9ement 
efforts. The Corpora1e Quality Management Program wil I 
become available in I 984. 

Some of the prodvcts yOJr organization con expect as port of 
this program include: 

o Seminars1 such as SRA's Quality Assurance Technology, 
Verification Technology, or selections from our extensive list 
of Professional Development Seminars on Software 
Engineering; 

o Tools and Technology, that con be tailored specifically to the 
client's needs and environments, often from SRA's inventory 
of existing automated tools and allied techniques; ' 

o On-si1e Technical Support, to provide technical experts and 
quality management practitioners within o client's 
organization; 

o Quality Management Consulting, on o "hot-line" or continuing 
basis to deal with the special problems of software quo lity 
management. 

For more information obOJt the new Corporate Quality 
Moa:,agerneot Program !)lease write on yOJr company letterhead 
to Dr. Edward Miller, Technical Director, Software Research 
Associates. For a copy of the Corpora1e Quality Management 
Program P~ectus please check the bo1< on the Reader 
Response Form. 

0-SCOPE (tm) SYSTEM CAPABILITY .MNOUNCED 

SRA's newest &>ftware analysis tool is the logical analog of o 
hardware oscilloscope. Designed for use on the IBM PC, or 
PC/XT, the 0-Scope (tm) system makes internal operation of o 
program under test available to the user in o variety of graphic 
displays. 

Here ore the facts on the new 0-Scope (tm) test behavio. 
analysis sys1em. 

NAME ••• 
l 

0-Scope (tm) - Software Oscilloscope system for IBM PC, 
PC/XT. 

Plfl?OSE. .• 

0-Scope (tm) is intended to provide visual and dynamic 
display of test trace files in support of detailed analysis of 

- program behavior during testing analysis. 

SYNOPSIS ... 

0-Scope (tm) operates by displaying, in varying graphical and 
9r.namic forms, the information that is derived from a trace 
file produced when on instrumented program is in operation. 
Several alternative 0-Scope (tm) display modes ore available: 

o "see" mode, in which the current segment numbers ore 
shown in terms of their relative intensity of execution. 

o "snake" mode, in which only a user specified number of 
recently executed segments numbers ore displayed in o 
format that resembles a "snake" moving oroucn the 
0-Scope (tm) display. 

o "bar" mcxle, in which the dynamic percento9e of test 
coverage is shown in o constantly updated h1stographic 
display. 

DOCUMENTATION ••• 

0-Scope (tm) is supplied with o Technical Note and 
sessions that describe its operation in detail. 

To learn more abrut how 0-Scope (tm) con help yru in yrur 
&>ftwore testing and productivity improvement program, contact 
SRA or check the ·appropriate box on the enclosed Reader 
Response Form. 

SRA's SOFTWARE TOOLS INDEX u>DATED 

During the lost several years SRA developed o very complete 
and fully compu1erized index of data on hundreds of software 
engineering support tools of all kinds. This was oggr~egated into 
rur popular Software E~ineering Automa1ed Tools (SEAT) Index, 
available in three-ring binder format ($225 domestic, $275 
foreign) and also in source-license electronic edition format 
(write to SRA for details and current prices for the electronic 
edition). 

The tool frames in the SEAT Index are updated periodically. The 
most-recent updo1e includes information on the following tools 
(listed with their tool categories or brief descriptions): 

oda: DoD's' new high-level programming language, recently made 
o "m ilitory standard." 

odasynch: An Ado syntax checker implemented in PASCAL. 
aide-de-comp: An interactive development environment aimed at 

DEC VAX sys1ems. 
aim-u--bench: A benchmark suite for Unix (tm) systems. 
cobxref: A COBOL cross-reference generator system. 
cop: A COBOL compiler optimizer for Burroughs' systems. 
e-z-pert-ii: A PERT/CPM (Critical Path Method) system for 

project monogement. 
excheck: A COBOL cross-reference and data mapping tool. 
fixit: A testing and debugging aid for IBM COBOL and 

Assembler Lcn~uage programs. 
fortune: A system for tuning MVS applicafions programs b

on the Generalized Trace Facility (GTF). 
h-dlort: A hierarchy chart generator oriented to the COB 

ICJ1~uoge. 
hos-uru-flow: A flowcharter system for the HOS "use.it" system, 

implemented in PASCAL. 
t-p--too_lkit: A ~t of programming and rupport tools for HP 9000 

series sys1ems. 
idd: An integrated data dictionary intended for use in the IDMS 



environment. 
lex-I I: A text editing, multi-user word processing system for 

DEC computer systems. 
sysdoc: An automated system for software specification! design, 

and documentation intended for (Norwegian) NORD 00 
computers. 

tOQlpock: The University of Colorado set of software test and 
,~ lysis tools. 

A structured programming tool intended for use on Hitachi 
ITAC M series computer systems. , 

visi~r: An interactive spreadsheet system that operates on 
an IBM mainframe system and serves multiple IBM Personal 
Computers (PCs). 

x-ref-nds: A COBOL cross-reference system intended for use on 
MVS. 

To purchase your copy of the Software Engineering Automaied 
Tools Index and an update subscription, or to request further 
information about this lX'lique software tools information 
resource, please contact SRA or check the appropriate box on 
the enclosed Reader Response Form. 

SRA QUALITY MANAGEMENT SEMINARS DESCRIBED 

Below are short descriptions of Technical Professional Seminar 
offered by Software Research Associates thot address various 
aspects of Software Quality Management. 

A typical Technical Professional Seminar presentation includes 
complete and comprehensive course documentation, textbooks, 
worked examples, and references to the current technical 
literature. In some cases, SRA's two-day courses can be 
expanded to cover three days or contracted to fit into a 
one-day format. Sr>eakers are acknowledqed experts in their 
fields. Class size for SRA Technical Prolessional Seminars is 
targeted to 16-24 persons to assure the optimum level of 
student-instructor interaction. 

The SRA curriculum in Software Quality Management covers a 
wide range - from state~f-the-art software technology to 
practical and applied techniques, and from systematic testing 
tecmiques to formal verification methods. 

Two Doy Semi~ 

· A \ 1omaled Software Engineering Tools: An invesfigation o 
~ odern software sui:port tools, with examples and a survey 

of commercial offerings. There is particular emphasis on 
software quality and productivity improvement. , 

o Software Quality Assurance Tedvlology: A high-level survey 
of the main methods and payoffs of software quality 
assurance methods of all kinds. Includes a textbook and 
extensive no'les. 

o Advanced Validation Techniques: An in-depth survey intended 
for technologists of a r~e of advanced testing methods, 
including symbolic evaluation, mu1otion analysis, domain 
testing, etc. 

o ~lied Verification Technology: Description of use of modern 
formal software verification tools, with worked examples and 
related technical data, 

o Software Main1euance Tedvlolocw: A general survey of , 
tecmical and procedJral methocls of software maintenance, 
based on sound maintenance principles. Includes investigation 
of modern software maintenance tools. 

One Doy Seminars: 

o Introduction to Quality Mcnagement: A management level 
survey of software quality control methods, with case-study 
analysis of common situations. 

o lntrocb::tion to Sys1ematic Testing: Basic introduction to 
processes that govern software testing at the unit level, at 
the subsystem level, and at the system level. Intended for 
managers as well as technologists. 

o Introduction to Verification: Introductory level investigation 

•

of the correct role of formal verification processes in the 
, ftware life cycle, with case studies and examples. 

trocb::tion 1o Software Main1enance: Management level 
ove_rview of procedJres and payoffs for systematic software 
maintenance, 

To receive a copy of SRA's complete seminar curriculum check 
the appropriate box on the Reader Response Form. 

PC TEST CERTIFICATION SERVICES EXPANJED 
TO INCLlDE PASCAL PROGRAMS 

SRA's software testing services focused on the IBM PC have 
been expanded to include progra~ written in the PASCAL , 
language. The standard price of !;> I K for complete :rest 
Certification Services applies to programs written m PASCAL. 

The IBM PC Test Certification Service is a standard type of 
test documentation aimed to assist in quality control of 
software for the IBM PC or PC/XT computers. PC Test is 
already available for the BASIC and BASICA languages. 

The IBM PC Test ' Certification Service is part of a broader 
framework of test analysis and performance_ analysis services 
(see the article on our ral')!:Je of PC related software quality 
control services elsewhere m this issue). Future expansion of our 
PC Test Certification Services will include the "forth" 
programming system (a popular implementation base for many 
micro based systems, and 11C11 (the language used in the Unix 
(tm) operating system). 

PC TEST CERTIFICATION ANALYSIS CRITERIA DESCRIBED i 
Here is a list of the general software 9.uality issues that are 
addressed by SRA's IBM PC Test Certification Service. An 
example of how this information is presented in an octual 
application of the process can be found in our IBM PC Test 
Certification Service Somple Report, available for $25. (Please 
check the box and follow instructions to ol;)tain your copy of 
th is Sample Report.) 

o Product Description and Analysis: Details of what the 
program does, assessment of its operational features, and 
identification of user level deficiencies. 

o Test Description and Analysis: A survey of the functional 
tests being run and their apparent capability and 
thoroughness. (See the description of PC--Cq:, (tm) elsewhere 
in th is issue.) 

o Source Code Analysis: Careful inspection of the source text, 
evaluation of several quality factors, and identification of 
static defects. 

- o~ Data Flow l\nalysis: Check ot "set use" re at ionships and 
other features of the da1o flow structure of the candidate 
program. 

o Test Coverage Analysis: Careful assessment of th1 
thoroughness of the set of tests, with identification of test 
set deficiencies. 

o Not Hit Analysis: Analysis of untested regions, with 
assessment of criticality and reasons for test failures. 

o Hot Spot Analysis: Analysis of any highly concentrated use 
~reas in the program, and recommendations for performance 
improvement. 

o Test Dynamics Analysis: Evaluation of growth of test 
coverage to determine test set efficiency. 

o 0-Scope (tm) Analysis: Study and analysis of the time 
sequence of the program's behavior under test. 

o Quality Assessment and Recommendations: Overall evaluation 
and summary of analyses performed. 

We assign "letter grades" to each of these factors based on our 
estimates of the relative quality of a product or system we're 
evaluating. This leads to a composite "letter grade" for the 
product that can be an easily understandable and highly useful 
indicator of overall software quality. The grade becomes part of 
our certification statement. 

Check the R~r ~ Form or contact Ms. Sonja Braun at 
SRA for more information about our PC Test Certification 
Service. 

Trudernarks: IBM, IBM PC, and IBM PC/XT are trademarks of 
International Business Machines Corporation. Unix is a trademark 
of Bell Laboratoris, Inc. CapBak(tm), PC-Cap(tm) and 
SofT est(sm) are trademarks ard/or service marks of Software 
Research Associates. · 



TESTING lECt-NIQU::S l'EWSLETTER SUBSCRIPTIONS 

Testing Techniques Newslet1er (TTN) is published by Software 
Research Associates to provide timely and useful information to 
the technical community concerned with Software Quality 
Management. We seek to act as a forum for ideas and 
information that can significantly increase software quality 
through better s:iftware testing and analysis. 

Testing Techniques Newsletier is mailed without charge ta 
gualified individuals throughout the world. When requesting your 
free Slhscription to TIN please write on your company 
letterhead, and be sure ta indicqte your general involvement in 
the Quality Management area. 

l'EW IBM COMPATIBILITY BASIC LANGUAGE 
VALIDATION SUITE AVAILABLE 

5RA has developed an extension of its BASIC cnl Extended 
a.ASIC Validation Sui1es (see TTN, Vol. 6, No. 2) to include the 
full IBM PC Compatible BASIC language. This PC Validation 
5ui1e is sufficiently rich to verit, that BASIC implementations 
Jre compatible with IBM PC BASIC. In addition, 1t provides for 
:i number of special checks that focus attention on extensions to 
3ASIC that ore peculiar to the IBM PC. Over 650 tests are 
included in the PC Validation Sui1e, and the majority of them 
Jre "self checking." "Self checking" means that the user merely 
10s to run the tests; any defects or deficiencies are reported 
cutomatically. 

~or more information about this new PC Validation Sui1e please 
::heck the appropriate box on the enclosed Reader Response 
Form. 

Software Research ~fl@~ 
P.O. Dox2~2 
San Francisco. CA 94126 

Address Correction Requested 
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CALEN>AR OF EVENTS 

The events listed below are selected from various sources. 
Contacts for each event are given when known. To have 
your event listed please provide the necessary information 
at least 4 months in advance. 

9-12 July 1984: Notional Compu1er Conference Las Vegas 
Nevada. Contact; AFIPS PO Box 9658 Arlington, VA 22209; (703) 
558-3613 

23-25 October 1984: The Fifth Israeli Conference on Software 
Quality Assurance, Tel Aviv! Israel. Contact: Dr. Ben Livson, 
Dept. 4540, Israel Aircraft ndustries Ltd., Ben Gurion 
International Airport, Lod 70100, Israel. 

6-9 November 1984: FGCS 84, International Conference on Fifth 
Generation Computer Systems, Tokyo, Japan. Contact: FGCS 84 
Secre1oriat, Institute for New Generation Computer Technology, 
Mita Kokusai Bldg. 21F, 1-4-28 Mita, Minato-ku, Tokyo 108, 
Japan. 

UNIX (tm) SYSTEM VALIDATION SUITE Pl...AN-ED 

SRA is plaming to produce a comprehensive validation suite for 
the lJnix (tm) system. This suite will include kernel tests, 
filesys1em checks input /output, opp Ii cations checks, and 
performance benchmarks. Organizations who alread)' have 
completed s:>me Unix (tm) testing should contact SRA directly 
to learn how they can participate with SRA in this new activity. 
SRA plans to offer a range of Unix (tm) sys1em validation tools 
in the near future. 

For more information about this new UNIX (tm) Validation Sui1e 
activity _please check the appropriate box on the enclosed 
Reader Response Form. 

• I' 
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Please indicate: 
NAME. _________________ _ o My address label is CORRECT. t 
ORGANIZATION ____________ _ o I am not now a subscriberf please 

ADD my rome to the mai ing list. 
ADDRESS ______________ _ 

o I am curre(ltly a subscriber 
th is is a CHANGE of address 
(include old label if possible). 

Please send me further information on: 

o I am current_!), a sl.hscriber; 
please DELETE my name from 
the mailing list. 

SRA's ~ak (tm) - Keystroke Caputre and PIQYbock System for IBM PC, PC/XT. ==== SRA's Ranqe of Services for Software Test and Evaluation. 
The SRA iest Coverage Analysis Tool (TCAT) for PASCAL. ==== The Software Engineering Automa1ed Tools Index. 
The Corporate Qualify Management Program Prospectus. 

-- SRA's 0-Scope (tm). dyromic behavior analysis system. 
SRA's Quali!x ~ment Curriculum of Professional Development Seminars. 

-- SRA's IBM PC Test Certification Service. 
SRA's UNIX (tm) ~stem Validation Sui1e. 

-- SRA's New IBM PC Compatible BASIC Language Validation Sui1e. --

Please telephoue me at this rumber, ----'-' ___ / ____ -_· _______ regarding: 

An in-house presentation of SRA's Professional Develwment Seminars. 
-- UeJi-Ag foz:._IBM-P-C.SO.f:l:wor:e TesL Cer:.tUication.-.Sei:¥ice,.-----~----~-~• 
__ Enrollment in the Corpora1e Quality Management Program for my firm. 

I would like 1o order: 

__ copies of IBM PC Test Certification Service Sample Report SRA TN-I 043 (at $25 each). 

__ co$ pies .of. SRA's Software EnaineeriQg Au~~ Tools ~ndex', ring binder edition ($225 + 
15 shipping on US orders; $"275 + $50 shipping on Foreign orders). 

__ copies of SRA's Software EQgineeriQg Au1oma1ed Tools Index, Upda1e slA>scription ($120 + 
$15 shipping on US orders; $160 + $25 shipping on Foreign orders). 

Software Enaineeri!'lQ Au1oma1ed Tools Index, Source License ($1,850 US; $2,250 Foreign; 
-- t,pda tes $850" US; $ I , I SO Foreign). 

Please find enclosed my check/mooey order for $, ______ **. 
(**Note: California residents must add 6.5% sales tax.) 

SOFTWARE RESEARCH ASSOCIATES 
P. 0. Box 2432, San Francisco, California 94126 

(415) 957-1441. 
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PC TEST SERVICES RESTRUCTURED, EXPANDED 

SRA has announced some major changes to its PC Test & 
Certification Services that are intended to increase their 
access and effectiveness. 

SRA's PC Test & Certification Services are fixed-price 
software analysis and documentation services that aim at 
full-spectrum quality management for IBM PC and compati
ble software products . The changes involve reduced prices, 

.An creased automation, and expanded tool rentals. The 
~ anges bring SRA's unique PC Quality Management 

approach within reach of nearly every software vendor. 

"When somebody wants to prove they've done a good job of 
testing their software product - for example, to demonstrate 
to a distributor that the product is really solid - we provide 
the capability to measure and document what was and was 
not done," said Dr. Edward Miller, SRA's Technical Director. 
"This removes a lot of doubt from the 'quality assessment' 
question. With our high automation level - we've used 
some of our tools for over 5 years - we deliver a lot more 
quality assurance product for the money, " Miller stated. 
"What we've changed is the level of automation. Our custo
mers save, and gain confidence in the analyses ." 

SRA's services include Test Certification ($1K), Performance 
Tuning ($2K), Functional Testing ($1K), Functional Re
Testing ($500), and Standardized Document Review ($750). 
The Test Certification includes a formal Test Certificate that 
can be used in product promotions. 

"Obviously, at the kind of prices we're talking about, you 
can't get these effects without using a lot of sophisticated 
tools. We think we've made some inroads into automating a 
lot of the testing process," Miller said. "Our customers like 
to know precisely what testing was and was not done. 
That's what our test certificate is all about. And, we guaran
tee to find errors or your money back - with programs 1000 
lines or more ." 

• 
© Software Research Associates 

Spring 1985 

TCAT FOR C LANGUAGE AVAILABLE 

Software Research Associates (SRA) has recently announced 
availability of its Test Coverage Analysis Tool (TCAT) for the C 
language. 

According to Dr. Edward Miller, Technical Director at SRA, 
the TCAT/C tool will improve the quality of testing done at 
the unit and system level by a factor of five or more. "Most 
programmers rarely test more than half of their code, 
structurally speaking. Without a TCAT tool they don't know 
what they haven't done, so they just don't do it," Miller 
said. "The result is poorly tested code with a lot of errors." 

"What TCAT/C does is put in a feedback loop that tells the 
programmer - and managers, too - what really has and has 
not been done. Sometimes this is bad news - when you 
find that a lot of code has never been tried . But program
mers as well as managers like this because it focuses on 
poorly tested areas; and, it helps find defects early rather than 
late . That saves a lot of money in the long run." 

The TCAT/C system is available from SRA for VAX/UNIX, 
V AXNMS, and IBM PODOS and compatible architectures . 
The single-user (IBM PODOS) price for TCAT/C is $975; a 
multi-user single-CPU license is $2.5K; and a multi-user 
multi-CPU site license is $9K. SRA can port TCAT/C to virtu
ally any operating system on a special order basis. 

TCAT/C consists of a C language instrumenter, a special 
"runtime" program to collect test coverage data and write tra
cefiles, and a coverage analyzer that produces the coverage 
numbers. The TCAT/C system also includes an interactive 
runtime package, a set of utilities for manipulation of trace
files, a tracefile archiving facility, on-line help frames, and 
complete user documentation. 

Software Research Associates (SRA) pioneered commercial 
software evaluation and software testing. In the early 1980's, 
SRA introduced a TCA T system for COBOL, the first 
software testing support tool (see story on TCAT/COBOL for 
the IBM PC elsewhere in this Newsletter). TCA'f is also 
available for BASIC or PASCAL. SRA can produce TCAT 
systems for virtually any high-level or assembly language on 
special order. 

P.O. Box 2432 • San Francisco • California • 94126 • Telephone (415) 957-1441 
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Testing Techniques Newsletter is publishe<;i by Software 
Research Associates to disseminate information about 
Software Quality Management (Software Testing, Verifica
tion, Validation, and Maintenance) and closely related 
technologies of Software Engineering. 

Editor - Edward F. Miller, Jr. 
Issue Manager - Christopher deLellis 

Production Chief - James Irwin 

<D 1985 by SOFIW ARE RESEARCH ASSOCIATES. 

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. No part of this document 
may be reproduced in any form, by photostat, microfilm, 
retrieval system, or any other means now known or 
hereafter invented without prior written permission of 
Software Research Associates. 

TESTING TECHNIQUES NEWSLETTER SUBSCRIPTIONS 

Testing Techniques Newletter (TTN) is published by Software 
Research Associates to provide timely and useful information 
to the community concerned with Software Quality Manage
ment. We seek to act as a forum for ideas and information 
that can significantly increase software quality through better 
software testing mi nalysis. 

Testing Techniques Newsletter is provided without charge to 
qualified individuals throughout the world. When request
ing your free subscription to TTN please write on your com
pany letterhead, being sure to indicate your general involve
ment in the Software Quality Management. 

UNDER DEVELOPMENT AT SRA ... 

Here is a partial list of new SRA tools, new SRA techniques, 
and new SRA services you can expect to hear about soon . . . 

• A new system for test data generation, called 
"TDGEN1'-'" that uses advanced UNIX concepts to pro
vide great flexibility in test file generation. 

• Additions to TCAT/C that support system and inter
face testing (the SO, Sl, and Ctl measures) . 

• A new SRA Technology Seminar on systematic 
software testing at the unit, subsystem, and system 
level. 

• New SRA-built test suites for languages and operating 
systems (including UNIX and MS/DOS) . 

• A new testbed generator for C programs under UNIX. 

• SRA's integrated toolkit, the Tester's Workbench, that 
will offer a database-oriented approach to handling the 
whole testing and quality management problem. 

• New product evaluation services based on weighted 
scoring and functional touch testing tools. 

More details will be available in the next issue of ITN. Or, 
for advance information, call or write SRA. 

CAPBAK™ - A POWERFUL PC TEST TOOL 

The SRA CAPBAK™ system gives program testers the ability 
to capture and play back keystroke files that are generated 
during tests . First introduced for the IBM PC and PC/XT 
machines under DOS 2.0 in early 1984, CAPBAK versions n. 
exis t for these two other environments: 

• IBM PC's running DOS 3.0, including the new PC/AT 
architecture . 

• IBM PC's running IRMA boards that emulate IBM 327x 
synchronous terminals . 

• HP 150 personal computers. 

The set of features now present in the latest revision of the 
CAPBAK system include: 

• User selection of playback rate . 

• User selection of delays after certain keystrokes. 

• User selection of the " trigger" keys on which screens 
are fully saved. 

• Implementation time selection of the single reserved 
character that CAPBAK uses to restore control to its 
main menu . 

A variation of CAPBAK called " PLABAK™" intended for use in 
instructional software is also available on an OEM basis to 
educational organizations. The PLABAK system simulates a 
user session in either fully automatic or near-automatic mode. 
This makes it possible to show how a system operates when 
it is in actual use, and provides a way to let the viewer see 
special instructional comments inserted into the session. 

For more information about CAPBAK or PLABAK, please con
tact Mr: David Casey at SRA. 

How?! That's right, 
the most common question 

is "'How?" How do I get the 
software quality I want? 

Your developers have worked hard on your software product. To 
stay on schedule. To stay ahead of the competition . Your 
customers are counting on you. They rely on your quality. 

But, before you ship, before you risk your reputation ... ask yourself: 
Is my product really ready? 

Finding and fixing software defects now can save you a bundle 
compared to what they can cost you later. More than a hundred 
times over. How do you find bugs efficiently? How do you know 
you're finished looking? How do you save critical test data for 
reuse? How do you know you've successfully repaired a bug? 

The answer is SRA's range of Quality Management Services. All 
based on the latest technical developments in test support software, 
coverage analyzers, capture-playback systems. automated test 
planning tools ... the best tools. by the company that has been in 
Software Quality Managem~nt from the start! 

SRA's service line includes: 
o Product EvaluatiOn/Reviews 
a Code Inspection and Review 
o Detailed Test Planning 
o Test Suite Oevek:Jpment 
a Test Certttlcation 

a Test Completion 
c Documentation Review.'Assessment 
a Performance Tuning 
a Retesting (Regression) Verification 
o Version Control 

SRA is the pioneer in Software Quality Management, having served 
business. research and governments around the world since 1977. 

Come to us before they come to you!! 

Call or write SRA today for more infonnalion. 

Software Research Associates, 580 Market Street, San Francisco, CA 94104 

PhOl!A~ (415) 957-1441 Telex: ~4r,._~j; l~AA ~MJ 



METATESTN SYSTEM AVAILABLE FROM SRA 

METATESTN is a test planning support system that provides 
basic capabilities for test plan generation at the system, 
integration, interface, and unit test level. METATEST is 

. nguage and application independent. 

METATEST consists of a set of software tools and an associ
ated methodology for their use. Combined, they support 
systematic test planning at various levels . The procedures 
are language and application independent. METATEST tools 
are implemented in a UNIXn.1 environment. 

Test plans indicate what is to be tested, what the conditions 
are for each test, and what variables and conditions are to be 
initialized and observed. Test planning can occur at the unit, 
interface, and system level, depending on the level of detail 
and degree of thoroughness needed by each test. 

Kinds of Testing ... 

The METATEST approach provides for all three kinds of test
ing. At the system level of testing, METATEST supports con
struction of a "model" of system behavior (which can include 
a hierarchy of modeling units) that can be processed directly 
into test plans. At the integration level, METATEST produces 
interface descriptions and associated tests automatically 
(within existing system test plans) . At the unit level, META
TEST is used like a pseudocoding technique devoted specifi
cally to testing individual modules at a high level of detail. 

The TOOLKIT ... 

METATEST tools assist in organizing test processes by provid
ing a language (called "MTS") and its associated processing 

~ cilities in which a test planner expresses structured descrip
.. wtons of tests. 

The MTS language contains a complement of familiar control 
structures, data flow structures, and interface description 
structures. Processors for MTS scan MTS units and identify 
major implementation flaws at the MTS level. 

A family of analysis tools - called the "MTS TOOLKIT""" -
support METATEST operations. They include: 

• An automated system for processing MTS's structural 
descriptions and generating test paths within the con
straints implied in an MTS unit. 

• A series of tools for identifying inputs and outputs of 
individual MTS elements. 

• A tool for annotating MTS elements to make them 
easier to read and understand . Interfaces, data flow, 
and control logic are highlighted. 

• A set of tools for processing paths within MTS units . 
These tools evaluate complexity, assist in identifying 
inputs and outputs, and handle problems with inter
faces . 

• Utility tools that analyze individual paths for logic, 
data flow, and other properties. These tools report 
statistics and other relevant facts about the MTS ele
ment. 

• 

• Test data value selection advice utilities that support 
identification of "exceptional" and "limiti~g" values. 

A user can rely on these METATEST capabilities to assist in 
designing, implementing, and upgrading complicated test 
sets. 

Documentation ... 

METATEST commands and processes are documented indivi
dually. Utility programs have help frames and other on-line 
documentation. Overall methodology elements are defined 
in a series of worked examples with comprehensive sample 
outputs. 

Early releases of the METATEST tools are available for UNIX1" 

systems. The METATEST system and the set of tools that sup
port it are implemented in various languages, including C, 
f77, and as "awk" scripts. METATEST is available on a 
single-site binary license basis or remote dial-up use by spe
cial arrangement. 

For more information on METATEST, please contact 
Mr. Christopher deLellis at (415) 957-1441. 

EUROPEAN SEMINAR PRESENTATIONS ANNOUNCED 

SRA has announced a schedule of seminars to be conducted 
in cooperation with CGS Institute (Windsor, England), in 
various cities in Europe. 

The schedule includes: 

• Software Quality Assurance Technology: London, 
10-11 June 1985; London, 19-20 September 1985; and 
Oslo, Norway, 9-10 December 1985. 

• -Automated Software Engineering Tools: Milano, 6-7 
June 1985; Oslo, 16-17 September 1985; Rome, 23-24 
September 1985; London, 2-3 December 1985. 

• Quality Inspections Workshop: London, 4-6 
December 1985. (NOTE: This is the first public presen
tation of this new SRA seminar.) 

For further information about these seminars, please contact 
Ms. Lynn Juanes at SRA, or Chris Boone or Di Pitcher at 
CGS Institute, Russell House, Russell Street, Windsor, 
Berkshire SL4 lHQ, England. 

CALENDAR OF EVENTS 

The events listed below are selected from various 
sources. Contacts for each event are given when 
known. To have your event listed please provide the 
necessary information at least four months in advance. 

19-21 June 1985: FTCS-15, 15th International Symposium on 
Fault-Tolerant Computing, Ann Arbor, Michigan. Contact: 
John F. Meyer, Dept. of Electrical Engineering and Computer 
Science, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 48109, (313) 
763-0037. 

15-13 July 1985: Logic Programming Symposium 85, Boston, 
Massachusetts. Contact: Doug DeGroot, IBM T.J. Watson 
Research Center, PO Box 218, Yorktown Heights, NY 10598, 
(914) 945-3497. 

27-30 August 1985: Eighth International Conference on 
Software Engineering (ACM), London, England . Contact: 
Eighth !CSE, PO Box 639, Silver Spring, MD 20901, 
(301) 589-8142 . 

11-14 November 1985: 1st International Conference on Com
puler Workslali6ns, San JM{I (Mvllntion C~nMr, 5.1n JO~{l, 
California. Contact : Dr. Edward Miller, SRA, 580 Market 
Street, San Francisco, CA 94104 . 
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NEW BOOK ON SOFTWARE VALIDA TlON 
TECHNOLOGY NOW AVALLABLE 

Citation: Software Validation, Hans-Ludwig Hausen 
(Editor), North-Rolland, 198'1. (ISBN0-444-87593-X) 

This book is the Proceedings of the Symposium for Software 
Validation, held in Darmstadt, West Germany, 25-30 Sep
tember 1983. It contains a range of articles dealing with the 
state-of-the-art in software testing. Here are the main subject 
areas, and the authors and titles of the papers: 

Software Quality Assurance: Hans-Ludwig Hausen and 
Monika Mullerburg: "An Introduction to Quality Assurance 
and Control of Software." 

Validation by Inspection: A. Frank Ackerman, Priscilla J. 
Fowler and Robert G. Ebenau: "Software Inspections and the 
Industrial Production of Software;" Robert D. Buck and 
James H. Dobbins: "Application of Software Inspection 
Methodology in Design and Code;" Horst Reinus: 
"Integrated Software Validation in the View of 
Inspections/Reviews." 

Validation By Testing: John S. Gourlay: "Introduction to the 
Formal Treatment of Testing;" Leon Osterweil: "Integrating 
the Testing, Analysis and Debugging of Programs;" Sabina 
H. Saib: "RXVP - Today and Tomorrow;" Richard N. Taylor: 
"Analysis of Concurrent Software by Cooperative Application 
of Static and Dynamic Techniques." 

Validation By Sy~olic Evaluation or Symbolic Execution: 
Lori A. Clarke and Debra J. Richardson: "Symbolic Evalua
tion - An Aid to Testing and Verification;" Erhard 
Ploedereder: "Symbolic Evaluation as a Basis for Integrated 
Validation." 

Validation By Formal Verification: Ch. Beierle, M. Gerlach, 
R. Gobel, W. Olthoff, R. Raulefs, and A. Voss: "Integrated 
Program Development and Verification;" David C. Luckham: 
"On the Design of Anna, A Specification Language for Ada;" 
Mark Moriconi and Amy L. Lansky: "Representation and 
Refinement-of Visual Specifications." 

Validation Management and Certification: Ed ward F. Miller: 
"Quality M,anagement Technology: Practical Applications;" 
Gunther E. Pfaff: "Conformance Testing of Graphics Software 
Using a Configurable Reference System." 

Validation by Non-Classical -M·ethod: Allen Goldberg and 
Gordon Kotik: "Knowledge-Based Programming: An Over
view of Data and Control Structure Refinement;" Leon G. 
Stucki: "What about CAD/CAM for Software? The ARGUS 
Concept." 

Software Research ~O@tl@ 
P.O. Box 2432 
Son Francisco, CA 94126 

• Address Correcti<in Requested 

General Topics: Hans-Ludwig Hausen: "Conunents on Prac
ticaJ Constraints of Software Validation iecbniques;" Monika 
Mullerburg: "A List of Select-ed Literature." 

Availability: Elsevier Science -Publishing Company, Inc. 
52 Vanderbilt A venue 
New York, NY 10017 USA 

TCAT FOR MF/COBOL ON IBM PC FAMILY 

SRA recently announced the availability of its Test Coverage 
Analysis Tool (TCA T) for MicroFocus COBOL on the lBM PC 
and compatibles. 

According to Mr. Emmanuel Uren, a Senior Technical Staff 
Member at SRA, the TCA T/COBOL tool will improve the 
quality of testing done at the unit and system level by a fac
tor of five or- more. It does this by focusing program tester 
attention on as-yet-untested parts of a COBOL program. 

"It's extremely difficult for a programmer to com lete1y test 
his or her own programs and the degree of difficulty 
increases geometrically with the size and complexity 0£ the 
program," Uren said. "The result is often code which no 
one trusts completely." 

"TCA T helps the programmer identify which parts of the 
code have not been tested yet and which parts are used fre
quently. This provides a systematic procedure for testing all 
parts of a program and points out where to apply pIOgram
ming effort to improve efficiency. This means that you can 
fix problems early in the program's life cycle. It's faster and 
cheaper to fix things early. You don't often, if ever, fix 
things you don't know about. And it's better for both you 
and your customer to have something fixed now than to 
have the customer find out six months later while out in the 
field that it isn't fixed." 

The TCAT/COBOL system is available -from SRA for Mic 
Focus COBOL installations on the IBM PC and compat 
machines . A single-CPU license for TCAT/COBOL · ~ 
$2.5K and _is provided on standard 5\1.." floppies. A multL
CPU license (for all machines at a site) TCAT/COBOL is S9K. 
For more information on TCAT/COBOL, please contact Mr-. 
Uren directly at (415) 957-1441. 

Trademarks: IBM, IBM PC, and IBM PC/XT are tradema.rks 
of International Business Machines Co-rporation. METATEST, 
CAPBAK, PLABAK, TDGEN, and TOOLKIT are trademarks 
and/or service marks of Software Research Associates. UNIX 
is a trademark of Bell Laboratories . 

BULK RAH, 
U.S. J.>OSTAGE 

PAlD i-, ~ 
San Fra,icisco, CA 
Permit No. 14929 
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SMJ\RTS SYSTEM CORTROLS REGRESSIOR TESTING 

pR recently announced availability of its new Soft
ware Maintenance and Regression Test System (SMARTS). 
pMJ\RTS is a canprehensive software tool which auto
~ates control of software testing activity, providing 
consistency, efficiency, and tracking for all aspects 
of testing. 

SM/\RTS helps define test inputs and outputs, reports 
on the status of tests , estimates the time needed to 

•

n test regressions, and organizes test data in 
~ ;, rarchical fashion. SMARTS offers the following 
- a ur es: 

• Automation of critical aspects of the software 
testing process with 100% "hands-off" operation: 

* test naming * test history reporting 
* test activation * test execution timing 
* test output evaluation * regression test 
* test activity recording management 

* Creation of a maintainable, organized database 
for a virtually unlimited number of tests. 

T Consistent activation and evaluation procedures 
for collections of test cases. Selective execu
tion of tests, individually or in groups. 

• Interactive pass/fail evaluation during testing. 

• Automatic tracking of test case results, execution 
time, environment, and application dates. 

• Regression analysis, which indentifies changes in 
test outcanes, revealing new and corrected defects. 

• Useful and detailed summary reports: 

* Certification Report, indicating the total number 
and percentage of tests which pass and fail. 

* Status Report, listing test case names, activa 
tion dates, outcanes, execution time, and 
environment. 

* Regression Report, identifying tests whose out-
cane has changed. 

SMARTS is accompanied by a detailed User's Manual 
explaining installation and use of the system . SMARTS 
is available on a single user, site, or source 
license basis for both UNIX and DOS environments. 

1illir information call Marilyn Wylder at 415-957-1441. 

~ .. Ja-.---------

Summer 1987 

SR MOVES HEADQUARTERS 

Software Research, Inc., has moved to new offices 
at 625 Third Street, San Francisco, CA 94107-1997. 
If you' re stopping by, the cross street is Town
send; access via I-280 is easy from the 4th Street 
exit. The office is just a block from the SP train 
station and a short walk from the downtown area. 
Our phone and telex numbers remain the same. 

CAPBAK -- A POWERFUL PC TEST TOOL 
GAINS FEATURES 

The CapBak system give~ program testers the ability 
to capture and play back keystroke files that are 
generated during tests. First introduced for the IBM 
PC and PC/XT machines under DOS 2.0 early in 1984, 
CapBak versions now exist for a wide range of DOS 
environments. 

The latest CapBak revision includes such features as: 

• User selection and editing of playback rate. 

• User selection of delays in any keysave file. 

• 100% faithful time recording. 

• Full integration with the SMA RTS regression test 
system, which means the tester can automatically 
store, re-execute, evaluate, and report on interac
tive test sessions. (See adjacent SMARTS article.) 

Three new versions of CapBak are scheduled for 
release in the third quarter of 1987: 

• CapBak/3270 - Captures and replays test sess ions 
entered into PCs emulating an IBM 3270 terminal. 
CapBak/3270 will synchronize host and terminals. 
For instance, CapBak/ 3270 running on a PC will wait 
while the host system responds to commands. 

• CapBak/UNIX - Captures and replays test sessions 
entered into PCs emulating UNIX terminals. Handles 
VTlOO, VT200, and other terminal types. Synchron
izes host and terminals. 

o CapBak/Hulti - Captures and replays up to 16 test 
sessions. Ideal for testing operating systems and 
multi-user software. 

For information call Marilyn Wylder at 415-957-1441. 

Software Research, Inc., 625 Third Street, San Francisco, CA 94107-1997 
Phone: (415) 957-1441 Telex: 340-235 (SRA SFOJ TN-1328 
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COMIRG AT'l'RAE:TIOllS AT- SR • •• 

New ~eatures and facilities are constantly being 
added to our testing tool set and to our tur·nk.ey ser
vice offerings. Here is a sampling of what you will 
see in the near future: 

• A tool called C-STAT that'll be used by software 
auditors to assess complexity and integrity of "C" 
software systems. Th.e "cyclomatic number" (also 
called the McCabe metric) will be calculated, too. 
Look for graphical output from this tool _ ~s well. 

r.., •~ A new connection of TCAT/C to our KetaTest -s ystem. 
This will let the user investigate the digraph 
directly. It shou1a· be a boon to test planning. 
Look for graphical output from this tool. 

• New coverage analysis utilities for the TCA'l' fam
ily, Lncl uding a "d if.f erence" coverage analyzer. 

• New versions of our 0-Soope system which examines 
tracefiles in real time. 

~ New versions of CapBak that support IBM-style 3270 
and 5251 term i naL emulations. Combining SMARTS 
with capBak-3250 or -5251 will give the tester a 
complete session management test regression system. 

., • '/\ new •c• . t e stbed ge{le_rator, •ktestbed, that lets 
the unit tester develop cc:rnplete sets of tests with 
little effort. ._ 

• A version of CapBak for: URIX environment.s. This 
includes the powerful "faithful time recording" 
feature, and is 100\ compatible wfth CapBak/DOS. 

• SR's integrated too.l.l<it, the Tester:•s Work.Bench 
(TWO), which will offer a database-oriented 
approach to hand.ling the who.le testing and quality 
management issue. 

For information ca.11 Marilyn Wylder at 415-957-1441. 

SR AT v:KtmOR SHOWS ••• 

To see SR tools and techniques at work Ol\._your our 
software is important. But if you can't arrange 
that, at least you can see how our ·tools operate a.t 
vendor forums and showcases. We'll be dem.onstrating 
and providing detailed information on SMARTS, CapBak, 
TCAT/ C, S-TCAT/C, and TDGen at the following confer
ences: 
Xen_ix OeV@1oper:s Conference, U.C. Santa Cruz, Santa 
Cruz, CA, 26-28 l\u_gust 1987. CONTACT: Santa Cruz 
Operations, Developer .Re1.atio ns Department, at 800-
626-UNIX. 

The J:XEE Conference o.n Software Maintenance, W.ash
ington, DC, 21-24 Septe~ber 1987. 
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The Northwest Software Quality Conference, Portland, 
Oregon, 19-21 October 1987. 

Second Rational Conference on Buiiding ~nd Operating 
Defect-Free Software, The Sheraton - Fi sherman's 
Wharf, San Francisco, Cal1fornia, 14-16 October 1987. 
CONTACT: Quality Assurance Institute, 9222 Bay 
Drive, Orlando, Florida 32819. 

1987 National Conference on Software Testing, 
Stouffer's Orlando Resort Hotel, Orlando, Florida, 
9-11 November 1987. CONTACT: Qualicy Assurance 
Institute. 

Conference on Software Raintenance - 1987, La Mansion 
Hotel, Austin, Texas, 21-24 September 1987. CONTACT: 
Computer Society of the IEEE, 1730 Massachusetts 
Ave., NW, Washington, DC 20036-1903, Phone (202) 
371-1013. 

Fifth Annual Pacific Rortbvest Software Quality Con
ference, Sheraton Inn, Portland Airport, Portland, 
Oregon, 19-20 October 1987. CONTACT: Lawrence & 
Craig, Inc. 320 s.w. Stark, Rm 411, Portland, Oregon 
97204. Phone (503) 222-2606. 

For current information as to where SR will be show
ing tools, call Cheryl Williamson at 415-957-1441. 

A NOTE ABOUT OUR RAHE: In response to questions, 
we would like to point out that legalLy we are 
Software Research, Inc. We mention tQis to avoid 
possible confusion with a 100\ Japanese-owned com
pany that's using the English-language name "Soft
ware Research Associates, Inc.• We are the one, 
the only, the original Software Research! 

AVIGBQJI '87 EXPERT SYSTBM PRBS~TIOR 

Software Research is beginning to pay attention t.o 
"expert systems." We believe that quality control f 
expert systems is likely to be one of the most impor
tant issues in the 1990s. By earl t estimates soft
ware defects in expert systems are at least 10 times 
as hard to find as in conventional systems, but have 
100 times the impact· if not fo.und. 

Dr. Edward Miller, Technica.l Director of SR, gav.e a 
te.chnical presentation on quality co·ntrol at the .1987 
Avignon Workshop and R%position on 0Expert Systems, 
held at Avignon, France, 11-15 May 1987. The presen
tation was entitled "Expert System Validation: Issues 
and Approaches . " Transcripts of the presentation 
paper and viewgraphs are avaiI'able· on request. 

SIRS TRAC!CS SERVICE CALJ.S. 

For SR's tool users who have questions, we've put in 
a new system that ensures 24-hour response to your 
question. Basically, we record the question and give 
you a SIRS (Software Incident Reporting System) con
trol number. Our commitment is to get back to you 
within 24 hours after you've called. We use the SIRS 
control number to keep track of things here, and you 
should remember it in case you need a status report 
on your problem or request. 

TESTING .TEClJl'IIQUES REWSLE"l"l'l!:R SUBSCRIP.TIORS 

Testing Techniques Kevsletter (TTN) is published by 
Software Research, Inc., to provide timely and useful 
information to the Software Quality Management com
munity. We seek to act as a forum fer ideas and 
informa~i on that can significantly increase software 
quality through better testing and analysis. 

TTN is provided without charge to qualified individu 
als around the world. When requesting you free 
subscription to TTN, please write on your company 
le erhead and indicate your general involvement in 
Sof twa ~ Q\Hll it)'. Management. . ~' • 

San Francisco, California 
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SR ANNOUllCRS REW PRJ:CB STRUCTURE FOR TESTING TOOLS 

.. 

ftware Research has announced a revised price 
ructure for its software testing tools. The prices 
low are designed to reduce your cost based on the 

class of installation. 

SR Tools Price List 

Por UNIX Systems 

!-!achine Class : I A B I C I D I 
f of Users: l 2-8 9- 16 I 17-32 
Class Name: Single 

I 
Sr.tall Lar g e 

I user )lult i - !'1u lti - Super 
(PC) user user Mini 

TCAT S975 S3,SK S5 . 75K I S9K 

S-TCAT I S6 7 5 S2. SK S4K I S6 . 25 K 

SMARTS I S475 Sl. 75K S2.75K I $4.SK 

TOGen $300 Sl.2SK Sl. 7 5K I $2.75K 

Machine Class: A - XT/ AT 

Discount : S\ 

B - Onyx, Plexus P20 
C - MicroVAX, NCR !'1ini Tower 
o - VAX/Unix, t-TCR Tower 32 
B - Mainframes 

For DOS Systems 
-

20\ I 30\ 40\ I 50\ 

E 

33+ 

Main-
fr ame 

SHK 

S9.75K 

S6.75K 

S4.25K 

Sing le 
S ite 

t of Cop ies: 1 2-5 6-10 I ll- 20 I 21 - 30 I 31- 40 License 

TCAT $975 $828 $780 $682 $585 $487 $21K 

S-TCAT $675 $573 $540 $472 $405 $337 I $14K 

CapBalt $575 $488 $460 $402 $345 $287 $12K 

• SMARTS $475 $403 $380 $332 $285 $23 7 $11K 
' '--

TDGen $300 $255 $240 $210 $180 $150 S9K 

International surcharge: 25% 
All prices subject to change without notice. 

TURJl-!CEY TEST SERVICES OFFERED 

Software Research's independent software testing ser
vices will help you beat the soaring cost of software 
development and the increasing penalties for software 
faults. For more than a decade, we have provided 
software Quality Assurance services to Fortune 500 
and emerging technology companies. Through these 
years, we have fine-tuned our special techniques and 
learned how to deliver state-of-the-art quality con
trol services at very low cost. As an independent 
contractor, we take the burden off your technical 
staff and provide a powerful objective view -- a view 
that is certain to improve your product. 

Our turn-key services generally uncover frc:m 10 to 35 
software incident reports per KLOC, depending on the 
programming language used and other details of the 
software under analysis. From experience, the errors 
discovered are rarely superfluous. Deliverables 
include errors reports on a weekly (or daily!) basis, 
the test matrix, the tests, interpretation instruc
tions, and regression control scripts. 

Product Evaluation: A bas i c service that assesses 
product features, canpares and contrasts features 
with those of competing products, and identif ies a 
product's basic quality and performapce parameters. 

Inspection/Reviews: Designed to assist your devel
Gers in identifying problems in software designs a nd 

plementation. Uses standard inspect i on lists and 
.eportlng torms. 

Functional "atrix Testing: The development of a com
prehensive set of tests to exercise al l functions of 
your software. Our SMARTS product, along with 
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proprietary methods an.a tools, allows us to automate 
the process and improve its accuracy • 

Convergence Testing: An iterative method of con
structing a thorough set of module- oriented tests. 
Our TCAT coverage analysis tool aids us in developing 
a comprehensive test set that covers 85% - 100% of 
the software's logic. We begin with tests developed 
by your programmers. 

System Convergence Testing: Similar to Convergence 
Software Testing, but focuses on the system (call
pair) level. We use our S-TCAT system to produce a 
set of tests covering more than 95% of the system 
call pairs. 

Performance Tuning/Testing: Aims at finding and 
repairing performance bottlenecks in a product or 
system. We use our test coverage tools, plus conven
tional "hot spot" tuning methods, to improve product 
performance. 

Regression Testing: Inevitably, software changes are 
made after testing. Our regression testing services 
re-run tests to assure that software functionality 
has been preserved and that new errors have not been 
introduced. Typically, our SMARTS regression control 
system is used to manage this process. 

For information call Patrick Kelley at 415-957-1441. 

S-TCAT FOR •c• LANGUAGE AVAILABLE 

Software Research has recently announced availability 
of its System Test Coverage Analysis Tool (S-TCAT) 
for "C" language. 

S-TCAT/C is a system-oriented test coverage analysis 
tool for software systems written in "C". J rrst~ as 
TCAT/C measures test coverage at the unit and supsys
tem level, S-TCAT measures test coverage at the func
tion call level. 

According to Dr. Edward Miller, Technical Director of 
SR, S-TCAT/C will improve the quality of testing done 
at the unit and system •level by a factor of ~~iv~ or 
more. "Most programmers rarely test more tlian Jl~lf 
of their code , structurally speaking. Without an 
S-TCAT tool they don't know what they haven't done, 
so they just don't do it," Miller said. "The result 
is poorly tested code with many errors." 

"What S-TCAT/C does is put in a feedback loop that 
tells the programmer -- and managers, too -- what 
reall y has and has not been done. Sometimes this is 
bad new~- when youfind that a lot of code has 
never been tried. But programmers as well as manag
ers like this because it focuses on poorly tested 
areas, and it helps find defects early rather than 
late. That saves a lot of money in the long run ." 

The S-TCAT/C system is available from SR for Tower/
UNIX, VAX/UNIX, VAX/VMS, and IBM PC/ DOS and compati
ble architectures. The single-user (IBM PC/ DOS) 
price for S-TCAT/ C is $975; a multi-user single-CPU 
license is $2.5K; and a mult i -user mul t i -CP U site 
license is $9K. SR can port S-TCAT/ C to virtually 
any operating system on special order. 

S-TCAT/C consists of a "C" language instrumenter, a 
special "runtime" program to collect test coverage 
data and write tracefiles, and a coverage analyzer 
that produces the coverage reports. The S-TCAT/C 
s ystem also includes an interactive runtime package, 
a set of utilities for manipulation of tracefiles, a 
tracefile archiving facility, on-line helpframes, and 
complete user documentation. 

For information call Marilyn Wylder at 415-957-1441. 

TRJ\DEMARJCS: UN IX is a registered trademark of AT&T. 
IBMr IBM PC, PC/ XT and PC/AT are trademarks of IBM 
Corporation. TCAT , S-TCAT, CapBak, T~een, ~e~f~r 1~ 
Workbench, SMARTS, and SofTest are trademarks and/or 
service marks of Software Research, Inc. 

San Francisco, California 
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, ,ies ! There is a 
',Jfum that can meet your needs 

across the board in software 
quality control and management! 

Who!? Software Research, Inc. (SR). 
We're the hi-tech softv;rare quality control firm. We specialize in 
services and tools devoted to software quality control. 
SR has skills and experience in: 

D product evaluation, testing, and enhancement 
D compatibility and regression testing · 
D language validation and performance tuning 
D critical applications testing . 

SR's services are top notch, based on the latest methods and 
techniques. 
SR's tools can help you directly: 

D SMARTS"' to organize and run regression tests 
D TCAT™ and S-TCAT"' to measure test comoleteness 
D CAPBAK;w to capture and play back tests -
D TDGc::,;"' to generate test cases 

SR is the pioneer in software quality. We've served business, 
research, and governments around the world since 1977. 
Interested? Call SR today for more information. Or, send us 
your business card and we' ll call you! 

Software Research. Inc .. 625 Third St.-eel, San Francisco, CA 94107 
Pho.~e: (415) 957-1441 Telex: 340-235 (SBA SFO) 

SEMINAR SCBKDULX 

Seminars on software quality control and autanated 
tools -- two of -our most popular high-tech seminars 
-- are being offered in the U.S. and Europe in the 
coming months. Here's the schedule: 

Software Quality Week: SR Users Group Meeting (5-6 
October 1987), Managers Overview & Tool Showcase (7 
October), Software Qual.ity Semioar (8-9 October). 
San Francisco, California. CONTACT : Software 
Research, Inc., 625 Third Street, San Francisco, CA 
94107-1997, Phone 415-957-l441. 

Software Research Inc. 
625 Third Street 

- San Francisco, CA 94107-1997 

.. 

Optiaizing the Testing Process (16-18 November 
1987). DPMA 5th National Conference on Software 
Management. Bethesda, Maryland. CONTACT: USPDI Pro
fessional Development Institute, 1620 Elton Road, 
Silver Spring, MD 10903. Phone (301) 445-4400. 

For further information about these seminars, please 
contact Cheryl Williamson at 415- 957-1441. 

TECHIIICAL PRESENTATIORS 

SR will be making technical presentations at the fol
lowing software quality conferences: 

Automated Software Testing -- Case Studies (21-24 
September 1987). The Conference on Software Mainte
nance - 1987. La Mansion Hotel, Austin, Texas. CON
TACT: Computer Society of the IEEE, 1730 Massachu
setts Ave., NW, Washington, DC 20036-1903, Phone 
(202) 371-1013. 

High Efficiency Software Testing: Reducing Costs By 
BOt (23-24 September 1987). Verification, Valida
tion, and Testing for Complex Systems. The Radisson 
Hotel, Alexandria, Virginia. CONTACT: The National 
Institute for Software Quality and Productivity, P.O. 
Box 70555, Washington, DC 20088, Phone (301)983-3295. 

Software Testing -- The Automated Approach (30 Sep
tember - 2 October 1987). Natfonal Joint Fall Con
ference and Tutorial on Software Quality. Theme: 
Reducing Software Risk. Hilton Hotel, Los Ang~les, 
California. CONTACT: National Security Industrial 
Association, 1015 15th Street NW, suJte 901, Washing-
ton, DC 20005, Phone (202) 393-3620. • 

Case studies in Achieving Zero-Defect Levels (14-le 
October 1987). Second National Conf erence on Build-
ing and Operating Defect-Free Software. The Sheraton 
- Fisherman's Wharf, San F:ancisco, California. CON
TACT: Quality Assurance Institute, 9222 Bay Point 
Drive, Orlando, Florida 32819, Phone (305) 876-4292. 

1-Day Tutorial: Software Quality, Plenary Session: 
Advances in Autc:aatic Testing (19-22 October 1987). 
USPDI Software Quality Conference, Washington, D.C. 
CONTACT: U.S. Professional Development Institute, 
1620 Elton Road, Silver Spring, MD 20903, Phone (301) 
445-4400. 

Case Studies in Automating the Test Process (Reduc
ing the Cost of Defect Remova1) (9-11 November 1987). 
1987 National Conferen.ce on Software Testing. 
Stouffer's Orlando Resort Hotel, Orlando, Florida. 
CONTACT: Quality Assuranc~ ~nstitute. 

o.:1~ I 
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ExDJFF™: New Expert Comparison Tool 
SR's new tool ExDIFF, Release 1.2, is now available. This system 
extends the usual capabilities of a file differencer 1?Y ~dding user
selectable byte, line, region, and window masking. ExDIFF ts com
~tible with: the common "diff' verb available on most UNIX or 
DOS machines. 

These extra "expert''._ gtpabilities are ''.Programmed" into 
ExDIFF in a control file. Ex/JIFF outputs are designed to assist the 
user in identifying the differing passages quickly and efficiently. 
Windows are spec1fied in terms of byte positions as an added con
venience to the user. ExDIFF is fully operable with SR's SMARTS 
regression test s~tem and supports the screensave facilities avail
able in SR's CAPBAK system. 

ExDIFF runs in both UNIX and DOS environments. For more 
information call Marilyn Wylder at (415) 957-1441.• 

SR's Quality Week Set for May 1988 
SR will present its Software Quality Week May 11-13, 1988, at the 
San Francisco Marriott at Fisherman's Wharf. This 3-day event 

· in de: 
-day intensive seminar on Advanced Software Test Methods 

r. Edward Miller (May 11), and 
"' A 2-day conference on Software QuaJily Control Methods 

<May 12, 13), f~turing talks by software quality professionals and 
leading academic researchers. 

Sessions will address the problems of 4 major industry grouP.s: 
(1) Commercial software developers, (2) MIS Departments of fi
nancial institutions such as banks and insurance companies, (3) 
Medical technology and manufacturing, and (4) Aerospace/DoD. 

The event will include speakers involved in software quality and 
development at Lotus, Miles Laboratories, Federal Express and 
Bank of America, P.lUS a vendor showcase of current state-of-the
art software test tools. 

For more information call Marilyn Wylder at (415) 957-1441.• 

SMARTS™ Test System Upgraded 
SR recently released enhanced versions of its Software Mainte
nance and Regression Test System (SMARTS). SMARTS provides 
comprehensive, automated control of software testing activity{ pro
yiding consistency, efficiency, and tracking for all aspects o test
ing. 

SMARTS hel~ define test inputs and outputs, reports on the 
status of tests, estimates the time needed to run test regressions, 
and organizes test data in hierarchical fashion. SMARTS offers the 
following features: 

"' Automation of critical aspects of the software testing process 
with 100% "hands-off' OJX?ration. 

"' Creation of a maintainable, organized database for a virtually 
unlimited number of tests. 

"' Selective execution of tests, individually or in groups. 
• Interactive PASS/FAIL evaluation during testing. 

Software Research, Inc. 
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"' Automatic tracking of test case results, execution time, en
vironment, and application dates. 

"' Regression analysis, which identifies changes in test out
comes, revealing which defects are new and which are corrected. 
The most recent release of SMARTS also includes a new utili~ 
called "makeats" which assists the e~rienced SMARTS user in 
producing SMARTS input files. SR s new ExDIFF system (see 
article elsewhere in this tsSue) is fully operational from SMARTS. 

SMARTS is available for UNIX ancl DOS environments. For 
more information call Marilyn Wylder at (415) 957-1441.• 

Correlation Between Branches Hit 
and Errors Found 

The basic idea behind our TCA T and S-TCAT tools is that they in
crease the chance of finding defects by forcing a set of tests to be 
more diverse. A recent chart (see below), based on data from 
Japan coµect¢ during a software development and testing activity, 
shows this point very well: 
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The chart shows the number of "not hit" branches and the number 
of defects discovered as the coverage grows over a period of time. 
The nearly ~rfect correlation between branches exercised (Cl 
coverage) and defects found is apparent. Note: Special thanks go 
to Reifer Consultants, Inc., whicli. published this cliart at the recent 
Pacific Northwest Quality Conference (Oct '87, Portland, OR).• 

Testing Organiwtions Surveyed 
A recent surv~ of conference attendees was completed by Dave 
Gelperin (SQE). The survey examines experience, attitudes, ac
tivities, tools, and organi7.ational experience of groups that per
form software testing. A limited number of complimentary copies 
of this re})Ort are available on rCCl!lest; check the appropnate oox 
on the enclosed Reader Response Form.• 

625 Third Street, San Francisco, California 94107-1997 • (415) 957-1441 • FAX: (415) 957-0730 • Telex: 340-235 (SRA SFO) 
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Tum~Key Test Services Offered 
Software Research's 3rll-party software test services will help you 
beat the soaring cost of software development and the aftercost of 
software faults. For more tban a decade we have provided turn-key 
test services to Fortune 500 and emergiug teclm0fogy ~anies. 
. .Tum-key services generally uncover from 10-to 35 software 
metdents per KLOC - and sometimes even more. Depending ·on 
the pae~ge,_ the deliv~rables include error repottst test ma~ test 
data, validation basehnes, and automatedregtession scripts. 

"' . Produa lwaluation: Assess pto4uct features; t.ontpare and 
contrast features with those of compeling products; iclentify a 
product's basic q~ and perfonnanceparameters. 

"' InsJJ!!Ction]Rev,ew: Assist your developers m identifyitlg 
problems in software designs and code. 

"' Funct/lJnal.lMalrix Testing: Develop comprehensive tests to 
exercise all software functions. · " 

"' ConYo-gence Teslf!r~ Construct thorough module . or system 
tests. TCAT and S-TCAT are used to dis_P.lay "not hit" egmen~ 
and call-pairs. Begiruµn,g with your test base, we complete the 
tests to 11ie &5%-100% level. 

"' PerfonJUll'Cl Tuning/Testing: Find and repair perfonnanee 
bottlenecks tn a l)J'Oduct or system. 
. "' ~ession Testing: Re--run tests to assure that ooftware func

tionality has been presented and that new errors have not been in
troduced. 

For information call Patrick Kelley at (415) 957-1441.• 

Case Study Analys· s of Test Services -
New Technical Report Available 

SR recently completed a case studV 3$dysis of several of its test 
service projects and has secured neces~ client releases for a 
short P.a~r presenting these case studies. ''The temng projects sur
veyed fall inlo four classes~ 

~ Class 1 -- Td Suite.Devdgpmenl. 1n this class of contract, SR 
en~eers developed groups ortests for s~elJlS or for partioular 
products that have yery regular inpntS. ostly these .are tests of 
compilers or operatmg systepis • 

.,. Class 2 -- Comprehen.fire-Pr«IIICt'Tes,ing. This i of work 
includes all of oUl'pioduct evaluation an~ esttng activi . 

• Class 3 -- Detaill!d T,:c1ttaicat_ Testing. This norm involves 
spee_ialized tools applied to quality management of specialized 
products. 

"' Class 4 - Full Yalidatum Testing. This involves full-scale 
analysis of source ~e -and all, user-sulJplied tests, plus inspections 
and convergence testing. 

Software Research, Inc. 

Descnoed belo~ ar<? four of our recent tes!ing projects. In 
each ~e we have disguISed Ole product and envu:onment but 
altered the effort estimates or the statistics. " 

Case Stu~ A: PI.JI Com:piler Test Suite (Class 1).. For t 
client we developed a "touch test suite" for a revision of a 
commercial PI.JI compiler. 1"his test set exercised 204 separate 
!estable lan~age features in ~a total of 165 test p_rogt:atl)S, consist
ing of aJ'.)1)J'oxiniately 11

1
167 lines of PUI code. We used SR tools, 

such as TDGEN, to deve op the tests. 
. After development, we put the test suite entirely under 

SMARTS contror. 'I'hen we ran 1he tests against the PI.JI compiter 
to establish ~ initial baseline of tests. Tfil8:; led to discovery of 31 
defects. Taking out the cost of software tooling, these defecl,S we;:e 
found at a cost of less than $1K eacn. , 

Case Stu~ B: As embler testing (Class 2. 3). This product 
was a comhufrcial grade assembler syslem. sR·s tests we.i:e rm
plemented ustng our SMARTS and. C"AJ>lJAK tools. We wtote'-610 
test pro~ and found over 160 major defects as a result. 

~me of the testing requited multiple regressions; eac.h.. .t;ep 
~ess. ton took about 48 hours of elapsed computer time. This. level 
of automation rC9_uired a test confrol scriP-f of near~ 5500 Jines. 
While complex, tliis effort was well justifieo by the client, wlro de
clat.ed that each error found sa~ed Jiis organization apptoximately 
$1-2,0001 

Case Stuey C: UNIX-type Operating System TestinJ;. (Class 31. 
Here t1ie test goal y.,as to assure compatibility between port$'' o:f a 
PNIX;-C1~ operating sys~em. SR's role was to apply and. analyZe 
its existpig UNIX test iwtes, plus develo_p certam new 1ests that 
emphasizoo CPU, memory, d"ISk TIT senal communican_bns and 
CAPBA.K-based "typical user sessions7,. 

Overall we usoo 141 tests of UNIX utilities, 66 tests of system li
braries,_ and 87 tests of library functions. With these we found 51 
anomaUes and issued 31 error reports. Some of the load-oriented 
tests ran. automatically from 8 seconds through 37 hours. 
all of the tests were run fully automatically. , · 

Case Stud,x D: -Validation Testing of Medical Product s 
4>: In~ proJ~ we tested a medicaf prod~ct that does dafu:1mal
ysIS of information collected from a patiell.t-held measuring & 
monitoring deviee. Our test methods involved: unit-level ins.peo
tion, ~tem-level inspection, funt:tional testing, Ct-based ro ver
genee testing, and St-based convergence testing. 

We founa 71 code anomalies at the -unit-level insP._ection stage, 
and 65 at the s~tem-level stage. Br combining multiple report ~e 
presented this data in a totaf of S2 defect reports. We developed 
an initial set of 38 functional tests for the product - whic con
tained 4500 lines of 'C' code. On running these tests we found 11 
new defects. 

Using TCAT and S-TCAT we measured the Cl and Sl val es 
for the initial set of 38 tests, and then added tests to brin~ the,.,Cl 
and Si values as high as possible. -27 additional testswere)l~ 
in the process of develop1ng and ~plying them, 11 furthec defect& 
were found. The total number of oefects found in the project,. was 
158; this implies a defect content rate of around 35/KLOc. :Our es
timate is 'that the maximum remaining defect count for this 'brodu~ 
is < 2/KU)C, representing a > 10:1 reduction in defects. U>st to 
our client was under $1K per defect. 

To obtain your complete oopy of the SR Testing Servioos Case 
Studies kg,ort please mark tlie appropriate box on the eader 
Response Form.111 

TrN Subscriptions 
Testillg T~ Newsktur (Tfl.'l) is ~bli$hed by Software Research we.,. 
to provide ti~~!ul information to the Softwai'e Testing and Quality Co 
trol eommunity. , "' is sent gratis to~ualificd individuals around tbe oricf. 

o ~uest a free subscription to ITN, write us on yourwmpanyJetterlt , 
d describe your involvement in Software Testing and Quality Manag 

San Francisco, California 
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CAPBAIC Enhanced, Ported to UNIX 
!AK for DOS handles mouse! SR's CAPBAK Release 3.3 can 
capture and replay the serial port mouse. Microsoft's and 

Lo~tecn's Mouse are supJ>i)rted. 
CAPBAK/3270 and CAPBAK/UNIX are now available. SR is now 

shipping a DOS version of CAPBAK that will run in conjunction 
wiffi the Forte PJ IBM 3270 terminal emulator board, allowing 
IBM mainframe sessions to be captured and replayed. One benefit 
of this system is that the test engineer can now ret>_lay sessions 
across various IBM application system boundaries. For instans 
you can re-execute a single session that calls TSO, IMS, and CIU> 
applications. 

CAPBAK/UNIX, a sister product to CAPBAK/3270, is being used 
!>Y several customers to perform capture and plaY.back functions on 
UNIX systems. Currenf versions are availa6le for the Sun 3 and 
Xenix on the IBM PC/ AT. Porting to other UNIX systems is 
possible for reasonable fees. 

A unique feature of these products is flow control. These CAP
BAK pro<fucts synchronize the playback to take into account the 
variable response times of the liost system. As you know, the host 
system may take more time to answer the request of an input pro
cess because it may be more heavily loaded than in the original 
session. 'fY.pe ahead problems may arise where the playback pro
cess submtts k~trokes too soon. CAPBAK/3270 and CAP
BAK/UNIX allow adjustment for the delay time with a method we 
call "replay file synchronization." CAPBAK stores the characters 
sent back from the host system in a special file, and on replay, it 
uses the file to determine how long to wait between transmtSS10ns 
to the host. 

For more information call Marilyn Wylder at (415) 957-1441.• 

C ming Soon From SR ... 
IJeatures and facilities are constantlY. being added to our set of 

t tools. Here's a samt>_liJ!g of what Y.Ou'll see in the near future: 
• A tool called C-STAT that will be used by software auditors 

to assess the complexity and integrity of 'C software systems. The 
"cyclomatic num6er" (also called the McCabe metricJ will also be 
calculated. Look for graphics out~ut from this tool. 

.,. A new connection between TCAT/C and our METATEST sys
tem. This will let the user investigate the digraph of a 'C' program 
directly. It should be a boon to test planning. Look for special 
graphics outputs from this tool, as well . 

.,. A new 'C' testbed generator, MKJ'ESTBED, that lets the unit 
tester develop complete sets of tests with little effort. 

.,. Our new M-TEST system for testing multiple-user computers 
(see article onM-TESTelsewhere in this JSSue). · 

.,. SR's new integrated toolkit, TESTER'S WORKBENCH (TWB), 
which offers a datatiase-oriented approach to handling the testing 
and quality management issues throus?hout the software life cycle. 

For information call Marilyn Wyl<ler at (415) 957-1441.• 

TESTER'S WoRKBENCH .. (TWB) Announced 
SR has announced integration of its collection of software test and 
maintenance tools into a comp!ete TESTER'S WORKBENCH (TWB). 
Set for introduction in mid-1988, TWB will include all functionality 
of SR's existing toolset, and will add new functionality aimed at 
simplifying ma_ll!l_gement of large quantities of disparate test data 
an<f outputs. TWB will be integrated under a common windowing 
structure. Current plans call lor release of TWB for SUN ana 
Apollo workstations. For more information contact Dan Zim-
merman or Edward Miller at (415) 957-1441.• . 

" ).jJME,R; Mataial concaioed herein is 1111111mary in nature and aubject to change without notice. [)e. 
d specificatiom foe SR producu are contained in individual user manuals. 

: UNIX . a [qjD(O li'ffiUlln oC ATKf. IBM, IBM PC, PCJXT and PC/AT are trade
ol IBM Corporation. C4/>Jwr. ExDUF, MErATFsr, M-TEsT, sudff, §_f~f. fl!..4f, TOOml. and 

TES7Jill.'S WOIIXBENCH are tndemarb and/or aerw:e marb oC Software Reoearc:b, Inc. 

Software Research, Inc. 

SR TEsT TOOI.S PRICE LIST 

For UNIX, IBM MYS, and VAX/VMS 
, Machine Class: A B C D E F 
#of Users: . l 2-8 9-16 17-32 33-75 33-75 
Class Type: Single Small La:Jfe Non-MVS MVS 

user Multi- M ti- st2:[ Main- Main-
(PC) user user frame frame 

TCAT $975 $4,000 S5,750 S9.000 $14,000 $16,800 
S-TCAT 675 3,000 4,000 6,250 9,750 11,000 
SMARTS 475 2.500 3,500 6,000 7,000 9,000 
TDGE"i 300 1,250 1,750 2,750 4,250 5,100 
CAPBAK 675 3,300 5,000 8.000 9,600 12,000 
CAPBAK/3270 1,500 4,800 8,000 15,000 18,000 18,000 
ExDID' 200 1,000 2,000 3,000 4,000 4,800 
SMARTS + ExDID' 675 3,000 5,000 8,000 9,600 12.000 
METATFsr 750 3,000 4,250 6,750 9,250 12,500 

Mac:hiM aw: A - ~, AT & <X>ll1patibles D - VAX/ UNIX, NCR Tower 32 
B - Onyx. Plexus P20 E - Gould, DEC 
C -MiaoVAX,NCRMlni-Tower F -MVS 

For MS-DOS 

Discount: 5% 20% 30% 40% 50% Single Site 
License 

#ofCopw: 1 2-5 6-10 11-20 21-30 31-40 ( <75 Usen) 

TCAT S975 S828 $780 S682 S585 $487 Sl8,000 
S-TCAT 675 573 540 472 405 337 12,000 
SMARTS 475 403 380 332 285 237 9,000 
TDGE"i 300 255 240 210 180 150 8,000 
CAPBAK 675 600 500 400 300 250 10,000 
ExDIFF 200 190 160 140 120 100 5,325 
SMARTS + ExDIFF 675 550 500 400 300 250 12,000 
METATFsr 750 600 500 400 300 250 12,500 

International Sun:barge • 2591> Prices subject to change. 
l-Y-M.--Co-(indudin&uppda,ptodua°""'1ramalu): +30%ollistpria: 

M-TEsr· Tests Multiple-User 
Computers 

SR recently announced availability of a new system for testing 
multi-user computer systems. Called M-TEST, the new SR product 
inte~tes functions of SMARTS, ExDIFF and CAPBAK in an inte
grated hardware/software test system. M-TEST is useful for both 
performance testin_g, and guali!J testing. SR applications include 
system tuning, load·analys1S, validation suite execution, and quality 
testing. 

Tlie system mechanizes the activities of a large team of testers 
and represents a hi~h de~ee of test and analysis automation. M
TEST sells for $24K=34K, depending on the number of users simu
lated: 8, 16, 2_.4

1 
or 32. For complete details on M-TEST, please con

tact Edward Miller or Dan Zimmerman at (415) 957-14U.• 

QuALIP ACK"' Technology Transfer 
Package Now Available 

SR is offering a new form of software test technology transfer in a 
combined software tool and service package callcil QUALIPACK. 
This new package meets the needs of organizations that want to set 
up a new, fully equippe4 and up-to-date quality control organiza
tion. QUALIPACK services cost $18K-$87K, depending on the 
service and tool options selected. In a typical case SR provides its 
client with its comprehensive testing toolkit, complete introductory 
and secondaty teclmology training, full hands-on training in SR 
tool use, and a customized "demonstration application project" 
that assures 100% in-house capability. 

For more information about QUALIPACK pJease contact Dan 
Zimmerman or Marilyn Wyicter at (4B} 957-1441.1 

San Francisco, Calif omia 
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METATEsr"' Release Set For 2Q88 
SR will begin shipping METATEST during 2nd Quarter 1988. 

METATEST is a test planning support system that provides 
mechanized capabilities for test P.1an generation at the system, in
tegration, interface, and unit test lever. METATEST determines the 
complete set of test paths, enumerates the logical condition for 
each of them, and identifies potential conflicts. 

The system consists of a set of software tools and an associated 
methodology. The pr~ur~ are lan~age and application inde
~ndent. METATEST asststs m orgaruzmg test pr~ by pro
viding a language (called "MTS") and its associated processing fa
cilities in wliicli a lest P.lanner expresses structured descriptions of 
tests. The current version supports the internal MTS language, as 
well as pseudo-rodes written m 'C'. 

METATEST can ~enerate • .dig which provides an interface with 
SR's TCAT and S-TCAT systems. 

For more information call Marilyn Wylder at (415) 957-1441.• 

Expert System Validation Project 
SR bas begun consideration of methods and tools that need to be 
applied to assure the guality and integrity of ~rt Syste~, which 
sunulate human intelligence and knowlcilge-base processmg by ex
ploiting logic, or rule-'l>ased, P.ro~ng techniques. An initial 
presenfation of results was !i·ven by Edward Miller at the May 
1987 Avignon Conference on rt Systems. This paper has been 
~anded to include recent tee ·cat advances and a more com
t!_lete examination of software tool needs, and is available as an SR 
Technical Report on Validation of Expert Systems. 

If you are interested in this area__please check the appropriate 
box on the TTN Reader Res~nse Form to receive a copy of the 
Avignon paper and the SR Technical Report.• 

SR Technology Briefs Now Available 
As software test technology continues to ex:J!and, one way to keep 
up is to read free SR Technology Briefs. These short technical 
notes provide detailed documentation on one or more aspect of 
SR's software test methods and associated technology: 
• Cl Coverage Analysis Explained 
• Compatibility Testing 
• Cost/Benefits of Coverage Analysis with TCAT 
• Product Evaluation Methodology 
• SJ Coverage Analysis Explained 
• Software Testing Technology: An Overview 
• TCAT/COBOL Example 'Checker' 
• ExDIFF Screen Comparison Extenswns 
• Measurement of Ct in 'C' Programs. 
To obtain complimentary copies of SR Technology Briefs please 
check the appropriate box on the TTNReader Response Form.• 

New High-Q Test Measurements 
SR recently developed new capabilities for software testing th 
volve full path coverage, full predicate coverage, and "relia 
testing." Currently these capal>ilities are available only on a ser
vice basis and only for programs written in 'C and PASCAL. 

HIMA Conference Paper Offered 
A Case Study in Automated Software Tes~lic= presented on 
October 3, 1987 b_y_Bill Bently_(Miles, Inc., , lndiana) and 
Edward Miller (SR) at the RIMA-sponsored conference, FDA 
Regulation of Medical Software. This conference was focused on 
recent FDA announcements and policy determinations about their 
role in regulating medical software. For a copy of the HIMA 
conference paper check the appropriate box on the enclosed 
Reader Response Form.• 

CASE Conference, Atlanta, GA, 22-24 February. Contact: Digital Consulting, Inc. 
(617)470-3870. 
Software Quality Control at CompCON Sprtng '88. San Francisco, CA, 29 
February. Contact: Joe Fernandez (408)927-1122. 
NSIA Conference on Software ~ty and ProclucUvtty. Crystal City; VA, 1-3 
March. Contact: Jerry Smith, (703)893-7638. 
QAI Measuring Data Processlna Qualltr and Productivity, Scottsdale, AZ, 16-18 
March. Contact: William Perry, QAI, (305)876-4292. 
"T" Workshop with Robert Poston. 1inton Falls, NJ, 28-30 March. Contact: 
Robert Poston (201)918--0110. 
SQE PracUcal Systems Development Using Structured Techniques wilh Meilir 
Page-Jones, Seattle, WA, 5-8 April. Contact: Nny Perez (800)423-TBST. 
IEEE Computer Society International Conference on Software F.lwneerllJ!!. · -
gapore, 11-15 April. Contact: Bertrand M~er, ISE, Inc. (805)685-1006. 
NISQP Conference on Software Testln2 and ValldaUon, Washington, DC,.,. 
April C0111act: Paul Johnson, NISQP (301)983-3295. 
SR's Softw..-e Quality Week, Marriott F"ISberman's Wharf. San Francisco, CA, 11-
13 May. (See article elsewhere in this issue of TIN.) Contact: Marilyn Wylder 
(800)9'"42-SOFr. 
QAI Measurement Quality Improvement, Orlando, FL, 6-10 June. Contact: 
William Perry (305)876-4292. 
SQE 5th InternaUonal Conference on Software Testing, Washington, D.C., 13-17 
June 1988. Conlact: Amy Perez (800)423-1EST. 
2nd Workshop on Software Testlna and VerlflcaUon, Banff, Canada, 19-21 July. 
Conlact: Prof. Lee White (413)4324589. 
CASE Conference..L W~on, D.C., 12-14 September. Contact: Digital Con
sulting, Inc. (617)410-3870. 
QAI Conference on Software Testfng, Los Angeles, CA, 12-14 October. Comact: 
William Perry (305)876-4292. 
4th Annual AFCEI' Conference Genie Losticiel Paris, France, 18-21 October. 
Conlact: J.P. Bourguignon, AFCET CGU l56, Boulevard Pereire, 75017 Paris, 
France. 
Conference on Software Maintenance 1988, Phoenix, AZ, 24-27 October. Con· 
tact: Nicholas Zvegintzov (718)816-5522. 

L66[·L0[P6 V.'.) 'OOS{OUD.1,!l uos 
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READER RESPONSE FORM • Please indicate: Please type or print: 

0 My address label is CORRECT. Name: 
Title: 

O Please ADD my name to the mailing list. Organization: 
Street: 

0 This is a CHANGE of address. (Include old label 
if possible.) 

City/State/Zip: 

O Please DELETE my name from the mailing list. Phone: 

TOOLS: 

-· 

D CAPBAKTII 

D ExDIFFTII 

D SMARTSTII 

D TCATTII 

D S-TCATTII 

Please send me further information on: 

Keystroke Capture and Playback System for DOS and UNIX. 

Expert Comparison Tool for DOS and UNIX. 

Software Maintenance and Regression Test System for DOS and UNIX. 

Test Coverage Analysis Tool; available for "C", Pascal, COBOL, and BASIC in 
both DOS, UNIX, and VMS environments. 
System Test Coverage Analysis Tool; available for "C' and Pascal in DOS, UNIX, 

and VMS environments. 
D M-TEsTTII Integrated System for testing multi-user computer systems. 
D METATEsTTII Automated test planning tool for DOS and UNIX environments. 
D TEsTER'S WoRKBENCHTII 

Integrated toolkit and test management system. 
D QUALIPACKTII Integrated test toolkit and training package. 
D TDGENTII Test Data Generator System for DOS, UNIX, and VMS environments. 

SEMINARS: 

D Software Quality Week (11-13 May) 
D Software Testing Seminar 

TURN-KEY SERVICES: 

D Product Evaluation 
D Inspection/Reviews 
D Functional Matrix Testing 

INFORMATION SERVICES: 

D Test Organizations Survey 
D HIMA Conference Paper 

TECHNOLOGY BRIEFS: 

D Cl Coverage Analysis Explained 
D Compatibility Testing 
D Product Evaluation Methodology 
D Software Testing Technology: An Overview 
D Cost/Benefit~ of Coverage Analysis with TCAT 

D Automated Tools Seminar 
D 1-Day Software Quality Audit 

D Convergence Testing 
D Performance Tuning/Testing 
D Regression Testing 

D Testing Services Case Studies Report 
D Validation of Expert Systems 

Conference Paper and Technical Report 

D Sl Coverage Analysis Explained 
0 TCAT/COBOLExample 'Checker' 
D ExDIFF Screen Comparison Extensions 
D Measurement of Ct in 'C' Programs. 

,-.:-{r.) Software Research, Inc. 
~l. 625 Third Street, San Francisco, CA 94107-1997 • (415) 957-1441 • FAX: (415) 957-0730 • Telex: 340-235 (SRA SFO) 
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New Cover & Scover Systems 
We have increased the capabilities of cover and scover for 

TCAT'" and S-TCAT"' users. When cover is used in conjunction 
with TCAT and S-TCAT, the cover command analyzes tracefiles 
produced by instrumented programs and generates sets of 
coverage reports. The following is just a sample of what you can 
expectirom this new product: 
,. Unlimited module and segment capacity. Previously, cover had 

a limit of200 modules or '2000 segments. Now, there is no size 
limitation on the tracefile processed 

,. Multiple tracefile capability. The user can supply multiple 
tracefiles to cover or scover without making multipfe calls. 

,. Selectable histograms. When you need a histogram report for 
a single module or a full set of modules in linear or logarithmic 
format, cover gives you that choice. The user has more power 
to explore program structure. 

,. New "Hit Report". When you need to be sure just how 
accurate your coverage is, our new hit report shows you which 

- ~dules were exercised and how many times each module was 

,. Simplified file naming. In most situations, the user doesn't 
need to use any arguments for cover or scover as long as 
standard_ filenames are used Our program does it for you 
automatically. 
For more information on cover and scover, please call Dan 

Zimmerman or Dan Exon at (415) 957-1441.• 

TCAT™ /COBOL Introduced 
SR has completed TCAT'"'/COBOL for Microfocus COBOL . 

on DOS, OS/2, and various UNIX environments. The 
TCAT"' /COBOL system provides the following features: 
,. Selective segment instrumentation. The user can tum segment 

instrumentation on and off using special options commancls. 
,. Selective paragraph instrumentation. Paragra_ph instru-

mentation can be turned on and off using special options 
commands. 

,. Full mixing of paragraph and segment instrumentation 
without loss of basic numbering scheme. 

,. Sophisticated reference listing showing definitions. 
,. Full pr~cessing of the latest ANSI standards COBOL 

constructions. 
,. Linear and logarithmic histograms of segment and/or 

paragraph coverage. 
This product is also available on mainframe sys,tems. For 

information on TCAT"' /COBOL, contact Dan Zimmerman or 
. Exon at (415) 957-1441.• 

Software Research, Inc. 

Winter 1989 

SR's Quality Week 1989 Conference Set 
SR's 2nd annual conference, Quality Week 1989, is set for May 

16-19, 1989 in San Francisco. 
Besides multiple seminars and workshops, the conference will 

feature one full day of technical/professional seminars, 2 half day 
technical programs, and a full vendor show with selected test tool 
exhibitors. Events include: 
,. A 1-day high technology presentation on Advanced Automated 

Software Testing (May 16) by Dr. Edward Miller, President and 
Technical Director at SR. 

,. A keynote address by Ms. Antonia Bertolino of CNR, Italy. 
,. A mini-tutorial on Testing LAN Software by Dr. Vern Crandall, 

Vice President of Software Development at Novell. 
,. A presentation on Productivity Improvement Througl,. Defect

Free ~oftware Development by Michael Fagan of ragan & 
Associates. . 

,. Code Coverage_ - Theory vs. Practice presented by Peter Morse 
of Microsoft Corporation. 

,. A rresentation on Ct Coverage: An Initial Evaluatwn given by 
Bil Bently of Miles Laboratories. ~ 

,. Tracking Bugs in Consumer Software with Kem Caner, President 
of Human Interface Technologies. · 

,. A vendor showcase presenting the latest innovations in software 
testing tools. 
The event will feature speakers involved with software quality 

assurance and development at Novell, Eastman Kodak, Tandem 
Computers, Jet Propulsion Laboratories, and.NCR to name a few. 

For more information on Quality Week 1989, call Emily Chais 
at (415) 957-1441.• 

~ M-TEST"' System Tests 
Multiple-User Computers 

M-TEST"', another new product from SR, integrates basic 
functions of SMARTS'"', ExDIFF"', and CAPBAK/UNIX'" in a 
hardware/software test driver system. M-TEST is useful for both 
performance tuning and quality testing. 

A special version of CAPBAK's playback facility permits driving 
multiple ports while preserving faithful time independent of driver 
loading factors. SR applications include system tuning, load 
analysis, validation suite execution, and quality testing. 

The M-TEST system mechanizes the activities of a large 
number of testers and represents a high degree of test and analysis 
automation. M-TEST sells for $24K-$34K, depending on the 
numt_,er of users simulated (8, 16, 24, or 32).• 

625 Third Street, San Francisco, California 94107-1997 • (415) 957-1441 • FAX: (415) 957-0730 • Telex: 340-235 (SRA SFO) 
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TCAT-PATH"" Sy~tem Now Available 
SR proudly adds TCAT-PATH ... to its line of coverage tools. 

TCAT-PATH measures true path coverage, has interactive menus 
and computes the McCabe Metric (Cyclomatic Number). 
Programmers can now use TCAT, S-TCAT and TCAT-PATH for a 
complete test coverage assessment. 

Coverage describes the completeness of a set of tests on the 
structure of a software system. The goal of a test coverage metric 

. is to assure that tests are as diverse as possible. For example, tests 
need to be more diverse than those based on programmer's 
intuition or those chosen to test functional specifications alone. 

The TCAT Cl test metric describes the percentage of program 
segments that a test exercises. A segment is a logical branch of the 
program from one decision point to the next. If any part of the 
segment is executed, then all parts of it are executed. Similarly, the 
S-TCAT Sl test metric is a system test completeness measure that 
calculates the percentage of possible call~pairs that a test - or 
group of tests - exercises. 

TCAT-PATH uses the Ct test metric which measures the 
percentage of paths exercised in a module. A Ct value of 100% 
means that every path is exercised at least once. TCAT-PATH also 
performs detailed path analysis of programs using a series of 
processing steps (see TCAT-PATH system diagram at right). Major 
features of the TCAT-PATH system include: 
~ Automatic Path Generator - ~utomatic gen~ration of 

complete path sets based on a umque SR-_propnetary path 
analysis and equivalence class generation algorithm. 

~ Digraph Picture - Structural display of digraphs using a 
special digraph visualization utility. 

~ Cyclomatic Number Calculation (McCabe Metric) 
Automatic calculation of the cyclomatic complexity of 
programs. 

~ Menu System - TCAT-PATH can be used .either from the 
command-line or through the menu system which can assist 
novice users in creating special "configuration" files. 

~ McCabe Metric - The user has the option to compute the 
cyclomatic number for "C" programs. 

~ Number of Paths Metric - TCAT-PATH displays the number 
of logical paths in the source code. 

Software Research, Inc. 

~ Automatic analysis of full tracefiles for instrumented pro. s 
(the instrumentation is generated automatically by the b n 
TCAT-PATH instrumentor). 

~ Automatic generation of structural digraphs from submitted 
programs. 
Early results show that Ct coverage is about 5-8 times more 

difficult to achieve than Cl coverage. With this in mind, we 
recommend the use of TCAT-PATH only for the 10%-20% modules 
that are judged. critical to overall software functionality. For 
overall coverage, we suggest the use of TCAT and S-TCAT. Please 
contact Dan Zimmerman or Dan Exon at (415) 957-1441 for 
further information.• 

~ y 
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Support For Proposed ANSI Standard 
Our family of software instrumentors, TCA?, S-TCAT™, and 

TCAT-PATH"', are slightly sensitive to language variations and 
local syntax extensions. Normally, we support the informal "K & 
R" C language standard. Now we've extended the language 
processor component to support the recently proposed ( and soon 
to be adopted) ANSI standard "C" language. 

The reference book we're using is Kernighan and Ritchie, The 
C Language, 2nd Edition, published by Prentlce-Hall in 1988, 
which is one of the finest "C" language tutorials in existence. 

For users working with different dialects of "C," we will 
continue to support our coverage analyzers according to user 
specifications.• 

DISCLAIMER: Material contained herein is summary in nature and subject to change without 
tails and specilic;ations for SR products are contained in individual user manual&. 
TRADEMARKS: UNIX is a registered trademark of AT&T. IBM. IBM PC, PC/XT and PC/AT are trade· 
marts of IBM Corporation. CAPBAx, ExDIFF, COVER. METATEST, M-TEST. SMARTS, S-TCAT, TCAT, 
TDG.EN, and TESTER.'S WORKBENCH are trademarks and/or service marks o( Soltware Research, Inc. 

San Francisco, California 
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• 
TCAT-PATH™ Complexity Measure 

Improves on McCabe Metric 
The Cyclomatic Complexity Metric is an important tool for the 

Software Quality Engineer (SQE) in identifying complicated and 
consequently problematic parts of a large software project. Often, 
the theory states that complex modules need more testing than 
others. 

The metric, named after Tom McCabe, estimates the number 
of paths through a given piece of code and is also used to guide the 
SQE in constructing the proper number of tests. Generally, the 
SQE attempts to develop test cases that exercise each of the paths 
that cover the system's logic. 

Th~ Cyclomatic Complexity Metric is calculated with a simple 
formula: the number of edges (paths between decision points) 
minus the number of nodes (or decision points) plus 2, and relies 
on the important assumption that the code is completely 
structured. This means that there must not be any jumps into or 
out of a "program block." 

The problem with the metric is that almost any program 
. written in C will violate its premise, which means that the resulting 
analysis can be misleading. With C, the structured assumption is 
destroyed with common commands such as "break," "continue," 
"exit," "return," and "go to." 

TCAT-PATH offers an accurate assessment of the complexity of 
your code by actually counting the number of pa1hs. TCAT-PATH 
lists the number of independent paths through each module and 
displays which paths have been exercised. 

• . The statistic can be used in the same way as the McCabe Metric 
_dentify high-risk situations and to guide the SQE in adding new 

test cases.• 

New From SR ... 

SR is constantly upgrading and adding to our line of high 
quality testing tools and services. Our new tools include 90 
percent of the features from our users' wish lists. Here's a sample 
of new and imminent tools offered by SR: 

.,. McCabe Metric: Our new "cyclomatic number," calculated by 
a verb that is part of the TCAT-PATH system. For information 
on the accuracy of the McCabe Metric, see the article on 
TCAT-PATH's complexity measure elsewhere in this issue. 

.,. Conditional Expressions Supported: We're planning to add 
support for conditional expressions to our family of TCAT, 
S-TCAT, and TCAT-PATH mstrumentors for the "C" language. 

.,. MetaTest System: A new feature will be added to MetaTest -
the digraph of a "C" program can be investigated directly by 
the user. To make this tool even more user-friendly, we have 
included a special graphical output that will make this tool 
easier to understa_na. 

.,. Tester's Workbench (TWB): SR's new integrated toolkit offers a 
user-friendly window and database-onented ap2roach to 
handling the testing and quality management issues throughout 
the software life cycle. 

.,. Testing Tools for FORTRAN77 and Ada: SR's coverage tools, 
TCAT, S-TCAT, and TCAT-PATH, working in Ada and 
FORTRA1'l77. 

· . Testing Tools for OS/2: SR's complete line of products has 
, been ported into the OS/2 environment. 

For more information on these products, call Dan Zimmerman 
or Dan Exon at (415) 957-1441.• 

Software Research, Inc. 

Automated Regression Analysis 
Improves Software Testing 

Automated regression analysis helps eliminate the time needed 
to test each new release of software. Our tools can automatically 
store your tests in scripts and run on new versions of the software. 

CAPBAK"" enables capture of keystroke sequences and user
selected screen contents during programmer and user testing. 
Automatic playback of test sessions can be edited and combined 
using supplied internal-to-external translation utilities. 

SMARTS'" automates the work of creating, controlling, and 
analyzing the behavior of complex sets of tests. Acting on a user
tailored test script file, SMARTS allows the user to interactively 
execute a group of tests, investigate test status, and correct the 
baseline. SMARTS combined with CAPBAI( permits 
management of complete collections of tests sessions. 

ExDIFF'" provides advanced-function file differentiation 
capabilities in UNIX and DOS environments. Working with 
CAPBAK and SMARTS, ExDIFF will compare files of various 
logical structures; i.e., test, binary, and object files. ExDIFF can 
also mask out areas that need to be ignored in file comparisons . 

By using SMARTS, ExDIFF, and CAPBAK, the user will find 
software testing more defined and efficient. 

For further information on these tools, please contact Dan 
Zimmerman or Dan Exon at (415) 957-1441.• 

SR TEST TOOIB PRICE LIST 

SR's new price list reflects some changes ip our offerings and 
adds prices for LAN's. Prices for OS/2 tools are also availabie. '· -~-

For UNIX, IBM MVS, and VAX/VMS 
MachiMC/ass: A B C D E F 
#ofUsus: 1 2-7 S-15 16-31 32-64 64+ 
Class~: Single Small kt:&f- Non-MYS MYS 

user Multi- s~[ Main· Main-
(PC) user user frame frame 

TCAT S1 ,400 S4,IOO $5,750 S9,000 S14,000 S16.800 
S-TCAT 800 2,850 4,000 6,200 l 9,700 11,600 I 
SMARTS 800 2,400 3,400 5,300 8,300 9.900 I 
IDGEN 300 1,250 t,800 2,750 4,300 5,200 j 
CAJ'BAK 995 3,250 4,600 7,150 11,150 .. 
CAJ'BAK/3270 1,500 6,300 8850 13,800 21,600 25,800 I 
ExDIFF 200 850 1,200 1,850 2,900 3,450 I 
SMARTS + ExDIFF 995 3,250 4,600 7,150 11,150 13,300 J 
META'TEsr 995 3,150 4,450 6,900 10,800 12.900 I 
TCAT·PATH 1,950 8.200 11,500 17,900 28.100 33.500 ' 
SPECl'Esr 995 3,650 5,150 8,100 12.600 15,<X."0 · 

A • Xf/Kr & compatibles D ·VAX/UNIX.Nm. TO'li1i'CI' 32 a -Onyx. Plc:xm PlO E - Gould. DEC. 
C - MiaollAX, NCR Mini-Tower F • MYS 

For MS-DOS I 

Single Sire t 

#of Copies: 1 2-5 6-10 U-20 21-30 31-40 License 
( <75 Uocn) 

TCAT 1S1,400 J $926 S780 S682 S585 S487 $21.500 
S-TCAT 800 641 540 472 405 337 15.COO : 
SMARTS 800 546 46() 402 345 287 p ,oo 
IDGEN 300 285 240 210 180 150 I 6.500 
CAPBAK 995 736 620 542 465 387 17.COO 
ExDIFI' 200 I 190 160 140 120 100 4.500 
SMARTS + ExDIFF 995 736 620 542 465 387 17.0CO 
METATEsT 995 712 600 525 450 375 16.Sul : 
TCAT-PATH 1,950 1,852 1,560 1,360 1,170 975 I 43.0CO 
SPECl'Esr 995 831 700 612 525 437 19,C(XJ 

NotCS: ,; ~ &Jil.UJ3Zj0. 
ln...,,.tioaal Sun:!wge • 25% Prices ,ubjea to cbangc. 

L,Y-, M-.... Comnct (u,dudin8 uprdo. p,odMa .,,,,.,_): +20% ol lisl.pri<c 

San Francisco, California 
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SR's Tools' Open Architecture 
Our support i ools for software testing and maintenance are all 

organized around several unifying themes which we like to think of 
as our own kind of "open architecture." The principles we use in 
organizing and packaging tools are as follows: 
• Generic Functions. Each tool should implement an _easily 

understood, generic function, very cleanly and reliably. 
• Interoperability. Our tools areJ'ully interoperable on DOS, 

UNIX, and OS/2 s~te_!Tl~- The exact same functionality is 
supported on VAX/VMS and IBM Mainframe MVS/VM 
contexts. 

• Tully Open Architecture. All file formats are available for user 
editing and extension. Most file formats are "self
documenting" - they have an internal comment capability 
making them easy to read. We use only one simple format for 
the same concept - across multiple too1 boundanes. 

• Graduated User Interface. We always provide a user interface 
at two levels: the power user (with command line execution), 
and the interactive user (with menus and on-line herp 
functions). 

• Smoothly Integrated Functionality. Our tools "play together" 
well; each system is fully supported with all needed utilities. 
Special cross-tool capabilities are handled very carefully to 
avoid creating surprise dependencies. 
These design and production principles apply to the 

development of the following SR tools as well: SPECTEST"', a 
Specification Based Test Manager, MK_::TBED"" (for "make 
testbed"), and 0-SCOPE"'. • 

SR Presentations At Vendor Shows 
SR will be showing its tools at nearly a dozen vendor shows 

during 1989. We will be attending the following shows (for more 
details, see the CALENDAR OF EVENTS in this issue): 

Software Development '89, San Francisco, CA: 14-17 February. 
SR's QW-89, San Francisco, CA: 16-19 May. 
SWf/USPDJ, Washington, DC: 22-25 May. 
National CaseCon, New York, NY: 20-23 June. 
PaciUc NW QC, Portland, OR: 11-12 September. 
CASES, Washington, DC: 18-20 September. 
USPDIJEDP-QA, Washington, DC: 23-26 October. 
QAI/festing, Los Angeles, CA: 15-17 November. 
CASES, San Francisco, CA: 28-30 Novembe.r. 
E2C's SWE Conference, Toulouse, France: 5-8 December.• 

...--ri ~ Software Research, Inc. 
615 Third Street !l.. San Francisco, CA 94107-1997 
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QAI 7th National Conference on Measuring Data Processing 
Quality & Productivity, Orlando, FL, 15-17 March. 

Seminar: Automated Software Te.sting, Washington, DC, 
3-4 April. 

Seminar: Automated Software Testing, Orlando, FL, 6-7 April. 
11th International Conference on Software Engineering (!CSE), 

Pittsburgh, PA, 15-18 May. Contact: Dr. Larry Druffel, SEI, 
(412) 268-7700. 

SR's Quality Week 1989, San Francisco, CA, 16-19 May. 
Contact: Emily Chais (800) 942-SOFT. 

QAI Quality Assurance Tools and Techniques Symposium, San 
Francisco, CA, 6-8 June. 

USENIX Summer 1989 Technical Conference and Exhibition, 
Baltimore, MD, 13-15 June. Contact: John L. Donnelly, 
USENIX, (303) 499-2600. 

Seminar: Automated Software Testing, Washington, DC, 
10-11 July. 

Seminar: Automated So[tware Testing, New York, NY, 
13-14 July. 

7th Pacific Northwest Quality Conference, Portland, OR, 
11-12 September. 

COMPSAC '89 (Software and Applications Conference), 
Kissimmee, FL, 18-22 September. 

QAI 3rd International Conference on Improving Software 
Quality and Productivity, Toronto, Canada, 4-6 October. 

Seminar: Automated Software Testing, Washington, • • 
16-17 October. 

Seminar: Automated Software Testing, Atlanta, '\, 
19-20 October. 

USP DI EDP/QA Conference, Washington, DC, 23-26 October.• 

,, 

ITN Subscriptions 
Testing Techniques Newsletter (TIN) is published by Softw~re Research, Inc., 
to provide timely, use(u1 information to the Software Testing and Quality Con 
trol community. I7N is sent gratis to qualified individuals around the world, 

To request a free subscription to TTN, write us on your company letterhead, 
and describe your involvement in Software Testing and Quality Management. 
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READER RESPONSE FORM 

. ease indicate: Please type or print: 

D 

D 

D 

D 

My address label is CORRECT. 

Please ADD my name to the mailing list. 

This is a CHANGE of address. (Include old label 
if possible.) 
Please DELETE my name from the mailing list. 

Name: 
·Title: 
Organization: 
Street: 

City/State/Zip: · -----------,-------

Phone: 

Please send me further information on: 
TOOLS: 

• 

D SPECTESTTM 

D METATEsT™ 

D TDGENTM 

D CAPBAK™ 

D ExDIFFTM 

D SMARTS™ 

D TCAT™ 

D S-TCAT™ 

D TCAT-PATHTM 

Specification Based Test Manager._ 
Automated test planning tool for DOS and UNIX environments. 
Test Data Generator System for DOS, UNIX, OS/2, and VMS environments. 
Keystroke Capture and Playback System for DOS, UNIX, and OS/2. 
Expert Comparison Tool for DOS, UNIX, and OS/2. 
Software Maintenance and Regression Test System for DOS, UNIX, and OS/2. 
Test Coverage Analysis Tool; available for "C", Pascal, Ada, FORTRAN77, 
COBOL, and BASIC in DOS, UNIX, OS/2, and VMS environments. 
System Test Coverage.Analysis Tool; available for "C", Pascal, Ada, and 
FORTRAN77 in DOS, UNrx, OS/2, and VMS environments . 
Path Test Coverage Analysis Tool; available for "C", Ada, and FORTRAN77 in 
DOS, UNIX, and OS/2 environments. . 

D M-TEsT™ Integrated System for testing multi-user computer systems. 
D TESTER'S WORKBENCH Tl( 

Integrated toolkit and test management system. 
O QUALIPACK™ Integrated test toolkit and training package. j 

SEMINARS: 

D Quality Week 1989 (16-19 May) 
D Software Testing Seminar 

.TURN-KEY TEST SERVICES: 

0 Product Evaluation 
0 Inspection/Reviews 
D Functional Matrix Testing 

INFORMATION SERVICES: 

0 Test Organizations Survey 
D HIMA Conference Paper 

TECHNOLOGY BRIEFS: 

0 Cl Coverage Analysis Explained 

• 
D Compatibility Testing 

:- D Product Evaluation Methodology 
O Software Testing Technology: An Overnew 
D Cost/Benefits of Coverage Analysis with TCAT 

0 1-Day Software Quality Audit 
D In-House Seminar 

D Convergence Testing 
D Performance Tuning/Testing 
D Regression Testing 

D Testing Services Case Studies Report 
D Validation of Expert Systems 

Conference Paper and Technical Report 

O Sl Coverage Analysis Explained 
0 TCAT/COBOL Example "Checker" 
D ExDIFF Screen Comparison Extensions 
1:1 Measurement of Ct in "C" Programs. 

,~{ r.) Software Rese~rch, Inc. 
~ ... ~!,l 625 Third Street. San Francisco. CA 94107-1997 • /415) 957-1441 • FAX: /415) 957-0730 • Telex: 340-235 (SRA SFOJ 
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NCRSUCCESSWITHTCAT 
Using TCAT/C as the basis for making the test c.ompleteness 

measurement, Mr. Marc Janssens at NCR, Atlanta, added 
approximately 100% more test cases (56 new tests added to 55 
old tests) and as a result discovered 60% more defects (44 new 
discoveries beyond 67 already UNIT TEST CODE COVERAGE 

found). This required only 'Cl' 

-30% more effort (154 hours 120 

for the added tests, versus 100 

318 hours for the old tests). -.; 'g 10 

See diagram at left. j~ 
60 

This was accomplished .:;_ t 
in a recent test project "' '0 

Janssens did at his shop at 20 

NCR, Atlanta, Georgia. He 

Without { 
TCAT 

reports these figures in a 70% Improvement in 

paper he presented at the ErrorDetection 

USPDI Software Test Conference held in June 1989 in Washing-

. D_._c_. -------------------
QUALITY WEEK '90 --15-18 MAY 1990 
SR's 3rd Ann11at conference, QUALITY "''EEK '89, is set for 

15-18 May 1990 in San Francisco. Besides multiple seminars and 
workshops, the conference will feature full day of technical sem
inars, 2-1/2 days' 3-track technical program, and a full vendor 
show with carefully selected test tool exhibitors. 

Seminar Topics: Candidate subjects and for the seminar day 
include "Advanced Automated Software Testing" (presented by 
Dr. E. Miller), "Current CASE Technology", "Maf\aging Software 
Risk'', and, "Theory of Software Test Methods". 

Vendor Show: The vendor show will provide not only a con
ventional trade-show opportunity ·· running for two days of the 
three-day conference -- but will include a technical track at which 
ve11dors can give approved tech11ical-content lectures about the 
methods and tedmology that underlie their products. 

Technical Track: The technical program will consist of 
tracks on Technology, Applications, and Management. Papers 
will be selected based on paper proposals. There will be a 
number of invited presentations. 

QW-90 DEADLINES: Please contact SR if you wish to parti-
cipate. The deadlines for participation are: 

o Paper and Session Proposals: 15 December 1989 
D Notification of Acceptance: 15 January 1989 
o Final Material due: 15 April 1989 

•

complete information about QW-90 please contact the gen
_hairman: Dr. Edward Miller: [1] (415)957-1441 . 

CAPBAK SYSTEM HAS 
CONDITIONAL EXECUTION 

The CAPBAK system has a new capability for conditional 
execution of a keysave file. Available for UNIX now, and planned 
for inclusion soon on MS-DOS, this new capability1ets users write 
very sophisticated keysave files that act like "playback programs". 
The new CAPBAK can add a whole new -dimension to how you 
organize and foanage regression tests. Here are the details: 
• #include <filename> . The include statement permits a play

back file to be organized into many convenient pieces. · We find 
that the structure of the test session can be put in one file, and 
the contents of each part can be put in separate files that are 
easy to create and maintain. 

• if ( call ) { textl } , and if ( call ) { textl } else { text2 } . When 
the call is true then the commands in textl are executed· if not, 
then the commands in text2 (if present) is executed. You .can 
use any common UNIX commands that yotl like, or you can 
create your own custom shellscript that provides for special 
effects. 

• while ( call ) { text }. The call is checked and if tn1e com
mands in the body of the 1oop, text, are executed. The loop 
continues until call returns a false value. Most often you'll use 
the while to manage a waiting loop, e.g. while you are waiting 
for a target system to respond to a request for login. 

The new C~BAK features allow you to mix condi tional con
structs with regular plain text key playback and the '[ ]' nota tion 
for inter-keystroke delay times. For conditional playback you 
don't need to convert files with keycvt; the conversion is now 
automatic. 

Contact an SR product Iepresentative directly or use the 
enclosed Reader Response Form. 

CONTACTING SR's OFFICE 
Here's how you can reach SR. In the USA (except Califor

nia) call toll-free: [1] (800) 942-SOFT. Dial direct: [1] (415) 
957-1441. SR's office hours are 8 AM to 6 PM, Monday through 
Friday, Pacific time. After hours we have an answering machine; 
use it to leave a message of any length. 

If you have technical questions it helps us if we have hard 
copy descriptions of the problem to work with. Send documenta
tion in the USMail or use our FAX number: [1] (415) 957-0730. 

Clients in the Orient and Europe Take ote! The time 
difference from non-USA locations works in your favor! FAXes 
we receive early during our day can be answered the same day 
(you get "overnight response"). From the Orient , if you FAX 
early in your morning we'll generally have answers to you \vithin 
24 hours. 

Software Research, Inc. 
625 Third Street, San Francisco, CA 94107-1997 USA , Phone: (415) 957-1441 • Toll Free: (800) 812-SQFT • FAX: ( 415) 957-0730 
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PATH COVERAGE SYSTEM DETAILS 

Before talking about TCAT-PATH, let's first discuss- coverage 
metrics 111-._general. Coverage measures describe the effect tests 
have on exercising software. The proper goal when using a cover
age metric· is to insure that tests are as diverse as possible. 
Experience shows that tests need to be far more diverse than 
1hose based on programmer's intuition or those chosen to test 
functional specifications alone. 

SR's popular TCAT system supports the CJ test metric, 
which describes the pe'rcentage of program text segments a test 
exercises. (A segment is logical branch of the progi:am, from 
one decision point to the next; if any part of fhe segment is exe
cuted, then a11 parts of it are executed.) S-TCA'{ supports the SJ 
metric, w.here test completeness is tlie percentage of -possible 
call-pairs (references from one function to another) that tesfs 

-exercise. 
Our newest coverage analysis tool, J'CAT-PATH, uses he Ct 

metric1 in which Ct = 100% means that every path for a defined 
set of path sets, is exercised at least once. Components of· he 
TCAT-PATIJ system indude: 

• Automatic Path Generator -- Automatic generation ol complete 
path sets based on a unique SR-proprietary path analysis and 
equivale..nce class generation algorithm. 

• Digraph Picture -- Display of digraphs using a special visualiza
tion tLtility. 

• Cyclomatic Number Calculation -- Automatic calculation of the 
cyc1omatic complexity of programs, aslo called the McCabe 
metric. 

• Menu Access -- TCAT-PATH is used at the command-line level 
or through menus. 

• Number of Paths Metric -- TCAT-PATH will ca1culate the actual 
number of logical paths in the source code. 

• Automatic Analysis of Tracefiles. Path coverage data is captured 
-using the built-in TCAT-PATH instrumentor. A speejal i:untime 
is provided to capture the complete test trace data file (includ
ing sequ.ence information). 
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Early results show tha1 Ct is only abo11t 5-8+ times more difficult 
to achieve than CJ for the same module. This appears to be 
nearly independent of. mo ule size and complexity. fn one inter
nal project we tested over '250 m,odules, whiclt already had >95% 
Cl coverage and the Ct valtle was aro1111.d 15%. An implication or 
our work is that exhaustive path testing is not on1y feasible, but 
eco11omical! This counters commonly held notim1s about the 
difficulty of path testing. It is easier that you might think. 

We recommend the use of TCAT-J>ATH's technique for the 
10%-20% mpdules that are judged critical to overall software 
functionality;' For overall tes coverage assessment, we suggest 
the use of TC:AT and S-TCAT as well. For full infomia\ion con
tact your SR Sales Representative or use the enclosed Render 
Response Form. -

TCAT-PATH TECHNOLOGY: HOW ''apg° WORKS 
The key part of the ~CAT-l">ATH system is the algorithm 

used to generate all of the possible paths in 'the _program, 
called apg for all paths generator. 

Shown be1ow is a very simple:t'lowchart~ or digraph. 
What ma.kes this digraph interest- Nodes T) 
ing is the single-entry, double-exit ~ • 
cycle at nodes b and c. This kind 
of structure is very common in , 
rea)-worldprograms, and because ,,er:· 0 
of the path GOmplexity ca11ses a I ~ o \ 
lot of diffiC11lty. apg, however T / ~ T 
hand1es it nicely. 

The digraph file 'that apg • 
uses has one line for each edge in - · 

· the flowgraph; the format is nodel node2 edge-name. Edge 
names are named here after 1he head and tail nodes; (or exam-

, ple, edge · ab goes from node a to node b: 
ab ab e f ef 
ad ad d f df 
b c be f g rg 
c b cb cg cg 
be be 

Here is the.resulting se of pafhs generated by apg: 
ad df fg 
nb be etfg 
ab be cg 
ab be cb < {be cb } > cg 
ab be cb < {be cb} > be ef fg 

w.here eacJ1 path is i:ead aS-a sequence of edges: ad df fg means 
from node a to node d, from node d to node f, and then from 
node f to node g. Note that apg pie.ks up both of the fo rms of 
looping in the program: he one with ihe ... cg exit a11d the one 
with the ... be er f'g exit. SR's proprietary apg algori1l1m takes 
special pains to produce this kind of practical patJ1 set resu lt. 

What makes npg so powerful is the act tliat the. algori thm 
always generates them1e set ofpossi.olepaths (o r path. classes) 
in the program it's analyzing. 
Reference: The di.agram is based on one that appeared in an article by Mr. 
T. Ward, Hei ·Lett.Packard Ja11mal, April 1989. 

61) n;,.d Street, San Francisco, CA 94107-19<J7 USA • 'Plwne: (415) 957-1441 • Toll Free: (800) 842-SOFT • 
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SMARTS' CONDITIONAL EXECUTION, 

"TERMINATION11 CLAUSE 
The newest release of SMARTS, Release S'.1, now has two 

major new features that will be ofinterest to current and future 
SMARTS users~ (i) a termination clause m1d (ii} coHditional exe
cution of automated1est scripts. 

The new termination clause feature works with. user-defined ' 
terminating commands. In each test case's activation clause the 
user may execute special terminating co1111nands· in the back
ground. The test case can have a special termination clause. If a 
terminating command completes before an activation -command 
does~ then control is passed to the fest case's-termination c1a.use. 

-This..feature al1ows the usen0- put fixed limits-of aJI kinds on 
each 'individual test. . .For example, the ·~terminating command" 
ceuld be· one ihat waits for 100 s.econds. If the next command 
SMARTS"'issues iakes longer than 100 seconds t-he "terminating 
command" finishes -first, and control picks up at the toonina ion 
clause. :You can put a11y set of "recovery commands" in the 

The new conditional execution feature provides a way to 
execute :a test tree condiiionally. These constructs are available: 

if ( call ) { text } 11 
if ( call ) ·{ text } else { text } 
while ( call) { -text } 

The regular SMARTS. test case clescriptions can be placed where 

•

-appears above. The bra.c ~ets·- { m1d } are used to bloc.Ii: test 
, test groups or groups of test groups. 
ln either case the 'TUil-time beha¥ior is like a programming 

language: the fo_gical outcome of the jf or the while is determined 
by the value returned by call. - rn SMARTS' test 'trees an if or 
while can include an entire subtree -- or eve11 m1. entire tree if 
necessary~ Whether the included features are or are 11ot executed 
i based on the outcome of ca}l. 

For more information about these new features. of SMARTS 
please call SR or request information from the enclosed Reader 
Response Form. 

M-TEST HANDLES SYSTEM TESTING 
FOR MULTI-USER COMPUTERS 

M-T.EST, the new SR system test product, integr.ates b.asic 
functions of SMARTS, EXDIFF, and CAPBAK/UNIX i11 an 
hardware and software test driver system that can si1111.1late 8, 16, 
24, or 32 interactive 'terminal sessions simultaneous.ly. M-TEST j$ 
usetul for both performance tuJ1ing a11d ~iali(y testing. because 
eaeh session is performed with faithful time pla.yback. 

M-TESTworks with a special version ofCAPilAK's playback 
facility that permi:ts driving multiple ports and preserves time fac
to.rs independent of driver loading factors. SR applica1ions 
mcluae systeo1 !lining, load analysis, validation suite execution, 
and quality testing. M~TEST-sells for S24K-S34K, dependi11g on 
the m1mber otusers that can bes-imulated. 

Versions are-also available that emulate IBM 3150 and IBM 

• 

type terminals. For more ,1..·11formation_and a dcscriplivebro
e on M-TEST lease contact SR directly or make your 

reg uest with~ the encio~ed Reader ~rtsponse Porm. " 

SR's TOOLS'' OPEN ARCHITECTURE 
SR's S-Uj>port tools for software testi11g and mainte1ia11ce are 

all organized around certai:n unifyiJlg themes i11 s11pport of a full 
open architecture. The principles we use in or:ga11izing and pack
aging our "testware" products are as the followmg: 
• Single-fuint Functions: Bacb tooJ imp1ements one simple, 

easily understood, generic function. The implementations are 
designed to be very clean and reliable, so that a use.r can 
deduce extensions and addjtions with as little extra help from 
SR as possible. 

• Jntegrated Capability: SR's tools "play together" \~ell; each 
system is fully s11pported wi1h all J1eeded utilities. Tools can be 
combined to support Special cross-environment capabilities are 
handleo yery·carefully to avoid creating, s-urprise depend~ncies. 
And, oui tools can. be combiiied to support larger portions of 
the SQA function; for instance, CAPilAK, EXDIFF, and 
SMARTS can be combined as a full-fea1ured automated 
regression system. 

• Functionality: Our tools provide the sam,e f\mcti.01ts OJl MS
DOS, UNIX, XENIX, AIX, a11d OS/2 systems. When possi- ~ 
ble, the same fimcrionality is supported on VAX/VMS and 
IBM Mainframe MVSNM contexts. The advantage is that .; 
users can bring their experience with. our tools from one , 
environment to another1 relying Oll the uniformity that SR tools ~ 

a~~ ~ 
• Fully 01>en Architecture: All file formats are availab-le for user 

editlng a11d extension.~ Most file fo:r1nats are seif•doc,unze11ti.ng ~ 
-- they have an internal comment- capability maki11g them easy 
to read. We generalcy use only one simple format for the same "'! 
concept -- across tool boundaries· an:d across ar_s:hiteclutes-. -~ 

• Graduated User Intedaee: We provicle a user interface a ..:; 
several levels: command f,ine execution, menus a11d on-line 
help functions and full X-WiJ dows support. -

• Full Life-Cycle Support: Our prodttcts aim at--the fall software ~ 
engineering li{ecyde: up-stream (..r.eq11jrements and deign); 
mid-stream (iniplementatio11 a11d i11tegration); and, down
stream (maintena:noe and moaification),. 

• Support for Standard Envh-onments: O11r overall .s1 ra tegy is to 
have our tools running o_n new environme11ts as soon as they 
are reasonably stabilized. For example, we anticipate releasing 
XWindows versions of oti' products· with many new graphical 
outpurs i11 the near fotuie. 

These design and production. princjples apply 100% 10 the 
development o{ the new SR tool offerings as well: SPECTEST, 
the Specification Based T-est_Plan Developer; MEIATEST, th 
InteractiveNis11al Software ~t P1anner; CAJ?TIAR Eo.r XYVin
dows; MKTBED, the au1omatic, tesibed generator; and. T-SCOPE, 
our dynamic test data o5.ci1los.cope. 

TRADE,\llARKS: UNIX is a registered trademark of AT&T. 113M, IDM PC, 
PC/ XT a11d J>C/ A'X: are _trademarks of IBM Corporation. CKPBAK, EXOlFF, 
SMARTS, SPECTEST, ·METATEST, TDC EN, TCA1'; S-TCA1~ TCAT-PATll, M
TEST and Tester's ·worl<bench ("twb ), are trademar.ks and/or ser-Ke marks o( 

Softwn ~ R@Mrch, Il!Q: 

Software ResearchJ Inc. 
625Third Street, San Francisco, C4 94107-1997 USA • Phone: (415) 95?-1441 • Toll Free: (800) 842~SOFT ; FAX (4.15) 957-0730 



EDP/ QUALITY ASSURANCE AND 
RISJ{. CONFERENCE 4 

SR is organizing a major technical confereJ1ce for 1990, to be 
held at Techworld, Washington1 D.C. 12-15 March 1990. in 
cooperation with USPJJI, DPMA (Data Processing Management 
Association, Education Foundation), and the American Society 
for Quality Control. The main the)1Je of the conference is~"How 
to Apply New Technology." -

The conference .has three tracks: the Technology Track, 
focushlg on quality management methodologies, systematic risk 
assessment, and practical case studies; the Management Track, 
aimed a application of quality metrics, J1rnnagi11g quaJily 
effectively, and tech11ology transfer activities; and1 t11e Applica
tions & Experiences Track, relating experiences with QA automa: 
tion, benefit/ cost analysis, international standards and experience. 
In addition, there will be a set o_( Post-Conference Tutorials on 
QA/QC[f est 'Methods, Risk Managem,ent ]yf ethods, CASE 
Technology, Software Re-Engineering, and System-atiG Testing. 

For morejnformation about fhis conference you ca11 contact 
USPDJ at (301) 445-4400. Or, you can call S:R directly. 

TECHNOLOGY ,BRIEFS AVAILABLE 
~ 

Software test tecnnology continues to expand; 011e way to 
keep up is io read free SR SoftJ,v.are Technolo[!;x Briefs. These 
snort technical notes provide detailed documentation on m1e or 
more aspect of SR's software test methods and associated tech'-
nology: 

• Cl CoverageAnalysis R'Cplaine<i · 
• Compatibility Testing 
• Cost/Benefit Analysis -- CoverageAnaly.sis with TCAT 

~ • Cost/Benefit Analysis. -- CovezageAnalysis with S-:I'CAT 
~ · • Cost/Benefit Analysis -- Regression Testingwirh 

SJ\1ARTS and CAPBAK 
• TCAT!C, S-TCAT!C -- Sample Outputs 
• S1 CoverageAnalysis Explained ' ' 
• Software Testing Technology: An Overview 
• TCAT1COBOL .Example 'Checker' 
• EJ:{])JFF Screen, Comparison Extensions 
• Measurement of Ctin 'C Programs 

for yom complimentary copies of SR Technplogy.J3riefs please 
contact SR's Sa1es Elepa~tment. Or1 use the enclosed_,_Reader 
'Response Form. 

Eall198-9 

CALENDAR OF EVENTS 
{Note: • = Software ·Research will lead or participate in these 
events. ) 
• 23-27 October 1989: CASExpo Fall 1989: The National 

Computer Aided Software Engineering Conference & Expo, 
Civic Center, San "Francisco, California. 

• 5-8December 1989: EC2's 12th Intqnational Conference and 
Exhibition on Software Engineering; Toulouse, France. 

• 13-15 necember 1989: IEEE/ ACM (SigSOFT), Software 
Testing, Analysis, and Verification Symposium (TAV3); Key 
West, Florida. 

• 27 February -- 1 March 1990: Softwarefor StrategicSystems 
Conference, Huntsville, Alabama. 

• 12-15 March 1990: 7th Anmml EDP/QA Conference on 
Software Quality and Bisk, Sponsored by USPDit organized 
by S:R; at Techworld, Washingt011, D.C. 

o 26-301\(1:arch 1990: 12th IEEE/ACM International Confer
ence on Sofbvare Engineering, Sponsors inc1ude the JEEE 
CoU1pnter Society and the ACM; Nice,France. _ 

• 2-6 A __ pril 1990: CASExpo Spring 1990: The National Com-
.. puter Aided Software Engineering Conference and Expo, 

Sheraton Washingt011 Hotel, Washington,.D.C. 
• 15-18 May 1990: SR'-s 3rd Annual Quality Week "QW-90" 

Con[erence; Holiday l)m ~Vru1 Ness Avenue, San .. FraJJcisco, 
California. 

o 14-17:t\1.ay 19.90~AS,Q.C's 44thAnn11al Qudlity Congress, San 
Francisco, California. 

D 30 -May -- 1 June 1990: Second European Conference o 
Softw-areQualityAssurance, Oslo,Norway. 

• 18-22June1990: 7th USPDI Software Test Conference, Was .. 
'ington, D .C. 

. • October 1990: ASQC Jnternadonal Conference on, Software 
QualityJ Los Angeles, California . -

• November 1990: Pan-European Sojn yare Quality Conference, 
Organizedoy INITCN.R,,, .Pisa Jtaly. 

TESTING TECHNIQUES NEWSLETTER SU.IlSCRIPTIONS 
Testing Techniques Newsletter (TT-!l) is wovided gratis by 
Soft.ware Research, Inc. 10 leaders in the Software Testing and 
Quality Control comnrnni.!)' _around the world. To request your 
free subscription to TTN1 simple wrjte SR on yoltC. company 
lefl~rhead and describe your'invofvement iJ1 Software :resting and 
Quality Control 
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TIN READER RESPONSE FORM 

Please Indicate: Please Type or Print: 

Name: 

~' 

.. _ 

Fall 1989 

D My address label is CORRECT 
Title: ---------------

D Please ADD my name to the mailing list. 

o Please DELETE my name to the mailing list. 

Orgarnzat1on: 
Street: -------------
City/ State/ Zip: 
Phone: ------------

D This is a CHANGE of address (please include p,ior mailing label if possible). 

PLEASE SEND ME FURTHER INFORMATION ON: 
TEST TOOLS: 

Test Planning Suppo,t Tools 
D SPECTEST Specifications Based Test Planning System 
D METATEST Automated Test Planning System 
o TDGEN Test Data/ F:ile Generator 

Unit-level and System-level Test Coverage Analyzers 
D TCAT Test Coverage Analysis Tool (Ada, c; COBOL, F77, Pascal) 
o S-TCAT System Test Coverage Analysis Tool (Ada, C, F77, 'Pascal) 
o TCAT-PATH Path Test Coverage Analysis Tool (Ada, C, F77, Pascal) 

Automated Regression Tools 
o SMARTS Software Maintenance and Regression Test System 
D EXDIFF Expert File Differencing System 
o CAPBAK Keystroke Capture and Playback System 
o CAPBAK/ UNIX Keystrbke Capture and Playback System for UNIX. 
o M-TEST Multi-user System Test Driver 
o QualiPACK SR's Integrated Testing Toolset + Methodology Training 

TECHNOLOGY SEMINARS AND EVENTS: 
o QUALITY WEEK, 15-18 May 1990 (Tutorial Day + 2-1/ 2-day, 3-track Conference) 
o Automated Software Testing (1-day and 2-day versions available) 
D Introduction to Automated Software Test Planning 
o Introduction to Regression Testing 
o Introduction to Coverage Analysis 

TURN-KEY TEST SERVICES: 
o Convergence Testing 
D Performance Tuning 
o Functional/ Matrix Testing 
D 1-day Quality Control Audit 

D 

D 

D 

Product Evaluation 
Product Inspection/ Review 
Regression Test Development 

COMPLIMENTARY COPIES OF SR TECHNOLOGY BRIEFS: 
o Cl Coverage Explained D Sl Coverage Explained 
o Ct Coverage Explained D Pl Coverage Explained 
o Validation of Expert Systems D Systematic Testing Case Studies 
o Complete index of all SR Technology Brief titles. 

:--

Software Research, Inc., 625 Third Street, Sun FruncisM, C~lif<>rnia 94107-199, USA 
Phone: [1] (415) 957-1441 • Toll Free (USA): [1] (800) 942-SOFT • FAX: [1] (415) 957-0730 
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NCRSUCCESSWITHTCAT 
Using TCAT/C as the basis for making the test completeness 

measurement, Mr. Marc Janssens at NCR, Atlanta, added 
approximately 100% more test cases (56 new -tests added to 55 
old tests) and as a result discovered 60% more defects (44 new 
discoveries beyond 67 already UNITTESTCODECOVEAAGE 
found). This requirecl only 'Cl' 

-30% more effort (154 hours 120 

for the added tests,' versus 100 

318 hours for the old tests). "o J '° 
See diagram at right ii: ! !: 60 This was accomplished _ E 
in a recent test project "" 40 

Janssens did at his shop at ll)• 

Wilhout { 
TCAT , 

NCR, Atlanta, Georgia. He o 

reports these figures in a 10~ Improvement in 

paper he presented at the ErrorDetection 

USPDI Software Test Conference held in June 1989 in Washing-
. D.C. 

QUALITY WEEK '90 -- 15-18 MAY 1990 -
SR's 3rd Annual conference, QUALITY WEEK '90, is sel for 

15-18 May 1990 in San Francisco. Besides multiple seminars and 
workshops, the conference will feature ful~ day of technical sem
inars, 2-1/2 days' 3-track technical program, and a full vendor 
show with carefully selected test tool exhibitors. 

Seminar Topics: Candidate subjects and for the seminar day 
include "Advanced Automated Software Testing" (presented by 
Dr. E . Miller), "Current CASE Technology", "Managing Software 
Risk", and, "Theoty of Software Test Methods". 

Vendor Show: The vendor show will provide not only a con
ventional trade-show opportunity -- running for two days of the 
three-day conference -- but will include a technical track at which 
vendors can give approved technical-content lectures about the 
methods and technology that underlie {heir products. 

Technical Track: The technical program will consist of 
tracks on Technology, Applications, and Management. Papers 
will be selected based on paper proposals. There will be a 
number of invited presentations. 

QW-90 DEADLINES: Please contact SR if you wish to parti-
cipate. The deadlines for participation are: 

o Paper and Session Proposals: 15 December 1989 
D Notification of Acceptance: 15 January 1990 
o Final Material due: 15April 1990 

f 
complete information about QW-90 please contact the gen
chairman: Dr. Edward Miller: [1] (415) 957-1441. 

' 

CAPBAK SYSTEM HAS 
CONDITIONAL EXECOTION 

The CAPBAK system has a new capability for conditional 
executi9n of a keysave file. Available for UNJX now, and planned 
for inclusion soon on MS-DOS, this new capability Jets users write 
very sophisticated keysave files that act like "playback programs". 
The new CAPBAK can add a whole new dimension to how you 
organize anp manage regression tests. Here are the details: 
• #include <filename>. The include statement permits a play

back file to be organized into many convenient pieces. We find 
that the structure of the test session can be put in one file, and 
the content~ of each part can be put in separate files that are 
easy to create and maintain. 

• if ( call ) { textl } , and if ( call ) { textl } else { text2 } . When 
the call is true then the commands in textl are executed; if not, 
then th.e commands in text2 (if pr~sent) is executed. You can 
use any common UNIX commands that you like, or you can 
create your own custom shellscript that provides for special 
effects. · 

• while ( call ) { text }. The call is checked and if true com
_mands in th~ body of the loop, text, are executed. The loop 
continues until call returns a false value. Most often you'll use 
the while to manage a waiting loop, e.g. while you are waiting 
for a target system to respond to a request for login. 

The new CAPBA.K features allow you to mix conditional con
structs with regular plain text key playback a11d the '[ ]' ·notation 
for inter~keys'troke delay times. For conditional playback you 
don't need to convert files with· keycvt; the conversion is now 
automatic, 

Contact an SR product representative directly or use the 
enclosed Reader Response Form. 

CONTACTINGSR's OFFICE 
Here's how you can reach SR. In the USA (except Califor

nia) caJl toll-free: [1] (800) 942-SOFT. Dial direct: [l] (415) 
957-1441. SR's office hours are 8 AM to 6 PM, Monclay through 
Friday, Pacific time. After.hours we have an answering machine; 
use it to leave a message of any length. 

If you have technical questions it helps us if we have hard 
copy descriptions of the problem to work with. Send documenta
tion in the USMail or use our FAX number: [1] (415)957-0730.· 

Clients in the Orient and Europe Take Note! The time 
difference from non-USA locations works in your favor! FAXes 
we receive early during our day can be answered the same day 
(you get "overnight response"). From the Orient, if you FAX 
early in your morning we'll generally have answers to you within 
24 hours. ·· 

Software Research, Inc. . 
625 Third Street, San Francisco, C4 94107-1997 USA • Phone: ( 415) 957-1441 • Toll Free: (800) 942-SOFT • FA$: ( 415) 957-0730 
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PATH COVERAGE SYSTEM DETAILS 

Before talking about TCAT-PATH, let's first discuss coverage 
metrics in general. Coverage measures describe the effect tests 
have on exercising software. The proper goal when using a cover
age metric is to insure that tests are as diverse as possible. 
Experlence shows that tests need to be far more diverse than 
those based Oil;, programmer's intuition or those chosen to test 
functiopal specifications alone. 

SR's popular TCAT system supports the Cl te~t metric, 
which describes the percentage of program text segments a tesr 
exercises. (A segment is a logical branch of the program, from 
one decision point to the next; if any part of the segment is exe
cutea, then all parts of it are· executed.) S-TCAT supports the S1 
metric, where test completeness is the percentage of possible 
call- airs (references from one function to another) that tests 
exercise. 

Our -1tewest coverage analysis tool, TCA,T-PATH, uses the Ct 
metric, in which Ct = 100 o means that every path for a defined 
set of path sets, is exercised at least one(!. Components of- the 
TCAT-PATH system include: 

• Automatic Path Generator -- Automatic generation of complete 
path sets based on a unique SR-proprietary path, analysis and 
equivalence class gen..eration algo,rithm. 

• Digraph Picture -- Display of digraphs using a special visualiza
tion utility. 

• Cyclomatic Number Calculation -- Automatic calculation of the 
cyc1omatic coviplexity of programs, also called t~e McCabe 
·metric. · 

• Menu-Access -- TCAT-PATH is used a't the command-line level 
or through menus. " 

• Number of Paths Metric -- TCAT-PATH wilt calculate the actual 
number of logical paths in the source code. 

• AutomaticAnalysis of Tracefiles. Path coverage data is captured 
using the built-in TCAT-PATH instrumentor. A special runtime 
is provided to cal,)ture tJw complete test trace data file (inolud
i.ng sequence inform.atjo11). 

TESTING TECHNIQUES NEWSLETTER 
Volume 12 • Number 2 • Winter 1989/ 90 
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Early results show that CUs 011ly about 5-8+ times more difficult 
to achieve than Cl fol' the same module. This appeaJs to be 
nearly ju.dependent of module size and complexity. Ju one inter
nal project we tested over 250 modules which. already had >95% 
e1 coverage and the Ct value was around 15%. Ari implication o( 
our work is that exhaustive path testing is not on1y feasible, but 
economical! This counters commonly held notions about the 
difficulty of:path testing. It is easier that you might think. 

We recommend the use of TCAT-PATJl's technique, for the 
10%-20% modules that are judged critical to overall software 
functionality. For overaU test coverage assessme,nt, we suggest 
the use of TCAT and S-TCAT as well. For foll information con
tact your SR Sales Representative or 11se the enclosed Reader 
Response Form. 

" ,, 

TCAT-J.>ATfi_TECHNOLOGY: HOW '11pg" WORKS 
The key part of the TCAT-PATH system is the algorithm 

used to generate all of the poss~ble paths in the program, 
calle apg for all paths generator. 

Shown below is a very simple flowchart, or digraph. 
What makes this digraph interest- Nodes 1) 
ing is the single-entry, double-exit ~ 
cycle at nodes b and c. This 'kind 
of structure is- very common in 
real-world programs, and because er:· ' 
of the path comp1exity causes a ' O 1 

lot of difficulty. apg, however ~ • 
handles it nicely. / 

The digraph file that apg 
· uses .has one line for each edge in · 

the flowgraph; the format is node1 node2 edge-name. Edge 
names are named here after the. head and tail nodes; for exam
ple, edge ab goes from node a to node b: 

abab efcl 
a d ad i , , • • d f elf 
b C tic ' "' f g· fg 
c b cb cg cg 
bebe 

He.te -is the Iesttlting set of paths generated by apg: 
addtfg 
ab bee(fg 
abbccg '" 
ab be cb < {be cb } > cg 
ab be cb <{bccb }> be effg 

where ea~h path is read as a sequence of edges: ad dffg means 
from node a to node d, fro:m, node d to node f, and 1hen fi:om 
node f to node g. Note that apg picks up both of ~he fom1s of 
looping ln the program: tp._e one with. the ... cg exit an.d the one 
witb the ... be ef fg exit. SR's proprietary apg algorithm takes 
special pains to pi;oduce this kind of practicatpath set result. 

· What makes al?g so powerful is the fact th.at the algorithm 
always generates tne true set of possible paths ( or path classes) 
in the program it's analyzing. 
Reference: The diagram is based on o,ne that appeared in an attjcle by Mr. 
T. Ward, Hewlett-Packardloumal, A~ril 19&9. 

625 Thi1'd Street San Francisco, CA 94 07-1997 USA • Phone: (415) 951- 441 • Toll Free: (800) 942-SOFT • FAX: (415) 957-0730 
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•• 
SMARTS' CONDITIONAL EXECUTION, 

"TERMINATION" CLAUSE 
The newest release of SMARTS, Release 5.1, now has two 

' major new features that will be of interest to current and future 
SMARTS users: (i) a termination clause and (ii) conditional exe
cution of automated test scripts. 

The new termination clause feature works with user-defined 
terminating commands. In each test case's activation clause the 
user may execute special terminating commands in the back
ground. The test case can have a special termination clause. If a 
terminating command completes before an activation command 
does, then control is passed to the test case's termination clause. 

This feature allows the user to put fixed limits of all kinds on 
each individual test. For example, the "terminating command" 
could be one that waits for 100 seconds. If the next command 
SMARTS issues takes longer than 100 seconds the "terminating 
command" finishes first, and control picks up at the termination 
clause. 

The new conditional execution feature provides a way to 
execute a test tree conditionally. These constructs are available: 

if ( call ) { text } fl 
if ( call ) { text } else { text } 
while ( call) { text } 

The regular SMARTS test case descriptions can be placed where 

•

e t aypears above. The brackets { and } are used to block test 
, test groups or groups of test groups. 

1n either case the run-time behavior is like a programming 
language: the logical outcome of the if or the while is determined 
by the value returned by call. In SMARTS' test trees an if or 
while can include an entire subtree -- or even an entire tree if 
necessary. Whether the included features are or are 1101 executed 
is based on the outcome of.call. 

For more information about these new features of SMARTS 
please call SR or request information from the enclosed Reader 
Response Form. 

M-TEST HANDLES SYSTEM TESTING 
· FOR MULTI-USER COMPUTERS 

M-TEST, the new SR system test product, integrates _basic 
functions of SMARTS, EXDIFF, and CAPBAK/UNIX m an 
hardware and software test driver system that can simulate 8, 16, 
24 oi; 32 interactive terminal sessions simultaneously. M-TEST is 
us~ful for both performance tu_ning and quality testing because 
each session is performed with faithful time playback. 

M-TEST works with a special version of CAPBAK's ~layback 
facility that permits driving multiple ports and preserves t1~e tac
tors independent of driver loadi~g fa~tor~. . SR_ apphcah_ons 
include system tuning, load analysis, validation smte exe~utlon, 
and quality testing. M-TEST sells for $24K-$34K, dependmg on 
the number of users that can be simulated. 

Versions are also available that emulate IBM 3250 and IBM 

l
type terminals. For .more information_and a descriptive bro

on M-TEST please contact SR directly or make your 
r es't with the enclosed Reader Response Form. 

SR's TOOLS' OPEN ARCHITECTURE 

SR's support tools for software testing and maintenance are 
all organized around certain unifying themes in support of a full 
open architecture. The principles we use in organizing and pac,k
aging our "testware" products are as the following: 
• Single-R>int Functions: Each tool implements one simple, 

easily understood, generic function. The implementations are 
designed to be very clean and .reliable, so that a user can create 
extensions and additions with as little extra help from SR as 
possible. 

• Integrated Capability: SR's tools flplay together" well; each sys
tem is fully supported with all needed utiliti~. Special cros~
environment capabilities are handled very carefully to avoid 
creating surprise dependencies. And, our tools can be com
bined to support larger coverage of the SQA function; for 
instance, CAPBAK, EXDIFF, and SMARTS can be combined 
as a full-featured automated regression system. 

• Functionality: Our tools provide the same functions on MS
DOS, UNIX, XENIX, AIX, and OS/2 systems. When possi
ble the same functionality is supported on VAX/VMS and 
IBM Mainframe MVS/VM contexts. The advantage is that 
users can bring their experience with our tools from one 
environment to another, relying 011 the uniformity that SR tools 
achieve. 

• Fully Open Architecture: All file formats are availab1e for u~er 
editing and extension. ,Most file formats are self-documenting 
-- they have an internal comment capability making them easy 
to read. We generally J.1Se only 0l\e simple format for the same 
concept -- across tool boundaries and across architectures. 

• Graduated User Interface: We provide a user interface at 
several levels: command line ,execution, menus and on-line 
help functions, and full X-Windows support. 

• Full Life-Cycle Support: Our products aim at the full software 
engineering lifecycle: ip-stream (requirements and. design); 
mid-stream (implementation and integration); and, down-
stream (maintenance and modification). . 

• Support for Standard Environments: Our overallstrategy is to 
have our tools running on new envjronments as soon as they 
are reasonably stabilized. For example, we anticipate releasing 
XW!ndows versions of our products with many new graphical 
outputs in the near future. . 

These design and productfon principles apply 100% to the 
development of the new SR tool offerings as well: SPECTEST, 
the Specification Ba~ed Test Plan Developer; METATEST, the 
Interactive/Visual Software Test Planner; CAPBAK for XW!n
dows; MKTBED, the automatic testbed generator; and T-SCOPE, 
our dynamic test data oscilloscope. 

TRADEMARKS: UNIX is a registered trademark of AT&T. IBM, IBM PC, 
PC/ XT and PC/ AT are trademarks of IBM Corporation. CAPUAK, EXDIFF, 
SMARTS SPECTEST, METATEST, TDGEN, TCAT, S-TCAT, TCAT-PATH, M
TEST and Tester's Workbench (''tnb"), are trademarks and/ or service marks of 
Software Research, Inc. 

Software Research, Inc. . 
6151hitd Street, San Francisco, CA 94107-1<)<}7 USA • Phone: (415) 957-1441 • Toll Free: (800) 942-SOFT • FAX- (415) 957-0730 
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EDP/ QUALITY ASSURANCE AND 
RISK CONFERENCE 

SR is organizing a major technical conference for 1990, to be 
held at Techworld, Washington, D.C. 12-15 March 1990. in 
cooperation with USPDI, DPMA (Data Processing Management 
Association, Education Foundation), and the American Society 
for Quality Control. The main theme of the conference is "How 
to Apply New Tecltnology." 

The conference has three tracks: the Technology Track, 
focusing on quality management methodolpgies, systematic risk 
assessment, and practical case studies; the Management Track, 
aimed at application of quality metrics, managing quality 
effectively, and technology transfer activities; and, the Applica
tions & Experiences Track, relating experiences with QA automa
tion, benefit/ cost analysis, international standards and experience. 
In addition, there will be a set of Post-Conference Tutorials on QA 
+QC+ Test Methocls,'Risk Management Methods, CASE Tech
nology, Software Re-Engineering, and Systematic Testing. 

For more information about this conferenc you can contact 
USPDI at (301) 445-4400. Or, you can caij SR directly for full 
details. 

TECHNOLOGY BRIEFS AVAILABLE 
Software test technology continues to expand; one way to 

keep up is to read free SR Software Technology Briefs. These 
short technical notes provide detailed documentation on one or 
more aspect of SR's software test methods and associated tech
nology: 

• Cl CoverageAnalysis Explained 
• Compatibility Testing 
• Cost/Benefit Analysis -- CoverageAnalysis with l'CAT 
• Cost/BenefitA.nalysis -- CoverageAnalysis with S-TGAT 
• Cost/Benefit Analysis -- Regression Testing with 

SMARTS and CAP BAK 
• TCATJC, S-TCATJC -- Sample Outputs 
• Sl CoverageAnalysis Explained 
• Software Testing Technology: An Overview 
• TCATJCOBOL Example 1Checker' 
• EXDIFF Screen Comparison Extensions 
• MeasurementofCtin 'C 'Programs 

For your complimentary copies o SR Technology Briefs please 
contact SR's Sales Department. Or, use the enclosed Reader 
Response Form. 

CALENDAR OF EVENTS 
(Note: • = Software Research will lead or participate in these 
events.) 
• 23-27 October 1989: CASExpo Fall 1989: The National 

Computer Aided Software Engineering Conference & Expo, 
Civic Center, San Francisco, California. 

• 5-8 December 1989: EC2's 12th International Conference and 
Exhibition on Software Engineering; Toulouse, France. 

• 13-15 December 1989: IEEE/ ACM (SigSOFr), Software 
Testing, Anaifsis, and Verification Symposium (1AV3); Key 
West, Florida. 

• 27 February ·· 1 March 1990: Software for Strllfegic Systems 
Conference, Huntsville, Alabama. 

• 12-15 Mm;-cb 1990: 7th Annual EDP/QA Conference on 
Software Quality and Risk, Sponsored by USPDI, organized 
by SR; at Techworld, Washington, D.C. 

o 26-30 March 1990: 12th /EEEJA,CM International Confer
ence on Software Engineering, Sponsors include 'the IEEE 
Compu.ter Society and the ACM; Nice, France. 

• 2-6 April 1990: CASExpo Spring 1990: The National Com
p__uter Aided Software Engineenn~ Conference and Expo, 
Sheraton Washingtop Hotel, Washmgton, D.C. 

• 15-18 May 1990: SR's 3rd Annual Quality Week' "QW-90" 
Conference; Holiday Inn, .Van Ness Ave~ue, San Francisco, 
California. 

D 14-17May 1990:ASQC's 44thAnnual Quality Congress, San 
Francisco, California. 

D 30 May -- 1 June 1990: Second European Conference on 
Software Quality Assurance, Oslo, Norway. A 

• 18-22June 1990: 7th USPDI Software Test Conference, v/fl//f 
ington, D.C. 

• October 1990: ASQC International Conference on Software 
Quality, Los Angeles, California. 

• N(,>Vember 1990: Pan-European Software Quality Conference, 
Organized by INJJCNR, Pisa Italy. 

TESl'ING TECHNIQUES NEWSLETTER SUBSCRIPTIONS 
Testing Techniques Newsletter (TTµ} is provided gratis by 
Software Research, lnc. to leaders in the S"oftware Testing ana 
9uaHty Control community around the world. To request your 
free subscription to TIN, simple write SR on your company 
letterhead and describe your involvement in Software Testing and 
Quality Control. 
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Please Indicate: Please .'Iype or Print: 

o My address label is CORRECT Name: 
Title: ---------------

o Please ADD my name to the mailing list. 

o Please DELETE my name to the mailing list. 

Orgaruzat10n: 
Street: ------------
City/ State/ Zip: __________ _ 
Phone: ---------------

o This is a CHANGE of address (please include prior mailing label if possible). 

PLEASE SEND ME FURTHER INFORMATION ON: 
TEST TOOLS: 

Test Planning Support Tools 
o SPECTEST Specifications Based Test Pl?nning System 
D METATEST Automated Test Planning System 
o TDGEN Test Data/ File Generator 

Unit-level an.d System-level Test Coverage Analyzers 
o TCAT Test Coverage Analysis Tool (Ada, C, COBOL, F77, Pascal) 
D S-TCAT System Test Coverage Analysis Tool (Ada, C, F77, Pascal) 
D TCAT-PATH Path Test Coverage Analysis Tool (Ada, C, F77, Pascal) 

Automated Regression Tools 
D SMARTS Software Maintenance and Regression Test System 
D EXDIFF Expert File Differencing System 
D CAPBAK Keystroke Capture and Playback System 
D CAPBAK/ UNIX Keystroke Capture and Playback System for UNIX. 
D M-TEST Multi-user System Test Driver 
o QualiPACK SR's Integrated Testing Toolset + Methodology Training 

TECHNOLOGY SEMINARS AND EVENTS: 
o QUALITY WEEK, 15-18 May 1990 (Tutorial Day + 2-1/ 2-day, 3-track Conference) 
D Automated Software Testing (1-day and 2-day versions available) 
D Introduction to Automated Software Test Planning 
D Introduction to Regression Testing 
o Introduction to Coverage Analysis 

TURN-KEY TEST SERVICES: 
o Convergence Testing 
D Performance Tuning 
o Functional/ Matrix Testing 

D 

D 

D 

Product Evaluation 
Product Inspection/ Review 
Regression Test Development 

o 1-day Quality Control Audit 
COMPLIMENTARY COPIES OF SR TECHNOLOGY BRIEFS: 

o Cl Coverage Explained D S1 Coverage Explained 
o Ct Coverage Explained D Pl Coverage Explained 
o Validation of Expert Systems o Systematic Testing Case Studies 
o Complete index of all SR Technology Brief titles. 
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T-SCOPE SYSTEM INTRODUCED 
SR bas announced its new T-SCOPE system as an auxiliary 

f r SR's instrumentcrs tJ1at run on XWindows systems. initial 
ve rsions of T-SCOPE were shown at the announcement of the 
IBM RS/6000 computer (San Francisco, 15 February 1990). 

T-SCOPE provides for dynamic vis·ualization of test coverage 
info rmalion in a variety of formals. You can view test coverage 
data for selected modules as a dynamic strip chart, as a dynamic 
histogram (linear or logarithmic), an annotated module depen
dence tree, or a.n annotated organic digraph. Cl (and later, SJ) 
values are displayed dynamically, ''as you test." The information 
shown is controlled with a special T-SCOPE control window 
which lets the user select details concerning the type and rate of 
information that is displn)7Cd. 

If you're an XWindows user, and would like more informa
tion about T-SCOPE, please contact SR directly or indicate your 
interesl on the endosed Reader R esponse Form. • SR TOOLS ON IBM RS/ 6000 

All o f SR's lest support tools have been ported to the new 
IBM RISC Sys tcm/6000 and are now available "o(f the shcJr' for 
that workstation. In addition CAf>HAK/X for XWindows is also 
available on the RS/6000. 

Users in the USA and Asia please contact SR in San Fran
cisco for deta ils. European users can contact: Mr. Georg Kratzert, 
IBM, Centre d 'Etudes etReserches, 06610 La Gaude - FRANCE; 
Phone: [33J (93) 58-58-91; FAX: [33J (93) 58-48-84. for addi
tional information about availability of the SR products from IBM 
111 E urope. For domestic sales, please indicate your interes t on 
the enclosed Reader Response Form. 

TCAT-PATH/ COBOL AVAILABLE 
The TCAT-PATH path test coverage analysis system (see 

article elsewhere in this issue) has been extended to include sup
port of the full COBOL language (including the new COBOL II 
extensions). The TCAT-PATII/COllOL system is available on 
MS-DOS, UNIX/ AIX, and lBM MVS111ainframc systems. 

The path flow foformation used is based on treating each 
COBOL paragraph as. a separate function. TCAT-PATIT's in tru
rne nlcr produces digraphs for non-null paragraph(s) in the sub
mitted program. The run-time package for the instrumentcr cap
tures complete path information~ The other components of 
TCAT-lWfll work as they do for other languages. Both " old" 
COI30L and the new COBOL-II la nguage dialcs ts are fully sup
ported. 

for complete details on either TCAT/COBOL or TCAT-

•

/COBOL please contact SR dirccUy or indicate your 
1 ton the enc1osed Render Response Form. 

Software Research, Inc. 

TANDEM SUCCESS WITH TCAT 
TCA'.1,C was used to guide test case development in a "C'' 

compiler project, resulting in an eight-fold decrease in testing 
time. Mr. Ed Kit, a test consultant with Tandem, was involved in 
bringing a "C" compiler to market with as few errors as possible. 
He started with a industry-leading "C" Language test suite from 
Perennial, and a list of features from several leading "C" text 
books. These tes t suites in total excrci!<cd only 76% of the "C" 
compiler logic, a fact revealed by TCA'I,C. 

Using TCAT/C's .logical branch coverage, Ed 's staff was able 
to quickly identify the missing features and add to the test suite. 
Ed and the Tandem QA · · 
managers estimated thaf lhe .. _ 
compiler would take a year to ,. __ 
go through several beta site ! .. _ 
testing phases. With TCAT/C, ~- ,. 
the product went to release "' ,. __ 
after 1 beta s ite phase and 6 

10 
_ _ 

weeks. NOTE: A 20-page arti-
cle by Ed J<it describing this 
project is available from SR on 
request. 

w.,,_ 
l CAT 

TCAT 

Total Tcslino Tim, 

ADDED TCAT/ C, S-TCAT/ C FEATURES 
Release 7 of SR's TCAT/C and S-TCAT/C coverage 

analyzers for "C" have a number of new features : 
• l\efenu Operatio n. Multi,.function ASCJl m e m1s (an.d on XWin 

dows systems, full XWindo,':S menus) now simplify use of the 
products. 1l1e menus arc fully programmable. 

• Special MS-DOS Support. New switches have been added to 
support MS-DOS users. Besides processing the full ANSI " C" 
language, the i11Strumentcr has switches that handle the special 
features of these compilers: Aztec/C, WhiJcsmith/C, 
MicroSoft/C (Rel. 5 and Rel. 6), and, Turbo/C. 

• Error Tolerant I11s111111umter. For non-standard compilers there 
is a -1 switch that tells the instrumc ntcr to ignore erro rs and to 
attempt to instrument the "C" program anyway. 

• Coverage on Reference Listing. Shows the accumulated cover
age o n a n annotated Reference Listing. 

• Neivly Hit Report. Shows the segments, or call-pairs, that were 
hit in the current tes t that had never been hit before. 

• Separate Statistics File. The ins trume ntation statis lics now go 
to a separate (ile that you can use independently as a software 
metrics informa tion source. 

• Neivly Missed Report. Shows the segments, or call-pairs, tha t 
were previously hit by so me test , but which were not ·hit in the 
current tes t. 

For comple te details please call SR direct or rnquesl informa tion 
usir,~ the c11closed Rl!tlder Response Form. 

625 I11ird Street, San Francisco, Cl1 94107-1997 USA • Phone: (415) 957-J.141 • Toll Free: (800) 942-SOFT • f'AX: (415)_957-0730 
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CAPBAK's "PLAYBACK PROGRA1\1MING" 
CAl'IlAK has a new capability for conditional execution of a 

keysave file, available for both UNIX and XH'indows systems, and 
planned for MS-DOS. Users can write very sophisticated keysave 
files that behave like "playback programs" using these constructs 
and syntax: 
• if ( call ) { textl}, and if ( call ) { tcxtl } else { text2 } . When 

the call js true then the commands in textl are executed; if not, 
then the comm:inds in tcxt2 (if present) are executed. 

• < ... >. These two churactcrs arc reserved to switch CAl'BAK 
to and from "command mode". In "command mode" you can 
issue regular system commands and include comrnents and 
other descriptive material in your playback program. Outside 
the < ... >'s, the file is assumed to be playable keysave text. 

• #include <filename>. The include statement permits a play
back file to be organized into many convenient pieces. We find 
that the structure of the test session can be put in ()ne file, and 
the contents of cnch part can be put in separate files that arc 
easy to create and n1aintain. 

• while (call) { text } . The rail is checked and, i( true, the com
mands in the body of the loop (i.e. text) arc executed. The 
loop continues until call returns a false value. Most often you'll 
use the while to manage a ll'aiting loop, e.g. while you arc w;1it
ing for a target system to respond to a rcqrn.:st for login. 

You.can mix Conditional constructs ,vith regular plain text key 
playback and the '[ r notation for inter-keystroke delay times. 
For conditional playback you don't need lo convert files with 
keycvt; the conversion is now automatic. 

Contact an SR pro<luct representative directly or use the 
enclosed Reader Response Form. 

B[G SUCCESS FOR TAV-3 IN FLORIDA 
The Testing anu Validation Workshop (TAY#:\), held in Key 

West Florida in mid-December 1989, drew over 2-W attendees -
a big turnout by anyone's measure. TAV#3 was chaired by Prof. 
R . Dc:tvlillo (Purdue University) with technical Jircetion from 
Prof. Rid1ard Kemmerer (UC, Santa Barbara). The conference 
presented 25 p:.ipers on all aspects of software test theory and 
application in a 3-day, single-track format. 

You can get a copy of the printed TAV#3 Proceedings from 
the ACM Press. Copies arc $20 for non-ACM mcmhcrs; $15 for 
members (you have to provide your membership number). Send 
your order to: ACM Order Depnrrmem, P. 0. Box 64145, Bal
timore, MD 21264 and ask for ACM Order Number 59-l892. 
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LOGICAL BRANCH COVERAGE (Cl) vs. 
STATEMENT COVERAGE (CO) • 

Testing with a Logical Branch Coverage (CJ) tool s · s 
TCAT, rather than a tool based on Statement Coverage (CO), pro
duces code with less errors, as much as 40% less. This stems 
froJn the fact that CI tools report on implied as well as explicit 
logic and are therefore more accurate. 

CJ based tools provide a better standard for measuring test
ing completeness, since coding style cannot alter the CJ metric. 
On the other hand, a program1ncr's CO "score" can be manipu
lated by deleting the "else ... " parts of "if .. ." statements, or elim
inating parts o[ "switch ... " statements. 

WIIY INSIST ON Cl'! CI based tools provide reports that arc 
more concise and readable. But that's only one of the advantages. 

To understand why Cl provides better error detection, let's 
compare CO and CI coverage. CO based tools only repo, t ,,n what 
is written and skips implied logic. For instance, null "else" state
ments are not covcrc<l, and the "else ... " part of an "if ... else ... " 
statements will l)e missed if it is not explicitly mentioned in the 
code. This means that both the positive and negative outcomes 
arc not always tested, and the interiors of some loops arc some
times skipped. We believe that CO tools verify only 75% of the 
logic processed by C 1 tools. 

To sec what this means in a real life example, consider an SR 
customer in Holland, a telephone switch development firm 
developing software for a new telephone switching syst<.:m. Th<.:y 
dcvclopc.d a test suite with CO or statement coverage analysis, the 
kind that other tools offer. This programmer-developed test suite 
had 100% CO coverage; that is, the programmers had tested all 
that they could see. After the tests were developed, the CI com
pleteness was measured with TCA'I,C. It was revealed th- ·ss 
than 75% of the code's logic had been exercised. 

Tests were dcvclopc<l to hit the remaining 25%. 'h ·nty 
more errors were discovcrcu, including four that would cause the 
telephone switch to stop altogether, i.e. software errors with criti
c.'llity like those which caused the February 1990 AT&T sortwarc 
disaster. 

A BETl'ER STANDARD. In considering a standard for your pro
ject or your company, it is important to rcali~c that Cl 1\nd TCAT 
provide an analysis independent of coding style. With CO hased 
tools, an individual programmer can improve his coverage r;:t<.: hy 
expressly eliminating his "else" statement, or writing loops with 
null interiors. His testing may not be any better than the nexl pro
grammer, but because of his style, he will have a higher coverage 
rate. 

Obviously, this undermines the idea of a company standard, 
and enforcing levels of testing and quality. As someone lhinking 
about the quality of your organization's software I'm sure you 
want an unambiguous an<l cffcctivc.standar<l. 

CO tools cannot represent the logic of a program in a 
diagram, because it docs not acknowledge implied logic such :is 
null "else .. ." statements. 

MORE CONCJSE REPORTS. Since there are, on average, 6 to 8 
lines of code per logical branch, a logical branch coverage 
analyzer has the potential of being that many times more concise 
than a _statement level coverage analyzer. 

This means that you can work with larger pieces of software. 
With the size of many projects, this is important. For instanc<.:, a 
rep9rt on each line of a system with 50,000 lines of code would be 
prohibitive for any small group of testers, but managcahl ,ith 
TCAT and Cl. 
DISCLAl!\IER: All ma1erial prcscnh::J here is summary i1: nature and su 10 
.:hange without notice. Details anJ ~pel'ificalions for SR products arc contained 
in individual user manuals. 

(125 "/1,ircl S1reet, San Francisco, CA 9-1107-1997 USA • Phone: (415) 957-1-141 • Toll Free: (800) 9./2-SO!·T • FAX (·115) 957-07.JO 
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QUALITY WEEK '90 HIGHLIGHTS 
SU's 3rd Annual conference, QUAI,JlY WEEK '90, was held 

•
15-18 May 1990 in San Francisco. The event featured a full day of 
technical seminars, a complete 3-day, 3-track technical confer

- cncc, plus a vendor showcase with selected CASE tool exhibitors. 
full-day and half-day Tutorials were: Michael Fagan (Fagan 

and Associates): Quality Inspections (1/2-day); Vern Crandall 
(IWU): Testing LAN SoflWnre (1/2-dny); llichard . Fairley 
(Ceorge Mason University): Risk Management of Techmcal P1:o
jects (I /2-dny); Oen is Meridith (Independent Consultant): Risk 
Assessmcl!l in Sof11vare Projects (1 /2-day); Edward Miller 
(Software Research):Advanced Awomated Software Test Methods 
()-day). 

Specially invited Keynote Speakers included: John Musa 
(AT&T): Software Reliability Engineering - A . Vision for. the 
1<J<J0's; Richard Hamlet (Portland State): Theoretrcal Comparison 
of Testing Methods; William Howden (UC/San Diego): Testing 
Sojiware Without Specifications; Michael Fagan (Fagan & Associ
ates): /11trod11ci11g Quality Jnsp 'Ctions i11 Your Organization; Leon 
Osterweil (UC/Irvine): Testing Viewed as a Programmable Pro
cess; James Hcn.1sley (Bramcur, Ltd.): SoflWare Fortress Europe 
of J<)<J2 -A Possibility faplored. . 

ln addi1ion to the keynote talks there were three special 90-
minute Mini-Tutorials: Mario Fusani (CNR, Italy): Practical 
Erperience in TV& V: Real-World Case Studies From Italy; Rodger 
Drabick (I odak): A Benchmarking Process for Software Engi11eer
i11g and Quality; and, James Hemsley (Brameur, Ltd.): Software 
Quality Metrics: A European Approach. · 

Selected CASE tool vendors included: Ascent Logic, ASlC, 
01dre Technologies, Computer Power (AID), DataEase, Infor
mation Processing Techniques, ProCASE, Productivity Manage-

• 

men! Group. Software Research, and Tiburon Systems. 
A selected list of the companies who sent representatives to 

QW 90: Abbolt Labs, Aldus, ANAP, ASIC, ASK Systems, AT&T, 
ATAC, Allen-Bradley, Amdahl, Applied Materials, Ascent Logic, 
Atherton Technologies, B&W Nuclear Service, TYMNET, Beck
man Instruments, Boeing, Borland lntcrnational,Bramcur, Cadre 
Technologies, CASE Consulting Group, Claris, Compaq, CON
TEL Technology Center, Chartway Technologies, Computer 
Power (AID), Concurrent Computer, Convex Comput~r, Costello 
& Associates, Da!aEase, Kodak, Eckert Research, First Church 
or Christ Scientist, Fujitsu America, GcoVision, Grumman, IBM, 
!PT, lntcl, Landmark Graphics, Lunguagc Technology, Longwarc 
Systems, Lott1s, Meatpho:, MITRE, Marti_n Marietta, _MasPar 
Computer, Mentor Graphics, MctaWarc, M,croFocus, M,cros~>ft, 
Miles, Molecular Design, Motorola, NCR, NEC America, 
Niagara Mohawk Power, Northern Telecom, Novell, Pacific Bell, 
ProCASE, ProQu~II, Productivity Managemcnf Group, Raeal
Milgo, Rockwell International, SAIC, SMS, Spac~Lab_s, SPAR 
Aerospace, SUN Microsystems, Sweda, Sybase, Sm1thkhne Bc.:cc
ham, Software Publishing, TRW Financial Systems, TRW Vehicle 
Safety Systems, Tandem, The Computer Company, Tiburon Sys
tems, U.S. Leasing, UNISYS, U.S. Army, U.S. Navy, 
Ungcrmnnn-Bass, Varian, Watkins-Johnson, Wordstar, and, 
Xerox. -

The full tcdu1ical program - divided into tracks on Applica
tions, Ma11ageme111, and Technology - included over 45 papers 
nnd presentations. Overall attendance for the QW 90 event ~vas 
200+. Copies of the complete QW 90 Conference Proceedmgs 
(over 500 pages in all) are available at $125/copy plus shipping 
for a limited time only. To reserve your copy, please call R as 

• soOJ1 as possible. 

PRODUCT PRICES REVISED 
SR's llewest price list (effective 15 April 199 ) includes some 

modifications that will be of interest to current and tuturc R 
product users. 
• fBM's RS/6000 machine prices are now included. The basic 

price group is Class "D", although lower prices apply for some 
of the smaller models and higher prices apply to the server 
nodes. 

• Some minor changes have been h1ade in combined prices for 
EXOIFF and SMARTS. 

• T-SCOPE and CAI'BAK/X prices are now included for the 
platforms on which they are available (essentially, wherever 
XWind ws is supported). 

• All OS-2 prices have been scaled into the MS-DOS price list. 
• CAPBAK/MSW, included in the MS-DOS family, is now priced 

separately. 
For an updated copy please indicate your request on the enclosed 
Reader Response Form. 

TCAT, S-TCAT PORTED TO MAC-II 
SR completed porting of our standard test coverage analyzer 

line to the Apple MAC-II system, and we are now supplying both 
TCAT and S-TCAT for the "C" and Pascal languages on the 
MAC-O. 

The products require the MPW "C" and Pascal Compilers, 
Version 3 or la1er, and run on vers ions 2.0 or later of MPW. 

For more information call SR or indicate your interest on the 
attached Reader Response Form. 

BRANCH COVERAGE (Cl) ADDED TO 
SYSTEM TEST COVERAGE (Sl)? 

Often we arc asked, "Wh, t is the diffe rence between logical 
branch coverage (CJ) and function call coverage (SJ)? Are bo1h 
really necessary?" 

A logical branch is a set of consecutive program statements 
that arc executed unconditionally, or are executed conditionally 
based on the value of some logical expression or predicate in the 
program. Every executable statement lies on some segment. Cl 
coverage is the percentage of a program's logical segments which 
have been exercisc.:d. Hence, CJ coverage applies primarily to the 
unit-t es t level 

SJ coverage is the percentage of a program's call-pairs which 
have been exercised. A call-pair i a 'C" function call, or a pro
cedure call or, generally, any kind of module-to-module Iran fe r 
of control. A call-pair is treated somewhat like a logical bran<.:h 
by S-TCAT; call-pairs can even be thought of as a subset of logica l 
branches. However, SJ coverage applies primarily at the inter
face Level, or at the sy tcm integration level. 1t will normally be 
measured much later in 1he software life-cycle. 

The answer to the c)riginal question is as follows: For unit 
testing, use CJ complelcness metrics. And, if you are doing 
integration. testing, you'll do a much better job if you measure lhc 
level of interface testing reflected in the SJ level. 

CONTACTING SR's OFFICES 
To reach SR in the USA (except California) dia l direct: 

[1] (415)957-1441orcall toll-free: Ill (800)942-SOFT. SR's 
office hours :1re 8 Al\l to 6 PM, Monday through Friday, 
Pacific time. After hours there's an a nswering machine that 
lakes messages of any leng1h . 

lt helps us very much if we have hard copy printouts of 
problem description~. qttc~tion~. or suggestions. Scnll dOCU· 
mentation in the USMail or use our FAX: [1] (415) 957-0730. 

r 
SoJiware Research, Inc. 
625 771irtl Street, San Fmnc;isco, CA 94107-1997 USA • Phone: (./15) 957-1441 • Toll Free: (800) 9./2-SOFT • FAX- (415) 957-0730 



FORTY-FIVE IMPORTANT 
TEST TOOL FEATURES 

One of the presentations at at QW90, by Mr. Dao Zimmer
man, examined the most frequently requested test tool require
ments. Thal paper listed a set of important test-tool features, 
based on a survey of modern software test tools. We think that 
the list is a good one - one worth passing on - in case you're 
making an inventory of "desirable features". 

(1) Oipture of Keyboard and Mouse Activity. (2) Editing of 
key/ mouse scripts with any editor. (3) Interface with input gen
eration programs. (4) Time control. (5) Embedded programm
able language. (6) Embedded previously recorded key/ mouse 
Stroke seq uences (7) "Organized" or "grouped" key/mo sc strokes 
(8) Ability to simulate more than one test session at the same. 
(9) On-the-fly editing of key/ mouse stroke files during replay. 
(10) Editing of key/mouse strokes interactively during playback. 
(I IJ Single step through script. (12) Elapsed time tracking of 
lransacti<)n . (IJ) Di!Terencing: masking within a range. (14) 
Definition of screen variables. 

(15) Graphic Di!Tcrencing: Comparing two windows. (16) 
Ability accept graphic screens of different formats. (17) Network 
simulation. (18) A manager, or higher level script description 
tool to specify test cases. (19) Flexible (ilc evaluation criteria. 
(20) Reset ability when the test case hangs. (21) A way to show 
the relationship bct\vccn actual test case under execution and the 
high level test script and/ or the requirements document. (22) 
Ability to compare windows and screens, and parts of screens. 
(23) General masking ability: Ability to ignore irrelevant informa
l ion, such as time stamps, operator names, system output varia
tions, etc. (24) Test reviewing features. (25) Masking features for 
text files . (26, 27, 28) Certification of the completeness of a test 
suite from the standpoint of three source code properties: oranch 
cove.rage, call-pair covcr::t[!C, path coverage. (29) Coverage 
Analysis using the executable file.~ 

(30) Data Flow Coverage Analysis of Definition-Use pairs. 
(31) Data Flow Coverage Analysis of Use-to-Use pairs (32j Gen
eration of tcs.t pJans from Source Code. (33) Generation of test 
plans from pseudocodc. (34) Visualization of Program logic. 
(35) Visualizatfon of Program logic with coverage data. (36) Tcsl 
script gcJ1erators from :Requirements documents. (37) Hypertext 
analyzers. (38) Traceability: the ability to match a test to require
ments. (39) Upstream CASE Specification Analyzers. (40) 
Measurement of test completeness from point of view of require
ments. (41) Generation of vari.ints of a template file. (42) Gen
eration of test input from source code. (43) Generation of test 
input from data dictionaries, des_cription input situations, output 
situations. (44) A checklist that can be applied to current situa
tion with the expert system technology. (45) Reliability models. 

UPCOMING EVENTS • 
(Note: • = Softivare Research will Lead or participate in these 
events.) 

D 30 l\fay - 1 J 11ne I 990: Second European Conference 011 
Software Quality Assurance, Oslo, Norway. 

• 5-7 June l990: Workslwp on Rapid System Prototyping, 
Sheraton Iotel, RTP, North Caroljna. IEEE Computer 
Society. 

• 18-22.Junel990! 7th USPDI Software Test Conference, Con 
tact: Mr. Peter Zuckerman r l 11 (301) 445-4400. 

o C>-2l June 1990: CASE-Con, held co11<,;urrently wilh 
PC/EXPO, avifs Center, New York City. 

D 26-29 June 1990: 5th Annual Conference on Computer 
Assurance (COMPASS '90), Contact: Ms. Dolores Wallace, 
NIST: (30~) 975-3340. 

• 3-7 September 1990: Adwmcl'd Studies in Reliability 
Engineering (ASRE). 1t:.drnical University of I3udapest, 
Hungary. $500 registration al the desk. Contact: Prof. 
Gyorgy I3arg.i, Phone: 01 L h-36-]66-6479, FJ\X OJ l-36-1-
166-6808. 

• October 19-90: ASQC International Co11ference on Soft1vore 
Quality, Los Angeles, California. 

• 24-26 Oct.oher 1990: E11ropeo11 Symposium 011 Research in 
Compl.lferSe_curity, Toulouse, France. Contact: J\FCET, 156 
Bo ulevard Pereirc, 75017 Paris France. FAX 01 l-33-42-67-
93-12. 

• 29-Jl Octohcr 1990: 8th A11n11al Pacific Northivest SofMare 
Qunliry Conference, Portland, Oregon. 

• 12-14 Novemhcr 1990: Applications of Softivare Measure
ment, Bahia Resort Hotel, San Diego, CJ\. Sponsore"' 
IEEE Computer Society. 

• 26-29 ~ovcmhe.r 1990: IEEE Soft11•nre Maintenance Con er
e11ce, San Diego, California. Contact: Dr. Paul Oman, [ 11 
(208) 885-72 I 9. 

D 3-5 Dccemhc.r 1990: ACM SIGS0FT '90: Fourth Sym110-
si11111 on Software DcvelopmenLEnvironments," Irvine, Cali
forni,I. Information : Dr. Richard N. Taylor, UC/Irvine, 
Irvine, CA 92717. 

• 24-26 April 1991: Achie11in1;: Quality In Softivnre, Scuola 
Superiore de Studi Univers1tari e di Perfezionamento "S. 
Anna'', Pisa, ftaly. Contact: Dr. Mario Fusani, INIJCNR,, 
0 ll-39-50-55.40.95, FAX: OU -39-50-55.43.42 

• l4-17 May l991,.: "QW-9 1" - SR's 4th Annual QUALITY 
WEEK Conference; Golden Gateway Holiday Inn, V.in Ness 
Avenue, San Francisco, California. 

Tlt\l>Ei\lARKS: UNIX is a registered trademark or AT&'C IBM, IBM PC, 
PC/ XT ;ind PC/ AT arc trademarks or IBM C,orporation. Sl'ECTK<;;T, META
TEST, Tl>GEN, (,:Al'HAK, CAPHAK/ X, CAl'IIAK/ MSW, SMARTS, EXl)(fF, 
TCAT, S-TCAT, TCAT-l'ATII, M-TEST and T.-stcr·s Workbench ("twb"), arc 
trademarks and/or service marks of Sonware Jkscard~ lnc. 
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TIN READER RESPONSE FORM 

Please Indicate: Please Type or Ptillt: 

D My address label is CORRECT Name: 
Title: ----------------

o Please ADD my name to the mailing list. 
Orgamzation: 
Street: -------------
City/ State/ Zip: 

o Please DELETE my name to the mailing list. Phone: ------------

0 This is a CHANGE of address (please include prior mailing label if possible). 

PLEASE SEND ME FURTHER INFORMATION ON: 
SOFTWARE PRODUCTS: 

Test Planning Suppo,t Tools 
o SPECTES'I' Specifications Based Test Planer [2Q90] 
o METATEST Test Planning System [2Q90] 
D TDGEN Test Data/ File Generator 

Unit-level and System-level Test Coverage Analyzers 
D TCAT Test Coverage Analysis Tool (Ada, C, COBOL; F77, Pascal) 
o S-TCAT System Test Coverage Analysis Tool (Ada, C, F77, Pascal) 
o TCAT-PATH Path Test Coverage Analysis Tool (Ada, C, COBOL, F77, Pascal) 
D T-SCOPE Test Coverage Visualization System for XWi.ndows. 

Automated Regression. Testing Tools 
o SMARTS Software Maintenance and Regression Test System 
o EXDIFF Expert File DiITerencing System 
o CAPBAK Keystroke Capture and Playback System 
o CAPBAK/ MSW Keystroke Capture and Playback System for MS-DOS / MSWindows. 
o CAPBAK/ UNIX Keystroke Capture and Playback System for UNIX. 
o CAPBAK/ X Keystroke Capture and Playback System [or XWindows. 
o M-TEST Multi-user System Test Driver (UNIX anclMS-DOS) 
o Qualil'ACK SR's Integrated Testing Toolse t + Methodology Training 

TECHNOLOGY SEMINARS AND EVENTS: 
D Introduction to Software Risk Analysis 
D Introduction to Software Test Planning 
o Introduction to Regression Testing 
o Introduction. to Coverage Analysis . 
o Automated Software Testing (by E. Miller, 1-day and 2-day versions available) 

TURN-KEY TEST SERVICES: 
o Functional/ Matrix Testing 
D Performance Tuning 
o Convergence Testing 
D 1-day Quality Control Audit 

D 
D 
D 

Regression Test Development 
Product Inspection / Review 
Produce Evaluation 

COMPLIMENTARY COPIES OF SR TECHNOLOGY BRIEFS: 
D Index or Technology B1iefs o SR Comprehensive Price List 
D Cl Coverage Explained D Sl Coverage Explained 
D Ct Coverage Expla[ned D . Pl Coverage Explained 
o Validation of Expert Systems o Systematic Testing Case Studies 

Software Research, Inc., 625 Third Street, San Francisco, Ca1ifornia 94107-1997 USA 
l'honc: [I] (415) 957-1441 • Toll Free (USA): [1] (800) 942-SOFT • FAX: [1] (415) 957-0730 
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T-SCOPE SYSTEM INTRODUCED 
SR announces its new T-SCOPE system as an auxiliary for 

SR's instrumenters running on XWindows systems. Initial ver
sions of T-SCOPE were shown at the announcement of the IBM 
RS /6000 computer (San Francisco, 15 February 1990). 

T-SCOPE proVIdes dynamic visualization of test coverage 
information in a variety of formats: You can view test coverage 
data for selected modules as a dynamic strip chart, as a dynamic 
histogram (linear or logarithmic), an annotated module depen
dence tree, or an annotated organic digraph. Cl and Sl coverage 
values are displayed real-time, "as you test." The information 
shown is controlled with a special T-SCOPE control window 
which lets the user select details concerning the type and rate of 
information that is displayed. 

If you're an XWindows user, and would like more informa
tion about T-SCOPE, please contact SR directly or indicate your 
interest on the enclosed Reader Response Form. 

A TCAT-PATH/ COBOL AVAILABLE 
Wfhe TCAT-PATH path test coverage analysis system (see 
article elsewhere in this issue) has been extended to include sup
port of the full COBOL language, including the new COBOL II 
extensions. The TCAT-PATH/COBOL system is available on 
MS-DOS, UNIX/ AIX and IBM MVS mainframe systems. 

The path flow information used is based on treating each 
COBOL paragraph as a separate function. TCAT-PATH's instru
menter produces digraphs for non-null paragraph(s) in the sub
mitted program. The run-time package for the instrumenter cap
tures complete path information. The other components of 
TCAT-PATH work as they do for other languages. Both "old" 
COBOL and the new COBOL-II language dialects are fully sup
ported. 

For complete details on either TCAT /COBOL or TCAT
PATH /COBOL, please contact SR directly or indicate your 
interest on the enclosed Reader Response Form. 

SR TOOLS ON IBM RS/ 6000 
All of SR's test support tools have been ported to the new 

IBM RISC System/6000 and are now available "off the shelf' for 
that workstation. In addition, CAPBAK/X for XWindows is also 
available on the RS/6000. 

Users in the USA and Asia please contact SR in San Fran
cisco for details. European users can contact: Mr. Georg Kratzert, 
IBM, Centre d 'Etudes et Reserches, 06610 La Gaude - FRANCE; 
Phone: [ 33) (93) 58-58-91; Fax: [ 33) (93) 58-48-84 for additional 
information about availability of the SR products. For domestic 
sales, please indicate your interest on the enclosed Reader 
. nseForm. 

TANDEM SUCCESS WITH TCAT 
TCAT/C was used to guide test case development in a "C" 

compiler project, resulting in an eight-fold decrease in testing 
time. Mr. Ed Kit, a test consultant with Tandem, was involved in 
bringing a "C" compiler to market with as few errors as possible. 
He started with a industry-leading "C" Language test suite from 
Perennial, and a list of features from several leading "C" text 
books. These test suites in total exercised only 76% of the "C" 
compiler logic, a fact revealed by TCAT/C. 

Using TCAT/C's logical branch coverage, Ed's staff was able 
to quickly identify the missing features and add to the test suite. 
Ed and the Tandem QA 
managers estimated that the 
compiler would take a year to 
go through several beta site 
testing phases. With TCAT/C, 
the product went to release 
after one beta site phase and 
six weeks. NOTE: A 20-page 
article by Ed Kit describing this 
project is available from SR on 
request. 

,. 
.... i&MIII 
?'CAT 

Tol21 Tesling Tim• 

ADDED TCAT/ C, S-TCAT/ C FEATURES 
Release 7 of SR's TCAT /C and S-TCAT /C coverage 

analyzers for "C" have a number of new features: 
• Menu Operation. Multi-function ASCII menus (and on XWin

dows systems, full XWindows menus) now simplify use. of the 
products. The menus are fully programmable. 

• Special MS-DOS Support. New switches have been added to 
support MS-DOS users. Besides processing the full ANSI "C" 
language, the instrumenter has switches that handle the special 
features of these compilers: Aztec/C, Whitesmiths/C, 
MicroSoft/C (Rel. 5 and Rel. 6), and Turbo/C. 

• Error Tolerant Instrumenter. For non-standard compilers, there 
is a -I switch that tells the instrumenter to ignore errors and to 
attempt to instrument the "C" program anyway. 

• Coverage on Reference Listing. Shows the accumulated cover
age on an annotated Reference Listing. 

• Newly Hit Report. Shows the segments, or call-pairs, that were 
hit in the current test that had never been hit before. 

• Separate Statistics Fil.e. The instrumentation statistics now go 
to a separate file that you can use independently as a software 
metrics information source. 

• Newly Missed Report. Shows the segments, or call-pairs, that 
were previously hit by some test, but which were not hit in the 
current test. 

For complete details, please call SR directly or request informa
tion using the enclosed Reader Response Form. 

Software Research, Inc. 
625 Third Street, San Francisco, CA 94107-1997 USA • Phone: (415) 957-1441 • Toll Frie: (800) 942-SOFT • FAX: (415) 957-0730 
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LOGICAL BRANCH COVERAGE (Cl) vs. CAPBAK's "PLAYBACK PROGRAMMING" 
STATEMENT COVERAGE (CO) CAPBAK has a new capability for conditional executio. 

Testing with a logical branch coverage (CJ) tool such as keysave file, available for both UNIX and XWindows sys , 
TCAT, rather than a tool based on statement coverage (CO), pro- and planned for MS-DOS. Users can write very sophisticated 
duces code with less errors, as much as 40% less. This stems keysave files that behave like "playback programs" using these 
from the fact that CJ tools report 011 implied as wen as explicit constructs and syntax: 
logic, and are therefore more accurate. • if ( call ) { textl } , and if ( call ) { textl } else { text2}. When 

CJ based tools provide a better standard for measuring test- the call is true then the commands in textl are executed; if not, 
ing completeness, since coding style cannot alter the Cl metric. then the commands in text2(ifpresent) are executed .. 
On the other hand, a programmer's CO "score" can be manipu- • < ... >. These two characters are reserved to switch CAP.BAK 
lated by deleting the "else .. ." parts of "if .. ." statements, or elim,- to and from "command mode." In "command mode :' you 
inating parts of "switch ... " statements. can issue regular system commands and include comments a_nd 

WHY INSIST ON Cl? Cl based tools provide reports that other descriptive material in your playback program. Outside 
are more concise and readable. But that's only one of the advan- the < ... >'s, the file is ~ssumed to be playable keysave text. 
tages. • #include <fdename>. The include statement permits a play-

To understand why CJ provides better error detection, let's back file to be organized into many convenient pieces. We find 
compare CO and Cl coverage. CO based tools only report on what that the structure of the test seSsion can be p:ut in one file, and 
is written and skips implied logic. For -instance, null "else" state- the contents of each part can be put in separate files that are 

e ts t CO ed d tb " I " t f "'f I u easy to create and maintain. m n are no ver , an e e se ... par o an 1 ... e se ... 
statement will be missed if it is not explicitly mentioned in the • while ( call) { text}. The call is checked and, if true, the com-
code. This means that both the positive and negative outcomes mands in the body of the loop (i.e. text) are executed. The 
are not always tested, and the interiors of some loops are some- loop continues until call returns a false value. Most often you'll 
times skipped. We believe that, CO tools verify only 75% of the use the while to manage a waiting loop, e.g. while you are wait-
logic processed by CJ tools. ing for a target system to respond to a request for login. 

To see what this means in a real life example, consider an SR You can mix conditional constructs with regular plain text 
customer in Holland, a telephone switch development fiJ;m key playback and the '[ ]' notation for inter-keystroke delay times. 
developing software for a new telephone switching system. They For conditional playback, you don't need to convert files with 
developed a test suite with CO or statement coverage analysis, the keycvt; the conversion is now automatic. 
kind that pther tools offer. This programmer-developed test suite For more information, contact an SR product representative 
had 100% CO coverage; that is, the programmers had tested all directly or use the enclosed Reader Response Forni. 
that the could see. After the tests we_re develo the CJ co~m:1:-:___---=-=---==--==============------, 
pleteness was measured with TCAT/C. TCAT/C reveaied that 
less than 75% of the code's logic had been exercised. 

Tests were developed to hit tile remaining 25%. Twenty 
more errors were discovered, including four that would cause the 
telephone switch to stop altogether, i.e. software errors with criti
cality like those which caused the February 1990 AT&T software 
disaster. 

A BETTER STANDARD. In considering a standard for your 
project or your company, it is important to realize that CJ and 
TCAT provide an analysis independent of coding style. With CO 
based tools, an individual programmer can improve his coverage 
rate by expressly eliminating bis "else" statement, or writing loops 
with null interiors. His testing may not be any better than the next 
programmer, but because of his style, he will have a higher cover
age rate. 

Obviously, this undermines the idea of a company standard, 
and enforcing levels of testing and quality. As someone thinking 
about the quality of your organization's software, I'm sure you 
want an unambiguous and effectiv~ standard. 

CO tools cannot represent the logic of a program in a 
diagram, because it does not acknowledge implied logic such as 
null "else ... " statements. 

MORE CONCISE REPORTS. Since there are, on average, 
six to eight lines of code per logical branch, a logical branch cov
erage analyzer has the potential of being that many times more 
concise than a statement level coverage analyzer. 

This means that you can work with larger pieces of software. 
With the size of many projects, this is important. For instance, a 
report on each line of a system with 50,000 lines of code would be 
prohibitive for any small group of testers, but manageable with 
TCATandCJ. 

DISCLAIMER: All material presented here is summary in µature and subject to 
change without notice. Details and specitications for SR products are contained 
in individual user manuals. 

Software Research, Inc. 

BIG SUCCESS FOR TAV-3 INFLO 
The Testing and Validation Workshop (TAV#3), held in Key 

West Florida in mid-December 1989, drew over 240 at1endees -
a big turnout by anyone's measure. TAV#3 was chaired by Prof. 
R. DeMillo, of Purdue University, with technical directio1, from 
Prof. Richard Kemmerer, of UC Santa Barbara. The conference 
presented 25 papers on all aspects of software test theory and 
application in a three-day, single-track format. 

You can get a copy of the printed TAV#3 Proceedings from 
the ACM Press. Copies are $20 for non-ACM members; $15 for 
members: include your membership number. Send your order 
to: ACM Order Department, P. 0. Box 64145, Baltimore, MD, 
21264and ask for ACM Order Number 594892. 
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QUALITY WEEK '90 HIGHLIGHTS 

•
SR's third annual conference, QUALITY WEEK '90, was 

' 15-18 May 1990 in San Francisco. The event featured a full 
day of technical seminars, a complete three-~)'., three-track 
technical conference, plus selected CASE tool exhibitors. 

Full-day and half-day tutorials were: Michael Fagan (Fagan 
and Associates): Quality Inspections (1/2-day); Vern Crandall 
(BYU): Testing LAN Software (1/2-day); Richard Fairley 
(George Mason University): Risk Management of Technical Pro
jects (1 /2-day); Denis Meridith (Independent Consultant): Risk 
Assessment in Software Projects (1 /2-day); Edward Miller 
(Software Research):Advanced Automated Software Test Methods 
(1-day). 

Specially invited Keynote Speakers included: John Musa 
(AT&T): Software Reliability Engineering - A Vision for the 
1990's; Richard Hamlet (Portland State): Theoretical Comparison 
of Testing Methods; William Howden (UC/San Diego): Testing 
Software Without Specifications; Michael Fagan (Fagan and Asso
ciates): Introducing Quality Inspections in Your Organization; Leon 
Osterweil (UC Irvine): Testing Viewed as a Programmable Pro
cess; James Hemsley (Brameur, Ltd.): Software Fortress Europe 
of 1992 -A Possibility Explored. 

. In ad~it~on to _the keynote talks, there were three special 90-
mmut~ mi~i-tutonals: Mario Fusani (CNR, Italy): Practical 
Exper_ience m IV&V.- Real-World Case Studies From Italy; Rodger 
Drab1ck (Kodak): A Benchmarking Process for Software Engineer
ing and Quality; and, James Hemsley (Brameur, Ltd.): Software 
Quality Metrics: A European Approach. 

Selected CASE tool vendors included: Ascent Logic ASIC 
Cad:e Technologies, Computer Power (AID), DataEase: Infor~ 

•

on Processing Techniques, ProCASE, Productivity Manage
Gump, SofLwar.e Research, and Tiburon Systems. 

'A selected list of the companies who sent representatives to 
QW 90: Abbott Labs, Aldus, ANAP, ASIC, ASK Systems, AT&T, 
ATAC, Allen-Bradl~y, Amdahl, Applied Materials, Ascent Logic. 
Atherton Technologies, B&W Nuclear Service, TYMNET, Beck
man Instruments, Boeing, Borland International Brameur Cadre 
Technologies, CASE Consulting Group, Claris: Compaq,' CON
TEL Technology Center, Chartway Technologies, Computer 
Power (~ID), Concurrent Computer, Convex Computer, Costello 
& Associates, DataEase, Kodak, Eckert Research First Church 
of Christ Scientist, Fujitsu America, GeoVision, G~mman, IBM, 
IPT, Intel, Landmark Graphics, Language Technology, Longware 
Systems, Lotus, Meatpho:, MITRE, Martin Marietta, MasPar 
~mputer, Mentor Graphics, MetaWare, MicroFocus, Microsoft, 
Miles, Molecular Design, Motorola, NCR NEC America 
Niagara Mohawk Power, Northern Telecom, Novell, Pacific Ben: 
ProCASE, ProQual, Productivity Management Group Racal
Milgo, Rod.-well ln_temational, SAIC, SMS, SpaceLab~, SP AR 
Aerospace, SUN Microsystems, Sweda, Sybase, Smithkline Beec
ham, Software Publishing, TRW Financial Systems, TRW Vehicle 
Safety Systems, Tandem, The Computer Company, Tiburon Sys
tems, U.S. Leasing, UNISYS, U.S. Army, U.S. Navy 
Ungermann-Bass, Varian, Watkins-Johnson, Wordstar and' 
Xerox. ' ' 

The full technical program - divided into tracks on Applica
tions, Management, and Technology - included over 45 papers 
and presentations. Overall attendance for the QW '90 event was 
200+. Copies of the complete QW '90 conference proceedings, 
over 500 pages in all, are available at $125 per copy, plus ship-

for a "limited time only. To reserve your copy, please call 
soon as possible. 

Software Research, Inc. 

PRODUCT PRICES REVISED 
SR's newest price list, effective 15 April 1990, includes some 

modifications that will be of interest to current and future SR 
product users. . . . 
• IBM's RS/6000 machine prices are now hsted. The basic pnce 

group is Class D, although lower prices apply for some of the 
smaller models, and hjgher prices apply to the server nodes. 

• Some minor changes have been made in the combined price for 
EXDIFF and SMARTS. 

• T-SCOPE and CAPBAK/X prices are now listed for platforms 
where XWindows is supported. 

• All OS-2 prices have been scaled into the MS-DOS price list. 
• CAPBAK/MSW, formerly included in the MS-DOS family, is 

now priced separately. 
For an updated copy of the price list, please indicate your request 
on the enclosed Reader Response Form. 

TCAT, S-TCAT PORTED TO MAC II 
SR completed porting of our standard test coverage analyzer 

line to the Apple MAC II system. We now supply both TCAT and 
S-TCAT for the "C" and Pascal languages on the MAC II. 

Tl).e products require the MPW "C" and Pascal Compilers, 
Version 3 or later, and run on versions 2.0 or later of MPW. 

For more information, call SR or indicate your interest on 
the attached Reader Response Form. 

BRANCH COVERAGE (Cl) vs. 
SYSTEM TEST COVERAGE (Sl) 

Often we are asked, "What is the difference between logical 
branch coverage (CJ) and function call coverage (Sl)? Are both 
really necessary?" 

A logical branch is a set of consecutive program statements 
that are executed unconditionally, or are executed conditionally 
based on the value of some logical expression or predicate in the 
program .. Every executable statement lies on some segment. Cl 
coverage is the I?ercentage of a program's logical segments which 
ha~e been exercised. Hence, Cl coverage applies primarily to the 
umt-level test. 

SJ coverag<: is the percentage of a program's call-pairs which 
have been exercised. A call-pair is a "C" function call, or a pro
cedure call or; generally, any kind of module-,o-module transfer 
of control. S-!CAT treats a call-pair somewhat like a logical 
branch; call-paus can even be thought of as a subset of logical 
branches. However, SJ coverage applies primarily at the inter
face level, or at the system integration level. It will normally be 
measured much later in the software lifecycle. 

. The answer to the original question is as follows: For unit 
~estmg, _use C? comp!eteness metrics. And, if you are doing 
mtegratton testmg, you 11 do a much better job if you measure the 
level of interface testing reflected in the SJ level. 

CONTACTING SR's OFFICES 
To reach SR in the USA (except California), dial direct: 

1-415-957-144 lor call toll-free: 1-800-942-SOFt SR's office 
hours are 8 AM to 6 PM, Monday through Friday, Pacific 
time. After hours, an answering machine takes messages of 
any length. 

~t ~elps us if_ we have hard copy printouts of problem 
descnptions, questions, or suggestions. Send documentation in 
the US mail or vse our fax; 1-41S-9S7-0730. 

625 Third Street, San Francisco, CA 94107-1<)()7 USA • Phone: (415) 957-1441 • Toll Free: (800) 942-SOFT • FAX: (415) 957-0730 
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VPCOMING EVENTS 
(Note: • s ftw 
events.) 0 

are Research leads or participates in these 

• 16-170ctober 1990· Siem Co 
on Software Testin 'p . ens rporate Research, Workshop 
about th1·s s· :g, r!nceton, New Jersey. For information 

iemens-mternal event cont t· D 11 
Ostrand, at 609-734-6500. ac · 'f. om 

• QuOctol~erLol990: ASQC International Conference on Software 
a zty, s Angeles, California. 

D 24-26 October ~90: European Symposium on Research in 
ComputerSecunty, 'Toulouse1 France. Con1act: AFCET. 156 
Boulevard Pereire, 75017 Paris France. FAX 011-33-42-67-
93-12. 

• 29-3~ October 1990: 8th Annual Pacific Northwest Software 
Quality Conference, Oregon Convention Center Portland, 
Oregon. Full technical program and vendor showbase. Con~ 
tact: Ms. Sue Bartlett, Mentor Graphics: Phone: 503-626-
7000. 

• 12-14 November 1990: Applications of Software Measure
ment, Bahia Resort Hotel, San Diego, CA. Sponsored by 
IEEE Computer Society. 

• 26-29 November 1990: IEEE Software Maintenance Confer
ence, San Diego, California. Complete technical conference 
plus trade show with coordinated technical presentations by 
selected software prnduct vendors. Contact: Dr. Paul 
Oman, [1] (208) 885-7219. 

D 3-5 December 1990: ACM SIGSOFT '90: Fourth Sympo
sium on Software Development Environments,• Irvine, Cali
fornia. Information: Dr. Richard N. Taylor, UC/Irvine, 
Irvine, CA 92717. 

• 3-7 December 1990: Software Engineering and its Applica
tions, Third International Workshop, Toulouse, France. Con
tact: Dr. Jean-Claude Rault, EC2, [33] (1) 47.80.70.00. 

• 29 January 1991 - 1 February 1991: Achieving Quality 
Software - A National Debate, San Die~o Convention and 
Performing Arts Center, San Dieso, California: Sponsore 
by the Society for Software Quahty. Contact: Mr. Richard 
Storch, FAX: [1] (619) 455-5524. 

• 24-26 April 1991: Achievin¥. Quality In. Software, Senoia 
Superiore de Studi Univers1Jari e di Perfezionamento "S. 
Anna", Pisa, Italy. Contact: Dr. Mario Fusani, INT JCNR,, 
Oll-39-50-55.40.95, FAX: Oll-39-50-55.43.42 

• 14-17 May 1991: "QW-91" - SR's Fourth Annual QUALI1Y 
WEEK Conference; Golden Gateway Holiday Jnn, Van Ness 
Avenue, San Francisco, California. 

TRADEMARKS: UNIX is a registered trademark o[ AT&T. IBM, IBM PC, 
PC/ XT, PC/ AT, ADC, RS/ 6000 are trademarks of IBM Corporation. SPEC. 
TEST, METATEST, TDGEN, CAPBAK, CAPBAK/X, CAPBAK/ MSW, 
SMARTS, EXDTFF, TCAT, S-TCAT1 TCAT-PATH, M-T~ and Soflw re Test
Works ("slw'') are trademarks and/ or service marks of Software Research, Inc. 
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FORTY-FIVE IMPORTANT 
TEST TOOL FEATURES 

One of the presentations at QW '90 was by Mr D 2 . 
man who examined th · . 1mmer-

'· e most frequently requested t~ l 
requi~ements, based on a survey of modern software test W 
We think that ~he list is a good one - and one worth passing on! · 

1) Captur~ oI ~eyboard a!'-d Mouse Activity. 2) Editing of 
key/_mouse scnpts with any editor. 3) Interface with input ge _ 
eration programs. 4) Time control. 5) Embedded programmable 
language. 6) Embedded previously recorded key/ mouse stroke 
seq!l~nces .. 7) "Organized" or "grouped" key/mouse strokes. 8) 
Ab1hty to smmlate more than one test session at the same. 9) 
O~-~e-fly editing of key/ mouse stroke files during replay. 10) 
E:<Jiting of key/mouse strokes interactively during playback. 11) 
Single step through script. 12) Elapsed time tracking of transac
tion. 13) Differencing: masking within a range. 14) Definition of 
screen variables. 

15) Graphic Differencing: Comparing two windows. 16) 
Ability to accept graphic screens of different formats. 17) Net
work simulation. 18) A manager or higher level script description 
tool to specify tes1 cases. 19) Flexil;)le file evaluation criteria. 20) 
Reset -ability when the test case hangs. 21) A way to show tke 
relationship between acfual test case under execution and the 
high level test script and/ or the requirements document. 22) 
Ability to compare windows- and screens, and parts of screens. 
23) General masking ability: Abjlity to ignore irrelevant informa
tion, such as time stamps, operator names, system ou1put varia
tions, etc. 24) Test reviewing features. 25) Masking features for 
tex1 files. 26, 27, 28) Certification of the completeness of a test 
suite from the standpoint of three source code properties: branch 
coverage, call-pair coverage, path coverage. 29) Coverage 
analysis using the executable file. 

30) Data flow coverage analysis of definition-use pairs. 31) 
Data flow coverage analysis of use-to-use pairs 32) Genera' f 
test plans from source code. 33) Generation o1 tes plan_ 
pseudocode. 34) Visualization of program logic. 35) Visualiza
tion of program logic with coverage data. 36) Tes1 script genera
tors from requirements documents. 37) Hypertext analyzers. 38) 
Traceability: the ability to match a test to requirements. 39) 
Upstream CASE specification analyzers. 40) Measurement of 
test completeness from point of view of requirements. 41) Gen
eration of variants of a template file. 42) Gen_eration of test input 
from source code. 43) Generation of test input from data dic
tionaries, description input situations, output situations. 44) A 
checklist that can be applied to current situation with the expert 
system technology. 45) Reliability models. 

DISCLAIMER: All material presented he.i:e is summary in nature and subje~t to 
change without notice. Details and specifications for SR products are contamed 
in individual user manuals. 
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Call for Participation 
In 

Software Research's 
Fourth Annual 

Quality Week 1991 

Attaining Realistic Productivity and Quality Gains 

San Francisco, California - 14 - 17 May 1991 

QW'91 is the fourth in a continuing series of conferences focusing on advances in software 
test technology, quality control, risk management and software safety. The program consists 
of four days of mini-tutorials, panels, tecnical papers and workshops that focus on new 
technology andnewresults. 

Modern software analysis methodologies promise a major advance in system quality 
and reliability. The key is finding the right balance of techniques to permit simul
taneous quality and productivity gains. QW'91 aims to provide the Software Testing 
and Quality Assurance/Quality Control community with: · 

V State-of-the-art information on software test methods 
V Exchange of information among technologies 
V Analysis of effectiveness through test case studies 
V Hands-on introductions to major technical themes 
V Vendors of significant, corresponding techno)ogy 

Important 
Abstracts and Proposals due 
Notification of Acceptance 
Presentation Materials due 

Dates 
15 December 1990 

6 April 1991 
26 April 1991 

Submission Information 
Papers: Abstracts and outlines should be no longer than three pages. On the first page, include proposed title, 
all author's names, complete mailing addresses and telephone numbers. 

Workshop Proposals: Full-day workshop proposals - include name of lead speaker and an outline. 

Panel Session Proposals: Send contact person's name, topics, purpose and list at least three panelists. 

Vendors: Include name of product, company, number and type of demonstration computers. 

Software Research, Inc. 
625 Third Street 

San Francisco, CA 94107-1997 
Phone: [1](415)957-1441 • FAX: [1](415)957-0730 
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TIN READER RESPONSE FORM 

Please Indicate: Please 'Jype or Print: 

o My address label is CORRECT Name: 
Title: ---------------

D Please ADD my name to the mailing list. 

o Please DELETE my name from mailing list. 

Orgamzabon: 
Street: -------------
City/ State/ Zip: 
Phone: ------------

o This is a CHANGE of address (please include prior mailing label, if possible). 

PLEASE SEND ME FURTHER INFORMATION ON: 
SOF1WARE PRODUCTS: 

Test Planning Support Tools 
o SPECTEST Specifications Based Test Planer [2Q90] 
o METATEST Test Planning System [2Q90] 
o TDGEN Test Data/ File Generator 

Unit-level and System-level Test Coverage Analyzers 
o TCAT Test Coverage Analysis Tool (Ada, C, COBOL, F77, Pasca[) 
o S-TCAT System Test Coverage Analysis Tool (Ada, C, F77, Pasca[) 
o TCAT-PATH Path Test Coverage Analysis Tool (Ada, C, COBOL, F77, Pasca[) 
o T-SCOPE Test Coverage Visualization System for XWindows. 

Automated Regression Testing Tools 
D SMARTS Software Maintenance and Regression Test System 
o EXDIFF Expert File Differencing System 
o CAPBAK Keystroke Capture and Playback System 
o CAPBAK/ MSW Keystroke Capture and Playback System for MS-DOS/ MSWindows. 
D CAPBAK/ UNIX Keystroke Capture and Playback System for UNIX. 
D CAPBAK/ X Keystroke Capture and Playback System for XWindows. 
o M-TEST Multi-user System Test Driver (UNIX and MS-DOS) 
o QualiPACK SR's Integrated Testing Toolset + Methodology Training 

TECHNOLOGY SEMINARS AND EVENTS: 
o Introduction to Software Risk Analysis 
D Introduction to Software Test Planning 
o Introduction to Regression Testing 
o Introduction to Coverage Analysis 
o Automated Software Testing (by E. Miller, 1- and 2-day versions available) 

TURN-KEY TEST SERVICES: 
D Functional/ Matrix Tes ting 
o Performance Tuning 
o Convergence Testing 
o 1-day Quality Control Audit 

D 
D 
D 

Regression Test Development 
Product Inspection/ Review 
Product Evaluation 

COMPLIMENTARY COPIES OF SR TECHNOLOGY BRIEFS: 
D Index of Technology Bliefs o SR Comprehensive Price List 
o Cl Coverage Explained o Sl Coverage Explained 
o Ct Coverage Explained D Pl Coverage Explained 
o Validation of Expert Systems D Systematic Testing Case Studies 

Software Research, Inc., 625 Third Street, San Francisco, California 94107-1997 USA 
Phone: 1-41~-9~'-1441 • Toll Free (USA)~ 1-800•942-SOFf • FAX: 1-415-957-0730 
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NG TECHNIQUES 
DEVOTED TO THE TECHNOLOGY OF SOFTWARE TESTING 

VOLUME 14, NUMBER 3 

SR'S SOLUTION CAN BE YOUR 
SOLUTION 

The main factor preventing delivery 
of high duality software is the difficul-
ty of fin ing and eliminating latent 
software defects. Software testing is 
the best final defense against software 
(Sality /oroblems. Software Research's 

R's) oftware TestWorks (STW) pro-
vides an integrated and tuned set of 
software test Kroducts that include 
coverage ana yzers, regression sup-
port, and test planning tools. 

As an integrated tool system, STW 
provides the qualiJ assurance most 

vironments nee : a balanced, well-
ed, and highly reliable set of soft-

ar~oducts. 
S 's capabilities cover a wide 

range of software testing and rality 
control processes throughout t e 
development life cycle. 

STW/COV (COVERAGE ANALYSIS): 

Ensures sets of tests are as complete 
as possible, by measuring against a 
range of high quality test metrics. 
Feedback is given, in real time, in the 
areas where current tests are inade-
quate. 

Products process the following Ian-
gua~es: Ada, "C", "C++" (for TCAT 
only, FORTRAN, and Pascal. 
Individual Aroducts include TCAT, S-
TCAT, TC T-PATH, and T-SCOPE. 

Coverage is measured in three lev-
els of test metrics. 

• Cl (for TCAT), or branch/ segment 
coverage, analyzes rogram testing 
in terms of the num er of segments 

INSIDE THIS ISSUE: 

age2 
duct ~nhimm:imgnt~ 

• Page 3 
N@W ProduGtJ 
Quality Week '91 
Conference 

FALL 1991 

or lo~ical branches hit. It is for OSF/MOTIF GRAPHICAL USER 
detai ed unit testing for systems of INTERFACE ADOPTED 
up to several hundred functions/ 
modules. SR's products now incorporate the 

• S1 (for S-TCAT), or call-pair cover- OSF /Motif stte graphical user inter-
age, analyzes program testing in face (GUI), w ich executes on X 
terms of the num er of function Window S~stem workstations (such as 
calls that are exercised. It is for sys- the DEC D CStation, HP 9000, IBM 
tern interface coverage checkinfl - to RS/6000, and SUN SPARC). This new 
make sure every interface is fu y interface includes such features as: 
exercised. (1) Increased user ease. 

• Ct, (for TCA T-PATH) or equiva- (2) Uniform user menus for all STW lence path class coverage, is for true products, plus uniform configura-
path coverage (to the nearest loo[ tion files across product bound-repetition count) of highly critica aries. software modules. 
T-SCOPE provides dynamic and (3) Availability of on-line help frames. 

static visualization and is fully adapt- (4) All capabilities are under full user 
able to all the coverage analyzers. control. 

STW/REG (REGRESSION TESTING): (5) Allows user to redefine runtime 

Permits rapid re-testing after pro-
configurations. 

gram changes, replarrs captured user (6) Along with the GUI capability, 
sessions automatica ly and assesses most products still execute from 
and records the impact of changes. command lines and menus. 
Users can cahture and playback ses- (7) Increased flexibility in specifying sions, run se ected sub-groups of tests 
separately, and generate test files in and using either the coveraf e 

vaiinf modes. 
reporting tools (STW/COV or the 

ro ucts are language independent automated regression tools 

and (orovide uniform facilities across (STW/REG). 

plat orm boundaries. Products that have adopted the 
Individua\f,roducts include CAP- OSF /Motif st(Jle GUI include: CAP-

BAK/X, CAP AK/UNIX, CAPBAK/ BAK/X, EXD FF, SMARTS, TDGEN 
MS-DOS, CAPBAK/MS Windows, (which are a part of STW/REG) TCAT, 
EXDIFF, SMARTS, and TDGEN. S-TCAT, TCAT-PATH, and T-SCOPE 

Built o~en-architecture princi- (which are a part of STW/COV). 
ples, all S tools are fully inte3rated For further information refer to the 
to work well with each other an with Reader Response Form insert inside 
many other CASE systems. this issue. 

~a 

• Page4 
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• Insert A • Insert B 
Call For Participation Reader Response Form 

SOFTWARE RESEARCH, INC. 625 THIRD STREET SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94107-1997 
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PRODUCT ENHANCEMENTS 

Here is a summary of product 
enhancements within the Software 
TestWorks (STW) system: 

SOURCE VIEWING: 

TCAT, S-TCAT and TCAT-PATH 
now have source viewing capabilities 
available for the X Window System 
environment. Source viewing allows 
the user to visually associate a seg
ment, node or call-pair with its corre
sponding source code. 

This capability will ease the user in 
identifying particular segments/call
pairs that are not hit and in designing 
new test suites to exercise those seg
ments/call-pairs. Refer to the picture 
below. 

DE-INSTRUMENT: 

TCAT, S-TCAT and TCAT-PATH 
have a de-instrument feature which 
allows the user to specify a list of mod
ules that are not to be included in 
instrumentation. The user can specify a 
coverage threshold (e.g. 85%) and 
automatically eliminate modules that 
have achieved the desired coverage 
from inJ;trumentation 

By eliminating these modules, pro
gram and tracefile sizes will reduce. 
Automatic instrumentation is available 
for TCA T and S-TCAT only. 

COMPACT TRACEFILE FORMAT: 

TCAT, S-TCAT and TCAT-PATH 
now come with a simplified runtime 
system for tracefile generation, making 
for a 50 percent reduction. The cover-

/** Module main **/ 
/* DIGRAPH NODE I */ int proc_input() 

/** Segment 1 <> **/ 

c=3; 
repeat= I 

/*DIGRAPH NODE 2 */ while(repeat) l 

/** Segment 2 <Start while > **/ 

Ediies: 29 
Hodes: 12 
C~clomatic Numb~r: 19 

Cop~ri&ht 1990 SoFtware Research, 

age analyzer works for both the old 
and new tracefile formats. 

TCAT-PATH: 

To ease the user in devising new test 
cases to exercise not hit paths, the Path 
Test Coverage Analyzer comes with 
two new utilities. 

The pathcon utility extracts and dis
plays the logical conditions that will 
execute a particular path. pathcover 
outputs a set of paths that, when exe
cuted, will give 100% branch level (Cl) 
coverage. 

TCAT-P ATH also offers a new 
option: The -S switch shows details 
about the set of equivalence classes 
that were generated by the All Paths 
Generator (apg) run. 

The enhancements for the coverage 
analyzers and regression tools pro
vide users with increased flexibility 
and control, creating a more user 
friendly enviroment. The graphical 
user interface gives an alternative to 
traditional command lines and 
menus. 

CAPBAK/MS-DOS: 

This Capture/Pl-ayback system 
includes the capability of recording 
and playing back mouse and keyboard 
activities. Also included is complete 
coverage of display modes and 
improved interface with EXDIFF. 

CAPBAK/MSW: 

This new version captures keyboard 
and mouse events for applications on 
MicroSoft Windows, Release 3. 

AbDVP th~ MUPN code is displayed, as the mouse button is held down on Segment 2. 

The CABPAK/MSW system is co 
trolled from an attached ASCII termi
nal - a technique intended to keep the 
recording and playback process as 
non-invasive of the unit under test as 
possible. 

Like the other SR-built capture and 
playback systems, CAPBAK/MSW 
provides fully faithful time recording 
and playback, full user-editable files, 
contmuously variable playback delay 
multiplier, and conditional execution 
(basea on system calls). 

CAPBAK/X: 

The new preview facility allows the 
user to examine what the keysave file 
will do when played back, as well as 
graphically showing button and mouse 
movements. Also, available is an 
expanded keysave edit capability to 
modify a keysave file that synchro
nizes during playback (called 
CB.wait). 

A new utility, CB.find, can be used 
to locate a specified pixel image pat
tern on the screen. This is useful when 
forcing resynchronization with the 
conditional playback feature. 

CB.edit takes a CAPBAK/X keysav, 
file and outputs .an edited version of • 
the keysave file. Depending on whicH 
options are set, CB.edit will insert 
sleep commands or increase delays af 
button clicks and carriage returns, set 
maximum and minimum delays on 
key clicks, and strip extraneous mouse 
movements. 

Full conditional playback with if 
and while programming is also avail
able. 

EXDIFF: 

A window comparison utility 
(called Xexdiff) in the Extended/ 
Expert Differencing System allows 
the user to compare two saved images 
under the X Window System environ
ment. For images of different sizes, the 
smaller one is used as the basis for 
comparison and the rest of the infor
mation is ignored. 

There is also a new Xmask utility 
that permits a user to define a set of 
one or more masks that can be used 
later by EXDIFF to disregard the 
masked regions. 

TDGEN: 

SR's Test Data Generator system 
now has a new option that will com
pute the total number of combinatio 
represented by the contents of the va -
ues table: The -S switch generates an 
output that ~tt~rnptB to benernte all 
test input combinations. ~a 
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~w PRODUCTS 

SR is in the process of completing 
the development for the following 
products: 

CAPBAK/NI: 

This product is a hardware-based 
Capture/Playback system that avoids 
use of any modification of the "unit 
under test" . The CAPBAK/NI system 
uses special channel-based hardware 
to capture and playback keystrokes 
and / or mouse movements. Support is 
available for AT-class and PS/ 2 class 
(Micro-Channel) architectures. 

CAPBAK/NI is fully integrated 
with the STW/REG toolset. 

SPECTEST: 
This interactive editor supports con

struction of comprehensive test plans 
based on an electronic-format docu
ment - it can be a specification or a 
design document, or even a User Man
ua!. Some features of the Specification 
editor (SPECTEST) include: 
• User-interactive highliphting of 

specification "features' . 
Assignment of "short" and "long" 
names. 

• Special save capability to permit 
user to save and re-start analyses. 

TCAT/C FOR MS WINDOWS: 

This version of the Test Coverage 
Analy~is (TCA T) tool supports the full 
~S Wmdows runtime library and is 
intended for use on "C" programs that 
run under MS Windows. 

TCAT/C++: 

SR extends the TCAT system by 
now offering "C++" coverage. 
Adopting ooject orientated methodolo
gy, TCAT/C++ provides a new instru
mentor system, combined with a new 
post-test coverage analyzer called 
cover++. 

"Using TCAT/C++ should make it 
possible to produce high quality soft
ware which, at the same time has the 
hig~ design efficiencies and ;plendid 
maintenance ease that the "C++" lan
guage permits," says Dr. Edward 
Miller, president of Software 
Research, Inc. 

_Like the rest of the TCAT family, 
this tool measures branch coverage 

:i outputs coverage reports and lin-
and logarilhmic hisiogram.s. 
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~bove is a simulated playback session using CAPBAKIX's preview function show
ing mouse movements for a real test . 

FLOATING LICENCES: The event featured a full day of 
technical seminars, a complete three
day, three track technical conference, 
plus selected CASE tool exhibitors. 

. Beginni1!g this quarter, products 
will be avaifable from a floating license 
server, as well as being in "node 
locked" form. 

QUALITY WEEK '91 

SR's Fourth International Software 
Quality Week '91 conference was suc
cessfully held May 14 -17, 1991 in San 
Francisco, CA. Over 250 attendees took 
part_in_ this year'_s ~heme: "Attaining 
Realistic Product1V1ty and Quality Gains'.' 

TESTING TECHNIQUES NEWSLETTER 

Volume 14 Number 3 Fall 1991 

Testing Techniques Newsletter is published 
by Software Research, Inc. to disseminate 
info1:11ation about Software Testing, Software 
Quality Management, Verification & 
Validation Maintenance, Software Safety, and 
CASE. 

Publisher - Edward Miller 
Issue Manager - Rita Bral 
Editor - Deborah Steiner 
Assistant Editor - Jennet Robbins 

© Copyright 1991 by Software Research, Inc. 

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. No part of this doc
Uillflnt may be reproduced in any form with
out written permission from Software 
Research, Inc. 

Keynote addresses were given by: 
B~ris Beizer_ (Independent Consultant 
with Analysis, Inc.), Bill Bentley 
(Miles, Inc.), Prof. Vern Crandall 
(Brin9ham Young University), Roger 
Drab1ck (Eastman Kodak), Phil 
Fawcett (Microsoft Corporation), Dr. 
Mario Fusani (CNR, Italy), Prof. 
Richard Hamlet (Portland State 
University), Judah Mogilensky 
(Contel), Prof. Richard Selby 
(University of California, Irvine), Prof. 
Elaine Weyuker (New York 
University), and Leonard White 
(Productivity Management Group, 
Inc.) . 

Next year's Fifth International 
Software Quality Week '92 will be 
held at the newly renovated Sheraton 
Palace Hotel, San Francisco, CA, May 
19 - 22, 1992. The theme will be 
"Making CASE Pay Its Way" . Please 
refer to the insert for further informa
tion. 

Copies of the QW '91 500+ page 
conference proceedings are available 
for $125 per copy, plus shipping. To 
order a copy oi' tC> r~c~iVQ information 
on next year's Quality Week '92, call 
Software Research, Inc. 

Contact Ms. Rita Bral. 
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS 

Mark your calendars for these 
upcoming events(* = Software 
Research, Inc. will lead or participate 
in these events): 
• 7-8 October 1991: 

5th SEI Conference on Software 
Engineering Education, SEI, Carnegie 
Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA. 
Contact: Mark Coticchia. 

* 7-8 October 1991: 
Ninth Annual Pacific Northwest Soft-
ware Quality Conference, Oregon 
Convention Center, Portland 
Oregon. Chairman: Dick Hamlett & 
Hilly Alexander, ADP Dealer 
Services Group, 2525 SW First 
A venue, Portland, Oregon 97201-
2723. 

• 8-10 October 1991: 
Symposium on Testing, Analysis and 
Verification, Victoria, B.C. Contact: 
Prof. William Howden, General 
Chair, UCSD, LaJolla, CA: (619) 534-
2723. 

Call: 
Direct: (415) 957-1441 
Toll Free: (800) 942-SOFT 
Pacific Time: 7:30 a.m.- 6 p.m. 

• 21-24 October 1991: 
3rd European Software Engineering 
Conference, Milano, Italy. Contact: 
Axel van Lamsweerde, Catholic 
University of Louvain-la-Neuve, 
Belgium. 

* 11-14 November 1991: 
2nd International Conference on 
Application of Software Measurement, 
Marriott Orlando World Center, 
Orlando, Florida. Contact: Ms. 
Linda Ross, 2754 Quentin Avenue 
South, Minneapolis, MN 55416. 

* 9-13 December 1991: 
EC2 's Annual Software Engineering 
Conference, Toulouse, France. 
Contact: Dr. Jean Claude Rault, EC2: 
[33) 47-80-70-00; FAX: 47-80-66-29. 

• 27-31 January 1992: 
Second International Symposium on 
Environments and Tools for Ada, ACM 
& IEEE Sponsorship. Contact: Prof. 
Gail Kaiser, Columbia University, 
NYC,NY. 

• 28 January - 3 February 1992: 
Achieving Quality Software II: A 

CONTACTING SR'S OFFICES 

Fax: 
1-415-957-0730 

SOFTWARE RESEARCH, INC. 
625 THIRD STREET 
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94107-1997 

Testing Techniques Newsletter Subscriptions 

Testing Techniques Newsletter is provided gratis 
by Software Research, Inc. to leaders in the soft
ware testing and quality community. To request a 
free subscription , write to SR on your company letter
head and describe your involvement in software test
ing and quality control. 

Debate, Town and Country Hotel, 
San Diego, CA. Contact: AQS-11. 
(619) 697-0085. 

• 24-27 March 1992: 
Convention UNIX '92, Paris La 
Defense, FRANCE. Contact: BIRP, 
25, rue d'Astorg, 75008 Paris, 
FRANCE. 

* 19-22 May 1992: 
5th International Software Quality 
Week '92. Software Research, Inc. 
Sponsored. Contact: Ms. Rita Bral, 
Software Research, Inc. 625 Third 
Street, San Francisco, CA. 94107 
(415) 957-1441. 

TRADEMARKS 

CAPBAK/MS-DOS, CAPBAK/MSW, CAPBAK/X, 
CAPBAK/UNIX, EXDIFF, SMARTS, TDGEN, 
TCAT, S-TCAT, TCAT-PATH, T-SCOPE, and STW 
are trademarks of Software Research, Inc .. 
OSF/Motif is a trademark of the Open Software 
Foundation, Inc. 
The X Window System is a trademark of the 
Massachutes Jnshtute of Technology. 
DEC DECStation is a trademark of Digital 
Equipment Corporation. 
HP 9000 is a trademark of Hewlett Packard. 
IBM RS/6000 is a trademark of the International Busi
ness Machines Corporation. 
SUN SPARC is a trademark of Sun Microsystems, • 

Mail: 
SOFTWARE RESEARCH, INC. 
625 THIRD STREET 
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94107-1997 

• 
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- CALL FOR PARTICIPATION 
TESTING TECHNIQUES, VOL. 14, NO. 3 ~ QUALITY WEEK '92 FALL 1991 

5TH INTERNATIONAL SOFTWARE QUALITY WEEK '92 

Conference Theme: Making CASE Pay Its Way 
San Francisco, California -19 - 22 May 1992 

QW '92 is the fifth in a continuing series of conferences focusing on advances in software test technology, quality 
control, risk management, software safety, and test automation. Modern software analysis methodologies, 
supported by advanced automated test methods, promise major advances in system quality and reliability. 

The mission of the QW '92 conference is to increase awareness of the importance of software quality and methods 
used to achieve it. It seeks to promote software quality by providing education and opportunities for information 
exchange within the software community. 

QW '92 OFFERS: 

e program consists of four days of 
ni-tutorials, panels, technical papers 

and workshops that focus on software 
test automation and new technology. 
QW '92 provides the Software Testing 
and QA/ QC community with: 

• State-of-the-art information on 
software test methods. 

• Exchange of information among 
technologists . 

• Analysis of effectiveness through 
test case studies. 

• Quality Assurance involvement in 
the development process. Vendors 
of significant, corresponding 
technology. 

IMPORTANT DATES: 

Abstracts and Proposals Due: 
15 December 1991 

Notification of Participation: 
15 February 1992 

Camera Ready Materials Due: 
15 March 1992 

Final Paper Length: 
10 - 20 pages, including Slides and 

iew Cta.phg 

We are soliciting 45 and 90 minute 
presentations or participation in a 
panel discussion on any area of 
testing and automation, including: 

Test Automation 
Cost / Schedule Estimation 
CASE Reliability 
CASE Studies 
Design 
Documentation 
Legal Issues 
Object Orientated Testing 
Parallel Software Testing 
Test Policies and Standards 
Project Management 
Productivity and Quality 
Real-Time Software 
Reusability 
Risk Management 
Software Metrics Test Planning 
Testing Techniques 
Test Management 
Test Planning 
Test Implementation 
User Interfaces 

SUBMISSION INFORMATION: 

Abstracts should be 2 - 4 pages long, 
with enough detail to give reviewers 
an understanding of the final paper, 
including a rough outline of its 
contents. Indicate if the most likely 
audience is technical, managerial or 
application oriented. 
Its contents: 

• A cover page with paper title, 
complete mailing address, 
telephone, e-mail address, and FAX 
number. 

• A list of keywords / phrases 
identifying the subject. 

• A brief biographical sketch of the 
author(s). 

Send abstracts to: 

Ms. Rita Bral 
Software Research, Inc. 
625 Third Street 
San Francisco, CA 94107-1977 
USA 

Direct: (415) 957-1441 
Toll Free: (800) 942-SOFT 
FAX: (415) 957-0730 

SOFTWARE RESEARCH, INC. 625 THIRD STREET SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94107-1997 
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READER RESPONSE FORM 
TESTING TECHNIQUES, VOL. 14, NO. 3 FALL 1991 

PLEASE INDICATE: PLEASE TYPE OR PRINT: 

0 My address is correct. Name: ____________________ _ 

0 Please add my name to the mailing list. Title: ___________________ _ 

0 Please delete my name from the mailing list. 

0 This is a change of address 

Organization: _________________ _ 

Street: ____________________ _ 

(please include mailing label, if possible). 
City /State/ Zip: _____________ _ 

Phone: ___________________ _ 

FAX: __________________ _ 

PLEASE SEND ME INFORMATION ON: 

SOFTWARE PRODUCTS' FACT SHEETS (FS) AND TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS (TS): 

st Coverage Analyzers 

0 TCAT 

0 S-TCAT 

0 TCAT-PATH 

0 T-SCOPE 

Test Coverage Analysis Tool (Ada, C, C++, MS Windows, COBOL, F77, Pascal) 

System Test Coverage Analysis Tool (Ada, C, F77, Pascal) 

Path Test Coverage Analysis Tool (Ada, C, COBOL, F77, Pascal) 

Test Coverage Visualization System for the X Window System 

Automated Regression Testing Tools 

0 CAPBAK 

0 EXDIFF 

0 SMARTS 

D TDGEN 

Keystroke and Mouse Capture and Playback System (MS-DOS, MS Windows, NI, UNIX, X Window System) 

Expert File Differencing System (Language Independent) 

Software Maintenance and Regression Test System (Language Independent) 

Test Data / File Generator (Language Independent) 

PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL: 

D Company Profile 

D Summary of Services 

Product Summary 

Product Brochure 

D Current Quarter Product Enhancements 

D Software Test Tool Requirements Document 

D Quality Week '92 Conference Information 

0 QuaHty Week 191 Coftf(!fQilC@ froceeding~ 

SOFTWARE RESEARCH, INC. 625 THIRD STREET SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94107-1997 
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SOFTWARE RESEARCH. INC. 

TESTING TECHNIQUES 
DEVOTED TO THE TECHNOLOGY OF SOFTWARE TESTING 

VOLUME 15, NUMBER 1 

CAPBAK/X's PLATFORM AVAILABILITY 
EXPANDED 

Software Research's (SR) capture/ 
playback (CAPBAK/X) tool for the X Win
dow System extends its Sun SPARC plat
form environment by adopting the Open 
Windows XNeWS display server. 

Now, users can choose to run the 
OpenLook Window Manager under the 
Open Windows server or the OSF /Motif 
window manager with the Xll display 
server, which increases user's flexibility to 
use cross-platforms and/or cross-environ
ments. 

CAPBAK/X is also avaiJable for the 
DEC DECstation, HP 9000/7xx, IBM RS/ 
6000, Sun Sun-3, and 386/486 Unix. 

SR's INTEGRATED SOLUTION 

The main factor preventing delivery of 
high quality software is the difficulty of 
finding and eliminating latent software 
defects. Software testing is the best final 
defense against software quality problems. 
Software Test Works (STW) provides an inte
grated and tuned set of software test prod
ucts that include coverage analyzers 
(STW/COV) and regression support tools 
(STW/REG). 

STW/COV (COVERAGE ANALYSIS) 

STW/COV measures coverage through 
coverage metrics, which describe the effect 
a test - or set of tests- has on exercising the 
structure of a software system. 

This is accomplished through three 
measures. Cl (for TCAn to measure mod
ule testing at the unit or module level. Sl 
(for S-TCAn to measure program testing 
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Above, CAPBAK/X's preview function has just completed recording a session, displaying the 
mouse and captured images for a real test, using SR's EXDIFF (Extended File Differencer) system 

to find caplured image differences (represented by the partial and full calculator displays). 

in terms of the number of function calls 
exercised. Ct (for TCAT-PATH) to measure 
true logical path coverage, listing all possi
ble paths. 

STW/REG (REGRESSION TESTING) 

STW/REG is designed to overcome the 
tedious and error process of entering user
input and evaluating the application's 
responses. It permits rapid re-testing after 
program changes, replays captured user 
sessions automatically and assesses and 
records the impact of changes. Users can 

capture and playback session, run selected 
sub-groups of tests separately, and gener
ate test files in varying modes. 

Individual products include CAPBAK 
(to capture and playback mouse, image 
and keystroke) for the X Window System, 
Unix, MS-DOS, and MS Windows; EXDIFF 
(to compare file and saved images); 
SMARTS (to organize and automate 
regression testing); and, TDGEN (to gener
ate test cases). 

SOFTWARE RESEARCH, INC. 625 THIRD STREET SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94107-1997 USA 
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SMARTS allows lite user to build test scripts ns baselines to be compatt.'.d against after changes 
hnve been mnde, resulting in a detailed record of lite test results nnd status of any group of tests. 

PRODUCT ENHANCEMENTS 

Here is a summary of product enhance
ments within the Software TestWorks (STW) 
system: 

KERNEL TESTING 

TCAT, S-TCAT, and TCAT-PATH will 
offer "kernel" testing. This special package 
is intended to support users who are work
ing on coverage analysis of operating sys
tem kernels that are written in "C". It is also 
applicable to other, time-critical and /or 
space critical applications which must be 
thoroughly tested. Available early 2Q92. 

PAN AND ZOOM 

TCAT's and TCAT-PATH's directed 
graphs and S-TCAT's call-trees displays 
will have pan and zoom features. The pan 
feature will allow the user to scroll the dis
play and the zoom feature will allow the 
user to zoom (i.e. magnify) in on the 
smaller scale display. Available early 2Q92. 

CAPBAK/X 

The Capture/Playback system's new 
preview facility allows the user to examine 
what the keysave file will do when played 
back, as well as graphically showing button 
and mouse movements. A built-in edit fea
ture allows the user to edit the keysave file. 

SMARTS' DISPLAYS 

STW's SMARTS system is aimed at 
helping to manage hundreds or even thou
sands of tests, organized in a tree structure 
that permits the user to run any group of 
tests desired. The diagram above shows an 
example of what the test tree (top left win
dow) can look like when the test tree is 
"deep". The window shows only a part of 
the test tree.The user can use the scroll bars 
to move the tree left and right and up and 
down, so the actual test or test group to 
executed can be chosen. 

In the diagram, a test group whose path 
is search/submatch2/subla/sublb has been 
chosen. The corresponding tree descriptor 
shows that test group had a past execution 
time of 30 seconds. In the "Go" window 
(top right window), the "go" command's 
effect can be seen in a detailed record, 
where the user can use the "Go window" 
scroll bar to move up and down the imme
diate-test outputs. 

The "Report Window" (bottom right 
window) is configured to examine the 
effect of the test or group of tests just run. 
Note that the long path names for this test 
have been included in an elongated report, 
and the test results and execution time are 
shown clearly. 

SMARTS· NEW ENVIRONMENT 

New releases of SMARTS will address a 
common problem in Unix-based test suites: 
how to pass environment information to the 
test set. At present the only practical way to 
do this is to create a special shell program 
which sets the environment variables and 
then executes the "unit under test (UUT)". 

The new SMARTS Automated Test 
Script processor (which reads a user
designed test description file) will include 
an optional environment section. Here is a 
typical syntax for a SMARTS' type test 
"atom": 

case SAMPLE-CASE { 
source 

"This is sample use of the 
new environment clause."; 

environment 
"PATH=/usr/bin/lib/ i 

1 "SELECT=fast", spec a "' 
"TERM=dumb"; 

activation 
"Activation commands ... "; 

no evaluation} 

In this example the "environment" 
clause is optional. If it is included, then t1i 
variables that are defined in that section are 
set up as "environment variables" in the 
shell-command that is used to issue all of 
the lines in the activation section. 

Once set, these environment variables 
stay in place until they are changed, or until 
the end of the test passage. This makes it 
possible to have a set of "global" environ
ment variables that still can be changed to 
different values for different sub-tests 
within a test suite. Also, because the "envi
ronment" clause is optional, a set of tests 
can choose to accept the environment set
tings dictated by a higher level test - assum
ing it was actually executed. 

SMARTS already supports if() and 
while( ) structures in the test script, and 
these "logical expressions" can now query 
the current settings of the environment -
which could have been chosen by the 
actions of an earlier or "higher" test struc
ture. This combination provides a very 
powerful method for creating very complex 
and highly adaptable automated test scripts 
using built-in programmability. 
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TRAINING COURSES QUALITY WEEK '92 

General training for application and use 
of Software TestWorks (STW) software is 
available in 2-, 3-, and 5-day versions in the 
U.S. and internationally. 

2-DAY STW/REG TRAINING 

Covers all aspects of regression test 
automation, including: 
• Regression test products training. 
• Investigation of underlying technology 

for automated software regression test
ing. 

• Full understanding of how products 
work together as product set solution 

• Fully worked examples tailored to 
selected training platform. 

• Three student exercises with prepared 
"standard solutions". 

• Recommendations for student-specific 
problems. 

• Question and Answer session. 

3-DAY STW/COV TRAINING 

Covers all aspects of test coverage anal
ysis, including: 
• Test coverage product training. 
• Investigation of underlying technology 

for automated test coverage analysis. 

• Full understanding of how products 
work together as a product set solution. 

• Fully worked examples in one desig
nated training language. 

• Three student exercises with prepared 
standard solutions. 

• Recommendation for student-specific 
problems. 

• Question and Answer session. 

5-DAY STW TRAINING 

Combined courses include overall test
ing methodology, high-level planning con
sultation, and assessment of future 
technology. The complete content of both 
STW/COV and STW/REG training courses 
is included. 

These courses provide users with in
depth, hands-on understanding on the use 
of all parts of the STW system. Courses 
include methodology descriptions, com
plete tool feature and facility introductions, 
worked examples, and "standard solu
tions". Complete reference material and 
readin0 lists aw also :mpplied, 

SR's Fifth International Software 
Quality Week '92 conference will be held 
at the newly renovated Sheraton Palace 
Hotel, San Francisco, CA, May 19-22. Over 
300 attendees are expected to take part in 
this year's theme: ''Making CASE Pay Its 
Way". 

The event features a full day of tutorial 
seminars, a complete three-day, three-track 
technical conference, plus selected CASE 
exhibitors. 

Sample tutorial, technical and manage
ment paper topics include: ''Testing and 
Quality Assurance in the CASE Environ
ment", "Hierarchial Software Metrics", 
TESTING TECHNIQUES NEWSLETTER 
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"Testing Strategies for System Software 
Integration Environments", "A Technique 
and Tool Predicting Semantic Software 
Testability", ''Testability and Unit Tests in 
Large Object-Oriented Software", "Auto
mated GUI [Graphical User Interface) Dis
play Testing of a Large Network 
Management System", "Change Manage
ment with CASE", "Organizing Techniques 
for Test Planning and Manage- ment". 

The cost of the conference includes all 
material, conference lunches and refresh
ments: 

Event Before After Grou Rates 
17 April 17 April 

Tutorial Day $350 $400 no discount 
3-Day $725 $825 10% off 
Combined $950 $1050 10% off 

Hotel reservations can be made at the 
Sheraton Palace Hotel, 2 New Montgomery 
Street, San Francisco, CA 94105-3402. Tele
phone: (415)-546-5000. 

Copies of last year's QW '91500+ page 
conference proceedings are available for 
$125, plus shipping. 

For complete information and registra
tion information on Quality Week '92, call 
Ms. Rita Bral at Software Research, Inc. 

Secment 13 <case alt>••/ 
printF<"'-tFl.lnts a .. rbeque 
break; 

deFault: 
Secment 14 <case alt>••/ 

.lF(choice I= -1> 
pri.ntF<",t>>> Y.d: not ea valid choice.,n" 

Secment 16 (.lmplied else>••/ 

) 
) 

Secment 17 

break; 

TCAT provides easy-to-understand digraphs, wl,icl, allow tire user to visually 
associate a node or segment wit/, its corresponding code. 
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS 

Mark your calendars for these upcoming 
events (e = Software Research, Inc. will 
lead or participate in these events). 

• 27-31 January 1992: 
Second International Symposium on Envi
ronments and Tools for Ada, ACM & IEEE 
Sponsorship. Contact: Prof. Gail Kaiser, 
Columbia University, NYC. 

• 28 January- 3 February 1992: 
Aclrieving Quality Software II: A Debate. 
Town and Country Hotel, San Diego, 
California. Contact: AQS-II, (619) 697-
0085. 

• 18-19 February 1992: 
CASE World Conference and Exposition, 
Santa Clara Convention Center, 5100 
Great America Parkway, Santa Clara, 
CA. Contact: Digital Consulting, (508) 
470-3880. 

• 24-28 February 1992: 
Compcon Spring '92, Cathedral Hill 
Hotel, San Francisco, CA. Contact: Dave 
Hunt, L-054, Lawrence Livermore 
National Laboratory, P. 0. Box 808, 
Livermore, CA 94550. 

SOFTWARE RESEARCH, INC. 
625 THIRD STREET 

• 24-27 March 1992: 
Convention Unix '92, Paris La Defense, 
FRANCE. Contact: BIRP, 25, rued' As
torg, 75008 Paris, FRANCE. 

• 13-17 April 1992: 
4th Annual Software Technology Confer-

• 27-29 May 1992: 
Symposium on Assessment of Quality Soft
ware Development Tools, New Orleans, 
Louisiana. Contact: Mr. Ez Nahouraii, 
IBM (798/089), 6321 San Ignacio Ave-

ence, Red Lion Hotel, Salt Lake City, UT. • 
Contact: Ms. Dana Dovenbarger, 00-
ALC/TISA C, Hill AFB, Utah 84056. 

nue, San Jose, CA 95119. 
19-21 October 1992: 
10th Annual Pacific Northwest Quality 
Conference, Portland, OR. Contact: Hilly 
Alexander, ADP, 2525 SW First A venue, 
Portland, OR 97201-4760. 

Phone: (801) 777-7411. 

• 11-15 May 1992: 
14th International Conference on Software 
Engineering, Melbourne, Australia. Con
tact: IEEE Computer Society, 1730 Mas
sachusetts Ave., NW, Washington, DC 
20036-1903. Phone: (202) 371-1013. 

e 19-22 May 1992: 
5th Annual International Software QUAL
ITY WEEK '92, Sponsored by Software 
Research, Inc. Contact: Ms. Rita Bra!, 
Software Research, Inc. 625 Third 
Street, San Francisco, CA 94107-1997 
(415) 957-1441. 

CONTACTING SR'S OFFICE 

• 3-6 November 1992: 
3rd European Conference 011 Software Qual
ity, Madrid, SPAIN. Contact: Mr. Julio G. 
Sanz, AECC c/Zambano 92, 28008 
Madrid, SPAIN. 

TRADEMARKS 

CAPBAK, EXDIFF, SMARTS, TDGEN, TCAT-PATH, 
TCAT, S-TCAT, and STW are trademarks of Software Re,earch, 
Inc. OSF/Motif is a trademark of lhe Open Software FoundaHon, 
Inc. The X Window System is a tradem,uk of the Massachusetts 
InsHtute of Technology. DEC DECStatlon is a trademark of Digi
tal Equipment Corporation. HP 9000 is a trademark of Hewlett 
Packaro. IBM RS/6000 is a trademark of the lnlemational Busi
ness Machines Corporation. Sun-3 and Sun SPARC are trade
marks of Sun Microsystems, Inc. 

Software Research, Inc. reserves the right to make changes 
without notice, and within its own discretion, to any or the info~ 
mation contained herein . t 

SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94107-1997 

Testing Techniques Newsletter Subscriptions 

Testing Techniques Newsletter is provided gratis 
by Software Research, Inc. to leaders in the soft
ware and quality community. To request a free sub
scription, write to SR on your company letterhead 
and describe your involvement in software testing 
and quality control. -
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READER RESPONSE FORM 
PHONE: (415) 957-1441. TOLL FREE USA ONLY: (800) 942-SOFT. FAX: (415) 957-0730. E-MAIL: info@soft.com. 

PLEASE INDICATE: PLEASE TYPE OR PRINT: 

Q My address is correct Name: _________________ _ 

Q Please add my name to the mailing list. Title: __________________ _ 

Q Please delete my name from the mailing list. Organization: _______________ _ 

Q This is a change of address Street: __________________ _ 

(please include mailing label, if possible). City /State/Zip: _____________ _ 

Phone: _________________ _ 

FAX: _________________ _ 

E-Mail: ________________ _ 

PLEASE SEND ME INFORMATION ON: 

Test Coverage Analyzers (STW/COV) 

Q STW/COV General information on TCAT, S-TCAT, TCAT-PATH, and T-SCOPE. 

OTCAT 

OS-TCAT 

OTCAT-PATH 

OT-SCOPE 

Test Coverage Analysis Tool (Ada, C, C++, COBOL, F77, Pascal) 

System Test Coverage Analysis Tool (Ada, C, F77, Pascal) 

Path Test Coverage Analysis Tool (Ada, C, COBOL, F77, Pascal) 

Test Data Observation and Analysis for the X Window System 

Automated Regression Testing Tools (STW/REG) 

Q STW/REG General information on CAPBAK, EXDIFF, M-TEST, SMARTS, and TDGEN. 

QCAPBAK 

Q EXDIFF 

QM-TEST 

QSMARTS 

QTDGEN 

Keystroke and Mouse Capture and Playback System 

(MS-DOS, MS Windows, Unix, X Window System) 

Extended File Differencing System (Language Independent) 

Multiple Test System 

Software Maintenance and Regression Test System (Language Independent) 

Test Data/File Generator (Language Independent) 

PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL: 

Cl Company Profile 

Q Summary of Services 

Q Product Summary 

Q Product Brochure 

CJ Currenl Quarler Produd Enhah~~!'Ml'llS 

Q Press Releases for 1992: 

Cl STW Available for DEC OSF/1 (PR-92-1) 

Q STW Integration on the IBM AIX SDE WorkBench 6000 (PR-92-2) 

Q Quality Week '90 Conference Proceedings 

CJ Qu~My W~k '91 Coru~~n~~ Pr0~~dings 
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• TESTING TECHNIQUES 
DEVOTED TO THE TECHNOLOGY OF SOFTWARE TESTING 

VOLUME 15, NUMBER 2 

NEW PRODUCTS INTRODUCED 

If you want to save time and catch 
costly bugs before your customers do, then 
consider two new Software TestWorks 
(STW) products (to be released this sum
mer): 

STATIC (Static Analyzer for C) is a 
"C" source code analysis tool. It finds 
quirks, idiosyncrasies, glitches and bugs in 
"C" language programs. 

Because it looks across several modules 
rather than just one, it can determine 
things that a compiler cannot. For instance, 
it detects missing break statements, unini
tialized or unaccessed arrays and struc
tures, and unsigned /signed mismatches, it 

INSIDE THIS ISSUE: 

• Pase 2 

TCAT, 
S-TCAT, 
and TCAT
PATHcome 
with easy-to
understand 
directed 
graph dis
plays and 
call-trees. 
These dis
plays provide 
visualization 
of your pro
gram. 
Shown is a 
call-tree 
(shown at 
left) and a 
digraph 
(shown at 
right). Seep. 
2 for story. 

contains a variety of loss of precision tests 
and does a thorough check on the inconsis
tent use of the ANSI constants and volatile 
keywords. 

This kind of analysis can determine 
potential problems in "C" programs prior 
to integration or porting, or to reveal 
unusual constructs that may be a source of 
subtle and, as yet, undetected errors. 

TRACKER (Software Defect Tracking 
System) is a general purpose software 
defect tracking and analysis system. It 
permits creation, updates, status change, 
correction, augmentation and resolution of 
software problem reports. 

SUMMER 1992 

Besides tracking down costly bugs, it 
generates a current statistics report, listing 
all defect reports known to the system. 

TRACKER can help you determine the 
severity of defects, make sure the current 
database of open trouble reports is 
addressed in a timely manner, and provide 
reports showing intermediate status of one 
or multiple projects. 

Both STATIC and TRACKER are fully 
integrated into the STW system. Like other 
STW products, they come with easy-to-use 
graphical user interfaces (GUis). 

These products establish a high stan
dard in the degree to which you can main
tain and analyze programs. 

PLATFORM AVAILABILITY EXPANDED 

Software Research, Inc. is pleased to 
announce STW is now integrated on three 
new platforms: SCO Open Desktop, Ver
sion 2.2; Interactive UNIX, Version 2.0; and 
IBM's AIX Software Development Envi
ronment (SDE) Workbench/ 6000. 

STW is already available on the 
DECStation, HP 9000, IBM RS/ 6000, Sun-3, 
SPARC, and 386/486 UNIX. 

SR's INSTALLATION'S EXCEED 2500 

The total number SR products cur
rently licensed has now exceeded 2,500! 

Faced with reducing development time 
and yielding quality software in the com
petitive software development world, we 
are grateful to you for selecting and sup
porting the STW system. 

In the future, you can count on our con
tinued devotion to excellence in software 
testing. 

• Insert • I Pase1 
New Products 
Platforms Expanded 

Product Enhancements 

• Page 3 
Columbus Project 
Quality Week '92 

• Page4 
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SMARTS allows you to build test scripts as baselines to be compared against after changes 
have been made. By simply clicking on a group or test case in the hierarchical tree (represented 
by the highlighted line), you can execute a test and look at a detailed report of results. 

PRODUCT ENHANCEMENTS 

Here is a summary of this quarter's product 
enhancements for the Software TestWorks 
(STW) system: 

CAPBAK/X 

You need the reliability of SR's Cap· 
ture/Playback tool, but don't want the pro· 
tocol structure of a hotkey menu pop-up 
when you want to synchronize on an image 
or save images. 

Now, you can do all these operations at 
the touch of a finger with CAPBAK/X's 
new speed record facility. 

With speed record, you can quickly 
record a session. Whether you choose to use 
the speed record or the hotkey commands, 
you are assured the same outcome: an accu
rate playback based on built-in output syn
chronization. 

Along with the speed record utility, new 
releases of CAPBAK/X include: 
• Complete window and event synchroni

zation. 

• Automatic decomposition of captured 
tests (sessions) into smaller, easier-to
handle sub-sessions such as keystrokes, 
mouse exeursions and mouse drag 
events. 

• Dynamic presentation of the total 
elapsed playback time and increased 
user control with the preview utility, 
which allows you to playback a test ses
sion on a "virtual display". 

SMARTS' NEW ENVIRONMENT 

A common problem in establishing a 
regression test suite in UNIX-based testing: 
How to pass environment information to 
the test set? At present the only practical 
way to do this is to create a special shell 
program, which sets the environment vari
ables and then executes the "unit under 
test" (UUT). 

New releases of SMARTS conquer this 
problem with an optional environment sec
tion in its Automated Test Script processor 
(which reads a user-designed test file) . 

Attention Consultants! 
Are you a technical consultant working for a client who needs software tested? 
This reseller program is for technically trained, independent consultants who are 

qualified in STW usage and application and who can apply its capabilities on behalf of 
their clients. 

In some cases, it is possible to service our accounts and to participate directly in the 
licensing arrangements between SR and your client. To qualify you should have signifi
cant software test and QA experience, a good technical background, and a viable client 
group which is actively applying automated test methods. 

C6i\!ad gR loday and ask for our Technology Resellers 'Program information kit. 

Below is sample syntax for a test case 
with the new environment variable: 
define case setup { 

source 
"setting up the environment"; 

environment 
"BASE=init", "STW=/home/oh/stw", 
"PLA_OP=-D .5 -ES 500 -S -k "; 

activation 
"xhello -display $DISPLAY", 
"Xplabak $PLA_OP $STW/$BASE.ksv"; 

evaluation with baseline 
"$BASE.r01" vs. "$BASE.b01"; 

In this example, the environment clause 
is optional. If it is included, then the vari
ables that are defined in that section are set 
up as environment variables in the shell
command used to issue all of the lines in the 
activation section. 

Once set, these environment variables 
stay in place until they are changed, or until 
the end of the test passage. This makes it 
possible to have a set of global environment 
variables that still can be changed to differ
ent values for different sub-tests within a 
test suite. Also, because the environment 
clause is optional, a set of tests can be cho
sen to accept the environment settings dic
tated by a higher level test - assuming it was 
actually executed. 

SMARTS already supports if( ) and 
while( ) structures in the test script, and 
these expressions can now query the cur
rent settings of the environment. This com
bination provides a very powerful method 
for creating very complex and highly adapt
able automated test scripts using built-in 
programmability. 

DIGRAPH AND CALL-GRAPH DISPLAYS 

TCAT's and TCAT-PATH's directed 
graphs (digraphs) and S-TCAT's call-trees 
displays have new pan and zoom features. 
The pan feature allows you to scroll the dis
play and the zoom feature allows you to 
zoom (i.e. magnify) in on the smaller scale 
display. 

Along with these pan and zoom features 
are options that allow you to customize the 
digraph's and call-graph's node shape, size 
and color and edge eccentricity, boldness 
and color. 

A separate source viewing window 
allows you to visually associate a segment, 
node, or call-pair with its corresponding 
source code. This capability allows you to 
identify particular segments / call-pairs that 
are not hit and design new test suites to 
exercise those segments/ call-pairs. 

These features will be available for 
TCAT, S-TCAT, TCAT-PATH, and T-

B(Qfn in o~Z. 
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ESA ADOPTS STW FOR COLUMBUS 
PROJECT 

On June 26, Computer Resources Inter
national (CRI), Denmark, selected the 
STW/REG tool set for inclusion in the Soft
ware Development Environment (SDE) to 
be used for the European Space Agency's 
(ESA) Columbus Project software develop
ment. 

The Columbus project is the European 
part of the international Space Station Free
dom project. Its ultimate goal is to establish 
a permanently manned, autonomous space 
station in orbit. A Polar Platform is planned 
for orbit by the end of the century and will 
use software development technology. 

CRI was contracted to develop a man
ageable SDE for ESA. The Columbus 
project is geographically disbursed 
throughout Europe, with over 20 different 
sites. Proper test management of such a 
complex project is absolutely essential in 
order to prevent costs and development 
time from escalating. 

Because STW/REG offers automation 
and management of complex systems, CRI 
will be integrating it into the SDE system, 
which includes a variety of software devel
opment tools also addressing upstream and 
mid-stream CASE. 

This Pan-European project is a sign of 
the times: Successful software projects 
increasingly depend on a firm commitment 
to automated testing. 

EXECUTIVE BRIEFINGS COMING 

You know how it is when someone tries 
to sell you their software: They often 
present a biased, enameled view and sel
dom give you a chance to ask any ques
tions. This fall, however, you will have the 
opportunity to get all your software testing 
questions answered. 

Planned for introduction in Fall '92, SR/ 
Institute will sponsor a three-city series of 
one-day Executive Quality Briefings. 

These briefings are intended to convey 
competent, current, and correct technology 
information on matters of software quality 
and test technology from the technical 
experts who know it to the technical man
agers who need it. 

Besides providing an exchange of infor
mation, these briefing will provide you 
with information on a full-range of techni
cal issues including: software test technol
ogy, CASE/ CAST, reliability models, 
~oftware process desi0n, cost effectiveness 

studies, and technology directions. 
Call SR/Institute at (800) 942-SOFT ore

mail at institut@soft.com 

QUALITY WEEK '92 

SR's Fifth Annual Software Quality 
Week '92, that took place May 19-22, 1992 
at the landmark Sheraton Palace Hotel, in 
San Francisco, CA, was clearly the best 
software testing conference ever held. 

Everyone came away with something: 
Novices learned the basic testing tech
niques to get them started and experi
enced, QA professionals learned how to 
implement those testing techniques into 
their project plans. 

Over 300 attendees took part in this 
year's theme, "Making CASE Pay Its 
Way". Attendees had the opportunity to 
hear from such industry leaders as as Dr. 
B. Beizer, (Independent Consultant with 
Analysis, Inc.), Mr. B. Bentley (Miles, 
Inc.), Dr. V. Crandall (Brigham Young 
Univ.), Mr. D. Meredith (Independent 
Consultant), and many more! 

The event featured a full day of techni
cal seminars and three days of presenta
tions on quality assurance and testing 
management, applications and technical 
issues. 

The reactions from the conference were 
reflective of its success: 

"Quality Week is especially important for 
bringing together researchers and practitiion
ers," Ms. Mary Jean Harrold (Clemson Uni
versity) 

"Overall the conference was well worth my 
time and money!" 
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Copies of this year's QW '92 impressive 
conference proceedings are available for 
$250, plus shipping. To order a copy or to 
receive information on next year's Quality 
Week '93, call Ms. Rita Bra! at SR/Institute. 

QUALITY WEEK '93 

We at Software Research think that the 
goal of this conference has been reached: to 
create an on-going publicly accessible plat
form where leading Researchers, Quality 
Assurance Professionals and Users at every 
level can communicate and exchange expe
rience and tehcnology. We are committed to 
continued sponsorship of this dialogue. 

Mark your Calendars for the Sixth 
International Software Quality Week '93 
at the Sheraton Palace Hotel in San Fran
cisco, CA, May 25 - 28, 1993. 

TESTING TECHNIQUES NEWSLETIER 
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The digraph above is magnified. The degree of magnifacafion and Mh~Y fl!11tuyeg are gettable in 
the Options menu (shown bottom left), where you can personally customize digraphs. Besides 
looking at digraph segment-to-segment relationships, you can look at the source code for a par-
ticular segment in the View Source window (shown upper left). ~t 
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UPCOMING EVENTS 

Mark your calendars for these upcoming 
events (e = Software Research, Inc. will 
lead or participate in these events). 

• 7-9 October 1992: 
Third International Symposium on Software 
Reliability Engineering, Research Triangle 
Park, NC. Contact: Mladen A. Vouk, 
Dept. of Computer Science, N. Carolina 
State University, Raleigh, NC 27695-8206 

• 19-21 October 1992: 
10th Annual Pacific Northwest Quality 
Conference, Portland, OR. Contact: Hilly 
Alexander, ADP, 2525 SW First Avenue, 
Portland, OR 97201-4760. 

• 3-6 November 1992: 
3rd European Conference on Software 
Quality, Madrid, SPAIN. Contact: Mr. 
Julio G. Sanz, AECC c/Zambano 92, 
28008 Madrid, SPAIN. 

• 9-12 November 1992: 
Conference on Software Maintenance-1992, 
Orlando, Florida. Contact: Vaclav 
Rajlich, Dept. of Computer Science, 
Wayne State University, Detroit MI 
48202. Phone: (313) 577-5423. 

• Call: • FAX: 

• 7-11 December 1992: 
5th International Conference on Software 
Engineering and its Application, Tou
louse, FRANCE. Contact: Dr. Jean
Claude Rault, EC2, 269, rue de la 
Garenne, 92024 Nanterre Dedex, 
FRANCE. 

• 4-6 January 1993: 
IEEE International Symposium on Require
ments Engineering, Coronado Island, San 
Diego, CA. Contact: Prof. A. C. W. 
Finkelstein, Imperial College, London. 
Phone: [44] 71-589-5111. 

• 25-29 January 1993: 
Seventh Annual Conference on Improving 
Productivity in System Development, 
Phoenix, AZ. Contact: Applied Com
puter Research, Inc., P.O. Box 82266, 
Phoenix, AZ 85071. 

e 17-21 May 1993: 
15th International Conference on Software 
Engineering, Baltimore, Maryland. Con
tact: Prof. Victor R. Basili, University of 
Maryland. Phone: (301) 405-2668. 
e-mail: basili@cs.umd.EDU. 

CONTACTING SR'S OFFICE 

Direct: (415) 957-1441 (415) 957-0730 
• E-Mail: 
info@soft.com 

Toll Free: (800) 942-SOFT 
(USA Only) 

SOFTWARE RESEARCH, INC. 
625 THIRD STREET 
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94107-1997 

Testing Techniques Newsletter Subscriptions 
Testing Techniques Newsletter is provided gratis 
by Software Research, Inc. to leaders in the soft
ware and quality community. To request a free sub
scription, write to SR on your company letterhead 
and describe your involvement in software testing 
and quality control. 

e 25-28 May 1993: 
6th International Software QUALITY 
WEEK '93, Sponsored by Software 
Research Institute. Contact: Ms. Rita 
Bral, Software Research, Inc., 625 Third 
Street, San Francisco, CA 94107-1997. 
Phone: (415) 957-1441. 
e-mail: qw@soft.com. 

• 13-17 September 1993: 
Fo;.rth European Software Engineering 
Conference, Garmish-Partenkirchen, 
GERMANY. Contact: Prof. M. Paul, 
Institute fur Informatik, Technische Uni
versitat Munchen, Orleansstr. 34, D-8000 
Munchen 80, GERMANY. 

TRADEMARKS 

CAPBAK, EXDIFF, SMARTS, TDGEN, TCAT-PATH, 
TCAT, S-TCAT, STATIC, TRACKER, and STW are trademarks 
of Software Research, Inc. 

Li/e"'CYCLE is a trademark of Computer Resources lntema
tional (CR!). OSF/Motif is a trademark of the Open Software 
Foundation, lnc. The X Window System is a trademark of the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. DEC DECStation is a 
trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation. HP 9000 is a trade
mark of Hewlett Packard. IBM RS/6000 is a trademark of the 
International Business Machines Corporation. Sun-3 and Sun 
SPARC are trademarks of Sun Microsystems, lnc. 

Software Research, Inc. reserves the right to make changes 
without notice, and at its own discretion, to any of the informa-
tion contained herein. ~t 
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The Problem: Your developers have worked hard 
on your software product, staying on schedule and 
ahead of the competition. And your customers are 
counting on you. Before you ship, before you risk 
your reputation, you need to answer: Is the product 
really ready? 

The only way to guarantee your product's reli
ability is with thorough software testing. Over a sin
gle production cycle, a product may have to be 
tested several times or more. Performing these tests 
manually usually involves a large investment of 
resources - a price you can't afford to pay. 

The Solution: Automated testing. With auto
mated testing, tests can be performed quickly, accu
rately, unattended, each time your developers make 
a new version of the software. Automating your test 
operation can drastically cut the overall time 
needed to test a software product - at a price you 
can afford and with the quality your customers 
expect. 

The Company: Software Research provides you 
with complete software life-cycle maintenance 
tools. Founded in 1977, we pioneered the Computer 
Aided Software Testing (CAST) industry. 

As the world's leading CAST company, we take 
great pride in providing service to nearly 10,000 
customers in more than 2,500 sites, in just about 
every aspect of commercial aerospace, manufactur
. ,0 , u edical, educational, goverrrm1::nt, finance,am:t 
insurance industries. 

The Products: Software Research's test support 
products provide you with test coverage analysis to 
identify untested parts of your software and regres
sion tools to automate the testing process. 

Our products will: 
• enhance software quality 
ereduce costs to test 
• bring your products to market faster 
•increase productivity 
• integrate into your existing environment, 

without introducing new methodologies 
• respect the way you work or the way your 

software is organized, built, or stored. 

The Commitment: Like you, we are committed to 
giving our customers quality products, service and 
support. Not only do we provide the experience 
and products you can rely on, we support you 
through all the stages of testing implementation. 
Our technical support group can answer most of 
your technical problems within a 24-hour turn
around period. With our commitment comes a 
guarantee to: 

Research, design, implement, distribute, and 
support the world's best software test, QA 
and quality control tools. 

We've worked hard to fulfill our company's mission 
and are willing to work even harder to maintain it. 
That's a guarantee! 

USA 
Headquarters 
Software Research, Inc. 
625 Third Street 
San Francisco, CA 94107 
USA 
Phone 415.957.1441 
Fax 415.957.0730 

Orient Office 
Software Research, Inc . 

LIFEBOAT, Inc. 
3-6 Kanda-Nishikicho 
Chiyoda-ku 
Tokyo 101 
JAPAN 
Tel 81.3.3293.4716 
Fax 81.3.3219.2868 

SOFTWARE RESEARCH , INC. 

European Offices 
Software Research, Inc. 

England 
Admiral Software Limited 
Admiral House 
193-199 London Road 
Camberley 
Surrey GU15 3IT 
ENGLAND 
Tel 44.276.692.269 
Fax 44.276.691.541 

France 
MICRO SIGMA 
42 rue Legendre 
F-75017 Paris 
FRANCE 
Tel 33.1.46.22.99.88 
Fax 33.1.47.63.84.42 

Instrumatic FRANCE 
7 Avenue des Andes 
F-91952 Les Ulis 

FRANCE 
Tel 33.1.69.07.02.94 
Fax 33.1.69.07.04.92 

Italy 
SIE!ab, s.r.l. 
via Marche 
8 I-56100 
Pisa 
ITALY 
Tel 39.50.55.48.31 
Fax 39.50.55.10.04 

Benelux 
PRISM Information Architects 

• 

• 

Ligusterbaan 1 • 
2908 LW Capelle A I D Ijssel 
THE NETHERLANDS -
Tel 31.10.458.7511 
Fax 31.10.450.2421 
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READER RESPONSE FORM 
PHONE: (415) 957-1441. TOLL FREE USA ONLY: (800) 942-SOFT. FAX: (415) 957-0730. E-MAIL: info@soft.com. 

PLEASE INDICATE: 

O My address is correct. 

0 Please add my name to the mailing list. 

O Please delete my name from the mailing list. 

O This is a change of address 
(please include mailing label, if possible). 

PLEASE SEND ME INFORMATION ON: 

Test Coverage Analyzers (STW/COV) 

PLEASE TYPE OR PRINT: 

Name: ___________________ _ 

Title: ___________________ _ 

Organization: ________________ _ 

Street: ___________________ _ 

City /State/Zip: _____________ _ 

Phone: __________________ _ 

FAX: _______________ _ 

E-Mail: _________________ _ 

0 STW/COV General information on TCAT, S-TCAT, TCAT-PATH, and T-SCOPE. 

OTCAT 

0 S-TCAT 

0 TCAT-PATH 

0 T-SCOPE 

Test Coverage Analysis Tool (Ada, C, C++, COBOL, F77, Pascal) 

System Test Coverage Analysis Tool (Ada, C, F77, Pascal) 

Path Test Coverage Analysis Tool (Ada, C, COBOL, F77, Pascal) 

Test Data Observation and Analysis for the X Window System 

Automated Regression Testing Tools (STW/REG) 

0 STW/REG General information on CAPBAK, EXDIFF, SMARTS, and TDGEN. 

0 CAPBAK 

0 EXDIFF 

0 SMARTS 

0 TDGEN 

Keystroke and Mouse Capture and Playback System 

(MS-DOS, MS Windows, Unix, X Window System) 

Extended File Differencing System (Language Independent) 

Software Maintenance and Regression Test System (Language Independent) 

Test Data/File Generator (Language Independent) 

PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL: 

O Company Profile 

0 Price List 

0 Foreign Distributor List 

0 Product Brochure 

O Current Quarter Product Enhancements 

0 Technology Resellers Program 

0 Executive Quality Briefings 

Press Releases for 1992: 

Cl STW AvailableforDEC0SF/1 (PR-92-1) 

0 STW Integration on the IBM AIX SDE WorkBench 6000 (PR-92-2) 

I would like to purchase: 

0 Quality Week '92 Conference Proceedings: $250 

0 Quality Week '91 Conference Proceedings: $125 

O Quality Week '90 Conference Proceedings: $125 

l;i 'i)Um interests:---------------------------------

SOFTWARE RESEARCH, INC. 625 THIRD STREET SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94107-1997 USA 
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GTE HNIQUES 
DEVOTED TO THE TECHNOLOGY OF SOFTWARE TESTING 

VOLUME 15, NUMBER 3 

PRODUCT LINE EXPANDED 

Software Research, Inc. proudly 
announces the release of METRIC (Soft
ware Metrics Processor /Generator), a soft
ware measurement tool. 

Over the course of a few product code 
modifications, you can easily lose control 
over the quality of your software, unless 
you have some way to maintain it. Decid
ing which part of your code needs extra 
attention or needs to be rewritten can be 
difficult to determine unless you know 
which parts are the most complex; because 
complex code is usually more error-prone. 

Most often, developers rely on the tra
itional count of the number of lines of 
ode to determine software complexity. 

Although this measure provides an ade
quate estimate of program size, it does not 
predict program complexity. 

METRIC processes a source code file 
and automatically computes objective, 
quantitative software complexity mea
sures. These measures include the "Soft
ware Science" metrics, which measure the 
"size" of the software, and Cyclomatic 
Complexity metrics, which measure the 
flow of control within the code. 

Its operation is easy. You simply specify 
the source code file(s) you want METRIC 
to process and it automatically computes 
17 complexity metrics for the code into 
easy-to-read reports. Those modules and 
procedures with particularly high mea
surements are considered too complex and 
may need special attention. 

Then when you make a modification, 
you simply run METRIC again. Instantly, 
you'll see if your changes affect the com
plexity of the code. 

INSIDE THIS ISSUE: 

1 Page 2 

FALL 1992 

.... 

i-t 11 .., 
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Shown here is a directed graph from a module that has been exercised. The thick lines signify seg
ments that have been hit less than Threshold 1 (as specified in the Annotation window at right). 
The View Source window (at left) represents the source code for one of the un-hit segments. 

Because METRIC identifies the most COVERAGE ANNOTATION ADDED TO 
complex program modules, you can con
centrate your testing resources on just 
those complex parts of the code. 

METRIC is fully integrated into Soft
ware TestWorks (STW) management tool set 
(STW/MAN). Like other STW products, 
you have the choice of an easy-to-use GUI 
or command line activation. 

METRIC supports code written in Ada, 
"C", "C++", and FORTRAN on these 
workstations: HP-9000, IBM RS/6000, Sun-
3, Sun-4/SPARC, and 386/486 UNIX 
machines. 

(Please see the sample display on p. 2.) 

DIGRAPHS AND CALL-GRAPH DISPLAYS 

TCAT's and TCAT-PATH's digraph 
(directed graph) displays and S-TCAT's 
call-tree displays have new Annotation 
windows, which allow you to set upper 
and lower coverage thresholds. This new 
feature can help you visually identify the 
coverage for a segment or call-pair. 

When these thresholds are applied, 
those function modules or segments mea
sures that fall below the lower threshold 

Continued on p. 2 ~t 

• Inserts • • Pag~ 1 
METRIC Introduced, 
Annotation Features 

Product Enhancements, 
Training Available 

• Page 3 
Quality Week '93 

• Page4 
Calendar of Events Reader Response Form, 

Call For Participation 
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/ 
=• ><metric v.1 .0 rniome/st.einer/toOfh'netric /xcalc-;cl ./ la· IO 

Etle Qptt'c,ns B.eport Print / Help. 

,kOP1Plexit!:f Report b!:j Procedt..re for: xcalc.c ~ 
Procedure nl n2 Nl N2 N N' V E 1/Gl VG2 LOC B/C <:> SP ----------- --- --- --- --- ----- ----- ----- ------- --- --- --- ---- ---- --
parse_double 8 6 11 6 17 40 65 259 1 1 83 73 3 0 
open_the_dis 21 15 57 26 83 151 429 7810 6 7 32 10 7 2 
main 108 211 1404 840 2244 2359 18664 4012377 83 113 414 99 202 45 
S1::1ntax 6 18 67 34 101 91 463 2624 1 1 22 1 16 5 
XCalcError 6 7 12 7 19 35 70 211 1 1 7 1 2 0 
Setup Tl Cale 28 53 174 131 305 438 1934 66912 20 20 41 5 20 5 
SetupHPCalc 28 56 175 133 308 460 1969 65464 23 23 40 3 20 5 
DrawDisplO!:f 24 48 191 132 323 378 1993 65765 12 12 38 13 18 2 
DrawKe1::1 22 22 49 37 86 196 470 8686 3 5 21 6 6 2 
InvertKe1::1 9 9 17 13 30 57 125 813 1 1 13 6 2 0 
LetCoK~ 28 21 100 52 152 227 853 29586 8 10 76 19 20 13 
digit 29 26 114 66 180 263 1041 38304 9 15 33 2 21 7 
bkspf 18 6 33 14 47 91 215 4525 4 5 12 0 5 2 
decf 13 11 32 15 47 86 215 1910 4 4 16 0 8 2 
eef 15 12 36 19 55 102 262 3106 5 5 16 1 8 3 
clearf 13 12 29 16 45 91 209 1811 2 3 14 1 9 0 
negf 18 14 60 31 91 128 455 9068 6 6 25 6 11 1 
twoop 33 23 162 67 229 271 1330 63921 13 13 64 23 34 6 
twof 28 22 87 42 129 233 728 19459 10 10 29 2 22 2 
entrf 13 12 31 19 50 91 232 2390 4 4 16 3 7 i 

When a source code file is fed into METRIC, a Complexity Report is created. This report can 
help evaluate a program's complexity, determine the scope of development effort and help you 
produce more efficient code. 

instead of being written to a disk. At the 
end of execution, trace data is dumped int 
a reduced trace file format (similar to an 
archive file) . This runtime significantly 
improves runtime performance of instru
mented programs and also produces a 
smaller, predictable trace file size. Options 
are available for immediate coverage 
reporting. 

ADA COVERAGE PRODUCTS 

Ada tasking and exception handling (the 
two fundamental parallelism constructs) 
are now fully supported. Ada coverage 
tools also include the new trace file format, 
digraph and call-graph display generators, 
and more extensive coverage reports. 

Ada products include TCAT (for mea
suring logical branch coverage), S-TCAT 
(for measuring call-pair coverage), and 
TCAT-PATH (for measuring path level cov
erage). 

CAPBAK/X 

CAPBAK/X (SR's Capture/Playback 
tool), Release 4, allows you to forgo the pro

i-----------------------------------1 tocol hotkey menu (which allows you to 
ANNOTATION (Continued from p. 1) PRODUCT ENHANCEMENTS synchronize on image or save images). 

will be shown in red (for low coverage); Here is a summary of this quarter's prod- Now, with the touch of a finger, you can 
those between the lower and upper thresh- uct enhancements for the Software perform any of the hotkey window's opera-
olds amounts will be shewn ift-yellow{for TestWerks-(S'I'W}-syst-em: ti.onsJJJ__simply p_ressing a._function key. 
an acceptable amount of coverage); and This feature is called speed record, 

FLOATING LICENSES those that are above the upper theshold will because it allows you to quickly capture 
be shown in green (for excellent coverage). This quarter marks the start of floating images. 
If you don't have a color display, please licenses. Products will be available from a Along with the speed record utility, new 
refer to the sample display on p. 1. floating license server, as well as being in releases of CAPBAK/X also include com-

The coverage measures include: Num- "node locked" form. plete window and event/ output synchroni-
ber and percentage of hits per segment, log- NEW RUNTIME zation and interruptible playback. 
ical branch coverage, call-pair coverage, Interruptible playback allows you to 
number of segments, number of paths, An in-memory reduction runtime has been safely pause during a playback session. 
edge complexity, number of tokens, num- implemented into TCAT and S-TCAT. This feature gives you the flexibility toter-
ber of lines, a user-specified measure, etc. Now, during program execution, trace minate the session or work on something 

You can either use the defaults or set records are accumulated in memory else and later resume playback. 

your own thresholds, customizing your 
own rigorous coverage analysis. 

Digraphs and call-trees can help you 
understand your code structure because 
they graphically organize and identify logi
cal elements. These displays also simplify 
code tracing. When a low measure is dis
covered, you can use the View Source fea
ture. This feature allows you to click on a 
segment's edge or function module and the 
source code is automatically displayed for 
that part of the code. 

After studying the program's structure, 
using the coverage thresholds to identify 
segments or call-pairs with low measure
ments, and analyzing the source code, you 
can easily determine which parts of your 
code your test suite needs to more thor
oughly cover. 

Training - Getting the Most Out of STW 

You've purchased the software, but need help getting started. 
You want to ensure your products are as 

reliable as possible, so you've committed to 
the idea of testing with STW (Software 
TestWorks). But, you have limited 
resources. In other words, you need to get 
up-and-running as soon as possible. 

Software Research offers 2-, 3-, and 5-
day combination training workshops. 
These workshops will help you create your 
own test plan, teach you how to use STW 
products with your own application. 

Throughout the workshop, you will be 
shown practical applications and given 
exercises to strengthen your ability to use 
STW effectively. 

The workshops are designed to teach 
you the following: 

• STW functionality and operation. 
• Investigation of the underlying method

ologies. 
• Common testing pitfalls. 
• Using STW to test your application. 

When the workshop is over, you won't 
go home empty-handed. You will be able to 
attack your own testing with: 
• A preliminary test plan. 
• An idea of the extent of testing you will 

be performing. 

Continued on p. 3 ~ 
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Training (Continued from p. 2) 

• A good estimate of the time needed to 
complete testing. 

• Knowledge of test data that will be used. 
• Hands-on verification methods. 
• Automated methods. 

As mentioned, there are three kinds of 
workshops available: 

2-DA Y TRAINING 

The 2-day workshop covers all aspects 
of test automation. You will learn how to 
automate your testing with the STW/REG 
product set, including the capture and play
back of test session (with CAPBAK/X), file 
and image differencing (with EXDIFF), test 
suite organization (with SMARTS), and 
test data generation (with TDGEN). This 
workshop also includes: test automation 
methodology instruction, student exercises, 
and recommendations for student-specific 
problems. 

3-DA Y TRAINING 

The 3-day workshop covers all aspects 
of test coverage analysis. You will learn 
how to measure your test suite against three 
levels of metrics with the STW/COV prod
uct set. You will learn how to test at the unit 
(with TCAT), system (with S-TCAT), and 
path levels (with TCAT-PATH). This work
shop also includes: proven test methodol
ogy instruction, student exercises, and 
recommendations for student-specific 
problems. 

5-DA Y TRAINING 

The 5-day workshop covers all aspects 
of test automation and test coverage. You 
will learn how to determine the thorough
ness of your test suite with STW/COV and 
how to automate the testing process with 
STW/REG. This workshop also includes 
methodology instructions, real-life exam
ples, and recommendations for a plan of 
action. 

Please call SR for more information. 
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about Software Testing, Software Quality Manage
ment, Verification & Validation Maintenance, Soft
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be reproduced in any form without written permission from 
Software Research, Inc. 

The Sixth International Quality Week '93 
SR' s Sixth International Software 

Quality Week '93 conference will be held 
at the newly renovated Sheraton Palace 
Hotel, San Francisco, CA, May 25 - 28. 
Over 300 attendees are expected to take 
part in next year's theme: "Exploiting New 
Technologies". 

As the software development world 
becomes more competitive, companies are 
faced with reducing developing time and 
yielding quality software. Software 
Quality Week will discuss some of the 
advantages and problems using CASE 
technologies in software development and 
identify cost effective strategies. 

This event features a full day of tutorial 
seminars, a complete three-day, three-track 
technical conference, plus selected CASE 
exhibitors. Gathered will be the foremost 
notable industry practitioners in QA/QC/ 
Testing to provide the methodologies and 
software test methods that promise major 
advances in system quality and reliability. 

Quality Week '92's 300+ attendees had 
the opportunity to meet such industry 
leaders as Dr. Boris Heizer (Independent 
Consultant with Analysis, Inc.), Mr. Bill 
Bentley (Miles, Inc.), Dr. Vern Crandall 
(Brigham Young University), Mr. Roger 
Drabick (Eastman Kodak), Mr. Denis 
Meredith (Independent Consultant), Mr. 
Mike Tortorella (AT&T Bell Labs), and 
many more! 

The conference provides attendees with: 
• State-of-the art information on software 

test methods. 
• Analysis of effectiveness through case 

studies. 
• The latest developments in the software 

testing world. 
• Vendors of significant, corresponding 

technology. 
Quality Week has one goal: To create an 

on-going publicly accessible platform 
where leading Researchers, Quality Assur
ance Professionals and Users at every level 
can communicate and exchange experience 
and technology. 

"I learned a great deal and it was a most enjoy
able experience." 

- Donald Prather, Trinity University 

"I was impressed with the technical content of 
the presentations and the mix of theoretician 
and practitioners." 

- Thomas Cheatham, Middle 
Tennessee State University 

Copies of this year's impressive QW '92 
conference proceedings are available for 
$250, plus shipping. To order a copy or to 
receive information on next year's Quality 
Week '93, call Ms. Rita Bra! at SR/Institute. 

Don't Forget! Mark your Calendars for 
the Sixth International Software Quality 
Week '93 at the Sheraton Palace Hotel in 
San Francisco, CA, May 25 - 28, 1993. 

..._ I I "'1' 
a- lfl ...,,, 

This cail-graph display shows caller-callee free coni-i~tfiMM fov XmC,eateMainWindow 
module. These connections are highlighted by simply clicking on the module. This feature is 
available in the Annotation window (at right). 
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UPCOMING EVENTS 

Mark your calendars for these upcoming 
events (e = Software Research, Inc. will 
lead or participate in these events). 
• 19-21 October 1992: 

10th Annual Pacific Northwest Quality 
Conference, Portland, OR. Contact: Hilly 
Alexander, ADP, 2525 SW First Avenue, 
Portland, OR 97201-4760. 

• 3-6 November 1992: 
3rd European Conference on Software 
Quality, Madrid, SPAIN. Contact: Mr. 
Julio G. Sanz, AECC c/Zambano 92, 
28008 Madrid, SPAIN. 

• 9-12 November 1992: 
Conference on Software Maintenance-1992, 
Orlando, Florida. Contact: Vaclav 
Rajlich, Dept. of Computer Science, 
Wayne State University, Detroit, MI 
48202. Phone: (313) 577-5423. 

• 7-11 December 1992: 
5th International Conference on Software 
Engineering and its Application, Toulouse, 
FRANCE. Contact: Dr. Jean-Claude 
Rault, EC2, 269, rue de la Garenne, 92024 
Nanterre Dedex, FRANCE. 

• Call: • FAX: 

• 4-6 January 1993: 
IEEE International Symposium on Require
ments Engineering, Coronado Island, San 
Diego, CA. Contact: Prof. A. C. W. 
Finkelstein, Imperial College, London, 
ENGLAND. Phone: (44] 71-589-5111. 

• 25-29 January 1993: 
Seventh Annual Conference on Improving 
Productivity in System Development, 
Phoenix, AZ. Contact: Applied Com
puter Research, Inc., P.O. Box 82266, 
Phoenix, AZ 85071. 

• 17-21 May 1993: 
15th International Conference on Software 
Engineering, Baltimore, Maryland. Con
tact: Prof. Victor R. Basili, University of 
Maryland. Phone: (301) 405-2668. 
e-mail: basili@cs.umd.EDU. 

e 25-28 May 1993: 
6th International Software QUALITY 
WEEK '93, Sponsored by Software 
Research Institute. Contact: Ms. Rita 
Bral, Software Research, Inc., 625 Third 
Street, San Francisco, CA 94107-1997. 
Phone: (415) 957-1441. 
e-mail: qw@soft.com. 

CONTACTING SR'S OFFICE 

Direct: (415)-957-1441 (415) 957-0730 
• E-Mail: 
info@soft.com 

Toll Free: (800) 942-SOFT 
(USA Only) 

SOFTWARE RESEARCH, INC. 
625 THIRD STREET 
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94107-1997 

Testing Techniques Newsletter Subscriptions 
Testing Techniques Newsletter is provided gratis 
by Software Research, Inc. to leaders in the soft
ware and quality community. To request a free sub
scription, write to SR on your company letterhead 
and describe your involvement in software testing 
and quality control. 

• 13-17 September 1993: 
Fourth European Software Engineering 
Conference, Garrnish-Partenkirchen, 
GERMANY. Contact: Prof. M. Paul, 
Institute fur Informatik, Technische Uni
versitat Munchen, Orleansstr. 34, D-8000 
Munchen 80, GERMANY 

• 18-20 October 1993: 
Second Conference on Achieving Quality 
Software (AGuIS '93), Venice, ITALY. 
Contact Dr. Mario Fusani, CNR/ITALY. 
Phone: (39] (50) 55.43.42. 

TRADEMARKS 

METRIC is a trademark of Software Research, Inc., and 
SET Laboratories. CAPBAK, EXDIFF, SMARTS, IDGEN, 
TCAT-PATH, TCAT, S-TCAT, STATIC, TRACKER, and SlW are 
trademarks of Software Research, Inc. 

OSF/Motif is a trademark of the Open Software Founda
tion, lnc. The X Window System is a trademark of the Massachu
setts lnstitute of Technology. DEC DECStation is a trademark of 
Digital Equipment Coqx,ration. HP 9000 is a trademark of 
Hewlett Packard. IBM RS/6000 is a trademark of the Interna
tional Business Machines Corporation. Sun-3 and Sun SPARC 
are trademarks of Sun Microsystems, Inc. Ada is a trademark of 
the Ada Joint Program Office. 

Software Research, Inc. reserves the right to make changes 
without notice, and at its own discretion, to any of the informa-
tion contained herein. ~a 
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625 THIRD STREET 
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94107-1997 USA 
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SOFTWARE RESEARCH INSTITUTE 

CALL FOR PARTICIPATION 
~ QUALITY WEEK '93 

6TH INTERNATIONAL SOFTWARE QUALITY WEEK '93 (QW'93) 

Conference Theme: Exploiting New Technologies 
San Francisco, California -25 - 28 May 1993 

QW '93 is the sixth in a continuing series of Conferences focusing on advances in software test technology, quality 
control, risk management, software safety, and test automation. Modern software analysis methodologies, 
supported by advanced automated test methods, promise major advances in system quality and reliability. 

The mission of the QW '93 Conference is to increase awareness of the importance of software quality and methods 
used to achieve it. It seeks to promote software quality by providing education and opportunities for information 
exchange within the software community. 

QW '93 OFFERS: We are soliciting 45 and 90 minute SUBMISSION INFORMATION: 
presentations or participation in a 

The program consists of four days of panel discussion on any area of Abstracts should be 2 - 4 pages long, 
mini-tutorials, panels, technical testing and automation, including: with enough detail to give reviewers 
papers and workshops that focus on an understanding of the final paper, 
software test automation and new Automated Inspections including a rough outline of its con-
technology. QW'93 provides the Soft- Case Studies in CASE tents. Indicate if the most likely audi-
ware Testing and QA/QC community Cost I Schedule Estimation ence is technical, managerial or 
with: Data Flow Testing application-oriented. 

• State-of-the-art information on Defect Tracking / Monitoring 
software test methods. In addition, please include: 

• Exchange of information among 
Documentation • A cover page with the paper title, 

technologists. Legal and Liability Issues complete mailing and e-mail 

• Analysis of effectiveness through Object Oriented Testing address(es), and telephone and 

case studies. Program Slicing / Dicing FAX number(s) of each author. 

• Quality Assurance involvement in Project management • A list of keywords / phrases 

the development process. Productivity and Quality Issues describing the paper. 

• Vendor Technical Presentations - Real-Time Software • A brief biographical sketch of each 

Two-Day Vendor Show Reliability Estimates author. 

IMPORTANT DATES: 
Risk Management Send abstracts to: 
Software Metrics & Test Planning 

Ms. Rita Bral 
Abstracts and Proposal Due: Test Automation Software Research Institute 

15 December 1992 Test Implementation 625 Third Street 
Notification of Participation: Test Management San Francisco, CA 94107-1997 

15 February 1993 Test Planning Methods USA 
Camera Ready Materials Due: Test Policies and Standards 

15 March 1993 Testing Parallel Software 
Direct: [1] (415) 957-1441 

gnal Paper Ungth'. Toll Free: [1] (800) 942-SOFT 

10 - 20 pages, including Slides and Testing Technologi~~ PAX: [l] (41S) 957•0730 
View Graphs User Interface Testing E-mail: qw@soft.com 

SOFTWARE RESEARCH INSTITUTE 625 THIRD STREET SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94107-1997 USA 



The Problem: Your developers have worked hard 
on your software product, staying on schedule and 
ahead of the competition. And your customers are 
counting on you. Before you ship, before you risk 
your reputation, you need to answer: Is the product 
really ready? 

The only way to guarantee your product's reli
ability is with thorough software testing. Over a sin
gle production cycle, a product may have to be 
tested several times or more. Performing these tests 
manually usually involves a large investment of 
resources - a price you can't afford to pay. 

The Solution: Automated testing. With auto
mated testing, tests can be performed quickly, accu
rately, unattended, each time your developers make 
a new version of the software. Automating your test 
operation can drastically cut the overall time 
needed to test a software product - at a price you 
can afford and with the quality your customers 
expect. 

The Company: Software Research provides you 
with complete software life-cycle maintenance 
tools. Founded in 1977, we pioneered the Computer 
Aided Software Testing (CAST) industry. 

As the world's leading CAST company, we take 
great pride in providing service to nearly 10,000 
customers in more than 2,500 sites, in just about 
every aspect of commercial aerospace, manufactur
ing, medical, educational, government, finance, and 
insurance industries. 

The Products: Software Research's test support 
products provide you with test coverage analysis to 
identify untested parts of your software and regres
sion tools to automate the testing process. 

Our products will: 
• enhance software quality 
• reduce costs to test 
• bring your products to market faster 
• increase productivity 
• integrate into your existing environment, 

without introducing new methodologies 
• respect the way you work or the way your 

software is organized, built, or stored. 

The Commitment: Like you, we are committed to 
giving our customers quality products, service and 
support. Not only do we provide the experience 
and products you can rely on, we support you 
through all the stages of testing implementation. 
Our technical support group can answer most of 
your technical problems within a 24-hour turn
around period. With our commitment comes a 
guarantee to: 

Research, design, implement, distribute, and 
support the world's best software test, QA 
and quality control tools. 

We've worked hard to fulfill our company's mission 
and are willing to work even harder to maintain it. 
That's a guarantee! 

USA 
Headquarters 
Software Research, Inc. 
625 Third Street 
San Francisco, CA 94107 
USA 
Phone 415.957.1441 
Fax 415.957.0730 

Orient Office 
Software Research, Inc. 

LIFEBOAT, Inc. 
3-6 Kanda-Nishikicho 
Chiyoda-ku 
Tokyo 101 
JAPAN 
Tel 81.3.3293.4716 
Fax 81.3.3219.2868 

SOFTWARE RESEARCH , INC. 

European Offices 
Software Research, Inc. 

France 
MICRO SIGMA 
42 rue Legendre 
F-75017 Paris 
FRANCE 
Tel 33.1.46.22.99.88 
Fax 33.1.47.63.84.42 

Instrumatic FRANCE 

• 

7 Avenue des Andes • 
F-91952 Les Ulis " 
FRANCE 
Tel 33.1.69.07.02.94 
Fax 33.1.69.07.04.92 

Italy 
SIElab, s.r.l. 
via Marche 
8 I-56100 
Pisa 
ITALY 
Tel 39.50.55.48.31 
Fax 39.50.55.10.04 

Benelux 
PRISM Information Architects 
Ligusterbaan 1 
2908 LW Capelle AID Ijssel 
THE NETHERLANDS 
Tel 31.10.458.7511 
Fax 31.10.450.2421 

• 
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SOFTWARE RESEARCH, INC . 

READER RESPONSE FORM 
PHONE: [1] (415) 957-1441. TOLL FREE (USA ONLY): (1] (800) 942-SOFT. FAX: [1] (415) 957-0730. E-MAIL: info@soft.com. 

PLEASE INDICATE: 

O My address is correct. 

O Please add my name to the mailing list. 

0 Please delete my name from the mailing list. 

O This is a change of address 
(please include mailing label, if possible). 

PLEASE SEND ME INFORMATION ON: 

Test Managment Tools (STW/MAN) 

PLEASE TYPE OR PRINT: 

Name: 

Title: ___________________ _ 

Organization: ________________ _ 

Street: ___________________ _ 

City /State/Zip: _____________ _ 

Phone: __________________ _ 

FAX: _________________ _ 

E-Mail: __________________ _ 

OSTW/MAN General information on METRIC, STATIC, and TRACKER. 

OMETRIC Software Metrics Processor/Generator (Ada, C, C++, F77) 

0 STATIC Static Analyzer for C (Language Independent) 

0TRACKER Software Defect Tracking System (Language Independent) 

Automated Regression Testing Tools (STW/REG) 

OSTW/REG General information on CAPBAK, EXDIFF, SMARTS, and TDGEN. 

0CAPBAK 

DEXDIFF 

0SMARTS 

0TDGEN 

Keystroke and Mouse Capture and Playback System 

(MS-DOS, MS Windows, Unix, X Window System) 

Extended File Differencing System (Language Independent) 

Software Maintenance and Regression Test System (Language Independent) 

Test Data/File Generator (Language Independent) 

Test Coverage Analyzers (STW/COV) 

OSTW/COV General information on TCAT, S-TCAT, TCAT-PATH, and T-SCOPE. 

0TCAT 

OS-TCAT 

0TCAT-PATH 

OT-SCOPE 

Test Coverage Analysis Tool (Ada, C, C++, COBOL, F77, Pascal) 

System Test Coverage Analysis Tool (Ada, C, F77, Pascal) 

Path Test Coverage Analysis Tool (Ada, C, COBOL, F77, Pascal) 

Test Data Observation and Analysis for the X Window System 

PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL: 

0Price List I would like to purchase: 

0 Foreign Distributor List 

DProdud Ilrochure 

0Current Quarter Product Enhancements 

0 Quality Week '92 Conference Proceedings: $250 

0 Qirnuty Week '91 Conference Proceedings: $125 

0 Quality Week '90 Conference Proceedings: $125 

SOFTWARE RESEARCH, INC. 625 THIRD STREET SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94107-1997 USA 
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TESTING TECHNIQUES 
A NEWSLETIER FROM SOFTWARE RESEARCH, INC. 

VOLUME 16 / NUMBER 2 / SUMMER 1993 

NEW PRODUCTS 
Software Research, Inc . is pleased to 
announce the release of our newest 
additions to the STvVfM (Software 
TestWorks™) product line. 

>STATIC™ 
The STATIC analyzer for C reports on 

source code errors and inconsistencies 
that otherwise may go undetected. 

The C programming language is 
powerful. If this power is not used prop
erly, however, C can be the source of 
obscure bugs and unreliable software: a 
time bomb waiting to go off. Unfortu
nately, many of these bugs may be passed 
off as legal C by most compilers. 

STATIC analyzes a program across 
multiple modules and does a detailed 
check for semantic errors, such as incon
sistencies between function definitions 
and their use, unreachable statements 
and array index out-of-range. 

Once a source code is processed, 
STATIC automatically generates a report 
that lists the errors encountered. The 
report can easily be tailored to your own 
distinctive programming style. Some of 
the customizing options are: 

• Error options allow you to enable 
and/ or disable messages individually 
or in groups by wild-card methods, by 
symbol name, by file name, or by type 
difference. 

• Flag options tell STATIC how to han
dle data types and syntax structure. 

• Library options tell how information 
about libraries is passed to STATIC. 

• Strong type checking options support 
full or partial typedef-based type 
checkin5-

(+l-)e41 

l\'-s. MiaMt.ch lri'llbitlon 

( +1->ee<t lnluls> 

Pointer to Tlf'e Mlaaetc:h 

(+1-)tpi<nlulslp} -·for-I 

Ernr Option Set 

-ellb(537} 
-elib(544) 
-elib(762) 
-.l1b(662) 
-elib(760) 
,7'6 
-"534 
,762 
-.578 

<•1->e-.,.<n,s.,.boH,Syilt,oln --.,-<51.6,XtAdil:allbod:.> E,tle ~ICWIS !ielP 

~ n for file ==~:::;:::~ lfi====================;;wl 
(+1-)eftle(n,fl le( ,fl lel) -esyi11(118,IM'llink.,prlntf) ~- Noo.ile: /hoN/steiner/tool/stat1c/xcalc.c 

'"'fl!:11'(715,w,cal lllata> 
~C718.~) tenchf lint 
•es:!f111(515,sprintf) /hotlte/steiner/tool/static/xeale.c 23 Y.rnlng 5'-4: endtf or else not follc..ed 

-esya(515,printf') ~ Eel. 

ttesuge t tn Lllreri, Helaclr 

~ for Ty:,e Dtff'erence -e:sy111(516,printf> Dlspl~ ~ = ttl.L; 

(+1->etd<T~Dtfrt , ,,,J> =:=:::~;:~) ~~~:~~t;:~T~t:~c.c 106 Error 129: declaration eJ1pected, 

,._ _____ ___.J -esyllt(718,ft'Md) Aic.el~ner/tool/static/xcalc.c 106 Warning 601: Expected a l!f>e, Int 

'---:-==----:=HI /hoM/stelner/tool/statlc/xcalc.c 106 Error 40: lndeclarod 1dentif1er OU.U 

jc1ose l {] ==~::::~=:j~~:~:~:~:~ ~: ~:: ~~ ~s!aan~lnltiallzer 

!b============::l!lUI (initialization) (pointer= int) 

Window theW1ndow, tco,Mtndow, diSf",11d; 
/hoM/ste1ner/tool/static/xcalc,c 107 Error 129: declaration expected, 

Identifier Window i~ 
/hc-,/steiner/tool/statlc/xcalc,c 107 Error 1.29: decl.ration expected, 

Identifier theWlndow isnored 
/hoM/steiner/tool/statlc/xcalc,c 107 Error 10: Expecting 1dentif'ler 
/hcae/steiner/tool/statlc/xcalc.c 107 Error 129: doclar-atlon expected, 

> XDEMO™ STATICs generated report (right) identifies 
serious program syntactical errors as well as 
areas that warrant further review. STATIC 
has been especially designed to control the 
potential for message avalanche with its 
Error Options window (left). 

Based on CAPBAK/X™'s capture/ 
playback technology, XDEMO is a pow
erful way to create professional X Win
dow-based demonstrations of your live 
application. 

• Size options set the sizes of various 
scalars (short, int) for the target 
machine. 

• Compiler options allow you to ignore 
nonstandard constructs accepted by 
some compilers. 

STATIC is integrated into the STW / 
Advisor™ family tool suite and is avail
able for the Sun SPARC, IBM RS/6000, 
HP 9000, DECstation, Silicon Graphics, 
and 386/486 UNIX workstations. 

XDEMO records actual mouse move
ments, keyboard entries, and graphical 
user interface output into a keysave file. 
Later during test replay, your application 

continued on page 2 
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System-Under-Test (Sun HOST 
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Shown here is CAPBAK/NI's architecture. A simulation board is inserted into the SUT, an 
external box that concentrates all the utilized connectors, and a host computer. The simulator 
captures all user activities. During playback, the recorded inputs are reproduced on the SUT. 

will behave the same way as it did during 
the recording session. 

After you record your application, 
you can enhance your demo with voice
over narration and music clips to high
light key points. You can also change 
time sequences. 

When your users playback a demo's 
keysave file, they can interactively pause, 
resume and terminate the demo, as well 
as vary the speed of playback. 

There is no limit on the number of dif
ferent recorded demos and the total 
number of copies of the recorded demos 

TESTING TECHNIQUES 

Published by Software Research, Inc. to dis
seminate information about Software Test
ing, Software Quality Management, 
Verification & Validation Maintenance, Soft
ware Safety, and CASE. For a free subscrip
tion, to receive back issues, or to submit 
letters, write Software Research, Inc., 625 
Third Street, San Francisco, CA 94107-1997. 
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STW, STW/Regression, STW/Coverage, STW/Advi
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you can distribute. For your protection, 
however, your users can only playback 
unmodified keysave files - the 
encrypted activation key assures this. 

>- CAPBAK/NI™ 
CAPBAK/NI is a powerful hard

ware-based capture and playback tool 
for use in software testing and evalua
tion. 

A special hardware device, called a 
human simulation board, is connected to 
the system-under-test (SUT) in either an 
AT or a MicroChannel bus. 

In CAPBAK/NI's capture phase, the 
test engineer undertakes a series of 
actions on the SUT. The hardware simu
lator captures keystrokes and mouse 
movements. The answers of the system, 
i.e. screen contents or, in some cases, 
printer outputs, are captured as well. 
This information is then sent from the 
hardware simulator to a HOST com
puter. 

The HOST computer can have up to 
four HOST cards, each testing up to 32 
controlled systems, for a total of 128 sys
tems. This kind of capacity is ideal for 
load testing. 

During playback, the recorded key
strokes, mouse movements and screen 
captures are reproduced in real time on 
the SUT. The HOST computer down
loads test scripts and baseline images to 

the simulation board which drives the 
SUT input channels and checks the sys
tem responses. The simulation board 
then uses hardware-based video syn
chronization to control the automatic 
playback. 

Playback's results are used to verify 
an application's behavior by comparing 
its actual results with the expected 
results from an earlier test run of the 
same product. 

CAPBAK/NI's technique is intended 
to make the capture and playback pro
cess non-invasive on the SUT. In this way, 
testing is totally independent from the 
application-under-test or operating sys
tem - which both remain unmodified. 

ENHANCEMENTS 

>- Floating Licenses 
SR is now shipping copies of STW 

either in node-locked or floating license 
versions. Node-locking is when software 
is licensed to a particular computer and 
floating licensing is synonymous with 
networked computing. 

Floating license versions are only 
available for SUN platforms; other plat
forms will be added at a later date. 

If your interested in upgrading to a 
floating license, please contact your SR 
sales representative. 

>- Solaris Support 
STW /Regression™ and STW /Cover

age™ tool suites are now available on 
Solaris 2.1 under the Motif Window Man
ager (mwm). Support for the Open Look 
Window Manager (olwm) will be avail
able soon. 

>- CAPBAK/X, Release 4.4 
Two new features have been added to 

the capture and playback tool for X Win
dow-based applications: 

• Playback's Quick Check mode 
automatically compares captured 
response images to their corresponding 
baseline image on the fly. As images are 
compared, CAPBAK/X keeps you up-to
date with status messages and records 
any discrepancies. 

• When a window was partially cov
ered by another window and the user 
saved that window, playback could not 
guarantee predictable results. Now, the 
Mouse Image Masking feature automat
ically generates a set of masks that apply 
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to the captured window and eliminates 
any overlapped window parts from com
parison. 

> CAPBAK/MS-WindowsTM, 
Release 2.1 

CAPBAK/ MS-Windows is currently 
being updated to parallel many of the 
features available through the popular 
CAPBAK/ X, including: 

• Easy Test Creation. It records all 
user activities in a C programmable key
save file script. 

• Reliable Playback. With its built-in 
synchronization modes it ensures a reli
able playback, even when application 
response times change. 

• Automatic Playback Verification. 
It automatically compares playback's 
actual test output with capture's 
expected results. 

• Test Case Verification. As tests are 
run, results are automatically written to 
test execution reports. 

CAPBAK/MS-Windows will be 
available for all 386+ systems running 
MS-Windows, Release 3.0 or higher, 
October 1, 1993. 

> T-SCOPE™, Release 3.1 

The coverage analyzers' dynamic 
visualizer tool has been updated with a 
new user-friendly interface. 

T-SCOPE's new interface allows the 
user to easily select a program's call tree 
display or a module's directed graph. 
The user can also choose charts that 
dynamically update call-pair coverage 
value for a program or the logical branch 
coverage value for a module. 

Once the TCAT and S-TCATcoverage 
analyzer tools instrument a source code 
program. T-SCOPE can be used to 
dynamically show test case completeness 
as the program is executing. As a test is 
being executed, exercised logical 
branches and call-pairs are highlighted 
and overall coverage values are updated. 

T-SCOPE is available for the X Win
dow System only. 

T-SCOPE's Main window (top left) allows 
the user to select a program's call-tree display 
(top right), a module's directed graph (bottom 

right), and branch and call-tree charts (bot
tom left). During a program's execution these 
displays dynamically update. 

THE SIXTH INTERNATIONAL SOFTWARE QUALITY WEEK 

What a Success! 

Software Research Institute's (a not-for-profit subsidiary of SR) Sixth International 
Software Quality Week (QW '93) held in San Francisco, May 25-28 was clearly the 
best Computer-Aided Software Testing (CAST) show ever held. 

Over 500 conference and exposition attendees took part in this year's theme, 
"Exploiting New Technologies". 

QW '93 combined the foremost experts in QA/QC Testing with the most up-to-date 
technology. Some of the leading CAST experts on hand were: 

• Boris Beizer - Overview of Software Test Techniques 
• Tom Gilb - Advanced Software Inspections 
• Bill Curtis - Maintaining the Software Process Movement 
• Shel Siegel & Bill Silver - Applying Total Quality Optimization to Real-World 

Testing 
• Dorothy Graham - Where is CAST Heading? Directions and Trends for Testing Tools 

Attendees had the opportunity to select presentation from three different tracks: 
• The technical track included discussion of data flow, test coverage and other 

advanced testing methods. 
• The applications track showed attendees how to use current test methodologies 

and techniques in their environment. 
• The management track was aimed at manager os the software quality process to 

discuss successful case studies. 

One of this year's highlights was a two-day vendor show, featuring 20 top suppliers 
of CAST products. The exposition featured demonstrations, industry tips and ven
dor presentations. Never before have attendees had the opportunity to see so many 
software analysis and automated test products in one place at one time! 

Copies of the bound QW'93 Conference Proceedings are available at $150 per copy 
from SR. Please contact Mr. Ron Steffen (steffen@soft.com) for details. 

If you missed Quality Week '93, don't despair. An updated Seventh International 
Quality Week is set for May 24-27, 1994, in San Francisco, California. 
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UPCOMING EVENTS 

Mark your calendars for these upcoming 
tradeshows and seminars (v indicates an 
event SR sponsors or participates in) 

v August 18-20, 1993: 
XVT Conference, Boulder, Colorado. 
Contact: Mr. John L. Donnelly. 
Phone: (303) 440-9813. 

• August 24-26, 1993: 
Third Annual Software Engineering 
Conference, Software Engineering 
Institute, Pittsburgh, PA. 

V September 8-10, 1993: 
SR Sponsored STW Product Demonstra
tion Seminars, West Coast, USA. Con
tact: Ms. Rita Bral, 625 Third Street, 
San Francisco, CA 94107-1997. 
Phone: (415) 957-1441. 
E-mail: bral@soft.com. 

• September 13-17, 1993: 
Fourth European Software Engineering 
Conference, Garmish-Partenkirchen, 
GERMANY. Contact: Prof. M. Paul, 

CONTACTING SR'S OFFICE 
>- Call: >- FAX: 

Institute fur Informatik, Technische 
Universitat Munchen, Orleansstr. 34, 
D-8000 Munchen 80, GERMANY. 

v September 21-23, 1993: 
UNIX Expo, New York City. 

v September 27-29, 1993: 
SR Sponsored STW Product Demonstra
tion Seminars, East Coast, USA. Con
tact: Ms. Rita Bral, 625 Third Street, 
San Francisco, CA 94107-1997. 
Phone: (415) 957-1441. 
E-mail: bral@soft.com. 

V October 18-20, 1993: 
Second Conference on Achieving Quality 
in Software (AQuIS '93), Venice, Italy. 
Contact: Dr. Mario Fusani, CNR/ 
ITALY. Phone: [39] (50) 55.43.42. 

v October 19-21, 1993: 
CASE/World, Boston, Massachusetts. 
Contact: Ms. Lysa Byrne, Digital Con
sulting, Inc., 204 Andover Street, 
Andover, MA 01810. 
Phone: (508) 470-3850. 

Direct: (415) 957-1441 (415) 957-0730 
>- E-Mail: 
info@soft.com 

Toll Free: (800) 942-SOFT 
(USA Only) 

SOFTWARE RESEARCH, INC. 
625 THIRD STREET 
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94107-1997 

Testing Techniques Newsletter Subscriptions 
Testing Techniques Newsletter is provided gratis 
by Software Research, Inc. to leaders in the soft
ware and quality community. To request a free sub
scription, write to SR on your company letterhead 
and describe your involvement in software testing 
and quality control. 

• October 19-21, 1993: 
Pacific Northwest Software Quality Con
ference, Portland, Oregon. Contact: 
Ms. Terri Moore, Pacific Agenda, 
P.O.Box 10142, Portland, OR 97210. 
Phone: (503) 223-8633. 

v Nov. 29, 1993 - Dec. 3, 1993: 
Federal Unix Show, Washington, D.C. 

• December 6-10, 1993: 
SUN Users' Group Meeting, Santa 
Clara,CA. 

v December 7-11, 1993: 
5th International Conference on Software 
Engineering and its Application, Tou
louse, FRANCE. Contact: Dr. Jean
Claude Rault, EC2, 269, rue de la 
Garenne, 92024 Nanterre Cedex, 
FRANCE. 

v May 24-28, 1994: 
7th International Software QUALITY 
WEEK, Sponsored by SR Institute, San 
Francisco, California. Contact: Ms. 
Rita Bral, 625 Third Street, San Fran
cisco, CA 94107-1997. 
Phone: (415) 957-1441. 
E-mail: bral@soft.com 

>-Write: 
SOFTWARE RESEARCH, INC. 
625 THIRD STREET 
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94107-1997 USA 

-
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PHONE: (1] (415) 957-1441 . TOLL FREE (USA ONLY): (1] (800) 942-SOFT. FAX: (1] (415) 957-0730. E-MAIL: info@soft.com 

PLEASE INDICATE: PLEASE TYPE OR PRINT: 

D My address is correct. Name: __________________ _ 

D Please add my name to the mailing list. Title: ___________________ _ 

D Please delete my name from the mailing list. 

D This is a change of address 

Organization: ________________ _ 

Street: ___________________ _ 

(please include mailing label, if possible). City /State/Zip: _____________ _ 

Phone: __________________ _ 

FAX: __________________ _ 

E-Mail: __________________ _ 

PLEASE SEND ME INFORMATION ON: 

DSTW 

D STW/Regression 

0 CAPBAK 

0 EXDIFF 

DSMARTS 

D STW/Coverage 

OTCAT 
0 S-TCAT 

OTCAT-PATH 

OT-SCOPE 

0 STW/Advisor 

OMETRIC 

0 STATIC 

OTDGEN 

General information on the entire Software TestWorks Test Tool Suite 

General information on the automated regression tools: CAPBAK, EXDIFF and SMARTS. 

Capture and Playback System (X Window System, Unix, Non-Invasive, Microsoft Windows, DOS) 

Extended File Differencing System (Language Independent) 

Software Maintenance and Regression Test System (Language Independent) 

General information on test coverage tools: TCAT, S-TCAT, TCAT-PATH, and T-SCOPE. 

Test Coverage Analysis Tool (Ada, C, C++, COBOL, F77, Pascal) 

System Test Coverage Analysis Tool (Ada, C, F77, Pascal) 

Path Test Coverage Analysis Tool (Ada, C, COBOL, F77, Pascal) 

Test Data Observation and Analysis for the X Window System 

General information on the advisor tools: METRIC, STATIC, and TDGEN. 

Software Metrics Processor/Generator (Ada, C, C++, F77) 

Static Analyzer for C 

Test Data Generator (Language Independent) 

PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL: 

0 Company Brochure 

I would like to purchase: 
0 Quality Week '93 Conference Proceedings: $150 

0 Quality Week '92 Conference Proceedings: $100 

D Quality Week '91 Conference Proceedings: $75 

D International Distributor List 

0 Quality Week Conference Information 

PLATFORMS USED: 

OSPARC 
D 386/486 UNIX 

LANGUAGES USED: 

DC 

0 IBM RS/ 6000 
0 PC-MS-DOS 

DC++ 

0 HP9000 0 DECstation 0 Silicon Graphics 
0 PC-MS-Windows D PC-Windows/NT OOther ___ _ 

0 Fortran OAda DCOBOL 
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SR and IDE Team Up 

SR and Interactive Development 
Environments (IDE) have teamed up to 
deliver the first end-to-end automated 
specification, development and software 
test solution. SR's Software TestWorks™ 
(STW™) has been integrated with IDE's 
Software Through Pictures TM (StP™) and 
T™ products. 

IDE's StP product provides a com
plete foundation for comprehensive soft
ware development. It allows for top
down analysis and design of a system by 
creating behavior descriptions. StP also 
provides graphical editors which draw 
and annotate diagrams that model a sys
tem, creating a repository of system 
behavior descriptions. IDE's T, in turn, 
extracts the behavior descriptions and 
automatically generates the optimal 
number of test cases. 

Using SR's STW / Regression™ suite 
of tools, the test cases are then automati
cally formatted and organized into an 
easy-to-understand hierarchy. Once the 
test cases are organized, a template is cre
ated to automatically execute and vali
date all of the test cases through STW / 
Regression's capture / playback technol
ogy. 

At the same time, the test coverage 
analyzers, STW / Coverage™, can be 
used to measure the thoroughness of the 
test cases. If additional test cases are 
required, T or the tester can easily create 
them. 

This comprehensive solution permits 
test cases to be based on system require
ments, design specifications or program 
specifications. Good engineering prac
tices suggest that well-specified products 
lead to well-built products. The integra-

tion between IDE and 5R talm, thi:i prin
ciple a step further by providing the 
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SR's and IDE's integration provides end-to
end graphical editors for system modeling, 
automatic test case generation, execution, and 
management, as well as coverage analysis. 

means to test the implementation against 
the specification. 

Tests based on specifications can be 
reused throughout modifications in the 
project life cycle. This improves overall 
product quality as a more complete set of 
tests can be run repeatedly. It also 
reduces the cycle time between releases 
by automatic execution of the test suite. 

Contact your SR sales representative 
for additional information. 

STW Product Bundle Added 

SR has added a third product line, 
STW / Advisor™, to complement its Soft
ware TestWorks™ (STW™) family of 
testin0 tools. STW / Advisor assists 

developers, testers and managers in allo-
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eating resources by determining which 
parts of the code need additional effort. 

STW / Advisor is comprised of an X
Window-based metric analysis product, 
a C code static analyzer for syntax and 
semantic analysis, and a test data/file 
generator: 

• METRIC™ provides all of the com
monly accepted software metrics for pro
grams written in C, C++, Ada, and 
FORTAN, including Halstead Software 
Science metrics to measure data com-
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Differ ent Window Sizes 

CAPBAK/X's character recognition capability allows tests to recorded that are tolerant of 
changes in the window size and shape, button locations, menu list orders, fonts, or even back
ground colors. 

plexity, Cyclomatic Complexity metrics 
to measure logic complexity, and size 
metrics such as number of lines, com
ments and executable statements. 

•STATIC™ provides detailed syntax 
and semantic error/ inconsistency infor
mation for programs written in C. 
STATIC performs a more detailea analy
sis than a compiler, including locating 
nonportable constructs. 

•TDGEN™ maps a template file and 
an input test values file into a test input 
file, creating additional tests by substitut
ing either random or sequential selec
tions of values. This increases the 
capacity of a test suite to more fully exer
cise the program-under-test. 

STW / Advisor joins the STW suite of 
test tools that also includes STW /Cover
age's test analyzers and STW /Regres
sion's test automation tools. 

STW / Advisor is currently shipping 
on Sun SPARC, the HP 9000 series, IBM 
RS/6000, SGI, DECstation, and Intel x86 
running SCO/ODT. 

SGI Supported 

STW's suite of automated regression, 
coverage analysis and advisory tools has 
now been ported to the Silicon Graphics 
platform. 

STW is available on all SGI platforms 
running the IRIX operating system, 
Release 5.1 or later. 

CAPBAK/X Enhancements 

CAPBAK/X™'s capabilities have 
been further enhanced by the addition of 
Character Recognition technology and 
Virtual Displays. 

~ Character Recognition 

Software Research licensed OCR tech
nology from Xerox Imaging Systems 
(XIS) to provide generalized character 
recognition capabilities, making it possi
ble to make tests completely font and 
type-size independent with no user 
training. 

This technology enables CAPBAK/X 
to extract ASCII values from a screen 
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image, allowing the screen image to be 
used for test validation. OCR technology 
also enables CAPBAK/X to search for 
text which may have moved (such as a 
button or X-box), determine the new 
location and then continue executing the 
test script. For example, using the OCR 
technology, the developer can require the 
system to wait until a particular text 
string is displayed in a given region. 
CAPBAK/X will then search the indi
cated region, regardless of the font used, 
and recognize the specific text string. 

Character recognition capabilities are 
available to existing customers (with 
either floating or node locked licenses) 
for $250. For new purchases, the charac
ter recognition capabilities are available 
bundled on STW /Regression floating 
licenses and $250 per user on node
locked licenses. 

> Virtual Displays 

CAPBAK/X's virtual display feature 
provides a tester with the capability to 
simulate multiple test sessions on the 
same workstation for the purposes of 
load generation, performance assess
ment, and multiple-test-e~ecution. 

SR has accomplished this by provid
ing an X-server that simulates the display 
in RAM. While the Virtual X-server 
behaves just like an X-server, it is not tied 
to any physical display hardware and 
therefore allows playback activity to be 
run in the background. This feature 
allows tests to be executed in the back
ground, freeing the screen to continue 
executing other processes or commands. 

With this approach, the tester records 
normally, capturing keystrokes, mouse 
movements and images. During play
back, these keystrokes and mouse move
ments are played back to the Virtual X
server. Screen image response files are 
also captured as regular bitmap files and 
can be compared to the baseline images 
for PASS/FAIL criteria. 

The virtual displays feature can act as 
a powerful testing partner. It can run 
tests in parallel, produce simulated mul
tiple-user loads, and confirm tests on one 
machine that were initially created on a 
different machine with a different dis
play size. 

This capability is available at no addi
tional cost as part of the CAPBAK/X 
product. 
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CAPBAK/X's Evolution 

Although window-based user inter
faces now provide the user with more 
aesthetic options, there is the trade-off of 
inconsistencies across platforms in col
ors, fonts, screen size, and the general 
look-and-feel. 

Due to the variety of problems associ
ated with X Window-based capture/ 
playback testing, SR has implemented a 
three-level architecture that provides the 
optimal solution for testing graphical 
user interface (GUI) applications. 

The first level, currently supported by 
CAPBAK/ X™, is true-time capture / 
playback. With true-time, the keyboard 
and mouse inputs are replayed exactly as 
recorded by the tester. Playback timing is 
duplicated from the server's own timing 
mechanism, allowing tests to be run as if 
executed by a real user. The results of the 
tests indicate any variances from the 
baseline cases, permitting the tester to 
determine the implication of those differ
ences. 

The second type, also currently sup
ported by CAPBAK/ X, is character rec
ognition. Character recognition allows 
the test to search for items that may have 
moved since testing a previous version of 
the application. It allows the test more 
flexibility in handling changes in the 
application and thereby extends the life 
of the test script, although it may indicate 
a test passing when it should not. 

The third level (the most abstract 
level) is widget or object-level playback. 
With widget-level playback, the X and Y 
coordinates on the screen are no longer 
significant as the application's widgets 
are activated directly. Playback in general 
will demonstrate whether the test fully 
executes and widget capture / playback 
provides the greatest level of portability 
by allowing the same test script to 
become executable from one hardware 
platform to another. It should be noted 
that these tests may not check for GUI 
correctness. There may be tests that pass 
despite conditions where a user could 
not operate the application interface 
(such as a command button being hidden 
behind a window), and therefore require 
user testing. 

Each one of these levels is advanta-
0eous to the different stages of testing 

during the software life cycle. The solu
tion provided by SR is to advance the 
user from true-time playback to the char-

acter recognition level to the widget level 
automatically. The first two levels have 
already been implemented in the CAP
BAK/X product. The third level (widget) 
will be available soon. 

CAPBAK/MSW Released 

SR has begun shipment of CAPBAK/ 
MS Windows™, Release 2.1. Like its sis
ter product CAPBAK/X™, CAPBAK/ 
MSW is a regression testing solution tool 
for developers of applications for graph
ical user interface (GUI) applications. As 
a regression test tool CAPBAK/ X expe
dites the recording and playback of com
plete user test sessions of keystrokes, 
mouse movements and image saves. 

CAPBAK/MSW's unique functional
ity includes: 

• Test Replication: Problematic 
applications can be recorded, 
allowing replay of detected errors. 

• Synchronization Modes: CAP
BAK/MSW automatically synchro
nizes on all new windows. Explicit 
synchronization can also be 
inserted by the tester, including a 
waiting period for image creation 
and moving the created image to a 
specific location. 

• Programmable Test Script: A full 
C-language interpreter is provided 

to execute the test script language. 
It allows conditional statements 
and loops to be added to a previ
ously recorded tests, creating a 
more sophisticated test program. 

• Playback Verification: Playback's 
automatically compares the actual 
test output with expected results 
and writes the results to a log file. 

CAPBAK/MS Windows is available 
for all 386+ systems running MS Win
dows, Release 3.1 or later. 

Quality Week '94 

Software Research Institute (a non
profit subsidiary of SR) will sponsor the 
Seventh International Software Quality 
Week (QW '94) at the Sheraton Palace 
Hotel, San Francisco, CA, May 17-20, 
1994. 

In today's marketplace, organizations 
are faced with the difficult challenge of 
developing and delivering complex soft
ware systems while continually improv
ing predictability and reducing the cycle 
time between releases. Those companies 
that can master quality and productivity 
issues will dominate their markets into 
the next century. 

The QW '94 theme, "Maintaining 
Competitiveness", focuses on advances 
in software test technology, quality con
trol, risk management, software safety, 

•••••• Ready 
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and test automation. 
QW '94 is expected to include the 

foremost industry practitioners in QA/ 
QC/Testing to provide the methodolo
gies and advanced automated software 
test methods that promise major 
advances in system quality and reliabil
ity. 

Quality Week '93's attendees had the 
opportunity to meet such industry lead
ers as Dr. Boris Beizer (Independent 
Consultant with Analysis, Inc.), Mr. Bill 
Bently (Miles, Inc.), Dr. Bill Curtis (Carn
egie Mellon University), Mr. Torn Gilb 
(Author and Independent Consultant in 
Oslo, Norway), Dr. Michael Mac-an
Airchinnigh (K&M Technologies Lim
ited, Ireland), Dr. Paul Oman (University 
of Idaho), Ms. Alka Shah-Jarvis (Charles 
Schwab), and Mr. Shel Siegel (YESS! 
Inc.). 

This event features a full day of tuto
rial seminars, a complete three-day, 
three-track technical conference, and a 
two-day vendor show, featuring top 
suppliers of Computer Aided Software 
Test (CAST) products. 

CONTACTING SR'S OFFICE 
>- Call: >- FAX: 

Quality Week has one goal: To create 
an on-going publicly accessible platform 
where researchers and Quality Assurance 
professionals, as well as users at every 
level can communicate and exchange 
experience and technology. 

To receive information on the confer
ence or to register your company for the 
exposition, e-mail your request to 
qw@soft.com. 

Copies of the bound QW '93 Conference 
Proceedings are available at $150 per copy 
from SR. Please e-mail requests to 
qw@soft.com. 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

Mark your calendars for these upcoming 
tradeshows and seminars: 

• December 1-2, 1993: 
8th Annual Software Engineering Workshop, 
Goddard Space Flight Center, 
Greenbelt, MD. 
Contact: Mr. Frank McGarry, NASA/ 
GSFC, Greenbelt, MD 20771. 

>-Write: 

• December 6-10, 1993: 
11th Annual SUN Users' Group Meeting, 
Santa Jose, CA. 
Contact: Sun User Group Conference 
& Exhibition, 12343 Hymeadow Dr., 
Bldg. 3, Austin, TX 78750. 
Phone: (800) 727-EXPO. 

• December 7-11, 1993: 
5th International Conference on Software 
Engineering and its Application, 
Toulouse, FRANCE. 
Contact: Dr. Jean-Claude Rault 
EC2, 269, rue de la Garenne, 92024, 
Nanterre Cedex, FRANCE. 

• January 25-28, 1994: 
Achieving Quality Software N, 
San Diego, CA. 
Contact: Society for Software Quality, 
P.O. Box 86958, San Diego, CA 92138. 

• May 17-20, 1994: 
7th International Software QUALITY WEEK, 
San Francisco, CA. 
Sponsored by SR Institute. 
Contact: Ms. Rita Bral, 625 Third 
Street, San Francisco, CA 94107-1997. 
Phone: (415) 957-1441. 
E-mail: qw@soft.com 

Direct (415) 957-1441 
Toll Free: (800) 942-SOFT 

(USA Only) 

(415) 957-0730 
>- E-Mail 

info@soft.com 

SOFTWARE RESEARCH, INC. 
625 THIRD $TREET 

SOFTWARE RESEARCH, INC. 
625 THIRD STREET 
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94107-1997 

Testing Techniques Newsletter Subscriptions 

Testing Techniques Newsletter is provided gratis 
by Software Research, Inc. to leaders in the soft
ware and quality community. To request a free sub
scription, write to SR on your company letterhead 
and describe your involvement in software testing 
and quality control. 

Feel free to circulate copies in your office 

SAN FBANCISCO, CA 94107-1997 USA 

Presort 
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CALL FOR PARTICIPATION 
~ QUALITY WEEK '94 

7TH INTERNATIONAL SOFTWARE QUALITY WEEK (QW '94) 

Conference Theme: Maintaining Competitiveness 
San Francisco, California-17 - 20 May 1994 

QW '94 is the seventh in a continuing series of Conferences focusing on advances in software test technology, quality 
control, risk management, software safety, and test automation. Software analysis methodologies, supported by 
advanced automated test methods, promise major advances in system quality and reliability, assuming continued 
competitiveness. 

The mission of the QW '94 Conference is to increase awareness of the importance of Software Quality and methods 
used to achieve it. It seeks to promote Software Quality by providing technological education and opportunities for 
information exchange within the software community. 

QW '94 OFFERS: 

The program consists of four days of 
mini-tutorials, panels, technical 
papers and workshops that focus on 
software test automation and new 
technology. QW '94 provides the Soft
ware Testing and QA/QC community 
with: 

• Quality Assurance and Test 
involvement in the development 
process. 

• State-of-the-art information on 
software test methods. 

• Exchange of information among 
technologists. 

• Analysis of effectiveness through 
case studies. 

• Vendor Technical Presentations 
• Two-Day Vendor Show 

IMPORTANT DATES: 

Abstracts and Proposal Due: 
15 December 1993 

Notification of Participation: 
15 February 1994 

Camera Ready Materials Due: 
15 March 1994 

Final Paper Length: 
10 - 20 pages, including Slides and 
View Graphs 

We are soliciting 45 and 90 minute 
presentations or participation in a 
panel discussion on any area of 
testing and automation, including: 

Novel Test Methods 
Automated Inspection 
CASE/CAST Technology 
Cost I Schedule Estimation 
Data Flow Testing 
Defect Tracking / Monitoring 
Function Point Testing 
GUI Test Technology 
Object Oriented Testing 
Parallel Software Testing 
Process Assessment 
Program Slicing / Dicing 
Productivity and Quality Issues 
Real-World Experience 
Real-Time Software 
Risk Management 
Software Metrics in Test Planning 
Test Automation 
Test Documentation Standards 
Test Management Automation 
Test Planning Methods 
Test Policies and Standards 

Testing for Re-Use 

SUBMISSION INFORMATION: 

Abstracts should be 2 - 4 pages long, 
with enough detail to give reviewers 
an understanding of the final paper, 
including a rough outline of its con
tents. Indicate if the most likely audi
ence is technical, managerial or 
application-oriented. 

In addition, please include: 
• A cover page with the paper title, 

complete mailing and e-mail 
address(es), and telephone and 
FAX number(s) of each author. 

• A list of keywords / phrases 
describing the paper. 

• A brief biographical sketch of each 
author. 

Send abstracts to: 
Ms. Rita Bral 
Software Research Institute 
625 Third Street 
San Francisco, CA 94107-1997 
USA 

Direct: 
Toll Free: 
FAX: 
E-mail: 

[1] (415) 957-1441 
[1] (800) 942-SOFT 
[1] (415) 957-0730 
qw@soft.com 

SOFTWARE RESEARCH INSTITUTE 625 THIRD STREET SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94107-1997 USA 
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RESPONSE FORM 
PHONE: (415) 957-1441. TOLL FREE: (800) 942-SOFT. FAX: (415) 957-0730. E-MAIL: info@soft.com 

For more information, please FAX or mail this form. 

PLEASE INDICATE: PLEASE TYPE OR PRINT: 

D Please add my name to the mailing list. Name: __________________ _ 

D Please have a sales representative call me. Title: __________________ _ 

D Please send me the information checked below. Organization: _______________ _ 

Street: __________________ _ 

City /State/Zip: ____________ _ 

Phone: __________________ _ 

FAX: ______________ _ 

E-Mail: ________________ _ 

I AM INTERESTED IN: 

OSTW 

0 STW /Regression 

OCAPBAK 

OEXDIFF 

OSMARTS 

0 STW /Coverage 

OTCAT 

OS-TCAT 

OTCAT-PATH 

OT-SCOPE 

OSTW/Advisor 

OMETRIC 

OSTATIC 

OTDGEN 

PLATFORMS USED: 

OSPARC 
0386/486 UNIX 

LANGUAGES USED: 

DC 

NEED: 

General information on the entire Software TestWorks (STW) Test Tool Suite 

General information on the automated regression tools: CAPBAK, EXDIFF and SMARTS. 

Capture and Playback System (X Window System, Unix, Non-Invasive, Microsoft Windows, DOS) 

Extended File Differencing System (Language Independent) 

Software Maintenance and Regression Test System (Language Independent) 

General information on test coverage tools: TCAT, S-TCAT, TCAT-PATH, and T-SCOPE. 

Test Coverage Analysis Tool (Ada, C, C++, COBOL, F77, Pascal) 

System Test Coverage Analysis Tool (Ada, C, F77, Pascal) 
Path Test Coverage Analysis Tool (Ada, C, COBOL, F77, Pascal) 

Test Data Observation and Analysis for the X Window System 

General information on the advisor tools: METRIC, STATIC, and TDGEN. 

Software Metrics Processor/Generator (Ada, C, C++, F77) 

Static Analyzer for C 

Test Data Generator (Language Independent) 

OIBM RS/ 6000 
OPC-MS-DOS 

OHP 9000 ODECstation DSilicon Graphics 
OPC-MS-Windows DPC-Windows/NT DOther ___ _ 

DC++ OFortran DAda DCOBOL 

Otvaluation / NMr t~rM ~ur~h~g{l 
OGathering Information 

SOFTWARE RESEARCH, INC. 625 THIRD STREET SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94107-1997 USA 
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STW ENCHANCEMENTS 

SR's Software TestWorks™ (STW™) 
suite of automated regression tools, cov
erage analyzers and advisory tools now 
feature the following enhancements: 

CAPBAK/X SUPPORTS XTRAP AND 
XTESTEXTENSIONl EXTENSIONS 

STW / Regression™'s capture/ play
back tool, CAPBAK/X™, now supports 
both the XTRAP and XTestExtensionl 
server extensions. These server exten
sions provide interception and manage
ment capabilities of client protocol 
requests and client input (pointer or key
board) device events on the server. As a 
result of this compatibility: 

• CAPBAK/X can now record and 
playback on the Network Computer 
Device X terminals in tandem with the 
new NCD software. 

• The latest version of CAPBAK/X is 
now supported with no server modifica
tions on the HP 9000 / 700 series running 
HP /UX 8.0 (HP / UX 9.0 was already sup
ported) and on SCO/ ODT. 

The XTRAP server extension is pro
duced by Digital Equipment Corporation 
and runs on the following platforms: 
SUN MIT XllR5, SGI IRIX 5.1 and DEC. 

The XTestExtensionl server exten
sion is produced by Hewlet-Packard and 
runs on the following platforms: SCO/ 
ODT 2.1 and 3.1, HP and IBM. 

STW/COVERAGE WORKS WITH 
CENTERLINE PRODUCTS 

The STW /Coverage™ tool suite is 
compatible with CenterLine's Object
Center™ and CodeCenter™ products. 

ObjectCenter provides development 
tools for C++, while CodeCenter pro
vides development tools for C. After 
code has been developed with either of 

these CenterLine products. STW /Cover
age's tools are used to determine the 
thoroughness and diversity of test cases 
at the logical branch, call-pair and path 
levels. 

TCAT-PATH SUPPORTS C++ 

STW / Coverage's TCAT-PATH tool 
for path coverage analysis now supports 
the C++ language. TCAT-PATH joins 
TCAT (for logical branch coverage) in 
processing code written in the C ++ lan
guage. 

PRINT UTILITY ADDED 

STW / Coverage's and STW / Advi
sor's™ output graphical displays now 
feature a Print utility which prints the 
displays to Postscript output. A printout 
can be scaled to any size. For example, a 
single graph can be printed on multiplQ 
pages. 

--~ 
--.....-:~ 
,_...,I ~ --

The new Print utility prints graphical dis
plays to Postscript output. The enlargement 
feature of Print can make even the most com
plex of displays easy to analyze. 

STW ON SOLARIS 2.3 

STW is now supported on the Solaris 
2.3 OS on the Sun SPARC workstation. 

For further information about these 
enhancements or about STW in general, 
please contact your SR sales representa
tive. 

IN TlllS ISSUE: 

STW Enhancements 
STW/Regression's Direction 
Editorial 
Quality Week '94 
Calendar of Eventii 
Reader Response Form 

1 
2, 3 
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STW /REGRESSION'S 
DIRECTION 

By the end of this calendar quarter, 
STW /Regression will have undergone 
major changes that will dramatically 
improve GUI testing. Here is a sneak pre
view at the new features: 

C-LANGUAGE IMPLEMENTATION WITH 
INTERPRETER FOR TEST SCRIPTING 

The SMARTS™ and CAPBAK prod
ucts will use a C-language interpreter to 
further enhance test recording and script
ing. The C-language interpreter will pro
vide full language support with the 
exception of a few C constructs (such as 
structures and pointer-to-pointers), 
which will be omitted. All events and 
actions will be recorded as C function 
calls in CAPBAK. 

The benefits to using a C-language 
interpreter are substantial: 

• Users already familiar with C need 
not learn a new or vendor-proprietary 
language. 

• Conditional statements, loops and 
variables can be addecLto pre-'lliously 
recorded tests, creating a more sophisti
cated test program. 

• Language structure allows func
tions to be re-used. 

Implementation of the C-language 
interpreter in SMARTS/X, SMARTS/ 
MSW and CAPBAK/X will be completed 
by the end this quarter. The implementa
tion for CAPBAK/MSW is currently 
shipping. 

WIDGET TESTING MODE ADDED 

The new widget or object testing 
mode will complete an architectural 
development plan for CAPBAK/X. 

The true-time testing mode, the initial 
mode currently supported by CAPBAK/ 
X, replays keyboard and mouse activity 
exactly as recorded by the tester and pro
vides bitmap and character verification. 
Playback timing can either reflect actual 
recording time or be adjusted to different 
values. 

Bitmap verification automatically 
compares images captured during a 
recording session with the actual images 
at playback. Character recognition verifi
cation determines a successful test based 
on the actual values. It extracts the values 
from bitmap images using OCR technol
ogy, translating them into A5CII chiirac-

ters (regardless of font or background 
color), and then compares the expected 
and actual values for differences. 

The true-time testing mode accom
modates minor application changes to 
the graphical user interface (GUI) 
through character string synchroniza
tion. While this mode can recognize bit
map images and manage font, type-size 
and location alterations, it cannot handle 
character string modifications (such as 
Quit being changed to Exit) within the 
user interface. 

The widget testing mode, on the other 
hand, can handle modifications to the 

TESTIN 

application under test's (AUT) user inter
face because it directly queries the inter
nals of an application's GUI, sometimes 
referred to as GUI objects. Examples of 
an application's GUI objects include 
push buttons, pull-down menus, list 
selections, and text widgets. 

Widget testing is excellent for testing 
portability between platforms. Because 
widget technology operates directly with 
the objects, test scripts are not effected by 
environment changes to the AUT, and, 
therefore, the test scripts are portable 

Continued on p. 3 

EDITORIAL 

Software Test Tools Considered Harmful? 

Why such a controversial title, one that 
emulates Dr. E. W Dijkstra's famous Goto 
Statement Considered Harmful letter that 
set off the structured programming revolu
tion (which, in tum, led to the object-ori
ented programming revolution)? 

The reason is simple: The market for 
software test tools is growing at a faster rate 
than the rest of the software development 
market. Even though software testing and 
tools to automate software testing have 
been around for many years, the market is 
still in its infancy. As a result, many ven
dors use terms without clear definitions 
and oversell their solutions. In the software 
test community purveyors of products 
would have you believe that their solution 
will solve all of your quality problems. 

The good news is the industry growth 
has created a competitive situation in which 
some good products are offered. I know that 
competition always has improved our 
product line, and it's a fair assumption that 
will be true for others as well. 

The bad news, however, is no single
function test tool solution is going to com
pletely solve anyone's testing problem, even 
as slick sales and marketing will have you 
believe. Having actually seen some of these 
pitches, I have to admit that they really are 
clever at sweeping the hard parts of the soft
ware test problem under the proverbial rug! 
Caution is advised. 

SR has been working on software test
ing problems and their solutions for over 
fifteen years. I, myself, have been involved 
in the software testing field since the early 
197Q'gf Through my experiences, one thing 

about the software testing field is unques
tionably true: The problem of achieving 
good quality software, using test tools and 
every other imaginable possible solution, 
was, is, and will remain both a technically 
subtle and deep problem for which there is 
no quick fix. 

The CASE "silver-bullet" that never 
materialized is not here for CAST either. 
Moreover, software testing is a multi-fac
eted problem and requires multi-faceted 
solutions. 

I believe SR's STW tool suite made up 
of three bundles of tools (STW/Regression, 
STW/Coverage, and STW/Advisor), is a 
strong base for general software testing 
solutions. On the other hand, I also know 
no single product or even STW's entire 
collection of 12 separate tools, is the total 
test solution. For this reason, SR will con
tinue to expand its product line and to 
work with others in partnership, to add to 
its solution. In a recent partnership with 
Interactive Development Environments 
(IDE), for example, STW was integrated 
with IDE's products to create an end-to
end automated specification-based and 
software test solution. 

Over time, the products that provide 
real solutions and deliver genuine value 
will prevail. You have my assurance: SR 
will be here to help you when other short
term single point solutions fail to measure 
up when the going gets tough. 

-Dr. Edward Miller 
President of SR 
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STW/Regression's Direction 
(Continued from p.2) 

between platforms. The abundance of 
objects included in a typical application's 
GUI can automatically be added, modi
fied or deleted in a test script. As a result, 
test re-recording can often be avoided. 

While widget technology will not ver
ify GUI correctness, it will confirm that 
the application's engine ran successfully. 
With the widget technology, tests might 
pass despite conditions in which a user 
could not operate the application inter
face (such as a command button being 
hidden behind a window). Therefore, 
even if the widget testing mode has been 
run, it is still important to perform user
level testing, either manually or with the 
true-time testing mode. CAPBAK/ X's 
enhanced architecture will provide the 
capability to toggle between true-time 
and widget testing modes during a 
recording session. 

Look for the widget testing mode in 
the upcoming 5.1 release of CAPBAK/ X 
due out this summer. 

TIN-ON-LINE EDITION 

As well as the biannual TTN, SR also 
offers free subscriptions to its monthly 
TTN-On-Line edition. To request a free 
subscription, please e-mail ttn@soft.com 
and use the keywords Request-TIN or 
subscribe in the Subject line of your e
mail header. 

TESTING TECHNIQUES 

Testing Techniques Newsletter (ITN) is pub
lished biannually by Software Research, 
Inc. to disseminate information about Soft
ware Testing, Software Quality Manage
ment, Verification & Validation Maintenance, 
Software Safety, and CASE. For a free sub
scription of the ITN, to receive back issues, 
or to submit letters, write Software Research, 
Inc., 625 Third Street, San Francisco, CA 
94107-1997 or e-mail ttn@soft.com. 

Publisher - Edward Miller 
Issue Manager - Rita Bra! 
Editor - Deborah Steiner 
Assistant Editor - Lisa Janner 

Copyright © Software Research, Inc. 1994 

ST\IV, STW/Re$ression, STW/Coverage, STW/Advisor, 

CAPBAK, SMARTS, TCAT-PATH, and the SR logo 
are trademarks of Software Research, Inc. All other sys
tems are either trademarks or registered trademarks of 
their respective companies. 

The Seventh International Quality Week '94 

Software Research Institute (a non
profit subsidiary of SR) will sponsor the 
Seventh International Software Quality 
Week (QW '94) at the Sheraton Palace 
Hotel, San Francisco, CA, May 17-20, 
1994. 

>-- Conference Theme 

In today's marketplace, organizations 
are faced with the difficult challenge of 
developing and delivering complex soft
ware systems, while continually improv
ing predictability and reducing the cycle 
time between releases. Companies that 
can master quality and productivity 
issues will dominate their markets into 
the next century. The theme for the QW 
'94, Maintaining Competitiveness, 
reflects that goal by focusing on advances 
in software test technology, quality con
trol, risk management, software safety, 
and test automation techniques. The goal 
is to help organizations implement man
ageable, well-defined, repeatable quality 
processes. 

>-- Conference Structure 

QW '94 features a pre-conference 
tutorial day and a complete three-day 
general conference with keynote ses
sions, mini-tutorials, and regular techni
cal papers tracks. There are two special 
debates, a vendors' presentation track, 
and an expanded two-day vendor exhibit 
featuring top suppliers of Computer 
Aided Software Test (CAST) products. 

QW '94 speakers include industry 
experts, academics and experienced 
practitioners in QA/QC/Testing to pro
vide the methodologies and advanced 
automated software test methods that 
promise major advances in system qual
ity and reliability. Key speakers and their 
QW'94' s topics are: 

• Dr. Boris Beizer (ANALYSIS) On 
Being Competitive 

• Mr. Bill Bently (Miles) Capturing 
Requirements 

• Mr. Robert Binder (Independent 
Consultant) Testing Object-Oriented 
Systems: State of the Art, State of the 
Practice 

• Dr. Leo Egan (Egan gystems~ ~:mplt
fying ISO 9000-3 

• Mr. Tom Gilb (Independent Consult
ant) Software Inspections 

• Dr. Warren Harrison (Univ. of Ore
gon) and Dr. Paul Oman (Univ. of 
Idaho) Using Metrics to Guide Testing 
Software QA 

• Dr. Herb Hecht (SoHaR) Software 
Dependability in Distributed Systems 

• Mr. Hans-Juergen Kugler (K&M 
Technologies) What's on in Europe? 
European Software Quality Initiatives 

• Dr. Micheal Mac-an-Airchinnigh 
(Univ. of Dublin) Formal Methods, 
Requirements and Testing 

• Dr. Monika Muellerburg (GMD) 
Why Systematic Testing is Difficult: The 
Problem of the Sample 

• Dr. John Musa (Bell Laboratories) 
Software Reliability Engineering Prac
tice 

• Mr. Robert Poston (IDE) and Mr. 
George Symons (SR) An Integrated 
Solution to Specification-Based Testing 

• Ms. Alka Shah-Jarvis (Charles 
Schwab) Applying Software Quality: 
1509000-3 

• Mr. Shel Siegel (Objective Quality) 
Where Are the Software Quality Leaders 
and What Are They Doing? 

• Mr. Bill Silver (Software Quality 
World) The TQO Software Measure
ment Paradigm 

• Mr. Nicholas Zvegintzov (Software 
Maintenance News) Analysis, Design, 
and Verification of Software Change 

QW'94 has one goal: To create an on-
going publicly accessible platform where 
researchers and Quality Assurance and 
Software Test Professionals, as well as 
users at every level, can communicate 
and exchange experience and technol
ogy. 

>-- Registration 

For information on the conference or 
to receive a registration package e-mail 
your request to qw@soft.com, phone 
SR/Institute at (415) 957-1441, or FAX 
SR/Institute at (415) 957-0730. 

>-- Quality Week '95 

Don't Forget! Mark you calendars for 
the Bibth Intcrmttiomll SuftwiY~ 2Yi!!
ity Week '95 (QW '95) at the Sheraton 
Palace Hotel in San Francisco, CA, May 
23-26, 1995. 
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UPCOMING EVENTS 

Mark your calendars for these upcoming 
tradeshows and seminars (v' indicates an 
event SR sponsors or participates in): 

v' May 8-12, 1994: 
Software Testing Analysis and Review 
(STAR '94), 
Alexandria, VA 
Contact: Carol Stuart, SQE, 
Phone: (800) 423-8378 
FAX: 904-268-0733 

v' May 11-13, 1994: 
Obiettivo Qualitlt: Verso La Fabbrica de/ 
Software Affidabile, 
Milano, ITALY 
Contact: Carlo Ghiglieno, Centro per 
le Tecnologie Informatiche 
Phone: (0125) 53341-53039 
FAX: (0125)53431 

v' May 17-20, 1994: 
7th International Software Quality Week 
(QW '94), 
San Francisco, CA 
Sponsored by SR Institute. 
Contact: Ms. Rita Bral, 
Software Research, Inc., 

Call: 
Direct: (415) 957-1441 
Toll Free: (800) 942-SOFT 

(USA Only) 

SOFTWARE RESEARCH, INC. 
625 THIRD STREET 
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94107-1997 

Testing Techniques Newsletter Subscriptions 
Testing Techniques Newsletter is provided gratis 
by Software Research, Inc. to leaders in the soft
ware and quality community. To request a free sub
scription, write to SR on your company letterhead 
and describe your involvement in software testing 
and quality control. 

Feel free to circulate copies in your office 

625 Third Street, 
San Francisco, CA 94107-1997. 
Phone: (415) 957-1441 
FAX: (415) 957-0730 
E-mail: qw@soft.com 

v' June 13-16, 1994: 
USPDI '94, 
Washington, D.C. 
Contact: Martha Woods 
USPDI, Inc., 1734 Elton Road, #200, 
Silver Spring, MD 20903 
Phone: (301) 445-4405 

v' June 14-16, 1994: 
Sun World '94, 
San Francisco, CA 
Contact: IDG World Expo 
Phone: (800) 545-EXPO 
FAX: (508) 872-8237 

0 June 15-19, 1994: 
24th Annual International Symposium on 
Fault-Tolerant Computing, 
Austin, TX 
Contact: Billene Mercer 
Phone: (512) 327-4012 
FAX: (512) 327-8132; 
E-mail: xhibit@ics.com 

CONTACTING SR'S OFFICE 

FAX: 
(415) 957-0730 
E-Mail: 
info@soft.com 

0 July 26-28, 1994: 
Software Quality Management, 
Edinburgh, SCOTLAND 
Contact: Sue Owen, 
Conference Secretariat, Wessex Institute 
of Technology, Ashurst Lodge, Ashurst, 
Southhampton SO4 2AA 
Phone: 44 (0) 703 293223 

v' August 17-19, 1994: 
International Symposium on software Test
ing Analysis, 
Seattle, WA 
Contact: Thomas Ostrand, 
Phone: (609) 734-6569 
FAX: (609) 734-6565 
E-mail: tj o@scr.siemens.com 

v' September 21-221994: 
Software World, 
Washington, D.C 
Contact: Mark Longo (DCI), 
Phone: (508) 470-3870 

0 October 3-5, 1994: 
24th International ASQC, 
Washington, D.C. 
Contact: Karen Snow, 
Exhibit Coordinator 
Phone: (415) 388-1963 

Write: 
SOFTWARE RESEARCH, INC. 
625 THIRD STREET 
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94107-1997 USA 

Presort 
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U.S. Postage 
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San Francisco, CA 
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PHONE: (415) 957-1441. TOLL FREE: (800) 942-SOFT. FAX: (415) 957-0730. E-MAIL: info@soft.com 

For more information, please FAX or mail this form. 

PLEASE INDICATE: PLEASE TYPE OR PRINT: 

D Please add my name to the mailing list. Name: 

D Please have a sales representative call me. Title: 

D Please send me the information checked below. Organization: 
Street: _ __________________ _ 

I AM INTERESTED IN: 

OSTW 

City /State / Zip: 

Phone: 

FAX: 

E-Mail: 

General information on the entire Software TestWorks (STW) Test Tool Suite. 

General information on the automated regression tools: CAPBAK, EXDIFF and SMARTS. 
Capture and Playback System (X Windows, UNIX, Microsoft Windows, DOS) 
Extended File Differencing System 

D STW/Regression 
OCAPBAK 
OEXDIFF 
OSMARTS Software Maintenance and Regression Test System (X Windows, UNIX, Microsoft Windows, DOS) 

D STW/Coverage 
OTCAT 
OS-TCAT 
OTCAT-PATH 
OT-SCOPE 

D STW/Advisor 
OMETRIC 
OSTATIC 
OTDGEN 

General information on test coverage tools: TCAT, S-TCAT, TCAT-PATH, and T-SCOPE. 
Test Coverage Analysis Tool (Ada, C, C++, COBOL, F77) 
System Test Coverage Analysis Tool (Ada, C, F77) 
Path Test Coverage Analysis Tool (Ada, C, COBOL, F77) 
Test Data Observation and Analysis for X Windows 

General information on the advisor tools: METRIC, STATIC, and TDGEN. 
Software Metrics Processor/Generator (Ada, C, C++, F77) 
Static Analyzer for C 
Test Data Generator 

0 IDE/SR StP-T-STW 
Integration 

Information on the integration of IDE's Software Through Picture (StP) and T products with SR's STW. 

D Product Seminars Information on upcoming STW product seminars. 

PLATFORMS USED: 

DSPARC 
0 486/Solaris 
0 PC/Windows/NT 

LANGUAGES USED: 

DC 

NEED: 

D IBM RS/6000 
0 486/SCO-ODT 
D Other ____ _ 

DC++ 

D Evaluation / Near term purchase 
D Gathering Information 

QUESTIONS/SUGGESTIONS: 

D HP 9000 7xx/8xx 
D 486/UnixWare 

D Fortran 

D DECstation 
OPC/MS-DOS 

OAda 

0 Silicon Graphics 
0 PC/ MS-Windows 

OCOBOL 
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XllVIRTUAL FREE REGISTRATION FORM 
PHONE: (415) 957-1441 . TOLL FREE: (800) 942-SOFT. FAX: (415) 957-0730. E-MAIL: virtual@soft.com 

The Xll Virtual Display System™ (Xllvirtual™) is an exciting new technology from Software Research (SR) that per
mits you to run GUI applications and scripts in the background, just as if each one was connected to a separate screen. 
This technology was developed for load testing from a single workstation. Xllvirtual can be used with our testing tools, 
or any other vendors' testing tools. It can also be used by anyone wishing to put a screen intensive application into the 
background in order to free the screen for other uses. Xllvirtual is based on XllRS and runs on the following platforms: 
SPARC Xll, Silicon Graphics under IRIX 5.x, RS/6000 under AIX 3.2.x, and HP-9000/7XX under HP /UX 9.x. 

Due to popular demand, the Xllvirtual free software offer has been extended through May 31, 1994. There is a $45 
media, postage and handling charge payable by check or money order prior to shipment. To receive your copy of 
Xllvirtual, you need to fill out this request form in full and mail it with payment to the Software Research address at 
the bottom of the page. 

User Information: 

Name: _________________ _ 

Title: ____ ______________ _ 

Organization: ______________ _ 

Street: _________________ _ 

City /State/Zip: ___________ _ 

Phone: _____ _ ___________ _ 

FAX: ________________ _ 

E-Mail: _______________ _ 

On which platform are you going to use Xllvirtual: 
0 SPARC D SGI D RS/6000 

What version of the OS are you using? _____ _ 

Which media would you like Xllvirtual delivered on? 
0 DC6250 Cartridge Tape (QIC-150) 

Do you currently use commercial GUI testing tools? 
0 Software TestWorks O XRunner O QA-Partner 

Do you currently use other commercial testing tools? 

Ship to Information: 

Name: ____________ _____ _ 

Title: _________________ _ 

Organization: ______________ _ 

Street: _________________ _ 

City /State/Zip: ____________ _ 

Phone: _ _ _ ___ ___________ _ 

FAX: ______________ _ 

E-Mail: _ _ ______________ _ 

D HP 9000/7xx 

O4mmDAT 

OYes 
0 PreVue-X 

DYes 

0 No (If Yes, which ones?) 
0 Others _________ _ 

0 No (If Yes, which ones?) 

What do you expect to do with Xllvirtual? ___ _____________ ____________ _ 

Mail completed 
fonn with check to: 

Software Research, Inc. 
Attn.: Xll virtual Registration 
625 Third Street 
San Francisco, CA 94107-1997 

SOFTWARE RESEARCH, INC. 625 THIRD STREET SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94107-1997 USA 



XllVIRTUAL TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION 

Product Description 

The XU Virtual Display System™ (XU virtual™) 
simulates multiple-user sessions from the same 
machine for the purposes of load generation, per
formance assessment, multiple-test assessment 
and multiple-test execution. XU virtual makes it 
possible to use test sessions and performance 
assessment tools to measure performance of a sys
tem as it responds to the load imposed by multiple 
users. Each Xll virtual-based virtual session 
includes a complete execution environment-with 
many options and features-and each can be con
trolled and monitored from a central foreground 
display. 

Technical Advantage 

A simulated user session consumes exactly the 
amount of system resources as would be con
sumed by a "real" user doing the same work. The 
same X-protocol traffic is generated independent 
of whether the session is in the foreground or the 
background. In addition, XU virtual can run multi
ple tests simultaneously. 

A test recorded and playable by a capture/play
back system, such as the CAPBAK/X™ system in 
the STW /Regression™ suite of tools, can be run by 
one or more copies of XU virtual. (Background 
playback using other capture/playback systems 
has also been verified.) This mode of playback will 
produce the effect of an actual playback but with a 
virtual display: A display region kept in memory 
but not mapped to the actual display hardware. All 
of the timing, synchronization, image save activity, 
and other outputs of an actual playback session are 
identical to what would happen if the session were 
actually run against a copy of Xl lRS connected to 
an actual display. 

Architecture 

The basic X Windows System Version 11, Release 5 
(Xl 1R5) has been modified so that all references to 
the actual (physical) display are disabled, and the 
display is instead simulated in the frame buffer. 
All of the X-protocol responses, Xl 1-timing, etc. of 
Xl lRS are preserved, as are all of its resource selec
tion options and run-time switches. 

Xllvirtual is built so that an application (client) 
which is assigned to an Xllvirtual display will not 
behave any different than it would behave if the 
display were a real (i.e. physical) one. 

Each XU virtual display is invoked through its ini
tialization xvinit utility, which is similar to the 
xinit utility to start the X server. It has several user
selectable command-line options that allow you to 
customize a virtual display's screen size, resolu
tion, etc. 

During its operation, each Xllvirtual display con
nects to its own monitoring utility called xvmon, 
which permits the user to monitor an entire dis
play or an active client or to terminate a virtual ses
sion. The xvmon utility is especially important 
when multiple tests are running, because it gives 
the user control over all the sessions. 

Applications of Xll virtual 

XU virtual can be applied in the following ways: 

• Tests can be executed in the background, freeing 
the screen to continue executing other processes 
or commands. The true-time nature of CAP
BAK/X' s playback guarantees that the load 
imposed by multiple copies of Xl 1 virtual run
ning in the background is 100 percent realistic. 

• An application's operation can be checked out on 
different screen types (color, monochrome or 
gray-scale) without moving the product around 
to different machines. This is possible through 
screen type command line switches. 

• If a screen is too small for an application, the 
application can be run on a copy of XU virtual 
with a larger declared screen size to ensure it 
works. 

• A recorded script (or even a shell script) can be 
used to perform time-consuming database setup 
operations that otherwise would occupy your 
current display for quite some time. The setup 
using Xll virtual would be the same as if it had 
been done in the foregound. 
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STW ENHANCEMENTS 

SR's Software TestWorks™ (STW™) 
suite of automated regression tools, cov
erage analyzers and advisory tools now 
features the following enhancements: 

CAPBAK/X™ 

CAPBAK/X™, Ver 5.1, contains two 
important new features: in addition to 
the existing true-time (coordinate based) 
and character recognition based cap
ture / playback, this version also contains 
the capability for widget- or object-level 
capture/playback. The second fea ture is 
a change in the script language from a 
proprietary "C" -like language to actual 
"C" driven by a "C" interpreter (see edi
torial on page 2). 

The addition of the widget mode for cap
ture / playback completes the STW/ 
Regression TM support for the entire 
range of modes used by testers to create 
test scripts. True-time mode is used for 
user level testing, where the script acts 
exactly as a user would, reporting all dif
ferences from the last time a script was 
run. Widget mode is used primarily for 
portability testing, ensuring that the 
engine of the application has ported suc
cessfully. Playback works regardless of 
screen location or screen geometry, 
allowing a single script to work across 
multiple platforms. 

CAPBAK/X™ Ver 5.1 is the first capture/ 
playback tool on the market to allow a 
script to be recorded in true-time mode 
for user-level testing, and then be con
verted to widget mode to test the same 
application on multiple platforms, with
out requiring that a new test script be 
~~nerated from scratch by the tester. 
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Sample screens of CAPBAKIX™, Ver 5.1, showing widget (object)-based capture/playback. In this exam
ple, CAPBAKIX™ records the actions required to order a meal as object-based calls, rather than coordinate 
or character-based actions. With the addition of widget-based capture/playback, STW/Regression™ now 
supports the entire range of capture and playback modes used to create test scripts. 

CAPBAKINI™ - VER 2.1 

CAPBAK/NI™, Ver 2.1 is now available, 
supporting VGA and SVGA. Several 
new features have been introduced: 

Total Mouse Control: Absolute or relative 
positioning (mousemove). mousemove-on
pattern relocates the mouse to an associ
ated graphic pattern. 

Graphic Object Acquisition: A unique pat
tern (button, icon, list-box, etc.) with the 
associated name can be stored in an inter
nal d atabase. 

Dynamic Output Synchronization Support: 
Window size is recognized during cap
ture. Windows are automatically re-sized 
and repositioned during playback. 

Position-independent Synchronization: 
CAPBAK/NI™ now has on-board mem
ory based pixel-to-pixel comparison, 
allowing position-independent video 
synchronization. 
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Editorial 
STW/2.6 Release 
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CAPBAKIMSW HAS OCR CAPABILITY EDITORIAL 

Powerful OCR (Optical Character Recog
nition) technology has been made part of 
CAPBAK/MSW™, Ver 2.3. The OCR fea
ture is based on Xerox Imaging Systems' 
technology, which is the same technology 
released for CAPBAK/X™. The OCR 
feature permits CAPBAK/MSW™ play
back synchronization independent of 
typefont and typesize, and has important 
additional uses in validating tests based 
on numerical values extracted from 
saved images. 

Why Use "C" for Tool Control? 

SMARTS/MSW AVAILABLE 

Software Research is proud to announce 
the upcoming availability of SMARTS/ 
MS~V™. SMARTS™ has been a key 
component of STW/Regression™ on the 
UNIX and DOS platforms; however, it 
has not been available for MS-Windows. 
SMARTS/MSWTM will be shipping this 
quarter, completing the STW /Regres
sion™ bundle for Windows. 

STW/Coverage™ SUPPORTS Sun SOLARIS 
THREADS, C++ CALL-PAIR COVERAGE 

The STW/Coverage™ bundle for C and 
C ++, Ver 2.5, is based on new parsing 
technology that allows an easier, single 
pass method of creating instrumented 
applications in order to measure cover-

After some careful research and a great deal 
of head-scratching we have chosen to use 
"C" as the basis for the command language 
for our STW™ product set, supported by 
an internally developed C Interpreter 
Engine. This was a difficult decision, as we 
believed that our proprietary language was 
appropriate for this product set. In spite of 
that, there are many reasons for this choice, 
among them: 
o Understandability. "C" will be under

stood, or at least understandable, by soft
ware testers of all skill levels. Even if a 
tester's skill set doesn't include the "C" 
programming language, the compactness 
and simplicity of "C" will be a big help, 
and a career enhancement to learn. 

o Universality. Using various features of 
"C" we can achieve almost all of the 
functionality we need in our basic 
STW™ product set - and support a 
number of "advanced functionalities" 
that will be important for the future. 

o Flexibility. The capability we are using 
allows for functions that you "call" in the 
ordinary "C" way, and also supports 
#include filename references. 

.. 1 ·' . kC:01,1er~ 
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The new Xcover window makes viewing coverage results much simpler by allowing the user to look at 
branch and call-pair coverage in a single report. The user is able to view results more interactively. Xcover 
gives a summary of coverage results, or the user can break down the report into three levels of detail: pro· 
gram, function, or segment. Xcover is part of the Ver 9 upgrade of TCAT'M_ 

These two features make it possible both 
to modularize a complicated script, and 
also to break a script up into parts that 
span one or more files for maintainabil
ity and reuse. 

o Power. The overhead for use of "C" is 
fairly low, and the capability provided is 
quite good. 

Naturally, we don't claim to have a full 
"C" language interpreter, and the limita
tions include: 

(a) no pre-sets of variable values, 

(b) no pointers, 

(c) no structures (at present), 

(d) some size limitations on the overall com-
plexity of logical expressions. 

Clearly, choosing to focus on the use of "C" 
as the primary control language eliminates 
such competing alternatives as tcl/Tk, or 
shell scripts, or awk, or even our own pro
prietary language. 
Overall, judging from how the technolo

_gies are evolving, we think that "C" is the 
best choice in the long run. We hope that 
our users agree! 

-Dr. Edward Miller 

age. The most important new features of 
this release are the availability of call-pair 
coverage for C++, the support of applica
tions that take advantage of the threads 
feature in Solaris 2.x on Sun SPARC sys
tems, support for the 3.0 specification of 
C++, and significant ease of use improve
ments. 

In the past, call-pair coverage in C ++ has 
been difficult because the language has 
dynamic binding. Thus, until runtime, it 
was not possible to know which function 
would get called based on which class 
was invoking the call. With the new tech
nology available, STW/Coverage™ can 
now track this. 

Key improvements in ease of use include 
single-pass Branch and Call-Pair cover
age. A simple one-line change to a make 
file is now all that is necessary for doing 
coverage analysis, and no pre-processing 
is necessary before instrumentation; 
Therefore, fewer files are created during 
the process. In addition, the results of the 
branch and call-pair coverage can now be 
viewed in a single report in a utility 
called Xcover™, making viewing of cov-
ernge re5ult5 5irnple and effieiimt. 
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The 2.5 release of STW/Coverage™ is ini
tially available on the Sun SPARC plat
form at this time; HP, IBM, SCI, Digital, 
SCO and MS-DOS will follow in the next 
sixty days. 

STW INTEGRATED WITH IDE'S StP 

In the past, Software Research 
announced an integration with Interac
tive Development Environments (IDE) to 
deliver the first end-to-end automated 
specification, development and software 
test solution. SR's Software TestWorks™ 
(STW™) had been integrated with IDE's 
Software Through Pictures™ (StP™) 
sturcture design tool and T™ products. 
Now, in addition to those products, 
STW™ has also added an integration 
with IDE's object-oriented design tool, 
StP/OMT. 

STW/2.6 RELEASE 

In recent months, Software Research, Inc. 
has embarked on a new project: ST\V-™, 
Ver 2.6. As an overall program, the goal 
of STW™ Ver 2.6 is to improve the uni
formity of the look and feel of all the pro
grams in the suite. The SR staff has been 
making minor changes, fixing small out
standing errors in the programs, improv
ing the ease of use, and revising all the 
documentation. 

IMPROVED EASE OF USE 

A set of standards was established for the 
programs in ST\V-™, laying out specific 
ways in which the STW™ programs 
could be made more internally consis
tent, and simpler to use throughout. 

TESTING TECHNIQUES 
Testing Techniques Newsletter (TTN) is pub
lished biannually by Software Research, 
Inc. to disseminate information about 
Software Testing, Software Quality Man
agement, Verification & Validation Main
tenance, Software Safety; and CASE. For a 
free subscription of the TTN, to receive 
back issues, or to submit letters, write 
Software Research, Inc., 625 Third Street, 
San Francisco, CA 94107-1997 or e-mail 
ttn@soft.com. 

Publisher - Edward Miller 
Issue Manager - Rita Bral 
Editor - Rebekkah Graves 
Copyright© Software Research, Inc. 1994 

S~ STW/Re6'ession, STW/Coverage, STW/Advi
sor, CAPBAK, SMARTS, Xcover, anJ llie ~R logo 
are trademarks of Software Research, Inc. All other 
systems are either trademarks or registered trade
marks of their respective companies. 

IMPROVED ON-LINE HELP FACILITY 

In addition to more uniform behavior, 
the on-line help frames have been 
updated and expanded. 

REVISIONS TO ALL DOCUMENTATION 

All of the STW™ manuals are being 
revised to reflect the changes, and to fix 
minor errors in wording or process 
descriptions. 

The ultimate objective is to produce a 
version of S'fWM that is just as powerful 
but easier to use. 

The STW™ Ver 2.6 release is anticipated 
by the end of October for Sun SPARC, 
and by the end of the quarter for the full 
set of STW™-supported platforms. 

NEW PLATFORMS 

In addition to platforms already sup
ported by the ST\V-™ products, STW™ 
is now available on the Solaris 2.3 OS for 
the Sun SPARC workstation; it is also 
supported on Solaris for x86, and OSF-1 
for the DEC-Alpha. 

For further information about these 
enhancements or about S'fWM in gen
eral, please contact your SR sales repre
sentative. 

NEW SR DISTRIBUTORS 

Benelux 
(Belgium, Netherlands, Luxembourg): 
PVI Precision Software B. V. 

Postbus 1059 
3900 BB Veenendaal NETHERLANDS 
CONTACT: Mr. Herbert Weustenenk 
Phone+ [31] 8385-52588 
FAX+ [31] 8385-51506 
email: 100334.315@compuserve.com 

France: 
Scientific Computers Sari 
llc Quai Conti 

78430 Louveciennes FRANCE 
CONTACT: 
Mr. Pierre Renard 
Phone+ [33] l-30-82-77-07 

FAX+ [33] 1-30-82-72-78 

email: info@scientific.FR 

Italy: 
SLIGOS S.p.A. 
Via Vaninetti, 27 
10148 Torino, ITALY 
CONTACT: 
Mr. Michele Giordano 
Phone + [39] 11 26851 
FAX+ [39] 11 220-2662 

email: mesarto!giordano@relay.iunet.IT 

Cleveland, Ohio: 
Midwest Computer Affiliates - MCA 
526 West Aurora Road 

Suite 346 

Sagamore Hills, Ohio 44067 
Phone: 216-467-5200 

Fax: 216-467-4898 

You can also contact SR directly: 

Software Research, Inc. 
625 Third Street 
San Francisco, CA 94107-1997 USA 
Phone: [l] (415) 957-1441 

Toll Free: [l] (800) 942-SOFT (USA Only} 
FAX: [l] (415) 957-0730 

E-Mail: info@soft.com 

TIN-ONLINE EDITION 

As well as the semi-annual TTN, SR also 
offers free subscriptions to its monthly 
TTN/Online edition. To request a free 
subscription, please e-mail ttn@soft.com 
and use the keywords Request-TIN or 
subscribe in the Subject line of your e
mail header. 

SR SEMINARS IN 1995 

COMING TO A CITY NEAR YOU! 

SR will once again be offering a series of 
free software testing technology semi
nars during January and February in cit
ies throughout the USA. If you are 
interested in attending one of these SR 
seminars, please send e-mail to semi
nars@soft.com. Your response will help 
us to determine which cities to add to the 
series. 

SR HEADQUARTERS GROWS 

Software Research, Inc. has recently 
expanded our space by nearly 60%! You 
are more than welcome to visit. If you 
happen to be in San Francisco, please let 
us know and we will give you a guided 
tour of our facility. 
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UPCOMING EVENTS 

Mark your calendars for these upcoming 
tradeshows and seminars ( ~ indicates 
an SR-sponsored event or one in which 
SR participates): 

~ November 6-9 
5th International Symposium on 
Software Reliability Engineering 
(Edward Miller, keynote speaker) 
Monterey, CA 
Contact: William Farr 
Phone: 703-663-8388 
Fax: 703-663-4568 

~ November 8-10 
TRI-Ada '94 
Baltimore, MD 
Contact: Peter Kortmann 
Tri-Pacific Consulting Corp. 
Phone: 510-814-1775 
Fax: 510-814-1788 

ONovember 14-18 
ACM Professional Development Seminar 
Washington, DC 
Contact: Mrs. Nora Taylor 
Phone: 301-229-2588 

Call: 
Direct: (415) 957-1441 
Toll Free: (800) 942-SOFT 

(USA Only) , 

fl"- '! SOFTWARE RESEARCH, INC. 
~ ~ 625 THIRD STREET 
~ SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94107-1997 

ADDRESS CORRECTION REQUESTED 

Testing Techniques Newsletter Subscriptions 

ONovember 22-24 
Software Development '94 
London, England 
Contact: Lynne Davey 
Phone: +44 081 742 2828 

~November 16-18 
QAI 14th International Software 
Testing Conference 
Orlando, FL 
Contact: John Layman, QAI 
Phone: 407-363-1111 
Fax: 407-363-1112 

ONovember 30-December 1 
19th Annual Software Engineering 
Workshop 
Goddard Space Flight Center 
Greenbelt, MD 
Contact: Jon Valett 
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center 
Phone: 301-286-6564 
Fax: 301-286-1763 
ONovember 30-December 1 
6th Annual Open Systems World 
Including FedUNIX '94 
Washington, D.C. 
Contact: Alan Fedder 
Washington Area UNIX Users' Group 
Phone: 301-953-9600 

FAX: 
(415) 957-0730 
E-Mail: 
into@soft.com 

Testing Techniques Newsletter is provided gratis by 
Software Research, Inc. to leaders in the software and 
quality community. To request a free subscription, write 
to SR on your company letterhead and describe your 
involvement in software testing and quality control. 

Feel free to circulate copies in your office 

0 December 7-8 
Database World and Client/Server World 
Chicago, IL 
Contact: Charles Hurth, DCI 
Phone: 408-280-6778 
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0 February 14-16, 1995 
Software Development '95 
San Francisco, CA 
Phone: 800-441-8826 
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Fax: 415-905-2222 
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Uniforum 1995 
Dallas, TX 
Phone: 800-545-EXPO 
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8th International Software Quality Week 
San Francisco, CA 
Contact: Rita Bra! 
Software Research, Inc. 
Phone: 415-957-1441 
Fax: 415-957-0730 
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SOFTWARE RESEARCH, INC. 

RESPONSE FORM 
PHONE: (415) 957-1441. TOLL FREE: (800) 942-SOFT. FAX: (415) 957-0730. E-MAIL: info@soft.com 

For more information, please FAX or mail this form. 

PLEASE INDICATE: PLEASE TYPE OR PRINT: 

D Please add my name to the mailing list. 

D Please have a sales representative call me. 

Name: 

Title: ------------------------i 
Organization: ---------------------l 
Street: D Please send me the information checked below. 

City /State/ Zip: ________________ ----l 
Phone: ---------------------, 
FAX: ------------------------i 
E-Mail: ____________________ _, 

PLATFORMS OF INTEREST: 

DSPARC 
D486/Solaris 
DPC/Windows/NT 

D IBM RS/6000 
D 486/SCO-ODT 
D Other ____ _ 

I AM INTERESTED IN: 

D HP 9000 7xx / 8xx 
D 486/UnixWare 

D DECstation 
D PC/MS-DOS 

D Silicon Graphics 
D PC/MS-Windows 

DSTW General information on the entire Software TestWorks (STW) Test Tool Suite. 

0 STW/Regression 
D CAPBAK 

General information on the automated regression tools: CAPBAK, EXDIFF and SMARTS. 
Capture and Playback System (X Windows, UNIX, Microsoft Windows, DOS) 

D EXDIFF Extended File Differencing System 
D SMARTS Software Maintenance and Regression Test System (X Windows, UNIX, Microsoft Windows, DOS) 

D STW/Coverage 
OTCAT 

General information on test coverage tools: TCAT, S-TCAT, TCAT-PATH, and T-SCOPE. 

0 S-TCAT 
D TCAT-PATH 
0 T-SCOPE 

D STW/Advisor 
D METRIC 
D STATIC 
OTDGEN 

Test Coverage Analysis Tool (Ada, C, C++, COBOL, F77) 
System Test Coverage Analysis Tool (Ada, C, F77) 
Path Test Coverage Analysis Tool (Ada, C, COBOL, F77) 
Test Data Observation and Analysis for X Windows 

General information on the advisor tools: METRIC, STATIC, and TDGEN. 
Software Metrics Processor/ Generator (Ada, C, C ++, F77) 
Static Analyzer for C 
Test Data Generator 

D IDE/SR StP-T-STW 
Integration 

Information on the integration of IDE's Software Through Pictures (StP), T and OMT products with 
SR's STW. 

D Product Seminars Information on upcoming STW product seminars. 

LANGUAGES USED: 
DC DC++ 0 Fortran 

KIND OF APPLICATION (check all that apply): 
D Metrics Analysis D Static Analysis 
D System Testing O GUI-specific Testing 
0 Re-Engineering O Embedded System Testing 

LEVEL OF NEED: 
O Evaluation / Near term purchase 
0 Gathering Information 

QUESTIONS/SUGGESTIONS: 

0 Ada 

D Unit-Testing 
0 Cross-Platform Testing 
0 Client-Server Testing 

0 COBOL 

0 Integration Testing 
0 Modification Analysis/Testing 
0 Load Generation 

TINl0-94 ~! 

SOFTWARE RESEARCH, INC. 625 THIRD STREET SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94107-1997 USA 
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SOFTWARE RESEARCH INSTITUTE 

CALL FOR PARTICIPATION 
~ QUALITY WEEK '95 

8TH INTERNATIONAL SOFTWARE QUALITY WEEK '95 (QW '95) 

Conference Theme: The Client-Server Revolution 
San Francisco, California -30 May - 2 June 1995 

QW '95 is the eighth in a continuing series of conferences focusing on advances in software test technology, quality 
control, risk management, software safety, and test automation. Software analysis methodologies, supported by 
advanced automated software test methods, promise major advances in system quality and reliability, assuming con
tinued competitiveness. 

The mission of the QW '95 Conference is to increase awareness of the importance of Software Quality and methods 
used to achieve it. It seeks to promote Software Quality by providing technological education and opportunities for 
information exchange within the software community. 

QW '95 OFFERS: 

The QW '95 program consists of four 
days of mini-tutorials, panels, techni
cal papers and workshops that focus 
on software test automation and new 
technology. QW '95 provides the Soft
ware Testing and QA/QC community 
with: 
o Quality Assurance and Test 

involvement in the development 
process. 

o Exchange of information among 
technologists. 

o State-of-the-art information on soft
ware test methods. 

o Analysis of effectiveness through 
case studies. 

o Vendor Technical Presentations 
o Two-Day Vendor Show 

IMPORTANT DATES: 

Abstracts and Proposal Due: 
15 December 1994 

Notification of Participation: 
15 February 1995 

Camera Ready Materials Due: 
15 March 1995 

final P~p~r Len0th: 
10 - 20 pages, including Slides and 
View Graphs 

We are soliciting 45- and 90- minute 
presentations or participation in a 
panel discussion on any area of 
testing and automation, including: 

New and Novel Test Methods 
Automated Inspection 
CASE/ CAST Technology 
Client-Server Computing 
Cost / Schedule Estimation 
Data Flow Testing 
Defect Tracking/ Monitoring 
Function Point Testing 
GUI Test Technology 
Integrated Environments 
ISO-9000 
Load Generation and Analysis 
Multi-Threaded Systems 
Object Oriented Testing 
Process Assessment / Improve-

ment 
Productivity and Quality Issues 
Re-Use 
Real-World Experience 
Real-Time Software 
Reliability Studies 
Risk Management 
Software Metrics in Test Planning 
Test Automation 
Test Data Generation 
Test Documentation Standards 
Test Management Automation 
Test Planning Methods 
Test Policies and Standards 

SUBMISSION INFORMATION: 

Abstracts should be 2 - 4 pages long, 
with enough detail to give reviewers 
an understanding of the final paper, 
including a rough outline of its con
tents. Indicate if the most likely audi
ence is technical, managerial or 
application-oriented. 

In addition, please include: 
o A cover page with the paper title, 

complete mailing and e-mail 
address(es), and telephone and 
FAX number(s) of each author. 

o A list of keywords / phrases 
describing the paper. 

o A brief biographical sketch of each 
author. 

Send abstracts to: 
Ms. Rita Bral 
Software Research Institute 
625 Third Street 
San Francisco, CA 94107-1997 
USA 

Direct: 
Toll Free: 
FAX: 

E-mail: 

[1] (415) 957-1441 
[1] (800) 942-SOFT 
[1] (415) 957-0730 
qw@soH.com 

SOFTWARE RESEARCH INSTITUTE 625 THIRD STREET SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94107-1997 USA 



SOFTWARE RESEARCH INSTITUTE 

-----------------------------------------------
~ QUALITY WEEK '95 

Software Research Institute (a non-profit sub
sidiary of SR) will sponsor the Eighth Interna
tional Software Quality Week (QW '95) at the 
Sheraton Palace Hotel, San Francisco, CA, May 
30 - June 2, 1995. 

Conference Theme 

The theme for the QW '95 is The Client-Server 
Revolution, and will encompass subjects from 
Novel Test Methods to Object-Oriented Test
ing, and will consider how client-server tech
nology is affecting software and software 
testing. 

Conference Structure 

QW '95 features a pre-conference tutorial day 
and a complete three-day general conference 
with keynote sessions, mini-tutorials, and reg
ular technical papers tracks. There are two spe
cial debates, a vendors' presentation track, and 
an expanded two-day vendor exhibit featuring 
top suppliers of Computer Aided Software Test 
(CAST) products. 

QW '95 speakers will include industry experts, 
academics and experienced practitioners in 
QA/QC/Testing to provide the methodologies 
and advanced automated software test meth
ods that promise major advances in system 
quality and reliability. 

QW'95 has one goal: To create an ongoing, 
publicly accessible platform where researchers 
and Quality Assurance and Software Test Pro
fessionals, as well as users at every level, can 
communicate and exchange experience and 
technology. 

Registration 

For information on the conference or to 
receive a registration package e-mail your 
request to qw@soft.com, phone SR/Insti-

tute at (415) 957-1441, or FAX SR/Institute 
at (415) 957-0730. 

Two-Day Vendor Exhibit 

Products and services that support software 
test methodologies and techniques will be dis
played May 31 and June 1 in the Gold Ball
room at the Sheraton Palace Hotel, #2 New 
Montgomery Street, San Francisco, California. 

This year's vendor showcase brings you the 
lates technology and tools. You'll have the 
opportunity to: 

• Visit exhibitors representing today's most 
advanced solutions for your software process 
needs. You can do all your product investi
gation at one time. 

• Heighten your industry knowledge. Learn 
how you can effectively implement the 
proven techniques immediately. 

• Gain a competitive edge. You can see live 
demonstrations of the products that will 
dominate the decade! 

• Vendor Presentation Track: Listen to 
selected vendor present their solutions. 

Some of last year's exhibitors included: Accu
ware, Atria Software, AutoTester, Bellcore, B
Tree, Bender and Associates, CenterLine Soft
ware, Direct Technology, Eastern Systems, 
International Software Automation, KPMG 
Peat Marwick, LORA, Mercury Interactive, 
Performance Awareness, QES, Reliable Soft
ware Technologies, Scopus Technology, Soft
brige, Software Maintenance, Software 
Research, Sterling Software, Vantive, and Veri
tas Software. 

FOR EXHIBIT REGISTRATION AND 
INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT: Rita 
Bral at (415) 957-1441. 

• 

• 

• 
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-rESTING TECHNIQUES 
A NEWSLETIER DEVOTED TO THE TECHNOLOGY OF SOFTWARE TESTING 

VOLUME 18 / NUMBER 1 / SPRING 1995 

QW 1995 IS APPROACHING! 

Software Research Institute (a non
profit subsidiary of SR) sponsors the 
Eighth International Software 
Quality Week (QW '95) at the 
Sheraton Palace Hotel, San Fran
cisco, CA, May 30 - June 2, 1995. 

QW '95 features a pre-conference 
tutorial day and a complete three
day general conference with keynote 
sessions, mini-tutorials, and regular 
technical papers tracks. There are 
two special debates, a vendors' pre
sentation track, and an expanded 
two-day vendor exhibit featuring top 
suppliers of Computer Aided Soft
ware Test (CAST) products. 

aw '95 speakers include industry 
experts, academics and experi
enced practitioners in QA/QC/Test
ing to provide the methodologies 
and advanced automated software 
test methods that promise major 
advances in system quality and reli
ability. 

SEE INSERT TO REGISTER! 

QW95 STATISTICS 

Over 25 vendor companies will be 
represented, making QW95 the larg
est quality-oriented conference. 

Over 60 speakers from all over the 
world will be presenting papers, tuto
rials and debates, making QW95 the 
technically superior event. 

ABOUT SR/INSTITUTE ... 

Formed in 1990, SR/Institute is not
for-profit subsidiary of SR whose 
efforts focus on promotion and edu
cation on behalf of software quality. 

SR/lnstitute's primary focus has 
been the development of the Quality 
Week conferences each Spring, and 
on presentation of professional/tech
nical seminars and short courses. 

We'd be pleased to send you a copy 
of SR/lnstitute's Prospectus upon 
request. 

SMARTS/MSW™ SIMPLIFIES TEST EXECUTION 

[lie Se.rd! f'ltr lfcl 
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Reading a pre-pro
grammed "C" lan
guage scrir,t, (A ). 
SMARTS M gener
ates the relational test 
tree, shown in hierar
chical outline form 
(B). The user may 
select individual tests, 
entire groups of tests, 
or the entire test 
group. Using the nat
ural tree-based execu
tion order, 
SMARTS™ runs the 
tests and computes the 
PASS/FAIL results. 
While tests are run
ning SMARTS™ 
reports results real
time in the test results 
window (C). 
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REVISED, UNIFIED WORLD PRICES 

Effective 1 February 1995, the price struc
ture for all components of Software 
TestWorks has been revised so that product 
license fees are uniform worldwide. Prod
uct maintenance rates have been kept at 
15% per year. New, lower prices were intro
duced for the MSWindows product line. 

Copies of the new STW price list are avail
able on request. 

NEW APPLICATION NOTES AVAILABLE 

Recently completed or revised STW Appli
cation Notes include the following: 

• True-Time and Widget Both Necessary 

• StP and STW Integration 

• Serial Application Selection Method 

• Why Product Evaluations are Essential 
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• Using Xll virtual for Multi-Platform 
Testing 

Copies of Application Notes are avail
able without charge on request. 

TN THIS ISSUE: 

QW'95 is Approaching! 1 
Revised, Unified World Prices 1 
New Application Notes Available 1 
Watch This Space... 2 
TIN/Online 2 
Platforms 2 
Editorial 2 
SR Distributors 3 
Cross-Platform Testing 3 
Postscript and Online Viewing 3 
Currei:tt STW Versions 3 
Win95 Support 3 
Calendar of Events 4 
Reader Response Form 
QW'?~ Announcement 
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WATCH THIS SPACE ... EDITORIAL 

... for mentions of articles worth reading 
about testing tools, and about Software 
Research in particular. 

Why Product Evaluations are Essential 

Take a look at the May issue of Data Man
agement Review. Customers from seven 
different GUI tool vendors were inter
viewed about the tools they use to test 
their products. Among the customers 
interviewed was Jim Williams of U.S. 
Computer Services, who uses Software 
Research's Software TestWorks 
(STW)™. He has a suite of over 3500 
test cases which he runs regularly in six 
hours! This is in contrast to the same 
tests which, if run manually, would take 
600 hours! 

TIN-ONLINE 

Software Research, Inc., publishes a 
monthly online newsletter, "TIN/ 
Online", which features technical arti
cles, editorials, a calendar of events, and 
more. A new feature is "Krazy Kontest", 
a testing puzzler, which has already gen
erated some thoughtful and humorous 
responses. 

If you are not regularly receiving copies 
of TIN_LOnline anfl you want to, please 
fill in the Reader Response Form 
included as an insert. You can tell if you 
are a regular subscriber by looking for 
the phrase "TTN Regular" on the mailing 
label. 

!tttAI.JY 

STW is a rich and diverse product set; 
however, in spite of its advantages it can
not do everything in every situation, it 
cannot be everything to every user. 
Hence, a detailed try it before you buy it 
evaluation is valuable and, we think, nec
essary. 
Software testing is a ALWAYS a difficult 
process -- one for which the payoffs are 
great, but for which the wrong choices 
can be expensive in terms of time and 
money. 
Some software sellers would have you 
believe that their product, based on a 
demo that they deliver to you, is the "end 
all, be all, do all, final solution" to all of 
your needs. Very often, this is pitched at 
an on-site demo, normally run by some 
very high-powered and well practiced 
sales people. 
The reality of software test technology is 
that perhaps 1 % of the applications fit the 
norm of process success that can be illus
tnm-d with irprepamt sales- demo. The 
other 99% require some kind of local 

opqrstuvwxyz 
nopqrstuvwxy 
nopqrstuvwyz 
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BCDEFGHIJKLM 
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CAPBAKIMSW™ DRIVES MULTIPLE CLIENT/SERVER PROCESSES 
Either CAPBAK/X or CAPBAK/MSW can be used to control multiple processes running from your screen 
and controlling multiple computers. In the screen above four instances of the "KEY EAT" application are 
given inputs as soon as each is ready for more inp~t (i.e. show_ing REA~Y on _the screen). The control scripts, 
entirely in "C", let you handle extremely complicated test situatzons like this with ease. More mformatzon 
is available in the Application Note, "Serial Application Selection Method". 

'testware' programming in order to suc
ceed. 
One can understand why some compa
nies would avoid evaluations: they 
KNOW that their products are too lim
ited in scope, and/or they don't have the 
technical staff needed to support you 
anyway. 
This product limitation may be due to 
the fact that software testing is an imma
ture market, and thus is subject to a lot of 
sales hype. 
An example of how confusing things can 
be is how some vendors toss terms 
around whose definitions are not yet 
standardized; terms that every vendor 
uses differently, to their own advantage. 
The bottom line is: try it before you buy 
it. The only software testing solution 
that works for you is the one that you 
really SEE working for you ... 

-Dr. Edward-Miller--
President, Software Research, Inc. 

PLATFORMS 

Here is a list of primary supported plat
forms with Software Test Works TM 

products available and shippable 
today. 
• Products have recently been released 
on these platforms: 

Hardware Platforms OS 
DEC Alpha OSF/1 

NCR 3000 Svr4 

386/486 SCO/ODT, Solaris 

• Software TestWorks™ products 
have been available for some time on 
these platforms: 

Hardware Platforms OS 
HP 9000/700, 800 HP·UX 

IBM RS/6000 AIX 

Silicon Graphics IRIX 

Sun SPARC SunOS, Solaris 

386/486 MS-DOS, OS/2, Windows 

• In addition, we will soon be releas
ing STW /Coverage™ for MS/Win-
dows, Win95, and Windows NT. 
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CROSS-PLATFORM TESTING 

With all of the advantages of true-time 
testing, one of the disadvantages has 
been the ability to use the same script on 
multiple hardware platforms, a strength 
of object level testing. Now by using 
Xl 1 virtual, you can use your true-time 
scripts across these multiple platforms 
without any changes. This is accom
plished by using the flexibility in Xll vir
tual to set the window server parameters 
regardless of the physical constraints of 
the system on which you are running. 

The key to successfully running your 
script on different hardware vendors' 
platforms is to simply make sure the ini
tial states are the same. This includes 
verifying that the fonts you are using are 
standard X Window fonts available on all 
platforms, and that the defaults used for 
MWM are the same. These defaults 
include colors, fonts, and font sizes. With 
these two precautions, you can now run 
the same script and verification on every 
platform which runs Xll virtual. This 
includes Sun SPARC, Solaris for x86, IBM 
RS /6000, HP 9000/700&800, and SGI. 

George Symons, VP Sales & Marketing 

NOTE: for more information request the 
Application Note, "True Time and Widget 
Both Necessary." 

POSTSCRIPT AND ONLINE VIEWING 

SR is making much of our documenta
tion (manuals, application notes and 
some brochures) available in Postscript 
form, which can be sent via E-mail. 

In addition, online viewing of user docu
mentation is available in new versions of 
the STW™ products. 

SR'S PACIFIC RIM DISTRIBUTORS 

Japan: 
Lifeboat, Inc. 
3-6, Kanda-Nishikicho, Chiyoda-ku, 
Tokyo 101 JAPAN. 
Phone+ [81] (3) 3293-4738, 
FAX+ [81] (3) 3293-4725, 
E-Mail: deng@lifeboat.co.JP 

Korea: 
Daeboong Corporation 
Kwansesa Koikwan B/D 4 Fl 
209-9 Nonhyun-Dong, Kangnam-Ku 

geoul, KOr:l[;:A. 
Phone+ [82] (2) 515 6671 /6 
FAX+ [82] (2) 515 8209 

SR'S EUROPEAN DISTRIBUTORS 

Benelux (Belgium, Netherlands, 
Luxembourg): 
PVI Precision Software B.V. 
Postbus 1059 
3900 BB Veenendaal NETHERLANDS. 
Phone+ [31] 8385-52588 
FAX+ [31] 8385-51506 
E-Mail: 100334.315@compuserve.COM 

France: 
Scientific Computers Sari 
11 c Quai Conti 
78430 Louveciennes FRANCE. 
Phone + [33] 1-30-82-77-07 
FAX+ [33] 1-30-82-72-78 
E-Mail : info@scientific.FR 

Germany, Austria: 
PVI Precision Software GmbH 
Robert-Bosch Strasse 5 
Dreieich-Sprendlingen 
D-63303 GERMANY. 
Phone+ [49] 6103-3794-0 
FAX + [49] 6103-36955 
E-Mail: garms@pre-soft.DE 

Italy: 
SLIGOS S.p.A. 
Via Vaninetti, 27 
10148 Torino, ITALY. 
Phone+ [39] 11 26851 
FAX+ [39] 11 220-2662 
E-Mail: sibilla@sligos.lT 

Italy: 
SIElab, s.r.l. 
Via A. Ponchielli 16 
55049 Viareggio (LU), ITALY. 
Phone + [39] (584) 962-996 
FAX+ [39] (584) 48818 
E-Mail: SIELAB@vm.cnuce.cnr.lT 

Italy: 
ASICs.r.l 
V. Stefano Clemente 6 
10143 Torino, ITALY 
Phone: +39-11-437-1755 
FAX +39-11-437-1916 
E-Mail: asic.serra@galactica.lT 

Scandinavia (Norway, Sweden, Fin
land): 
Memory Data AB 
Dalvagen 16 
Box 1467 
S-17128 Solna, SWEDEN. 
Phone+ [46] 8-705-7600 
FAX+ [46] 8-705-7601 , 
E-Mail: bla@memory.SE 

UK (England, Scotland, Ireland): 
Scientific Computers, Ltd. 
3 Premiere House, Betts Way, London 
Road, Crawley, West Sussex, 

ENGLANO AH10 ~Q~. 
Phone + [44] (293) 403.636 
FAX+ [44] (293) 403.641 
E-Mail: alan@scl.COM 

CURRENT STW VERSIONS 

Here is a rundown of the current config
uration of the entire Software TestWorks 
(STW)™ suite (Ver 2.6): 

• STW / Regression Ver. 2.6 
• CAPBAKJX Ver 4.5 with OCR 

has automatic output synchronization, 
OCR, Xllvirtual, with Object Oriented 
operation support available in a add-on 
kit. 

• SMARTS 
• EXDIFF 
• CAPBAK/Unix 

• STW / Coverage Ver. 2.6 
• TCAT/S-TCAT Ver 8.2 
• T-SCOPE 
• TCAT-PATH 

• STW / Advisor Ver. 2.6 
• METRIC 
• STATIC 
• TDGEN 

• STW /Regression/MSWindows Ver 2.4 
• CAPBAK/MSW 
• SMARTS/MSW 

• STW / Nonlnvasive Solution 
• CAPBAK/NI Ver. 2.3 

Runs under SMARTS™ in either SCO/ 
ODTorMSW 

WIN95 SUPPORT 

Software Research is working on prod
ucts to use with Windows 95! CAPBAK/ 
WIN95 and SMARTS/ WIN95 are up and 
running at Software Research, Inc., and 
are under test. 

They are expected to be released shortly. 

TESTING TECHNIQUES 
NEWSLETTER 

Testing Techniques Newsletter (TTN) is pub
lished biannually by Software Research, 
Inc. to disseminate information about 
Software Testing, Software Quality Man
agement, Verification & Validation Main
tenance, Software Safety, and CASE. For a 
free subscription of the TTN, to receive 
back issues, or to submit letters, write 
Software Research, Inc., 625 Third Street, 
San Francisco, CA 94107-1997 or e-mail 
ttn@soft.com. 

Publisher - Edward Miller 
Issue Manager - Rita Bral 
Editor - Rebekkah Graves 
Copyright© Software Research, Inc. 1995 

STW, STW/Regression, STW/Coverage, STW/Advi
sor, CAPBAK, SMARTS, Xcover, and the SR logo 
"" /rmfmrlf§ Pf ~ftware Research1 Inc. All other 
systems are either trademarks or registered trade
marks of their respective companies. 
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UPCOMING EVENTS 

Mark your calendars for these upcoming 
tradeshows and seminars (el' indicates an 
SR-sponsored event or one in which SR 
participates): 

el' May 23 - 25 
Sun World '95 
San Francisco, CA 
Contact: Chip Zaborowski 
Phone: 508-879-6700 
Fax: 508-872-8237 

el' May 30 - June 2 

Eighth International 
Software Quality Week (QW'95) 
San Francisco, CA 
Contact: Rita Bral 
Software Research, Inc. 
Phone: 415- 957-1441 
Fax: 415-957-0730 
E-mail: qw@soft.com 

el' June 12-15 
USPDI Software Testing Conference 
Arlington, VA 
Contact: Ginger Houston-Ludlam 
Phone: 301-445-4400 
Fax: 301-445-5722 

Call: 
Oirect;t415) 957-1441 
USA Only~ (SOOt 942.-SOFT 

... _ '! SOFTWARE RESEARCH, INC. 
625 THIRD STREET !l SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94107-1997 

ADDRESS CORRECTION REQUESTED 

Testing Techniques Newsletter Subscriptions 

el' June 14 -15 
Database & Client/Server 
Boston, MA 
Contact: Dianne Munini 
Tel: 508-470-3870 ext. 209 
Fax:508-470-1992 

el' June 20 - 23 
ASQC 1st World Congress 
San Francisco, CA 
Contact: Karen Snow 
Phone: 415-388-1963 

el' August 9 - 11 
Compsac 
Dallas, TX 
Contact: David Kung 
Phone: 817-273-3627 
Fax: 817-273-3784 
E-mail: kung@cse.uta.edu 

el' August 13 - 17 
Object World '95 
San Francisco, California 
Contact: Deborah Andersen 
Phone: 800-545-EXPO 

FAX: 
(415) 957-0730 
E-Mail: 
info@soft.com 

Testing Techniques Newsletter is provided gratis by 
Software Research, Inc. to leaders in the software and 
quality community. To request a free subscription, write 
to SR on your company letterhead and describe your 
involvement in software testing and quality control. 

Feel free to circulate copies in your office 

el' September 19 - 21 
UNIX Expo 1995 
NewYork,NY 
Contact: Don Berey 
Phone: 800-829-3976, ext. 169 
Fax: 201-346-1602 

el' September 28 - 29 
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• 
SOFTWARE RESEARCH INSTITUTE 

THE EIGHTH INTERNATIONAL 

Software Quality Week 
May 30 June 2, 1995 
Sheraton Palace Hotel 

The Client/Server Revolution 

The Client/Server Revolution is sweeping all of computing, changing the way we think about organizing complex systems, 
how we develop and test those systems, and changing our approach to quality control questions for multi-user, multi-platform, 
heterogeneous complexes of computers. At the same time, the Client/Server Revolution is forcing a closer look at critical devel 
opment strategies, at how we think about software testing, and at the methods and approaches we use to get the job done. The 
Eighth International Software Quality Week covers advances in software analysis and review technologies, along with 
formal methods and empirical strategies for large-scale as well as small-scale projects. Quality Week '95 focuses the quality 
industry's best thinkers on providing you the competitive edge to dominate your industry. 

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 

The Pre-Conference Tutorial Day offers 
expert insights on ten key topic areas. 

• Programmers and developers who 
want to learn more about producing 
better quality code. 

The Keynote presentations give unique 

• 
perspectives on trends in the field and 
recent technical developments in the 
community, and offer conclusions and 

Vendor Track. Selected vendors present 
their products and/ or services to guide 
the testing process. The vendor track is 
specifically reviewed for technical content 
-- no high-pressure sales pitches are 
allowed; come to learn, not to be sold! 

A two-day Tools Expo brings together 
leading suppliers of testing solutions. 

• Maintenance technicians looking for 
techniques that control product degra
dation. 

• Technologists who want to catch up on 
the state-of-the-art techniques in soft
ware testing, quality assurance and 
quality control. 

recommendations to attendees. 

The General Conference offers four-track 
presentations, mini-tutorials and a 
debate: 

Technical Track. Topics include: 
• Class testing 
• Deep Program Analysis 
• Test Oracles 
• Novel GUI Approaches, and more .. . 

Applications Track. Topics include: 

• Real-world experiences 
• Novel tools 
• User-Level analysis, and more ... 

Management Track. Topics include: 

• Automatic tests 
• Process experience 
• Team approaches 
• Managing 00 integration, and more ... 

Mini-Tutorial: Explore the pros and cons 
of outsourcing software testing. 

Debate: Examine one of today's hottest 
topics, Model-Checking and the Verification 
of Concurrent Programs, and listen to the 
experience of experts from Carnegie Mel
lon University in Pittsburgh, Pennsylva
nia, Trinity College of Dublin, Ireland, 
Oxford University, Oxford, England, and 
Universite de Liege, Belgium. 

WHO SHOULD ATTEND 

• Lead senior quality assurance manag
ers looking for powerful maintenance 
and testing techniques and an opportu
nity to evaluate today's tools. 

• All quality assurance and testing spe
cialists, beginners and experts alike, 
who need exposure to authoritative 
sources for improving software test 
technology. 

SPECIAL FEATURES 

The conference provides attendees with: 

• State-of-the-art information on soft
ware test methods. 

• Analysis of effectiveness through case 
studies and real-world experiences. 

• The latest developments in the software 
testing world presented by the indus
try's leading practitioners and research
ers. 

• Identification of the techniques that 
have been the most and the least suc
cessful. 

• Vendors of significant, corresponding 
technology. 

• The available tools and services. 
• Networking: informal discussions with 

other attendees on common interests 
and concerns. 

• --- SPECIAL OFFER! 
EARLY REGISTRATION DISCOUNT EXTENDED 

FOR REGULAR TTN SUBSCRIBERS ONLY 



SOFTWARE RESEARCH, INC. SPONSOR OF THE EIGHTH INTERNATIONAL SOFTWARE QUALITY WEEK '95 

KEY SPEAKERS AND THEIR QW'95 TOPICS: 

• Mr. James Bach (Borland) 
Pros and Cons of Outsourcing Software Testing 

• Dr. Boris Beizer (ANALYSIS, Inc.) 
Overview of Software Test Techniques 

• Mr. Bill Bently (Bayer Corp.) 
Special Debate: Model-Checking and the Verifi
cation of Concurrent Programs 

• Prof. Manuel Blum (UC Berkeley) 
Reflections on the Pentium Division Bug 

• Mr. David Card (Software Productivity 
Solutions) 
Experiences with Defect Causal Analysis 

• Mr. Michael Dyer (Dycon Systems) 
Cleanroom Software Development Method 

• Mr. Michael Fagan (Michael Fagan & Asso
ciates) 
Fagan Defect-Free Process 

• Dr. Susan Gerhart (Univ. of Houston) 
The Role of Formal Methods in Testing 

• Mr. Tom Gilb (Result Planning, Ltd.) 
What We Fail to Do in Current Testing Cul
ture 

• Prof. Dick Hamlet (Portland State Univ.) 
Survey of Current Research in Testing for 
Quality 

• Prof. Micheal Mac-an-Airchinnigh 
(K&M Technologies Limited) 
Formal Methods and Testing 

• Dr. Bruno Marre (Univeristy of Paris) 
Software Testing Based on 
Algebraic Specification 

• Dr. John D. Musa (AT&T Bell Labs) 
Software Reliability Engineering Practice 

• Mr. Robert M. Poston (IDE) 
An Integrated Solution to Specification- • 
Based Testing 

• Mr. Norman Schneidewind (Naval 
Postgraduate School) 
State of the Practice in Software Reliability 
Engineering 

• Mr. William David Sharon (CASE Asso
ciates, Inc.) 
An Analysis of CASE Technologies and 
Terms 

• Mr. Roger Sherman (Microsoft) 
Shipping the Right Product at the Right 
Time 

• Dr. Jeffrey Voas (Reliable Software 
Technologies Corp.) 
Software Testability: Past, Present and 
Future 

REGISTRATION: Please pay by check or with your Company Purchase Order. The entire Conference Fee is payable prior to the 
program. Make checks payable to SR Institute, Inc. Registration is accepted up to the time of the meeting, subject to space 
availability; on-site registration begins at 7:00 a.m. No cancellation fee until 5 May 1995. A service charge of $125 after 5 May 
1995 applies. Call the registrar to obtain your cancellation number. 

FEES: Registration includes all material, Conference Lunches, Refreshments and invitation to the Cocktail Party. 

Registered & Paid Before After Group Rates 
April 28 April 28 

Tutorial Day $300 $350 no discount 
3-Day Conference $750 $850 10% discount 

Call Now to Secure Your Seat! 
(800) 942-SOFT (USA only) 

COMBINED $950 $1050 10% discount • 

SAVE: Benefit from the reduced group rate! Send your team of software testing specialists and developers. If you register two or " 
more representatives at one time, you may deduct 10% of the fee for each attendee from the Conference or COMBINED price 

(415) 957-1441, FAX: (415) 957-0730 

only. 

CONFERENCE HOTEL: Quality Week will be held at the luxurious landmark Sheraton Palace Hotel, San Francisco, CA, located 
in the very heart of the downtown business district. The Sheraton Palace has welcomed vacationers and business persons with 
its famous hospitality. Enjoy the best in facilities, restaurants, clubs, theaters, shops, and points of interest. 

Please complete and return this form to SR Institute, 625 Third Street, San Francisco, CA 94107-1997, together with your check 
or purchase order. Request information through E-mail: qw@soft.com 

FAX Your Registration : (415) 957-0730 

Please Type or Print: 

Name: 
Title: 
Company: 
Street: 
City /State /ZIP: 
Phone: 
FAX: 

Note: Please copy this form for multiple registration. 

Please Check One: 
D Tutorials 
D 3-Day Conference 
0 Tutorials and Conference COMBINED 

Please Indicate TWO Tutorials (Choose A or B or C or D 
or E and For G or Hor I or J): 
0 A Musa O F Schneidewind 
0 B Dyer O G Fagan 
DC Mac-an-Airchinnigh OH Voas 
D D Sharon O I Deibler 
DE Beizer 0 J Poston 

0 Check Enclosed 0 P.O. Number Enclosed 

"Quality Week is especially important for bringing together researchers and practitioners' 
Mary Jean Harrold, Associate Professor, Clemson University 

"The exchange between these two groups is certainly healthy for the future of software quality' 
Thomas Cheatham, Middle Tennessee State University 



RESPONSE FORM 
PHONE: (415) 957-1441. TOLL FREE: (800) 942-SOFT. FAX: (415) 957-0730. E-MAIL: info@soft.com 

For more information, please FAX or mail this form. 

PLEASE INDICATE: PLEASE TYPE OR PRINT: 

Name: 0 Please add my name to the mailing list. 

0 Please have a sales representative call me. 
Title: _____________________ , 

O Please send me the information checked below. 
Organization: __________________ , 

Street: 
City /State/Zip: _________________ , 
Phone: 
FAX: __________________ 

1 

E-Mail: ---------------------1 
PLATFORMS OF INTEREST: 

0 SPARC O IBM RS/6000 0 HP 9000 7xx/8xx 
0 486/UnixWare 

0 DECstation 
0 PC/MS-DOS 

0 Silicon Graphics 
0 PC/MS-Windows 0 486/Solaris O 486/SCO-ODT 

0 PC/Windows/NT O Other ____ _ 

I AM INTERESTED IN: 

OSTW 

O STW/Regression 
OCAPBAK 
0 EXDIFF 
OSMARTS 

0 STW/Coverage 
DTCAT 
0 S-TCAT 
OTCAT-PATH 
OT-SCOPE 

0 STW/Advisor 
OMETRIC 
DSTATIC 
OIDGEN 

0 IDE/SR StP-T-STW 
Integration 

0 Product Seminars 

LANGUAGES USED: 

DC DC++ 

General information on the entire Software TestWorks (STW) Test Tool Suite. 

General information on the automated regression tools: CAPBAK, EXDIFF and SMARTS. 
Capture and Playback System (X Windows, UNIX, Microsoft Windows, DOS) 
Extended File Differencing System 
Software Maintenance and Regression Test System (X Windows, UNIX, Microsoft Windows, DOS) 

General information on test coverage tools: TCAT, S-TCAT, TCAT-PATH, and T-SCOPE. 
Test Coverage Analysis Tool (Ada, C, C++, COBOL, F77) 
System Test Coverage Analysis Tool (Ada, C, F77) 
Path Test Coverage Analysis Tool (Ada, C, COBOL, F77) 
Test Data Observation and Analysis for X Windows 

General information on the advisor tools: METRIC, STATIC, and TDGEN. 
Software Metrics Processor/Generator (Ada, C, C++, F77) 
Static Analyzer for C 
Test Data Generator 

Information on the integration of IDE's Software Through Pictures (StP), T and OMT products with 
SR's STW. 

Information on upcoming STW product seminars. 

0 Fortran 0 Ada 0 COBOL 

KIND OF APPLICATION (check all that apply): 
0 Metrics Analysis 0 
0 System Testing 0 
0 Re-Engineering 0 

LEVEL OF NEED: 
D Evaluation / Near term purchase 

Gathering Information 

Static Analysis 
GUI-specific Testing 
Embedded System Testing 

QUESTIONS/SUGGESTIONS: 

0 Unit-Testing 0 Integration Testing 
0 Cross-Platform Testing 0 Modification Analysis/Testing 
0 Client-Server Testing 0 Load Generation 

TIN 10-94 ~:! 

SOFTWARE RESEARCH, INC. 625 THIRD STREET SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94107-1997 USA 
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• TESTING TECHNIQUES 
A NEWSLETTER DEVOTED TO THE TECHNOLOGY OF SOFTWARE TESTING 

VOLUME 18 / NUMBER 2 / FALL 1995 

TOWARD THE TOTAL SOLUTION CAPBAK 5.1 BREAKS GROUND WITH TRIPLE-MODE TESTING 

Software Research, Inc.'s latest product 
introductions, CAPBAK/X 5.1, STW/Cov
erage 3.0 for UNIX and STW/Coverage for 
Windows 1.1 take aim at true multi-plat
form functional completion. Five bundles 
of test tools on UNIX and Windows put 
TestWorks™ in the unique position of 
being the most universal suite of integrated 
software testing tools available! 

CAPBAK/X 5.1 

CAPBAK/X 5.1 represents a new plateau in 
the design of sophisticated automated cap
ture/ playback test tools. It is the only cap
ture/playback tool on the market which 

. offers triple-mode testing in one seamlessly 
· integrated tool. Object Mode, True Time and 

Character Recognition Modes are now 
available in a single test session with the click 
of a mouse button. 

CAPBAK/X 5.1 is a breakthrough in cap
ture/ playback tools for X-Windows. These 
three operating modes become fully inter
operable: TrueTime operation, where activi
ties are recorded exactly as the user exe
cutes them, and played back with complete 
synchronization; Object operation, which 
records widget (object) activities directly 
from the GUI (Graphical User Interface); 
and Character Recognition - available with 
both TrueTime and Object testing - where 
test activities reflect the contents of the 
screen as processed through a built-in OCR 
engine. 

You need all three! 

In TrueTime, CAPBAK/X 5.1 will correctly 
identify defects even if the smallest product 
change occurs. Object Mode can be more 
flexible, because an application's widgets 
are activated directly, regardless of color, 
screen placement, etc. Object Mode allows 

the same test to be run on multiple hard-
(continued on page 2) 

CAPBAKIX 5.1 
records and exe
cutes tests that are 
tolerant of minor 
application 
changes. The two 
windows at the top 
show options and 
utilities available 
with CAPBAK. 
Below is a rationale 
for widget-level 
testing, one of the 
available capture/ 
playback modes: 
although many of 
the characteristics 
of the two windows 
havechanged,such 
as window size and 
font , the "widgets" 
(scroll bars, etc.) 
remain the same. 

STW/Coverage 3.0 for UNIX 

Software Research is proud to announce 
the release of STW/Coverage™ 3.0 for 
UNIX. This next-generation product is 
intended for developers and testers 
working on host-based, client-server, 
and embedded product environments. 
STW/Coverage 3.0 determines how well 
products have been tested through a 
variety of easily-produced textual, 
graphic and tabular reports. This new 
product embodies all of SR's experience 
and insight from eight years of shipping 
test coverage tools. 

STW/Coverage 3.0's new compiler
based technology is a major leap for
ward. This new implementation permits 
the coverage analyzer to support all stan
dard versions of the C and C++ program

ming languages for most major UNIX 
platforms including Sun, HP, IBM, Digi-
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ta!, Silicon Graphics, NCR System 3000 and 
Intel-based systems running SCO or Solaris. 
STW/Coverage 3.0 includes full support of 
templates within C++, is thread-safe, and 
provides complete support for most state
of-the-art C++ workstation compilers. 
STW/Coverage 3.0 has extensive error 
(continued on page 2) 
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CAPBAK5.1 
(continued from page 1) 

ware and operating platforms. Character 
Recognition allows the test to adjust for 
changes in window layouts or fonts, 
offering a tremendous time-saving 
advantage by helping extend the life of 
that same test script. 

CAPBAK/X is unique in the marketplace 
because the user can switch between 
TrueTime and Object recording in the 
same session - taking advantage of both 
major types of capture/playback tech
nology. Tests don't have to depend on a 
single approach; either mode can be used 
standing alone or combined to deliver 
the very best features of each. In addi
tion, since these two modes are smoothly 
integrated with our OCR-based Charac
ter Recognition, the user has unparal
leled flexibility in testing. We believe this 
is the ideal GUI testing solution. 

C Interpreter 

CAPBAK/X uses a new "C" language 
interpreter which allows test recordings 
to be expressed entirely in a proper sub
set of "C". The advantage of this 
approach to expressing and controlling 
tests is that the "C" language is widely 
used, and will be understood by software 
testers of all skill levels. Tests recorded by 
CAPBAK/X are easy to modify as well. 
Both TrueTime and Object Mode cap
tures create "C" scripts automatically. 

CAPBAK/X 5.1 is part of SR's STW/ 
Regression, one of the three product 
bundles that make up the integrated 
TestWorks™ tool suite. 

TTN-ONLINE 

Software Research, Inc., publishes a 
monthly online newsletter, TIN-Online, 
which features technical articles, editori
als, a calendar of events, and more. 

If you wish to receive copies of TTN
Online, please fill in the Reader 
Response Form included as an insert. 

THE PRESIDENT'S NOTEBOOK . 

Branching out ... 
Users of TestWorks™ are familiar with 
SR's commitment to product quality and 
flexibility: we provide software test tools 
that do the real work in a powerful, clean, 
and efficient way. It's a no~hype approach 
and we hope you appreciate it. 
As the software quality community contin
ues to mature so does our TestWorks™ 
product line. Our most recent product 
additions - a super-powerful coverage ana
lyzer for UNIX and MS-Windows, Win'95 
and NT - brings automated test coverage 
analysis within the reach of every pro
grammer/developer/tester. The technology 
we are using, based on compiler front-end 
processing rather than "lex/yacc" tech
niques employed previously, is strong 
enough to handle even the most complex 
programming applications in "C" and 
"C++". 

TestWorks™ is unique in the test tools 
marketplace, with regression and coverage 
product bundles for both the UNIX and 
Windows software development platforms. 
By providing essentially identical fun0-
tionality in the two most important mar
kets, we know that we have the best chance 
to serve our customers in the long -run. 
TestWorJcs™ users wcm't need to learn a 
whole new "tool context" each time they 
change projects; they have the complete 
testing solution in one integrated package! 
In the near future, you .can expect to see 
these new extensions and additions to the 
TestWorks™ product set: common cross
tool SQL compatible database; new appli
cation reporting flexibility for managers, 
developers and/or testers; expanded online 
"C" script debugging features; new static 
analysis functions for "C++" and Ada 9X; 

Similarly, after very careful study, we point-and-click integration with popular 
decided to use a special "C" interpreted Ian- tool-environments; new reliability 
guage to express captured test scripts and enhancements such as ''MCDC" coverage; 
to control all product operations. This Ian- and much, much more. We are committed 
guage is easy to use, is "pure" enough so it to being your total testing solution pro-
is intrinsically extensible, and is powerful vider! 
enottgh tcrcontend wit1rlfft1,lS11tfl,...""re"'q..,,ut..,r"'e-- -eSta"""'y....,t""mt""e.--AT. -~,...,,_, 
ments. We're proud to point out that our -Edward Miller 
scripts actually will compile if you need 
them to! 

CAPBAK 5.1 FEATURES 

CAPBAK/X 5.1 includes sophisticated 
features and subsystems that make it 
an ideal tool for comprehensive applica
tion testing: 

OXflight allows an OEM the possibility 
to do True Time or Object Mode "flight 
recorder" remote testing for beta-site 
or field-diagnostic purposes. 

OXdemo plays fully functional demon
strations of software that any organi
zation plans to distribute. 

0 Xvirtua/, included with CAPBAK/X at 
no extra cost, supports client/server 
load generation from single or multi
ple workstations. 

OAutomatic output synchronization 
solves the playback synchronization 
problem associated with UNIX win
dowing systems. 

OA new hierarchical data structure for 
each test separates TrueTime, Char
acter Recognition Mode and Object 
Mode capture information into their 
own SOL-ready subdirectories. 

President, Software Research, Inc. 

STW/Coverage 3.0 
(continued from page 1) 

checking that identifies syntax errors early 
and allows the developer to correct them 
before continuing. He or she no longer 
needs a 100% compilable program to run 
through the coverage analyzer. With 
STW /Coverage 3.0, going from source 
code to report-ready object is simplified, 
streamlining the compile-edit-debug test / 
development cycle 

Outrunning the Competition 

STW/Coverage 3.0 outpaces the few com
petitive UNIX products with several key 
features. 

STW/Coverage 3.0 offers full support for 
both C and C++, including all of the latest 
C++ language enhancements and the abil
ity to do branch and call-pair coverage in 
a single test run. 

In addition, users can access simple tex
tual reports which are easy to include in 

(continui:a on page J) 
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STW/Coverage for Windows makes Test Works for Windows the most complete suite of auto
mated software testing tools on the market. Shown are a digraph and cal/tree, and their associated 
source code, from a module that has been exercised. Using STW!Coverage for Windows, you 
can go directly from a digraph/calltree node or edge to source code with a single button click. In 
the upper-left corner is the directory for the current project, showing instrumentation and anal
ysis options. 

STW/Coverage 3.0 
(continued fro m page 2) 

- internal documents, and get graphical 
views of the code, annotated numerically 
and by color to show coverage level. If 
the developer needs quick analysis of 
results, there is also a quick-look tabular 
report. This new reports allows users to 
look at coverage results at a very high 
level, and then interactively dive into 
whatever detail is needed. 

Compiler-based technology makes inte
grating coverage analysis into the user's 
standard build-test-edit process easy, 
with a simple one-line change. 

STW/Coverage 3.0 provides branch and 
call-pair coverage for both C and C++. 
Branch coverage is used for unit and sys
tem testing, tracking the number of times 
each segment in a function has been exer
cised. Call-pair coverage is used prima
rily for integration testing, determining if 
each function call pair has been exer
cised. Coverage values permit testers to 
focus effort on unexercised code, rather 
than creating new tests for sections of the 
code that have already been hit. Organi
zations can 5et a coveraoe level which 
must be attained before a product ships, 
and with STW/Coverage, will know 

when they have done enough testing. 
Given that time is money, the short-term 
and long-term dollar benefits are obvi-
ous. ~a 

WINDOWS PRODUCTS 

With the much-publicized release of 
Microsoft's Windows '95, SR is right 
there with products to match the new 
technology! Windows Solutions '95, this 
August's San Francisco conference, 
marks the debut of some new products 
for MS-Windows '95, keeping us on the 
cutting edge of testing technology. 

STW/Coverage for Windows 1.1 

STW/Coverage for Windows offers the 
5ame new compiler-based technology 

that the UNIX version does, permitting 
the coverage analyzer to support all stan-

dard versions of the C and C++ pro
gramming languages for the Windows 
platforms. Extending the product lan
guage dialects and supported features 
becomes easier, and programmers' exist
ing environments are completely sup
ported (for example, it includes full 
support of templates within C++ and 
complete support of Microsoft C++ Ver. 
6 and later, plus Microsoft Visual C Ver. 
1.5 and Ver. 2.0). 

This makes coverage analysis far sim
pler, and far more powerful, than ever 
before! 

STW /Regression for Windows 

SMARTS for Windows is also new this 
year, completing the STW/Regression 
bundle for Windows 3.1, Windows NT 
and Windows '95. STW/Regression, 
SR's fully automated test execution tool 
set for host-based and client-server GUI 
testing, contains a sophisticated cap
ture / playback engine, an ASCII and bit
map differencing engine, and a test 
manager for controlling the testing pro
cess. All of the products in the 
TestWorks suite can stand alone, or 
operate as a fully integrated unit, signif
icantly increasing test speed and accu
racy, improving cycle time and quality. 

TESTING TECHNIQUES 
NEWSLETTER 

Testing Techniques Newsletter (TTN) is pub
lished biannually by Software Research, 
Inc. to disseminate information about 
Software Testing, Software Quality Man
agement, Verification & Validation Main
tenance, Software Safety, and CASE. For a 
free subscription of the TTN, to receive 
back issues, or to submit letters, write 
Software Research, Inc., 625 Third Street, 
San Francisco, CA 94107-1997 or e-mail 
ttn@soft.com. 

Publisher - Edward Miller 
Issue Manager - Rita Bra! 
Editor - Rebekkah Graves 
Copyright © Software Research, Inc. 1995 

TestWorks, STW, STW/Regression, STW/Coverage, 
STW/Advisor, CAPBAK, SMARTS, Xcover, 
Xdemo, Xflight, Xvirtual, and the SR logo are trade
marks of Software Research, Inc. All other systems 
"re cilh~r trademarks or registered trademarks of 
their respective companies. 
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UPCOMING EVENTS 

Mark your calendars for these upcoming 
tradeshows and seminars (v' indicates an 
SR-sponsored event or one in which SR par
ticipates): 

v' 28 September 
PNSQC 
Pacific Northwest Software Quality 
Conference 
Portland, OR 
Pacific Agenda 
2425 North West Overton 
Portland, OR 97210 
Ms. Terri Moore 
Tel: 503-223-8633 
Fax:503-223-4630 

0 3-5 Oct 
Software Development '95 East 
Washington, D.C. Convention Ctr. 
Washington, D.C. 

0 10-12 Oct 
Software World & Client/Server 
Developer's Conference & Expo 
San Jose Convention Center 
San Jose, CA 

CONTACTING SR'S OFFICE 

Call: 

v' 

v' 

FAX: 

Loretta Taylor or Dan Horgan 
DCI 
204 Andover St. 
Andover, MA 01810 
Tel: 508-470-3870 
Fax:508-470-1992 

5-10 Nov 
TRI-Ada '95 
The Disneyland Hotel 
Anaheim,CA 
Mr. Paul Graszda 
Tel: 508-443-3330 X 1227 
1-800-833-7751 
Fax: 508-443-4715 
E-mail: 

dok.boston@applelink.apple.com 
triada.dok@notes.compuserve.com 

27-30 Nov 
EuroSTAR'95 
EuroSTAR Conferences Limited 
4th Floor, 7 Hanover Square 
London WlR 9HE 
Tel: 44-171-4934229 Fax: 171-3553738 
E-mail: 
eurostar@evolutif.demon.co.uk 

Direct: +1 (415) 957-1441 
USA Only: + 1 (800) 942-SOFT 

+1 (415) 957-0730 
E-Mail: 
info@soft.com 

... , SOFTWARE RESEARCH, INC. 

""' \ r J 625 THIRD STREET ~l. SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94107-1997 

ADDRESS CORRECTION REQUESTED 

Testing Techniques Newsletter Subscriptions 

Testing Techniques Newsletter is provided gratis by 
Software Research, Inc. to leaders in the software and 
quality community. To request a free subscription, write 
to SR on your company letterhead and describe your 
involvement in software testing and quality control. 

Feel free to circulate copies in your office 
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SOFTWARE RESEARCH INSTITUTE 

CALL FOR PARTICIPATION 
~ QUALITY WEEK '96 

9TH INTERNATIONAL SOFTWARE QUALITY WEEK '96 (QW '96) 

Conference Theme: Quality Process Convergence 
San Francisco, California -21 - 24 May 1996 

QW '96 is the ninth in a continuing series of conferences focusing on advances in software test technology, quality 
control, risk management, software safety, and test automation. Software analysis methodologies, supported by 
advanced automated software test methods, promise major advances in system quality and reliability, assuring con
tinued competitiveness. 

The mission of the QW '96 Conference is to increase awareness of the importance of Software Quality and the meth
ods used to achieve it. It seeks to promote Software Quality by providing technological education and opportunities 
for information exchange within the software community. 

QW '96 OFFERS: 

The QW '96 program consists of four 
days of mini-tutorials, panels, techni
cal papers and workshops that focus 
on software test automation and new 
technology. QW '96 provides the Soft
ware Testing and QA/ QC community 
with: 
0 Quality Assurance and Test 

involvement in the development 
process. 

0 Exchange of information among 
technologists. 

0 State-of-the-art information on soft
ware test methods. 

0 Analysis of effectiveness through 
case studies. 

0 Vendor Technical Presentations 
0 Two-Day Vendor Show 

IMPORTANT DATES: 

Abstracts and Proposal Due: 
15 December 1995 

otification of Participation: 
15 February 1996 

Camera Ready Materials Due: 
30 March 1996 

Final Paper Length: 

10 - 20 pages, 
and Slides / View Graphs 

We are soliciting 45- and 90- minute 
presentations or participation in a 
panel discussion on any area of test
ing and automation, including: 

New and Novel Test Methods 
Automated Inspection 
CASE / CAST Technology 
Client-Server Computing 
Cost/ Schedule Estimation 
Data Flow Testing 
Defect Tracking / Monitoring 
Function Point Testing 
GUI Test Technology 
Integrated Environments 
ISO-9000 
Load Generation and Analysis 
Multi-Threaded Systems 
Object Oriented Testing 
Process Assessment / Improve-

ment 
Productivity and Quality Issues 
Re-Use 
Real-World Experience 
Real-Time Software 
Reliability Studies 
Risk Management 
Software Metrics in Test Planning 
Test Automation 
Test Data Generation 
Test Documentation Standards 
Test Management Automation 
Test Planning Methodg 
Test Policies and Standards 

SUBMISSION INFORMATION: 

Abstracts should be 2 - 4 pages long, 
with enough detail to give reviewers 
an understanding of the final paper, 
including a rough outline of its con
tents. Indicate if the most likely audi
ence is technical, managerial or 
application-oriented. 

In addition, please include: 

0 A cover page with the paper title, 
complete mailing and e-mail 
address(es), and telephone and 
FAX number(s) of each author. 

0 A list of keywords / phrases 
describing the paper. 

0 A brief biographical sketch of each 
author. 

Send abstracts to: 
Ms. Rita Bral 
Software Research Institute 
625 Third Street 
San Francisco, CA 94107-1997 
USA 

Direct: 
Toll Free: 
FAX: 
E-mail; 

[1] (415) 957-1441 
[1] (800) 942-SOFT 
[1] (415) 957-0730 
qw@soft.com 

SOFTWARE RESEARCH INSTITUTE 625 THIRD STREET SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94107-1997 USA 



SOFTWARE RESEARCH INSTITUTE --------- - - - --· ~ QUALITY WEEK '96 

Software Research Institute (a non-profit sub
sidiary of SR) will sponsor the Ninth Interna
tional Software Quality Week (QW '96) in San 
Francisco, CA, 21 - 24 May, 1996. 

>- Conference Theme 

The theme for the QW '96 is Quality Process 
Convergence, and will encompass subjects from 
Novel Test Methods to Object-Oriented Test
ing, and will consider how client-server tech
nology is affecting software and software 
testing. 

>- Conference Structure 

QW '96 features a pre-conference tutorial day 
and a complete three-day general conference 
with keynote sessions, mini-tutorials, and reg
ular technical papers tracks. There are two spe
cial debates, a vendors' presentation track, and 
an expanded two-day vendor exhibit featuring 
top suppliers of Computer Aided Software Test 
(CAST) products. 

QW '96 speakers will include industry experts, 
academics and experienced practitioners in 
QA/QC/Testing to provide the methodologies 
and advanced automated software test meth
ods that promise major advances in system 
quality and reliability. 

QW '96 has one goal: To create an ongoing, 
publicly accessible platform where researchers 
and Quality Assurance and Software Test Pro
fessionals, as well as users at every level, can 
communicate and exchange experience and 
technology. 

>- Registration 

For information on the conference or to 
receive a registration package e-mail your 
request to qw@soft.com, or phone 

SR/Institute at (415) 957-1441, or FAX SR/ 
Institute at (415) 957-0730. 

>- Two-Day Vendor Exhibit 

Products and services that support software 
test methodologies and techniques will be dis
played Wednesday and Thursday, May 22 and 
23 in the conference hotel. 

This year's vendor showcase brings you the 
lates technology and tools. You'll have the 
opportunity to: 

0 Visit exhibitors representing today's most 
advanced solutions for your software pro
cess needs. You can do all your product 
investigation at one time. 

0 Heighten your industry knowledge. Learn 
how you can effectively implement the 
proven techniques immediately. 

0 Gain a competitive edge. You can see live 
demonstrations of the products that will 
dominate the decade! 

0 Vendor Presentation Track: Listen to 
selected vendor present their solutions. 

Some of our past exhibitors have included: 
AZOR, Inc., B-Tree, Bender and Associates, 
B.V.Q.I, Centerline Software, Coopers & 
Lybrand, Direct Technology, Eastern Systems, 
IDE, International Software Automation, 
KPMG Peat Marwick, Mercury Interactive, 
Microsoft, Odyssey Research Associates, Per
formance Awareness, Performance Software, 
Qualit, Inc., Quality Checked Software, Reli
able Software Technologies, Segue Software, 
Inc., Software Quality Engineering, Software 
Research, Inc., Vermont Creative Software, and 
John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 

FOR EXHIBIT REGISTRATION AND 
INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT: Rita 
Bral at (415) 957-1441. ...,} 
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RESPONSE FORM 
PHONE: (415) 957-1441. TOLL FREE: (800) 942-SOFT. FAX: (415) 957-0730. E-MAIL: info@soft.com 

For more information, please FAX or mail this form. 

PLEASE INDICATE: PLEASE TYPE OR PRINT: 

O Please add my name to the mailing list. Name: ___________________ _ 

O Please have a sales representative call me. Title: ____ _______________ _ 

O Please send me the information checked below. 

O Please send me the monthly TIN-Online. 

Organization: ________________ _ 
Street: ___________________ _ 

City / State / Zip: ______________ _ 
My E-mail address: _____________ _ Phone: 

FAX: ________ __________ _ 

PLATFORMS OF INTEREST: 

0 SPARC 
O 486 / Solaris 
0 DECstation 

TOOLS OF INTEREST: 

O TestWorks (STW) 

0 STW/Regression 

0 STW/Coverage 

0 STW/Advisor 

0 IDE/SR StP-T-STW 
Integration 

0 Product Seminars 

0 Training Seminars 

LANGUAGES USED: 

0 C 

0 IBM RS / 6000 O HP 9000 7xx / 8xx 
O 486 / UnixWare 

O PC/ MS-DOS O PC / MS-Winows 3.1 
O 486 / SCO-ODT 
O Silicon Graphics 

O PC / MS-Windows NT O PC / MS-Windows '95 
O Other ___ _ 

Information on the entire TestWorks (STW) Test Tool Suite. 

Information on the automated regression tools: CAPBAK, EXDIFF and SMARTS. 

Information on test coverage tools: TCAT, S-TCAT, TCAT-PATH, and T-SCOPE. 

Information on the advisor tools: METRIC, STATIC, and TDGEN. 

Information on the integration of IDE's Software Through Pictures (StP), T and OMT products with 
SR's TestWorks. 

Information on upcoming TestWorks product seminars. 

Information on TestWorks product training 

0 C++ 0 Fortran 0 Ada 0 COBOL 

APPLICATIONS OF INTEREST: 

0 Metrics Analysis 
0 System Testing 
0 Re-Engineering 

0 Static Analysis O Unit-Testing 
0 GUI-specific Testing O Cross-Platform Testing 
0 Embedded System Testing O Client-Server Testing 

ROLE IN SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY EVALUATION: 

0 Departmental IS 0 VAR 

O Integration Testing 
O Modification Analysis/Testing 
0 Load Generation 

0 Corporate IS 
0 End User 0 Federal Government 0 State/ Local Government 

O Systems Integrator 
0 Consultant 

EXPECTED LENGTH OF PROJECT: 
0 0-3 months 0 4-6 months 0 > 6months 0 Gathering information only 

NUMBER OF USERS FOR THIS PROJECT: 
0 1-10 0 11-49 0 50-99 0 100-249 0 >250 

QUESTIONS/SUGGESTIONS: 

ITN 9T95 ~~ 

SOFTWARE RESEARCH, INC. 625 THIRD STREET SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94107-1997 USA 
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